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Wen Doctors DirFeR WHO SHALL DECIDE? 
But the fact is, doctors do zof differ in their opinions 

of Pears’ Soap. Sir Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S., late 
President of the Royal college of Surgeons, England, 
the renowned Dermatologist, writes: «Nothing has an- 
swered so well, or proved so beneficial to the skin as Pears’ Soap.” 

and Dr. JamesStartin in his work upon the “Skin and 
Complexion,” writes: « There is however, one soap, which has 

met with such warm commendation from writers that it should be 
mentioned here, as / cau endorse all that has been written and said by 
the late Mr. Startin, Sir Erasmus Wilson and Dr. Tilbury Fox con- 
cerning it. It was through ése7r instrumentality that, on account 
of its purity Pears’ Soap was introduced into hospitals. It has 
obtained a world-wide reputation, and deservedly so,” 

Dr. Redwood, Ph. D., F.1.C., F.C:S., late Professor of 
Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Soci- 
ety of Great Britain, SayS; “I have never come across af- 
other toilet soap which so closely realizes my ideal of perfection.” 

POPOL LLP LAL 

BEAUTY IS ONLY SKIN DEEP. 

All the more necessary then to attend to the skin, and 
_ keep it clear from impurities. Pears’ Soap ensures 

_ a proper performance of the functions of the skin, and 
_keeps the complexion in its natural bloom. 
There are so many dangerous and even poisonous soaps in the market that a therougit- 
ly reliable article like PEARS’ SOAP, that ll that it is claimed for it, is ® 
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panes 2 vols. 8vo, Cloth, Uncut Edges UNITED STATES HISTORY. By Benson 
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GHt Tape OC Os Portraits. 2 vols. 8vo, Cloth, Uncut Edges and 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH Gilt Tops, $5 00. © 
COLONIES IN AMERICA, By Henry ae Canor Lopcr. With Colored Map. 8vo, Half | HARPER’S BOOK OF FACTS. A Classified” 

ra- Leather, $3 00. History of the World, embracing Science, Lite i 
ture, and Art, with especial reference to Ameri- ' 

THE sgl OF THE UNITED STATES can subjects. Brought down to the year 1895. 
OF AMERICA, By RicHarp HILpreru. Compiled by JosepH H. Wintsey. Edited by 
eee the First Settlement of the Country to the CHARLTON T. Lewis. Large 8vo, Cloth, $8 00; 
End of the Sixteenth Congress. 6 vols. 8vo, Three-quarter Leather, $10 00. (Sold by Sub-— 
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A. 6. MOGLURG & 60.8 PUBLIGATIONS 
TWO IMPORTANT BOOKS BY DR. BARROWS. 

CHRISTIANITY, THE WORLD-RELIGION. 
ae: the Rev. JOHN HENRY BARROWS. 

r. Barrows, the President of the Soveeiens 

In we and Japan, a series of seven lectures on Christi tian 

established ag _ peneery of — "Carlin B rs oo 

Chicago. these 

The Ind ait caper of Sea aa 

a Srcbete tere f the Christian faith. 

well worthy a permanent place in litessinia#? is 

8vo. 

of Religions sind oe World’s Fair, was appointed to deliver, in 

ity. Thi 

nd to be vepbaned a nder the pices of the 

and the present rae is bod a text, with notes, of those lectures. 

ce ees very much do 

The lectures are a at con ke ios to the Christian Evidences, 

$1.50 

s the initial of a ae nnial course of lectur 

University pe 

o worthy ubt whether s ever been favored with s 

A WORLD-PILGRIMAGE. 
By the Rev. age pica: =cenainirete i 

In this Book Dr. 

is the work of a traveler die at pa various people 

graphic pen 

Illustrated. 8vo. $2.00. 

siete mal and observations of his recent journey around the globe. It 
whom he visited, and whom he describes with an unusually 

a pages pass before us eminent men of many faiths, patriarchs, high-priests, pundits, noted eae st 

n Germ 
In thes: 

men, literary magnates and maharajahs. 

touched on or elaborately described. 

Spain in the XIX Century. 
By ELIzABETH WORMELEY LATIMER. 

With spe Wee pos 

s for mer histories 
ea. 

vol ht down 
che present day, me a chapter is devoted to the Spanish 
Colonies, and a chapter to Cub 

Mrs. Latimer’s histories of the 19th century, 

illustrated and uniform id Paes that have 

aurea been publishe 
France in the 19th Century = $2.50 
ussia and oles in the soe Century = 2.50 

England in the 19th Cent: = 2.50 
Europe in Africa in the ape’ Century . 2.50 
Italy in the 19th Century . 2.50 

The el of Language. 
LES WoopWARD Hutson, author 

of * ea iaes of Civilization.” 12mo, 392 

pages. $1.50. 

This work is written ina clear, plain style, with as little 

the day. Mr. H 
s infectious, and in this respect is a 

worthy coadjutor of pete veteran Max Muller.—Chicago 
Evening Post 

The scenes of nature both in Eu 

Paris, the ie of Jtaly and Greece, the 

restless, suffering life of India, and the —— and varied life of the Far East; all these things a 

urope and Asia, university lif 

present unrest in the Ottoman Empire ner ancie * ie 

ect and Theories of Life 
and Education. 
By the Rt. Rev. J. L. SPALDING, author of 
“Education and the Higher Life,” “Things 

Ciena ns and Ends of Educa- os ef — 

volume fro om the sais Ss in pap en. This 

an. like his previous works, is morally intellect- 

ually stimulating in the highest degree 

A Group of French Critics. 
ue MARY FISHER.  I2mo. 

volum aan le 
Uteratare witch they Before had obey nay mee 
Inter.Ocean, Chicag: 

National Epics. oe 
ee KATE cccethipa RABB. I2mo. $1.50. 

t guide toa nn i _ - re- 
"en's great epic — he 

The Method of Darwin. 
A Study in Scientific Method. 

peg FRANX CRAMER. sage 

mee work isa real contribution to the scie 
aren thod and gem logic. We coediall 
it to all sehr nan ee) of gre eat scien 

cal value.”—Zhe Un oeronlirs 

nce of log- 
recommend 

c¢ and practi- 

Sold by booksellers generally, or will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of price, by the publishers, 

A. C. McCLURG & CO., CHICAGO. 



THE SUMMER QUARTER OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 4 

WILL BEGIN JULY 1, 1898 . 

HIS Quarter is an integral part of the scholastic year, and is divided , 

into two terms of six weeks each. Over 200 courses of study will be 
given by more than roo professors and instructors. Inthe Summer of 1897 _ 

there were present 1285 students, who undertook work as follows: 
In Philosophy 118, Pedagogy 276, Political Economy 84, Political 

Science 132, History 269, Sociology 245, Comparative Religions 4, Sem- 
itic 149, Biblical Greek 126, New Testament Literature and History 61, — 

Sanskrit and Comparative Philology 8, Greek 127, Latin 135, Romance 156, 

Germanic Languages 210, English 684, Mathematics 202, Astronomy 13, — 

Physics 137, Chemistry 105, Geology 68, Zodlogy 51, Neurology 7, Anatomy 
and Histology 48, Physiology 43, Botany 95, Public Speaking 67, .System- ; 
atic Theology 62, Church History 69, Homiletics 74, Physical Culture 170, — | 
and in the Disciples’ Divinity School 13. 

The first term of the Summer Quarter ends August 11. Great advan- 
tages are offered to teachers who can spend six weeks in study at the 
University; they may still have from two to four weeks of vacation before — 
the opening of schools. Where a teacher can secure a year’s leave of | 

absence, credit for five Quarters (or 134 years’ work) in the University may — 
be obtained by attendance at the University from July 1, 1898, to Septem- 
ber 22, 1899. A number of students have already secured Master’s degrees — 
by Summer study. Many are working toward degrees who are present at : 
the University during Summer Quarters only. 

All the libraries, laboratories, and museums will be open., A large © 
number of special lectures, both single and in courses, will be provided. — 
The expenses for the Quarter of twelve weeks, including tuition, may be 
made less than $100, and for a term of six weeks one-half of this sum. The 
complete announcements will be ready in March. 

For circulars and other information address 

THE EXAMINER, 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
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During 1393 
The regular staff of Editorial 

Writers of The Youth’s Compan- 
ion will be strengthened by the 
addition of a group of Eminent 
Specialists, who will contribute 

unsigned Editorials on _ those 

Great Interests and Events that 
only authorities can competently 
treat. 

In no other periodical will one 
regularly find Editorial Articles 
on Timely and Noteworthy Sub- 
jects by such writers as: 

ELI HU THOMSO ELIHU THOMSON. 

Highest Authority on Applied a adiy: 

Prof. W. T. SEDGWICK. A. C. STEVEN 
Authority on Sanitary Science. Authority on Finance. (Editor of es ) 

Prof. CHAS. A. YOUNG. es. T. C. MENDENHAL 
Eminent Astronomer, Princeton. eas Physicist. Pres. Worcester Poly tactile, 

THE YOUTHS 
COMPANION 

“The Best Friend of the American Family.” 

Each weekly issue of The Companion provides as much reading-matter as a 
r2mo volume of one hundred and seventy-five pages, and few books possess such 
Variety, interest and value. Many of the world’s greatest Statesmen, Travelers, Men 
of Science and Story-Writers are among the contributors for 1898. 

WM. E. GLADSTONE. RUDYARD KIPLING. MARY E, WILKINS. 

THOMAS B. REED. WILLIAM D. HOWELLS. LILLIAN NORDICA. 

EARL OF DUFFERIN. ——! R. STOCKTON. MARGARET E. SANGSTER. 

SENATOR HOAR. eut. R. E. PEARY. OCTAVE THANET. 

MAX O’ RELL. pas BURROUGHS. Mrs. BURTON HARRISON. 

And More than One Hundred Others. 

H 2 -Color "ame and address, and ale oe tea aad pag hrm aged alt nan etn 

— The Youth’s Companion every week from the time subscription is 

oat till January 1, 1898; 

Calendar FREE — Christmas, New Year’s and Easter Double Numbers ; 

FREE —The Companion Art Calendar for 1898, a ae eos mg nivel to ord 

of the famous Pieces s of C As 

perb the anda charming a 

e And The Companion Fifty-two Weeks, a Full Year, to Jan. 1, 1899. U 28 

Illustrated Prospectus of the Volume for 1898 and Sample Copies of the Paper Free. 

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION, 201 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 
Pe 
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‘The University of Chicago Press Publications 

ECONOMIC STUDIES 

1; A. he Scien inan 
utho hy ome of yee Cohn’s_‘‘Finanzwis 

seauchelt,” . Veblen, of the University of 

Chicago. Lee ae cloth, an Pages: Price $3.50 net, 

{I. History of the Union Pac ilway. 
td Henry Kirke White. Large Seo, pe about 150 pages. 

Price $1.50 net. 

Ill. nt he Indian Silver Currency. 
Translated from the German by Pro- Karl mera 

tdi af eget ma Laughlin. Large 8vo, cloth, ' net pages. 
a. $1.25 

’. State Aid fe Railways in Missouri 
vey a. Ww. agg A.M. Large 8vo, cloth, 264 pages. 

Price 

Gold and Prices ce 1873. 
By Lanenin Paper, 8v ors ote charts, 

BOP a degre and i bibliogta aphy. Price, “ands 

STUDIES zi erate SCIENCE 

I. The Constit the Argentine Republic and 
the Constitution id oh United States of Brazil. 
Texts. By — eth Wallace. Paper, 96 pp., 5c net. 
€ texts are accom apanied bya gt he tal intedton, giving 

a brie review of the constitutional history - each country. 

Il. The Legal Nature of Corporati 
aby Ernst Freund, J. U. .D. Paper, 8vo, ge pages, 50c. 

ae Sebati > It is an important contribution to legal meray 

Ill. Early City Charters icago- 
Ke nd J. James, Professor in ae niversity of Chicago. 
Paper, 8vo, 83 pages, soc. (In 

' _ The city of Chi icago was under is “early charters a council - 
he PIEVELESS by w 

it was slowly converted into the typical. organization of today, 
with an independent and stro nly organized executive, is re- 
flected in the charters themselve 

GERMANIC STUDIES 

[, Der Conj enktiv b bei Hartmann von Aue. 
y Starr ng. Paper, 8 

inserts of charts and iin Bie S, C "0, st preset 

Il. 3, Verner’s ah in Gothic. 2. The Redupli- 
cating V. 
By Frank Anos Wood. Paper, we 44 pages, soc. 

III. Inedita des Heinrich ger. 
By H. Schmidt-Wartenberg. Paper, 56 pages, 50c. 

STUDIES IN ENGLISH 
The Assembly of Gods: or, ib — of Reason 

ath. 
af ohn Lydgate, ited b: — Love Triggs. Vol. 

cg lish seessaed a be ey ersity 0} Chic cago, 
e BVO, 19) 

The Tana o! ay hipnses in English Poetry 
een Pope and Wordsw 
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JULIUS VON SAL HS. 

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH: WITH PORTRAIT. 

F. Nout. 

[In the preparation of this sketch for the BoranicaL GAzETTE, Dr. Noll con- 
cluded that the very full one which he had prepared for Na‘urwissenchafiliche Rund- 
schau, and which appeared in the issues of September 4 and 11 (1897) of that SO 
had better be translated and abridged. This has been done by John G. Coul 
Eps. | 

On May 29, — death released from a long struggle with 
a hopeless illness a man who, in the fullness of his power, had 
left a permanent impress upon research in vegetable physiology. 
In the history of physiology his name will be inseparably con- 
nected with an epoch of great advance, of exact investigation 
and of extension of physiological study into all structure. . 

Julius Sachs, the third son of Graveur Sachs, was born at 
Breslau, October 2, 1832.'. The quiet family life was largely 
spent in the country, and the awakening mind of Sachs was 
early directed toward the observation of nature.. With pas- 
sionate zeal he collected all obtainable plant forms, pressed, 

Ul 

n my statements regarding the family, I am dependent upon the material 
which the younger daughter of Dr. Sachs, Fraulein Marie Sachs, has kindly placed at 
my disposal. I am especially indebted also to Professor F. Cohn, Professor Goebel, 
Professor Kérnicke, Professor Nobbe, Professor Strasburger, and Ministerial-Director 
Dr. H. Thiel, for their invaluable assistance. 

I [ 1898 
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identified, and even cultivated them, without, however, losing 

all the lively interest of a boy in other amusements. 

Near the town house of the Sachs at Breslau there stood in * 

a large garden a small one-storied structure, insignificant from 

without, and much restricted within. From this unpretentious Ee 

building, however, there was exerted upon the scientific world — 

without a mighty influence, and from this place there went out ~ 

young men inspired by the zeal of an exact, experimental investi- _ 

gator, and pledged to enrich the store of biological knowledge. a 

That little house was the laboratory of the famous physiologist — 

Purkinje. It was, perhaps, the first place where exact physio-— 

logical experiments were successfully performed. In this gar- : 

den young Sachs was the playmate of the two sons of Purkinje. 

They were three keen and enthusiastic observers with a common — 

and absorbing interest in nature. Purkinje, who, in addition to a 

his studies in animal physiology, occupied himself to some — 

extent with botanical investigations, very soon recognized the@ : 

gifts of young Sachs, and aroused in him an active interest in 

the work of the laboratory. At this time, besides Sachs, there | a 

were others at work in the Purkinje laboratory who later became © 

noteworthy botanists. Among these were Ferd. Cohn and Nu 
Pringsheim. 

At about this time iy misfortune fell to the lot of thes 

Sachs family. In 1848 an apoplectic stroke killed the father, 
and scarcely a year later cholera took from the seventeen-year- 

old boy his mother and a brother. Not yet out of the gymnas 
sium, young Sachs was thrown wholly upon his own resources. 
With new determination he continued his work at sketches, litho- , 

graphs, and painting, and sought thereby to sustain himself at 
his studies. That was no easy task, however, and already the | 
young man, with his characteristic determination, had decided 

to become a sailor, when Purkinje, who had meanwhile accepted 
a call to Prague, afforded him an opportunity to come there. 
Sachs was received as a son into the Purkinje house at Prague. — 
He was enabled to complete his interrupted course at the Gym- 
nasium, and meanwhile assisted Purkinje, and had much to do- 

He EO Po 
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with the making of illustrative wall charts, and with microscop- 

ical work. Purkinje, a keen investigator, with a talent for 

geniality and cordiality, responsive in his contact with young 

people, must have been in his domestic life a strong master, who 

was a little particular and exacting in his methods of training. 

Sachs, who in his young years was certainly accustomed to 

work and privation, has repeatedly made mention of the ‘‘harte 

Arbeit” with which he had to make recompense for the privi- 

lege of his sojourn at the Purkinje establishment. In order to 

satisfy all the demands which were made upon him, it became 

necessary for him to reinforce his often exhausted nerves with 

artificial stimulants, whose use, learned here, finally became fatal 

to the never resting man. 

Having successfully passed the entrance examinations, Sachs 

was admitted as a student at the University of Prague in 1851. 

For a short time he attended the lectures of the botanist, Kos- 

teletzky, and later those of Willkomm. He occupied himself 

somewhat with physics and mathematics, but was especially 

interested in philosophy under the direction of Professor Zim- 

mermann, who won a great influence over the student, and 

deemed him worthy of a friendship almost paternal. The work 

which he carried on at the same time in the Purkinje laboratory 

was limited exclusively to animal physiology. 

In Prague, through the influence of Purkinje, Sachs learned 

Bohemian, and was induced to publish a number of scientific 

contributions in the Bohemian journal Zva, which he signed 

with a Bohemian name.” 

In 1855 his name appeared in the Botanasche Zeitung for the 

first time in any German scientific journal. The very first con- 

tribution of the young investigator, dated 1853, gives evidence 

of his keen insight. It is his account of Collema bulbosum ( pul- 

posa), in which he discussed the change which he had observed 

in nostoc colonies growing in Collema, and urged that this 

“Unwandlung” was caused by the appearance of ‘ gleichsam 

2A German list of the titles of these publications occurs in the catalogue which is 

published with Goebel’s “ Nachruf,” Flora, supplementary volume of 1897, p. 126. 
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by parasitischer Pilzfaden”’ in union with the nostoc. Sachs him- 
self doubtless did not recognize at this time the ‘ Sachverstan- 
digen,’’ whose first prophecy he here expressed, and which, later, 
an exhaustive study was to bring finally to general acceptance. 
This first presentation, however, is of much historical interest, 

inasmuch as it describes for the first time the organic interde- | 
pendence of lichen fungi and alge. Probably it was the fault 
of circumstances that this presentation of Sachs was omitted 
from the ‘“ Register,’ and that this important contribution has 

been so generally overlooked. Even in the work of Reess, in 
which sixteen years later the synthesis between the nostoc of 
Collema and the Collema-hyphe is noted, no mention is made _ 
of the precisely similar observations of Sachs. 

In 1856 Sachs received his degree, and a year later separated 
himself from Purkinje and began to devote himself to the study 
of plant physiology. To obtain means for living, however, 
he continued to devote some attention to drawing and to 
writing. Problems pertaining to seed germination, and the 
earliest development of plant organs, attracted his attention 
before all else, and chief among the work undertaken in this 
first period at Prague was the inauguration of studies upon a 
germination, which even now are having their continuation in 
the latest observations upon metabolism and ‘ Stoff-wande- 
rung.” 

In April of 1859, through the solicitation of the zoologist 
Stein, and upon the recommendation of Hofmeister, Sachs was ae 
called to Tharand as an assistant to Professor A. Stéckhardt. A | 
When Stéckhardt learned from the friends of Sachs of the — 
water-culture experiments which the latter had begun at Prague, — 
he recommended that the scope of the experiment station at 
Tharand be extended so that experimental plant physiology 
might be introduced upon no mean scale, and that the ‘especi- 
ally well qualified Dr. Julius Sachs, of Prague’’ be called to take 
charge of the new department. And so at Tharand, jointly 
with Stéckhardt, Sachs carried out that pioneer work of his | 
upon the nourishment of plants studied by means of water- 

Sa ie) se 
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cultures. A whole series of contributions, appearing for the 
most part in the Landw. Versuchs-Stat., bear eloquent testimony 

to his ceaseless activity during the comparatively short sojourn 
at Tharand. 

Early in 1861 Sachs was elected head of the newly created 
experiment station for plant physiology and docent in plant and 
animal physiology at Chemnitz, but before he entered definitely 
upon his duties there, he accepted a call, received in April of 

the same year, toa professorship in the agricultural academy at 

Poppelsdorf. Here, at first, he had charge of both plant and 
animal physiology and mineralogy. 

At Poppelsdorf Sachs married an Austrian lady, a talented 
woman, whose limited income enabled the maintenance of 
avery modest establishment. At this time Sachs’ salary was 
but 700 thalers. 

The laboratories of the investigator were at this time as 
modest and limited as his domestic establishment. Two very 
small rooms, and an apartment in the basement, which also 

served the housemaster for a kitchen, formed the ‘ institute’’ in 

which Sachs and his students worked. With them were associ- 
ated G. Kraus, now professor at Halle, and the honored Dr. 
Thiel,3 who is still Ministerial-director of the scientific study of 
agriculture. 

The six years of Sachs’ activity at Poppelsdorf were extraor- 
dinarily rich in scientific results. Fifteen important contribu- 
tions upon the germination process, upon metabolism and the 
translocation of food material, upon the influence of light and 
temperature changes upon particular phases of vegetation, 

appeared in the years 1862-1864 alone. His work at this time 
upon the metamorphosis of food material during the germina- 
tion and early growth of plants demonstrated the easy control 

of the method of transforming glucose into starch and the 
reverse, the transformation from carbohydrates into fats, albu- 

3In simple but telling words, full of sincere feeling, this old and true friend of 
Sachs, at the semi-centennial jubilee of the Academy, told of all those old homely 
conditions which surrounded the epoch making work of the dead investigator. 
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minous bodies, etc., and the method of their translocation in 
the plant body. Although his experiments upon these problems — 
were conducted with the assistance only of the very crude 
methods of microscopical technique then in vogue, despite our 
vastly improved methods we are scarcely able to repeat them. 
But, according to Sachs’ own words, the most important out- 
come of this work was the idea which it prompted, that he a 
must seek the true organs of assimilation in the chlorophyll — 
bodies, a theory which Sachs stated first hypothetically, yet 
precisely, and which later was established by him through | 
exhaustive research. aa 
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ed for me the wonderful ‘Um 
schwung” which the appearance of the Handbook had gained him 

When De Bary, in the spring of 1867, resigned his chair at aie Freiburg, Sachs was called to it, and one year later he succeeded — 
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Schenk at Wiirzburg. Here, where the administration was in 
fullest accord with the desires of the great investigator, and 
where he received fullest recognition, Sachs remained thirty 

years, always hard at work. 
During his professorship at Wiirzburg, Professor Sachs 

declined calls to high positions at Jena, Heidelberg, Vienna, 

Dorpat, Berlin, Bonn, and Munich. At Wirzburg a great 
building, which had originally served to house a pharmacological 
institute, was placed entirely at his disposal for the uses of the 

botanical institute, since become famous throughout the botani- 
cal world, and inseparably associated with the name of its 

founder. Here were assembled rich collections, excellent con- 

trivances for teaching, and instruments without number, all of 

which bear eloquent testimony to the emphasis which its director 
laid upon instruction as well as investigation. ‘Give your chief 
attention to your lectures”? he wrote to me at Bonn in this 
connection. ‘‘Regard the activity of a professor in the way of 
publication as a thing of much value for its own sake, and the 
results as things not to be overlooked, yet always bear in mind 
that the professor is primarily a teacher.” In his laboratory 
Sachs gathered about him a group of young botanists chosen from 
the whole scientific world, and the ‘“ Arbeiten” of the institute 
became the recognized authority upon physiological research. 
Baranetsky, Brefeld, F. Darwin, Detlefsen, Dufour, Elfving, 

Gardiner, Godlewski, Goebel, Hansen, Hauptfleisch, Heinricher, 
Klebs, Miliarakis, Millardet, Moll, Miller-Thurgau, Nagamatsz, 
Pfeffer, Prantl, Reinke, Scott, Stahl, Frau Professor Tarnowski, 
Vines, H. de Vries, Marshall Ward, Woronin, Wortmann, Zim- 

mermann, and other botanists of renown, have worked at the 

institute under Sachs’ direction. 
Only to those who possessed, like himself, the “ heilige Ernst” 

of their subjects were the privileges of the Institute extended. 
It was hedged about with such rigid restrictions that those who 
sought the world-renowned establishment for less commendable 
purposes were distinctly discouraged. Whoever neglected his 
work, his apparatus, or his plant-cultures (upon plant-cultures 
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Sachs laid a special emphasis) even once without valid excuse 

might be perfectly confident that he would find his place occu- 

pied by another. There was always a considerable waiting list 

for entry into the institute. Sachs took only a limited number 

(ten) of workers into his laboratory, and for my own first 

appointment as supernumerary in the famous establishment, | 

have wholly to thank a warm recommendation from Herr K@l- 

liker. 

In the first year of his residence in Wirzburg, 1868, there 
appeared the first edition of the well-known Lehrbuch, upon 
which Sachs had begun definite work almost immediately after 
the appearance of the Handbuch, and which was the fruit of 
years of previous labor in Poppelsdorf and Freiburg. The same 
evidences of superiority which had already characterized the 
Handbook appeared in yet higher degree in the later volume. 
Its presentation and general grasp, as well as the vast amount 
of preliminary research which the work of the author repre- 
sented, gave the new work a rank which heretofore had never 
been attained by any text-book of botany. It was a master- 
piece of presentation in text and illustration alike, and not only 
set forth in clear and critical fashion the facts of plant-life 
which came within its scope, but presented to a considerable 
extent theories, unworked problems, and the prophecy of future 
fields which made it invaluable to botanical research. Even 
more than the presentation and material of the text, the admira- 
ble illustrations gave to the work an excellence not yet sur- 

passed. Today we still meet in nearly all botanical texts these 
excellent old familiar figures of Sachs. Only two years after 
the appearance of the first edition of the Lehrbuch, a second 

became necessary, and two years later a third, and in 1874 the 
fourth appeared. In its translated form this book extended the 
most recent botanical knowledge and the thought of the modern 
scientific world into all the lands of culture, and’ it served the 
interests of physiological investigation and stimulated general 
botanical interest in a way which heretofore had been denied 
any botanical work. According to the testimony of my Ameri- 
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can friends and colleagues, the Lehrbuch has worked wonders in 

the United States.‘ 

It is characteristic of the painstaking and thorough nature 

of his work that Sachs could never bring himself to permit the 

appearance of a fifth edition of a book which had been so rap- 

idly prepared. ‘It had become no longer the expression of my 

ideas,” he writes in the preface to his Lectures upon Plant Physt- 

ology, in referring to the Lehrbuch. The Lehrbuch, however, had 

become the court of last appeal in matters of botanical discus- 

sion in its particular field, having been more quoted as an 

authority than any other botanical work. 

To the ripened mind of Sachs there had come to be no 

longer any pleasure in the mere assembling of facts and critical 

references, which had been necessary in the preparation of the 

Lehrbuch. His artistic nature had prompted the thought that 

he had a greater work to do in the way of cultivating that feel- 

ing toward nature which is so conspicuously lacking in the 

majority, and which he regarded as essential. With this thought, 

he devoted himself to the development of a work which was to 

contain the whole of his botanical grasp and conviction. This 

was the origin of his Vorlesungen, which yet remains the founda- 

tion of all investigation in plant physiology. Perfect in its 

pleasant and vigorous style of presentation, possessing the charm 

of keen and comprehensive observation, this remarkable work 

added to these qualities evidences of a master’s ideas of artistic 

work. 

A man of a definite and decidedly original conception of 

things in general, Sachs was able none the less to regard fairly 

all subjects from other standpoints than his own, a quality which 

brought him into thorough sympathy with many other fields of 

work. In one of his lectures he said: ‘‘ You shall know the 

process of reasoning whereby your lecturer has formed the men- 

tal picture of the field of science which is his personal belief. 

Your acceptance of it, however, is quite another thing, and 

4See Professor Arthur’s address before the American Association for the Advance- 

ment of Science, 1895. Proc. A. A. A. S., 7, 9, 15, 17, 18. 1895 
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whether I am more nearly right than others is a matter which 

does not enter into the present discussion.’’ The intended func- 

tion of the Vorlesungen was the clear display of a comprehen- | 

sive picture, confused as little as possible by the universally 

known facts of plant physiology, and ‘without the toilsome 

ballast of apparatus-description, which should be contained in 

any handbook or text-book published for the profession.” Even 

in the preface to the Lectures there is betrayed to the thoughtful 

observer and psychologist that fine artistic gift possessed by one 

who was also the keenest and most analytic of investigators. 
Whoever has had the good fortune to have been intimately 

associated with Sachs must have noticed the artistic side of his 
nature. Asa boy he was thoroughly instructed by his father in 
sketching and in painting. A little later, as the student of the 
younger Purkinje, a highly gifted painter, he became farther 
imbued with artistic ideas, and as a student at Prague we find him 

not only upon the benches of the ‘ Horsile,’’ but even zealously 
engaged in the studio work of the Painters’ School. Whoever 
has seen the large and handsome wall-charts which Sachs 
used in illustration of his lectures, and which he himself pre- 
pared, and has watched the rapid and energetic brush work of a 
hand as fleet as it was sure, must grant that this genial investiga- 
tor had the ability of a great artist, and might have achieved 
fame in the world of art.s 

How very deeply his artistic nature imprinted itself upon his 
investigations, and influenced his presentation, is expressed in 
some words which I have found among his unpublished papers : 

With me it has seemed .of great importance, and, indeed, has always 
been a leading thought running through my scientific work, that I should make 
science as much as possible a work of art, and endeavor in all my publica- 
tions to use artistic standards im the presentation of the truths of nature. 
There have been for me, since I began to think independently, no boundary 
lines between art and nature, and through the course of years I am coming 
more and more to regard this unity the single goal of my thought. For this 

I recall very clearly how once he had painted a green plant entirely red, and 
answered my astonished inquiry with the words: “Do you mean that you are unable 
to detect the red which is in the leaf-green ?” 
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reason every kind of controversy has become distasteful to me, for it gains 

nothing for progress. 

With the idea that it should not be a continuation of the 

Lehrbuch, which had already served but to give a practical insight 

into the subjects discussed, work on the Vorlesungen went on until 

it had attained a bulk almost too great. Sachs’ practical appre- 

ciation of the difficulties of his students, and his thoughtfulness 

for them impelled him to publish with Prantl an abridged edi- 

tion of the Lehkréuch, but later Goebel published the systematic 

part of the earlier Lehrbuch as supplementary to the Vorlesungen. 

As the result of historical investigation, a critical work far 

different from that which occupied his chief attention, appeared 

in 1875, the Avistory of Botany from the sixteenth century up to 

1860. This work formed the fifteenth volume of an histori- 

cal series published by the Royal Academy of Sciences of 

Munich, under the patronage of Maximilian II. Sachs’ con- 

tribution was a departure from any method which had _hereto- 

fore been employed in the presentation of the history of of botany. 

His material was not arranged according to authors, no nor was it 

presented chronologically. In this history there again appears 

evidence of that spirit which never let him feel satisfied until he 

had made out the entire significance of his facts, their mutual 

interdependence, and the influences which ‘acted upon the 

development of botanical study. With his clear lear_presentation 

_ of confusing facts, he a also furnishes to the reader his own well- 

founded judgment upon the relative value of different periods. 

In the preface he wrote: 

I have conceived as my chief task to’discover the first awakening of scien- 

tific thought, and to follow its later development through comprehensive 

theories ; this is my estimate of the true history of a science. ... . I have 

placed here 3 in the foreground as the real makers of our history those men 

who not only established new facts, but contributed fruitful thoughts as well. 

In our judgment, the work of Sachs has been powerful in the 
construction of what we-have called ‘“ building material,’ and he 
is in the first rank of “ geistige” creators. We see him in the 
last years of his life keen as ever in his scientific contributions, 
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which appeared in the Works of the Botanical Institute of Wiirs- 

burg; and all the time he was successfully engaged in many 

fields of work, much devoted to the development of new methods 

and to the contrivance of apparatus, always adding new ‘‘ Bau- 

steine,”’ that here the edifice of botanical knowledge might be 

brought to a harmonious completion, and there new foundations 

might be laid for later superstructure. 

And yet, as though in early youth life’s bitterest portions 

had not already been his, he must even in his declining days 

keep up a hard and bitter struggle for existence. Body and 

soul, he was during the whole of his life ardently devoted to his 

work. From four or five o’clock in the morning until late into 

the night-he was at his researches. In his zealous devotion to 

his work and to his tamily he blinded himself to the fatal results 

of the use of the drug to which he had frequent recourse for 

stimulation. Yet, what Goethe said of his own life, Sachs could 

say of his, and in full truth, ‘It was the constant turning of a 

stone which ever presented itself anew. The annals of my life 

are ended when that is said. I have too much credit for my 
activity. It was correlated with my existence.” 

Sachs was not only a botanist, he was a philosopher in the 
best sense. His keen and just regard for his own science was 
lessened no whit by his relation to art and politics and history. 
The world had for him the same charms and beauties it had for 
Goethe. Let these words of Goethe be my final tribute to him 
who was my master and my friend, to whose fatherly regard the 
warmest feelings of my heart respond: 

If he was one who stood apart from the world, let it be called well, 
for the world can be served best by those who are not of tt. 

BONN, GERMANY. 



NOTES ON. THE EUPHORBIAS .OF. DR. EDWARD 
PALMER’S DURANGO (MEXICO) COLLECTION 
OF 1896. 

CHARLES F. MILLSPAUGH. 

Tue following notes, based upon Dr. Edward Palmer’s 1896 
collection from the neighborhood of the city of Durango, Mex- 
ico, while offering but little in the line of novelties, will serve to 

emphasize the necessity of closer study into the relationship of 
species in the extensive and intricate genus Euphorbia. 

Upon continual comparison of the various species, I have 
become more than ever convinced that the general habit gives 

but little insight to true specific character, especially in the 

Anisophyllz, and that it is in the seeds only that absolute con- 

stancy of character exists. These seeds, minute as they are, 

retain their specific character even when the general characters 

of the plant become radically changed by the environment. In 

regard to the involucres, little can be determined by them 

except by careful and complete dissection and evisceration of 
the tubal envelope, the walls and appendages of which only then 

exhibit their true characters. It would appear that in the typ- 

ical Euphorbia there are five glands in alternation with five 

involucral lobes; thus wherever one or more glands are absent 

in a species some rudiment of these organs remains. This is 
indicated by the five heavier veins or bands of thickened tissue 
that lead up from the pedicel to these appendages. While the 
lobes of the involucre, that play so serious a part in the fructifi- 
cation of the ovule, are constant in their character, the glands 

and their rudiments, being accessories only, vary much with the 

habitat and environment of the individual. 

In any series of species the size variation is so great that no 

specific scale of drawing can be profitably maintained, nor would 

the invariable application of such scale be of practical value. 
1898 | 13 
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Therefore, in the cuts accompanying the species here noted, the 
opened involucre is diagrammatic, and no size relation exists in 

the magnified seed. 

§ AnisopHyLium, Hypericifolie. 

EUPHORBIA PILULIFERA PROCUMBENS (DC.) Boiss. DC. Prod. 
£6521; 

In this form the stipules are linear-lanceolate, a pair on each 
surface of the stem, the superior pair with an interstipular gland. 

involucre are not ‘fimbriate,” 

but very hairy; the fact that 

the hairs are as large as those 

of the branchlets causes them 

to appear— in comparison with 

the minute lobes of the involu- 

cre—as if they were fimbriz. 

The fifth gland is replaced by 

a deep notch through which 

passes the recurved stipe of 

the fruit. The seeds are pink- 

ish, sharply quadrangular, 

0.8™" long, o.4™™ broad, the 
concave facets marked by several transverse ridges, some of 

_which are extended but part way across the facet. 
Dr. Palmer’s [360 Durango 1896] specimens are the most 

robust that I have seen. Dr. Schott’s Yucatan 56 and 57 are 
much smaller plants, although the leaves and involucres are of 
the same size as those in Dr. Palmer’s form. Dr. Gaumer’s 

Yucatan 315 is a counterpart of those of Dr. Schott, but his 1003 
seems to be a transition to the species itself. Dr. Ridell’s Key 
West 1839 is the same as the Schott Yucatan form, while Val- 
dez Yucatan 2 is very near Dr. Palmer’s Durango plants. 

EUPHORBIA PRESLI Guss. Fl. Sic. Prod. 1: 539. 
The various forms of this species throughout its range read- 

ily account for its frequent confusion with £. hypericifolia L. 1 

As in &. lineata the lobes of the 

dete eed 
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have an exact counterpart of Dr. Palmer’s 206 Durango ina 
specimen collected by myself at Waverly, N. Y.; this form has 

all the leaves large, broad, and lurid. His Durango 894 (similar 

but with pale green leaves) is duplicated in H. N. Patterson’s 
Oquawka (Ill.) form; while his Durango 900, with its slender 
and strongly falcate leaves, has its counterpart in Addison 
Brown’s Rhinebeck (N. Y.) and W. C. Werner’s Painesville 
(Ohio) plants. These are all very evident Z. Pres/ii, but in a 
large number of forms from Rio Janeiro to Canada the macro- 
scopic differentiation between this species and &. hypericifolia is 
almost impossible, as the erect or prostrate growth, the smooth 

or hairy branches, the full or part serration of the leaves, the 
fimbriation or ciliation of the triangular or lanceolate stipules, 
the presence or absence of a red spot on the leaves, the size or 

shape of the glandular appendages or lobes, and the depth of 
the sulcus bifurcating the styles, intermixes both species in these 
characters; however, the seed stands out clear and definite in 
them all, that of &. Presiii being ovoid and black, and having a 

prominent lighter dorsal angle. 
The special characters of this species are as follows: Gland- 

ular appendages manifest and entire, the fifth gland replaced 
by a shallow sulcus 
flanked on each side 
by larger and lacer- 
ate involucral lobes, 
the other three. 
lobes being entire 
and triangular. The 
seeds are ovoid, 
black, with some- 
what ashen angles, 
1.3™"longando.8™™ 
broad; the ventral 
surface is strongly convex, the dorsal triangular with a promi- 

nent central ridge rendering the whole sub-quadrangular, the sev- 

eral partly anastomosing transverse ridges on each facet being 

S 
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slight and ashen. Jn this and the related species, £. hyperictfolta, 

E. nutans, E. lasiocarpa,and E. Brazilensis, there exists a minute 

black caruncle that appears to have escaped the attention of the 

authors of the species. 

EuPHORBIA NUTANS Lag.? Gen. et. Sp. nov. 17. : 

In Dr. Palmer’s 226 Durango we find a form that answers 

exactly to Lagasca’s species, so far as his meager description 

gives the characters of his plant. In the absence of his type, I 

cannot do better than to accept, as a basis of differentiation 

between it and &. Pres/i, his ‘‘floribus axillaribus solitariis,” 

which cannot possibly mean any known form of the glomerate 

flowered E. Presiii. Lagasca says: ‘‘Caule patulo dichotomo 

villoso: ramis apice floriferis nutantibus: foliis ovato-oblongis 

subcordatis obsolete serratis: floribus axillaribus solitariis,’’ to 

each and every character of which Dr. Palmer’s plant agrees, 

except mayhap the ‘‘villoso,” a character never determinative 

or constant in any plant. Taking this form, therefore, to answer 

to £. nutans Lag.,l add the following to the original descrip- 

tion: Caule patulo dichotomo 

villoso at the extremities of 

s the branches only, ramis apice — 

floriferis, the upper angulate, 

the lower striate, the stems 

terete ; folits ovato-oblongis sub- 

cordatis obsolete serratis at the 

apex, 3-nerved ; stipules inter- 

petiolar, triangular, long fim- 

briate-ciliate ; floribus axillari- 

bus solitariis, involucres small, 

turbinate, long pediceled; 

lobes lanceolate, 3 to 4-irreg- 
ular-fimbriate, glands 4, small, ovate, appendages little more than 
a sarcous dorsal ridge upon the stipe of each gland, fifth gland 
replaced by a 2-fimbriate smaller involucral lobe; capsule gla- 

brous, carpels obtuse; seeds ashen-black, the transverse ruge 
more prominent than in Z. Presii, the ventral suture extending 
from the caruncle downward, and the dorsal angle sharper. 
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The determination of this species must be considered pro- 
visional. 

EUPHORBIA LASIOCARPA Klot. Nov. Act. 19:suppl. 414. 
In addition to Bois- 

sier's description of this 

Species, in. DC. Prod. 15: 
23, might be given the fol- 
lowing characters : Stipulis 
interpetiol. roseate beneath, 

brevis triangularibus 2 to 
3-fimbriate at the apex. 
Semine brownish red ovato- 
quadrangulo, 1.1™™ long, 
0.7™" broad, the ventral 
surface convex, the dorsal 

triangulo-convex. The anastomosing ridges on facets of this 

Species. are much more prominent than in &. Presi. and the 

angles more obtuse. 

Nos. 198 and 199 of my collection (Yucatan Allison V. Armour 

Exped. 1895 ) belong tothis species, not to £. hypericifoliaas givenin 

Contrib. 1: 27, Field Col. Mus. Bot. Dr. Arthur Schott returns the 

species from Merida, and Dr. Gaumer from Izamal (882), Yucatan 

EUPHORBIA LINEATA Watson, Proc. Am. Acad. 21: 455. 

Leaves short petiolate, more 

crenate than serrate, stipules 

lanceolate-aristate on the upper 

side of the branch, lanceolate- 

fimbriate on the under side. 

The involucral lobes of the type 

are not ‘‘lacerate’”’ but triangu- 

lar-hairy, the hairs appearing 

like lacerations, the glandular 

appendages are small, oblong 

entire or I to 3-notched at the 

apex. The fifth gland is repre- 

sented by a deep sulcus be- 

tween the two larger involucral 
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lobes. A distinctive feature in this species is the presence of 

glands at each bifurcation of the panicled inflorescence,  laree 

counterparts of the involucral glands. 

Dr. Palmer’s 618 Durango specimens differ from the type in 

their somewhat larger appendages, longer and more hairy 

petioles, and more robust habit. | 

Chamesyce. z 

E. SERPENS Kth. H. B. & K. Nov. Gen. et Sp. 2:41. 
Dr. Palmer’s 42 Durango specimens of this species are very 

close to var. radicans, but the appendages are plainly to be seen. 
The stipules are interesting, those of the extremities of the 

branches being roseate and longer than the floral leaves, those 
of the lower leaves being subtended by a small peltate-stipitate 
gland or pair of glands, a feature also present in Pringle’s 3778 
from San Louis Potosi, 1891. Dr. Palmer also returns from 
Durango (819) a small rosulate-prostate form with minute leaves, 
and a general roseate color. : 

EUPHORBIA SERPENS RADICANS (Moric.) Engelm. DC. Prod. — 
I5 : 30. 

In £. serpens and its forms the fifth gland of the involucre is 
replaced by a truncate serrate lanceolate lobe. The venation of 

the involucre through- 

out the Chamesyce is — 

interesting, as by its 

size and maze - like 

character it plainly 

shows this body to be 

evolved from the leaf, — 

where this venation is 

continued in an anas- 

tomosing network of 

the same elemental 

type. The seeds are — 
pink, somewhat pyriform, 0.8™™ long, 0.5™" broad, triangular 
with a convex ventral surface, and sharp dorsal angle. 
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Dr. Palmer’s 296 Durango, fine robust examples, have red- 

maculate leaves, frequent radication towards the ends of the 

branchlets, nearly entire (simply erose) stipules and exappen- 

diculate glands. Specimens collected by Dr. Mohr, and New- 

man in Alabama agree well with Dr. Palmer’s, while those of 

Pammel from Iowa, Eggert from Illinois, Dr. Krause from 
Missouri, and myself from West Virginia have very evident 
white or roseate glandular appendages, and fimbriate-margined 
stipules. 

EUPHORBIA PROSTRATA Ait. Hort. Kew. 2: 139. 
Dr. Palmer’s Durango specimens of this species agree 

with the description of Boissier in DC. Prod. 15: 47, except in 

having appendages as long as 
the width of the gland, and 3— 

several round-dentate on the 

margin. In this species the 
fifth involucral gland is re- 
placed by a small triangular- 
entire sixth lobe, the stems are 
striate, and the leaves denticu- 

late all along the lower, and for 

one-half the upper margin. The 
seeds are pink, strongly tetrag- 
onal, narrowly elongate-pyri- 
form, 1.5™™ long, 0.6—7™ broad, 
and have all the facets concave 
and traversed transversely by 
numerous anastomosing ruge. 

In Dr. Palmer’s 897 the 
_ leaves are larger and all parts except the involucres more robust 

than in his 225, in which nearly all the leaves are of the char- 
acter of the minute floral leaves in the first. 

EUPHORBIA STICTOSPORA Engelm. Mex. Bound. Bot. 187. 
The triangular involucral lobes of this species are not “ pro- 

funde fimbriatis”’ but densely hairy, the hairs being of the same 
size and structure as those of other parts of the plant. The fifth 
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gland of the involucre 

is replaced by a tri- 

lobe. The involucre 

is more subcylindrical 

than turbinate. Seed 

cate laterally, elon- 

gated-tetragonal, 

1.4™™ long, 0.579 

broad, the ventral fac- 

ets concave, crossed 

by several prominent regular ruge; the dorsal facets plane, 

densely covered by prominent irregularly anastomosing ruge. 

Dr. Palmer’s 43 Durango specimens agree with the type, and 

are counterparts of Pringle’s 80 Jimulco Valley, and 1076 plains 

of Chihuahua. 

EUPHORBIA SERPYLLIFOLIA Pers. Ench. Bot. 2:14. 

This species is readily distinguishable by its truncate-serrate 

leaves. The fifth gland of the 

involucre is represented by a 

truncate sulcus between two 

enlarged involucral lobes. Seeds 
ashen or amber-color, 1.1™™ 

long, 0.6™" broad, strongly tet- 
ragonal; the facets of the ven- 
tral surface concave, marked by 

a few indistinct rugz; those of 
the dorsal surface convex, rugee 
anastomosing, and somewhat 
more evident. 

In Dr. Palmer’s 899 Duran- 
go the involucres are externally 
hairy, otherwise —though robust in habit—his specimens agree 
with the type, and with E. L. Greene’s Bear creek (Colorado) 
and M. E. Jones’ 3998 Flagstaff (Arizona). 

angular-linear sixth 

ashen, somewhat fal- E : 

al lik Se, 
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EUPHORBIA ADENOPTERA Bertol, Misc. Bot. 3 : 436. 
In this species a deep cleft replaces the fifth involucral gland 

which is also represented by a linear sixth lobe, otherwise the 

involucre is not ‘profunde 
fissis.”’ The involucral lobes 
are more linear than ‘‘lan- 
ceolatis.” The seed is pinkish- 
white, strongly tetrangular, 

™™ long, and 0.5™™ broad, all 
the facets plane and deeply 
scored by four or five trans- 
verse pits, the ridges separating 
which are projected to include 
the angles of the seed. 

Dr. Palmer’s 898 Durango 
agrees exactly with a part of 
J.G. Lemmon’s Rucker valley 
and Churricahua mountains 
(Arizona) specimens. All these 
might be termed forma rosea, 
as the appendages and glands 
are so deep a red as to give 
the whole plant a roseate ap- 
pearance. My Chichen Itza 
Yucatan 107 Allison V. Armour Exped. specimens are also of 
this form, but differ in having all the stem leaves narrowly lan- 
ceolate like the intrafloral leaves of the usual form. Dr. Arthur 
Schott’s 966 Sisal, Yucatan, is apparently a transition from the 
last to the first form, while Dr. Gaumer’s 938 Izamal is more 
markedly like the Durango form, his specimens being the largest 
Ihave seen; his 939 Sitilpech is, however, a very straggling 
open growth with long virgate branches. 

§ CyTTAROSPERMUM. 

EUPHORBIA SUBRENIFORME Watson, Proc. Am. Acad. 21: 439. 
In this species the fifth involucral gland is represented by a 
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me triangular sinus flanked by unaltered lobes. Involucral 

lobes 2—4-irregular toothed 

(not entire, ciliate, as de- 

scribed). Walls of the 

involucre thin-membran- 

ous, columnze _ wanting, 

external hairs few, setose. 

Seed ashen, globular-pyri- 

form, 1.1% Jong, O.geg 

broad, the facets marked 

by 3-4 shallow punctate 

culate dividing ridges, 
the tubercles tipped with an amber-colored mucilaginous 

accretion. 

Dr. Palmer’s 896 Durango agrees fully with C. G. Pringle’s” 
2063 and 2302 Jalisco specimens. 

§ Pomnserrtia. 

EUPHORBIA DENTATA LASIOCARPA Boiss. DC. Prod. 15: 72. 
In this form and in the 

species as well, the involucral 
lobes are not dentate as des- 
cribed, but long-fimbriate. The 
four missing glands are re- 
placed by an equal number of 
linear involucral lobes. Seeds 
dark reddish-brown, 2.4™™ long 
by 2™™ broad, sharply tri- 
angular in section, the facets, 

especially those of the dorsal 
surface, roughly white tuber- 
culate. 

Dr. Palmer’s 660 in part 
and 895 Durango Specimens™ are the most usual form of this 
variety. 

pits deepened by tuber- 

ase 

CR een ay f 
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EUPHORBIA HETEROPHYLLA GRAMINIFOLIA (Michx.) Engelm. 
Mex. Bot. Igo. 

Dr. Palmer’s 659 Durango is the 
typical form of this variety, the 
lower leaves being scabrous above, 
and strigose with long scattered 
hairs beneath. The four missing 
involucral glands are represented 
by a like number of linear lobes. 
The seeds, instead of being lentic- 
ular in section as in the species, are 
even more sharply triangular than 
in var. ertocarpa Millsp. 

EvuPpHORBIA JALISCENSIS Rob. & 
Greenm. Proc. Am. Acad. 29: 392. 

Dr. Palmer, in his 660 (in part) 
Durango, rediscovers this interest- 

ing species, first collected in the 
barranca of Tequila by Pringle (4608) in 1893. His specimens 

by a linea’ blunt lobe. 

agree with the type except that 
they are less robust in habit; 
notwithstanding this the leaves 

show still more clearly their 

sessile character. 

In this species the leaves 

tend rather to be acute than 

obtuse; although apparently 

‘winged petiolate,” the dilation 

of the wings at the juncture 

with the stem, and their con- 

tinuation above with the leaf, 

proves them sessile. The glands 

are stipulate, with appendages 

8—12-crenate-dentate. The fifth 

involucral gland is represented 

The involucral lobes are strongly 
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incurved. The striking columnar dark seeds are almost per- 

fectly tetragonal, 4.5™" long, and 2™™ broad, with the concave 

ventral facets slightly papillate; the caruncle is large, stipitate, 

and shaped like a water-carrier’s neck yoke. 
EUPHORBIA JALISCENSIS Durangensis var. nov. 

This form differs from the species in its denser foliage 

and more ramose habit. Heterophyllous; lower leaves linear- 

lanceolate, 0.5 to 4 inches long, upper leaves spatulate to 

panduriform, dentate at the cuneate apex, I-2 inches long, ~ 

as broad above the constriction as below. Involucre smaller 

than in the species, the glands less stipitate, the appendages 
narrower and only 4—6-crenate-dentate, the seed blacker and 
smaller (3™" long, 1.8™" broad), and the caruncle simply 
peltate. 

Collected by Dr. Edward Palmer in the vicinity of Durango, 
1896 (658). 

EuPHORBIA RADIANS Benth. Pl. Hartweg. 8. 

The involucres of this spe- 

cies, described by Boissier 

(DC. Prod. 15: 74) as subses- 

sile, are pediceled one-half the 

length of the tube; the invol-— 

ucral lobes are from 4—6-fim- 

briate, the four missing glands 

are replaced by similar 1-2- 

fimbriate false lobes. The 

seeds are ashen, ovate, glob- 

ular in section, 4.1™™ long, by 

2.5™" brpad, the ventral facets 

marked by a strong transverse 

ridge, the dorsal by two, and 

numerous irregular verruce, 

not “smooth ;” a smooth seed- 

ed species could hardly belong 
to POINSETTIA. 

In Dr. Palmer's 34 Durango, the strigose hairy leaves are 
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very characteristic, and agree with J. G. Lemmon’s Huachuca 

mountains and C. Mohr’s Gila river (Arizona) forms. 

S$ TirHyMALuvs. 

EUPHORBIA CAMPESTRIS Cham. & Schl. Linn. 84: 1830. 
In this species the fifth gland is replaced by a triangular 

pointed lobe, broader at the base than the involucral lobes, which 

are in part triangular and 
part fusiform with a bifurcate 
apex. The seed is oval, len- 
ticular in section, 2™ long, 
1.3™" broad, dark brown, the 
surface reticulate with 
rounded anastomosing whit- 
ened-farinose ridges. Car- 
uncle conical stipitate, 

deeply notched on the ven- 
tral surface. 

Dr. Palmer’s 72 Durango 
is the typical form of the species, with long virgate branches 
denuded below and terminated by numerous narrowly-lanceolate 
mucronate-tipped leaves, and a single 3—5 flowered umbel. 

FIELD COLUMBIAN MUSEUM, 

Chicago. 



A GENERAL REVIEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESULTS 
OF SWEDISH RESEARCH INTO GRAIN RUST:! 

SINCE 1890 extensive researches into grain rust have been 
carried on at the Experiment Station of the Royal Swedish 
College of Agriculture. The results of these researches from — 
the years 1890 to 1893 will be found in an extended official 
report,’ and from the years 1894 to 1896 in a series of smaller | 
papers in different journals.3 The general review of the princi- 
pal results of these investigations, which I am about to give, can 
best be set forth in some general theses that comprehend the 
sum of the results obtained. 3 

; 

PROFESSOR DR. JAKOB ERIKSSON. 

* Lecture before the second Scandinavian Congress of Agriculture at Stockholm, — 
July 20, 1897. } 

?J. ERIKSSON and E. HENNING.— Die Getreideroste, ihre Geschichte und Natur. 
so wie Massregeln gegen dieselben. Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Sén, 1896, 8vo 
(2; VII-+-463+1). : 

3J. Eriksson, Uber die Specialisierung des Parasitismus bei den Getreiderost- — 
pilzen (Ber. d. deutsch. bot. Ges., 1894, 292-331); Uber die Férderung der Pilzspore 

beritze mit Rost anstecken ? (Zb., 1896, 193-1 97); Welche Rostarten zerstéren die am 
stralischen Weizenernten? (/d., 1896, 141-144); Neue Untersuchungen iiber die Speci 
sierung,Verbreitung 1 Herkunft des Scl tes (Jahrb. f. wiss. Bot., 1896, 377-394) 

Beitr. z. Biol. d. Pfl., 1897, I-16); Vie latente et plasmatique de cert 
{Compt. rend., 1897, 475-477); Der heutige Stand der Getreiderostfrage (Ber. . 
Deutsch. Bot. Ges i 

) und Weitere Beobachtungen iiber die Specialisierung d¢ Getreideschwarzrostes (Zeitsch. f, PAl.-Krankh., 1897, 198-202). 
26 
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1. The kinds of fungus which produce rust in cereals are at least 

ten in number (partly species, partly specialized forms of species), and 

the spread of the disease from one kind of cereal or grass to another is 

thereby considerably restricted. 

In order to illustrate the situation of the grain rusts in this 

regard, I would call attention to the accompanying table, in 

which can be seen what the former situation was, that is to say, 

in 1890 when this investigation began, and what it is now in the 

summer of 1897. 

At the first glance this table shows how different the position 

is now from what it was formerly. Then we supposed that 

three species of rust were found on our cereals; one of them 

called Puccinia graminis occurred on all the four cereals, another 

P. rubigo-vera (P. straminis) on rye and wheat, and a third P. 

coronata on oats, to which finally a fourth form, P. semplex on 

barley, was added, ordinarily considered to be only a variety of 

P. rubigo-vera. We also thought that all the kinds of Graminee 

that bore a certain species of rust (P. graminis is observed on a 

hundred species of Graminez in Sweden) were able to infect 

one another. 

How different our apprehension must now be! It appears 

that if we stop with the four cereals we have to count in Sweden 

not less than ten different forms of rust, and I have cause to 

suspect that on the continent of Europe one or two other forms. 

are to be found. These ten forms are distributed among at least 

five species in such a way that there occurs 

(1) One form of black rust on rye and barley, 

(2) One form of black rust on oats, 

(3) One form of black rust on wheat, 

(4) One form of yellow rust on wheat, 
(5) One form of yellow rust on barley, 

(6) One form of yellow rust on rye, 

{7) One form of brown rust on rye, 

(8) One form of brown rust on wheat, 

(9) One form of dwarf rust on barley, and 

{10) One form of crown rust on oats. 
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Between certain of these forms, that is to say, those which 

constitute a species (for instance the three forms of black rust) 
we have not succeeded in discovering, even with the aid of a 
microscope, any distinguishing difference in the outer appear- 
ance, such as the size, color, and distribution of the pustules, 

the shape and size of the spores, etc. However, there is a dif- 

ference between them with regard to their inner nature that is 
of no little practical interest. The difference appears in that every 
form is almost exclusively confined to its particular cereal, and 

that consequently it is able to infect no cereal but that one. 
Thus stems of oats bearing black rust can propagate black rust 
to oats, but not to rye, wheat, or barley; stems of rye bearing 
crown rust can propagate crown rust to rye, but not to wheat, 

and so on. Plants of rye and barley attacked by black rust 
make an exception to this rule, as they are able to infect one 

another; in some cases also those of wheat propagate black rust 
to other cereals. 

If we consider the thirty-seven kinds of grasses mentioned 
in the table, we observe that the forms of rust upon them 
distinguished at the present time reach the number of thirty, 
and that these forms are brought together under seven 
species. 

The old P. graminis has been divided into two species, that 
is to say, P. gxaminis (black rust) with ecidium, and P. Phlei- 
pratensis (timothy rust) without acidium ; P. rubigo-vera, its form 

simplex included, has been divided into three species, P. gluma- 
rum (yellow rust), P. dispersa (brown rust), and P. simplex 
(dwarf rust); and finally P. coronata into two species, P. corontfera 
(crown rust) with zcidium on Rhamnus cathartica, and P. coronata 
With ecidium on AR. Frangula. Two forms, the last two in the 

table, are for the present arranged separately because we have 
e 

*In this column are yet to be arranged the forms of black rust on the following 
nine grasses: Aira flexuosa, Alopecurus nigricans, Elymus glaucifolius, Panicum milt- 
aceum, Phieum Boehmeri, P. Michelit, Poa chaixii, P. pratensis,and Triticum unicum, 
with regard to their capacity for passing to a barberry. So far it has not been possible, 

on account of lack of «cidiospores, to range each of these forms in its proper place 
in the species. 
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not yet been able to effect any tests by which their true place 
can be defined. 

We can easily see that the consequence of this abundance of 
forms ought to be a very considerable reduction in the capacity 
of the rust to propagate itself from one species of grass to 
another. To be sure rye and barley are able to infect one 
another with black rust, as illustrated in the table, and they also 
can be infected by Triticum repens, T. caninum, and several other 
grasses. In the same manner oats may be infected with black 
rust from Dactylis glomerata, Alopecurus pratensis, and several other 
grasses. For all the other eight forms of rust occurring on our 
cereals, however, as well as for the forms of rust on the wild 
grasses and the fodder grasses generally, it has not been possi- 
ble to discover any source of the disease among surrounding 
grasses of other species. 

But some one may ask if the proofs brought forward for the 
difference between the forms — proofs which have been gathered 
from experiments with the fungi in their uredo stage, as they 
occur on culms and leaves of grasses—are completely satisfac- — 

tory. If it is a fact, as seems to follow from the table, that all 
forms of black rust are like each other in that they are able to 

the query presents itself whether this bush is not able to serve 
as a connecting bridge between the forms which show their dis- 

a alternate on barberry, producing an zcidium upon it, of course — 

tinguishing features in the uredo stage; whether, indeed, an — 
zcidium that, for instance, arises from the black rust on oats é 

may not be able to produce an outbreak of black rust not only i 
on oats, but also on the other cereals, nay, on every grass that — 

1s susceptible to black rust. Many trials made during the last — 

SIX years have proved conclusively, however, that it is not SO — 
An ecidium arising from black rust on oats is able to infect, 
among the cereals, only oats, while an zcidium arising from 
black rust on rye or barley can produce rust only on rye OF 
barley, and so on. The different forms of black rust are thus — 
entirely separated one from another in all their stages —as 
uredo and puccinia on the grasses and as acidium on barberry — 
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—and the small propagation of black rust by external infec- 

tion, mentioned above, is not at all affected by the interven- 

tion of the barberry. 

2. The propagation of rust is often slight (a) between species of 

Graminee capable of bearing the same specialized form,.(b) to and 

from the ecidium host (where there is one), and sometimes (c) between 

different cultivated varieties of the same cereal. 

By reference to the table we observe that the form of black 

rust first mentioned, called f, sp. secalis, may occur on rye and 

barley, as well as on 77iticum repens, and several other grasses. 

In middle and southern Sweden 7. repens is more often and 

abundantly attacked by black rust than any other grass. It 

would be natural to suppose that if the several Graminez named 

’ grew in the vicinity of one another and one should be attacked 

the infection would ordinarly spread to the others. If so, rye 

and barley ought to be frequently attacked by black rust. Such, 

however, is not the case. Barley is comparatively little affected 

by this form of rust, and rye does not suffer from it to any great 

degree. 

It has been observed, furthermore, that barley growing near 

Triticum repens covered with black rust has remained clean week 

after week, although the weather had been very favorable for 

the propagation of the disease. We may incidentally allude to 

other observations in which the propagation of the disease from 

rusted stalks to the zcidium host, or contrarily from this plant 

to susceptible Graminez has been much less than we expected. 

But, also, propagation of rust has very often appeared to be 

small between different cultivated forms of the same kind of 

cereal, and even between different individuals of the same 

grass. There is, indeed, scarcely an agriculturist who has not: 

sometimes observed that different varieties of wheat are very 

differently attacked by yellow rust. One variety may be almost 

clean, while another is entirely destroyed. Such a case which was 

particularly noted may be here related. Inthe summer of 1894 

a variety of winter wheat (Horsford’s pearl wheat), very sus- 

ceptible to yellow rust, was cultivated at the Experiment Station 
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ina small plat. Round this plat five other varieties of wheat 
were sown, also in small plats, all these varieties being well | 
known for several years as very little susceptible to yellow rust. — 
On May 11 the middle plat showed traces of yellow rust. After i 
thirty-three days the rust had increased a little, and after ten _ 
days more the rust had reached its maximum, the greatest 
degree of destruction. But at the same time all the surround- ; 
ing plats at the end of the thirty-three days were clean, and at — 

the end of the following ten days two plats still continued quite © 
clean, and the other three only showed small traces of rust. All” 
the plats were sown on the same day, and the weather during 
the last part of May and the beginning of June was part of the- 
time very rainy. a 

Here we have an example of what is usually called the dif e 
ferent susceptibility of varieties to disease. Such a different 
predisposition for yellow rust we have up to this time been able- 
to point out with certainty in different varieties of wheat and 
barley. In view of observations made during the summer of 
1896, I have reason also to suspect such a predisposition in the 
different varieties of wheat for brown rust, a kind of rust, how-_ 
ever, that has but subordinate practical interest in Sweden. 

Sometimes we find only a slight propagation of rust, even | 
between different individuals of the same wild grass. I have | 
observed specimens of Festuca elatior badly attacked by Puccima — 

or specimens of Brachypodium silvaticum attacked by P. Bary 
among completely healthy ones. 

3. Lhe germinating power of the uredo- and ecidiospores is ofte 
small, or at best capricious. 

The fact that the yellow rust in wheat shows so little trams- 
mission from one variety of wheat to another has led to making: 
the germination of summer spores (uredo- and zcidiospores 
the subject of special investigation. It appears that in certail 
kinds of rust these Spores are uniformly very capricious in thet 
germination, and even sometimes absolutely refuse to germinate 
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even if they lie in water for four or five days. Such is the case for 
instance with the uredospores of yellow rust (Uredo glumarum), 
with zcidiospores of black rust (cidium Berberidis), and so on. 

The cause of this remarkable state of things has been a mat- 
ter of much perplexity, and many experiments were set on foot 

in order to learn a way of increasing the germinating power, at 
least to some extent. Such a way was finally discovered, which 
was to cool them. Ever since the old Roman days cultivators 
have observed that alternating cool nights and warm days favor 
the development of rust.. From this the thought came to me to 
cool the spores by putting them on ice, or by chilling them in 
water for several hours. How strange it is, indeed, that these 

experiments should often give positive results! The dormant 
power of germination is brought to life, and with certain kinds 
of spores only in this manner has it been possible to carry out 
infection experiments. This capricious germination partly 
accounts for the small propagation of the disease already men- 
tioned. But this alone does not give complete explanation, for 
such a restricted propagation is also to be observed in forms 
whose spores as a rule germinate very well. The whole cause 
must, therefore, be sought elsewhere. 

4. The spread of rust depends to an important degree upon the 
distances. 

For the purpose of explaining the outbreak and spread of rust 
in grain fields we have not generally been concerned with the dis- 
tances separating the fields from a suggested source of infection. 
The pustules of rust once appearing on the barberry, the primary 
source of the whole neighborhood’s infection was thought to have 
been found. It was believed that at first the nearest fields became 
rusted, through them in eight days afterwards the somewhat 
remote region, and so on. The farther from the original source, 
the more secure one could be. Sometimes, however, this pro- 
tective distance must apparently be considerable. Black rust has 
been observed in the Indian wheat fields with no barberry as the 
“Source of infection nearer than 300 miles, on the Himalayas. 
However, we sometimes find recorded a different opinion. Thus, 
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one of the most respected authorities in this subject, Professor 
Julius Kihn, of Halle, proclaimed the opinion in an official report 
of 1875 that a distance of 100 meters between the barberry bush — 
and the grain field may be considered sufficiently protective. 4 

During the last few years many experiments have been se 

point to the same conclusion. They show that the matter 0 

in a like spread in summer from barberry, etc., to the Gramine& 

By observation on the rust’s appearance upon 7yiticum repens at 
different distances from a barberry bush it has been prove 
beyond doubt that the influence of the bush does not extend 
farther than 10 to 25 meters. 

For these reasons it was insisted upon in the circular, whicl 4 
a short time since was sent out to several of the officials i 
Sweden, that no barberry, wild or cultivated, be permitted 
grow at a distance less than 2 5 to 50 meters from a grain field 

5. Lhe germinating power of the winter spores (teleutospores, 
depends upon certain external conditions, and is restricted to a shor 
period of time. 

The winter spores of black rust are capable of germinatiol 
in spring only in case they have been exposed to quite natural” 
conditions of cold, snow and rain, during the previous winter. 
and consequently rusted litter preserved in a barn or in a sta 
is not to be regarded as dangerous. This has been fully demon: 
Strated in the results of the fir : st four years as given in the 
detailed report. 

Observations and experiments made during the current yé e brought to light still another matter of interest concerning the germinating power of the spores. It appears that only th 

hav 
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crop of spores maturing during late autumn is able to germinate 

the following spring. 

All that I have now set forth—(1) the multiplicity of fungous . 

forms producing the rust disease, (2), the obstinacy of some 

uredo- and ecidiospores in germination, (3) the great impor- 

tance of the matter of distance, and (4) the conditional and 

short-lived germinating power of the teleutospores—cannot 

well be brought into agreement with the view which has been 

held, and is yet generally prevalent, with regard to the outbreak 

and propagation of grain rust, and we may perhaps say of para- 

sitic plant diseases in general, viz., that it is the continual acces- 

sion of new infective material and the continual formation of 

new centers of infection which cause the outbreak and the 

intensity of the disease. The five theses set forth above give 

each in its degree a hard wrench to the cornér stone upon 

which the whole doctrine of grain rust has been resting for a 

long time. 

It may be biked whether this overthrow of prevailing opin- 

ions is the only or principal result of the investigations. Does 

it not present some more positive result, some new starting-point 

upon which a new doctrine may be founded, and from which new 

work may begin? I am obliged to be brief at this time, and to 

give merely a short and summary review of my results, referring 

for details to the special works already published or soon to be 

published. 

I shall first call attention to two observations that were easily 

made, but no less remarkable for that reason. Each of them 

gave cause to suspect a source of rust quite different from that 
which we have been accustomed to look for. 

6. The yellow rust appears in certain varieties of wheat and 
barley that are especially susceptible, uniformly four to five weeks 

after sowing. 

7. The intensity has sometimes been stronger in sunny than in 

shady places in the same wheat field. 
These two observations, together with the results from sev- 

5 Details will soon be published elsewhere. 
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eral special investigations upon the succession of the rust pus- a 
tules, etc., related in the work ‘Die Getreideroste,’’ could not | 
fail to excite suspicion that perhaps the source of disease is an 
internal one, included within the plant itself. : 

How then test whether this suspicion might be right or not? ) 

The first experiments made with this in view showed that , 
8. Wheat plants, which early in the spring, immediately after” 

the melting of the snow, were enclosed in long and large glass tubes — 
stuffed with cotton wool above and below, and consequently care- , 
fully protected against external infection, developed stalks that after 
six to eight weeks showed yellow rust. 

There is no possibility of explaining this outbreak of rust 
through external infection taking place immediately before or : 
after enclosing in the tubes. The immediate sources of the — 
disease in these cases must have been an internal one. Here — 
two possibilities seem to suggest themselves. The first is that— 
in late autumn of the previous year, during early growth of the 
wheat, an external infection came from teleutospores or uredo-- 

spores of the yellow rust, germinating upon the seedlings ; and 
that the fungus afterwards lived a hidden internal life until the 
full outbreak in the spring. The other possibility is that germs 
of disease had been inherited by the seed grain from the paren 
plant itself, 

the growing plants from external infections by raising them 1 
glass houses constructed so that the air could pass in onl, 
through cotton-wool filters. Such experiments in glass hou 
of different construction. have been carried on for four years 
and have shown that 

i 
9. Plants of a variety of barley extremely susceptible to yellow 

rust, grown in sterilized soil and protected from external infection 
asolated glass houses, have sometimes become rusted. 

These results prove beyond doubt that the disease must : 
come from internal germs inherited from the parent plant. 
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But in what form are these internal germs of disease living? Is 

it easy to follow and identify them with the microscope? Not 

at all. They can only be detected just before the breaking out 

of the young pustules. The microscope examination induces 

me to suppose that 

10. The fungus lives for a long time a latent symbiotic life as a 

mycoplasma in the cells of the embryo and of the resulting plant, and 

that only a short time before the eruption of the pustules, when outer 

conditions are favorable, it develops into a visible state, assuming the 

form of a mycelium. 

To speak comprehensively, the investigation above outlined 

gives the following general conclusions : 

A. The outbreak of grain rust is due (a) in the first place to 

germs of disease in the host plant itself, which in certain cases ave 

inherited from the parent plant through the seed, and in which they 

lead a latent symbiotic life as a mycoplasma and continue to do so 

afterwards for a long-time in the resulting plant, and (b) in the 

second place to external infection from the vicinity. 

B. The intensity of grain rust is due (a) in the first place to 

the degree with which the dominant outer circumstances (weather, 

soil, manuring, and so forth) are able to convert the inner germs of 

disease from the latent stage of a mycoplasma into a visible stage 

of mycelium, and.(b) in the second place to the accession of infect- 

tve material from without. 

So far have we now gone in our knowledge of the nature of 

grain rust. Many things that before seemed incomprehensible 

have now a natural explanation, and our point of view has been 

very much changed. Especially have the experiments so far 

carried out provided a new method for explaining the varying 

Susceptibility of different varieties of cereals, and have thus 

given a new point of departure for continued efforts for the 

mastery of the disease in the open field. We are warranted in 

suggesting that the predisposition of the Hosford wheat to yel- 

low rust may be explained by assuming that between this variety 

of wheat and the yellow rust an extremely vital mycoplasma- 

symbiosis is to be found, while on the contrary the Squarehead 
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gained in the selection and cultivation of varieties as little s 
ceptible to the disease as possible. We have to find out to w 
degree by crossing we can combine a small susceptibility to rus 
with a strong resistance to cold, and finally whether com 
regions may not tend to repress the development of the Be 
germ of the disease, and thus become regions for the producti 
of certain kinds of cereals. 

The questions above mentioned are of.great practical int : 
tance, and they suggest a very rich field for further investigatio 

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, 



RED YEASTS. 

KATHERINE E. GOLDEN and CARLETON G, FERRIS. 

(WITH PLATES II AND III) 

THE so-called red yeasts are what are known as “wild” 

yeasts, and occur usually in the air. Though several species of 

these yeasts are known, but two, S. vosaceus and S. glutinis, are 

described and named. 5S. vosaceus has been studied by Hansen, 

but as no spores were formed during its development, he excluded 

it from the true Saccharomycetes.. The same exclusion should 

apply to S. glutinis, for in this species, also, spore formation is 

unknown. Inanarticle of recent publication, Swan‘ describes a red 

yeast obtained from a stale egg, which formed spores, although 

under somewhat extraordinary circumstances. Instead of forming 

spores on the gypsum block or on filter paper in the ordinary 

way and at 25° C. or 15° C., Swan obtained the spores in 

growths on wort gelatine, in the light, and at a temperature 

between 5°—10° C., the first indications of spores appearing in 

ten to fourteen days. He does not state whether or not he used 

ordinary conditions before resorting to these somewhat peculiar 

ones. The article is accompanied by photographs which show 

unmistakable spore formation in the yeast cells. 

Of three red yeasts which the writers obtained from the air 

of the laboratory, and designated numbers 1, 2, 3, number I was 

at first supposed to be the same form that Swan had examined, 

but with subsequent work it proved to be different, varying in 
certain characteristics, notably the manner of growth of the col- 

onies and the spore formation. The colonies show consider- 

able growth in three days, and are of a dull pink color. They 

are not raised from the surface of the gelatine as were those of 

Swan, but are round and flat and have smooth edges (Plate //, 

* Central. f. Bakt. u. Parasitenk. 2: 1-11. 1896. 
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A). As the colonies age their color becomes much deeper, 
until in old growths the color is a vivid red. The color is n | 
affected by the ordinary acids or alkalies. The cells show no — 

characteristics of growth under various conditions : 
NUMBER 1. ‘ 

No.| Kind Medium Temp. Color Manner of growth 

10% 
I | Streak | Wort-gelatine | 21° C. Red Abundant, oily in appear- 

z ance, smooth edges 
2 3 7° C. | Pale pink | Slight growth, oily, smooth 

edges 
3 es s ie hae me Red Same as no. I 
4 | Stab m= ar. Red Growth on surface only, 

ys oily, smooth edges 
5 ae 7 ©. | Pale pink | Slight growth, other re- 

spects like no. 4 s 
6 ‘ Agar 21° C.| Deep red | Growth very heavy 
7 Starch paste | 21° C. | Pale pink Slight growth on surface. 
8 Wort at <. i Heavy sediment, liquid tur 

bid, no gas, ring at sur- 
; face : 

9 Bouillon 21° C. | Pale pink | Slight sediment, liquid cl’r, 
. thin granular film 

ie Dextrose 21° C Red Heavy sediment, liquid clr, 
II * ae ° Ns . acy luted : 7° C. | Faint pink | Slight growth j 

Glucose at Gy Pink Like no. 10, but less sed 

13 id r . a 7 : 
7° C. | Faint pink | Slight growth : 

on Most abundant growth of 4 Sucrose Tae & Red sugar solutions, liqui 
slightly turbid, thin fil 

: heavy ring at surface — 15 Dist. water | 21° C, Very faint | Slight sediment; cell 
16 L . pink mpt oie actose | 21° C, Pink Next to 14 in growth, film: erm. |Pasteursol.with| 21°C, Pink Sediment in bend of tu 

te ouaet | no gas ——__| . 
The foregoing table gives a general idea of the condit 

used for the growth of number 1. It was found that the y 
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in a stab culture in gelatine or agar gave no growth along the 

needle track, the color being entirely at the surface, this show- 

ing it to be aerobic. Upon Io per cent. wort gelatine and nutrient 

agar the best growths were obtained, and in the light. Various 

temperatures were tested, that between 17°—21° C. being found 

the best. At one time twenty-four varieties of yeast were grown 

at that temperature, and of the twenty-four number I gave the 

most vigorous growth. The color shows sooner and is stronger 

when the growth is made in the light. Inoculations in beer 

wort give a very appreciable growth in two days, the liquid 

becoming turbid, and a sediment forming. No film is formed, 

but in about a week a thin ring appears around the surface of 

the liquid ; this ring increases in size and deepens in color with 

the age of the culture. Fair growths, as indicated by the sediment, _ 

were obtained in bouillon and in distilled water; in the latter, 

however, little color was present. Cultures in sugar solutions — 

sucrose, dextrose, maltose, lactose, and Pasteur solution with 

sugar— were made, and all of them offer good media for growth, 

though varying considerably. Remarkably large growths were 

obtained in lactose and sucrose, these being characterized by 

heavy sediment of a deep red color, heavy surface ring, and 

turbid liquid. A peculiar phase of the growth in sucrose is that 

the cells formed spore-like bodies. In no other of the sugars 

did this occur. Cultures in the sugars and in wort were made 

in fermentation tubes, but no gas was formed, though the cul- 

tures were kept for two months. 

Spore formation was tested in the usual way, vigorously 

growing cells being placed on gypsum blocks. The blocks were 

kept under various conditions of light and temperature, with the 

result that at from 17°-21° C., and in the dark, granulations 

appeared in cells, these afterward forming spore-like bodies. 

The granulations first appeared in about forty hours, though it 

was about four days before the spore-like bodies were formed. 

These bodies are round and highly refractive, averaging 3.3 in 

size, but developed no spore wall that could be distinguished. 

Being doubtful as to the true nature of these bodies, and think- 
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ing that probably they might be fat globules, the cells were 

treated with ether, alcohol, osmic acid, potash, and alkanet, all 

of which failed to change the bodies. Some of the cells were 

then placed in a drop of wort in a moist chamber at 25° C. to 

determine their method of germination. The chamber was ~ 

placed under the microscope, so that any changes might be} 

observed. Insixteen hours the bodies had become swollen, and 

they passed gradually from the swollen condition to the ordinary 

condition of the protoplasm in a vegetative cell. The spore 

like bodies formed in the sediment and film of a 5 perce 
sucrose solution were tested in the same way, with like resul 

serving the organism from extinction under adverse conditions. 

Plate III, B, shows the cells from a gypsum block with the 

contained bodies. Growths on blocks kept in the dark and at7 

developed but slight color, while blocks kept at 21° C. de 

oped quite a marked color, both in the dark and in the light, 
thus indicating that a certain amount of heat is necessary ” 
color development. 

NUMBER 2. 
~ Sa aOR emmeerenn ace 

No. Kind Medium | Temp. Color Manner of growth 

I | Streak |Wort-gelatine| 21° C,| Salmon pink | Oily, s a edges, abun- 
dan 

: . Agar . . Oily, aol edges, more 

; abundant than in no. I 
3 Stab |Wort-gelatine)  “ “hy Slight growth along nee- 

4 “ dle trac 
Agar : “ Slight growth along nee- 

dle trac 
5 SS Starch “ “ : 6 |Ferm.tubel Pasteur sol, i Oily growth on surface 

7 with sugar a Pink Sediment in bed, no gas 
Bouillon Pale pink | Hea mad sediment, liquid 

8 Dextrose és i . « . 3 
n ‘ dclear 

9 Lactose “é ‘“ Heavy sedim Lie ee 

ed Glucose a6 ““ “ ts “ « 

Ir Sucrose bal “s “ 6“ se ‘“ 

— 
inna 
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The colonies of no. 2 are somewhat indistinct in color until 
they are about ten days old, when they have a yellowish-red 
color. Their general appearance is very nearly the same as those 
of no. I, but when magnified, differences show, as seen in PV. //, 
C. The plate cultures of the three forms, from which the pho- 
tographs were taken, were made at the same time and under 
similar conditions. The photographs were also taken at the 
same time. The cells of no. 2 are round, averaging 4 X 4m in 
size, and bud frequently. In stab cultures a slight growth 
appears along the needle track. In streak cultures, as also in 
colonies and the top of stab cultures, the growth is very oily in 
appearance, and possesses little or no color at first, though this 
develops as the culture ages, until in very old ones the color is 
quite marked. As in no. 1, the color is unaffected by the ordi- 
nary acids and alkalies. In wort and sugar solutions the growth 
is fairly vigorous, though not so much so as inno. 1. No film is 
formed, nor is any gas developed. No spores or spore-like 
bodies are formed either on gypsum blocks or in any of the 
growths, the only change in the cells, when placed under con- 
ditions for spore formation, being a granulation of the proto- 
plasm. 

NUMBER 3. 

No.| Kind | Medium Temp. Color Manner of growth aoe 

1 | Stab Agar |21°C.} Faint pink — Slight growth along needle track, 
surface growth dry, granular, 

abundant 14 
2 | Stab | Gelatine > Pink Like no. I 14 
3 |Streak} Agar # Pink Growth abundant, dry, floury, 

most of color in center in 
heaviest growth, edges almost 
white 20 

4 |Streak| Gelatine | Pink Like no. 3 20 
5 | Stab | Starch A Faint pink | Slight growth on surface 14 
% Wo 4s Pink Turbid after a week, granular 

m, sediment heavy, no gas 20 
7 Lactose a Faint pink | Slight sediment, no film, no gas 14 
8 extrose oe iT7 oe “ ay “ 14 

9 Glucose te ‘ ‘ ‘“ ‘ &s 14 
Io Sucrose “ ‘“ “ “é “ se 14 
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In no. 3 the colonies are entirely distinct from those of nos. 

I and 2; they stand out from the gelatine as feathery masses — 

with very irregular edges, and of a salmon pink color. PL/I, — 

D shows the peculiar appearance very well. At first sight the 

colonies look somewhat like a mold, but upon closer inspection 

they show no ramifying filaments. This peculiar appearance of | 

_the colonies is due to the form of the cells, and their remarkable 

method of growth. A few of the cells have the regular round ~ 

or oval shape of the ordinary yeast cell, but the remainder have ‘ 

irregular, swollen, or filamentous forms, resembling the involu- — 

tion forms of bacteria. P/. ///, E is from a vigorous growth on 
gelatine. These forms, with about the same length of filament 

are constant for young growths on solid media, also for the first — 
colonies obtained from exposure to the air. In old growths the — | 

form varies, the filaments becoming much longer, and more — 

branched; this lengthening and branching also takes place in 
cells grown in liquid media. Pl. ///, F is a photograph from am 

old growth. /P/. /1/, G isa photograph from a culture in wort 
The cells, though branching in a manner which resembles 

mold, never develop a mycelium. The cells vary in size from 

1.5@to 3.13 for the short diameter, and 3u to 29m for the lo 
diameter. A fairly vigorous growth is obtained at room tempele — 
ture on agar and wort gelatine. On both of these the growths — 

dry and floury in appearance, of a light pink color, and in stal 
cultures most of the growth is on the surface, only a slight growth 
appearing along the needle track. In wort it takes four or fiv 

and agar. a 
Of the three forms studied not one of them is a true sae 

_charomyces. They resemble the Saccharomycetes in thel 

appearance, both microscopically, and in gross growth, bt 
they are unable to form true ascospores. No. 1 appears t0 
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a form between the Saccharomycetes and the Torulae, in that it 

forms spore-like bodies under the ordinary conditions for spore 

formation, but these bodies are not true spores, as they neither 

form the spore wall, nor bud in germinating. It resembles 5. 

vosaceus, as heretofore described—excluding Swan’s descrip- 

tion —in appearance of colonies, and in not forming chains, but 

differs from it in forming spore-like bodies, and in size; S. rosaceus 

is 9-10 in diameter, a larger form than no. 1. No such form , 

is described in any of the standard works upon the Saccharo- 

mycetes, which would indicate that it is a new species. 

No. 2 is undoubtedly S. g/uéinis, in spite of the fact that it is 

not of the same size as the S. g/utinis as described in some of the 

later works. No. 2 answers the description in every other par- 

ticular. An error seems to have crept into the description of 

this species in regard to its size, the other characters being prac- 

tically the same in all the descriptions. Cohn? in 1875 gives 

4-5m@ as the size, while Winter? in 1881 gives it as 5-11 X 4p, 

Schréter,# in 1893, gives 5-6X 4-5, and Saccardo,5 in 1897, 

gives the same size as Winter, 5-11 4m. Jelliffe® in a list of 

Saccharomycetes occurring in the air gives S. glutinis among the 

number, but as he gives no description of his forms, it is impos- 

sible to tell which description he followed. The following 

description,? which was written by Schréter indicates probably 

the source of the error: S. glutinis (Fres.) F. Cohn (Zellen kuge- 

lig, 4-5 breit) und S. Fresenti Schroter (Zellen ellipsoidisch bis 

cylindrisch, bis 11m lang, 4-5 breit) schlagen sich haufig aus 

der Luft auf Leim nieder und bilden fleisch-bis rosenrote 

Schleimhaufchen. 

0. 3 from its peculiar appearance would seem to be easy of 

identification. In general appearance it is very like Mycoderma 

Humuli as described by Lasché,® but it is unlike in that MW. Hum- 

* Beitrige zur Biologie der Pflanzen 1: 187-8. 1875. 

3 Krytogamen-Flora yon Deutschland 1: 71. 1881. 

*Krytogamen-Flora von Schlesien 3 : 207. 1893. 

5Sylloge Fungorum 8: 919. 1897. 6 Bull. ~ Bot. Club 24: 480-1. 1897- 

7 ENGLER and PRANTL, Pflanzenfamilien 1*: 154. 1 

® Zwei rothe Mycoderma-Arten, Der Braumeister 5: poe 82. 1892. 
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ult liquefies the gelatine very quickly, sinking to the bottom 
a red mass, forms a ring at the surface, and decomposes t 
liquefied gelatin, generating a foul odor, whereas no. 3 neither 
liquefies gelatin quickly nor gives off a foul odor in any sta 
of its culture. The indications are that no. 3 is a new species rt 
Mycoderma. 

Thanks are due to Dr. J. C. Arthur and Dr. Stanley Coult 
for assistance rendered in the preparation of this paper. 

PURDUE UNIVERSITY, Lafayette, Ind. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES II AND III. 
PLATE I, 

A. Colonies of no. 1 §rown on 10% wort gelatine. ><I00. 
C, Colonies of no. 2 grown on 10% wort gelatine. XIoo. D. Colonies of no. 3 grown on 10% wort gelatine. 100. 

PLATE II. : 
B. Spore-like bodies, no. I, grown on gypsum plates. X*495- £. Cells of no. 3 grown on lo% wort gelatine. 495. : Cells of no. 3 from old growth on agar. 495. 

Cells of no. 3 grown in wort. 495. es : 
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BRIEFER ARTICLES. 

CYNODON OR CAPRIOLA? 

A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL STUDY. 

WuiLe engaged in a study of the Glumiflore, as treated by the 

earliest botanical writers, we met not infrequently with the name “ Capri- 

ola,” which seemed to have been intended for some grass with digitate 

inflorescence. This name having been restored by Adanson as the 

earliest one for the genus now generally known as Cynodon, we felt 

induced to investigate the matter. Furthermore, Capriola has been 

revived by Dr. Otto Kuntze, and upon his authority it has been intro- 

duced into American systematic works of recent date, wherein the 

species appears as Capriola Dactylon Kuntze. It seems, however, as if 

the restoration of this name furnishes a good illustration of the diff- 

culty sometimes confronting the naturalist who strives to determine 

what generic name ought to be adopted as the correct one fora certain 

plant, and since we have not been able to ascertain the true identity of 

the grass which formerly bore the name Capriola, we have thought that 

the present bibliographical sketch might be of some interest to Ameri- 

can botanists. It is true that Adanson‘ restored the name, thinking it 

“ was identical with Gramen dactylon of the ancient writers, and his diag- 

nosis, although very incomplete, does point toward Cynodon, which he 

thought was the plant which the ancient writers had in mind when 

they spoke of Capriola. Nevertheless, it is a very difficult matter to 

define Capriola as a definite genus, and at the bottom of the difficulty 

lies the fact that there are several other grasses with digitate inflores- 

cence which were well known even to the earliest writers. It is quite 
natural that such grasses, unlike as they are to the majority of grasses, 

should attract attention at an early date, but it is also evident that the 

old botanists could not draw any clear distinction between the genera 

of such grasses, but simply referred to them as “ finger-grasses.” 
Some of these have later been recognized as Panicum sanguinale, 

Cynodon, Chloris, Dactyloctenium, Eleusine, Paspalum, etc. 

‘For references consult the bibliography appended to the article. 
1898] 47 
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The fact is that Capriola was intended for Panicum sanguinale ot 
for Cynodon, or perhaps for both together, but in no instance has this - 
name been applied to any plant which can be identified with absolute 
certainty as the Bermuda grass, the genus Cynodon of Richard in Per 
soon’s Synopsis. It is to be noted furthermore that Capriola is con 
stantly preceded or followed by another name “ Sanguinaria,’ some: 

times written “‘Sanguinella,” and it seems very significant that this” 
last name is to be recognized as a modern popular one for Panicum 
sanguinale, viz., Paspale sanguin, Blutt-grasz, and Blut-hirse. But 
Capriola is not preserved in any form and gives no clue to its identifr 
cation. It is derived from caper, not as a diminutive, but simply @& 
indicating a plant liked by goats. The occurrence of Cynodon it 
sandy sections of the old world, where goats are kept in large nut 
bers, may well speak for Cynodon as the grass it was made for, espe » 
ially since Panicum sanguinale does not thrive well in sandy soil, but 

prefers the uncultivated grounds near dwellings, vineyards, etc. The | 

popular name of Cynodon is, as we remember, Chien-dent, Hahnen- 

bein, finger-grass, Bermuda-grass, etc. | 
We might add, in order to explain the singular popular name ¢ 

our Panicum sanguinale, that this grass was once known to possess 
“bloody” properties. ‘Thus both Dioscorides and Pliny have described 

a grass: “cui in cacumine caulinum quini sunt aculei veluti digit 
about which they state that when the spikes were pressed into the 
trils a bleeding was produced, and yet this same grass was used 
dressing wounds to stop bleeding. This grass was generally kno 
therefore, as “ Sanguinella” by the Etruscans, while others call 
Capriola. It is interesting to notice that while the former use of 

~ 
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posing that Panicum sanguinale was the Sanguinella of the ancient 

writers. As regards Capriola, this name was generally used in con- 
nection with the former, as a local name for a plant, which at that time 
was considered identical with Sanguinella or Sanguinaria. However, 
there is a third name, “ Dactylon,” which was used by Pliny for a 
“ finger-grass”’” possessing the same properties as Sanguinella, but 
there is no further clue to its identity. This plant “ Dactylon” has evi- 
dently formed the basis for a number of finger-grasses by later writers, 
enumerated as Gramen dactyloides, etc., and it was one of these which 
Adanson considered as identical with Capriola. We see from these 
early data how very uncertain Capriola stands as a genus in botanical 
history, and we shall herein try to demonstrate that a consultation of 

the writers in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries does not show 
any closer identity of Capriola with Cynodon. 

Leonard Fuchs was perhaps the first writer who tried to identify 
Sanguinaria and Capriola, of which he makes mention in a chapter, 

“De Manna,” in Brunfels’ Herdarum vivae eicones. Both names are 

referred by Fuchs to the so-called “manna grass.” Very few Graminee 
are described by Ruellius, but he knew Pliny’s Gramen aculeatum, 
which he has discussed briefly. He mentions a new name for this 
grass, Dens canis, from which the later French name, “Chien dent” 

_ became derived ; but he refers also to Capriola and Sanguinaria as 
Synonyms. There is only one point in his very brief description of 

this grass which seems to throw some light upon its identity, and this 
is that the number of spikes is given as “ quini senive.” Cynodon is 

not known to produce more than four or five branches in the inflores- 
cence, while it is very common to find seven in Panicum sanguinale. 
Although Lobelius has described a Gramen Canarium recognizable as 

Cynodon, and an Jschemon vulgare which may be our Panicum, he 

does not give any reference to either Capriola or Sanguinaria. In 

accordance with Fuchs the “manna-grass” was adopted by Dodoens, 
who has not only described but even figured two species, Gramen 

Manne primum and alterum, both of which may readily be identified 
as Panicum sanguinale and P. Crus-galli. The figure of the first is so 
well executed that it makes any further comment unnecessary. We 
find here for the first time a true representation of P. sanguina/e, and 
Its §eographical distribution was at that time given as Germany, 
Bohemia, Italy, and Belgium, where it was cultivated, but was found 
also naturalized in uncultivated fields, etc. One of its popular names 

Mo. Bot. wai deny 

900. 
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Was at that time “Ros coeli” or ‘“ Himmel-dau,” perhaps taken from 
its ability to retain the dew. This is the grass, Dodoens says, which 
Leonicenus and Ruellius have identified as the one formerly known as | 
Capriola or Sanguinaria. Only three years after Dodoens we find 
Sanguinella and Capriola as synonyms for Gramen Manne in the | 
writings of Camerarius, followed by the very important statement that 
this grass, whose figure bears great resemblance to Panicum sanguinale ~ 
but not to Cynodon, was eaten by the Germans. a 

There exists no record heretofore that the grains of Cynodon have ~ 
ever been gathered for eating, inasmuch as this grass yields butarela- _ 
tively small number of mature seeds, a fact that is perhaps due to its 

extensive propagation by stolons. No mention is made in the elabo- — 
rate works of: Clusius of either Capriola or Sanguinaria. He merely 
describes Gramen legitimum and Ischaemon, in which our two plants — 
seem to have been badly confounded. In accordance with Camera- — 
rius, Dalechamps describes “ Grame de Manna,” the figure of whichis , 
very characteristic, and shows us Panicum sanguinale without any ques — 
tion. He enumerates as synonyms Capriola and Sanguinella, and states 
that this plant is cultivated in south Europe. He has also described i | 
and figured Cynodon, which he calls “ Dent de chien,”’ but does not 4 
with one word allude to its possible identity with the former. This is 
Perhaps the earliest record of a popular French name for Cynodon, 
which in later years became transcribed into ‘‘Chien-dent.” The 
manna-grass has thus begun to be more generally adopted for our 
Panicum, and becomes also used in England, where Gerarde takes 
Up as his “ Gramen Manna esculentum, the dew-grass,” the last of which 
was evidently derived from Dodoens’ “ Ros coeli.” A second species 
1S Gerarde’s “ Jschaemon vulgare, the cock’s-foot grasse,” which is 
Ss jose as to represent Panicum slabrum, while in his a 
ees dates ones we are able to recognize Cynodon. : ~ i 

see we nson has also adopted “* cock’s-foot grasse ’ for 7 : 
, atin name he gives as /schaemon sylvestre, while he ai» Cynodon Gramen Canarium Pekan paxtiules. & singulat confusion 

aS regards the name is to be observed in Johannes Bauhin’s Historia Plantarum, where Panicum sanguinale is figured, but named Gramins 
Sti se sored Spas states in a small paragraph, mea ee 
Seugatith: = ‘_ the identity of Visieg grass with Caprio ee 
wie cnet pk from the ancient writers, can be ascey 

: €s€ grasses were distinguished, nevertheless, 
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the younger Bauhin, who named them “ Gramen dactylon folio latiore”’ 
(Panicum), and “ Gr. dactylon fol. arundinaceo” (Cynodon). 

By bringing all these statements together, drawn up from the various 
writers as far back as we have been able to trace our Panicum and Cyn- 
odon, it does not appear that Capriola was ever intended for Cynodon 
alone, but rather for Panicum sanguinale. ‘The constant quotation of 
Capriola and Sanguinaria together seems to indicate that these were 
merely synonyms and popular names used in Italy. There are only 
two instances where we have found these names used for plants out- 
side of the Graminez, but this is of little importance. Dodoens also 
used “Sanguinaria”’ for a plant which is readily recognized as Poly- 
gonum aviculare ; and Tabernzemontanus in the beginning of the seven- 
teenth century enumerated both Capriola and Sanguinaria as species of 
his genus Coronopus, which are easily identified as Plantago Corono- 
pus and maritima. All the other writers have agreed that both Capriola 
and Sanguinaria are grasses, and Adanson is correct in applying 

Capriola to a grass. But this author does not seem to have had any 
reason for assigning the name Gramen dactylon, this name being yet 
too obscure. 

If in spite of its uncertainty Adanson’s name Capriola is to stand 
for the mere sake of priority, the question remains whether it is really 
identical with Cynodon or with Panicum sanguinale. The diagnosis 
given by Adanson for Capriola is not so characteristic that one can 

recognize in this the genus Cynodon of Richard. ‘Couronne de la 
gaine des feuilles: poils; fleurs: épis digités; calice: plat par les 
cdtés ; corolle; sans aréte,”’ are characters that may just as well fit 

Panicum sanguinale. We have examined numerous specimens of this 
last and noticed that the ligule is often wanting and replaced by a 

small tuft of hairs, while the same organ in Cynodon is sometimes 
developed as a crescent shaped membrane. Furthermore, the empty 

glumes are also laterally compressed in Panicum sanguinale, and no 

awn is developed. Indeed, it seems as if Capriola has become more 

obscure through having been restored by Adanson than it was before. 

The adopting of Capriola must consequently result in confusion, which 

Would easily be avoided by preserving Richard’s well defined genus 
Cy nodon, which no botanist could ever mistake for Panicum sanguinale. 

The fact that Gramen dactylon is a very obscure name, that Capriola 
of the old writers has been used for Panicum or for this and Cynodon 

together, and that Adanson’s restored genus is not so certain, does not 
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encourage us to adopt Capriola for the mere sake of priority or for any 
other reason. It seems to be much more practical to use Richard’s 
name, which is not antedated by any similar name, and which is well 
known to all botanists.— THEo. Hoi, Washington, D. C. 
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ROOT PROPAGATION OF IPOMG@A LEPTOPHYLLA. 
A FEW notes upon the root 

may be of interest, as the fac 
unpublished. 

As is well known, this 
of the plains, has a flesh 

propagation of /pomea leptophylla Tory. 7 
ts herein presented are believed to bes 

plant, whose habitat is the dry sandy region® 
y, spindle shaped tap root that often attains 

€. In adult plants, the surface of this is covered 

> 

The Propagation roots originate from various parts, more abun- — dantly from the lower part of the vertical fleshy root, pass out hori — zontally fora short distance, then tise to near the surface of the ground 
mother plant, where adventitious buds are 
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produced. A number of young plants may have their origin in series 
from a single propagating root. The buds are formed only where the 
root has attained to the proper distance from the surface of the ground 
for the thrifty growth of the young plants. Each young plant, while 

Gee. L. Clothier. Del. ad. nat 

Root propagation of /pomea leptophylla Torr. A, parent plant; 2, young plant ; 

G, propagating root; D, ground line. Reduced to jy natural size. 

still connected with its parent, sends down a fusiform fleshy root 

which penetrates the soil to a depth of three or four feet. 
The accompanying figure shows the fleshy root of an old plant con- 

nected with a young plant by one of its propagating roots. This 

plant had six other horizontal roots that were presumably propagation 
roots also. It was noticed that the propagating root under considera- 

tion was thinnest at a point two or three feet away from the young 

plant, and that it branched back of this point, probably giving rise to 

Propagating rootlets of other young plants. It took its origin from 
the mother plant about three feet below the surface of the ground.— 

GrorceE L. CLoruier, State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kansas. 

NOTES ON LILAOPSIS. 

Mr. J. B.S. Norton, of the Missouri Botanical Garden has just 

called our attention to the fact that figs. 3 and g were transposed in 

a“ 
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our revision of this genus.* /7zg. 3 is the fruit of Z. Schaffueriana, an 

Jig. 4 that of Z. Carolinensis, as the descriptions indicate. 
Mr. Norton sends a specimen of our new species Z. Carolinensis 

from New Orleans, collected by J. F. Joor. The only locality known 
to us was eastern North Carolina. ; 

The eastern distribution of Z. dimeafa is usually given as from 
Massachusetts to Mississippi, but we have never seen specimens west — 
of Florida. 

ae 
Collectors along the Gulf coast should endeavor to discover ; 

whether these two species are found there, and learn definitely th 
distribution. The flowers of Lilxopsis are always given as, being 
white, but in Z. Carolinensis Dr. Joor says they are pink.— JoHN M. © 
Coutter and J. N. Rose. 

fs 

“THE PHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF TODAYS 

IF it be true that the fundamental problem of physics is the consti- 
tution of matter, it is equally true that the fundamental problem ¢ 
physiology is the constitution of living matter. I think the time! 
come for physiology to return to its fundamental problem. 5 

Living matter is a collective term for the quality common to d 
living organisms. Comparative physiology alone enables us to 
criminate between the general properties of living matter and the ft 
tions of specific organs, such as the blood, the nerves, the sense orgé 
chlorophyll, ete. Nothing has retarded the progress of physiole and pathology more than the neglect of comparative physiology. Co parative Physiology shows that secretion is a general function 
living organisms and occurs even where there is no circulation. | 
It was @ priori false and a waste of time to attempt to explain sec 
from the experiments on blood pressure. QOxidations occur rega of circulation and it was @ priori a waste of time to consider the as Me seat of oxidation. Comparative physiology has shown t  . SMimidls fo light are identical with the be 
phenomena in Plants. Hence it is a mistake to ascribe such rea 
as the flying of the moth into the flame to specific functions of the 

* Bor. Gaz., 24: 48, 49. 1897. 
3 j 

: Delivered at the Ithaca meeting of the American Society of Naturalists, 
b’ 

S Paper is one of seven upon “The biological probl 
ti ” 

. * 

6a 

today,” each speaker being limited to ten minutes. 
. 
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and the eyes. Sleep is a phenomenon which occurs in insects and 
plants, and it would be a waste of time to attempt an explanation of 
sleep on the basis of phenomena of circulation. The best interests of 
physiology and pathology demand that the systematic development of 
comparative physiology be one of the physiological problems of today. 

May I be pardoned for calling attention to one special field of com- 
parative physiology which I believe to be especially fertile. 1 refer to 
the field of physiological morphology. 1 applied this name, to the 
investigation of the connection between the chemical changes and the 

process of organization in living matter. ‘Two series of facts allow us to 
connect these two groups of phenomena: (1) the fact that phenomena 

of fermentation lead to an increase in the number of molecules and thus 
bring about an increase of osmotic pressure in the cells, this increase of 
osmotic pressure being the source of energy for the work of growth : 
(2) the facts of heteromorphosis, z. ¢., the possibility of transforming in 
certain animals one organ into another or substituting one organ for 
another through external influences, such as gravitation, contact, light 

Cre. 

The exact and definite determination of life phenomena which are 

common to plants and animals is only one side of the physiological 

problem of today. The other side is. the construction of a mental 
picture of the constitution of living matter from these general qualities. 

In this portion of our work we need the aid of physical chemistry and 
especially of three of its theories ; stereochemistry, van ’t Hoff’s theory 
of osmotic pressures, and the theory of the dissociation of electrolytes. 

We know that the peculiar phenomena of oxidation in living matter are 

determined by fermentative processes, and we venture to say that fer- 

mentations form the basis of all life phenomena. It has been demon- 

strated that fermentability is a function of the geometrical configura- 
tion of the molecule. Saccharomyces Cerevisia is a ferment for such 
sugars only as have three or a mutiple of three atoms of carbon in the 
molecule. Among the hexaldoses only 8-glucose, -mannose, and 8-gal- 
actose are fermentable, while their stereoisomers are not fermentable. 

But the influence of the geometrical configuration goes farther. Voit 
has suggested and Cramer has demonstrated that there is a far-reaching 

parallelism between the fermentability and assimilation of carbohy- 

drates. Higher animals as well as yeast cells are able to form glycogen 

from such carbohydrates as are fermentable by yeast. The further 

development of these stereochemical relations and their extension to 
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proteids and nucleins is another of the problems of physiology which 
will contribute to the main problem, the analysis of the constitution of 

living matter. I believe that the influence of stereochemistry will be 
more or less directly felt in many branches of physiology, in questionsof 
heredity, as well as in the theory of space sensations as E. Mach has” 

- already intimated. a 
In living organisms chemical energy is frequently transformed into 

osmotic energy. WVan’t Hoff’s theory of osmotic pressure permits at 
application of the law of conservation of energy to a class of phenom 
ena to which this law was hitherto inapplicable, namely the phenomena 
of growth, functional adaptation, secretion, absorption and even patho- : 
logical y such ascedema. The physiologists who thought that the - 
blood pressure determined secretion could not understand why secretion 
took place under a higher pressure than the blood pressure. Compara 
tive physiology shows that secretion does not depend upon circulation, ~ 
and the theory of osmotic pressure'indicates that the osmotic pressure 
in the cells is more than twenty times as high as the blood pressure. 
The work of secretion is done by osmotic pressure and not by blood 
pressure. A prominent physiological chemist has become a_vitalist 
because he could not explain why the secretions differ from the blood — 
from which he thinks they are formed. He overlooks among others 

the fact that the protoplasm possesses the quality of semi-permeability, _ 
which means that it allows certain substances to pass through and 
others not. In my opinion the working out of a theory of 
CAR Rr: is one of the main physiological problems of the 
ay. 
The theory of the dissociation of electrolytes is of fundamental 

ar- 

gy will perhaps be best seen in ™ 
n active element of living matter 

ric to its surrounding parts. 

the active part and that the passive | 
are n ig 

eas nae i ine, bositive hydrogen ions of the acid have a ™ 

Sreater velocity of migration than the anions. Hence the former 
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diffuse more rapidly into the passive tissue than the anions, and the 
active tissue will remain negatively charged. 

At no time since the period immediately following the discovery of 
the law of conservation of energy has the outlook for the progress of 
physiology appeared brighter than at present. But in order to reap 
the full benefit of our opportunities we must bear in mind that the 
fundamental problem of physiology is the determination of the consti- 
tution of living matter, and that in order to accomplish our task we 
must make adequate use of comparative physiology as well as physical 
chemistry. Pathology, in particular, will be benefited by such a 
departure.— Jacques Lorn, The University of Chicago. 

APHYLLON LUDOVICIANUM ON AMBROSIA TRIFIDA. 

I HAVE found the Louisiana naked broomrape to be one of the rare” - 
plants in this vicinity ; but when found it has always been attached to 

the roots of the great ragweed. The roots given out by the host, 
which connect the two plants, are at first small, so that it is almost 
‘possible to trace them to their destination. But they steadily 

- Mcrease in size, until they are often as large asa wheat straw by the 
time the parasite has run its course, which is usually about the last of 

September. There is usually only one supply-root, and this is of 
nearly the same size its entire length, and a mat of small haustoria is 
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developed by the guest at the point of contact. The parasitisn 

appears to be complete, as the broomrape has no soil roots. 

, Perhaps the reason for the existence of some discrepancy and 

uncertainty as to the real host of some of the species of the broom 

rapes is due to the fact that they have not been kept under observation 

until the parasite had matured and withered. : 

The accompanying cut, made from a photograph and reduced 

one-fourth natural size, shows in a striking manner how the one 10 

of the ragweed has grown at the expense of the rest.—]. SCHNECK, 

Carmel, Il. 

BIDENS CONNATUS MUHLENBERG. 

IN THE year 1874 I found on lake Ruppin a form of Bidens, 

tinguishable at a glance from our two indigenous species (2. tripa 

and &. cernuus) by its basal bushy branching, the light green col 

its almost always undivided stem-leaves narrowed into a short pet 

Upon closer observation I found that the involucral bracts of the f 

heads were mostly in fives, always non-ciliate, and longer than 

tripartitus. Moreover the mature fruits always have four awns and | 

epidermis rather large warts (Hécker). ‘These peculiarities led me. 
characterize this form (in Verhandl. des bot. Ver. der Prov. Bran 

burg 1879 : 157-158) under the name JB. /ripartitus L. var.? fallax. 

Since then, chiefly on account of my bryological studies, the | 
has not come to my notice, until it turned up again in the autull 

1895 on raft-logs in our lake. Of course I recalled having seen 

remarked it many years before, but my especial notice of it int 
entirely escaped my memory; thus it happened that after a th 
investigation, laying more stress upon the specific value of th 
four-awned fruit, I published it (in Zsterr. bot. Zeitschrift 45 * 39? 
as B. decipiens. 

2g J) this the fruits are always smooth and usually two 
only Occasionally having a shorter median awn. They are; thus 
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like those of B. ¢ripartitus. On this account the specimens from the 

United States heretofore seen by me cannot possibly be identified with 

Miihlenberg’s type in the Willdenow herbarium, but belong to another 

good species. 
It would be of great phytogeographic interest if the botanists of 

the United States would observe, now in their herbaria and next sea- 

son in ‘the field, whether 2B. connatus really occurs there with warty 

four-awned fruits, as in Europe, or whether this plant is there found 

only with smooth two to three-awned fruits. Perhaps there can be found 

in some of the older herbaria Miihlenberg’s types, which might show 

whether the fruits are smooth or warty, two- or four-awned. In any 

case I should be greatly obliged for information on this point.— C. 

WarnstorF, Weuruppin, Germany. 

AERIAL TUBERS OF SOLANUM TUBEROSUM. 

Ix December 1895, some interesting specimens of aerial tubers 

were found on Solanum tuberosum in the garden of the steward of the 

Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College, 

at Baton Rouge. My attention was called to them by Mr. Holmes, 
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the steward. The plant had no well developed underground tubers, 1 
but the stem above ground had developed on it upwards of fi) well 
formed tubers, varying in size from a half inch to two inches in diame: 
ter. Nor were they confined to the portion of the stem near the : 
ground, but extended up the stem almost to the top. It is true th 
stem was not erect, but it was not more prostrate than others about 

it. The tubers were located in the axils of the normal leaves : 

some instances there was only one tuber in the axil of the leaf, in others: 

“eye” of the underground potato. In one or two instances, howev 
a branch was developed which, in turn, had three or four leaves. A 
cut shows one of these stems with its leaves, Z marking the no : 
leaf, Z the tuber in its axil, Z’ the leaf on the tuber. The stem to 
right shows the secondary stem from the tuber, marked S$’. 

the ordinary tubers. 
Copies of the accompanying photograph were sent to 

botanists, who regarded this as an unusual occurrence, though . 
had seen something like it before. After dismissing the subject 

+ nearly two years, I again came across the photographs, and ded the matter was of sufficient interest to be placed upon record.— " 
Dopson, Baton Rouge, La. 
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BOOK REVIEWS. 

A text-book of general botany. 

THE MAKING of a book is now looked upon as almost reprehensible, and 

the writer is mentally challenged by his fellows to show valid reason for its 

publication. The new Zext-book of general botany* must answer this chal- 

lenge, which is the more peremptory in view of the large claim made by a 

title devoid of any limitatjon. 

We turn to the preface to learn what the author has to say in justifica- 

tion of his book and the standards by which he wishes it judged. We are 

told that “the work is intended as an introduction to the study of botany”; 

and that ‘the text is based upon the laboratory work required of beginners 

at Columbia of which it is but an exposition, being supplemented by an 

extended course of lectures and prescribed reading.” —_ In view of its intro- 

ductory character, would it not have been well to select a title less compre- 

hensive, one by which the book might be more justly designated ? 

The statement regarding the relation of the book to the work prescribed 

for beginners in Columbia University is of much interest from a pedagogical 

standpoint. In order to understand this, it must be said, that, after present- 

ms group of facts, Dr. Curtis gives general directions for laboratory exami- 

nation of plants illustrating them. Accompanying this ‘s a list of reference 

books, in which, presumably the prescribed reading is assigned. The labor- 

atory outlines cover the subjects of histology, physiology, and morphology, 
and involve the use of material in large amount, which, we infer from the 

preface, each student is expected to collect and prepare for himself. We are 

utterly unable to reconcile this amount of work with the amount of time 

allotted for its performance, viz., two mornings per week for one year——at 

most 300 hours! Dr. Curtis must have students with extraordinary powers "3 

of accomplishing work if Za/f that here laid out is really done in a year. 

Does he realize that he has called for nearly sixty histological preparations, 

thirty physiological experiments, and a more or less complete morpho- 

‘ical examination of about one hundred plants? In this reckoning we have 

'ncluded as two plants such a direction as this: 

Uhece Ee RRRON C.: A text-book of general botany. Large 8vo. pp- viii+ 

> NSS. 87. New York: Longmans, Green & Co, 1897. : 
1898 ] ye 
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Compare Marstlea and /soeles with Pteris. Do they differ as to growth, branch i 
ing and leaf arrangement ? Which has the highest type of leaf and stem ? Has each 
the homologue of the sorus, indusium, sporangium and annulus? Are thes 
situated as in Pteris? Is the arrangement of the two kinds of spores the same in 
both genera ? i 

How many hours will that take? And how many, the comparison of 
Equisetum with Pteris, requiring eight microscopical preparations (of whi 
five are sections) besides observation of the external anatomy? That st 
directions may be useful we readily concede; but that anywhere they can be 
carried out in 300 hours, or 600, we must seriously doubt. 

It goes without saying that one in Dr. Curtis’ position, with adequate 
facilities at his command, is capable of enumerating the chief facts of botany 
when he sets about it; accordingly we find in this book a fairly accurate a Z 
up-to-date account of plant structure and phenomena. The facts are made 
coherent by a thread of philosophical theory which stimulates thought wa | 
the part of the student and leaves him with an open mind. The b yp 
therefore serve a good purpose as a reference book in laboratories, part 
larly as it is well illustrated by new figures. 

A most important consideration in a work for beginners is the preset 
tion of the subject. As to manner, this is somewhat unfortunate. Dr. Cur 
English syntax is not above reproach, and his use of words is frequé 
inelegant or even incorrect. As to matter, it may be questioned wh 
histology is well adapted for introducing the beginner to the science 
botany. What advantage has it over “analysis” which we all decry? OUs™ 

E 

not the student’s first impression of the plant rather be of an organism, capt 
ble of doing something? Has he at the outset any knowledge which 
illuminate the details of histology and make them interesting and intellig 
If it be replied that the student must know structure before he can 

A manual of botany.” 
THE first edition of this valuable manual appeared in 1895, being inten . take the place of Bentley's Manua/. In fact, it was the original intention " 

" *GREEN, J. REYNOLDs.: A manual of botany. In two volumes, a * 

by A vophology and Anatomy, xii-+406. 7s 6d. Vol. II. Classficati 
ystology, xi+- 541. sos. J. & A. Churchill: London. 1897. 
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no claims as a text-book prepared for any special class of students. In an 

orderly and very clear way it presents the main facts of the subject, in many 

parts largely partaking of the dictionary style, which is allowable in a manual. 

The part which treats of morphology bears the most ancient stamp, being 

simply Bentley’s presentation modified sufficiently to include newer views. 

In the second edition this is still further revised. The part which treats of 

classification (407 pages) follows the usual method. of treating the thallo- 

phytes, bryophytes, and pteridophytes from the morphological standpoint as 

the basis of a rational classification, and the spermatophytes from an entirely 

different standpoint. This unfortunate group is presented with its usual 

dreary list of cohorts, orders, etc., entirely unreadable, and suited only toa 

strictly taxonomic work. Mr. Green, however, is but following the usual 

custom. 

In the parts devoted to anatomy and physiology, however, the author 

appears at his best, for he is in his own field, and one can recognize the touch 
which has come from personal contact. It seems to us that the chapters on 

physiology give us the best brief presentation of that great subject which we 
ave met. Compressed as it is into 116 pages out of a total of 947 it is surely 

entirely out of all proportion. Gladly would we have contributed to its fuller 

€xpansion the 220 pages (!) of Benthamian cohorts and orders. We can do 
little more than give the titles of the chapters which deal with physiology, 
but even the titles are very suggestive of the treatment. They are as fol- 
lows: The relation of water to the protoplasm of the cell, the transport of 
the water in the plant, the skeleton of the plant, the transpiration current 
(with root pressure and transpiration), the food of plants, the absorption of 
food materials by a green plant, the chloroplastids and their function, reserve 
materials, the catabolic processes, the respiration of plants, growth, influence 

of the environment on lants, the relation of the plant to its environment 

(with irritability), special sensitiveness and its results, the nervous mechanism 

of plants, automatism (with rhythm), reproduction.—J. M. 

Botanical notebook.: 

THE second edition of this little book has been entirely rewritten, and 

ie us a good glimpse of the botanical instruction at Brown University.* 

Xe treats of plants in much the same way as they are presented in Gray's 
€xt-books, namely, the gross morphology of spermatophytes. For those 

i *Baltey, W. W.—Botanical notebook, a synopsis of lectures and laboratory 

pans in general morphology and systematic botany for use in classes in Brown Uni- 
versity. Second revised edition. 8vo. pp.xi+ 120. Preston & Rounds Co.: Provi- 
dence. 1897, 
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who have had no contact with botany this is better than an exclusive use ol 

the compound microscope, but in so far as it suppresses an examination of 

the lower groups it is incomplete from its own standpoint. The endless lists 

of names, serviceable only in taxonomy, are not of great educative value: — 

but for those bent upon “analyzing” flowering plants they are a necessary — 

antecedent. We have regarded this phase of botany, so far as elementary 

students are concerned, as holding the same relation to the science of botany 

as does the collecting of postage stamps to the science of geography. It is 

very interesting, and hence very attractive, but it is hardly botany as we 

understand it today. However, for those who want to do this sort of thing — 

Professor Bailey’s book is a most excellent guide, and it suggests some cap _ 

tal work for secondary schools after the pupils have reached the spermato 

phytes—J. M.C. i 

Practical botany. 

THE extensive use made of Professor Strasburger’s Das botanische Prat ~ 

ticum, both in the original and in translations, and in the complete and 

briefer forms, is evidenced by the numerous editions. It is unusual fot 

laboratory guide to keep so nearly abreast of current knowledge. A third 

edition of Das kleine botanische Practicum is before us.4 

As the title indicates, the book is intended primarily for those who é 

unable to study in the schools under ateacher. It is presumed that 

pupil is acquainted with the more recent text-books of botany, and that 
has sufficient familiarity with plants to enable him to collect material. . 

given in detail, and the form, structure and development of the bacteria more fully treated than in the previous editions. 
On the whole there is an improvement in the technique, the lite has been brought up to date, and the verv complete index adds mater the value of the book, 

on The figures are all from Strasburger’s own drawings, and nearly work, even when it deals with well-known subject-matter, rests Ba author’s own investigations.—C, iA 

*STRASRURGER Dr, EpDUARD: : 
Dritte umgearbeitete Auflage. 

1897. In paper 47 6, bound M7 7, 

Das kleine botanische Practicum fir Ani 
etc, 

8 vo. pp. 246. 121 cuts. Jena: Gustav F 
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Exercises in botany. > 

Tuis little book, the author states, is designed to supply the need of 

pupils under the supervision of a teacher who can devote but little time to 

the subject, and is planned so that the teacher, burdened with other duties, 

need have little to do in the way of preparing outlines of the daily work. It 

contains many suggestive facts and various interesting observations not found 

in similar books. The colloquial and figurative style, which the author adopts 

to a considerable extent, doubtless aids in holding attention, but seems, at 

least here and there, to be carried beyond permissible limits in a work devoted 

to scientific teaching, as, for instance, when it is stated that the embryo of. 

the western peony “does not intend to carry its store of food above ground, 

.. +. nor does it risk decapitation at the hands of Jack Frost.” In some 

cases there is more or less obscurity, as in the question, ‘‘ Which edge of an 

elm leaf is nearest the twig on which it grows?” And we are reminded of 

Grant Allen’s “ high priori’’ reasoning by the passage, ‘In short, an apple 

is good that its seeds may be distributed. A cherry is red that some cherry- 

loving animal may surely find it and drop its seed far from the parent tree.” 

On the whole, it may be doubted whether the book is likely to quite fulfill 

the author’s purpose, and a careful examination strengthens the conviction 

that, however such books may be multiplied, the need of specially trained 

teachers is thereby increased rather than diminished. In the teacher's 

library, with others of its kind that are appearing at frequent intervals, it will 

Serve a good purpose in suggesting observations and experiments.—V. M. 5. 

NOTES. FOR STUDENTS. 

PROFESSOR D. H. CAMPBELL,° has recently investigated the morphology 

of Naias and Zannichellia. He has confirmed the views of previous observers 

as to the axial nature of the stamens and ovules, and the mutual relation of 

leaf, axis, and branch. The stamen of V. fexi/is is interesting on account 

of its being surrounded by two envelopes, the inner of which Professor 

Campbell regards as the homologue of the ovular integument which it greatly 

resembles, and the outer as corresponding to the carpel of the “female 
flower.” The origin and development of the sexual elements, the growth of the 

pollen tube, and fertilization do not depart materially from the usual angio- 

Spermous type. 

The first division of the embryo is transverse, as usual, dividing it into a 

asal or “suspensor” cell and a terminal or “embryo” cell. The further 

development of the embryo agrees with Schaffner’s account of Alisma as 

b 

- er ee ee ee Botany for the Pacific States. The Whitaker 
ay Co., San Francisco. 1897. 

* 

€ 
Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci. 3d series 1: 1-62. pi. 5. 1897. 
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opposed to Hanstein’s. The suspensor cell enlarges considerably, but _ 

remains undivided, and all the embryo and the secondary suspensor cells 

are derived from the embryo cell which first becomes divided transversely 

into a number of segments. In V. fexz/is the terminal segment of the 

row thus formed gives rise to the cotyledon, the second to the stem, and 

the third and fourth to the root. In Zannichellia the terminal segment : 

divides vertically, one-half becoming converted into the cotyledon, and the — 

other into the stem, the second, third and fourth segments give rise to. 

root, and the fifth to the root-cap. The embryo of WV. fe-rilis is peculiar 

having no trace whatever of a root-cap; that of Zannichellia in the terminal 

origin of the stem. 

The endosperm in both genera is rudimentary. In the later stages of 

embryo-sac of V. flexi/is there is always present near the antipodal cell 

large nucleus which increases to an enormous size but does not und 

division. Since Professor Campbell did not succeed in demonstrating 

fusion of the polar nuclei, he is inclined to doubt whether such a fusion takes 

place, and to regard this large persistent nucleus as one of the unfused 

nuclei. As an alternative explanation he suggests the possibility that this 

although fusion of the polar nuclei probably occurs, as well as by Schaffner 

observation? that in Sagitlaria variabilis there are only two or three der! fi 
tives of the lower endosperm. nucleus and these enlarge enormousl 

W.R ‘ 

ITEMS OF INTEREST on the” subject of insect pollination are given 
E. Ule® Observations, made chiefly in Brazil, indicate that Asclepias C™ 
Ssavica is usually pollinated by Danais Euripus, ‘a large red-brown § 
butterfly,” whose wings resemble in color the flower of the Asclepias. 
said that this butterfly rarely visits other flowers, though large num ) 
nectar-bearing flowers are often found in the same locality. Other bu 

frequently seen in this locality very rarely visit this particular species 
when visiting it were seen to load themselves with pollen just as the 
Bun tus, and probably bring about pollination with equal effectiveness | 
ima smaller number of cases. It is also said that this butterfly has 

The caterpillars of the butterfly live and feed upon the plan seldom cause any injury to it. 
The author cites the above as a case of symbiosis, under the cates mutualism. The Asclepias is pollinated and pays for the favor i 
7 Bor. Gaz. 23: 26 

| 
ae 7267. 1897. 
Ber. der deutsch. bot. Gesellschaft 15 3 385-387. 1897. 
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resting place and food both to the butterfly and its offspring, the caterpillar. 

Just how far the term symbiosis is to be extended is becoming quite a ques- 

tion. If the above happy case of reciprocity is a true case of symbiosis, we 

must extend the application of the term to the conditions existing between 

certain groups of animals and plants. And if we extend it to this we shall 

be well on the way toward saying that the relations between plants and 

animals at large give us a gigantic illustration of symbiosis, There are many 

who are disposed to limit the term symbiosis to those more intimate relation- 

ships of organisms, cases of actually living together, the ““commensaux "” 

condition. As to how far the term shall be extended to those cases where 

organisms are dependent upon each other for a brief period, mutually or 

otherwise, becomes a question of degree rather than content.—O. Wa Mas 

AN IMPORTANT contribution to the bacteriology of plant diseases has been 

made by Dr. Erwin F. Smith ® in a study of brown rot in various cruciferous 

plants, especially in turnips, cabbage, and kale. A yellow, motile germ, of 

micrococcus-like appearance, has been isolated and its behavior in the labora- 

tory under various conditions tested. It is aerobic, produces no gas or acid, 

and forms no spores. 

In the cruciferous host it is chiefly found along the fibro-vascular bundles, 

especially in the vessels, and brings about a characteristic brown discolora- 

tion not shown when grown upon other media. A very interesting observa- 

tion was made in reference to its dispersion within the host. It travels along 

the vascular strands with readiness, but passes from one to another through 

the intervening parenchymatous layers with difficulty. The inhibitory con- 

dition appears to be due, in part at least, to the acidity of the parenchymatous 

Sap, the organism preferring the alkaline fluids of the bundles. 

Many interesting, novel and important details of the study cannot be even 

alluded to in this connection. The work has established beyond any seeming 

possibility of cavil another marked disease of plants caused by parasitic 
bacteria. 

The natural infection appears to be through the leaves, partly by the 
gnawing of worms and insects, and partly by the entrance of the germs 

through the water pores when root pressure fills them with sap. The disease 

'S apparently widespread, and of considerable economic importance. It does 

not break down the tissues to any marked extent, but beside producing a dis- 

Coloration it checks the growth, and often causes the leaves to yellow and 

drop, making the crop a failure. There is a curious omission of reference to 

the researches of Dr. H. L. Russell on this disease, some of which have 

already been published, as well as to those unpublished of which Dr. Smith 

2 PR egies es F.— Pseudomonas campestris (Pammel), the cause ofa eee 

dios: ‘iferous plants. Centr. f. Bakt. Par. u. Infekt. 3: 284-291, 408-486, col. pi. 0. 
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was fully cognizant. We reserve further comment upon this matter until the — 

publication of Dr. Russell’s paper, of which advance sheets have reached ts _ 

—J.C.A. 

THE Journal of Botany” has reprinted from the 15th Ann. Rep. of the 

Fishery Board of Scotland some observations by Mr. George Murray on the — 

plankton of the west coast of Scotland. Mr. Murray finds the bulk of this — 

free-floating vegetation to consist of about ten species of diatoms and a fe 

Peridinez. In the early months of the year diatom life prevails, reaching 

its maximum aboat the first of April; in the latter part of the year Peridiner — 

forms predominate, culminating in August. During the entire year the most 

favorable zone for diatom development was at a depth of five fathoms, 

the prominent exception of Ske/etonema costatum, which was practically cot 

fined to the surface in March and April. Mr. Murray’s observations go 

prove that small crustacea live almost entirely upon diatoms. Such sp 

as have spines, and the Peridinez forms, do not serve apparently as- daily 

food for the lower forms of animal life. Besides the ordinary division and 

the formation of auxospores, reproduction of diatoms by means of endo- 

genously formed spores or endocysts was observed. In some cases as mal 

as sixteen of these reproductive bodies were produced in one diatom, and 

summer they were found with unsilicified membranes, dissociated from # 

parent and undergoing further division. Later in the season forms like t 

parent reappeared.—H. W. L 

7 

L. A. GAYET™ has recently completed a monograph on the : 
ment of the archegonium in the bryophytes. The article occupies 
one hundred pages and sets forth the results of six years’ work. A 
the most important points are as follows. 

oosphere. There are also observations on the pedicel cell, the nut 
neck canal cells, and the number of longitudinal rows in the neck. 
are occasionally two ventral canal cells in Spherocarpus. In one case 
ventral canal cell of Marchantia was fertilized instead of the oosphere- 

The development of the archegonium of the Anthocerotez is 50 dif 
from that of other bryophytes that the author makes the Anthocerote® | 

Sroup coordinate with Hepatic and Musci, and places it, not in its 

© Jour. Bot. 35 : 387-395. 1897. 

**Recherchés sur le — de l’archegone chez les Muscinees- “An? 
Bot. VIII, 3: 161-258. 
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position just preceding Musci, but between the Musci and pteridophytes. 

He believes that the group is more nearly allied to the pteridophytes than to 

the Hepatice. 

An artificial key to the Hepaticae, Musci, and Anthoceroteze is given, 

based entirely upon archegonium characters. This recalls Treub’s effort to 

base a classification upon chalazogamy. 

No mention is made of Campbell's recent book upon mosses and ferns, 

although quite an extensive bibliography is given. A perusal of this book 

would probably have added to the value of M. Gayet’s monograph.—C. J. C. 

WIESNER has made another valuable addition to his various studies on 

the influence of rain on the plant world. Readers of the GAZETTE will 

remember in this connection his studies on ombrophilous and ombrophobous 

organs. His latest work has been to observe the mechanical influence of 

rain on plants.*3 After referring to the researches of Jungner and Stahl on 

the adaptations of tropical leaves to rain, the author refers to the common 

view among botanists that rain works mechanical injuries on plants, although 

this view is based wholly on theory rather than on actual experimentation. 

Wiesner found that the heaviest rain drops, whether in or out of the 

tropics, weigh but 0.168", and that the greatest velocity attained is but 7™ per 

second. Hence the “greatest living force”’ possible is but 0.0004**™. Rarely 

more than six heavy drops fall per second on a space of 100**. Water 

poured from a watering can so slowly as to strike the ground in drops has 

from fifty to one hundred times this force. The author then records experi- 

ments on leaves and flowers and finds, for example, that the corolla of 

Impatiens noli-tangere, when placed on a firm support, is injured by a sphere 

of lead weighing one gram falling 4°" (=0.000004*"); while swinging free 
in nature it requires a force of 0.08**™ to produce an injury, 7. ¢., a force 

20,000 times as great, and a force 200 times as great as that exerted by the 

severest rain! Similar results are obtained from all experiments, so that the 

author concludes that leaves and flowers are practically never mechanically 

injured by rain alone where swinging free in nature. This conclusion might 

be reached a priori from the fact that tropical leaves, which are exposed to 

more rain than plants of our latitude, are nevertheless less adapted to 

Stand mechanical injury; for example, they absorb water more freely, thus 

becoming less protected from mechanical impact, and even when dry they 
“re more readily perforated than our ordinary leaves. 

Vhile rain produces little or no mechanical injury when unaccompanied 

by wind, the destruction due to wind and rain combined is quite patent, but 

although the water may here do actual mechanical harm, the wind rather 

* Bor. Gaz. 20: 112. 189 
- Untersuchungen iiber die mechanische Wirkung des Regens auf die Pflanze. 

Ann. Jard. Bot. Buit. 1g: 277-353. 1807. 
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than the rain is to be regarded as the realcause. ‘The rain of itself produces 

injury, not mechanical but of a secondary nature; the fall of leaves several 

hours after a rain may be regarded as due to the fact that the organic 

separation of the leaf from the tree is hastened by the increased turgescence 

caused by the rain.-—H. C. C. 

A RECENT PAPER by Kny“ confirms the earlier work of Boussingault and 

Jodin, in affirming a close dependence of the chlorophyll function upon the 

living plastid and the cytoplasm. The author used as test fluids various blue 

solutions which had been decolorized with sodium hydrosulfite. Any free 

oxygen which might be present was driven off by heating, and the liquid 

again decolorized. This precaution had apparently been neglected by 

Regnard, who had employed similar methods. Engelmann’s bacteria test 

was also used, this being a very delicate indicator of the presence of oxygel. 

In studying chlorophyll separated from its living matrix, its solution in 

olive oil, or dried into absorbent paper, was used, also portions of plants 
killed by scalding or drying. All the tests agreed in finding no oxygen 

liberated during isolation. The results of experiments upon living chloro- 

plastids removed from cytoplasm do not agree with those obtained by 

Engelmann, Haberlandt, and Pfeffer. Plastids from plants liberated oxyg@ 

in no case except where cytoplasm was adhering to them. i 
Certain external influences were next applied in order to note their com 

parative effects upon the cytoplasm and chlorophyll function. Plasmolysis did 

phore before the chlorophyll function was checked. The same thing: 
observed when weak solutions of ammonia and of nitric acid were appll® 

The general conclusion from these experiments is that the injury tol 

chlorophyll function does not proceed parallel to that of the cytoplasm ® 
nucleus.-W. D. M 

“Die Abhingigkeit der Chlorophylfunction von dem Chromatophoren und v0 
Cytoplasma. Ber. d. deutsch. bot. Gesells. 15 : 388-403. 1897. 



NEWS. 
THE ATTENTION of contributors is called to the new regulations concern- 

i i ZETTE. ing separates, which are announced in this number of the GAZE 

Mr. Bb, E. FERNow, Chief of the Division of Forestry, has been called to 

Hawaii to make a reconnoissance and to report concerning desirable forestry 

legislation. 

Mr. FRANCES ees Instructor in Pharmaceutical Botany, in the 
University of Minnesota, has been appointed Assistant Professor of Botany 

in the University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo. 

PROFESSOR G. F, ATKINSON has been experimenting upon plants with the Réntgen rays, and has published a preliminary report in Scéence (January 
7). No conclusions are reached, as might be inferred from the following 
statement: ‘‘The longer my experiments continued the more mysterious the 
whole subject seemed.” 

THE proposed “ Society for Plant Morphology and Physiology : — iinet 

cessfully organized at Ithaca at the recent meeting of the Amertan Society 

of Naturalists and affiliated societies. A full account of this meeting, both 

as to the organization of the society and as to the papers read, will appear in 

the February number of the BOTANICAL GAZETTE. 

THE COLLECTION of plants and literature made by “the late Professor 

L.N. Johnson, of Ann Arbor, are offered for sale. Professor Jobuson was 
especially interested in alge, particularly the desmids, and had published a 
number of papers concerning them. The writer has inspected the list of 

books and papers and finds the alga literature well represented. 
eis reported in Sczence that ground was formally broken for the museum building of the New York Botanical Garden, on December 31. The contract 

for the construction and equipment of the museum building, power-house, and mittor buildings, has been awarded for $347,019. The plans for the great 
TSRSe Of horticultural houses have been completed, and specifications for then have been printed. During the past season about 2900 species ie 
plants have been obtained, together with large quantities of museum, library, 
and herbarium material. 

THE PREss REPORTS of the burning of Pardee Hall at Lafayette College 
Stated that the entire collection of Dr. Thomas C. Porter had been destroyed. 1898] 

i 
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A private letter from Dr. Porter informs us that the greater portion of the . 

collection was saved, but with a good deal of damage from fire and water, — 

An immense amount of labor will be necessary to prevent further loss and to 

- bring order out of confusion. The separate collections from Pennsylvania — 

were not seriously injured, so that Dr. Porter will not be hindered in the — 

completion of his Fora of the state. The loss in the botanical library wa 

considerable. — 

“THE COMPLETE HERBARIUM of the late Mr. M. S. Bebb has been pur ? 

chased by the Field Columbian Museum of Chicago, including his letters 

the unique collection of Salix material. The botanical department of 

Museum, under #he direction of Dr. C. F. Millspaugh, is to be commen 

for its enterprise in securing collections which will soon make it an impor 

tant taxonomic center. 

AT THE MEETING of the Minnesota Academy of Science, at Minneapdli 
December 28-30, 1897, three botanical titles were presented. Pr 

J. C. Arthur read a paper on “ The law of regression in plants,” dealing 
the tendency of plants to approximate toward mediocrity in size of seed | 

vegetative body. Professor MacDougal read a paper on the “ Developme 

of saprophytism,” in which two general methods of variation toward the 

greater use of organic food were outlined, and another on the “ Problems@ 

province of plant-physiology,” in which the present status of the subject | 

. teaching and research was discussed. : 

_ WE note with regret that with the number (December 2g) which comp 

‘its tenth volume, Garden and Forest suspends publication. The follow 

statement is made: “For ten years the expériment has been tried 0 
lishing a weekly journal devoted to horticulture and forestry, absolutel 

i from all trade influences, and as good as it has been possible for us to ™ 
it. This experiment, which has cost a large amount of time and 
has shown conclusively that there are not persons enough in the Un 
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VOLUME XXV__ ‘ NUMBER 2 

PeeANICAL. GAZETTE 

FEBRUARY 1898 

CONTRIBUTION TO THE LIFE-HISTORY OF RANUN- 

CULUS; 

JoHN M. CouLTeER. 

(WITH PLATES IV—VI!) 

Ix 1896 a group of research students working in the Hull © 
Botanical Laboratory of the University of Chicago began the 
investigation of a somewhat wide range of spermatophytes. In 

addition to the individual problems certain representative 
forms were selected for joint study, among which was Ranunculus. 
It dice felt that a large multiplication of preparations was desira- 

“ i at least a few cases, to discover the possibilities in varia- 
ne this feeling was justified by the result, since very differ- 
ey ae maid. be drawn from different sets of prepara- 
a : 1S comparatively easy to obtain a definite sequence in 

co cement of structures when the facts are few, but defi- 

eal seem to disappear as facts multiply. 
alis : si gia of Ranunculus chiefly studied were R. septentrion- 
= = cee and R. abortivus, and the results obtained 

ih Sec <a that it would not be profitable to distinguish 

tain sie S€ among the species in the following account. * Cer- 

contributes, a a Ranunculacee. were examined also, and they’ 
© certain conclusions herein set forth. 

bnaen yom ab 7 cna Botanical Laboratory. VII. The previous contri- 
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It is hardly necessary to refer to the history or literature oi 

this subject, as it has been presented frequently. The papet 

simply presents certain results obtained from Ranunculus, i 

reference to structures with whose “normal” behavior morpholo- 

gists are entirely familiar. It was felt that Ranunculus might be 

of interest from a phylogenetic point of view, as representing of 

of the so-called “ primitive regions” of dicotyledons. 

The usual methods of killing, staining, and sectioning wet 

used, and need no special description. 

MICROSPORANGIA AND MICROSPORES. g 

In the young sporangium a plate of hypodermal cells becomes 

distinctly differentiated by means of their enlarging radial diamett! 

and prominent nuclei (fig.7). There is great confusion in ter | 

minology in reference to these cells and those derived from them, 

and it is in the interest of clear statement to establish homolo 

gous parts, so far as possible, and adopt a uniform terminology: j 

In case this is not possible, at least a consistent terminology 

should be used throughout a single paper or text. Deferring® 

brief discussion of this matter to the end of the section, I woul!” 

regard this plate of cells as the archesporium. Each archespe 

rial cell tends to develop a radial row, and this arrangemelt 

remains more or less distinct in spite of certain inequalities ® 

a single archesporial cell, the sequence of events is vel 
lar to that commonly found in connection with the arches 
cell of the macrosporangium. A periclinal division result 
two cells radially placed (fig. r), the outer of which is a primal) | 

wall cell and the inner a primary sporogenous cell. From ti 
point, the sequence is variable. Both cells may divide by Fe 
clinal walls, or the primary sporogenous cell may divide 0" 7 
in the-formation of mother cells. In the former caseé, the out : 

aie formed by the periclinal division of the sporogenous cell cory 

peetes to the formation of the tapetum, In the latter case | 
innermost cell derived from the two or three periclinal divisio® 

of ths primary wall cell contributes to the tapetum (figs: ? ; 
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It would appear that in Ranunculus the cells of the peripheral 

region of the tapetum may be variable in origin. Of course the 

tapetal cells on the axial side of the sporogenous tissue cannot in 

any event be derived from the primary wall cells. The tapetum, 

therefore, is essentially a morphological composite, and is signifi- 

cant only in its physiological relation to the sporogenous cells. 

In its peripheral region in Ranunculus it may be derived from the 

primary wall cell, as in the eusporangiate Filicinee; or from 

the primary sporogenous cell, as in the leptosporangiate Filici- 

nee. Inits axial region it may be derived fromthe adjacent tissue, 

or cut off from the sporogenous tissue. In some cases it seemed 

as though the whole of the tapetum were cut off from the 

periphery of the sporogenous tissue (fig. 4), and in other cases 

( fig. 5) its partial derivation at least from primary wall cells 

seemed equally clear. In the case of an archesporium consist- 

ing of a single longitudinal row of cells, as in Cnicus, it was 
observed that all the cells of the tapetum, with the possible 

exception of a single peripheral one, were derived from the adja- 
cent tissue. While there may be uniformity in the origin of the 

‘apetum in some cases, enough was seen of the history of the 
individual archesporial cells to indicate that the cell of the radial 
‘ow contributing to the tapetum might be sister to the con- 
"guous sporogenous cell, or toa cell derived from the primary 

wall cell. In any event, the main fact seems to be that each 

archesporial cell develops a radial row with a varying number of 

cells; that the innermost cell of this row is sporogenous ; that 
the outer ones are sterile ; and that between the two a special 

ae layer is developed (the tapetum) whose constituent 

ne is determined by position rather then by origin. In gen 

belgee a two layers of cells in the wall of the sporangium 

‘teas € endothecium and the tapetum (fig. 6), but the num- 

ot ee oe between one and three in the same wall. The cells 

mostly ‘sire are occasionally binucleate (fs: 4)s but not 

Hepatic o as in many other microsporangia examined, In 

de a. tapetal cells were observed containing from 
irteen nuclei. 
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The primary sporogenous cells do not divide extensively, 
each cell dividing once or twice, so that the mother cells are 
only two or three times as numerous as the primary sporogenots 
cells (fig. 6). Disorganization of the tapetum and wall layers 
begins early, so that the mother cells soon become quite free in 
the loculus (figs. 4, 6). ; 

In the development of microspores the usual sequence dl 
events was observed, an ordinary series being shown in figs. 7- 
zo. The four spores may be arranged in the usual tetrahedral 
fashion (fig. 77), or may lie in the same plane (fig. 72). I 
both divisions of the mother cell numerous free nucleoli welt 

form may involve the nucleus itself, or it may be due entirely 
the aggregation of the cytoplasm in polar position, the whole 
distinctly invested by a “ Hautschicht.” . 

The term archesporium must either be restricted s0 ae 
apply only to those cells which produce mother cells or thet 
equivalents, or it must be extended so as to include those differ 
entiated cells which produce wall cells, tapetum, and sporoger 
ous cells. It is in the latter sense that the term has been used 
: This has seemed the more desirable use of the term, 

1s fat more definite and easy of application. Such a cell distinctly differentiated, but its progeny may vary considerably 
and in the case of Ranunculus the restricted use of archespontu” 
might or might not involve the tapetum. . 

In the first division of an archesporial cell, in its large 
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application, the exterior cell has been called the ‘primary wall 
cell,” as its derivatives enter into the formation of the wall; 
rather than the “ primary tapetal cell,” as its derivatives may or 
may not contribute to the tapetum. The interior cell resulting 
from the first division of an archesporial cell is well called a 
“primary sporogenous cell,” as the sporogenous tissue is derived 
from it, and often nothing else is. 

This very customary use of the term archesporium in con- 
nection with the microsporangia of spermatophytes, when log- 
ically applied to the macrosporangia of spermatophytes and the 
sporangia of other groups, leads sometimes to a terminlogy 
not at all customary. In the case of the macrosporangia of 
spermatophytes the term archesporium is applied in the same 
broad sense to the first distinctly differentiated cell. In this 
cell a periclinal division may or may not take place. If it does 
°ccur, as is usual, the exterior sterile cell has been called a 
tapetal cell, whether it functions as a tapetum or not, and 
whether it divides further or not. It seems evident that we 
have here the homologue of the primary wall cell of the micro- 
‘sporangia, which may form several layers, to call all of which a 
tapetum seems very questionable. In this case it is a question 
whether the problematical so-called “potential macrospores” do 
not function as tapetal cells, in which case the ‘fertile macro- 
Spore” may be regarded as the only real sporogenous cell. In 
view of the uncertain nature of these structures, however, no 

such terminology is adopted, and the current view that they are 
‘pore mother cells is retained. 
rie Sporangia as those of the eusporangiate Filicinee, 
‘es aoe a nee! application of the term archesponum changes 
eel bec oe. The distinctly differentiated superficial 
elias ai, és in this case the archesporium, and the usual peri- 
pigs: sion Separates the exterior primary wall cell from the 

Primary sporogenous cell (not archesporium). 
of Poe of aneh extremely modified sporangia as those 
ees 7 ‘sporangiates, the archesporial cell functions as sii 

in the development of the stalk, but the usual peri- 
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clinal division finally separates an exterior primary wall cel 

from an interior primary sporogenous cell. In this latter case 

the tapetal layer is evidently cut off from the sporogenous cell, 

but we have seen that this may occur in other groups as well. 

Such an application of the term archesporium has the meri 

of uniformity and of fairly homologizing its derivatives. It has 

seemed to me that the term tapetum should disappear as a mol 

phological term, inasmuch as it is a physiological layer betweet 

the sporogenous cells within and the sterile cells without, atl 

of variable origin, derived from the wall cells, or from the spo- 

rogenous cells, or from the cells of the adjacent tissue. 

MACROSPORANGIA AND MACROSPORES: 

In the case of R. septentrionalis a single hypodermal cell fre- 

quently represents the whole of the archesporium (jigs. 18-22); 
soon becoming very much larger than the contiguous cells, ant 

with a very conspicuous nucleus. Frequently an axial row a | 

cells beneath this archesporial cell, with prominent nuclei, gives 

the impression of a row of mother cells (figs. 19; 21); = 
the subsequent history of the larger hypodermal cell prove j 
the contrary. In most cases the epidermal cells capping es 4 

single archesporial cell divide once by a periclinal division : 
(Jigs. 20, 23), or occasionally twice, making three layers of cells ' 
but this represents all the development of tissue above * ; 

Sporogenous cells. In this case no primary wall cell (tapetum)® 
derived from the archesporium. | 

In many cases, however, instead of a single archesporial 
a group of cells forms the archesporium. Regarding only bc 
cells which show by their increased size, prominent nuclei, and 
reaction, that they are of undoubted archesporial nature, 

bers varying from two to thirteen were observed (figs. 247" 

In fig. 26 an archesporium of eight cells is shown. +” wnat ; 
cane it was hard to define the archesporium exactly, 45 eels 
contiguous to those of undoubted archesporial nature, by ¥! 
of their size and Seneral appearance, certainly suguese” | 

ea sporial character. The evidence is clear that the sing 
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sporial cell of Ranunculus is but the remnant of an archesporial 

mass of cells, which still appears in various stages of steriliza- 

tion. In some cases two or three cells of a several-celled arche- 

sporium were observed to develop to mature size, but usually 

not more than one was observed to divide. In certain prepara- 

tions, however, development of several of the archesporial cells 

was observed to have proceeded further ( fig. 27), some develop- 

ing to the “‘two-celled”’ and ‘‘four-celled”’ condition of the embryo 
sac. In the case of R. septentrionalis, on account of imperfect 

material, only a single stage of development was noted, but as 
a complete series was obtained from R. multifidus, it seems 
probable that the same division into four mother cells occurs. 
In no case was a primary wall cell (tapetal cell) cut off, the 
archesporial cell dividing directly into mother cells. 

In R. multifidus the sequence of events from archesporium to 
macrospore was obtained in detail. Indication of an occasional 
two or three-celled archesporium was also observed (jig. 28). 
The series of changes from the archesporial cell to the axial row 
of four mother cells is represented in figs. 29-32, and in every 
case observed the lowest cell of the series developed the macro- 
spore. 

In R. abortivus the same stages were observed. fig. 33 rep- 

eee a notably well-developed archesporium of two cells, 

while figs, 34 and 35 indicate the same steps in the development 
of the macrospore as those observed in R. multifidus. In the 
last two figures the condition of the integuments indicates the 
Stage a the ovule in which the sporogenous development occurs. 

In its earliest condition, after distinct differentiation, the 

mactospore of R. septentrionalis is almost globular ( fig. 36), with 

Prominent nucleus and nucleolus. Soon it begins to elongate 

In the direction of the long axis of the nucellus, with enlarge- 

my : the nucleus and characteristic ante-division nuclear 

mae = SHE: 37). Insome cases the macrospore becomes so 

divisions ee as to be cylindrical. The series of iaanees 

ich occur in the macrospore is indicated in jigs. 
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38-42, in which may be noted also the constant development oi 

a large vacuole separating the micropylar and antipodal nuclei 

The preparations of R. multifidus were much more favorable 

for a study of the mature condition of the embryo sac than thos 

of R. septentrionalis. The series shown in figs. 43-47 may be taket 

as fairly representative of the mature sac in FR. multifidus. The 

strong development of the antipodal cells is a notable featur, — 

distinct walls being developed, the cells enlarging in size and 

giving evidence of great activity until late in the endosperm for 

mation. The formation of the very large definitive nucleus 

plainly shown, and its placing near the oosphere. The general 

insignificance of the nuclei of the egg apparatus as compared 

with the others, and their relatively late organization into cells, 

is at once remarked, synergid nuclei being especially small. Io 

figs. 43-46 the fact that the synergids are sister cells is evident, 

and the shifting position of the micropylar nuclei can be traced. 

The prominence and activity of the antipodal cells is mort 

marked in certain other ranunculaceous plants than in Ranut 

culus itself. Thalictrum purpurascens and Hepatica acutiloba (fg. 

48), can be taken as illustrations. Associated with the grow! 

of these cells is the usual abundant nuclear division, which | 

although in every case apparently mitotic, is more OF less inte , 

ular, as indicated in jigs. 49, 50, both of which represent tht | 
_ antipodal cells of Hepatica. i 

It has long since become evident that the most variad 
region of the embryo sac in dicotyls, preceding fertilization, * | 
the antipodal region. The old formula of three dwindling - 
evanescent cells, with or without walls, is far from adequt ” 
Such a statement seems to be more true of monocotyls than df 
dicotyls. In the latter 1 am able to distinguish at least four as 

tinct types of antipodal development, with the vast nao | 

ee a ee 
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some cases, that no antipodals are formed. In fact, the claim 

of no antipodals should suggest the probability that the observer 

is dealing with the evanescent type. So far as researches have 

gone, this type is characteristic of the Amentiferz and their allies, 

is found in Acer, etc. 

ve Three large antipodal cells, increasing in size with the sac, 

sometimes extending almost half through its long diameter, 

apparently very active, and not disorganizing until after the 

embryo has begun to develop. This growth of the antipodals 

is usually associated with extensive division of the nuclei, mostly 

mitotic in our observations, but undoubtedly sometimes direct. 

This type is quite characteristic of the Ranunculacee and their 

allies. 

3. Usually three comparatively permanent cells, not notable 

In size or activity, and usually associated with a sac decidedly 

narrowed at the antipodal end. This type is rather common 

among the Sympetale. oe 

4. An indefinite number of cells, forming a relatively perma- 

hent and very prominent tissue, often continuing its growth 

downwards and breaking through the bottom of the sac. In 
this somewhat extensive growth the lowest cell is apt to become 

very large and vesicular, and multinucleate. This type is asso- 
ciated with a narrow, elongated sac, and is quite characteristic of 
certain sections of the Composite, notably the Asteroide. 

FERTILIZATION. 

: The phenomena of fertilization are the usual ones, but cer- 

ie features seem worthy of mention. The pollen tube, after 

PR ime into the embryo sac, increases rapidly in diameter, 

me cases forming a pouch-like tip remarkably large as com- 

Pared with the caliber of the tube behind (fig. 51). The tube 

8 alia one of the synergids and the wall of the sac, and 

that pouch develops a convex and a concave side, so 

ospher apex of the tube is directed towards the nucleus of the 

own ay (Ags. 51,52). The tip of the tube apparently breaks « 

aS in all species we have investigated ; at least it lacks 
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sharp definition and presents a frayed appearance. The distance 
between the two nuclei at the time of the discharge of the male 
cell is quite variable. In fig. 52 it will be noted that the male 
cell has been discharged at some distance from the nucleus of 
the oosphere, and that the nourishing synergid gives no special 

indication of disorganization, unless it be found in the disap 
pearance of the nucleolus. The nourishment of the male 
nucleus, however, during its movement towards the female 

nucleus, and increase in size, results in synergid disorganization. 
In fig. 52 the two gamete nuclei are shown in a fusion stage, but 
it will be noted that the second male cell has also been dis 
charged in a very disorganized condition. Fig. 53 shows ai 
undischarged pollen tube. 

ENDOSPERM. 

The definitive nucleus is remarkably large, and rests either neal | 
the oosphere or becomes somewhat centrally placed in the sa 

( figs. 46, 47,52). Free nuclear division, with more or less cyto" 

plasmic organization, proceeds with great rapidity (/ig. 54)- id 
the figure just cited the oospore has not yet divided, while sik 
free endosperm cells are represented. The prominence of the | 
antipodal group is also noticeable, as well as its somewhat | | 
eral position, due to the beginning of the remarkably one-sided 
development of the sac. That this formation of free endosperm 
cells proceeds not only with rapidity, but in a remarkably si 
taneous fashion, is indicated by the great numbers of spi 
in practically the same stage ( fig. 55). The figure cited re 
sents but a portion of the embryo sac. A more detailed view 
an endosperm spindle is shown in fig. 56, in which the radiatic 
about the poles are remarkably clear. During the formation 
free endosperm cells the sac enlarges rapidly, both laterally 
downward, but chiefly upon one side, so that eventually the stl 
prominent and active antipodals are on one side of the lor 
broad end of the sac, and are frequently thrust out consple 
ously into the cavity on a stalk-like projection, which represent 
the original center of the bottom of the sac (fig. 57): be 
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decidedly different from the method of sac development in 

the monocotyls we have studied, in which the sac enlarges above 

the base, leaving the dwindling antipodals at the bottom of a 

pit-like depression, which sometimes is thrust to one side of the 

center. The one-sided development of the sac is determined by 

the fact that it is obstructed on one side by the conspicuous 

fibrovascular bundle, while the other side and bottom are directed 

towards the free cavity of the ovary. 
At this stage of development the endosperm nuclei, formerly 

distributed through the cavity of the sac, have assumed the 

parietal position, forming a complete lining layer, interrupted 

only by the embryo and the antipodal stalk. It will be noted 

in the figure last cited that the embryo has completed only the 
first division. 

The most interesting phenomenon in connection with the 

formation of endosperm, however, was the occasional evidence 

of its formation before the fusion of gametes, and even before 

the entrance of the pollen tube into the cavity of the sac. In 

#g. 58 a preparation is shown in which the large egg is lying in 

pe very apex of the sac, the two synergids being apparent in an 

adjacent section, and yet free endosperm nuclei are distributed 

through the sac, and are even assuming the parietal position. 

It does not follow, however, that the endosperm begins to 

ana any stimulus from the pollen tube.. The presence 

ube in the style is known to exert a strong influence 
"pon the adjacent tissues, which may well be felt in the embryo 

thew beginning of endosperm formation, therefore, even 

ais, served before the entrance of the pollen tube into the 

Wihien: a cued —— the less be definitely related to the phe- 

heh ertilization, of which the entrance of the tube and 

uston of the gametes are only a part. 

he Parietal placing of endosperm cells is a phenomenon of 

: eas deserves consideration. That the curving of 

and the mo € pollen tube towards the nucleus of the oosphere 

€na that aa of the male nucleus towards it are phenom: 

pend upon chemotropism seems to be a satisfactory 

Orien 
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explanation; but the parietal placing of free endosperm cells is _ 
not to be explained in any such way. The phenomenon may be 
likened to that observed in connection with certain animals ani | 
animal cells, which seek a solid support that seems to be essen 

tial to their further activity. In the case of endosperm cells the 
parietal position is usually antecedent to the formation of cel 
walls, 

EMBRYO, 

There seems to bea general rule in the early divisions of the 
embryo, subject however to numerous exceptions, the causes 0 
which are doubtless accessible. The oospore usually elongates a i 

from the basal cell of the first division; and that the apical ee of the first division may contribute to the formation of ™ j 

ur preparations show, always in the 7 x 
cell (figs. 68-70). The persistence of. the synergid unuse” | 

occurs, and, so far as oO 
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the processes of fertilization is also evident. After the apical 

cell has divided longitudinally, similar divisions may occur in 

all other cells of the primary row or in some of them (figs. 77— 

72). This variation in the formation of longitudinal divisions 

in the suspensor region is apparent even in much older embryos. 

Occasionally a late transverse division in the basal cell was 

observed (fig. 73). 

The most advanced stages of the embryo studied show con- 

siderable development of the suspensor, and the complete cut- 

ting off of a peripheral region of the embryo by periclinal walls, 

but no differentiation of the organs of the embryo. 

The students who contributed preparations and drawings to 

this paper are O. W. Caldwell, T. C. Frye, Florence M. Lyon, 

W. D. Merrell, Mabel L. Merriman, J. H. Schaffner, and W. R. 
Smith. Their initials in connection with the drawings -indicate 
the individual contributions. The laboratory work and the 

preparation of the plates were cared for by Dr. C. J. Chamber- 
ain, 

THE UNIVERSITY oF CHICAGO. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES IV-VII. 

ae The drawings have been reduced to three-eighths of their original size, 
a with an Abbé camera. Unless otherwise indicated the ocular 

‘nation was Reichert ocular 4 and Bausch and Lomb ; oil immersicn 

PLATE AV; 

A y Microsporangium of R. seftentrionalis, showing row of hypo- 

divi ‘* archesporial cells, in one of which is a spindle of the first periclinal 
IVision, 

F : : 
cells Se e Microsporangium of R. multifidus, in which the sporogenous 

the 'stinct, and the tapetal layer appears to have been developed from 
wall. Leitz oc, 4, obj. 7a. ; 

Fig, : 

bination, ae Same, with anther wall further developed. Same com- 

Fig, : : 

tapetal — Microsporangium of R. septentrionailis, in which the prominent 

yer seems to be more related to the sporogenous cells. 
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Fig. 5. Microsporangium of 2. multifidus, showing a definite relation od 

tapetal cells to the wall layers, and a differentiation of the endothecium 

Leitz oc. 4, obj. 7a. 

Fig. 6. Microsporangium of &. septentrionalis. 

Figs. 7-11. Development of microspore tetrad in 2. septentrionalss, 

Fig. 12. Second nuclear division in pollen mother cell, occurring in same 

plane, and showing free nucleoli and kinoplasmic threads. Zeiss oc. if 

obj. 2™™. . 

Fig. 13. First nuclear division in pollen mother cell of 2&. multifidus, 

showing free nucleoli and polar radiations. Leitz oc. 4, obj. jy. 

Fig. 14. First nuclear division in pollen mother cell of 2. multifidi 

showing “centrospheres.” 

FIG. 15. Microspores of R. septentrionalis, showing thin areas in tit 
exospore. Leitz oc. 4, obj. 7a. | 

Figs. 16, 17. Mature microspores of R. septentriona/is, showing the t¥ : 
nuclei, 

Figs.’ 18-20, Macrosporangium of R&. septentrionalis, with single archt 

sporial cell; in fig. 20 a periclinal division is represented in the overlyil§ 
epidermal cell. 

Fig. 21. The same, showing subjacent row of cells in the sporangiua 
Sometimes mistaken for a row of mother cells. 

Fig, 22. The same, showing enlargement and first nuclear division. 

Fic. 23. The same, showing the first division completed. 

Figs. 24, 25. Archesporium of 2. septentrionalis, composed of mort 

than one cell. a 

PLATE V. d 

FIG. 26. Macrosporangium of R. septentrionalis, with eight-celled ar 
sporium, we 

FiG. 27. The same, with three archesporial cells in an advanced sit 
of development, the two to the right in the “two-celled”’ and “ four-cé - 
Stages of the embryo sac. Zeiss oc. 4, 0b}, 2™. a 

Fic. 28, Macrosporangium of R. multifidus, with the remains of a secol 
archesporial cell. ee 

FIGs. 29-31. The same, showing successive stages in the developm 
of the row of four mother cells. a 

¢ the fer . ot 32. The same, showing the beginning of the enlargement of ee 
mother cell, and the destruction of the adjacent cell. 

celled arch laps 33. Macrosporangium of R. abortivus, showing a two- 
Sporium. 
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COULTER on RANUNCULUS, 



PLATE V, : be ay S S ks aw as 
a 

COULTER on RANUNCULUS. 
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COULTER on RANUNCULUS. 

PLATE VI. 



PLATE VAT, 

COULTER on RANUNCULUS. 
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Figs. 34, 35. The same, showing first and last stages in the development 

of the mother-cell row. 

Figs. 36-40. Stages in the nuclear divisions of the embryo sac of &. 

septentrionalis (except fig. 39, which is from R. mudtifidus). In every case 

the micropylar end is the upper one. In fg. go the antipodal spindle shows 

polar radiations at one endand a multipolar character at the other. Zeiss oc. 

18, obj. 2™" (except fig. 39). 

PLATE VI, 

Fig. 41. Embryo sac of 2. seftentrionalis, showing completion of the 

second nuclear division. Zeiss oc. 6, obj. 2 

FiG. 42. The same, showing spindle of the third division. Zeiss oc.'4, 

obj. 2™™, 

Figs. 43-46. A series from the embryo sac of &. multifidus, showing 

pine of polar nuclei and the organization of the egg apparatus. Zeiss oc. 
» obj. 2™™, 

Fig. 47. Mature embryo sac of A. mudtifidus. 

Fic. 48. Mature embryo sac of Hefatica acutiloba. 

Fic. 49. Antipodal cells of A. acutiloba, showing extensive unequal 
mitotic divisions. Zeiss oc. 6, obj. 2™™. 

FIG. 50. The same, Zeiss oc. 3, Obj. 2". 

Fic. st. Embryo sac of 2. septentrionalis, showing pollen tube, fusion 

of sex nuclei, and the disorganized but discharged second male cell. 

. Fig. 52. Embryo sac of 2. multifidus, showing discharge of male cell at 
me distance from the oosphere nucleus, also the very large definitive nucleus. 

igen 53- Embryo sac of 2. septentrionalis, showing undischarged pollen 

’pproaching the oosphere nucleus. 

3 PLATE VU, 

“a ne Embryo sac of 2. multifidus, with free endosperm nuclei and 
a wided oospore. Zeiss oc. 18, 0 1S ae 

dle 'G. 55. The same, showing simultaneous formation of endosperm spin- 
€s. Zeiss oc. 6, Goby. 2=™ 

Fig. « : : piles ane An endosperm spindle of R. multifidus, showing very clear 
tations. Reichert oc. 12, Leitz obj. ry. 

Fig, une as 57. Embryo sac of R. septentrionalis, showing the one-sided enlarge- 

endos the sac, the lateral position of the antipodals, the parietal layer of Perm nuclei, and a two-celled embryo. 
«Fie. 5 

mache 38. Embryo sac of 2. multifidus, with egg and free endosperm 
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FiG. 59. Two-celled embryo of 2. multifidus. 

Fic. 60. The same of &. septentrionalis. 

Figs. 61-64. Two to three-celled embryos of 2. sepientrionals. 

Figs. 65. Three-celled embryo of &. septentrionalis. 

Fig. 66. Four-celled embryo of the same. 

Fic, 67. Four-celled embryo of 2. multifidus. 

Figs. 68-72. Various stages in young embryos of &. multifidus (fe: 

is from 2. septentrionalis), involving the first longitudinal division. — 

Fic. 73. Young embryo of 2. mu/tifidus, showing a late transver: 

sion of the basal cell. 



OBSERVATIONS ON SOME WEST AMERICAN 

THERMAL ALG&. 

JOSEPHINE E. TILDEN. 

(WITH PLATES VIII—X) 

Iv is the purpose of this paper to present an annotated list, 
~ with drawings, of thermal algz, based on collections made in 

- 

‘several western localities during the past two years. 

Collection no. r was made by the writer in Yellowstone 

National Park during June and July of 1896. Specimens were 

preserved in formalin and a quantity of each kind was also dried. 

The natural color of the growths zz situ was compared with the 
Plates in Saccardo’s Chromotaxia, ed. 2, 1894. 

The hot waters of the Park are either calcareous, as at Mam- 

Pia ies Springs, or contain silica in solution, as at Norris, 

Lowes, Middle, and Upper Geyser Basins. Travertine results 

from the growth of alge in calcareous waters, and siliceous sin- 
ter in siliceous waters. 

Collection no. 2 was made by the writer from warm springs at 
Salt Lake City, Utah, in July 1897. 

Sul ania no. 3 was made by the writer from the Natural 

g phur Spring at Banff, Alberta, during the month of August 
1697, The warm springs of Banff are used for bathing pur- 

Bei They are situated on high ground and most of the over- 

i mors away by means of ditches, several feet deep, 

es ead down the stéep hillside. Here the water accumu- 
€s on a level Space and forms a shallow but quite extensive 

ie fag Some of the overflow escapes underground for a 

Out in ori ci ere ae ayaa halfway down the hill — 

sheets ot dase finally joins the stagnant water below. ese 

are still ¢ ater have naturally lost much of their heat, but they 

1898] ©pid and Support a — growth of Chara and other 

9 
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Chlorophycee, numerous species of mosses, equisetum, éte 

The water in the ditches is only a few inches in depth, but ha 

a swift current. By the time it has reached the base of the hil 

it is but slightly warm. The older portions of the ‘‘ formation” 

on this hillside are composed of travertine produced by mossés. 

Collection no. 4 was made by Mr. Walter Harvey Weed it 

Yellowstone National Park during 1897, and sent to me for deter 

mination. This adds new localities and several new forms to the 
list. 

Collection no. 5 was made by Professor Francis E. Lloyd from 
hot springs in the region of the Cascade mountains, Oregon. 

OEDOGONIUM CRENULATO-cosTaTUM Wittr. var. AUREUM Tild. 

Am. Alg. Cent. II. no. 123. 1896. (Pl. VII, figs. 1, 2, 3) 
Oogonia single or 2~3-seriate, elliptical or oboviform, ope 

ing by a pore in upper portion; oosperms nearly filling be 
oogonia, exospore smooth, endospore crenulate-costate, reticu: 

late, orange-colored (aurantiacus) ; supporting cell similar to the 
other vegetative cells; filament of male plant slightly smalle 
than that of female; antheridial cells alternating with vegetall\t 
cells, 2~5-celled ; terminal cell (sometimes an oogonium ) obtust 
vegetative cells 10-13 w in diameter, 3.5-6 times longer; ong 
32-37 X 40-50 yn; oosperms 29-30 X 38-39}; antheridial oF 
1OX 104. In overflow from small hillside spring. a 
tepid. Between Middle and Upper Geyser Basins, Yelle stone National Park. J. E.T. 2 Jl 1896. 2 

The endospore in this plant is crenulate-costate, but id 
transverse as well as longitudinal costae; the dimensions of - 
vegetative cell differ a little from_ those given in the tyP 
description; the mature oospores are bright orange-coloreds? character not mentioned in the specific description ; it occurs 
thermal, flowing water, instead of cold stagnant water. a 
other respects the variety is similar to the species. a 

An Oedogonium was also found jn the tepid terrace waters 
Banff, but as it was not in fruit the description is omitted. sa 
like reasona species of Zygnema growing with it is not describe 

a 
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Hormiscia FLAcciDA (Kg.) Lagerh. var. cCALDARIA (Kg.) 

Hansg. Prodr. 61. 1886-1888 and in Flora 265. 1888. Tilden. 

Am. Alg. Cent. II. no. 130. 1896. (Pl. VII, figs. 4, 5.) 

Stratum dull green, soft, in long strings, dark green in the 

current, light green scum in the standing water; vegetative cells 

5-7.5 wide, 0.5-2 times as long as the diameter. 
In water from hot spring flowing down a grassy bank. 

Temperature 23° C. Norris Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National 

Park. J.E.T. 26 Je 1896. 
This form seems to agree almost equally well with the above 

variety and with H. subtilis (Kg.) De Toni var. thermarum 

(Wartm.) Rabenh. Like the former, it occurs in soft some- 
what lubricous masses. Its measurements correspond exactly, 

ifthe cells undergoing division be excepted. A filament made 
up entirely of mature cells would resemble Kiitzing’s figure in 

Tab. Phyc. 3: pl. 32, f. 3. 1853. On the other hand, its habitat 
scems to accord better with the latter variety. When compared 

— Rabenhorst’s Algen Sachs. no. 655 (placed here by De 

Toni) there is found to be no special difference in appearance. 
The diameter of Rabenhorst’s specimen is slightly greater, per- 

haps, and the length of the cells, while in general 1~1.5 times 

the diameter, in many cases is twice the diameter. It would 

then appear that the Yellowstone plant agrees with the des- 

mig ai of one species and an authentic specimen of another 
*peciés as these are offered in De Toni’s Sylloge Algarum. If 

rn crassior Hansg. of var. thermarum be taken into account, 

of sce oem to be no objection to making a single variety 

In that s ce ey as they belong to species so nearly related. 

tela ase, according to the rule of priority, the plant would 

above name. 

ConFErva 

VIL, figs, 6,7 

co (ferrugineus, fulvus) ; filaments encrusted with fer- 

ing fae €, 0;), sometimes in narrow bands, generally form- 

diameter sie Coatings; cells 13-20 in diameter, twice the 
ength, after division equaling the diameter. 

MAJOR (Kg.) Rabenh, forma ferruginea, n. f. (77. 
8. : 
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In acid waters of overflow. Temperature 74°C. “Thes 

alge are in part coated with Fe, O, on the margins of the pools | 

Echirus Geyser. W. H.W. 1897. 
The width of the filament in the form is somewhat narrowe | 

than that of the species. The specimen shows well the “lette 

H” appearance of the ruptured membrane which De Toni make 

a generic character. 

-CoNFERVA major (Kg.) Rabenh. forma gypsophila, n. f.(/ 
VIL, figs. 9, 10, 11.) 

Forming white or yellowish masses ; filaments encrusted with 

crystals of gypsum ; cells 10-20 u in diameter, twice as long # 
wide, after division equaling in length the diameter; cell cot 

tents granular, colorless; cell membrane thick. 

Lying near vent of spring. Temperature 66° C. Not 
Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park. j. EB. te i 
1896. 

This plant likewise differs from the species in having 4 nat 
rower filament. Little spiny or lobed masses of gypsum, 2% 
timeter in thickness, are found entwined with the threads. 

MICROSPORA AMOENA (Kg.) Rabenh. forma thermalis, 2. f(A 
VII, fig. 12.) 

Dark green, stringy; cells cylindrical, 11-14 # in diametth 

before division 2-3 times as long as wide, after division equal? 
ore little more than the diameter in length; membrane smooth 
delicate, firm ; cell contents finely granular, bright green; 

ments not constricted at septations. 

(2) Lying in overflow from spring. Temperature 

Frying Pan Basin, Yellowstone National Park. J. E17 
1896. 

It is difficult to decide whether this plant shoul 
as a Conferva or a Microspora, as the structure of the ae 
plastids could not be made out. It is placed here provisional a 

Its size is not as great as that of the species. a 

(4) A second gathering, slightly different in color, * 

4i° ¢ 
Bie 

d be classed : 
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vegetative green becoming yellowish. It occurred in soft 

masses on bottom of a spring. Temperature 38°C. Locality 

and date same as above. 

In the first collection small prickly masses of mineral forma- 

tion, probably gypsum, also occurred. Chrootoccus varius was 
present in great quantity. The second collection contained 
Protococcus cells. 

Microspora Weedii, n. sp. (Pl. VIZ/, fig. 73.) 
Cespitose-floccose, dark green in denser parts, pale bluish- 

green in thinner portions ; vegetative cells cylindrical, some- 
times a little constricted at the septations, 7-9 in diameter, 
before division 0.5—3 times longer than diameter; membrane 
homogeneous, hyaline, thin. : 

(2) Bright green. Forms jelly on slope. Temperature 49°C. 
aig Norris Basin, Yellowstone National Park. W. H. W. 

1097. 
The peculiar bluish-green color is no doubt caused by the 

action of the formalin upon the plant, but it is worth noting 
Since it has not been observed in other formalin material of the 
green alge. The plant probably is nearest to M. abbreviata 
(Rabenh. ) Lagerh. but differs from it in being entirely free 
from the ferruginous color, in having a thin membrane, and in 
its habitat. 

BSIOCLONIOM ‘HiEROGLYPAICUM (Ag.) Kg. var. atro-brun- 
neu, n. var. (Pl. VIM, figs. 14, 15, 16, 17-) 
Bin strings, dark brown ( fuligineus) ; normal vegetative 

luge a in diameter, less than once as long to three times 

fey T than wide, very variable in size in the same filament, 
fresh) oC. short rhizoids ; cell contents (examined when 

ark brown, granular. 
(2) In shallow water, plastered to surface of ground, most 

Beare in slow current. In overflow, through grass, of hot 
hig on bank above. Temperature 24°C. Norris Geyser 

n, Yellowstone National Fark. J], Bet. 27 Je 1600. 

lux: 
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(6) Dull brown filaments. In overflow channel. Temper 

ture 38°C. Near Constant Geyser, Norris Geyser Basin, Yel 

lowstone National Park. W.H.W. 1897. 

Nearly every filament of my specimen contains one or more 

distorted cells. These are sometimes swollen to several time 

the size of the normal cells, and in general have a thicker wal. 

It was first thought that the plant might be identical with or a 

least related to Hormiscia ? thermalis Crouan (in Mazé and 

Schramm Algwes de la Guadeloupe ed. 2, p. 42). But since acces 

cannot be had to this specimen and the data furnished in the 

type description (De Toni Syloge Algarum 1:17}. 1889) 8 
confined to a statement of the color and habitat—‘‘Atro-brur 

nea. Hab. ad muros lateritios in aquario thermali (36° C) at 

‘Dolé’ insulae Guadeloupensis (Coll. n. 351. II série)"—it® 

thought best to place it under the above name. 

Mr. Weed’s specimen appears to be exactly the same plat 
It shows, however, almost no trace of the distortion and no 

lateral projections could be found. 

PROTOCOCCUS BOTRYOIDES (Kg.) Kirchn. forma caldarius, 

n. f. (PU. VIL, fig. 18.) 
Aquatic, vegetative or yellowish green; cells globose, 

in diameter, for the most part solitary ; membrane thin, h 3 

geneous, hyaline; cell contents homogeneous, vegetative ge 

(2) On bottom of spring. Temperature 38°C. With Murr 

spora amoena, forma thermalis. Frying Pan Basin, Yellowstot” 
National Park. 6. E. 7 ji 1896. Agrees with species o 
exception of habitat. : 

4-bF 
omo- 

CALOTHRIX THERMALIS (Schwabe) Hansg.  Beitrage . 
Kenntniss der Béhmisch. Thermalalgenflora (Oeste ne 
Zeitschrift 343279. 1884. (Pl. IX, figs. 1, 2,3: 4s 5°) a 

Stratum soft, dark seal brown or black; filaments crowds : 
flexuose, 10-1 3, rarely 18m in diameter, thickened at ee 
Sheath in young plants thick, lamellated, colorless, in ee 
plants wider, brownish; trichome in young plants ee 2 
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diameter, bright blue-green, granular, distinctly articulated or 

rarely with dissepiments not visible, sometimes moniliform, in 

older plants paler aeruginous, much narrower, with shorter 

articulations, not plainly visible, with apex tapering to a hair- 

point; articulations equal in length to diameter, but often, par- 

ticularly in younger plants, twice the diameter in length; 

heterocysts 1-2 seriate, basal or intercalary, very variable in 
size and shape. 

(a) Overflow of channel of geyser. Temperature 49-54.5° C. 
Spasmodic Geyser, Upper Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National 
Park. W. H.W. 1897. 

(0) Forming cedar-colored fur on overflow channel of 

geyser. Old Faithful Geyser, Upper Geyser Basin, Yellowstone 
National Park. W. H.W. 1807. 

(c) With other alge in rivulets. Temperature 49-50° C. 
Fountain Hotel Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park. J. 
E.T. 29 Je 1896. 

(d) Very common in colder portions of overflows. Varying 
in color from wmbrinus to castaneus and fuligineus. Growing in 
small islands or forming smooth surfaces. Temperature 34° C. 
Emerald Pool, Upper Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National 
fatk, 1. &. T. 3 Jl 1896. 
ae Weed has frequently mentioned this plant, but under 

ames. He describes an algal sinter which, ‘‘forming in 

the overflow channels of many of the geysers of the Upper 
Basin, is finel 

littl This sinter is formed by the growth of the 

ie alge, Calothrix gypsophila Kg., or the young form, 

sonema thermale, the latter olive-colored.”* Again, ‘the 
ce of algal sinter forming the deposits about the 
€yser Basins 

th 

Ley + 
ormat : os ; : ; 

U.S. Geol, A of travertine and siliceous sinter by the vegetation of hot springs. 
urv. oth Ann. Rep., 665. 1889 . 
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Mastigonema.”* He describes a specimen of New Zealani 
sinter from the hot waters of Rotorua, and notes that “the | 
exact counterpart of this sinter occurs at many localities in th 
geyser basins of the Yellowstone, notably about the Prismatic 
Spring and the overflow channels of Old Faithful. It forms 
over one-half of the section of fifteen feet of sinter exposed il 
the crater walls of the Excelsior Geyser. This sinter we know 
to be the result of the growth and incrustation of little alge 
which form a cedar-colored (Calothrix gypsophila Kg.), or olivt 
( Mastigonema thermale) slippery coating on the surface of the 
deposit. The analogy is so perfect that there seems but little 
doubt that the New Zealand sinter is the result of the growth 0! 
similar or allied algze,’’3 

The plant Calothrix sypsophila (Dichothrix gypsophila) is* 
lime-encrusting form. I have not personally observed it up" 
this time in material from Yellowstone Park. Mastigonema ther 
male, a synonym of Calothrix thermalis, does not characteristical) | 
secrete lime. The Yellowstone form has only been found ! 
siliceous waters. It differs slightly from the type description # | 
Bornet and Flahault in that the articulations, instead of bei 
‘“‘diametro equalibus vel usque ad 3-plo brevioribus” are equal . 
to up to three times longer than the diameter. It agrees, how | ever, in this character with Hauck and Richter’s specimen | 

Phyk. univ. no, 742, which was collected from the Carlsbie 
Springs in 1894 and 1895 by S. Schmula. Therefore the t#” 
forms named by Mr. Weed are considered to be the | 
plant. 3g 

The above Species has been described from Carlsbad, i | 
many, by Schwabe, Kiitzing, and Cohn. & 

eT 

ee eT ree ae oe en 

RIVULARIA HAEMATITES (DC.) Ag. Syst. Alg. 26. 1824- eg IX, figs. 6, 7, 8, 9.) a 
Ee Thallus forming a hard calcareous crust, 5™™ in thid aments dense, 78+ 1.7# in diameter ; sheath narrow, hy@ 
tarely brownish ; trichomes 3.9-5.2u in diameter, with ent 

* Loc. cit. 
3 Loc. cit. 674. 
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cells one to two times longer than wide, middle cells two to 

three times longer than wide, and upper cells in general sub- 

quadrate, with apex prolonged into a thread; cell contents 

granular. 

Forming a calcareous crust on bottom of ditch. Natural 

Sulphur Springs, Banff, Canada. J. E. T. 13 Ag 1897. 

This growth occurs toward the lower end of the ditch where 

the water is slightly warm and the current very swift. The gen- 

eral appearance and microscopic characters agree very well with 

authentic specimens in the Minnesota herbarium. 

HAPALOSIPHON MAJOR Tild. Am. Alg. Cent. II. no. 167. 1896. 

(Pl. IX, figs. r0, rr, 12, ee 
Stratum widely expanded, bright aeruginous in color; fila- 

ments sheathed, branched, composed of cells sometimes cylin- 

drical, 3-6 in width, showing no dissepiments, or divided into 
short somewhat quadrate to very long cells, sometimes globose 
up ei II in diameter ; branches single or geminate, sometimes 

geniculate ; heterocysts intercalated, oblong, cask-shaped, about 
8 in width, one to two times as long as wide. 

(2) Completely coating bed of very swift mountain rivulet, 

at vent of hot spring. Temperature of spring 61° C. Algal 
Srowth begins here and disappears at a distance of fifty-five 

feet from Spring where temperature is 51° C. Most luxuriant 
i. thirty-five feet from spring at temperature of 54°C. 
‘ Ountains near Lower Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National 
ark, «J, E. T. 28 Je 1806. 
, (4) In hot spring. Temperature 55°C. Cascade mountains, 
*< 45° 20’. Francis E. Lloyd, 1895. 
The filaments of /. major are nearly twice the diameter of 

sie ay H. laminosus. An important character of the latter 
ss os habit of forming crystals of lime, according to Cohn, 

Studied the plant at Carlsbad. The Yellowstone species 

tho: 

OCcurr, = a el 

€d in siliceous waters only, at least it was not discovered 
at Mammoth Hot s rings, where the waters contain calcium 
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SCHIZOTHRIX CALCICcoLA (Ag.) Gomont, Monographie és 
Oscillariées, Ann. Sci. Nat. (Bot.) VII. 15: 307. pi. 8, figs. 13 
1892. Tilden, Am, Alg. Cent. II. no. 180. 1896. Described in 
Bor. Gaz. 24: 197, 198. pl. 8, figs. 3, 4. 1897. 

SYMPLOCA THERMALIS (Kg.) Gomont. Monogr. des Oscill.i 
Ann. Sci. Nat. (Bot.) VII. 16:114. pl. 2, figs. 15, 16. 189 
(PL. IX, fig. 14.) 

Stratum dark aeruginous, widely expanded; filaments Ve 
rarely pseudo-branched, fragile, densely intricate, crisp; sheati 
thin; trichomes pale aeruginous, not attenuate at the apex, > 
2 in diameter; articulations two to three times longer than the 
diameter of the trichome, rarely somewhat quadrate, 25 pil 
length ; protoplasm homogeneous, rarely containing granules 
dissepiments visible ; apical cell rotund; no calyptra. 

(2) Forming extensive layers or knob-like masses on bottom 
of ditch. Natural Sulphur Springs, Banff, Canada. J. E.1. 3 
Ag 1897. 

The appearance of this growth was peculiar. The rich blue: 
Sreen surface of the layer was marked off into broad ridges oft 
lighter color, making it resemble very much the ripple-matis 
left in sand by waves. The filaments are nearly prostrate, ta 
ing the direction of the current. It occurred in the same Mit ‘ 
with Rivularia haematites, but farther up the hill. The pice 
here is warmer and the current not quite so swift. 

PHORMIDIUM LAMINOSUM (Ag.) Gomont. Essai de C : 
des Nostocacées homocystées in Morot, Journ. de. Bot. 4:38 
1600, Tilden, Am. Alg. Cent. 1, no. 181., 1896, (2am 45.) 

Stratum mucilaginous, yellowish, bluish, or bright greets 
forming 4 scurfy, thin, brittle scum with a soft. gelatinous © 
'on underneath ; filaments flexuous, densely intricate; * 

not visible; trichomes pale aeruginous, not constricted at J? 
= apex straight, briefly attenuate and not capitate, !- 
diameter ; articulations longer than the diameter of the tricho 

> 
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2.5-3.2u in length; dissepiments marked by granules; apical 

cell acutely conical; no calyptra. 

(2) In overflow water of spring where the old formation 

makes a hard, billowy or terraced incline, the alge extend down 

the incline for a distance of twenty feet, forming wide ribbons 

of green alternating with bands of pink, yellow, white, and a 

darker green. Temperature of spring 91°C. The algal growth 

occurs at a temperature of 51-55°C. Ribbon Spring, Norris 

Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park. J. E. T. 27 Je 1896. 

(6) In small shallow spring, expanding at top in leaf-like 

masses, or tapering from bulbous head to a small tubular base. 

Temperature 55°C. Valley of Nez Perces creek, Lower Geyser 

Basin, Yellowstone National Park. J. E. T. 28 Je 1896. 

(c).In grassy rivulet. Temperature 30°C. Mountain hot 

springs, Lower Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park. 4 

E. T. 28 Je 1896. 
(¢7) Around edges of springs. Forming brown and green 

layers which turn gray or blackish out of the water. Tempera- 

ture 63°C. Prismatic Lake, Middle Geyser Basin, Yellow- 

stone National Park. J. E. T. 2 Jl 1806. 

(e) Forming plumy strings, white or light yellowish in color. 

Temperature 75.5°C. Solitary Spring, Upper Geyser Basin, 

Yellowstone National Park. J. E. T. 3 Jl 1896. 
(f) Forming whitish, scurfy, hardened, rather brittle scum 

on surface of still pool into which overflow runs. Temperature 

41°C. Mammoth Hot Springs, Yellowstone National Park. 

JE. T. 8 Jl 1896. 
as this species to be by far the most widespread and 

a eat. any alga in the hot waters of the park. Its habit 

1S extremely varied, so that it is not easily recognized. 

know, is {, if species, except Spirulina major, that, so far as J 

ee. ound in both calcareous and siliceous waters in. this 

P : + HORMIDIUM LAMINOSUM (Ag.) Gomont, forma Weedil, n. . 
(PL IX, fig. 16.) 
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Stratum aeruginous; filaments often strongly bent; sheath 

not visible; trichomes pale aeruginous, not constricted at joints, 

with apex sharply bent, briefly attenuate and not capitate, 2.5-¥ 

in diameter, the dissepiments generally distinct; articulations 

I.5—2.5 times as long as the diameter; protoplasm commonly 

containing granules; dissepiments sometimes marked by grav 

ules; apical cell acutely conical; no calyptra. 

(az) In overflow of channel. Temperature 49-54.5°C. Will 

Spirulina major. Spasmodic Geyser, Upper Geyser Basin, Ye 

lowstone National Park. W.H. W., 1897. 
This plant is very near typical P. daminosum. The points of 

difference are that the filaments are slightly greater in diametet, 

the apex is almost invariably sharply bent and the dissepimels 

may or may not be marked by granules. Sometimes the entit 

cell contents are granular. 

PHORMIDIUM TENUE (Menegh.) Gomont. Monogr. des Oseill 
in Ann. des Sci. Nat. (Bot.) VII. 16: 169. pé. 4, f- 23-23: - 
Tilden, Am. Alg. Cent. II. no. 182. 1896. (Pz. LX, fig-17-) 

Stratum consisting of a thick firm mass, 10-40" in thic 
ness, upper exposed surface honeycombed, the ridges being 
thin and papery, and easily crushed; in color surface showed? 
range between ferrugineus and ochraceus, the interior betwee 
viridis and prasinus; filaments very long, somewhat straight 
sheath delicate ; trichomes light aeruginous, straight, constrict” 
at joints, the dissepiments themselves generally indistinct, with 
apex straight or sometimes bent, not capitate, 2-3 in eit 
articulations in general 1.5-2 times the diameter, 36.40 7 
length ; protoplasm homogeneous; apical cell acutely cont 
or bluntly rounded ; no calyptra. 

Around edges of spring, not covered by water, vie 
flows in little streams through and around it. Temperat 
water 33°C. Lower Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National 
js Bet, 29 Je 1806. 

watt! 
ure o 
Path 

PHORMIDIUM RUBRUM Tilden, Am. Alg. Cent. I. 9% ae 
1896. (Pl. IX, fig. 78.) - 
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Stratum thin, scarlet (miniatus ) ; filaments somewhat straight ; 

sheath visible under high powers ; trichomes fragile, frequently 
interrupted, neither attenuate nor curved, not constricted at 
joints, lu in diameter; articulations quadrate or a little longer 

than broad; dissepiments not or rarely visible. 
In overflow from small hillside spring. Water tepid. Between 

Middle and Upper Geyser Basins, Yellowstone National Park. 
J.E.T. 2 Jl 1896. 

This species is near P. luridum and P. purpurascens. From 
the former it differs in not having trichomes constricted at joints. 
From the latter it differs in not having strongly tortuous fila- 
ments nor granulated dissepiments. It is also to be distinguished 

from both by the color of the stratum and of the trichomes and 
the length of the articulations. 

OscILLATORIA PRINCEPS Vauch. Hist. Conferv. d’eau douce 

190. pl. 15, f. 2. 1803. Tilden, Am. Alg. Cent, II. no. 187. 
1896. (PL. IX, fig. 19.) 

Stratum dark green or black; trichomes 16—19» in diameter ; 

‘Pex slightly attenuate and shortly arcuate ; articulations 4.5- 
5-5# long; protoplasm finely granulate; apical cell convex ; 
calyptra none. 

at (2) Forming a black thick floating mass in mountain stream 

a ot spring ; gradually running out, and replaced by 

cane . distance of fifty feet from vent. Temperature five 

near oe Spring 42°C., fifty feet from spring 38°C. Mountains 

Nati &z Perces creek, Lower Geyser Basin, Yellowstone 
ripe Park. J. F.T. og Je 1806. 

ns dark green velvety mass fringing edge of small 

nk, T creek where a hot spring flows out just underneath the 

Surface - of water one inch below surface 19°C. On 

Stone ee - Near Emerald Pool, Upper Geyser Basin, Yellow- 
tonal Park. J. E. T. 3 Jl 1896. 

Am putsTORIA TENUIS Ag. Alg. Dec. 2:25. 1813. Tilden, 
ates Cent. II. no, 190. 1896. (Pl. LX, fig. 20.) 

um Black or purplish (atro-violaceus); filaments dilute 
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purplish-black (atro-cyaneus), straight or somewhat flexuows, ) 

eter, not attenuate at apex, straight or but slightly arcuate a) 

extremities ; articulation 0.25-0.5 times as long as wide, 3) 

long; protoplasm homogeneous ; dissepiments sometimes grat 

ulose ; apical cell conical, not capitate ; no calyptra. 

In small mountain spring in a bog, together with moss ail 

watercress. Water tepid. Valley of Nez Perces creek, Lowy 

Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park. J. E.T. 28 Je 18% 

OscILLATORIA AMPHIBIA Ag. Aufzahlung, etc. in Flora 1 

632. 1827. (Pl. LX, fig. 21.) 
Stratum aeruginous, red or orange colored ; trichomes dilute 

aeruginous, straight or arcuate, fragile, not constricted at dissef | 

iments, 1.5—2u in diameter, arcuate for some distance at extrem 

ities, apex neither attenuate nor capitate ; articulations two t 

three times longer than diameter of trichome, 3-4# in length; 
dissepiments sometimes marked by two protoplasmic granules, | 

sometimes not distinct ; cell contents granular ; apical cell rotund. 

Forming lining in channel of spring. Above Beehive Gey 

ser, Upper Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park. W. H.¥ 
1897. 

The red and orange colors in this material are caused by at 
presence of bacteria. 

| 

OSCILLATORIA GEMINATA Menegh. Conspect. Algol. euganee 

9. 1837. Tilden, Am. Alg. Cent. II. no. 191. 1896. (Ae 
Jig. 22.) ie 

sepiments pellucid, not granulated; apical cell rotund; * 
calyptra. 

Covering bottom of creek in swift current. Tempe! 

/ 
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47.5°C. Near Upper Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park. 

[E22 TE 1806. 

SprruLINA Major (Kg.) Phyc. Gener. 183. 1843. Tilden, 

Am. Alg. Cent, II. no. 193. 1896. (Pl. VILL, fig. 19.) 

Forming a thin brittle scurfy scum, whitish on top ; stratum 

dull green (prasinus); trichomes pale green, wound into some- 

what straight, dense, very regular spirals with a diameter equal- 

ing 3u, in thickness Im; turns contiguous. 

(2) On surface of still pool into which overflow runs. Tem- 

perature 41°C. Mammoth Hot Springs, Yellowstone National 

mike 3-1. 8 jl 1806, 

(6) Overflow of channel of geyser. Temperature 49-54.5 C. 
Spasmodic Geyser, Upper Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National 

Park. W.H.W. 1897 
(c) Forming a whitish brittle scum in the hot water. Beck’s 

Hot Springs. Salt Lake City, Utah. J. i. 1. 7 Ji 4897; 

_ This Species is quite common in both the calcareous and 
siliceous waters of the Park. It is generally found with other 

alge. I did not find any pure growths. 

Spirulina caldaria, n. sp. (P2. VIII, fig. 20.) 
f Stratum widely expanded, dark aeruginous ; trichomes aeru- 

Sinous, short, somewhat straight and stiff, forming a very lax 

Spiral with a diameter of 1.5m, O.gm in thickness ; turns 3.24 dis- 

tant from each other. 
ae Forming thick richly colored strata on surface of hot 

A very near outlet of the springs. Natural Sulphur Springs, 

nit, Canada. J.E.T. 13 Ag 1897. 

pxEcHococcus @®RuGINosuS Neg. Einz. Alg. 56. 1849. 
Go Am. Alg. Cent. II. no. 195. 1896. Described in Bort. 

"24° 198. pl. 8. fig. 6. S. 1897. 

ee eocaPA VIOLACEA (Corda) Rabenh. Fl. Eur. Algar. 2+ 41- 
re Tilden. Am. Alg. Cent. II. no. 196. 1896. Described in 

= A8+ 108. O. 8. fig. 5. S$. 1897. 
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Curoococcus varius A. Br. Rabenh. Alg. Eur. no, 2451 atl 
2452. Tilden. Am. Alg. Cent. II. no. 198. 1896. (PL. Vill 
BE. 27.) : 

Cells spherical, single or in small groups, 1.6-5.6 pw in di 

meter; cytoplasm pale aeruginous. 

(a) On rocks. Near vent of geyser. Sometimes heatel 
Norris Geyser Basin. Yellowstone National Park. J. E12 
Je 1896. 

(6) With Microspora amena var. thermalis, \ying in overlit 
from spring. Temperature 41° C. Frying Pan Basin. Yellor 
stone National Park. J. E.T.7 Jl 1896. 

(c) Forming a green coating on floor of overflow channe. 

Temperature 49°C. Constant Geyser, Norris Geyser Bast 
Yellowstone National Park. W. H.W. 1897. i 

(2) In acid waters. Green Spring. Between Norris Geyst 
Basin and Beaver Lake. Yellowstone National Park. W. HA 
1897. ; 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES VIII-X. 

PLATE VIII. F 
FIG. 1. Edogonium crenulato-costatum Wittr. var. aureum. ¥ ilament 

female plant showing twin oogonia containing oosperms. 
1G. 2. Filament of male plant with five antheridial cells. 

Fig. 3. Apical cell of filament. ‘ sh 
Figs. 4, 5. Hormiscia flaccida (Kg.) Lagerh. var. caldaria. Fi 

with cells of different lengths. ‘cael 
FIGs. 6, 7. Conferva major (Kg.) Rabenh. forma /errugined. i c 

of empty cells showing relative thickness of old and new walls. ak 
Fic. 8. Filament of Same showing cell contents, incrustation of Fee 

and characteristic appearance of ruptured sheath. 
FIGS. 9, 10, 11. Conferva major (Kg.) Rabenh. forma 27; 

ments giving characteristic appearance of cell wall and ce 
lengths, 

Fig. 12. Microspora amena (Kg.) Rabenh. forma thermalis. 
of filament, \ : d FIG. 13. Microspora weedii. Filament showing cell contents an@® 
forming “ letter H.” 

sophita. FP 
iIs of diffe 
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Fic. 14. Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum (Ag.) Kg. var. atro-brunneum. 

Filament showing lateral process and disposition of cell contents. 

Figs. 15, 16. Portions of filaments showing appearance of normal cells. 

Fic. 17. Portion of filament showing a distorted cell. 

Fic. 18. Protococcus botryoides (Kg.) Kirchn. forma ca/darius. Appear- 

ance of cells in process of division. 

FIG. 19. Spirulina major Kg. Portion of filament. 

Fig. 20. Spirulina caldaria. Portions of filaments. 

Fic. 21. Chroococcus varius A. Br. General appearance of cells. 

PLATE IX, 

Fic. 1. Calothrix thermalis (Schwabe) Hansg. Young plant entire, show- 

ing basal heterocyst and trichome indistinctly septate. 
Fig. 2, Portion of mature filament with branch. The trichome of branch 

shows well the moniliform character and granular protoplasmic contents. 
Fic. 3. Portion of filament with oblong intercalary heterocyst. 

Fic. 4. Portion of filament with spherical intercalary heterocyst. 
FiG. 5. Portion of filament with articulations as long as wide. 
FiG. 6. Rivularia hematites (DC.) Ag. Young plant. 

Figs. 7, 8. Mature forms showing moniliform and cylindrical trichomes. 
FIG. 9. Branching filament. 
Fig. 10. Hapalosiphon major Tild. Filament with twin branches. 
Fig. 11. Filament showing empty sheath. 
Fig. 12, Filament showing both moniliform and cylindrical trichome. 
FiG. 13. Filament with heterocyst. 

acy 14. Symploca thermalis (Kg.) Gomont. Filament with pseudo- 

ni ; ; . hormidium laminosum (Ag.) Gomont. Filaments. 
Fig. o Sneeze laminosum forma Weedii. Filaments. 
are 7: a tenue (Menegh.) Gomont. Filaments. 

1°: *hormidium rubrum Tilden, Filamen 

A 
SR At of Solitary Spring, Upper Geyser Basin, Yellowstone 

: ark. Phormidium laminosum forms a part of the algal growth of 

+ 



SOCIETY FOR PLANT MORPHOLOGY AND PHYS 

IOLOGY. 

ITHACA MEETING, DECEMBER 28—29, 1897." 

TuE first meeting of the new Society for Plant Morphology 
and Physiology was held in conjunction with the meetings 

the American Society of Naturalists and the affiliated societic 

at Cornell University, December 28 and 29, 1897. An accoul 

of the formation and personnel of this society is given elsewhett 

in this number. The following papers were presented : 

I. A mycorhiza in the roots of the liliaceous genus Philesia : Di. 

J. M. Macrartang, University of Pennsylvania.— The ant 
Stated that this was the second recorded case of symbics 
between a liliaceous plant and a fungus. The genus Philesé 

grows in the damp humus soil of west Patagonia, and ed 
coralloid root masses. The fungus was sparingly present vd 
side the roots, also in the epidermis and exocortex, but i 
an abundant growth in the mesocortex, the cells of ese 
rapidly became filled with coiled fungoid hyphe. The 
spherical starch grains of these cells were acted om b 

action. A large amount of proteid material then app& 

the hyphe. With growth of the root extremity, the 
steadily penetrated the mesocortex cells of the growis P 

humerous hyphz being observed in the roth—1 2th zone © 
behind the apex. Invariably the crystal cells wet 
untouched, 

i 
The close similarity of the above to cases recorded © 

Groom for Thismia, and by other authors, was referred 1 

me Bet : onageapieg by the Secretary, Professor W. F. Ganon ee : : stracts are in all cases by the authors. "reo! 

106 e 
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the conclusion was reached that while the fungus might for many 

generations aid the host in the elaboration of protein compounds 
that were absorbed by the latter, ultimately, though very gradu- 
ally, the fungus proved a destructive agent. 

2. Studies on some mycelium and fungi from a coal mine: PRo- 
Fessor Gro. F. Atkinson, Cornell University— On the 14th of 
September the speaker explored abandoned portions of the 
Algonquin coal mine near Wilkesbarre, Pa., for the purpose of 
studying the mycelium formations on the doors in the gangways, 
and on the wood props which are used to support weak places 
inthe roof above. Several flash-light photographs were made 
of the remarkable displays of the mycelium some four hundred 
feet below the surface, and of some of the fruit forms. Mature 
fruit collected has been determined as follows : Polyporus verst- 
color, P. annosus, Coprinus micaceus, Stropharia, Hymenochete, 

Merulius, etc. The paper was illustrated with lantern views. 

3. Ls there a basidiomycetous stage in the life-history of some Asco- 
mycetes ?: Dr. E. A. Burt, Middlebury College.— Mr. Burt has 

ee studying a case of undoubted association of Graphium 

siganteum (Pk.), otherwise known as Dacryopsis Ellisiana ( Berk.) 
re With the ascomycete Lecanidion leptospermum (Pk.), 

de nown as Holwaya tiliacea E. & E. Dacryopsis Ellisiana was 

Scribed and figured by Massee as a tremelloid basidiomycete. 

ihe sk 2 been unable, by the study of collections made in 

prize ' of August, October, November, and December, to 
Pm — hae observations on the basidiomycetous nature of 

nn piaes and therefore is unable to conclude, for the 

Lecanidi at it is a basidiomycetous stage of the ascomycete 
ton leptosperma. 3 

4. Additional notes on the bacterial brown rot of cabbages: DR. Erw 
this : : SMITH, Department of Agriculture.— Field studies of 

niin were made in Michigan, Wisconsin, Ohio, and New 
ork in Au 

Sust, September, and October of 1897. Theseserved 
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| to confirm the earlier published statements of the writer? respect 
ing the manner of infection and the usual symptoms. A num 
ber of new facts which appear to have an important economit 
bearing were also brought to light. Some of these discoveries 
are as follows: (1) this disease is serious in many parts of the 

United States ; (2) the greater part of the infections take place 

through natural openings of the plant, z. ¢., through water ports 
located on the serratures of the leaves ; (3) the-disease is ire 

quently disseminated by insects ; (4) the wild mustard, Brass 
sinapistrum, is one of thecommon host plants ; (5) the diseases 

very frequently disseminated by man, 7. ¢., by making seed bets 
on infected soil and transplanting the germs in infected sett: 

lings to land previously free from it ; (6) when a soil has ont 

become infected there is reason to believe that the germs a 

capable of living in it for a series of years and will attack cab 

bages which are planted on it ; (7) the disease may be restricté? 

by planting seed beds on healthy soil; by transplanting, a * 

passed out of the water pore stage of infection, by removilg 

affected leaves. A full account of the economic aspe¢ ee 
disease has been published by the Department of Agriculture# 

the shape of a farmer’s bulletin, which may be had on appli 
tion. Cultures of the parasitic and dried leaves and stems ee 

bage showing the characteristic symptoms were passed aro 

5- Occurrence of Kramer's bacterial disease on sugar bets it 
United States: Dr. Erwin F. Situ, Department of Agrien — Attention was called to the existence in parts of Ce fi States (Michigan, Wisconsin, etc.) of a disease of sugat Ne 

much resembling if not identical with that described by M¥ and Sorauer in 1891-2, and more recently by Busse & 
* Science 5 : 963. 1897; Centralb. f. Bakt. 37: 284. 1897. 
3Zeitschr. f. Pflanzenkr. 7:65. 
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root shrivels in places, becomes very black, and finally breaks 

down here and there, with the formation of a sticky exudate 

composed of bacteria. Cultures from the interior of blackened 

foots remained sterile. Cultures from the syrupy exudate 

yielded an organism resembling, so far as tested, that described 

by Busse as the cause of the disease. It is yet too early, how- 

ever, to say whether the organism isolated is identical with 

Bacillus betae Busse, or whether it is in any sense a true parasite. 

It appears worth mentioning, inasmuch as it seems to be rather 

common, and destroys cane sugar, and grape sugar, with the 

formation of hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and an acid. Possibly 
this is one of the organisms which has given trouble to the 
chemists in sugar diffusion work, inverting the cane sugar and 
liberating gases. Cultures on steamed and raw beets, on 
steamed potato, and in fermentation tubes were exhibited. On 

steamed slices of sugar beet there is a copious production of 
gas, 

6. Are blepharoplasts distinct from centrosomes ?: MR. HERBERT 
}. Wesper, Department of Agriculture.—Blepharoplasts, the 
Speaker pointed out, are special organs of the spermatic cells 
of Zamia, Ginkgo, and some Filicineze and Equisetinee, which 

certain Stages of their development somewhat resemble cen- 
troso; : - sie rots. Two are formed in each generative cell, arising de 

x m bie cytoplasm on opposite sides of the nucleus, and 

noo between the nuclear membrane and cell wall. 

ts division ss the generative cell results in the formation of 

a one blepharoplast being located in each 

and cell. During this division the blepharoplasts burst 

a Se apes membrane becomes gradually extended into a 

anthero any spiral band from which the motile cilia of the 

zoid are developed. 

Het - haroplasts resemble typical centrosomes: (1) in 

(2) in ha Was located on the opposite sides of the nucleus, and 

ae ving the kinoplasmic filaments focused upon them dur- 
Jour. Soc. Chem, Ind. 14 :876, 
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ing the prophases of the division of the generative cell. They 

differ from typical centrosomes, however, (1) in arising de now 

in the cytoplasm; (2) in growing to comparatively enormots 

size; (3) in not forming the center of an aster at the pole ofthe 

spindle during mitosis; (4) in having a differentiated externé 

membrane and contents; (5) in bursting and growing intoé 

greatly extended cilia-bearing band, the formation of which is 

evidently their primary function; (6) in their non-continuily 

from cell to cell. 

7. Spore formation in some sporangia: Dr. R. A. HARPER, Lake 

Forest University — Dr. Harper’s paper is to be published with 

some additional material in the near future. 

8. Two new organs of the plant cell: Mr. WALTER T. SWINGLE 

Department of Agriculture——The author announced the finding. 

of two new organs or organoids, the one vibrioid, occurting 

abundantly in the superficial layers of the cytoplasm of some 

Saprolegniacee and some Floridee; the other being a Cem 

body in the developing egg of Albugo candidus. The vibrioid 

are slender cylindric sharply delimited bodies, about the size 

many common bacilli, but exhibiting rather slow bending % 
undulatory proper motions in addition to translatory movemels 

which are probably passive and due to the streaming of sa 

cytoplasm in which they are imbedded. They are fixed well IY 
ordinary killing agents, and when stained are very sharp 
differentiated from the surrounding cytoplasm. They can = 
be seen in the living cell. Their appearance suggests that ie . 

may be minute endo-parasites, but their constant occurrence 
plants in all stages of development and from widely S¢pe = 

_ localities militates against this view. Their function in unkn : 

The other new organoid is a nearly spherical body eee! : 
at one end of the egg nucleus of Albugo candidus. 1t'8 oft 
little flattened on the side adjoining the nucleus, | 

sharply delimited from the cytoplasm, but stains diff a 

It seems to be more or less granular in structure, appears : 
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before delimitation of the egg within the oogonium, and disap- 

pears after fusion of the male and female nuclei. It probably 

plays some part in these two phenomena. 

Both of the organoids have been observed before, but were 

not correctly described by previous writers. 

9. Notes on the archesporium and riucleus of Bignonia: Mr. B. M. 

Ducear, Cornell University. The mature archesporium of the 

microsporangia occupies a single boot shaped layer. The prim- 
itive archesporium is differentiated by periclinal divisions in cer- 

tain regions of the outer layer of periblem. The tapetum on the 

outer side is cut off by the next periclinal divison of the hypo- 

dermal layer, and the next division of the latter gives rise to the 

layer often becoming the fibrillar endothecium of anthers, but in 

Bignonia there is no fibrillar development. In general, there are 

" further periclinal divisions in the regions mentioned. The 

definitive archesporium is formed by not more than a single 

division in some or all of the primitive archesporial cells. The 

oo archesporium apparently develops no primary tape- 

i ne ee emusly from the two-celled stage, the third 

The gts becoming the definitive embryo-sac mother cell. 

Re sec nucleus, especially, is peculiar in the large 

“like structure which does not stain homogeneously, 
the cuter portion usually taking the violet in the Flemming 
combination, 

— . theories of heredity and of the origin of species consia- 

- SWINGLE to the phenomena of hybridization: MR. WALTER fe 

the speake partment of Agriculture.— Owing to limited time 

bearing of nega only the first portion of his theme, viz., the 

It was ics \ oi of hybridization on some theories of heredity. 

Mosomes out that Weismann’s theory of reduction of chro- 

ences a, giving a plausible explanation of the differ- 

_ Morphic) w between the first (uniform) and second (poly- 

With the “Saami of most hybrids, is not only in disaccord 

®>served phenomena of spore and pollen formation in 
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higher plants, but fails to account for the extreme polymorphism 

often observed in the first generation of hybrids between race 

of cultivated plants, or between closely related species, as for 

example some racial hybrids of maize and some specific hybrids 

of Lychnis and Digitalis. Mr. Swingle considered it necessay 

female nuclei. The male and female chromosomes probably 

persist side by side unchanged in number, and possibly unchanged 

in quality during the whole of the ontogeny of the hybrid, redue 

tion not occurring until the close of the first generation. It 

therefore necessary to assume, in order to explain the observet 

by the material bearers of heredity is, at least in some cas® 

function of their relative positions ; and further that in mos} 

cases the relative positions of these bearers of heredity, as deter 
mined at the moment of fusion of the male and female nuc® 

persist unchanged throughout ontogeny of the offspring. Som 
phenomena, such as reversions to the one or the other par 
form by a larger or smaller portion of the hybrid, would : 

explained by assuming some change in the disposition of y 

hereditary substance, whereby they assumed a new position 

partial or complete stability. The suggestion was made . 

possibly the difference between uniform and polymorphic hy ei 
of the first generation is due to a more complete interminglit 

of the hereditary particles in case of polymorphic hybrids (* 

spring of closely related organisms), whereby many di ee 
combinations would be possible, and in case of uniform hyPt 

(mostly cffspring of distinct species or very different as 

the same Species), to greater or less aversion to comminglté 
between the two more diverse sorts of particles, whereby ae 
would remain in two separate groups and affect ontogeny 
formly and equally. os 

Xenia, or the communication of paternal characters to pat 

of the mother plant in the immediate neighborhood of the ¢ 

x & 
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oping embryo, was held to be well established in case of some 

races of maize by the work of Dudley, Savi, de Vilmorin, Hilde- 

brand, Kérnicke, Sturtevant, Burrill, Kellerman and Swingle, 

McCluer, Tracy, Hays, and others, and in case of some races of 

peas, by the work of Wiegmann, Gartner, Berkeley, Laxton, and 

Darwin. The converse phenomena of the mother plant influenc- 

ing the characters of the developing embryo are occasionally 

reported, for instance in hybrids of Digitalis by Gartner, and in 

hybrids of Nymphzea by Caspary. 

These phenomena are inexplicable by most of the current 

theories of heredity and perhaps in consequence have been neg- 

lected. They necessitated the assumption that hereditary influ- 

ences can be transported from cell to cell for some distance. 
The suggestion was made that this transport may occur either 

along the intercellular filaments which pass through the walls, 

or by means of diffusible substances capable of acting on the 
hereditary particles of distant cells. Townsend’s proof of the 
conduction of the stimulus which results in wall formation, over 

long slender threads of protoplasm in plasmolyzed cells, may be 

considered as hinting at the possibility of the former explana- 

tion, while Beyerinck’s claim, that the developing larvae of some 

gall insects secrete substances which diffuse into and control the 

redone of neighboring meristematic or partially developed 

RSF of the host plant; furnishes some ground for the 

T hypothesis. 

1. The variable effects of hydrocyanic acid gas on plants and 

Plants y - ALBERT F. Woops, Department of Agriculture. — 

sabe cia ‘able families and in different stages of growth were 

found to be aie ne of hydrocyanic acid gas, and were 

kind of i ‘ected by it in different degrees, according to the 

opment. Ana age, and other conditions of growth and devel- 

Within the i eanly tasects, were also found to vary, even 

resistant of me family, in like manner. Mites were the most 

several h any of the organisms studied, often recovering after 

ours of complete paralysis and apparent death. 
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12. Effect of alternating dryness and moisture on the germination 

ones now in progress, but they show clearly that for some sects 

germination is quickened by thorough drying after a long periol 7 

of dampness. In most cases, after a small percentage of germ 

nation for the first one hundred days or more, drying for two 

weeks, followed by wetting, resulted in a germination of from) 

I5 to 54 per cent. ina few days. In the check pots, meanwhilé, 
the seeds either did not germinate, or only a small percentage 

did so. 7 

13. Experiments on the morphology of Arisema triphyllum: Vi © 

FESSOR Geo, F. Arxinson, Cornell University—Female, mat 

and neuter plants, the history of which was known by growing 
them in pots for one season, were potted, some in rich soil an 

others in poor soil, the object being to change them from male 
to female, etc., by varying amounts of nutriment. Male plats 
in rich soil were in one year changed to female, and large new 
plants in rich soil were changed to female. : 

but not from the nucellus, and probably arise from endos ‘ 
cells, which if true is a mode hitherto unknown, The liter 
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15. Contributions to the morphology and biology of the Cactacea. 

Port I—The comparative morphology of the embryos and seed- 

lings: Dr. W. F. Ganone, Smith College.— This paper is a con- 

tinuation of the author’s earlier studies upon this family. It 

describes and figures germinated embryos of most of the genera 

and many important species, discusses the germination and 

growth of the embryos, their form- size- and color-factors, and 

the features they show of importance for the determination of 

the phylogeny of the genera, the development of the seedlings, 

and the unfolding of the peculiar morphological features of the 

adult plants. 

16. The morphological significance of the lodicules of grasses: 

De. W. W. RowLeE, Cornell University — A study of the flowers 

of the bamboos leads to the conclusion that the lodicules of 

grasses represent a reduced perianth. The three lodicules in 

the flower of Arundinaria alternate on the axis with the stamens, 

and may therefore be considered the inner whorl or petals. The 

ea are directly opposite the midribs of the carpels and 
indicate that the inner whorl of stamens, present in some bam- 

int ni ened in Arundinaria. Hackel, as is well known, 

€rpreted the lodicules as distichous bracts. 

en oo on the American squaw-root ( Conophols Ameri- 

Sie secs r.) : Dr. Lucy L.W.Witsow, Philadelphia
.— An exhaus- 

Made of the vegetative and reproductive parts had been 

host es account of the former only was read. The invariable 

site, and alae oak. The extreme degradation of the para- 

caused the e intimate relation between it and the oak roots 

Phoree and ipa id compare 
it with members of the Balano- 

the Scrophul e esiacez, rather than with parasitic members of 

attack es ariacee: The seedling parasite seemed early to 

years, until : <5 sates and steadily grew for ten to twelve 

‘his mass i gba mass six inches across might be formed. 

chyma A. chiefly characterized by the abundan
ce of wanind: 

8, developed by the oak host through the irritant 
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action of the invading parasite. The presence of stomata on th 

stem and their absence on the scale leaves was pointed out, 

while the double circle of bundles traversing the flowering stem 

was peculiar in that the xylem of these faced each other. 

18. Water storage and conduction in Senecio praecox from Mens; 

Dr. Joun W. HarSHBERGER, University of Pennsylvania.—Senéti 

praecoz (Cav.) DC. is a composite plant inhabiting the vole 

canic beds of the valley of Mexico. It hasa cylindrical, succt: 

lent, woody stem rising three or four feet from the ground, with 

clustered deeply lobed leaves at the top. The plant storest 

an abundant supply of water in the pith, which is gradually used 

up during the dry season in Mexico, which lasts from October 

to June. The flowers develop in April at the expense of the 

reserve supply of water. Loss of water during the dry seasol 

is prevented by the fall of the leaves, and by protective cork 

and balsam, the latter secreted in the exocortex and endocortes: 

The water, stored in turgid disks of pith, is gradually conducteé 

by the woody cells and tracheids which penetrate into the 

medulla by wedge shaped ingrowths, representing the prima 

bundles, to the growing point where it is used. That this is th 

case is shown by the dry parchment-like pith membranes whi : 

were left in a piece of a stem which had remained in the dy 

state for over sixteen months. Conduction of water i ths 

stem was accomplished without assistance of root pressure; 

without any appreciable influence on the part of the small aa 

leaves in drawing up the liquid by aid of the transpiratit 

current. 

©) 19. Notes on the embryology of Potamogeton: MR. K. M.W 

GAND, Cornell University.— Potamogeton pauciflorus Was _ 
with reference to the origin and development of the emp 

sac, fertilization, and development of the embryo. The emo)" 

sac was found to arise in the usual manner for noe 
ledons, viz., from the subepidermal cell after the cutting 

of a tapetal cell. The egg apparatus and antipodals 
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however, somewhat abnormal. Although the normal num- 

ber of cells in each was present, they were formed irregu- 

larly. The polar nucleus and first and second synergids seem to 

have been cut off successively from the mother nucleus of the 

egg. Thesynergids disappear almost immediately. A similar 

irregularity was found in the antipodals ; but the most interest- 

ing feature, perhaps, was the fact that the definitive nucleus 

cuts off a very large basal nucleus, as in Sagittaria, before endo- 

sperm formation proceeds in the upper part of the sac. 

20. Recent experiments and observations on fruit production in 

Amphicarpea: DR. ApELINE ScuIveLy, Philadelphia Normal 

School—This paper detailed the author’s recent studies on the 

hog peanut (Amphicarpea monoica). Her published observa- 

iio showed that minute aerial cleistogamous flowers, when 

buried, produced one-seeded ‘‘nuts”’ with soft fruits and seed 

Coats, instead of the two to three-seeded pods with indurated 

walls. She now showed that when purple flowers were buried 

in the bud state, while still attached to the plant or at any period 

up to the time of fertilization, perfect underground “nuts” 

matured, instead of three to four-seeded indurated pods. Various 

conclusions were drawn as to the powerful action of environ- 

mental agents in determining the size, shape, and consistence of 

the seed, the induration of its coats, and the number of seeds 

that might be produced. : 

esta a formation of cork tissue in roots of the Rosacee » Dr. 

hicece. UNTING, Philadelphia High School.—Starting from 

aa on Geum oan and G. rivale, made by Professor 

ei eee 1890, when intercellular spaces were shown to 

typical for 8 cork cells, Dr. Bunting proved this condition to be 

ee is herbaceous and shrubby species examined, but to 

‘nt in roots of arborescent species. She described the 
alternat; 

one ale of a flattened
, usually pigmented layer of cells, with 

flat ar layers of rounded cells in each annual ring, the 
t : 
“ned layer being the last produced each season. Protoplasm, 

bi 
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nuclei, and starch grains existed in cork zones four to five layen 

removed outside the phellogen. 

22. The structure and developmant of internal phloem in Gi 

semium sempervirens: Miss CAROLINE THompson, University o 

Pennsylvania.—The author showed that the internal phloem 

originated as four longitudinal tracts in the primary meristem, 

and steadily increased until by the eighth or tenth year it had 

entirely pressed together and destroyed the pith. During th 

first year nourishment of the pith ceased, owing to the differ 

tiation of two layers of cells, which were referred to as the 

‘phloem sheath.” 

A remarkable distribution of the internal phloem was sho 

to exist in the petiole, at the base of which a bicollateral bundle 

arrangement existed, but this quickly changed to the ordinat) 

collateral relation by the passage of the upper (internal) phloca 

through the xylem of the petiole. Each bundle in passing 0% 

into the petiole subdivided into three parts, two of whit 
remained in the stem and soon came together again, while the 

third passed out and behaved as above described. 

From the second year onward, the internal phloem patches 

of the stem show areas of crushed and obliterated tissue, whet 

the previously formed phloem had been pushed inwards by f 

younger elements. In older stems eight large phloem pat 
formed by division of the original four, entirely filled up the 

area. 
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TES: THE TREE OPUNTIAS OF THE UNITED STA 

oe i the THREE species and two varieties of the cy page wage and United States may very properly be termed as jay wae varieties here designated are O. fulgida Engelm., ay (Engelm), oo (Schott) Coult., O. versicolor Engelm., O. spinosio 
O. spinosior neomexicana, var. nov.? 

t and a fulgida is a well-marked species with eget Repee es 
well defined. There is little danger of mistaking thi fa Sulgida others when it is once known. The specific sivinien ‘his species ar substantially as given by Dr. Engelmann.°? Alt st Bic cues has been found as far north as southern Nevada,‘within t < outh of the United States it is confined almost entirely es pevie” reaches the Colorado plateau.’ It isa plant of the plains and ral pede 
its greatest development on the mesas about Tucson, at a o spinosior (Engelm.) (O. Whipple’ spinosior Engelm. Syn. Cact. 307- 

) ] h h k i ar k bro wn 

i rested, ele- {2° in diameter, the short, broad, prominent tubercles slightly c , 
Vated 3 to 6™™ ang from 8 to : ica ies 
a few short light-brown bristles at upper margin: spines § to I saa cies leas 
‘© $0 on older joints, 5 to 1 5™™ long, the interior ones occasio 
sheathed, reddi rple, 5 to ish-brown, the sheaths white and glistening: the flower purp 

: t 25 spherical, 3.5 long and 2.5™ in diameter, ison: eg d, 
» fleshy, with acid flavor, yellow: seeds regular, smooth, 4 

issure, 

looser sheathed : as the species : tubercles longer : spines more numerous and loo flowe 

frequently tinted with red. > Cactaces: Mex. Bound. 
‘Contributions from U.S. National Herbarium 37448. 5 

€n and Forest g: 324 1898] 
T19 
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from 2000 to 3000 feet. Here an occasional specimen is found wi 
trunk twelve inches in diameter three feet above the ground, and ber 
ing a well formed top with wide spreading branches. 

The bark of the trunk and larger limbs is thick, rough, att 

entirely destitute of spines, the spines falling away with the out 
layers when the branches are about four inches in diameter. Itvaie 

in color from almost black to yellowish brown, depending upon ® 

thickness and age. The terminal joints are very succulent and alms 

devoid of woody tissue. They are easily detached and usually develj 
roots after falling to the ground, establishing themselves as indepttt 

ent plants.° The tubercles on a joint of the first season’s growth be , 

from five to fifteen loose-sheathed spines, but in common with may 
other species of cylindrical opuntias, several spines develop at th 
upper margin of each pulvinus during the season’s growth, s0 that 
tubercle on a stem several years old may bear as many as forty ore® 
sixty well developed spines. . : 

In Dr. Engelmann’s description and in the account of this pity 

as given by most writers the flowers are said to be purple. They a 

however, purple only when dried or withered. In fresh condition tf 

are bright pink. The plant of Lower California referred to this spect 

is said by Mrs. Brandegee to have yellow flowers.’ When fully oF 
the short petals are strongly reflexed. In Arizona this plant does 

bloom until July, and from this time flowers may be found until 

in September. The early flowers develop from the tubercles at 

ends of the joints of the previous year’s growth, while the later 

fruit. Ifa fruit not fully ripe be placed on moist sand, roots Will 
from the 

ee forming an independent plant without the growth ae 
within. Fruits attached directly to the stems are usually !atg"” 

° Vegetal dissemination in Opuntia, Bor. Gaz. 20: 356- 
” Notes on Cacteze, Erythea 5 : 122 . 
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contain perfect seeds, while the secondary ones are generally sterile; 
however, an entire cluster may sometimes be found with perfect seeds. 

Cattle feed upon the succulent spineless fruits, but in doing so the 
burr like terminal joints frequently become detached and adhere to 
their heads, the innumerable barbed spines piercing the flesh and 
causing injurious wounds if not removed. Many small bristles cover 
the pulvini of the fruit at maturity and accumulating in the stomachs 
of the cattle feeding upon them produce large phyto-bezoars. In color 
the fruit at maturity is pale green, a little lighter shade than the epi- 
dermis of the stem or immature fruit. 

The plant illustrated in Garden and Forest 8: 325 was removed 

some eighteen months ago from the mesa to the cactus garden of the 
University. Although the plant is one of the largest specimens in 
this vicinity and at least one hundred years old, it did not seem to suf- 
fer from transplanting. In this specimen the entire root system, with 

the exception of a few long surface roots, was a mass of short fibers 
springing directly from the trunk a few inches below the surface of the 
soil, none reaching to a greater depth than two and one-half feet. 

What has been said of O. fulgida applies almost equally as well to 
0. fulgida mammillata. The differences seem to be in that the variety 
has thicker, shorter joints; fewer, shorter spines; more prominent, 
shorter tubercles; and is a plant of the foothills instead of the open 
mesa. The description as given by Dr. Coulter? gives the variety as 
more tree-like than the species. In my observations the reverse is 

Seat haga the spines on the terminal joints are usually four to 

and ‘sed ag may have twenty or thirty to the tubercle. The flowers 
are practically identical. 

the hon weg Engelm. is the most abundant cylindrical opuntia on 

ines bic oe oe iis mountains of southern Arizona. It is a small 

and bearin 308 eight inches in diameter in well developed specimens, | 
tes hie a Many irregular branches with terminal Beare: sometimes 

€ngth. It has smooth, light-brown bark, without spines 
er limbs. The epidermis of the younger branches 

Steen to purple. The terminal joints are intermediate in 

Spinostor and O. tetracantha, while rather promi- 

ermediate in length between O. arborescensand 0. 

a — and Forest g: 324. 
butions from the U. S. National Herbarium 3 : 449. 
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The short, brownish spines have inconspicuous sheaths and ya 
in number from four to fourteen on young joints, while on olderstem 
there may be as many as twenty-five to a single tubercle. The floves 
appear in May, expanding to nearly an inch and a half in diameter 
the comparatively narrow petals varying in color from greenish-red! 
greenish-yellow. 

The fruit ripens from December to February, usually withering al 
drying on the tree. Sometimes it does not dry but remains fleshy, 
adhering to the branches until late the next summer or in soit 
instances for longer than two years. At maturity it frequently split 
open, showing the many angular seeds within. It 1s not ‘unusual fo 
fruits that remain to become proliferous the second season. It varie 
remarkably in size and shape, but is usually pear-shaped and from 0 
to two inches in length. A form of this plant growing on the foot 

hills of the Santa Catalina mountains bears fruit less than three-foutll 

usually growing from them are one to three reflexed, persistent spin 

Considerable confusion exists regarding the geographical ‘i 
tion and specific characters which separate O. Whipplet Engel 

arborescens Engelm., and O. spinosior (Engelm.), the latter a = 
mediate species heretofore considered as a variety of O. Whipp! 

Whipplet is a species of the Colorado plateau,” growing at an el 

of from 5000 to 7000 feet. As I understand this species 1 have 

found it growing south of this plateau. In Dr. Engelmanns * 

of this plant,” under the brief description of the variety we aré™ 
for illustration to pl. 17, figs. 1-4. Turning to this plate the 7 

indicated are marked 0. Whipplet. The illustration is a0 exce™ 
representation of the plant of the Colorado plateau and se 

yeaa y represents the species instead of the variety. In the. 
yen of the species we are referred to pl. 17, figs. 56 and pl. 17 Bt 

J ¥eniog to these plates we find the figures marked QO. 47%" 
bei again there is confusion, but by comparing the plant of $0 
Arizona with these illustrations I conclude that they were mab” 

*°Garden and Forest g: 2. 11 Pacific R. Re Report 435" 
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material collected here and really represent what has been known as 

O. Whipplet spinosior Engelm. 
O. Whipplei is a low, spreading bush, never arborescent and rarely 

more than two or three feet in height. The joints are usually some- 
what clavate,.and the spines are covered with white, glistening, loose 
sheaths, which gives the plant a characteristic appearance and readily 
separates it from related species. The flowers are not red as stated by 
Dr. Engelmann and followed by Dr. Coulter in his preliminary revis- ; 

ion, but a yellowish-green, and when fully expanded barely an inch in 
diameter. From the original account of the species and variety I infer 
the description of the flower was drawn from material collected by A. 

Schott south of the Gila river, and represents the plant designated as 
the variety spinosior, which has much larger purple flowers. The fruit 
of O. Whipplet is hemispherical and less than an inch in diameter. It 

a during the winter months and usually shrivels and dries on the 
plant, 

O. spinosior is not only specifically distinct from O. Whipplet, but 

fas a well marked variety in southern Arizona, viz., O. spinosior 

Senn. This southern species and variety are low growing trees 

re spreading tops. By most writers the species has been confused 

Ms O. arborescens. In my account of OQ. arborescens” the plant 

ilustrated is really O. spinosior, while the form with smaller flowers 
having fewer and narrower petals varying in color from red to yellow 
is the above variety. 

0. oo and fruit of O. spinosior are practically the same as in 

bigh sis ee the two species are readily separated by the long, 

bie ce rh of O. arborescens when compared with the short 

much small mullate ones of the former species. ‘The latter species is a 

al’er and more eastern plant, never approaching a tree in size, 

Ban ‘i _ United States. I have measured specimens of 

- alittle over i oreuy of Tucson with trunk two feet from the ground 

On the a inches in diameter. The plant grows with O. fulgida 

taken by O oT reaching the foothills, where i eee . 

ate covere Bis aks iH The eae and larger limbs ee a si 4 

The flowers a SNES renee, dark-brown bark in e ongate ges. 

the following ¥; arin April ae May, and the fleshy fruit ripens during 

T Magenta aed and spring. The large, conspicuous, deep-purple 

. ers, like all other species of this section known to me, 
Garden and Forest 9:2. 
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have sensitive stamens, which, when disturbed close tightly around th 
style a few lines below the stigma. 

An average fruit has from twenty to thirty tubercles, at first armel 

with a number of slender spines, which are deciduous in November ail | 

December, when the fruit begins to turn yellow. 
The tubercles of the immature fruit are very prominent, but ait 

fruit ripens it increases considerably in size, becoming moré succulétt 

and as a result the tubercles become much less conspicuous, sometillt | 

entirely disappearing, leaving the fruit smooth save for the small brisle 

covered pulvini. The oval fruit when ripe is frequently two inché F 

long, and one and one-half inches in diameter, well filled with smo 

seeds similar to those in O. ardorescens. As with O. versicolor the “ 
occasionally remains green for the second year and becomes prolife: 
ous. It is clustered at the extremity of the stems of the previous yea : 

growth, and when ripe the verticillate branches are pendulous from ® 
weight. 

ee 
The variety grows with the species, and its general form and hilt 

of growth is somewhat similar.—J. W. Toumey, University of Aria | 

WINTER CHARACTERS OF CERTAIN SPORANGIAY : 
: (WITH PLATE XI) 

ot 
THE gross characters of winter buds have been studied for@ 

winter sets in, pass the cold season in a quiescent state, and 
development in the spring. Itis hoped that the description of 
what miscellaneous collection of sporangia will not only shows 
condition many buds pass the winter, but will incidentally 7 
students to make their series complete without waiting until © a 
year to fill in the gaps. The study of these dormant § 

also throw some light upon the significance of the resting S* 
nuclei and cells. All the material upon which the following © 

* Contributions from the Hull Botanical Laboratory. VIII. 
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tions are based, excepting Marsilea, was collected in the vicinity of 
Chicago. 

OsMUNDA CINNAMOMEA L. — Rhizomes with strong buds were dug up 
November 11, 1897, the woolly covering was removed, and small parts 
of fertile branches were killed in chrom-acetic acid. The entire 
absence of mitotic figures showed that cell division had ceased. The 

average condition of the sporangia is shown in fg. 7. The sporo- 
genous tissue has reached the spore mother cell stage, but the 
cells are still sharply angular, not yet showing any tendency to 
assume the spherical form which precedes division into tetrads. The 
cytoplasm is dense and not at all vacuolated. None of the nuclei show 
synapsis, but the chromatin is evenly distributed. There are usually 
‘wo or three nucleoli. Some of the nucleoli are cyanophilous and 

others erythrophilous, even in the same nucleus, but on the whole one 
kind or the other predominates in any given sporangium. In both 
kinds there is considerable variation in the intensity of the stain, an 
indication that the nucleoli are undergoing changes. The tapetal cells, 
while rather poor in contents, are not breaking down like the cells 

between the tapetum and the epidermis. 
PS QUADRIFOLIA _L.—JIn the mature sporocarps collected 

€r To, after the leaves had rotted, both microspores and macro- 
mri had nearly reached their full size, but were still uninucleate, ger 

ation under natural conditions not beginning until the next spring. 

oo Apus Spring.—The development is carried further 
arsilea, the prothallium attaining considerable size before the 

Macrospore js shed. 

— 2 aes Poir.—Several stages were studied. Microsporangia 
ih had gs aa January, and the following April are represented 

This vies 4 tespcetively. All are in the spore mother - stage. 

ate i : “ae by the fact that in a section of a sporangium the 

“tettads’ fn oa wthin the tapetum corresponds with the number of 

tapetum is pe € April sporangia. Guignard’s rule that when the 

mother cel] riieng the sporogenous tissue has reached the spore 

§© Is sustained by all the microsporangia which I have 
€Xamin 

iia In October specimens ( fg. 2) the spore mother cells have 

sey nucleoli which are quite uniformly cyanophilous. In the 

aterial ( fig. 3) the nucleoli are very inconspicuous, but 
as the nuclei. resume their growth in the spring ( fig. 4)- 
re shows three nuclei in synapsis, while the other nuclei have 

Teappear 
his figu 
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the large size and prominent chromatin network which marks approwt 
ing division. The tapetum, now much compressed by the growingspr 
mother cells, is more sharply marked than in the January preparation 
Collections of May 4 had the macrospore developed almost to tt 
formation of archegonia. 

Pinus Banks1ana Lambert.— About a dozen macrosporangia, 0 

lected May 14, showed the macrospore mother cell, but materid 

collected in a neighboring locality two weeks earlier showed an eile 
sperm of several cells. Mitotic figures are very frequent in all 

these spring collections, so that it is very possible that the mactoy 

rangia also pass the winter in the spore mother cell stage. 
Cupressus Lawson1aANa Murray.— October microsporangia shore 

pretty uniformly the condition represented in jig. 5. The nucle | 

the spore mother cells usually have a single prominent nucleolus whe 

reached the spore mother cell stage in October (fig. 6), but th 
were still rather small in comparison with the size of the cell. . 

tapetum is sharply differentiated, and its cells show no tendeng}! 

plasmolyze like the other cells of the sporangium wall. The mae 

sporangia were not studied. 

TRILLIUM. — Miss Arma Smith? found microsporangia of : 

lium in the spore mother cell stage in buds taken from beneath ® 
frozen soil on April 5. In one case the mother cells were A 

going division. This suggests that cell division, which I feel s 

does not take place under our usual winter conditions, may be eee 
while the temperature is still near the freezing point. a 

studying the earlier stages of the embryo sac. Some of mj 
collected September 27 was young enough for the stu 

development, while the largest buds showed microsporangi® 
pollen mother cell stage. Another collection taken th 

while the ground was still frozen had pollen fully formed 38 
*Abortive flower buds of Trillium. Bot. GAz. 22: 402. 1896. 
Contributions to the embryology of the Ranunculace®. 

95. 

Bot. G 
298. 18 : 
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sacs ready for fertilization. It hardly seems probable that a macro- 
sporangium would pass the winter in this stage. : 

SaLix.—Two years ago I studied a very complete series of micro- 
sporangia and macrosporangia in Salix‘ ‘This series, containing 
sporangia collected in nearly every month of the year, showed that the 
microsporangia pass the winter in the spore mother cell stage. The 
midwinter pistillate flowers showed considerable variation; in some 

even the rudiment of the nucellus could not be distinguished, while in 

others the archesporium may have been present. Undoubted macro- 
spore mother cells were not found until growth had been resumed in 
the spring. 

PopuLus.—This genus shows practically the same conditions. 
Staminate flowers of P. montilifera Ait. collected in July showed the 
primary sporogenous cell. In October the sporangia had reached the 
spore mother cell stage, and could hardly be distinguished from the 
midwinter condition represented in fg. 7. No undoubted macrospore 
mother cells were found until growth had been resumed in the spring. 

Corvus AMERICANA Walt.— Midwinter catkins showed the pollen 

grains apparently ready to be shed. The division into the tube 
nucleus and generative nucleus had already taken place (jg. 8). 

ALNus GLUTINOSA Willd.—This species showed about the same 
conditions as the last. The winter microsporangia appear so nearly 
like those collected just before the shedding of pollen in the spring 
that one figure might represent them both (fg. 9). 

These examples are sufficient to show that sporangia of various 
Plants pass the winter in very different stages of development, and it 

seems probable that all plants of a given species in a given locality 
Pass the winter in about the same stage of development. 
noo mother cell seems to be a very usual halting place in the 

chek i of sporangia, but whether this is pecaUSe the spore 

uses, Is better able to withstand unfavorable congrt ope, or for 
here rife it is at present impossible to decide. It has been 
of dint, eee that the spore mother cell, in which the reduction 

de nae «ee takes place, requires a longer resting period than = 

Where the pescede or follow it. This may be seen even in annua : 
ih thoes . > ang period is comparatively short, and is easily observe 

ae Pabchate and perennials which pass through all Btagre from 

eth dealer to seed in a single season. It is certain, however, 
lutions to the life history of Salix. Bot. GAz. 23: 147-178. 1897. 
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that so long a period is not needed, since many plants which he 
reached the spore mother cell stage in the autumn resume ther 
development when brought into the laboratory early in the winte 
Again, my observations hardly allow the supposition that the sporang: 
merely continue their development until checked by cold weathit. 
Of course every botanist has noticed dandelions blossoming in Decta- 
ber and January, and fruit trees bearing a second set of flowers in 
autuinn. The change in the habits of north temperate plants wht 
taken to a warmer climate is also well known, but they doubtlesssil 
have their resting periods. I should be inclined to think that th | 
stage at which a sporangium rests for the winter is determined largeh 
by its power to withstand unfavorable conditions. It has been noticl 
that the later the material is collected the more promptly it result 
its development. This suggests that the resting period is not one t 
absolute inactivity— CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN, Zhe University of Chicas 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XI. s 
All figures are drawn with a Bausch and Lomb camera lucida, ¢ 

ocular no. 2 and Zeiss apochromatic 2™", homogeneous immersion obj 
The figures have been reduced by photography to one-half the size of 
original drawings. 

1G. I. Sporangium of Osmunda cinnamomea L. collected Novem 
1897. . 

FIG. 2. Microsporangium of Pinus Laricio Poir. collected 0 

Fic. 3. The same, collected January 3, 1898. 
Fic, 4. The same, collected April 4, 1896. 4 Fig, 5, Microsporangium of C upressus Lawsoniana Murr., coll cted 

ber 1, 1897. 

IG. 6. Microsporangium of Zaxus baccata, Canadense Willd. co 
October 1, 1897. 

he 7: Microsporangium of Populus monilifera Ait. collected | 
25; 1896. ’ a 

\ Fie. 8. Micros 
7s 1897, 

; Fig, 9, Microsporangium of 4/nus glutinosa Willd. collected Apt 
1097. 

porangia of Corylus Americana Walt. collected Dé 
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EDLEORIALS. 

As THE NUMBER of botanists in this country increases it is inevitable 
that they will cross each other’s paths more and more. Up to the 

present each worker, except in taxonomy, has been more 

Ae: ; or less independent, and what he has had to say regard- 
of rR OTB ing any given subject has been accepted by his fellows, 

for the time at least, as substantially correct. In taxon- 
omy, however, the number of workers has been greater; their views 
have conflicted, as from the very nature of the subject, they must ; and 
from the criticisms of each other’s work a considerable amount of cold- 
hess Or even aversion has been engendered. In Germany one sees 
this condition in its extreme development; scientific men refusing to 

speak to those who antagonize their views on controverted points, or 
‘ven absenting themselves from societies whose meetings are attended 
by the obnoxious opponent. : 

No ONE CaN believe that American botanists wish such a state of 
affairs to exist here. That being so, it will be well for each to exercise 
“aution in the matter of unfavorable criticism which he may be called 
"pon to make upon the work of his associates. It seems clear that not 
only the right but often the duty to pass such criticism must be main- 

tained. It becomes a question therefore of the manner and the stand- 
Point of criticism, As to manner, it is to be assumed that this will 
hot pass the bounds of courtesy in the future, as it has rarely done in 
the past. Past Sins in this respect have been chiefly in the standpoint 
Of the critic. 

ila tae this to be? The prime consideration in the CHECIE 

roved : i assumption that the investigator whose work is disap- 

te ne neither an ignoramus nor an imbecile. Of course either of 

A Sas a be proven, but the evidence must be very decisive if 

Who atte — believe. Is such an assumption ever possible ? see 

oppecnas ed the Toronto meeting of the British Association had the 

1898} iy hearing one distinguished mycologist make a charge 
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against another which could scarcely proceed from any othera 
tion, so childish was the blunder imputed to him. At the meeting 
the American Association also a paper was read by a young mani 

had studied the carnation disease for one year charging two bot 
who had studied this disease for nearly seven years with most 
gious error regarding its cause. Other more remote example: 

occur to those who are familiar with botanical history. It maybe 
Magnus was right and Eriksson was wrong ; that Woods was ri 
Arthur and Bolley wrong; we cannot judge; but we wonderatt 
attitude of mind which assumes so great possibilities of aberraion® 
the part of another, and so few on one’s own. Is it not th 

criticism, which, couched in irreproachable language, proclaims! 
‘See what a silly blunder this man has made, and how easily I 
it,” the sort that rankles and leads to estrangement? And 

done its evil work in one direction, is it not quite likely to retur 

a boomerang and smite its author, if, perchance, renewed inve 

shows him mistaken ? 

IF WE aRE to avoid quarrels which quickly run through 
stone’s seven causes, we do well to take heed that our attitude 

not imply the quip quarrelsome while our words contain 0 
retort courteous. 



CURRENT LITERATURE. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

Pennsylvania forestry." 

In these two volumes Dr. Rothrock, the efficient forestry commissioner of 

Pennsylvania, has embodied what may be considered almost a model method 

popular education on a little known subject. Notwithstanding the 

immense amount of money realized from lumbering in Pennsylvania, and 

despite the fact that the visible supply of raw material is but a moiety of 

what was considered an inexhaustible forest less than fifty years ago, the 

popular apathy regarding forest resources is almost as great in Pennsylvania 
as in the northwestern states. And yet it must be said that, while other 

states preceded her in formulating forestry legislation, Pennsylvania has 

approached the subject in a more business-like way, and is already in the 

font rank in the protection of forest interests. 

The report of 1895 embodies the work of a forestry commission appointed 

by act of legislature approved May 25, 1893. This commission consisted of 

a botanist (Dr. J. T. Rothrock) and an engineer (Mr. William F. Shunk), 

the latter confining his work to the watersheds of the state, and the influence 

of forests on stream-flow. Dr, Rothrock is responsible for much the greater 

part of the volume, and it would be difficult to have planned a report better 

calculated to stimulate popular interest in a failing resource, and to arouse 

ae opinion to the necessity of strong legislative measures for its protec- 

in ‘ nite “fy regretted that a book so admirable in its plan should be faulty 

'stics, but this may be pardoned in view of the brief time at the dis- 

ti ular onmmission. It appears that 36.29 per cent of the state area is 

embra r, but no indication is given of the value of this woodland, which 

hove ces both productive forest and what is practically waste land. Forest 

is Pte ee relation of forest to water supply are discussed, and an estimate 

of the re y nnnes of forest area and conditions. Much the greater part 

cial fore ip Is devoted to notes of a non-technical character on the commer- 

st species of the state. 

aie are especially noteworthy, and with their graphic titles 

extrava mselves the story of the evil effects of forest fires and the wasteful 

8ance of present methods of logging. It should be remembered that 

t 

Ponaies — of the Division of Forestry, Department of Agriculture, State of 

1898] 4, tor 1895, and for 1896. Harrisburg. 
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Dr. Rothrock has not attempted a technical discussion of the forestry problem; 
his evident aim is to educate the people to an appreciation of the importance 
and value of the forests, a purpose the report is well calculated to serve. 

The second volume is a modest pamphlet of fifty-five pages, but to th 
teacher of forest botany, and the student of legislation for forest protect 
it is the more notable utterance of the two. In addition to a preliminary 
report as forestry commissioner, there is a popular essay on the relation # 
forests to the farmer and an excellent article on the removal of the feriit 

resembles that of the hickory nut, is described and figured, as is also a weil 
(Echium vulgare) new to the state. “i 

In his report Dr. Rothrock discusses a practical method of securing reli 
ble data of the various classes of timber land in the state — information 

heretofore available—taxes on forest land, forest reservations, forest fire 

legislation, and forests and floods. The report, though brief, is by far the 
best presentation of forestry needs that has yet appeared, and should have 

wide publicity — CHARLES A, KEFFER. | 
| 

The physiology of plants. 7 

a position in the literature of plant physiology, it is to be expected i — 
much more extended one will rightfully maintain the place its predecess 

The volume before us is devoted to the discussion of the moveme 
transformations of matter (Stoffwechse/) » the second, which is in pre a 
's to discuss the transformations of energy (Kraftwechsel). After a at is 
ductory chapters, the following are the main headings: Die Mechanl® 
Stoffaustausches ; die Mechanik des Gasaustausches ; die Wasset ae. 
in der Pflanze; die Nahrstoffe der Pflanze; Bau und Betriebsstoflw ‘al 

Athmung und Gahrung ; Stoffwanderung. Although so greatly exten’ | 
will be observed that the same general mode of treatment has been tee ie 
While details have been much altered, the fundamental outlines ron . same. : 

r i : -guthot What one feels most strongly in going through the book is that the 5 

ig FEFFER, W., Pilanzenphysiologie, ein Handbuch der Lehre vom 
und Kraftwechsel in der Pflanze. Zweite vollig umgearbeitete Auflage- 
Stoffwechsel, 8vo., pp. x + 620, figs. 70. Leipzig: Wilhelm Engel 
M 20. (Bound, M 23). 
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has touched almost every section through his own investigations or those of 

his students and assistants. This personal contact gives him opportunity for 

many suggestive hints as to the limitations of our knowledge that will doubt- 

less prove very stimulating and fertile of further investigations. Naturally 

one turns first to those topics which the author has himself illuminated, but 

does not find these greatly overbalancing others of like importance. Cer- 

tainly the most important literature has been well digested, and though, as 

the author himself fears, there may be oversights in spite of the best inten- 

tion, these are not striking nor will they be apparent except to the investi- 

gator of special problems. Abundant footnote references lead to the original 

sources, 

One of the most noticeable advances is the recognition of the necessity of 

a name for the formation of carbohydrates ; accordingly we find as a subhead 

Photosynthetische Assimilation contrasted with the rare Chemosynthetische 

Assimilation, Nothing can be said in approval of this phrase, which embod- 

tesall the old misusage, except that it seems to be a step toward the aban- 

donment of a misuse of the term assimilation. The section on the manu- 

ie of nitrogenous foods is also greatly improved and extended, now 

including a discussion of the fixation of free nitrogen by Leguminosae. 

Excellent and useful as the work is, it must be said that there are several 
things which detract seriously from its value. Perhaps they need to be speci- 

fed all the more since they were equally marked in the first edition and 

es to have been corrected in this. Though the book is not intended for 

Roan we cannot think that the presentation of the subject is a matter of 

stv ae Pfeffer's presentation is radically bad. In the first place, his 

English af oie and involved that it is repellent to the highest degree, and 

the come ents who read German with ease will be constantly irritated by 

wad Wiehe of uncouth and un-Germanic words and phrases. In the sec- 

by much Ks €re is a total lack of logical precision of statement, accompanied 

want of aga Bnd verbosity. These two faults are aggravated by the 

Fans without ; : pe eetaphing, with titles, so that in parts page after page 

When, after : — ” indicate where a given topic may be found. And 

Cuma a. it is found, the chances are that it is only partially dis- 

it ae € author recurs to it in another place. . 

ages agone VES necessary for scientific men to return to the practice of 

the SR ang in the rhetorician when writing is to be done? Certainly 

fact that the sang advantage of some of us moderns in recognizing the 

recent phi cae ed professional aid in presenting their ideas. Not a few 

the art of ex : — have been the better for thorough editing by an adept in 

and ees aia : With . masterly grasp of the subject, it inne oa te 

Physiologie a ei which won for Sach’s Vorlesungen iiber Pflansen- 

€xtraordinary oy Most unique place in botanical literature. _ Pfeffer shows 

tion, but lacks ete of the subject and remarkable fertility in sugges- 

y the art of logical and picturesque presentation. 
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Spite of these defects, which we hope will not prevent translation of ths 
edition (as they did of the first), physiology will be greatly advanced by ths 
valuable work. We shall await the second volume with even greater interes, 
hoping that it may be completely remodeled, for Kraftwechsel needs today 
radically different approach and treatment from that which it received ® 
1881.—C. R. B. 

MINOR NOTICES. 

THE DIVISION oF BoTany of the United States Department of Agne : ture has issued a bulletin describing the camphor tree, its uses, conditions# 
successful cultivation, a map showing the area of the United States wher 
it might be grown, together with some information as to the commercial 
look for camphor,—C B. 

PROFESSOR M. A. BRANNON, of the State University, has publishel® report on the grasses and forage plants of North Dakota. The field wot was begun under a commission from the Division of Agrostology of the _ Department of Agriculture. The report contains valuable notes conceyy distribution, nature of soil, etc.—J. M. C 

THE MOVEMENTS of plants was the subject of a lecture by Professor Dt MacDougal, of the University of Minnesota, before the Institute of Jama 
given in June last, while on a visit to the island in the interests of the 
posed tropical laboratory. It is printed in the Budletin of the Bot. Dept ment, Jamaica, for Oct.-Nov., and has been distributed separately. It 
4 general review of the subject, with illustrations drawn from the plants of the island.—J, C. A, 

“Letters on the diseases of plants,” a pamphlet of 54 

et accurate way, and the illustrations, to the number of one ht work — nt. The writer shows himself well in touch with the extensive™ this kind Carried on in the United States.—C. R. B. | ent of THE SEVENTH CONTRIBUTION from the, Botanical Departie a Agricultural College of lowa is devoted to a list of plants colleety” 
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District of Cienfuegos, Province of Santa Clara, Cuba, in 1895-6, by 

Robert Combs. The flora of Cuba in general is discussed, the statement 

being made that it is “interesting, not only for its great number of endemic 

types, but also for the striking characters of those types, their occurrence, 

distribution, and economic uses.” The flora very closely resembles that of 

Central and South America, and is said to differ more from that of adjacent 

Florida, than does the latter from the flora of Canada. The catalogue is a 

very full one, and is accompanied by ten well-prepared plates.—]. M. C. 

THE NEW Journal of Applied Microscopy, announced by the Bausch and 

Lomb Optical Company, has made its appearance. It is devoted to micro- 

scopical instruments and technique viewed from a practical standpoint. If 

the standard set by the first number is maintained the new journal will prove 

very useful to teachers of botany and zoology, and microscopists in general. 

Besides Many suggestions regarding the use of lenses and other apparatus, 

this number contains valuable directions for the study of the myxameebe 

and plasmodia of the Mycetozoa. Methods of more direct interest to zovlo- 

gists are also contained in this initial number.—C. J. C 

THE MOST RECENT Bulletin? from the Iowa State University contains an 

oe of the ferns collected by B. Shimek on the Nicaragua botanical 
expedition of the University in 1893. The report is exceedingly well done, 

ei _— care apparently having been taken in the determinations and in 

wera of all available data. The author has done well to append 

die ae a list of all species reported from Nicaragua not included in his 

total ii et remarkably good plates accompany the contribution. The 

sentin r of species and varieties reported from Nicaragua is 198, repre- 

Shiraek af opal of which 126 species and 32 genera were collected by Mr. 

and thirt = feport adds one new species, seven new to Central America, 

Mr. ee, new to Nicaragua. It seems that of the species collected by 

ado eighty-one are terrestrial, forty-one are epiphytic, and two have 
Pted both habits.—J. M. C. 

Bhs pata of the genera of Hepatice is progressing in the hands of 

general tre state Students with considerable rapidity. In addition to the 

Botany of c. of the whole group by Dr. Underwood in the Systematic 

Evita ac America, which may be expected shortly, Mr. Alex. Ww. 

Frullania, cy Siven us a full account of the North American species of 

Mania, Frulla ompanied by fifteen plates. With the exception of Junger- 
i nia is the richest in species of all our hepatic genera. Dr. Evans 

> Bull. from . 
‘Evans, 

@ genus of H 

39 fl 75. M 

ab. Nat. Hist. 4 : 95-224. 1897. 

Ne Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Sciences 10: I~ 

'Y 1897. 

ALEXANDER W.—A revision of the North American species of Frullania, | 
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recognizes twenty-two species, of which two are imperfectly known, Tk 
drawings, illustrating the species, made by the author, are admirable inthe 
clearness and fullness. The following changes from the names in Gms 
Manual are noted: #. Pennsylvanica has already been transferred to Jubult 
f, saxicola is referred to F. Virginica, and F. fragilifolia Aust. (not Tayi) 
F. Selwyniana Pearson; F. @olotis is F. riparia VJ ampe; and F, dilatatas 
described as /. Brittonie, n. sp. a 

Mr. Marshall A. Howe has lately examined the species of Porth’ 

belonging to North America. Schiffner in Englerand Prantl’s Pflanzenfamilia 

rejected the name Madotheca, which Dumortier adopted for this genus,al 
also considered Porella a nomen nudum of Linnzeus. But Howe, backeily 
the recent examination by Underwood of the Dillenian plant at Oxford, fo 
lows Lindberg and others in the use of Porella. He recognizes eight species 

The five of Gray’s Manual are pretty well changed. P. Sud/ivantit is refer@ 

to P. pinnata; P. Thuja to P. platyphylla, while P. dentata become! 
rivudaris (Nees) Trevis.—C. R. B. 

AFTER LONG interruption the Contributions fron the Botanical Labora 

of the University of Pennsylvania have been resumed by the publication & 

no. 3 of vol. I. It contains three papers: A chemico-physiological study 

Spirogyra nitida, by Mary E. Pennington, Ph.D.; On the structure and pt 
lination of the flowers of Eupatorium ageratoides and E£. covlestinum, 

Laura B. Cross, Ph.D.; and Contributions to the life-history of Amphica 

monotca, by Adeline F. Schively, Ph.D. The first of these papers '§ P : 
larly meritorious. Not only does it bring out some interesting pis 
which are connected with those already known, but it shows ingenuity 

devising and execution of the experiments. Particularly useful to 

workers will be the carefully described set of color screens, by _ 
which monochromatic light may be secured. They seem a decid : 
ment on other formule. Perhaps the most interesting conclusion - 
influence of monochromatic light on the growth of Spirogyra is due® 
to the effect of the particular light on diastase. 

The second paper is very brief. By her experiments 
to the conclusion that self-pollination in the two species of = a 

very rare indeed, and that even when it does occur the fruits a 

germinating Capacity. The visits of insects, however, insure 4° 

centage of good fruits. - 
The third paper is a very detailed account of the morph aa 

ology of Amphicarpaa; a useful catalogue of facts, but not com 
others by the author. One fact of interest is that this plant ee 
circumnutation movements, completing a circuit in 51 minutes ~~ : 

* Howe, MaRsHALL A.—The North American species of Porella. * 
the Torrey Botanical Club 24:512-527. N 1897. 
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RULES FOR STUDENTS, 

In A PAPER by C. Warnstorf, entitled “ Beitrage zur Kenntniss exotischer 
Sphagna,”* in the midst of a large number of new species from Brazil, 
Australasia, South Africa and Reunion, two new Sphagna subsecunda from 
the United States are described, and several new stations given for species 
already known. One of the new ones is S. Langloisi, from St. Martinsville 
Louisiana, and the other .S. xerophilum, from Alabama.—C. R. B 

Mr. CHARLEs H. PEck’s annual report for the year 1895, as state botanist 
of New York, was recently issued. Beside the bare list of additions to the 
herbarium and names of contributors, it contains observations upon fifty 
Species of plants not before reported for the state of New York, of which 

species of the fungi have new varieties described. The New York species of 

Pe genus Collybia, numbering thirty-four, are monographed, with revised 
descriptions, extended notes and carefully prepared keys, together with a 

; Key to the twenty extra-limital species. Ten species of edible fungi, and one 
unwholesome Species, are described and illustrated with colored quarto plates, 

ng 4 supplement to the notable issue of the previous year, The quarto 

form fits i badly with the octavo form previously adopted, but as the plates 

only are in quarto, they can be once folded when bound, and by this simple me Pi fans the whole series kept uniformly in octavo.—J. C. A. 
ITEMs OF TAXONOMIC INTEREST are as follows: John K. Small’ has described some tiem, Chi additional new species (Vicia, Samolus, Limonium, Eupato- 

Contest i: Silphium) from the South Atlantic states. Edward L. 
zranthera, ped some new Composite (Coleocanthus, Erigeron, Mach- 
hes Pe aillardia) from New Mexico and Arizona. Eugene P. Bicknell 

oe ata new species of Asarum? heretofore confounded with A. Cana- 
a revision © New species of Sanicula, Mrs. E. G. Britton ™ has published 

on of the North American species of Ophioglossum, recognizing eight 

f which are new. OQ. vulgatum of the southwest is O. Engel- 
» T. H. Kearney” has published a very interesting series of 

ern Tennessee, several of which are new (Cimicifuga, Stylo- 

» Xanthium),. Miss Alice Eastwood has begun a series 
“Studies in the herbarium and the field,” the first number 

ms of (Enothera and Bigelovia, two new spurless forms of 
6 fa 
— 36: 145-176, 1897. 9 Jbid. 528-536. 

: orr, Bot, Club 24: 490-493. 1897. 10 hid, 577-582. 

lee " Tbid. §45-559- 
*Cal. Acad. Sei. IIL, 1 :71-88. 1897. 12 Jhid. 560-575. 
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Aquilegia, new species of Iris, Montia, and Newberrya, and three newspecs: 

of Arctostaphylos. The Royal Botanic Gardens of Trinidad has begun 

publication’ of descriptions of the ferns of the British West Indies 

Guiana, by G. S. Jenman, government botanist of the Colony of Brit 

Guiana. The first fascicle contains Hymenophyllum and Trichomanes tt 

former represented by twenty-nine species (two of which are new), thelate 

by forty-two species (one of which is new). Mrs. Katherine Brandegee*t 

begun a valuable series of papers entitled ‘‘Notes on Cactez.” The is 

number discusses the forms of Lower California, concerning which the ale 

is specially competent to speak. The race for new African species is becom 

Natal plants ;”" the work directed by Engler has resulted ina fascicle 

Commelinaceez (Schumann), Composite (Hoffmann); while Durant 
Wildeman”™ have published the first fascicle of a list of Congo plants, ame 
which many new species are described. Hallier’? has begun the publnt 
of a revision of Convolvulacez, the first paper containing Calonyctias 
of whose six species belong to the American flora, having beet ' 
usually to Ipomaea and Convolvulus. Huth has published a de meee 
of Japanese Ranunculacez, in which seventeen genera are represented, an 
which have representives in America. Eighty-three species are enu 
the largest genera being Ranunculus (13 species), Clematis (12), 7 
(12), Anemone (11), Coptis (6), and Trollius (6). Glatfelter™ has 
Salix longipes and its relation to S. zigra.—J. M. C. 

THE suBJECT of contractile roots is assuming larger and more a 

Proportions. A.Rimpach* has summarized the subject, finding ~ 
species, representing twenty families of monocotyls and dicotyls, 
aS possessing contractile roots. The power has been observed F 

baceous, and chiefly in geophilous plants. The greatest amount 
tion is said to be 70 per cent., and the families most frequently 
are the Liliacew, Iridacea, Amaryllidacez, and Aracew.—J. MG 

™ Bull. Misc. Information 4: 1-32. 1898. 
*S Erythea 5: 111-123. 1897. 
*® Jour. Bot. 35 ; 487-490. 1897. 
7 Bot. Jahrb. 24 : 305-464. 1897. 
“Bull. Soc. Roy. Bot. Belgique 36: 47-97. 1897- | ® Bull. de 'Herb. Boiss. 5: 1021-1052. 1897. “Le *t Rep. Mo. Bot. Gard. g: 1-9. 18 ve Micr- * Beitr. z. wiss. Bot. (Fiinfstiick) 2: 1-28. 1897. Cf. Jour. mie c 1897, p. 551. 

_ 
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THE EMBRYOGENY of Triticum has been investigated by M. Koernicke.* 

He finds the usual axial row of four mother cells in the ovule, the lowest of 

which develops the macrospore. As already well known among Graminee, 

the antipodals are most apt to develop a more or less extensive tissue, which 

the author considers to be accomplished by direct division. The chromo- 

somes were found to be usually sixteen in number in the vegetative cells of 

the inflorescence, eight in the mother cells of both microspores and macro- 

spores, and sixteen again in the oospore.—J. M. C 

Davip M. MoTTiER has recently published a paper* on the behavior of 

the nuclei in the development of the embryo sac and the phenomena of fer- 

tilization. The plants studied were Lilium Martagon, L. candidum, L. 

umbellatum, Helleborus JSoetidus, and Podophyllum peltatum, the same plants 

as those used by the author in his previous paper*> upon a related subject. 
The methods were also the same. 

At an early stage in the development of the primary nucleus of the embryo 
= aremarkable differentiation takes place in the cytoplasm. Numerous 

kinoplasmic threads appear which may form a felt around the nucleus, or 

may take the form of strands radiating from the nucleus, or may even be 

Separated from the nucleus and form a bunch in one end of the cell. Later 

these threads disappear, and the cytoplasm seems to have a uniform struc- 

_ : The spirem and segmentation stages take place just as in the author's 

description of pollen mother cells. He still regards synapsis as an artefact. 

hi a: to the only previous description of spindle formation in plants, 

wh wignard,”° who says the spindle takes its origin from two directive 

Pieres. Since Mottier declares that there are no directive spheres in pollen 

“ee formation. He finds kinoplasmic fibers variously arranged which 

ine bee nuclear cavity as the nuclear membrane disappears. some of 

spindle ry fastened to the chromosomes and soon form a multipolar 

with the on quickly becomes bipolar. The chromosomes are V-shaped, 

_. Point toward the pole. The first division in the embryo sac is hetero- 

a 438 agrees fully with that already described in pollen mother cells. 

aa division follows without a complete resting stage. : The spin 

Mottier 7. a the same as in the first division, but not so easily studied. 

Surprised to find that the segmentation of the spirem came after 

nae Verhandl. Naturhist. Ver, Preussen Rheinl. 53: 149-185. 1896. Cf. Jour. Roy. 
“Ueber be 1897, p. 553. 

leila ts as Verhalten der Kerne bei der Entwickelung des Embryosacks und die 
: _ der Befruchtung. Jahrb. wiss. bot. 31: 125-158. 1897. 

zur Kenntniss der Kerntheilung in den Pollenmutterzellen einiger 
Monokotylen. Zid. 30 : 169-204. 6 

Sci. Nat. Bot. VII, 14: 163-296. 1891. 
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the spindle was fully formed. The same phenomenon was described bye 
fessor Coulter” after Mottier’s article was written, but before it had re 
the Chicago laboratory. 

The third division is like the second rather than the first. The love 
antipodal spindle is often abnormal, but the division is not considered ait 
tic as described by Miss Sargant. The polar nuclei, unlike the synegt 
and the egg, are not surrounded by a ‘‘Hautschicht,” that of the egg ape 
ratus being formed from the connecting fibers. At the time of fusion bi 
the sex nuclei are in the resting stage. The membrane between the 

disappears, and after the fusion it is impossible to distinguish the male 

3 

Cc i 

being the same in both. In both there is a longitudinal fission of the 

thread. In the heterotypic there is often a synapsis due to reagents. 

chromosome. segments form rings or ellipses, or lie over each — 

they are arranged in the nuclear plate; and in separating, the \ 
chromosomes have the spindle fibers attached at the apex, while in 

tative form the spindle fibers are attached at or near the end of the 
some. 

Mottier finds that while a reduction in the number of chromosomes 

place in the primary embryo sac nucleus, there is no so-call 
division. This does not agree with his work on pollen mother cells, 

will consequently reinvestigate that subject.—C. J, C. 

7 Bot. Gaz. 23: 416. Pl. 94, fies, 10; T2. 1807. 



NEWS. 

GEBRUDER BORNTRAEGER have issued a neat pamphlet containing a full 
description of their numerous scientific publications. 

PROFESSOR Dr. GREGOR Kraus has been called to the professorship of 

botany in the University of Wiirzburg, as successor to the late Julius von 

Sachs. 

Tue American Book Company announces the early appearance of “A 
laboratory manual in practical botany,”’ by Charles H. Clark, Principal of 
Windsor Hall, Waban, Mass. 

ARRANGEMENTS have been made for an English translation of Pfeffer’s 

“Physiology,” by Dr. Ewart, to be published by the Clarendon Press. A 
French translation is also to be published in Paris. 

MR. Jouy W. HARSHBERGER has published an ecological sketch of the 
vegetation of the Yellowstone hot springs in the American Journal of 
Pharmacy for December 1897. 

THE IssvE of Photogravures of American Fungi, by C. G. Lloyd, has 
reached number 22. The last two numbers show fine reproductions of 

Lehio “a Americana Pk., and Calvatia celata Bull. 

Dr. Guta Istvanrrt, chief of the botanical section of the Hungarian 
ational Museum at Budapest, and privat-docent in the University, has been 
= ‘0 the professorship of botany in the University of Klausenburg. 

ey 

Ae A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH of the late Dr. J. E. Humphrey is published in 
- Hopkins University Circular 17: no. 132, Nov. 1897, prepared by J. S. 
“ngsley and B. W. Barton. A bibliography is appended, containing thirty titles, “xtending from 1886 to 1896 

ie Kempe, a wholesale merchant of Stockholm, has established a fund of 

Bae Kroner (about $40,000) for the foundation of a professorship and an 
ute of plant ecology in the University of Upsala. Dr. A. N. Lundstrém, 

“ent, has been called to the chair. 

Nate MITTED to make announcement, at the proper time, of the death of 

to oe Bolander, whose collections on the Pacific coast have done so a 

ese known the flora of that region, He had been a resident of Portland, 0 a 

Ser for Some years, where he died August 28, 1897. 

141 
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Dr. Domenico Saccarvo, of the Royal Botanical Garden at Padua, bas 
just issued the first two centuries of a AMycotheca Ttalica, seu Fungi Ili’ 
exsiccat, which is said to contain some new species and many forms nt 
hitherto published in exsiccati. The price is fr. 15 per century. 

THERE HAS JUST COME to us a paper by Professor Thomas C. Porters 
“The Pennsylvania-German in the field of the natural sciences.” It conta 
most interesting accounts of several botanical worthies, together with ther, 
portraits. Among these we note Miihlenberg, Schweinitz, Wolle, and Garba | 

AT THE thirteenth annual meeting of the Indiana Academy of Scientt, 
held at Indianapolis December 29 and 30, 1897, fifteen botanical papers wet 
presented out of a total of eighty. The following officers were elected ix 
1898: President, C. A. Waldo, Purdue University; Vice-President, CH 
Eigenmann, Indiana University; Secretary, John S. Wright, Indianapels 
The volume of proceedings is a public document, a limited number bel 
printed by the state, the copies being distributed by the state librarian unde 
the direction of the Academy. 

AN EXPEDITION for the collection of all classes of flowering and Sade gamous plants is being arranged, for the season of 18098, to explore e 
Plata and San Juan mountains of southeastern Colorado. Specimens will ; 
secured to illustrate, so far as possible, not only the species of the region, ® : 
also the range of variation due to environment, such as climate, altitude, 
€xposure. Sets of specimens will be sold at $7 per hundred, 

WITH THE NEW YEAR the Pharmaceutical Review changes its 
quarto to large octavo. It also announces that more space will be de 
the monthly review of pharmaceutical literature. To accommodate 1 

amount of original matter which has increasingly crowded out these TY 
new journal, Pharmaceutical Archives, will be ‘established under the ¢ 
ship of Dr. Edward Kremers, of the University of Wisconsin. THE 
of the Review is certainly more convenient than the old one, with sans 
columned pages, which necessitated the annoying repagination of ale 
reprinted. We congratulate the editors on the improvement. 

A BOTANICAL CLUB was organized in St. Louis last Decembes 
known as the “Engelmann Botanical Club.” It is planned to hae 
bimonthly meetings for the reading of papers and reviews, and to 2 
days in the Spring. The following officers were elected for 1898: a 
William Trelease ; Vice-Presidents, G. W. Lettermann and Henry 
Secretary, Hermann von Schrenk. At the meeting of January 
Pammel read 4 paper on the flora of Iowa; J. B. S. Norton di! 
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coloring matter of some North American Boraginacez, and H. von Schrenk 

¢ of Merulius dacrymans and its occurrence in the cypress marshes of 
northern Mississippi. 

IN THE REPORT of the botanist of the Department of Agriculture for 
1897, the work of the year is considered under the following heads: field 
experiments with seeds, investigation of new crops, national herbarium, 
economic herbarium, natural resources, weeds, poisonous plants, testing seeds 
distributed by the department, seed investigation, support of the pure seed 
movement, American medicinal flora. This gives some idea concerning the 
subjects which have been interesting the division. The needs for the ensuing 
year are said to be a building, permanent trial grounds, and an additional 
assistant to investigate the subject of “natural agricultural belts or areas as 
indicated by the natural vegetation.” 

ONE of the most vigorous of American scientific societies is the American 

Society of Naturalists. Founded in 1883, meeting annually between Christmas 
and New Years in some one of the eastern cities, and aiming to promote 
those interests which naturalists have in common, it has not only grown itself, 
but it has attracted to meet with it several other leading scientific societies. 
Theannual meetings of these affiliated societies ] 1 f rapidly increas 

mg 'mportance, until at present they are second to none in this country in 

influence and value. For two or three years past associations of animal mor- 

phologists, animal physiologists, animal anatomists, psychologists, and finally 
rae aa have met to hold, along with sessions of their own, others in 

mon with co-workers in related fields. In this development botanists 

A few have been accustomed to attend the meetings of 

the Naturalists, but as the special societies have gradually 

special biological subjects into themselves, these meetings 
SSuse to them, At the same time many botanists have 

luable opportunity is being wasted by their failure to meet 

igorous organizations, and, moreover, that the science and 

86 cons uffer by their silence when the related sciences are being 

itself at the < Sigal and favorably into notice. This feeling expressed 
iladelphia meeting in 1895 in a meeting of the botanists 

appointment of a committee, with the late Dr. J. E. 

‘ irman, to investigate the question of the desirability of 

tanical organization to meet annually with the other scientific 

Y Correspondence during the ensuing yearthe committee became 

it hat there was no call for a new botanical society of general scope, 

ot Membership oe ac of . society of special character and limited range 

Present at the agi This report was made to a meeting of Doreniets 

those present a meeting of the affiliated societies, December 30, 1896, 

alter full discussion, constituted themselves a “Committee 
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on the organization of a society for vegetable morphology and physiology 
meet annually with the American Society of Naturalists.” Those pret 
were Messrs. W. G. Farlow, W. P. Wilson, J. M. Macfarlane, Miss | 
Gregory, B. L. Robinson, R. Thaxter, H. M. Richards, J. M. Greenm 
F. Ganong. W. F. Ganong was appointed secretary. During the 
eleven other botanists were invited to join the committee, and accepte 
They were Messrs. G. L. Goodale, Miss Clara E. Cummings, D. P. Penha 
G. E. Stone, W. C. Sturgis, J. E. Humphrey, B. T, Galloway, E.F 
L. H. Bailey, G. F. Atkinson, E. A. Burt. During the year a scientific 
ing was arranged for, which was held along with the affiliated societ 
Ithaca, December 28, 1897, and which is fully reported in this num 
GAZETTE. Ata business session on December 27th, the Committee 01 
itself into a “Society for the promotion of research in plant morph 
and physiology, with the general understanding that it shall meet i 
American Society of Naturalists,” and adopted as a name, “Society f 
morphology and physiology.” Rules for the government of the soc 
drawn up and the following new members were elected: V. M. Spalding, 
Webber, W. T. Swingle, W. W. Rowlee, J. W. Harshberger, D. G. 
R. A. Harper, A. F. Woods, A. J. Pieters, G. H. Hicks, H.C. P 
Harriet L. Merrow, Theo. Holm. Officers for the ensuing year were: 
as follows: President, W. G. Farlow; Vice-Presidents, J. M. Macfarlané, 
Atkinson; Secretary- Treasurer, W. F. Ganong. Membership is of 
limited geographically, but it is expected mainly to be drawn from 
live near enough to the places of meeting of the Society of Na es 
enable them to attend regularly. po 

This description of its origin will show that the new society is not 
least intended to interfere in any way with the work of the older s¢ 
but it is meant to fill a place which they do not occupy. It seems ae 
founders that botanical activity in this country has become oe 
need all of these societies for its expression, and specialized enough 
special societies devoted to particular branches of it, a condit 
realized some time ago in the sister science of zoology.—W- re 
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VOLUME XXV NUMBER 3 

MANICAL (,AZETTE 

MARCH 1898 

UNDESCRIBED PLANTS FROM GUATEMALA AND 
OTHER CENTRAL AMERICAN REPUBLICS. XX. 

JoHN DoONNELL SMITH. 

(WITH PLATE X11) 

Theobroma simiarum Donn. Sm.— Folia obovato-oblonga 
“uspidata ad basin cordatam 3-nervia dentato-repanda supra 

. subcanescentia et in nervatione fusco-piloss. 

Cs fae trunco prorumpens fasciculata intricato-ramosa 

i = tors. Ligulae jam in aestivatione reflexae cucullo vix bis 
_ 8l0tes obovatae retusae in unguem gracilem attenuatae stam- 

3 om obovato-lanceolatis paulo breviores dimidio angustiores. 

ig triantherifera. Fructus elliptico-cylindraceus coriaceo- 

i‘ “attilagineus €xangulatus exrugosus. 

OLAS Raia Oi oe SA eer are fe ae ean Tey SS 

4 

on og : ~ with spreading branches, younger parts and inflorescence 

ia isles linear-lanceolate, plurinerved, about 2™ long. Leaves 

Prominent - x oe. strongly reticulated, midrib and lateral nerves 

kes . wath ; petioles stout, about 12™ long. Cymes subsessile, 

: Pédicels bibracteolate in middle. Calyx tomentose, partite 

*} Segments reflexed, 10 X 6™™, acute, furnished within at base 

wand minutely oblong glands. Cucudli glabrous, oval, 6™ long, 

) “Silae glabrous, with claw 5™" long added 1o™™ long, at rounded 

0 ; meer Fruit 24-26™ long, 8.s—g™ in diameter, rounded at 

fusco-farinose, surface uniformly even; seeds 

a ie a 
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about 45, compressed-globose, about 2™ in diameter.— Differs from other : 
many-flowered species by conspicuously petaloid staminodes, and from all _ 
congeners by the elongated fruit, of which the surface is neither angled, rib : 
bed nor excavate.— Popular name Cacao de Mono. 4 

Hacienda de La Concepcion, Llanuras de Santa Clara, Costa Rica, alt. 4 
200", Feb. 1896, Donn. Sm., no. 6457 Pl. Guat. etc., qu. ed. Donn, Sm— 4 
Térraba, C. R., alt. 260", Feb. 1891, Pittier &~ Tonduz, no. 3925 herb, nat. — 
C. R.— Forests of Boruca, C. R., alt. 466", Mch. 1892, Tonduz, no. 6852 
herb. nat. C. R.— Turrialba, alt. 570", C. R., Nov. 1893, Zomduz, no. 8373 : 
herb. nat. C. R.— Santa Clara, C. R., Sept. 1896, Coofer, no. 10244 herb. nat, 
CR 4 

Sambucus oreopola Donn. Sm.— Foliola 9-11 maxima opaca 4 
Supra preter nervos furfuraceos glabrescentia subtus pube cine — 
ascente pallidiora, lateralia lanceolata sensim et acutissime elot 4 
gata ad basin rotundata, terminale e medio utrinque attenuatu™. — 
Cyma decomposita 5-radiata. : 

Forests of Rancho Flores, Volc4n Barba, C. R., alt. 2043" Feb - 
Tonduz, no, 2107 herb. nat. C. R.— Vole4n Irazi, C. R.,alt. 2000”, July 189 
Tonduz, no. 4223 herb. nat. C. R. 
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tiores bis superans. Columna staminea tubo triente longior, 

antheris inferioribus apice aureo-barbatis. Bacca globosa. 

A small shrub, apparently epiphytal. Leaves 18-20 X 3-11™", yellow- 

ish beneath; nerves three to the side, reticulately anastomosing ; petioles 

y" long. Peduncles axillary. Tube of calyx turbinate, 1.5™" high, lobes 

2" long. Corolla virescent, tube 1.5 long, 2™™ in diameter, two superior 

segments 8™ long, the lateral 6™™ long, the inferior 4™™ long. Staminal col- 

imn adnate a little above base of tube, 2™ long ; superior anthers sprinkled 

with golden hairs, 3™™ long, a half longer than the others. Lobes of stigma 

ee diameter. Berry 6™™ in diameter, crowned with accrescent lobes of 

La Palma, Costa Rica, alt. 1520", Nov. 1897, Werck/é, no. 11600 herb. 
nat, C. R. 

‘Burmeistera tenuiflora Donn. Sm — Folia subintegra oblongo- 
elliptica contracto-acuminata ad basin acuta, facie inferiore pal- 

lida fusco-reticulata ad costam nervos petiolos pubescente. 

Calycis tubus obconicus 5-costatus in pedunculum sensim atten- 

vatus laciniis linearibus brevior. Corollae tubus tenuis laciniis 

Scalycinis et propriis longior. Columna staminea basi corollae 

adnata glabra vix exserta, antheris totis imberbibus. 

5~7em ae petioles 6-9™ long. Peduncles exceeding pide 

their sinuate ae “a ‘i 7™™ long, at top 4™™ broad, a sh g-10X1™™, 

2.5" broad: s¢ e ee cunctate, Tube of corolla 11™™ long, at ne 

Superior ee ening ra broad, canescent and reticulate on face, a 

Letthiess gies om t “ene a third smaller. Staminal corona 2:2 

Forests of ‘Ah a — of stigma 2™™ in diameter. pena a 

Pittiey. is bent el Roble, Volcdn Barba, C. R., alt. 2000, May I000, 

eth, A, 

“avendishia capitulata Donn. Sm.—Glabra. Folia subsessilia 

a. quintuplinervia reviewers, nervis ic 

floribus ics 4 ee axillaris pa last us 

lg demin: pita is parvis e bracteis paulo emerg 

branaceig “in - pblongis calycem fere santa eeie mem 

nisi glandulig eh Calycis dentes acuti ciliolati. Corolla non 

€nticulata, 
Apparently : 

obtuse, atly asmall shrub, Leaves 20-25 x8-g™", coriaceous, apex 

“cute, margin revolute, petioles 2™™ long. Bracts purple, the 
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exterior ones minute and orbicular, the interior elliptical; the innermost 
largest, 12xX8™™, obtuse. Pedicels 3-4, scarcely 1™™ long. Bracteoles g™* ; 
long, obtuse. Calyx 4™™ high, base intruded; limb equaling tube, minutely 
denticulate. Corolla roseate, narrower and paler above, 12™ long, apicv- 
lated with dentiform red glands. Genitals equaling corolla. Stamens of 
equal length; filaments slightly cohering in a tube 2™™ high, their free part 
alternately equaling the tube or almost none; anthers subequal, 2™ long, 

their tubes alternately 5 or 7™™ long. Matured berry not seen.— Nearest to 

C. strobilifera Benth. et Hook. sou 
La Palma, Costa Rica, alt. 1500", Nov. 1897, Werck/é, no. 11565 her — 

nat. C. R. : 

PERNETTYA CILIARIS D. Don, var. alpina Donn. Sm.— Ramuli _ 
dense setosi. Folia e basi obtusiuscula oblongo-lanceolata sub- 

tus setifera. Pedunculi folia aequantes per totam longitudinem 
bracteosi. 

Cerro de La Muerte, C. R., alt. 3100", Jan. 1897, Péttier, no. 10543 herb, : 
nat. C. R, 

Ardisia pleurobotrya Donn. Sm.— Folia obverse lanceolate: | 
elliptica superne contracto-acuminata deorsum attenuata integl@ — 
coriacea immaculata subtus lepidota. Paniculae axillares long? : 
pedunculatae folia subaequantes lepidotae, pedicellis ad apice? 
ramorum primariorum alternorum umbellatim racemosis. Cord a 
lae usque ad duas partes fissae segmenta ovata acuta aly 
vix bis longiora. Antherae subsessiles breves lanceolatae long — 
tudinaliter dehiscentes. 

Younger branchlets rufescent, lepidote, internodes very short. Lam 
glabrous above, beneath rufescent and densely covered with scales OF 
spicuous under a lens, 8-10X2. 5-3, apex obtuse; lateral nerves 5° ae 

remote, prominent only on lower surface; petioles 6-10™ long. ss 
from upper axils, peduncles 4~7™ long, rhachis 2.5-4™ long, primal 

branches 1-2 long; pedicels chiefly four or five, about 1™ long; 

bracteoles oblanceolate, 8™ long, the upper subulate and minute. »*o" 

of calyx ovate, 2.5mm long, in center lepidote and maculate, margi? casa | 
and ciliolate. Tube of corolla maculate-punctate, 2™™ long, ogee 
long. Anthers inserted at middle of tube, 2.5™" long. Ovary eae 

maculate-punctate, prolonged into style 3-4™" long, pluriovulate- 
oval-globose, 5™™ long. 

: 
Potrero del Alto, Volcén Poas, C. R. alt. 2450, July 1888, Pulte” 
& 759 herb. nat. C. R.— Laguna del Volcdn Barba, C. R» alt. 27. 

lower 
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Feb. 1890, Tonduz, no. 1949 herb. nat. C. R.— Forests of Achiote, Volcan 

Poas, C. R., alt. 2200", Nov. 1896, Zonduz, no. 10778. 

Macroscepis congestiflora Donn. Sm.— Rami sicut petioli 

costae inflorescentia pilis longis patentibus fusci. Folia longi- 

uscule petiolata obovata cuspidato-acuminata basi bilobata, 

nascentia villosa, adulta pilis brevibus appressis utrinque aspersa 
subtus pallida. Flores ebracteolati numerosissimi in umbellam 

globosam petiolum aequantem conferti, pedicellis pedunculum 

subaequantibus. Corollae calyce triente longioris tubus globosus 

Baber pallidus, limbus nigrescens intus papillosus tubo vix lon- 

sat ultra medium suborbiculari-lobatus. Coronae squamae 

inclusae apice inflexo truncatae. Gynostegium brevissimum, 

caudiculis subnullis, disco stylino concavo. 

Leaves 12-21 X8-12™, margin pilose, basal lobes chiefly incumbent, 

may 7-9 to the side, petioles 3-4 long. Pedicels 25-40, 8-15"™ long; 

racteoles _linear-lanceolate, subequaling pedicels. Segments of calyx 

Pisse, oblong-ovate, 10oX5™™, Tube of corolla 6™ long; spreading limb 

oo. nearly 2™ in diam. Coronal scales subquadrate. Anthers 

style as ha oval membrane 1™™ long. Gynostegium + ee high. Disk of 

esl Follicles not present.— A species with the foliage of M. 

from both oa the dense umbels of /. 7riane Decne., but differing 

“Seehe corti of the bractless flowers. : f se: 

mala, alt. 15 con. au 5. se Mataguescuintla, Depart. Santa Kosa, = 

ux, no. 6350 Pl. Guat. etc., qu. ed. Donn. 

so mscus Donn. Sm., nov. gen. Asclepiadearum— 

ae eats pauciglandulosa. Corolla alte partita reflexa, 

*sel oe in praefloratione rectis et dextrorsum obte- 

staminea . exterior infra apicem antheriferum columnae 

dors aa annularis 5-crenata, interior ad carinas 5 

inflexa a penne adnatas reducta. Antherae_ membrana 

8 pendulis aoa polliniis in quoque loculo solitariis compres- 

» Caudiculis hyalinis brevibus. Discus stylinus in 

Folia opposita cordiformia. Racemi ex 

: 
Genus j : 

iter Cynancheas locandum ad Oxypetalum quodammodo accedit. 
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Prosthecidiscus Guatemalensis Donn. Sm.— Simul setulosus ¢ 
glanduloso-pubescens. Folia longipetiolata suborbicularia cus- 
pidato-acuminata lobis rotundatis et imbricatis cordata supra 
pilis brevibus parce onusta subtus praeter nervationem fuscam 
glandulosam et setulosam glabra et pallida, margine repando. 
Pedunculi petiolis sublongiores racemum superantes, pedicellis 
bibracteolatis flores aequantibus. Sepala lanceolata intus 3-3 
glandulosa. Corolla extus pilis brevibus sparsissime obtecta 
intus glabra in praefloratione basi intrusa sepalis 4-plo tubo 
decies longior. Corona minuta, crenis tumidis. Ovaria stylos 
aequantia. Disci appendicium gynostegio 3-plo breviore adjecto 
corollam aequans. 

Leaves 9-13X8-12", petioles 4—-6™ long. Racemes 6-12-flowered; 
bractlets filiform, 3-4™™ long. Flowers turning black in drying, 2™ long 
Anthers 1™™ long. Pistils 4™™ long. Matured follicles not present. 

Cerro Gordo, 2% leagues N. W. from Cenaguilla, Depart. Santa Rosa, 
Guatemala, alt. 1100, Sept. 1892, Heyde & Lux, no. 3845 Pl. Guat. ett, 
qu. ed. Donn. Sm. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII.—Fig. 1, stem with leaves and flowy 
Fig. 2, same with young follicle. Fig. 3, bud. Fig. 4, flower. Fig 
Synostegium with corona and base of stylar disk. Fig. 6, stamens. Fig:? 
ollinia. 

Bourreria litoralis Donn. Sm.— Folia longe petiolata ba 

oblongo-ovato elliptica et utrinque acuta aut obtusa supra pilise 
tuberculo ortis plus minus scabriuscula subtus pubescent 
Cyma laxiramosa, axibus filiformibus patulis. Calyx pas 
dentibus acute triangularibus usque ad medium fere partitus ; 

; . ad corollae tubum aequans lobis dimidio brevior. Filamenta® 
basin dilatatam Villosa duabus partibus exserta. 

Leaves vai A small tree. B i ese 
ranchlets and inflorescence glabres or obovate = ss outline, sometimes oval and 7.55, sometimes ovate- ; 

elliptical and 126m, petioles 1.5~3.5™ long. Cyme corals high 
exceeding leaves - bracteoles lanceolate, minute, caducous. Calyx : wad 
externally pilose, internally except canescent teeth gabe sabe, 
Corolla suborbicular, 8-9" long. Filaments inserted at apex OF added. long, twice exceeding oblong anthers. Ovary, with style at apex bifid att 
twice longer than calyx, stigmas capitate. Drupe not present.— BY wae of flowers nearest to B. formosa Hemsl. 
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PLATE XU. 

B. Meisel, Lith. Boston _ CE Faxon.del. 

PROSTHECIDISCUS GUATEMALENSIS, Donn. Sm. 
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Forests on -the plain of Salinas, Golfo Dulce, Costa Rica, July 1890, 
Pittier, nos. 2787 and 2814 herb. nat. C. R. 

TourNEFORTIA NELSONI, proposed as a new species in Bor. 
Giz. 23: 10. 1897, and founded upon no, 3615 of Nelson’s col- 
lections in Guatemala, does not appear to differ from 7. petiolarts 

Tournefortia subspicata Donn. Sm.—Praeter inflorescentiam 
corollamque subglabra. Folia longe petiolata obovato-elliptica 
utrinque acuminata discoloria supra minutissime lepidota, nerv1 
laterales crebri cum venis subparallele transversis subtus con- 
‘picui, Cyma pluries dichotoma, floribus dissitis subsessilibus. 
Corollae tubus calyce vix bis longior, lobi ovato-lanceolati tubi 
dimidium fere aequantes. Pistillum calycem vix aequans. 

Fraticose, Branchlets sulcate. Leaves 10-12X4-6™, the upper often 
°pposite or ternate, in drying rugose above and flavescent beneath; lateral 
*erves 8-10 to the side, like the veins nigrescent beneath and sparsely 
pe Descent; petioles 2~3.5°™ long. Peduncles terminal, erect, dichotomous, spikes recurved and like the corolla flavescent with a strigillose pubescence, 

hiefly 1-2™" long, Segments of calyx glabrous, becoming black in 
vate-lanceolate, 4mm long. Tube of corolla 7™™ long, ampliate at 

Toat, lobes 3mm long and acute. Stamens subsessile at middle of tube; 

» 2.5™" long, muticous. Ovary glabrous, conic-ovoid, short 
¢low the conic apex. Drupes not seen. ‘ge 

_ vateau of Voledn Turrialba, Costa Rica, alt. 2700", Jan. 1891, Pétiter, 877 herb. nat. C. R. . 

Calceolaria Sciadephora Donn. Sm. (§ CHEILONCOS Wettst. in 

Benth , og Natuerl. Pflanzenfam. 4”: 55. § Perfoliatae 

‘/~~ “IScoso-pubescens. Folia subtus incano-tomentulosa 

hevige licato-dentata elongato-deltoidea in petiolos pare 

tracta, c ate alatos basi dilatata dentata connatos abrupte ew 

flor “dunculi elongati apice bracteato subumbellatim mul i- 

” Pedicellis filiformibus. Calyx luteus corolla triente brevior 

re bis longior. Antherae reniformes, loculis con- 

S proclinatis, 
Suffrutic 

added Sem l 

broad, 
®Se, erect, tall. Leaves discolorate, with petiole ee ae pes 

P one, 3.55% broad, acute, base truncate, interpetiolar wing 9-12 

*duncles from upper axils, 4.5-7°™ long; pedicels 2-3 long, 
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chiefly umbellately, occasionally corymbosely, 9—14-fasciculate ; bracts folie 
ceous, sessile, ovate-lanceolate, 2.5—3°™ long. Calyx colored like corolla q 
pubescent on both sides, segments ovate, 8-9™™ long. Corolla glabrous, 
12-14™ long; posterior lip truncate; 4—5™™ long ; anterior lip oblong-obe- 
vate; aperture 7X4™™. Cells of anthers oval, 2™™ long, continuing pendulous 
after anthesis. Ovary pubescent, with glabrous style added 8™ long. Cap 
sules not present in the specimens.— This alpine species is to be located 
between C. tomentosa Ruiz et Pav. and C. calycina Benth., resembling the 
former by leaves and flowers, and the latter by inflorescence, but differing 
from both by anthers. 

Paramos de La Muerte at the limits of the forest growth, Costa Rica, alt 
3100", Jan. 1891 and 1897, Pittier, nos. 3486 and 10542 herb. nat. C. R. 

Solenophora calycosa Donn. Sm.—F usco-pubescens, nodis 
glabris. Folia ovata aut ovato-elliptica acuta basi inaequalia et 
obtusa punctata supra pubescentia subtus praeter nervos glabra 
duplicatim denticulata. Pedunculi petiolos subaequantes qua 
flos dimidio breviores medio bibracteolati uniflori. Calyx e bas 
turbinata tubuloso-campanulatus, lobis brevibus rotundis dent 
culatis. Corolla coccinea calycem 3-plo paene superans, lobis 
integris intus flavis et immaculatis. ] 

broad, teeth apiculated with a red gland. Corolla pubescent without, 

rous within, 8.5°" long, limb oblique, lobes 1°™ long and 1.5°™ broad. pasa 
mcluded ; filaments free, inserted at very base of tube; anthers 3 _ fa 
cohering quadrately, cells diverging at base. Gland of disk broad, bilobe® pubescent. Style pubescent, 5.5°™ long; stigma entire, stomatomorphous 
Fruit unknown, 

Cos 
Slopes of Volcd4n Barba, Costa Rica, alt. 2300", July 1888, — 

283 herb. nat, C, R.— Borders of Rfo Mancaron, Volcan Barba, Atlantics! 
alt. 2100", Feb. 1890, Tonduz, no. 2022 herb. nat. C. R. 4 

_ Episcia longipetiolata Donn. Sm. ( § CENTROSELENIA pe 
in Hook. Lond. Journ. Bot. 5: 362.)— Praeter infloresce® . 

‘puberulam glabra. Folia magna petiolis tenuibus vix 4 “ae 
longiora ovata obtusa denticulata membranacea nitida. pps 
umbellatim congesti, pedunculis bracteosis et pedicellis brew" 

Segmenta calycina sicut bracteae linearia filiformi-attenuata as : 
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tico sejuncto paulum breviore. Corolla calyce bis longior sac- 
cata anguste tubulosa, lobis maculatis fimbriatis. Glandula sola 
integra, t 

Leaves 22-25 X 12-16™, shortly cuspidate, slightly cuneate at base; 

nerves 14-15 to the side, like midrib fuscous beneath. Peduncles aggregated 
in the axils, 2-3™™ long ; bracts several, 18—25™™ long, the exterior ones 
broader and shorter; pedicels 4-6, about 6™™ long. Segments of calyx 
1.5 long, like bracts puberulous and entire. ‘Corolla glabrous, straight, cyl- 

indrical, 3™™ broad, abruptly ampliate into limb, lobes equaling width of 
tube, Anthers ovate, 1™ long, naked. Gland 1™ high, black. Ovary 
pilose, style a little shorter than corolla. Fruit not present.— To be located 

with E. congesta Hanst. and £. glabra Hanst., but differing remarkably from 

both by the petioles, 

Borders of the road to Carrillo, Costa Rica, alt. 300", June 1890, Zonduz, 
40. 2493 herb. nat. C. R. 

Alloplectus stenophyllus Donn. Sm.—Omnibus in partibus 
Slaberrimus. Folia uniuscujusque paris dimorpha, alterum peti- 
olatum oblongo-aut lineari-lanceolatum, alterum subsessile acu- 
Mnato-ovatum 3-4-ies minus. Pedunculi ex axillis foliorum 
majorum orti bini calyce breviores basi minute bracteolati. 
Calyx herbaceus, segmentis oblongo-lanceolatis, postico paene 
‘ejuncto, ceteris bis majoribus altius connatis corollae basi sac- 

‘atae dimidium aequantibus. Antherae oblongae, loculis linear- 
ibus infra medium divergentibus. 

Epiphytal, Larger leaf in the pairs 11-26 X 3-4°, very acute, petiole 
; the smaller leaf 4-6 X 2-2.5°. Peduncles 5-8™ long, | 

eoles linear-lanceolate, 3-4™" long. Calyx oblique; seg- 

ae long, affixed at middle, tumid at apex, sagittate below inser- 

ae nd Posterior, Single. Ovary 4nm long, style ie long, ot 

ilobate. Fruit i ly accrescent calyx 
oblong Ovoid. | ee ruit enclosed in the scarcely 

— of Suerre, Llanuras de Santa Clara, C. R., alt. 300", Apr. 1896, . 
des, Clans a 6724 Pl. Guat,, etc., qu. ed. Donn. Sm.— Rio Verde, Llanuras 
qu. CR, alt, 200", May 1896, Donn. Sm., no. 6726 Pl. Guat. etc., 

M§12 a Sm.— Forests of Tuis, C. R., alt. 650™, Nov. 1897, Zonduz, no 
herb. nat, c R. 
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Alloplectus ventricosus Donn. Sm. ( § Hypocyrrompe! Hans. 
in Linnaea 34 : 377-)— Folia cum caule glabra ampla oblongo- 
lanceolata utrinque acuminata integra subtus rubescentia ds 
paria, cujusque paris majus rarius utrumque longe petiolatum 
Pedunculi toti bracteosi apice congestiflori. Calycis segments 
sicut bracteae paulo majores pubescentia sanguinea ovalia. Cor 
olla tomentosa calyce pallidior et bis fere longior superne infialo 
ventricosa et ore bis amplior, lobis minutis erectis. Anthem ! 
oblongae bilobae. 

Epiphytal ; stem stout. Leaves shining, the larger in the pairs 28x¢° 
and attenuated into a petiole 5° long, a third or a half longer than the other 

one ; nerves 6-7 to theside, arcuately ascending to the margin, like midrib stat 
beneath. Peduncles stout, 1.5-2°" long; bracts imbricating, not invola 

crate, orbicular-oval, 1.5°™ long, contracted into a short stipe ; pedicels oat 

recurved. Calyx oblique; segments obovate-oval, 12™" long, apex dente 

late, the posterior one a half smaller. Corolla declinate at base, above the 

middle obovate-ventricose, 2‘™ long, 1° broad at top, lobes 2™* 

Anthers 3™™ long. Gland posterior, solitary. Fruit puberulous, spherical, : 

12™" in diam., exceeded by the accrescent calyx, dehiscing in 2 valves 

Related to 4, Sparsifiorus Mart. 

Atirro, Prov. Cartago, C. R., alt. 600™., April 1896, Donn. Sm. 00. 673) 

Pl. Guat., etc., qu. ed. Donn. Sm. sh 

Codonanthe macradenia Donn. Sm.— Praeter petiolos pedut : 
culos flores puberulos glabra. Folia carnosa opaca ellipti@ : 

utrinque acuta, costa in utraque facie immersa, nervis Gp 
| Pedunculi solitarij aut gemini petiolo bis longiores. ee 

pedunculum subaequans, segmentis filiformi-linearibus a e: 
recta leviter ventricosa dimidio brevioribus. Stamina — 
Disci glandula majuscula. : 

the yours 
5h 

15-2.5™. Calyx oblique ; segments fusco-puberulous on both oe ie 
gm long. Corolla yellow, tube above gibbous base ampliate, ‘ 
2™ long, at throat 6™™ broad ; lobes veiny, orbicular, 2™™ in diamet? : 

Berry oval-spherical, apiculate, 1°™ long, a little exceedin 
Calyx, indehiscent,— Nearest to C. graci/is Hanst. 
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Borders of the river at Boruca, Costa Rica, alt. 460", Mch. 1892, Tonduz, 

no. 6769 herb. nat. C. R.— Forests of Santo Domingo de Golfo Dulce, C. R. 

Mch. 1896, Zonduz, no. 10051 herb. nat. C. R.— Hacienda de La Concep- 

cion, Llanuras de Santa Clara, C. R. alt. 250", Apr. 1896, Donn, Sm., no. 

6719 Pl. Guat. etc., qu. ed. Donn. Sm. 

Besleria imbricans Donn. Sm. (§ PoposrsLEeRiA Benth. et 

Hook.)— Folia longipetiolata magna oblongo-elliptica utrinque 

deorsum longius acuminata discoloria supra vix puberula subtus 

minute canescentia integra, nervis lateralibus utrinsecus circiter 

16. Pedunculi elongati ad apicem racemuloso-pauciflori, flori- 

bus glabris, Calyx amplus glandulis rubris minute punctatus 

oi as ad basin fere partitus in praefloratione clausus, segmentis 

orbiculari-ovalibus concavis valde imbricatis, postico minore et 

magis orb‘culari, ceteris basi obliquis. Corolla coccinea quam 

calyx dimidio longior obovoidea breviter calcarata. Antherae 

globosae, Annulus inaequalis. 

‘cuiaeeg Leaves 20-29 X g-11°™, pale beneath; nerves spreading, 

cels wena id margin ; petioles 3-5™ long. Peduncles 1%™ long ; ise 

2 long coy equaling et Segments of calyx g-12"™ long. ne a 

a eR a age ; lobes rounded, 2™™ long. Stam ens inserte peat 

by their a - soa flat, 7-8™™" long; anthers 2.5" in diam., seosahten 

annulus 5 if “ ee g wenn cells arcuate, ves sma Posterior nee tet 

ploboce, come . “get ; the panko half rudimentary. Ovary obovo f 

Spicuou sly eon glabrous; style stout, 8™™ long, glabrous, stigma co 

Forests of Shi oe pe aan : 
irores, Talamanca, Costa Rica, alt. 100", Feb. 1895, Zon 

» ho, QIg2 herb, nat. C.R 
: 

Tote ° Sepa Donn. Sm. (§ PsEUDOBESLERIA Oerst.) — 

centem ibs edema rae tor aa oul foliis nascentibus eee 

-clliptica te es Folia breviter petiolata oblongo-lanceolata 
. 

“Samael acuminata basi angustata aut obtuse = . 

; iculata crebre penninervia. Pedunculi longissim1, 

agen racilib i i i ta calycina 
Sejuncta a one - umbellatis pluribus. Segmen a gas 

rolla hae oa lineari-lanceolata subulato-acuminata 
3-nervia. 

ntherae agg € basi aequali urceolata calycem
 Vix superans. 

Reavica ‘ormes. Annulus integer. 

e ass og herb, Leaves 10-14 X ae paler beneath; sa 

e, about 11 to the side, ascending nearly to margin, TUS" 
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cous beneath; petioles canaliculate, 5~7™™ long. Peduncles 6-13 long; 
pedicels about 5-9, chiefly 2™ long. Segments of calyx, with the 3™ lng 
mucro added, 10o-12™" long. Corolla 12-13™" long; lobes 2™™ long, the 
superior two broader and connate. Stamensinserted below middle of tule 
anthers conniving by their apexes in a square. Ovary conic-ovoid, equalitg 
Style. Fruit globose, 6™" in diam., included in the not augmented calyx 
apiculated by the remains of style, pericarp granulated,— Related to B, an 

flora Benth. 

Damp woods at El Recreo, Costa Rica, July 1888, Pétéier, no. 572 hen. 

nat. C. R.— Borders of road to Carrillo, C. R., alt. 300, May 1899, Piller, 

no. 2495 herb. nat. C. R.— Forests of Tuis, Prov. Cartago, C. R., alt. 60% 
Oct. 1897, Tonduz, no. 11358 herb. nat. C. R. 

Besleria robusta Donn. Sm. (§ PseupoBEsLeria Fritsch in Engl 
et Prantl. Natuerl. Pflanzenfam. 43° : 158; non Oerst.) — Cals 
petiolique crassi tomentosi. Folia coriacea integra maxill® 
obovata acuta deorsum attenuata penninervia evenia supra glabra 

Flores paucifasciculati breviter pedunculati. Calyxalte parts 
extus Sericeus intus glaber et rubescens, segmentis aequalibis 

oblongo-ovatis. Corolla glabra e basi vix gibbosa tubulost 

calycem paulo superans, limbo aequali patulo. 

Stem terete, near apex 1 in diam., internodes 14" long. Leavés a 

14%, becoming pale in drying, with scattered hairs beneath; nee pe 
the side, extending to margin, like midrib tomentose beneath; petioles 5: a 
long, 5-6™ thick, canaliculate. Peduncles sericeous, 6-8%™ eee 
ments of calyx 12m long. Corolla apparently yellow, succulent, pu 

within, 14m long, 3" wide, suberect; lobes round, 3" long: ; ee 
inserted below middle of tube, the rudimentary one 4™™ long; anthers F . 

form, cohering; cells oblong, 2™™ long, connective trian 

equal. Ovary glabrous, oblong-conical, with equal style added ¢ itn 
mike stigma distinctly bilobed. Fruit not seen.— Nearest to Ve sat 

anst, 
Tins Forests of Tsaki, Talamanca, Costa Rica, alt, 200%, Apt: 1895: 

NO. 9556 herb. nat. C. R 

Tabebuia sessilifolia Donn. Sm.—Glabra. Folia oblanceo# 
Cuspidato-acuminata in basin sessilem sensim attenuata. 
culi ad a 

Coriaceus 

bilobus, tu 

Corolla in 

picem bracteosum ramulorum pauci-aggregatt fs ae 

amplus pedunculum aequans spathaceo-fissu® oe 

bo campanulato, lobis oblongo-ovatis integris 

fundibuliformis intus praesertim ad lobos . 
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puberula. Discus pulvinatus. Ovarium conicum lepidotum, 

ovulis in utroque loculo 4-serialibus. 

Leaves simple, crowded toward the end of branchlets, membranaceous, 

minutely lepidote, 13-17 < 4.5—5°™, midrib stout beneath; lateral nerves 

spreading at nearly a right angle, 14-18 to the side, conspicuous beneath. 

Peduncles stout; bracts linear, 1.5°™ long. Calyx smooth and shining, 

becoming black in drying, 3.2°™ long. Corolla (imperfectly developed in the 

specimens) scarcely twice longer than calyx, eternally glabrescent, tube at 

base 5™" broad. Stamens inserted a little below middle of tube, subexsert; 

cells of anthers elliptical, 4™™ long, divaricate. Disk 3™™ high, 5™™ broad. 

Ovary 5" long, lips of stigma obtuse. Capsule not present.— Approaching 

F, ebtusifolia Bur. by its equally large calyx, but differing by sessile and 
acuminate leaves and by inflorescence. 

Forests of Tablazo, Costa Rica, alt. 1800", Apr. 1893, Zonduz, no. 7937 
. Mat. C.R, 

Aegiphila odontophylla Donn. Sm. (§ Cymosar Schau.)— 

Pubes pallide ochracea, in ramulis inflorescentiaque tomentulosa, 
in calyce foliorumque nervis subfurfuracea. Ramuli obtuse quad- 

fangulati verrucosi. Folia praeter nervos glabrescentia oblongo- 

Sbovata acute acuminata in petiolum attenuata, ambitu toto 

= setrato. Pedunculi petiolos subaequantes cymis pluries 

ee laxifloris paulo breviores. Calyx obconicus venosus, 

semiorbicularibus nervo excurrente apiculatis. Corolla 

abra, lobis ovalibus. 

ring wresoPPOsite, I-1.49™ x 3.5-:,.5°m- lateral nerves 8-I0 to the side, like 

mie €nt and conspicuous beneath; margin, except at base, conspicu- 

Cymes ite teeth antrorse and mucronate-apiculate ; petioles 1-1.5° long. 

* ag furnished with a few large glands, lobes 1.5™™ long. Corolla 

aa “Morphous, 1.2°™ long ; lobes obtuse, 5™™ long. Drupes not present. 

1838 p; ts ®n southern slope of Vulcdn Barba, Costa Rica, alt. 2100", July 
» Aulier, no, 288 herb. nat. C. R. 

BALTIMORE, 

alee: 

set bee igh P 



CENTROSOMES IN PLANTS. 

L. GUIGNARD. 

THERE are few questions in cytology to which so much 
attention has been paid in recent years, especially by zoologist 
as that of centrosomes and directive spheres. First observei, 
as is known, in animal cells undergoing division, they were 
later also found in the same cells in a resting stage. The pres 
ence of centrosomes in plants had not been demonstrated befor 
my investigation of the subject. But, according to recett 
work, instead of being of general occurrence in plants, as We 
believed, they may be limited to the lower groups of the plat! 
Kingdom. However, in a subject so difficult, in which the 
ord of new observations may be expected daily in consequent 2 
of the incessant progress of investigation, I do not believe abso- 
lute assertion of such an opinion is prudent. 

Without entering into details, it will suffice to recall first™®* 
in animal cells the morphological and microchemical character 

one clear toward the center, the other 

wweewe Periphery. Also, it is often poorly defined, 
. refrangibility different from that of the surrounding is 
plasm. The radial striation which usually surrounds it ee 
origin partly in the centrosomes, partly in the central regio?” 
the sphere, | 

ften 1% 

densatio® 

ized # 
[ 

In animal cells in the resting stage the sphere is © 
Ing, Or is indicated only by a slight protoplasmic ¢oP around the centrosome. Sometimes it is even disorgan 

158 
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then reorganized before the division of the nucleus. It is 
formed of that substance which certain authors have called 
achoplasm, or kinoplasm, in order to distinguish it from the 

wutritive protoplasm or trophoplasm. It can be said in a general 
way, therefore, that the centrosome is the fundamental element 

ofthe sphere, since often it alone persists, and it is the centro- 
some which has the greatest affinity for staining fluids. However, 

itis known that in certain cases, observed especially by Van der 
Strich and von Rath, the attractive sphere conceals the centro- 

some, but one is not justified perhaps in concluding that the 
latter element is in such a case completely absent. 

Some observers have asserted, also, that the centrosomes and 
the Spheres have no distinct existence, but are appearances 
fesulting from certain activities of the protoplasm. 

It does not seem possible at present to characterize the cen- 

Seomes by their composition, or by the manner in which they 

|. © Mi Tespect to stains. Yet Heidenhain, and other authors 

“aim that the centrosomes are composed of a particular chemi- 

__ {al substance; while Viessing thinks that to find the specific 
€t of these bodies it is necessary to study, not their 
Composition, but their position in the center of a pro- 

tadiation which they serve as a point of attachment. 

| thesia! animal cell there has been observed a single 

ae ne two neighboring centrosomes, some- 
— centrosomes lying side by side and forming 

Tn this last —. % Heidenhain, or the “centriole” of Boveri. 

of € the typical centrosome is replaced by a group 

hanules, which divides, lik ical trosome, into two atthe beginnin at ) “ed e . typical centrosome, 

| ten the : nuclear division. a 

the moment ness very small and scarcely visible at 

Process divide oe division, increase in size during that 

ir former co - ae time as the nucleus, and then return 

Me several See ition and cease to be recognizable. There 

es Permanent ts, however, who do not conniges the tentee 

"© Majorit pr eans a the cell, but such is not the opinion 

y of zoologists, who have observed centrosomes 
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in cells of very diverse nature and in the period of complete 
rest. Their appearance in animals seems general and ind — 
phases of the life of the cell. : 

It may prove, however, not to be the same with plants. The : 
observations of Farmer, of Strasburger and his pupils, tend 
show that among plants these elements occur only in the tha 
lophytes and lower bryophytes ; and that they may not exist @ : 
all in vascular cryptogams and phanerogams. Such a difference 
between thallophytes and cormophytes on the one hand, atl : 
between the latter and animals on the other, is somewhat sit | 
prising when one considers the analogies presented in the fur : 
damental structure of the cell, especially in the phenomenad 4 
nuclear division, in the great majority of plants and animals : 
However, the question may depend wholly upon the difference 
between purely theoretical views. i 

Among lower plants in which centrosomes have beet : 
described by the preceding observers, they present morpholog 
cal variations analogous to those with which we are familiar ® 
animals. For example, in Fucus, in the developing oogonia até : 

the segmenting eggs, Strasburger has observed centrosomes 
rounded by well differentiated radial striations. Swingle 7 j 
made similar observations in the vegetative cells of Sphacelat : 
with this difference, that instead of having the form of a routs 

granule, the centrosome resembles a little box (boitonnet) 
dumb-bell, or is club-shaped. This centrosome divides, pes" 
during the resting period, and varies but slightly in size. 

these plants the centrosome seems to be without any 
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animals (Ascaris, Cyclops, etc.), but here it was a form merely 

transitory which precedes the normal bipolar stage which, when 

attained, shows centrosomes of the usual type. 
These observations all go to prove that our conception of 

centrosomes should be much broader and more general than at 

the beginning of our acquaintance with them. 

One of the principal arguments against the existence of cen- 

fesomes among the cormophytes is drawn from the method of 

formation of the nuclear spindle. Many observers have stated 

that the spindle, instead of being bipolar from the first, begins 

with a variable number of poles; often more than a dozen, 

according to Osterhout, in the spore-mother cells of Equisetum ; 

half dozen or less, according to Mottier, in the pollen mother 

Ralls of Lilium, Podophyllum, etc. But at a fixed time these 

multipolar spindles always become bipolar, either by fusion, or 

~ drawing in of the filaments which form the multiple 

ee of the primitive figure. Neither at the summit of these 

sah cones, nor at the extremities of the bipolar spindle 

the = from them, have these authors seen anything showing 

the Sevag of acentrosome. It may be asked, then, what are 

~ trees which thus change the multipolar to the bipolar 

on if, according to the preceding observers, neither 

one must hor anything capable of their function is present, 

Ces ie a mechanical explanation for these changes. 

Of the eae romosomes which orient the achromatic threads 

contrary “a6 Well-known facts tend to show precisely the 

it only tema; end believes in the absence of any kinetic center, 

Teside in . admit with Strasburger that the forces in play 

eal meas independent of any special morpholog- 

- Pethaps be ion. The opinion of a distinguished scientist may 

E given some weight. 

att vn though all earlier ob ti n the presence of attractive ies observa ions upo P : 

May be regarded and centrosomes in different cormophytes 

, Recently describe as inexact, one cannot doubt that the bodies 

Zamia, Bic. d and figured by Webber in the pollen cells of 

gh they serve at a given moment in the formation 
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of the cilia of the antherozoids of this cycad, are centrosomes: 
and the same thing appears likely to be the case in Gingko, 
studied earlier by Hirase. 

The following are the results of my recent investigations of — 
the pollen mother cells of various phanerogams (Vymphea alta, 
Nuphar luteum, Limodorum abortivum), examined after fixationin 

Flemming’s fluid and other suitable reagents. 
In Nymphea, which is of particular interest, the adult mother 

cell contains an excentric nucleus, lying very near the wall, the : 
rest of the cell being almost entirely filled with starch, At ~ 
the commencement of the prophases of division the cytoplasm 
assumes a filamentous appearance around the nucleus, in which 

the chromosomes (apparently thirty-two in number) are peripher- 

ally placed in contact with the nuclear membrane, and in addi 
tion to the nucleolus a certain number of very fine achromatic 
threads can be distinguished. 

In the neighborhood of the nucleus certain stains, such’ 
a mixture of methyl-green, fuchsin, and orange G, bring outon — 
or two small differentiated bodies, sometimes of homogento® — 
aspect, sometimes provided with a more deeply stained central : 
granule and sometimes more numerous. At certain stages of 

act as points of attachment for cytoplasmic threads directed ’ 
towards the nucleus, and form the first outline of the nucleit 4 
spindle. Sometimes tripolar or even quadripolar spindles * 
found, but the final figure never has more than two poles, ee ; 
pied by a small sphere which has for its center either 2 5! a 
granule or several granules in a group, whose deep gree? om 4 
brought out by the stain indicated, is like that of the wor : 
Somes. These elements can also be stained by other methods. *" 
account of the small number of multipolar spindles that I a q 
observed, I am not able to suggest, at present, in what ma a 
the multipolar spindles become bipolar. 

The nuclear Spindle forms on the side of the cel’, hich 
curved in accordance with its contour. The two cones ye 
compose it, and whose bases correspond to the nucleate : 
elongate and incurve more and more, until the spindle — : 
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crescent-shaped, and sometimes twisted upon itself in the form 

ofan$. The length of the crescent often equals half the cir- 

cumference of the cell. This singular elongation appears to 

depend upon polar bodies which always occur at the points of 

the spindle. During the process sometimes these bodies are 

tepresented by a sphere with one or more granules, and some- 

times the sphere does not appear stained as the rest, a difference 

which may be attributed, in part, to the variable action of the 

feagents. In every case these bodies certainly represent centro- 

somes, Striations are also often to be seen extending from 
them into the cytoplasm. 

Often, also, the ends of the spindle are extended into a slen- 

der point, formed by several granules disposed ina line. One 

gn think that in this case there is no centrosome at the pole, 

Ps . my judgment, it is to be explained by the dissociation of 

& Primitive centrosomes, whose numerous granules have dis- 

as themselves in this way. The reaction of these elements 

nn certainly suggests this view. 
mo _ are found in all the phases of nuclear Give 

lectins 1 “al formation of the daughter nuclei they can still 

Deari € seen, becoming indistinct but not actually disap- 

"§- They are found during the second division of the 
Mother cell, 

oo avaieus is not lateral, but occupies a central 

Brains. The € cell, which is completely filled with starch 

character 3 mien presents an alveolar appearance. The 

in being of th € nuclear division differs from that in Nympheza 

chromosomes © normal type. It is to be remarked that the 

Mclear Plate ay core ai number, their arrangement in aii 

in the ferns, a being in groups of four, observed by Calkins 

animals. Ae “ a ad, zoologists in the copepods and other 

*€ also found € beginning of the prophases multipolar spindles 

Ta more or nee a extremities there is very on a granule 

Ure for ae distinct sphere serving as the point of depart 

3 lc threads. At later stages the polar bodies or 
“Ctros, 

i mes resemble those of Nymphea, but the bipolar spin- 
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dle, formed at the center of the cell, always lies as in ordinary . 

cases, 

It is exceedingly difficult to detect the bodies representing 
centrosomes in Limodorum. Multipolar spindles are very fre 
quent, and in general their branches are very numerous and very 
variable in appearance. At the extremity of many of them, 
however, there is seen a granule, or a small mass of substance 
more stained than the rest of the cytoplasm. During the forme 
tion of the bipolar spindle, those granules nearest the pois 
subsequently occupied by the two final poles, points determined 
y the form of the cell, seem to persist, the others disappearing. 

It can be supposed that several isolated bodies sometimes unilt 

to form a single centrosome, for, after the formation of the 

bipolar spindle, bodies are often seen at each pole. A distinct 
sphere was not observed, but time after time very delicate radiae 

tions from each pole were seen. : 

is none the less certain that the higher plants possess differe 
tated elements whose réle is the same as that of those analogots 
bodies observed in the lower plants and in animals. 

Paris, 



NEW SPECIES AND EXTENDED RANGES OF NORTH 

AMERICAN CARYOPHYLLACEZ. 

B. L. ROBINSON. 

(WITH PLATE XIII) 

Since the publication of the last fascicle of the Synoptical 
fla, containing a revision of the North American Caryophyl- 
lace, four additional species, belonging to this family and 
sowing within the range of the work mentioned, have come to 
the notice of the writer. These plants have been recently dis- 
Covered in widely separated parts of our continent, and, with the 
possible exception of the Drymaria mentioned below, are 
undoubtedly indigehous, so that together they form a note- 

pedal addition to our already rich representation of this. 
attractive family. 

oxyphylla.— Decumbent and rooting from the 
stems striate, leafy, dichotomously branched 

lent line ore in length, glabrous except along a puberu- 
vated aaa the dorsal surface of each branch: leaves elon- 
ne : anceolate, caudate-attenuate, becoming 1° or more in 

: warty fo 13™" in breadth, nearly concolorous, minutely 
Upon hi both surfaces, sparingly or even obsoletely ciliolate 

Tate ae gradually attenuate to sessile somewhat con- 

Veins fine] , midrib pale, prominent upon the lower surface; 

transmitter ag (an intramarginal one clearly visible by 

; deflexeg cas peduncles slender, spreading or at length 

Summit, © 35™ long, often nodding or recurved at me 

of the hi < in the forks of the branches and in the axils 

: ae leaves : calyx glabrous, subturbinate at the 

fength lanceolate, attenuate, in fruit about 6™™ in sc ; 
1898) ely striate, persistent, becoming dry and some- 

165 

lower nodes - 

above, = or m 
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what scarious: petals half to two-thirds as long, white, oblong, 

cleft only about a quarter of their length or even less, the teeth 

often unequal: stamens five: styles three: ovary globose: 
valves of young fruit three, bifid; seeds not seen.—Alsine 
Jamesii Holzinger, Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herb. 3: 216, in partie 

as to no. 608.— Collected in flower July 8, 1892, on St. Joseph's 
river, Wiessner’s Peak, Kootenai county, Idaho, at 1800" alti 
tude, by Messrs. Sandberg, MacDougal, and Heller, no. 608, 
and distributed as A/sine Jamesii from the Department of Agt : 
culture. 

This species has much the habit of the Japanese S. Vezonesis Maxi. 

which, however, is decandrous, has more deeply cleft petals and exhibits 

some other differences. S. oxyfhyl/a is on the border line between Stella- 

ria and Arenaria and indeed suggests at first sight Arenaria macrophy 

Hook., although slight examination of the pubescence and calyx shows"® 
be quite distinct from that species, and, all points considered, there can be . 
little doubt that its affinities are with Stellaria. It offers a drastic example 

of the deplorable haste with which the so-called reform of our nomenciatt ; 
has at times proceeded ; for the A/sine Jamesii of Holzinger, supposed q 
represent S¢edlaria Jamesii Torr., in reality rests upon a mixture of the very 7 

different S. oxyphyl/a (no. 608) and a luxuriant form of the cum ; 
S. media Cyrill. (no. 78 ), species so widely diverse that it is truly difficult | 
see how the confusion could have occurred. It will be rather interesting © : 
observe whether Adsine Jamesii Holzinger is to rest upon ise : 
(which by the way is not wholly correct, the original name being J aia 4 
and stand for a species which Mr. Holzinger may never have see? ces : 

never examined, or whether as in other cases the name is to be 
referring to the plants for which its author was actually using it. 

long, 5 or 6™ broad, puberulent or glabrous, finely 
near the contracted petiolar base, 1-nerved bet . 
transmitted light pinnate veins as well as ane ae 
One: peduncles two to several, axillary, solitaty ©. 
pubescent, about 1 in length, spreading, 1-floweres- cS. 
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campanulate, externally pubescent; sepals four, ovate, 2 to 

y= long, narrowed to an obtusish apex, delicate in texture, 

herbaceous except on the margins, obscurely 3-nerved: petals 

none: stamens eight: styles three, recurved: ovary and cap- 

sule ovoid; seeds dark reddish brown, minutely roughened.— 

Collected in flower and fruit in alder woods of the upper valley 

of the Nesqually upon slopes of Mt. Rainier, Washington, June 

18, 1895, by Professor O. D. Allen and forming no. 157 of his 

valuable set of Cascade mountain plants; also collected but 

chiefly ina sterile state on clayey banks near Lake Cushman, 

August 1895, by Professor C. V. Piper. 

The affinities of the species are obviously with S. od¢usa Engelm., S. crispa 

Cham, & Schlecht., and \S. calycantha Bong. 5S. obtusa, however, is essentially 

Blaborus, and has thicker obtuser apparently glaucescent leaves and sepals, 

while S. crispa is wholly glabrous and has narrower attenuate sepals, which are 

hag distinctly ribbed near the base. S. ca/ycantha, on the other hand, 

east its lower flowers in the forks of a distinctly cymose inflorescence. 

aa ULIGINOSA Schleicher.— This species, long known, 

ough somewhat local, in alpine and boreal regions of 

ea : oti as in Siberia and Greenland, has been collected 

as. vga near Rama, northern Labrador, at about 300™ 

Species . y ode J. D. Sornborger, August 1897. While the 

name tee Watson’s Bibliographical Index, under the 

hitherto oan it has not, to the knowledge of the writer, been 

Index ee served upon continental America, its citation in the 

d in Rg ag to the fact that Dr. Watson included Green- 

that he a Senry. covered, as well as to the circumstance 

quite dite wats his synonymy of the species in question the 

ic te 6 4. Rossii R. Br. As will be seen from the accom- 

fakes a8 6 in Plate XIII, A. uliginosa can readily be distin- 

foliage ahead of the related North American species by its 

Slender aay tufted at the base and by its very long and 

ther obsery naked stems and peduncles. In these, as in all 

ag characters, Mr. Sornborger’s specimens corre- 

the Ccurre ae those from the Old World. The nature of 

em Labrador, together with the presence of the 
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species in Greenland, leaves little doubt as to the indigenous 

character of the Labrador specimens. 
This species has a rather complicated synonymy which has 

led to so much confusion that it will be best to cite its bibliog- 
raphy here in some detail. Its names have been as follows: 

Spergula stricta Swartz, Vet. Acad. Handl. Stockh., 20 :229. 1799; and 
in Schrad. Journ. 18007: 256. 

Arenaria uliginosa Schleicher, “Cent. exs. 1. n. 47,’ acc. to Lam. & 

DC. Fl. Fr. 4: 786. 1805, where a good description is given; DC. Ic Pl 
Gal. Rar. 14 (excl. syn.in part), A/. g6,; and Prodr. 1: 407 ; Hook.f, Arct. Pl 
287, 322; Gray, Proc. Acad. Philad. 1863:58; Hook. f. Stud. Fl, Brit Is 
ed 3. 63; Britton, Mem. Torr. Club. 2: a7. 

Alsine stricta Wahlenberg, Fl. Lapponica 127. 1812; Fl. Dan. pl. 2962; 
Nyman Conspect. 118, and continental authors generally. 

Arenaria Lapponica Spreng. Syst. 2: 402. 1825; Hook. f. & Jacks. Ind. 
Kew. 1:17 

Sabulina stricta Reichenb. Fl. Germ. Excurs. 789. 1832. 
Stellaria stricta Sw. ex Steudel, Nomencl. ed. 2, 2 : 637. 1841: 
Arenaria stricta Wats. Bibliog. Index 98. 1878, at least as to the fis! 

three synonyms. : 

From the above synonymy it is evident that there ete siderable choice of names and that the selection by dene 
authors is likely to vary somewhat according to individual ideas 4 
of classification and nomenclature. It is clear, howeveh _ 
those who unite Alsine and Arenaria and who also prefer the | 

“first correct combination”? must choose Arenaria uliginosa, the ; 
name current in England. It is to be regretted that the af 
ments made in regard to this species in the Jndex Kewens 
most conflicting and inaccurate, being as follows: 

Under Alsine 
sce pula AO : 

A. stricta, Mert. and Koch, in Roehl. Deutsch. Fi. iii. 278= 

stricta. 

A. stricta, Wahlenb. F1. Lapp. 127 =Ar. lapponica. a 
Under Arenaria 

; ; a valid 
A. lapponica, Spreng. Syst. ii. 402.— Lappon. [ee & q 

species of restri : Mag 
A, iru cs in Ges. Naturf. Fr. ia ] 

vii. (1813) 207 = Arenaria stricta. 
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Under Sabulina 

S. stricta, Reichenb. Fl. Germ, Excurs. 789 == Arenaria stricta. 

Under Spergula 

S. stricta, Sw. in Vet. Acad. Handl. Stockh. xx. (1799) 229 = 

Arenaria stricta. 

Now of these six clear references to this well-known Euro- 
pean plant all are incorrect. Four refer it to Avenaria stricta, 
but the only plant of that name cited by the Jndex Kewensis is 
the common and wholly distinct American species of Michaux’s 
Fi. Bor. Am. 1:274, while the other two references to the plant 
under discussion maintain for it the name Avenaria Lapponica 
Spreng. (1825), which is much antedated both in Arenaria, 
Alsine, and Spergula, and is accordingly supported by no code 
or usage whatever. As further incidents in this confusion may 
be mentioned the neglect of Lamarck & De Candolle’s early 
Publication of Avenaria uliginosa, and the omission of Watson's 
Arenaria stricta which, as its synonymy clearly shows, was 
employed in a sense wholly different from A. stricta of Michaux. 

In 1890 (Mem. Torr. Club 2:37) Dr. N. L. Britton exactly 

“Presses the position of the present writer, by his footnote, 

Way displace Michaux’ of 1803.” 

of caus Position, stated so positively by Dr. Britton in 1890, is 

Which ce, contrary to the unwise Madison rule of 1893, 

When the 5 : bao immutability of an older specific name even 

identical see is transferred to a genus already Contannns an 

Where nla cone of later date. As the writer has else- 

4 synonym Mi 1S provision, together with the dictum of “once 

ways a synonym,” would give a power to any 

ker of displacing forever many valid specific 

rule can certainly never attain general accept- 

pleasure to see from Dr. Britton’s note of 1890, 

thoughtlesg Wor 

ames. Such 4 
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how clearly he sees its disadvantages. Nevertheless it isame- 
ter of surprise to note that he did not feel impelled to follor 
the Madison rules in the ///ustrated Flora, nor even in the List ¢ 
Pteridophyta, etc., (which was expressly prepared to illustrate 
the nomenclatorial system of the American Association), fora 
both works Avenaria stricta Michx. is still kept up, although the 
Madison rule would clearly establish Avenaria stricta (Sw.) Wats 
for the European plant and force the adoption of A. Micha 
Fenzl. for the American. Dr. Britton’s usage can scarcely be 

due to oversight, for he had so recently shown a complete under 
Standing of the existence and distinctness of the two spetits 
concerned. But if, on the other hand, it is to be taken asa vey 

sensible exception to an undesirable rule, it may be asked: What 
is to become of a rigid system, if even very sensible exceptions 

are permitted ? | 
SPERGULARIA BOREALIS Rob.—Until recently this species has 

not been known south of Wells, Maine, where collected by Mr. ; 
Walter Deane. However, President E. Brainerd has brought! | 
the notice of the writer specimens collected at North Dennis 0 

Cape Cod by the Rev. C. N. Brainerd, and still more rece! 
specimens from the banks of Seekonk river near Providetts 
Rhode Island, have been sent to the herbarium of the New Eng: 7 
land Botanical Club by Mr. J. F. Collins. These more ie : 
Specimens agree in all observed points with the northern. 2 
best distinctive features appear to be the short blunt ap : 
large seeds. figs. 2 and 3 of Plate XIII will assist ™ a - 

Suishing this species from S. salina Presl., the only meme” — 
the genus with which it is likely to be confused. An 7 
tion of the specimens of Spergularia in the herbarium of é 
Middlesex Institute, recently deposited in the herbarium 0" 

Salina by Mr.F.S. Collins. Upon this material rests the 14 pi : 
medium of Dame & Collins, Flora of Middlesex County, a 

. any Now that the species is known within easy reach of many” 
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botanists, it is to be hoped that it will receive further field study, 

which may lead to the discovery of additional distinctive features. 

DryYMARIA CORDATA Willd.—This common and well known 

species, widely distributed in the tropics of both hemispheres, 

but not, to the knowledge of the writer, hitherto reported from 

any part of the United States, has recently been collected on the 

banks of the Withlacoochee river near Istachatta, Florida, by Mr. 

A. H. Curtiss. Whether the plant is indigenous in this locality 

has not been determined. The seeds, which are of small size, 

may well have been brought from the tropics in mud clinging to 

the feet of migratory birds or in some such way. It appears 
that in warm countries this species is apt to be rather common, 
where it occurs at all, and the fact that it has not been observed 

ys Florida before would rather suggest a recent introduction. 

Fig. ron Plate XIII is drawn from a Mexican specimen, not 
from Mr. Curtiss’ plants which, although unmistakably of this 

Species, are sterile. 
Gray HERBARIUM. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIII. 

= original drawings reduced one-half in the plate. 

Sg 1. Drymaria cordata; a, habital sketch; 6, node showing cleft 

St. 

F , 
ag 2. Spergularia salina ; ¢, old flower with mature capsule; ¢, seed. 

= 3- Spergularia borealis; e, seed, drawn to same scale as d; f 
; ‘showing at the left an old flower with blunt sepals and much 
*terted capsule 

ey : aa Washingtoniana , g, fruiting plant; 4, outside surface 

‘ : ion esha of sepal; 7, stamen; 4, ovary. 

g, Stamen . . aria oxyphylla, 2, habital sketch; m, sepal; m, 0,, petals; 
» 7, OVary, 

Fig. 6. 4y, as 
ria uliginosa; s, habital sketch; 4, sepal; , petal; ¥ 

’ Ww, Ovary 



ON COLLECTING AND PREPARING FLESHY FUNG 
FOR THE HERBARIUM: 4 

EDWARD A. BuRT. 

(WITH PLATE XIV) 

Our North American flora is so rich and its territory : 
large, in comparison with the number of botanists engaged inils q 
study, that the knowledge of even the distribution of some lage _ 
classes of its plants is very inadequate, being based chiefly on wom 
covering comparatively limited regions. This is especially tue 
for the fleshy fungi ( Basidiomycetes and larger Ascomycetes), 
the larger number of which are rapidly putrescent and there 
fore not usually found in the collections of professional botat- : 

ical collectors and explorers, to whom we owe so much in other a 
Classes. The larger herbaria and exsiccati are also, for the 

which people who are not botanists would more gladly 
botanist’s knowledge than of the class Basidiomycetes ® 

there is probably no class of plants whose collection @ fe 
in one’s home locality can be carried on with greater interest’ 
a series of years, provided one has sufficient freedom duritg™ 

int out following years, It is the aim of the present paper to Po” 
* Read before the Vermont Botanical Club February 5, 1898. 
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practical methods of doing this work so that it may afford results 

and collections of permanent scientific value.’ 

Contecrinc.— For collecting fleshy fungi, 1 have seen noth- 

ing better than a common splint basket with hinged cover ( fig. 

t),such a basket as is often used for a lunch basket at picnics or 

saworkman’s dinner basket, and is to be obtained for twenty 

to thirty cents, My preference is for a size about 14 X g™X 11 

deep. Such a basket is much lighter than a tin box; it is pro- 

vided with a pair of handles by which it may be carried suspended 

from the arm; the cover protects the contents from injury by 

direct sunlight and, in going through woods and thickets, from 

mury by branches. The convex cover is thrown back while one 

“tops to make a collection and it forms a receptacle 3'" deep, 

"sy convenient for the temporary arrangement of the material. 

7 Fleshy fungi find too close an atmosphere ina tin collecting 

box aad rot down much sooner than in the basket. 

It iswell to carry in the basket a chisel for the removal of 

— towing on wood, and a trowel-like knife for those 

owing deep in the ground or for those which it is desirable to 

q “ay home in the original clusters. One or two small tin or 

.. boxes should also be provided to hold the more del- 

thin ean species. The basket should contain a package 

Mees aie 4 and tough, uncolored paper—a heavy weight 

Rood og Which does not become too tender when moist 1s 

‘aryin This paper should be cut into squares and rectangles 

~ 718 iM size from 6 Square to 1° x 2*. 

Whiiag oe a species that is to be saved is found, it should 

’ ™ Possible, in sufficient quantity for several ample 

both youn , being taken to obtain’a full series of stages, 

iNjur oo, mature, and to take up each plant with as little 

sclerotoig ‘a vt in order to show the base of the stem and any 

“Nough for the sale parts present. A sheet of paper aii 

‘Spread out x . ection is then selected from the package an 

ie € open cover of the basket. The plants are 

aie. stant The preparation of agarics for the herbarium. Bor. Gaz. 

Specimens, 
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arranged on the central portion of the paper so as to forms 
compact pile, and in this pile is placed a slip bearing the writtes 
field notes of this collection. The four corners of the sheet of 
tissue paper are raised and brought together above the pile ant 
twisted together so as to draw the sheet closely about the pie 
of fungi and hold the plants firmly, forming a compact package : 
in which the individual plants cannot be shaken about, Thee _ 
packets should be bedded closely together in the basket so tht 
they may be carried without shaking. Very heavy specimens 
weighing several pounds each should be placed at the bottos 
of the basket preferably, or resting one on the other at one a 
its ends, 

The fleshy fungi are very fragile, yet I have made many col 
lecting trips in the rugged Green mountains, collecting in rougl 
wooded places through the greater part of the day, and driving 
towards its close from five to twelve miles with my basket of 
Specimens, or oftener carrying the basket knapsack-fashion ® 
my back while riding a bicycle, and yet have found the plants : 
in perfect condition in the packages when home was : 
During the annual field-day of our Botanical Club last Septt® 
ber, Professor Jones and I collected fleshy fungi on the ascett : 
up the west side and on the summit of Mt. Mansfield during : 
the first day, and on the second day down the steep pee 
slope through the forest to Smugglers Notch and through e 
Notch. Then there was a rapid ride over a rough road es 
fersonville and a further ride of several hours by ail 
Our collections came through in fine condition, howev 
Save a large number of interesting species a place on the = 
list. The Paper wrapper about each package gives "6! sy : 
elasticity to the contents of the basket, retains the a : moisture of the plants well, and does not wholly prey uae 
circulation of air through the basket. If decay begin fee 
Package, it is confined there. In addition to this, . ot b 
advantage of having each species with its field wae ab 
itself, will be appreciated by every one whose work 
with the lower cryptogams. 
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Fietp nores.— Field notes are of great importance; they 

should always be made for each species which one does not 

already know well, and also for any collection which impresses 

one, although in a vague way, perhaps, as strange or unusual. 

Such notes afford in many cases decisive characters in the deter- 

mination of the species. Some characters are so evanescent 

that they cannot be made out after the plants have been kept a 

few hours; if there is to be any doubt about any such character, 

that doubt can usually be settled by five minutes search for a 

good plant much more satisfactorily and more easily than by 

perhaps hours of hard work in the consideration of technical 

descriptions, 

In general, notes treat of viscidity, hygrophaneity, and field- 

iyness of the pileus; of the colors of the lamellae, if they differ 

os in young and mature plants; of the presence of milk 

saa color and taste; of noteworthy characters of the stem, as 

"scidity, the presence of a cortina and its color in young plants, 

ie an fvanescent ring or volva; and of the special habitat 

.. growing on wood, under pines, in swamps, open pas- 

ters cae These notes are quickly made, as _ positive charac- 

. € only ones usually stated, although in some cases 
‘Pecific statement of the absence of distinctive characters is 

a. The field notes should be placed at once in the 

ae ee sa plants to which they refer. 

a possible Sasi PREPARATORY TO IDENTIFICATION.— As soon 

Work of dete “ reaching home or the place where the further 

ges of fun pemination and drying is to be done, ae pack- 

aaa be removed from the collecting basket 

May stand clog i other covered baskets so that the packages 

y bestin ely together on the bottom of the basket but not 

Yes mein oa on the other. In this distribution, the ee 

“Oprinus Sin, the most putrescent fungi, such as species ) 

loma, e yrella, Panaeolus, Boletus, Flammula, Tricho- 

Ystophorus, and Amanita, may with advantage be 
3Cf. U, 

ind ae 
Pp, Sta, Ba *twood: Suggestions to collectors of fleshy fungi. Alabama Agr. 

letin 80:271. 1897, 
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placed in a basket by themselves, as they should be the fist — 

identified and dried, or many will be lost by decay. The pack — 
ages of less putrescent fleshy fungi may be kept fresh in fair 
condition for two or three days after being collected, but the dit — 
ficulty in their study and determination increases with the tim 
they are kept. - 

COLLECTING THE SPOREs.— While distributing the packages 

from the collecting basket, at least one plant in each package — 

should be set for spores, which may be collected very easily até : 

without the sacrifice of a plant. Sheets of white paper anda 

black paper without a glossy surface are needed. If there § 

reason for believing that the plant bears white spores, a circular 

disk of the diameter of the pileus is cut with scissors from tit — 

black paper; this disk is then slit radially from the margin ® — 

the center, and enough of the paper is cut away about the centet 

to give an opening of the diameter of the stem just underneath 

the pileus. The paper disk is then placed underneath the piless 
in contact with it and.with, the stem passing through the ai 
ing made for it. The plant is then placed in erect position if 

the pile from which it was taken, and the other plants of the pile 

are arranged about this plant in such manner as to support : 
erect position and also to hold the paper disk close up agaist 

the pileus. The four corners of the wrapping sheet are ©” 
brought together above the pile of plants and twisted tog oe 

in the manner already described. The package of plants § 

placed in the proper basket. | 
If the fungus is believed to have colored spo 

cut from white paper. When the color of the Jamellae 
doubt as to the color of the spores, set one plant bs 

spores and another for colored spores. In the case of 
of Clavaria (exact knowledge of the color of the spore ® 
sary for specific determination in this genus) and of e 
lateral stemmed pilei, it is merely necessary to lay OO 

plants hymenial side downward on the spore paper in 

and to enfold all again with the wrapper. The vidas 
be obtained gummed and the spores will become im 

res, the 

25 = 
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adhesive matter, giving a spore print from which the spores will 
not be rubbed away. 

More elaborate methods of collecting spores have been pro- 
posed.* The above simple method has been found to work well 
and to require but a small amount of labor and no bell-glasses 
to protect from currents of air. It has also the great advantage 
of keeping all the plants of a collection together. 

DETERMINATION OF THE SPECIES.— In this connection, a state- 

ment which I made at our meeting of last year may be repeated: 
“When material is plenty, it is not usually worth while to deter- 

mine for the first time dried specimens of the fleshy fungi. After 
one knows a species and has it in his herbarium, it is not difficult 

% fecognize the species in dried specimens; but first determina- 
tions of fleshy Basidiomycetes and Ascomycetes are best made 

fresh plants.” During the night spores will fall on the paper 
disks in sufficient quantity to show their distinctive color. On 
the second day, therefore, one should proceed with the study 
and determination of as many as possible of his collections, and 
te can do so with the assurance that the unbiased observations 
ota the positive knowledge thus far gained will materially 

nthe labor of his further study and contribute to the accu- 
"acy of his final determinations. 

is any of the collections will be traced through to their spe- 
ig but little trouble — this is especially true for the better 
.. of world wide distribution or of economic impor- 

Sitation, Fo will feel sure of the correctness of his deter- 

addition . . such cases it is perhaps only necessary to add in 
Bot o. usual data of specific name, date, locality, and 
Ste etapa or habitat, a concise ata tease? of the 

Of the flesh : : ich the plant is referred to the particular species, 

— Woundeq and - color, taste, odor, and change of color when 

If the cain ‘a the characters already noted in the field notes. 

the species x ave been found to agree with a reliable plate of 

se ‘e Cord should also be made of the plate. In most 

8 55163, ita Centralblatt —:78, 1889. Translated in Jour. of Mycol- 
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cases these data may be given in the regular herbarium label ; 

but in some instances it may seem best to use a larger slip. 

Difficulty will be experienced in determining some of the 

collections, or some collections may be referred to rare or litte 

known species. In all such cases full descriptive notes should 

be made of all characters of the plants. These notes should 

treat of the pileus with regard to form, surface, moisture, color, 

hardness, and size; of the lamellae, tubes, or other hymenial 

surface with regard to relation to the stem, relative distant — 

apart, connection with each other, waxy surface, surface studded 

with drops, color, form, and breadth ; of the spores with regard 

to color, surface, form, and dimensions ; of the stem with regard 

to structure, surface, coloration external and internal, form, 

dimensions, base, presence of a volva, ring or cortina, and its 

color and persistency ; of the flesh with regard to color, ta — 
odor; of any change of color which any part may show 0 

being cut or bruised ; of the presence of milk and its taste and 

color; of the mode of growth of the plants, whether solitary, 

gregarious, or cespitose; of the kind of soil in which they gret 

ether 2 

ity and 
or on what kind of wood, or other substance, and wh 

woods and their kind, or in open fields; and also of local 

date; and of any other matter of which record seem 
A suggestive outline for these full notes is affor 

blank for collectors’ notes in use by the members of 

Mycological Club. This blank also affords great h 

beginner by giving the usual scientific terms in which 
tions are couched. oe 

ine each spe 1a An earnest attempt should be made to determ 

of which one makes an ample collection. From ana@™ro 
P al variatio® lection one is not likely to conclude that an individu 

or abnormality is a constant character of the speci 
attempt at determination fails for the time being 
plants accompanied by full descriptive notes W 
identification possible later on. Species not readily deter 

es. IE 

at the time ofte i f the trip. oe n prove the prizes of the trip carefully PY 
DryInc.— Well dried plants in ample amount, 

s desirable. 

ded by te | 

the Bost 
elp to te q 

the driee
 

ill usuall
y = 4 
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pared for the herbarium and accompanied by accurate notes of 

the characters of the fresh plants generally afford the most sat- 

islactory specimens for the herbarium. If such specimens can 

be supplemented by photographs, sketches, drawings in color, 

sectional preparations, or specimens in alcohol, so much the bet- 

ter. In a few genera and one family, the Tremellineae, which 

dry poorly, alcoholic specimens are to be preferred, but in 

general well dried plants properly prepared are very satisfac- 

tory; they are convenient for reference also and do not occupy 

too much space. 
A good herbarium specimen of a basidiomycete should show 

hot only its external form, surface and habit but also its internal 

Structure. Some plants should therefore be split lengthways into 

halves with a sharp knife or scalpel. If skillfully prepared one 

of these halves will show the thickness of the pileus, breadth of 
the lamellae, relation of the lamellae to the stem, structure of 

the stem, and sometimes the color of the flesh. Earth adhering 
to the base of the stem should be carefully removed, pains being 

taken to leave uninjured the whole base of the stem with its 
volva and radicated portions, when these are present. 

va ae mode of drying fleshy fungi is by the heat of 

iti si his method gives good results with a few genera, but 

° available during the night and on cloudy days. At its 

ha slow that thick, fleshy species of such a genus as 

eat come so decayed and so eaten by larve that the stem 

id gaa from the pileus and the tube characters become 

st. 

ag method is to place the fungi in a wire basket and 

t is ze above astove. This gives good specimens if the 

kitchen Maintained night and day. During the summer the 

ept Mnge is likely to be the only stove in which a fire is 

mee Now, many of the fleshy fungi which one will dry 

atop . larvae ; as the plants dry out these larve literally 

ycolog; the. fry ing pan to the fire. It is evident that the 

sist may encounter serious domestic obstacles in his 
Pts to use the range. 
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For some time I have been using a preferable method 

which I devised during my student days in order to save my 

collections. My Vermont collections of the last two seasons 

have been dried in a galvanized wire tray 14 X 20 X 2™ deep 

(fig. 2). This tray is suspended horizontally 16" above the 

floor against the side wall of a room by strong cords tied to the 

four corners of the tray and passing over a nail higher up in the 

side wall. As soon as a species has been determined, its char- 

acters noted, and the plants prepared as already directed, its 

placed in a pile by itself, with its label, on the wire tray inthe 

most favorable place available. An ordinary kerosene hand- 

lamp, total height 11, is placed under this pile of fungi of 
one species, or more usually under several piles grouped side 

by side, if several species are drying at the same time. The 

flame of the lamp is adjusted so that the current of heated ait 

which rises up through the plants will not be hot enough 10 q 

bake them. Species not subject to the work of larve, and which 

would make fine specimens by slow drying by sun heat, may be 

placed at places on the tray not directly above the lamp. As 

the piles of plants accumulate on the tray, more lamps af 

lighted and placed beneath it. Three lamps are sufficient ia 

tray of the area of mine. The lamps are kept going 

and day until all plants on the tray are thoroughly dried. : 

During the process of drying the brittle stems of mae 2 

species become pliant for a time. While in this condition it® 

a good plan to bend them near the point of attachment a ’ 

pileus so that they may lie in nearly the same planes eee 1 

pilei. Most species dry out rapidly in a few hours; othe : 

large Boleti and Lactarii, may require twenty-four wee 

may require turning once or more. As rapidly as P pase 
thoroughly dried in any piles, I remove such plants sag 

drying tray and place them, each species by itsel 

sheets of felt paper which are used as “driers 

ing plants. During the busy collecting season MY PY, ty 
the piles on these driers, from half a dozen to twenty —— 
a drier, in : isturbed. Th¢Y ” ,» in a room where they will not be disturbe 

RB 
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be stored temporarily in paper bags or boxes, one species col- 

lection to a bag or box, and with each is kept its label, notes, ~ 

and spore print. 
PREPARING THE ROUGH-DRIED PLANTS FOR THE HERBARIUM.— 

During the process of drying, many fungi bend and curl into 

very unnatural and irregular shapes. In their rough dried con- 

dition they cannot be distributed in the sheets of an herbarium. 

They have first to be moistened and then flattened and kept in 

that condition until they are dry again. This part of the work 

may be done at one’s convenience. 

I moisten the plants by placing them in a moist chamber, 

leaving them there until sufficient moisture has been absorbed 

“o that they can be bent without breaking. I use for this pur- 

pose a dry goods case made of matched boards. The inside 

dimensions of the case are 27 X 20x16" deep. It is large 

‘nough so that two dryers with their loads of dried fungi may 

® placed side by side in the bottom. Cloths dipped in water 

A aang out so as not to drip, are hung ina curtain-like man- 

Nr inside the case against the side walls. Another wet cloth 

ie across the open top of the box and the board cover is 

P sie oidgl this. Most of the smaller species absorb sufficient 

_ two or three hours, but large species of Boletus, 

ie. a Russula may need to be left in the moist cham- 

ght or even longer. A damp cellar will serve the 

Sie of a moist box, 

the “ee a condition the stem and pileus may be bent by 

may Bees that both lie in the same plane, and the pileus 

Cate inst ie a more natural form than it assumed in drying. 

ities ‘a olay to do no violence to any part, nor to 

aes amelle from the stem. When shaped for bcitd 

This ig = plants must be prevented from curling in drying. 

_ . -omplished by placing them in folded sheets of unsized 

Wei h tween driers, placing these in a pile with the least 

= the Pile sufficient t t curli This is not 
‘Sing the inte ent to Lausige sons ing. ee 

ering Oa oe that term is used with reference to Ho 

; it is Simply preventing their curling out of shape 
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while parting with the absorbed moisture. Pressure would crowd 

the lamellz close together and crush them against the pileus, 

obliterating one of the most distinctive features of the fungus. 

In a well prepared specimen, unless the lamallz are very broad, 

one should be able to look between them to the under surface 

of the pileus and make out venose connections if present. 

If the plants are to be poisoned with a solution of corrosive 

sublimate or of strychnin, the poisoning should be done just 

before placing the specimens between the driers. 

Mountinc.— They will be dry enough for mounting after 

they have lain two or three days between the driers. Species 

sheets of standard size will be found preferable to half sheets 

for an herbarium of fleshy fungi. If the collectionfis small, it 

may be placed in an envelope of the Gray Herbarium style, and 

the envelope, bearing its label, should be glued to a card of 

somewhat larger size near its lower end (jig. 4, lower right 

hand corner). Sheets of mounting paper may be cut * 
halves, quarters, eighths, etc., for the cards. If the specimen 

is not scanty, two typical plants should be glued to the nit 

part of the card, one showing the upper surface of the plant | 

the other its undersurface. These plants outside the packet facilt : 

tate comparison when referring to the herbarium, and they also 
catch the eye as one turns the sheets, and help to keep the species 

well remembered (see fig. 4, upper left hand corner). wa 

The small card bearing the collection, part on the card # : 

the remainder loose in the envelope, should be pinned to t : 

species sheet at some place which will aid in keeping fat 

pile of sheets of the genus. The several collections oF peer 
of the same species may be advantageously pinned to the 

species sheet. If the collection is very large, 4 large 
of the style used by Ellis in N. A. Fungi and Fungi Colum 
will hold the specimens from falling out better than the 

Herbarium kind. 
, eee ether 3° 

By this method the whole collection is kept t°8 be too 

specimen in the herbarium. A specimen is not likely t a 

ample. If some plants can be spared from it for exe 
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they may be conveniently kept in the original collection until 

they are needed by others, and in the meantime they do not 

detract from its value for consultation. This does away with 

unmounted duplicates except in the case of large, woody Poly- 

poree and Hydnez. 
Bulky specimens of Polyporee and Hydnex ead iba ond. 

lections of puffballs, etc., may be stored, each species or 

collection by itself, in small boxes of suitable size and the small 

boxes in larger boxes having the length and the breadth of a 

genus cover and a depth of 1%, 2%, or a greater number of 

inches. These boxes are a great convenience. They may be 

Kept in the regular pigeon-holes of herbarium cases, distrib- 

uted among the families of which they contain specimens. In 

tase of a specimen to be looked for in one of these boxes, a 

teference to the box in which it is kept should be given on the 

regular species sheet where one looks first. 

es OF FLESHY FUNGI.—In general, sectional prepara- 

Pig regarded as of secondary value as compared with well 

but a “gd prepared 
plants accompanied by good notes, 

and notes . and given in addition to the dried plants 

full set aid add greatly to the value of the specimen. A 

section throu — preparations includes a median longitudinal 

the whole le = ‘ mature plant, the outer layer of the stem for 

cumference io of the latter but for only one-third a its cir- 

4 spore beint mies layer on the upper side of the pileus, and 

ie ceccs the plants are cespitose in growth, several 

: ae different plants of a cluster will be grouped 

in ie — sections of young plants will also be needed 

attachment S to show inrolled margin of the young pileus, 

a. the veil, etc. The median longitudinal section 

the set, Tt ag is usually the most important preparation of 

degree of att a8 show faithfully the structure of the stem, the 

th of et of the lamella or tubes to the stem, the 

and the outline es or tubes, the thickness of the pileus, 

pect. i the plant. No carelessness or inaccuracy in 

' a8, for example, omission of the stuffing of the | 
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stem, can be tolerated, as it makes the preparation directly 
misleading. 

A thin-bladed knife or scalpel with a keen edge is used for 
cutting these sections, which must be cut very thin. The see 
tions, as cut from the fresh plants, are arranged as naturally and 
artistically as possible on the gummed side of a rectangular 
piece of gummed paper just large enough for them. A pieceal 
waxed paper such as florists and confectioners use is laid over 

the sections and it must also cover all the exposed gumme — 

surface of the gummed paper. The combination of gummel — 

sheet, sections and waxed paper is placed between sheets of — 

light weight blotting paper and driers in a plant press and dried 
rapidly under heavy pressure. The sections adhere to tht 
gummed sheet, retain their colors better than by any other 
method with which I am familiar, and do not shrink much® — 
drying. When they are quite dry, the waxed paper may Me 
lifted from the preparations and the gummed sheet. I glue the 

back of the gummed paper at the corners against the upper pat 
of the card bearing the envelope of dried plants of the same 

collection, as shown in fig. 4, with the collection at the right bane 
corner of the species sheet. 

Herpell5 has given full directions in regard to prepang | 
sections of fungi and he has also issued a fine set of such prepa® . 
tions, a 

PRESERVATION OF FLESHY FUNGI IN THE HERBARIUM.— It a 

dried fungi may be poisoned with dilute solutions of — 4 
sublimate or of strychnin by the methods in use for flow He 4 

plants. In Rep. N. Y. Mus. 24: 43. 1869, Mr. Peck wee : 
formula for a solution of corrosive sublimate, sulfuric ©” ' 

turpentine and alcohol which he was then using 0? the i : 

mens in the N. Y. State Herbarium. This solution - a. 
worked well in use, and in its stead Mr. Peck kindly pee eer 
to give his formula for a strychnin preparation which he ® a 
using and finds more satisfactory in all respects. 

; 
: 

ss . ‘ in. 1380; Sam 

* Prépariren u. Einlegen der Hutpilze fur das Herbarium. Berlin ‘ae 

lung praparirter Hutpilze. St. Goar. 1881-1884. 
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Strychnin poison mixture : 

Bete. Of strychitia. i. .436 iss seuss % 02. 

Bement WALLETS . ba. is cas ec eh eae 4 or 5 oz 

RN 6s sce cd xn pues about 2 oz. 

Dissolve the strychnin in the warm water; add alcohol to the solution 

until the mixture becomes thin enough to spread easily and to penetrate the 

specimens. The simple aqueous solution is not absorbed readily or spread 
easily, manifesting a tendency to gather in globules like mercury. The 
addition of the alcohol overcomes this difficulty. 

A thorough application of the poison should be made with 
asoft brush to every portion of the surface of each plant. The 
application can be made with the least labor when the moistened 

plants, after being shaped for the herbarium, are about to be 
placed between the driers, As the poison does not penetrate to 

“ny great depth, “moth balls” (napthaline, camphorine, etc.) are 
often placed in the boxes with specimens of very thick and 

bulky fungi, such as species of Fomes and the like, to keep 
away insect visitors. 

My herbarium of fleshy fungi is stored in insect proof tin 

boxes. These boxes (fig. 3) are large enough to take genus cov- 

wa gnd mounting sheets of the full standard size; they are 6™ 
tigh—larger than the usual herbarium pigeonhole, but this is 

eae aS some genera are very bulky. These tin boxes 
a. made drop door at the front end, which fits so well 

oe “in vapors of carbon bisulphide in the box for fully 

mYy-cight hours. The boxes are kept in a herbarium case. 
saucer ~ ad herbarium was transferred to these boxes, a small 

tach ogee about 5° of carbon bisulphide was placed in 

days the Pile of plants it contained. At the end of three 

of further ae were removed. There has been no evidence 

that time ons — = the contents of these boxes. Since 

Ieceived } the collections of the season and all specimens 

bisulphide fo. none are subjected to the vapors of eee 

iN the ag at least forty-eight hours before being peers 

Storing a ee I find the chief drawback to this method 

the tin boxes oa pon of fleshy fungi to be the great expense 0 
» Of which I now have forty-two in use. To make 
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space for future additions, I think of poisoning a portion of the 

herbarium, consisting of groups of genera least troubled by 

insects, and keeping this portion in the ordinary herbarium 

pigeon-holes. 

MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MIDDLEBURY, VT. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV. 

Fic. 1. Collecting basket. 

Fic. 2. Drying tray of galvanized wire of 4 ™ mesh. | 

Fic. 3. Insect-proof tin box for storing the mounted fungi. This # 

intended to take the place of the pigeon-hole in an herbarium case. 

Fic. 4. Sketch of a species sheet of Lactarius trivialis Tt. ™ 

gracilis Pk, from my herbarium, showing four collections each mounted @® 

a card and the cards pinned to the sheet. The plants of each collection at 

loose in their respective packets, with the exception of that at the upper let 4 

hand corner of the sheet where one plant has been mounted outside te 

packet on the upper part of the card, and with the exception of the collec ; 

at the lower right hand corner where a set of sectional preparations ® 

gummed paper is mounted on the upper part of the card. 
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ON SOME ASPECTS OF VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY 

AND THE CONDITIONS WHICH INFLUENCE THE 

DISSEMINATION OF PLANT DISEASES. 

W. C. STURGIS. 

Tae modern vegetable pathologist finds himself confronted 

at the very outset of his investigations by many preliminary 

questions which he is obliged to answer more or less satis- 

factorily before he can recommend with any degree of certainty 

a definite line of preventive or curative treatment. 

He must be familiar with the main principles of vegetable 

physiology in general and the normal anatomy and histology of 

Whe special plant under consideration, in order that he may 

“ey when and how the general course of the physiological 

activities of the plant is disturbed, and whether the structure 

: 7 he observes is normal or otherwise. In case the anatomy 

‘evidently morbid, he must be prepared to diagnose the case 

"a as great a degree of accuracy as possible. Let us suppose 

a result of extended observations upon one plant or 4 

“ries of plants showing similar symptoms of disease, he finds 

ae enim is generally or constantly associated 

i aa, a I pass over the large class of cases in which 

patho °rganism is observed, and in which therefore the 

— ee put all his knowledge to the test, examine the 

bias, aaa the utmost attention to detail, exhaust all his 

ae ag test every possible theory in his search for opera- 

ee found a possible connection between the dis- 

Ous ecg Mader observation and a living organism, the 

of the Sale of his work begins, viz., the determination 

VEstion Se nus the mere saprophytism of the organism in 

ae it is not enough merely to observe the associa 

187 
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tion of a living organism of fungous or bacterial nature with the 
diseased condition, no matter how intimate or constant such 

association may be. Of course, there may be cases, such asthe — 
| ‘‘black-knot” of plum trees, in which the effect of the fungs 

is so apparent and its parasitic nature so manifest that the ev 
dence of the unaided eye is almost conclusive (though even it 
this case it will be remembered that for years the knots wee 
supposed to be caused by insects), but in the vast majorityad 
cases a far more searching proof is necessary. The organisa — 
whose parasitic nature is in question must be isolated from it 
host and grown in a pure culture; thence it must be transfer’ 
with due care to the uninjured tissues of a healthy plant of the 
same species as that from which it was derived, growing unde 
normal conditions; in this plant it must produce symptoms of | 
disease identical with those originally observed; and, finallj, 
from this plant the same organism must again be isolated. Only 
under the fulfillment of such conditions can an organism be 
stamped as an absolute parasite. 

These are rules made familiar to us by the methods of moder | 

bacteriology, but they too seldom enter into the practice of the ' 
vegetable pathologist. It may be said in passing that their 
ment cannot always be attained. It is more than probable 

only an extremely small proportion of the diseases of plants w 
are commonly attributed.to fungous parasites are absolutely ea 7 
sitic in their nature —that is, due to organisms which or q 
and penetrate the uninjured tissues of healthy plants pee | 
under normal conditions, and live therein at the expense a" = 
the detriment of the host. In most cases the pathologist = 

be prepared to search for injured tissues offering an opp? oe 
for saprophytic, followed possibly by parasitic attach 7 unfavorable surroundings weakening the plant or rendeny : 

peculiarly susceptible to the attacks of semiparasitic ee : 
Such conditions are easily induced, and great care > : a 
exercised in drawing conclusions from results obtain 

laboratory or greenhouse from inoculations of wounded which 
of plants kept under conditions of warmth and noise 

it 
. 
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seldom, if ever, obtain in the field. The pathologist must be 

prepared to ascertain and to correct the predisposing as well as 

the apparent causes of disease, and among such causes he may 

even be forced to include the long process of artificial selection 

which has had as its almost exclusive aim the development of 

plants along lines of fruitage only, with too little regard to 

those factors which tend to produce hardy stock resistant to 

unfavorable conditions. 

I make these statements with some hesitation, yet I believe 

them to be borne out by facts. It is becoming more and more 

apparent that in combating the host of fungi which invade our 

orchards and truck farms in these days of intensive farming, due 

gard must be paid to what we may call the hygiene of plant 

- The proper regulation of the water supply by drainage and 
tillage ; the securing of the free access of air and sunlight by 

Se, § thinning, and training; care in the selection of healthy, 

resistant stock; the intelligent use of fertilizers and their adap- 

‘ation to the needs of the plant —these are some of the sanitary 

Measures which, duly considered and acted upon, will do more 

than the mere use of fungicides to insure success in dealing with 
fungous diseases, 

— = individual proofs of these general statements: Experi- 

his hee cently conducted at the Rhode Island Experiment Sta- 

celery a far to show that the two most serious diseases of 

ciated an ue, not primarily to the attacks of the fungi asso- 

among So eae though both of them might properly be placed 

the plants a s ‘ Schwiche-Parasiten,” but to a weakening of 

culture oe to the purely artificial level method of 

ei ed the roots are exposed to all the temperature- 

leaves of as Surface soil. A mulch, consisting even of the 

iN question sag celery teeming with the spores of the fungi 

Proper attenti tved to prevent the spread of the ISEREE That 

ease the on to purely cultural conditions will very largely 

bservation SSeabg of apple ‘‘scab” is a matter of common 

the st and T have myself seen a peach orchard, showing 

Ymptons of a serious attack of Cercospora Persia, com- 
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pletely restored to health by tillage anda judicious applicatios | 

of nitrate of soda. I would direct the attention of every vegetabk 
pathologist to the words in which Professor Bailey summarim 
one of his bulletins on the care of orchards, and to the ordered 
the terms which he uses, ‘Till, feed, prune, spray.” I haw 
outlined the steps which the vegetable pathologist must takes 
order to secure a trustworthy diagnosis. Having learned to de 

tinguish a morbid condition through a working acquaintancesti 
with normal physiology and anatomy, he must determine th 
final cause of disease; by careful investigation he must deci 

whether it is parasitic or otherwise, and, if so, in what degre; 

and he must determine whether the attack of the parasite ® 
immediate, or superinduced by the local destruction of tissues 

by the general debility of the plant. 
One very important question remains to be considered, Vi 

When and how the parasite, if such it be, secures entrance ® 
the host and is thence disseminated. Upon the answer to ths | 
question depends in great measure the whole philosophy of e 
ventive treatment. One method of determining the mati® — 

of course, the careful study of the life history of the fungus . 

question. If it be known, with a reasonable degree of certaitt . 

that a certain pathogenic fungus depends largely up®? 
summer-spores for its dissemination, we naturally recom’ 
preventive treatment with fungicides; if it is @ Pf 
mycelium to which the fungus owes its continuous vitality, | 

Prepared to advise pruning. If it is ascertained that shrongt : 

Spores, seemingly delicate, are enabled to pass uninjured th ee 
an animal’s digestive tract, the manure heap ce : 

attention ; and if careful research in the field and the or ’ 
is at length rewarded by the discovery of resistant spor 10 a 
duced during the winter in or upon the refuse of a dise clea 
we very properly lay the utmost stress upon 4 thoroug? , 
ing up and destruction of all such refuse. A knowledge® 
facts connected with parasitic fungi is absolutely ot | 

wea ‘ 

any intelligent application of preventive measures o : 

not value too highly such researches as those of nie ¢ 

“potato-scab,” or of Aderhold upon the ascosporic 10 = 
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tladium dendriticum, and F. pyrinum. But fruitful results are also 
to be obtained by observations upon the direct means by which 
the reproductive bodies of parasitic fungi are borne hither and 
thither and become fresh sources of contagion. 

F tag '—Normal flower of lima bean, 

» Showing the ovary and protruded style. 
oung pod, showing mildew at the two extremities. 

“Shee eee ie speak of a rather striking case which came 

© growers ene during the past summer. For several years 

Cat losses ns lima beans in southern Connecticut have suffered 

Phas rg the destructive attacks of the mildew, Phy- 

“Vering ee *Thaxter. This fungus attacks the pods, sometimes 

"Don the ted with its white, felt-like mycelium ; it also occurs 

the fruitin though rarely and inconspicuously, and upon 

8 branches where it does extensive injury by destroy- 
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ing the tissues below the flowers, thus causing the death of al 
the young pods above the point of attack. Before proceeding 
farther let us recall the structure of the bean flower, It wl 
be remembered that the pistil and the stamens are completely 
enclosed in the spirally coiled keel (fig. 7). No portion a 
them is exposed to view except the very base of the ovary, ant 
that only when the surrounding petals are forced apart. Under 
these conditions not only would close-fertilization seem tol 
assured, but it would appear certain that, however the milder | 
gained access to the host, it certainly could not be by infection 
of any part of the pistil before the fall of the flower. Yet, cot 
tinuous observation convinced me that the mildew failed 
appear to any serious degree before the flowers began to expat 
that fairly mature pods seldom showed areas of fresh infection : 
that the young pods often showed a copious growth of fruiting 

hyphe and spores indicative of infection before the fall of i 
blossom, and that the points of infection were always at the 

extreme base or tip of the young pods. These observations lef 
to the supposition that insects were mainly responsible for the 

dissemination of the mildew. 
Further investigation confirmed this view. I bavt ne 

attention to the enclosed and protected position occupied by : 
pistil; this obtains until the flower is visited by an insect of cor i 
siderable size, generally a honeybee. The projecting bee 
offer a convenient landing place, and, as the bee alights on a 
his weight deflects both wings and keel, the style ai J 
from the keel, the bee’s abdomen brushes over it, and in his ie J 
to reach the bottom of the flower the petals are forced apatt a 
base of the Ovary exposed and the bee's head comes pres : 

with it (figs. 2,3). Thus cross-fertilization is secured, butit bir 
has, by chance, touched a mildewed pod with either head of a 
men, fungous infection no less surely occurs. It will be of . 
the only portions of the pistil touched by the bee are gies — 
the ovary and the style. An examination of score - and a 
showed that in the majority of cases they were infect i e | 
these cases, without exception, the poin 
identical with the spots touched by the bees (f8- 
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additional point might be mentioned. On a very badly diseased 
plantation it was noticeable that the spread of the mildew prac- 

tically ceased about September 10, although the vines continued 

to flower and produce pods until October. I am at a loss to 

account for this sudden cessation of fungous activity, but it is 

worthy of notice in this connection that after the date above 

mentioned hardly any bees were seen in the plantation. 
It seems almost certain then, that in the case of this 

mildew at least, insects are the principal agents in the dissem- 

ination of the fungus. 

But I have already stated that the fungus sometimes appears 

‘sewhere than upon the young pods. In some cases it is 

spient from the respective positions of old and fresh points 

of infection upon the leaves or mature pods that the spores have 

_ carried by the rain or dripping dew from one portion of 

the vine to a subjacent one, but certain facts led me to think 

=e wind played a considerable part in the infection of 

ing . - In order to test this matter I pursued the follow- 

i. . The mildew is usually confined to comparatively low, 

ee, ea The grounds of the Connecticut Experiment 

os ead an elevated position, the land is well drained, 

thig a. and sandy, and so far as I know, lima beans on 

Occupied ¢ ave never mildewed. During the past summer they 

Wo rows running east and west. Directly south of 

a 2 distance of about 100 feet, were two rows of bush 

the mj Pig north and south (fig. 5). On August 14, when 

*w had been abundant for a month or more on a 
at a distance f ab wy ose : ones ie 

ion, the Stati - he out a mile in a straight ine from 

be perfect] , ation ues were carefully examined and found to 

. from mildew. The following day two mildewed 

Mildeweg a from the farm above mentioned, and the 

thy ang aa of one of them was rubbed upon a single 

of Dole ee Bo mature pod at the east end of each row 

*€n succeeg: cag prevailing winds at the time and for the 

. oe ay S varied from northwest to northeast. Within 

mildew appeared abundantly upon the two infected 
Week the 

and ; : 
from this point swept down both rows from east to 
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west, and in two weeks the crop was practically ruined. Meas. 
time the two rows of bush limas were examined daily. About 
ten days after the first infection of the pole limas, mildewed pots 
were found upon the bush limas, but only at the north end ofthe 

WwW. 

N 
5. 

z. nd 
a 

- 
a 

c a oy x 
7 oe 

Girne 
c. ae a 

7 
s 

. 
s 

ics 
beans; B, couse # — A, A, points of primary artificial infection on pole beans; Fic. 5.— 

prevailing winds; C, C, points of secondary natural infection on bush beans. 

rows nearest to the source of infection. From this point tsp . 
rapidly southward until both rows were completely oe) ; 

The conclusion seems inevitable that not only do 

play an important part in the dissemination of fungous | 
but that the wind certainly does its share. ceasot 9 a 

How this particular fungus is propagated iro 
season is a question of great importance, but be 4 attentio# 
object of the present paper which is to cal se. patholag 
to the divers lines along which the vegetable p? inter 
obliged to direct his attention, and the importance _ 
which attaches to all observations relative to the diss : 
of fungous diseases. 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, 
w Haven, Conn. 
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POTAMOGETON ROBBINSII. 

(WITH PLATE XV) 

THIS pondweed, first described by Oakes in 1841, is the rarest of 
the North American speciés to fruit, unless we except P. interruptus 

Kitaibel, which bears floral spikes quite freely, but is not known to 
mature fruit in this country, though it does in Europe. The principal 

mode of propagation of P. Robbinsii is by fragments of the stems, 

"hich root freely in the muddy bottoms of ponds and lakes where it 
Sows, often forming dense patches covering considerable areas. Dr. 

mas Morong writes with regard to its fruiting as follows: “Very 

‘arely, in years when the waters are low, the flowering spikes rise above 
Surface and perfect a few fruits. Dr. Robbins never saw but one 

fruit, which was collected many years ago in Oregon by Hall, and this 

oat in two, Prof. D. C. Eaton taking one half and Dr. Robbins 

me other. In the year 1880 Mr. Faxon had the good fortune to 

aa fruiting specimens in Jamaica Pond, Massachusetts. 

: is very t a T have never known another instance, although the plant 

a" _ In the localities where it occurs.’” 
ZY 00d fortune in 1880 to find it fruiting in the Chesago 

a hy — City, Minnesota, and a number of specimens were 

This was in early September. Twice before during the same 
Sago) 

* plants were collected in the latter part of July in northern 
a isan, at Republic, and in Goose lake near Negaunee. The speci- Men from 

Bpriority ay has « spike of fruit well f
ormed, but immature. The 

'0 those hith ne plants from the Chesago lakes, compared 

Prepar 7% to figured, has led me to have the accompanying plate 

; Upper parts pi Se aeny represents the average of the fruiting a 

: SOO, ot bein: “ aterm, the lower very leafy portion, or that of barren 

a ‘ety pani te represented. The specimens show an inflorescence 

- The ag the fruiting portion of the stems being 10 to I ae 

tag NAidacee of North America, Mem. Torr. Bot. Club 3: 54. 1893. 
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long, generally with four to nine or ten spikes. Some spikes get no 
farther than the floral stage. On others from three to six nutlets 
ripen, part of the flowers on them being aborted. One stem with 
eleven spikes in various stages of development had seven with perlet 
fruit, though not fully grown in all, aggregating about twenty-ie 
nutlets. The largest number on a single spike is six. The spikesat _ 
2-3™ long, on slender diverging or erect-spreading grooved and 
angled peduncles, which are 3-7 (mostly 3-4™) long. The autlets 
are 3-4™ long by 2.5-3™" wide. They are brown to reddish-bromit — 
color, the surface minutely roughened under a lens. They are thie 
keeled on the back, the prominent middle keel having a thin, shap — 
slightly angled margin. There is a shallow central depression on each 

side, circular, or a little elongated longitudinally, with a diamete 

about one-third that of the body of the nutlet. The plants grew ® 
shallow water, the upper parts of the inflorescence usually protruding 
above the surface. I am indebted to Mrs. Agnes Chase of Chicago for 

the drawings, which faithfully represent the specimens.— E. J. Hlth 

Chicago. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV. 

Fig. 1. Upper portion of a fruiting stem, natural size. 

Fic. 2. Fruit enlarged ten diameters. (aun 
Fig. 3. Section of fruit, showing embryo, enlarged ten diat 

WYOMING JUNIPERS. 7 

Tue junipers of Wyoming, while not numerous, “i 4 
Until recently these have been assumed to be all ef one age bw 
perus Virginiana L. The common Rocky mountain form eth : 
recently been segregated by Dr. C. S. Sargent under the mis ih - 
scopulorum. This species seems to require two years to i me aod A 

this fact being one of the points upon which, as I beter; 
species is founded. 

Some other species of Rocky mountain junip 
common in neighboring states, /. occidentalis Hoo! js monosper™ 
J. Californica Utahensis Eng. to the west, and ye occidenta “round vit 

Eng. to the south. That one or more of these may yet ge 1897 
the borders of this state is quite probable ; in fact, when | oo. 

ot 
er were known '° 4 

k. to the north 
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form common in the hills of the Red Desert was secured it was assumed 
to be one of the above-mentioned well-known species. In trying to 
name the specimens, however, it soon became evident that none of the 

extant descriptions would apply. To make sure that such was the case 
I secured from other localities material of closely allied forms, more 

i. 
by ee 

ie Pailin bah cat Fo 

Pi. 1—Juy; ‘ 
Juniperus Knighti Aven N, (1) and /. Californica Utahensis Engelm. (2). 

"ne occidentalis monosperma and J. Californica Utahensts.’ The 

Aan no better than the descriptions. //. occidentalis 

ed. The was excluded at once by its fleshy berry and small pointed 

nica Uta) — form was likewise to be distinguished from /. Cadifor- 

_ "sis by difference in color, size, and shape of berry and 

diferenc - the seeds; also by the larger, plumper leaves. These 

Where a bit more or less well shown in the accompanying cut, 

and some berries and seeds of the two are similarly 

Smale graphed (enlarged) on one plate as nos. I and 2 

. Fd ce 1) has not only the larger seed, but its obtuse 

1G, Leg. Pecimens and 
™MOn, and CV 

loan of specimens I am indebted to Messrs. T. S. Brandegee, 
- Piper. 
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only slightly grooved apex and its rounded swollen base will distin. | 
guish it from the other with its smaller, acute, brown-tipped seeds 

Since it does not seem possible to place this with any of the already 

described forms, it may be named and characterized as follows: 

Juniperus Knighti, n. sp.—A_ scraggy shrub or small tree, usually 

much branched from the base, 7. ¢., trunkless or breaking up into sf 

Fic. 2.—/Juniperus Knighti Aven N. 

eral subequal trunks also freely branched, branches widely spreading, 

the lowest close to the ground and almost resting upon it, — 

topped, 3-7" high or possibly in places exceeding this: leaves : r 

ranked, closely appressed, of rhomboidal outline, subacute, abou Me 

wide, nearly twice as long, thick, sometimes slightly depressed me 
dorsum, entire or rarely minutely denticulate, neither P . 

glandular, persisting in part on the branches of old trees ® 
somewhat acute or acuminate scales, branches of young trees sll 

smooth or with a few long-acuminate scattered scales la 

whorl of the same at the base of the branchlets ; the branches d thic: 
but not squarrose: peduncle or fruiting branchlet het ily come 
berry-like cones blue-green or copper colored (all aah © ies 
colored if boiled), distinctly marked on the surface by pi 

their several scales, broadly oval, 7-10™" long, dry, eS to the lag 
thin, in dried specimens closely and tenaciously adherent rounded 
single seed: seed ovate, obtuse, slightly grooved ADOT so 

swollen at the base: fruit possibly not maturing fil He Rocks: jo 
—Type specimen, Herb. Univ. of Wyo., no. 309% er 
I, 1897. 
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Itis with pleasure that I dedicate this species to Professor W. C. 

Knight, geologist and palzontologist and whilom botanist, to whom I 

am often indebted for specimens, and who first called my attention to 

this form. 
This shrub-like tree is common in the so-called cedar bluffs, red 

sandstone hills, occurring at intervals throughout the Red Desert 

region of Wyoming from the Seminoe mountains to Green river. It 

was observed by the writer in numerous localities during the summer 

of 1897, the accompanying figure being from a photograph secured at 
Point of Rocks. The habit as shown is not only characteristic but 

searly universal. One is reminded of the recently published illustra- 

tion of Dr. Sargent’s 7. scopulorum, which is scarcely characteristic of 

that species as I know it in the hills about Laramie. 
The two foregoing are the only tree-like junipers that have yet 

w=n secured in the state, but one or two others may possibly be found 

main our borders to the west and north. Of the shrubby forms the 

ing are abundant : J. communis L., J. communis Sibirica (Burgsd.) 

Rydb,, and J. Sabina L.Aven Newson, The University of Wyoming. 

THE MORPHOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 

LODICULES OF GRASSES.‘ 

THE question of the morphological significance of the lodicules in 

hundred as been discussed by very many botanists during the last 

the subj years. The last author, of which I know, to deal directly with 

his ist bing Dr. Edward Hackel, the eminent agrostologist, who in 

3 Naas published in the first volume of Engler’s Botanische Jahr- 

supp (1880), treats the question so exhaustively that his conclusions, 

cg they are by his careful researches and to some extent no 

, _) 4S great reputation as a student of the grasses, have for more 

von, we five years been accepted as the true interpretation of these 

Views Es se at his historical résumé shows that, in the main, two 

Tudimentary. r held by botanists: first, that these organs constitute a 

Ob the older qanth, to which view a considerable number, especially 

ants of brac Saag gave adherence; and second, that they are rem- 

the latter aia morphological value the equivalent of leaves. To 

ackel, as well as other earlier writers, held. 

Garden and Forest ; 4 0: 423. 1807. 

Read at the Ithaca ee 22 meeting of the Society for Plant Morphology and ‘bd Bie 
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It is important at the outset to point out that in other orders of 
monocotyledons the problem would be less important and indeed les 
easy of solution, since there frequently occur in them species exhibit 

ing a complete transition from the bracts of the flower cluster to the 
leaves of the perianth. In the grasses, however, the true leaves a 

always distichous, while the sporophylls of the gynoecium as wells 

the androecium are in threes. The interpretation must mainly depend 

then upon the demonstration of the trimerous disposition of the lod 

cules on the one hand, or on their distichous arrangement on the 

other. 

Either interpretation may presuppose the suppression of whole 

whorls or of parts of whorls or of bracts; the union of parts of the 

same set; the adhesion of superimposed sets or superimposed leaves 

Hackel studied first the development of the lodicules on a considerable 

number of species, mostly European; second, he made a comparative 

study of mature lodicules; and third, he studied their anatomy. His 

conclusions are as follows: 
1. “The anterior lodicules are to be regarded as the lateral halves! 

a leaf alternating with the palet (Vorspelze), the middle part of 
only in rare cases develops either partly or entirely. 

2. The anterior lodicules, arising as they do from a single simple : 

rudiment (Anlage), experience in their growth various arrests 

the more rapid growth of neighboring organs; they develop eee 
on their posterior border outgrowths in the form of teeth and! 

which, taken together with the before mentioned conditions, lead some 

times to the lodicules appearing dissected into distinct and even oe 

superimposed lobes, whereby the appearance is sometimes pee 4 

of an aggregation of lodicules from separately inserted leaf : 

tures. ae. 

3. The anterior lodicules are independent of the palet, athe! a 

they sometimes unite mechanically with its margin, howere - | 

organic union; they too develop later; are inserted higher oot ‘ 

axis than the palet ; and in their tissue structure differ poe of 
The delicate bundles of the lodicule do not unite with 0% ; 

i0i : . Lobes and stipe 
palet but join the axillary bundle independently. + sila al 

structures of the border of the palet, which sometimes oe | 
never be confused with lodicules. a and prot 

4. The posterior lodicules of the Stipacee investigate og Ro 

ably in all grasses where they are present, are really later 4 
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than the anterior and are also probably inserted somewhat higher on 

the axis. Consequently the lodicules, when all are present, continue 

the distichous arrangement of the palet and glume.” 

In accordance with these conclusions, Hackel formulated his inter- 

pretation of the organs of the flower in grasses. It may be noted that 

Hackel expresses doubt about his interpretation of the significance of 

the posterior lodicule. 

Usually the bamboos have the posterior lodicule present and, in a 

lew species, there normally develop two trimerous whorls of lodicules. 

Last summer a bamboo (Arundinaria falcata) produced flowers in the 

University garden and the writer took the opportunity to study the 

flowers in detail with special reference to Hackel’s conclusions. 

Warming in his Systematic Botany (p. 291) regards the Bambusez 

asthe most primitive of the tribes of the Graminez, and it seems to 

me that a fair consideration of their floral structure and their geograph- 

ial distribution bears out his opinion. He also states the theory of 

the grass flower substantially as the writer is about to present it, but he 

gives this theory in brackets after having in the preceding paragraph 

given the bract theory in italics. If the bamboos be the most primi- 

ie of the grasses, then surely the lodicule in this group of plants 
oat to shed light on the question of their morphological signifi- 

e. 

: pis 

Serial 
is Pid and longitudinal sections of the flower were made and 

This ? are representations of what was found. 

Sccur in the ovary walls the three midribs of the coherent 
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carpels. That these are midribs is the more certain since the sutuy 

upon which the single ovule is borne is midway between two of then 

The ovule is borne upon the posterior side of the ovary. The stamens 

in this species stand directly opposite the midribs of the carpels. The 

| 

. 

p. Mea, 

referee 
Fic. 2.—Longitudinal section of flower of Arundinaria, with pa wen ‘ 

to the insertion of the vascular bundles of the lodicules. Lettering same aS 

inner whorl, present in some species of bamboos, is suppressed Bet ot q 

The lodicules alternate with the stamens and may be considered | a 

fore the inner whorl of the perianth. The lodicules are all a 

form and in structure. The anterior ones do not give the — : 

of being “the lateral halves of a leaf.” Their inturned margits : 
metrically distributed bundles, narrowed base, and ye 

foliar units, the equivalents of petals. As to the height © our 
the posterior lodicule, there can be no doubt but what in 

is inserte i nterior ones. : @ d higher on the axis than the a d ae a 
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tion is of little importance in this regard is shown by the fact that 

the palet also is inserted above the anterior lodicules. Tracing down 

the vascular strands of the three lodicules, they are found to unite with 

the central strand of the axis at approximately the same point, while 

the vascular strands of the palet unite with the axial strand below the 

insertion of the strands of the lodicules. The insertion is disguised by 

the adhesion of the palet to the posterior lodicules. 

Hackel in his discussion neglected the general law which governs 

the arrangement of leaves on a branch among the grasses. As is well 

known, the leaves on a branch are inserted in a plane at right angles 

to the plane in which the leaves on the main axis are borne. Hackel’s 

conclusions reverse this law and maintain that the leaves (lodicules) on 

the floral branch are in the same plane as the leaves (glume and palet) 

on the primary axis. Such a departure from normal arrangement is 

scarcely probable. 

It seems to me that Hackel attaches too much importance to the 

fact that the lodicules appear as a single rudiment afterwards becom- 

ing two-lobed. The rudiment (Anlage) of the corolla in a great 

many plants arises as a continuous collar of the receptacle, and after- 

Wards the lobes are differentiated. 

The question is one of considerable moment. Taking one view 

Res ‘Smore reason for believing the grasses a group connected by 

termediate forms to other monocotyledons; taking the other, the 

sa a stand as a more isolated group, and the recent assump- 

ia ey are but very remotely connected genetically with other 

Scotyledons would have more to support it. The question also 

on the primitive character of the bamboos. — W. W. RowLeE, 
Cornell Universi eas rsity 
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A REPLY; 

AT the close of a review of one of my papers in the GAZETTE, Januaty 
1898, p. 67, there is a statement which reflects on me in such a way that 
silence would virtually imply admission of the charges. I am thereiore 
obliged, albeit reluctantly, to make answer. This statement is as follows: 
“There is a curious omission of reference to the researches of Dr. H. L. Rue 
sell on this disease, some of which have already been published, as well 
those unpublished, of which Dr. Smith was fully cognizant. We reserve 
ther comment on this matter until the publication of Dr. Russell's paper, 
which advance sheets have reached us.” In general it is wisdom to heat 
both sides of an argument and to know something about the merits of a case 

before pronouncing judgment. I am satisfied that had the reviewer take 
this ordinary precaution the above criticism would never have been wrilt® 
and certainly never printed. Under the circumstances, I must beg to make 
an explanation, : d 

My own studies of the parasite which causes the black or brown ee 
turnips, cabbages, and allied plants, began in the fall of 1896, and have ra 
continued uninterruptedly to date. During this time I have alluded si 
subject or spoken at length upon it in seven public addresses, viz., before — 
Massachusetts Horticultural Society in Boston, March 189 ben 
Washington Botanical Seminar early in 1897; before the W pepe : 

logical Society, May 1897; before Section G. of the A. A. A. 5. # a 
August 1897; before the Rochester Academy of Sciences, October a 
before the Society for Pl d Physiology at Ithaca, Decc — y for Plant Morphology an ysiology sew at Sule 
ber 1897; and, finally, before the Peninsula Horticultural Society went inl? 
Hill, Md., January 1898. Notices of a number of these ee a 

newspapers and journals. During the same time I have Pe be Blt articles on this organism: first, an abstract of the address before 
cal Society of Washington ;* second, a long paper in the C | 

Sakteriologie, published in three parts, July 7, August 18, Sep . Farmes H 
1897 ;? and finally, from the U.S. Department of Agricul the disea® — 
Bulletin,’ describing the results of field studies and showing how a 

* Science, 5 : 963. June 18, 1897. 
Zand s 3° : 284, 408, 478. pi. 7. 

yard 3 No. 68, January 8, 18908. 
i 
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may be prevented. For the information set forth in these lectures and 

papers | am in no way indebted to Dr. Russell. 

The paper reviewed in the GAZETTE was sent to the Centralblatt early in 

the spring of 1897. Proof on the whole of it was read and returned May 4. 

Some reprints of the paper were distributed in this country September 29 

and the rest October 23. Up to the date of this writing (January 28) Dr. 

Russell has, on the contrary, so far as I know, not published any important 

information respecting this parasite Pseudomonas campestris (Pammel), in 

fact, he did not seem to know of Professor Pammel’s paper until I called his 

attention to it. Whatever “advance sheets” the reviewer may have seen, I 

have not seen any, neither has the general public, nor do I know what their 

he may be. The expression, “some of which have already been pub- 

. probably alludes to a paper by Dr. Russell, which was read at the 

Springfield meeting of the A. A. A. S. in August 1895. 1 was not present 
at that meeting and never learned orally or through writing as to the con- 

tents of this paper. I desired very much to read the paper, but it was with- 

a publication, and the only abstract of any value which I have been 

to find is in the Proceedings of A. A. A. S. 44 : 193. 1895. I might 

"ci ad to this short abstract and would have felt compelled to do so 
I been considering cabbage diseases in general, rather than writing a 

if a particular organism. This abstract I read carefully a number of 

investi is never found anything in it which in any way aided me in my 

had ete The symptoms of the disease are not carefully described, it 

evidently j n produced by inoculations wit
h pure cultures, and the author was 

lowing a €rror as to the common natural methods of infection as the fol- 

Sean shows: “The disease is first noticeable in the axil of the 

‘eaves in the sulcus on the upper side of the petiole. This depres- 

usually filled with moisture and the disease often gains entrance at 

af * satiate the mechanical 
rents that are caused by the rapid growth 

Which I have a <gmatl On the contrary, the disease due to the organism 

He also “haga 's generally first noticeable at the margins of the leaves. 

Stchyma” of “eg eeu agua spreads rapidly in the loose cellular par- 

Finally, there j . Perales, which is not true of Pseudomonas campestris. 

enting with aoe a line as to what kind of an organism he was ae 

"3S at that 4 ubsequently Dr. Russell told me (November 1896) sate e 

White organism. (1895) wo
rking with the “ wrong germ,’ namely, ye a 

Publication . this probably explains 
why he withheld the paper rom 

Silence © «= 8° &Xplains why I preferred to pass over the abstract in 

beet ns what I have learned orally or by correspondence with Dr. 

nbs y a other people, concerning his “unpublished” work, so as to 

How | Snizant” of it. The whole thing can be put in a nutshell. 

€ to undertake the study of this organism is sufficiently set 

Sion is 
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forth in the first part of the paper reviewed. Not until my investigation was 
well under way and I had asked for and had received a second shipment of 
cabbages from Racine did I know that samples had also been sent toDr 
Russell, and that he had again undertaken to find out the cause of the d& 
ease. At no time have I visited his laboratory or seen any of his cultures 
any of his experiments, or had any desire to know what he was doing. In 
November 1896, Dr. Russell visited my laboratory desiring, as he said, “® 
talk shop,” or, in other words, to learn what I was doing. Some of his que 
tions I answered, others I parried, as any other man would have done, a0 
desiring to give away to another working in the same lines information rea 
ing to an unfinished piece of research. At that time he said he had secured 
no infections and was unable to get the organism to grow in beef broth. He 
obtained from me a few facts which probably were of use to him, namely, 
that I was still working on the disease, that my organism was yellow, and 
that it would grow in properly made beef broth. From him I received the 

Statement that the organism which he was then studying was yellow, the 
other statements which I have given above, and the fact that the loss at 
Racine exceeded $75,000. I obtained from him no facts which in ed a 
changed my plan of work, and no ideas which were of any value to me excep 
the statement as to the approximate pecuniary loss at Racine, which state 

ment I carefully refrained from using, depending rather on Sager” 
ments furnished by cabbage growers, If Dr. Russell had any ere mm 
time as to the mode of infection or other interesting peculiarities 

organism, they were not revealed to me. later 
This is all I knew definitely of Dr. Russell’s work until ten ae q 

(September 1897) after the publication of two-thirds of my bg gee o tat 1 
a week of the appearance of the remaining part. He then weer : 
he had also secured infections and was preparing a nee te for A ad a 
He volunteered, however, scarcely any information concerning acinar” : 
his work, and no information whatever of which I have made any P did I ask for any, nor desire any. “4 cfelit : 

Such are the sole grounds for the charge of omission to give wee Dr 
work already done, and of being “fully cognizant” of unpublished $07 secs 
Russell, as I learned from a conversation with him in sept oT 
to have gone away from Washington with the idea that I would eS 

the germ, but I did not designedly or intentionally give him any 
sion, . in if 

It has always been my desire to give all work the fullest recoga™ bet 
any one has cause to accuse me of sins of omission, it is not ro reading é a Professor Garman, who published a paper three years Laer 309-3") a 
Dr. Russell’s Springfield paper (Agricultural Science, July wie far, is# 
on a bacterial disease of cabbage, and which, if it did not Lae ie gpd 8 least cautious, covers much the same ground as Dr. Russell's 08" 
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a much more useful contribution to science. I omitted mention of this 

paper because no infections were obtained from pure cultures, because the 

two organisms which were isolated were not described so as to be identifiable, 

and finally, because I was describing a specific germ and not writing a gen- 

tral treatise on cabbage diseases of which there appear to be several due to 

tacteria, The one man who has written on this organism so that other bac- 

terologists can make something out of his writings is Professor L. H. Pam- 

mel, towhom I gave full credit. Since the paper in question was written I 

have removed the final shadow of doubt respecting the identity of the organ- 

ism which Professor Pammel described and the one I have studied, by the 

discovery that whether it does or does not liquify gelatin is an accident 

a entirely on how the gelatin is made.— ERwIN F. Smitu, Wash- 
» D.C. 

"st ao ine complaint was rather that it was foo independent (witness the allegation, 

aay Bevel... . ha any desire to know what he [Russell] was doing”); 

“an se no explanation of the studious avoidance of any reference to the ante- 

passi e leave readers to judge of the validity of the reasons assigned 

Smith oor it in silence. We only remark that, under the circumstances, Dr. 
eas 

his relation Was identical with the one he was working upon. Nor does he improve 
to th 8 og 

Th newspa ©matter by magnifying now the errors of that preliminary notice, 

“scoop,” she P arlance the earlier publication of important information constitutes a’ 

but praiseworthy 5 Bupa rivalry, to “scoop” a competitor is not only legitimate, 

y: It is hardly so regarded in scientific work.— EDs.] 

BOTANY AT BROWN UNIVERSITY. 
qT ‘ 
— soighd of ie Botanical Gazette :—I1 think it is my privilege to 

Noteboon in i ‘mpression likely to be conveyed by the recent notice of my 

t as . Gazette, Personally I am wholly indifferent to the Cre: 

I feel boun me ‘iversity is involved in the charge of erroneous teaching, 

It is sey Say a word in her defense. 

leaching botany, the review that a glimpse is here given of the mode of 

Notebook is d ee. A glimpse, yes; a comprehensive view, no. My 

mem ts pu efred wholly for primary students and has been found to 

Zi admirably well. Histology and the lower cryptogams, 
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involving use of compound microscopes and reagents, are thoroughly studiel 
by select students. 

As to the point at which a course of botany should begin, opinions diffe, 

and we acknowledge no infallible head to decide the question. East of the 

Hudson, at least, there are many who agree with us, that while theoretically 

it is right to begin with the cell, it is impracticable with large undergraduate 

classes pursuing the course only three hours a week. As to the interest, its 

certainly debatable whether the study of morphology is not quite as intr 

esting, and for academic courses as inspiring, as the development of the 
punctum vegetationis. Asa matter of fact, so-called “analysis” occupitt 

but a few weeks of our course.— WM. WHITMAN BAILey, Brown University. 

E ARE sorry that Professor Bailey thinks that “histology” and the = 
vegetationis” are the only recourse for those who would not begin botany with the 

“analysis” of spermatophytes. We do not consider it debatable at all as to whetlet 

morphology or histology is the more “inspiring” to the beginning student. We - 

entirely with Professor Bailey’s position in this matter. We only thought that a litle 

less intricate terminology would give more time for morphology, and allow some of 

the lower forms to come in.—Eps. ] 
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BOOK REVIEWS. 

Nature study. 

THE infusion of nature study into our conventional education is like 
breathing life into a dead body, and yet no subject is in a more chaotic state. 
It is in danger of being condemned before it has had a fair chance to justify 
‘sell, Thrust into the hands of untrained teachers, it has brought to them 
and their pupils bewilderment and disgust. To give them help, unscientific 

makers have attempted to organize the subject, and the result has usually 

been a Jumble of ignorance and sentiment. The problem is peculiarly diffi- 
cult, for it must bring to its solution both experience in teaching children 

*een alone in trying to solve the problem, and have thus far made a con- 

Those who have only some knowledge of science would be 

hit eaccen ke an eqaaily conspicuous failure. At least they seem to 

ieie iy hot to attempt it. Not only is scientific knowledge demanded, 
tst-hand knowledge of almost all sciences, and this would naturally 

Cause ; i 
all but the unscientific to shrink from the task. A book‘ has just 

peared wh 

are concern 

very apt to ma 

statements : «Function should precede form ;" “It is not impor- 

2 Palmately vet shat ee root is fibrous, nor even that the ovate leaves st 

eS 7 tes @ sinuate tooth margin, and are alternately arrange 

% the Sa general rule systematic observation defeats its object 

perceptions of the children; therefore, the main thing 

This certainiy «: 
. become a ee true, but unfortunately, these excellent ideas do not 

 “Witha Cony "ed in the exercises suggested. Not only are schools afilicted 

8 a ecm education which nature study seeks to vitalize, but there 

the aaa form of botanical instruction which by no means 
> keeps a 

- Dat hag 1 Side” before the pupil. Our author knows what she wants, a ot been abj 

| oO i e a few 
_ Stttises with lea escape the conventional botany. There ar 

‘W oo ee, 
Mop) “ps 1. L.— Nature study in elementary schools. Small 8vo. pp- 
1898) ‘cmillan Company : New York. 1898. 90 cents. 

9 
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about all. Even the exercises in seed germination, as usual, call attentin 
to the non-essentials and miss the large facts. As for the bulk of thee 
it is the usual round of taking up plant after plant and observing its structs! 
side, not its “life side.’ There is some interesting non-scientific informatie 
about plants, but this seems to be in order to arouse a factitious interes 
an otherwise dull task. Even at the beginning of the second year, the dire- 
tion is to “teach the names of the floral parts — calyx (sepals), com 
(petals), stamens, pistil —and their uses.” = 

We are told that “in the paragraphs marked ‘Facts’ such neces 
knowledge on the subjects therein treated ” is given as the teacher is expette! 
to possess ; and also “these facts are accurate and based upon the latest at 
most eminent authority,” an expression which makes one shudder si 
nature study is designed to banish the book and to break the shackle 
“authority.” In looking over these “facts” it becomes evident that ® 
many of them have been taken from “eminent authority” rather than im 
observation. 

The statement that ‘the course here presented does not pea 3 
special training on the part of the teacher” presents a heresy which ome 
be too vigorously denounced. It is further stated that “ it is not my a 

ence," chief of which, we venture to say, is experience with ieee 

ibility 

MINOR NOTICES. 
MR. JAMES M. Macoun has published another one of ce 

to Canadian Botany.” * It reports plants new to — changes in homenclature.— J. M. C. 

‘C 

MR. Epwin B. Unive has published the first part of 0. © 
Dioscoreacezx 3 as his doctor’s thesis at the University of -¢cation 
is devoted to morphology, especially in its relation to the pe ~compasil 
8roup, and necessarily involves considerable compilation ©” 

* Reprint from Canadian Record of Science 267-286. 1897: _ mann, Dee. ie: ipzig, Wilhelm Engem™” Eine Monographie der Dioscoreaceen, Leipzig, Wi . 
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discussion of the systematic value of organs. A constancy in the direc- 
tion of stem twisting, whose importance in classification has been worked out 
by the author, proves invaluable as a group character, while the importance 
of characters derived from tuber, rootstock, etc., seem to have been much 
overestimated heretofore. Zes‘udinaria Salisb. has been reduced to a sub- 
genus of Dioscorea, this south African genus having been based upon its 
tessellated aerial rootstock. The same rootstock was found on the Mexican 
Dioscorea macrostachya. 

The following classification is made of the “ edible” tubers of the family : 
1, Root structure : character uniform. 
2. Stem structure: a. growth directed downward, subterranean; 4. 

growth directed laterally, subterranean ; c. growth directed upward, above 
ground. 

The striking external differences in a, 6, and ¢ are the outcome of varia- 
tion in the relative position of the most active cambium, and this activity 
*xpresses itself quite independently of genetic relationship. 

Grisebach and Kunth based their system for the family chiefly upon the 
character of the staminate flowers, having had but few pistillate plants to 
‘amine. The result was that staminate and pistillate plants belonging 
‘ogether were usually described as separate species, and vice versa. This 
arrangement has been very largely abandoned by Dr. Uline, whose exhaus- 
fe study of larger and later collections has enabled him to clear away 
Many of the difficulties. 

: An undescribed kind of hydathode has been found on the leaves of cer- 
CaN species, and is briefly described. 

The chapter “ Das System” is but a forecast of the unpublished sys- 
tematic part, while that on « Geographie ” is of unusual value on account of 
oo Petbective, and on account of the exceptionally thorough repre- Station afforded by the material studied.— J. M. C. 

of 4 oma by Dr. H. L. Russell of the Agricultural Experiment Station 
allieg ey of Wisconsin, entitled “A bacterial rot of cabbage and 
of the or} has recently come from the press.t In it is given an account 

of oo. mode of transmission, and geographical distribution 
tb disease which for a number of years has been doing great 

The mena and allied plants in various parts of the United States. 
Producing rita Physiological, and culture characters of the organism 
been assisti a been carefully worked out by Mr. H. A. Harding, who has 

ins ng Dr. Russell, : 

4 paper, ag disease upon which Dr. E, F. Smith last year published 
Farmer's Bulleti 'n this volume, p. 67, and upon which later he issued a 

No oe 68) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The two 
+ 65, February 1898. pp. 39. figs. 15. 
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investigators agree in almost every particular regarding the disease, so that 
the main facts may be considered as thoroughly established, having been 
worked out independently by two competent observers. 

It is rather unfortunate, however, that time should be spent in duplicating 
work, when there is so much to be done. In this particular case, certainly 
courtesy, not to say economy, demanded that investigation of the disease 
should not be assumed by the national department, but rather that the work 
should be left in the hands of the state experiment station, which had 
thoroughly trained observer already engaged upon it. In 1895 Dr. Russell 
presented to the Springfield meeting of the A. A. A. S.a brief preliminary 
note on ‘A leaf rot of cabbage,” for the purpose of eliciting information it 
regard to the disease. In this he alludes to certain striking symptoms which 
serve to identify the disease. His studies were continued in 1896, in the 
autumn of which year Dr. Smith began his investigation. Scarcely had be 
begun when he knew Dr. Russell was not only continuing his studies, but had 
been appealed to by the cabbage growers of Racine, Wis., to find out the 
cause of their serious losses. The material on which Dr. Smith’s first studi 
were based was sent to him from that locality. While there is no civil aif 
which compels the U. S. Department of Agriculture to keep out of, or with 
draw even from work previously undertaken by a state experiment station, 
there is a law of courtesy which demands it, and Dr. Smith would have done 

well to heed it.—C, R. B, : 

NOTES FOR STUDENTS. 
ITEMS OF TAXONOMIC INTEREST are as follows: Marshall A. ee 

published a revision of the Anthocerotacez of North America, pee : Species of Anthoceros (three of which are new), and two species of peer ce 
Six handsome plates accompany the paper. Anna M. Vail ® has pu pes . 
revision of the genus Acerates in the United States, recognizing seven °° 

THE RECENT DISCOVERY of spermatozoids in Cycas and gare 
renewed interest to the study of the Cycadacee. Dr. D. H. “5 the sue 
covered in the peduncles of Stangeria and some other cy 

© ee] ° & K a aS a = Py > © — 

°The anatomical characters p 
Bot. rr: 399-420. 1897, 

o ek. 
resented by the peduncle of Cycadace? 
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peculiar (mesarch) type of vascular bundle as has long been known to occur 

incycad leaves. Mesarch bundles are found in certain fossils of cycadean 

stock (Bennettiteee, Medullosez), in the leaves of Cordaitez, which like recent 

cyeads had normal stem bundles, and in Lyginodendron and Poroxylon.. 

Dr. Scott's discovery establishes a new link between the Cycadacez and the 

Lyginodendrez and, coupled with the occurrence of mesarch bundles in these 

palozoic plants, makes it probable that this kind of bundle formerly occurred 

in the stems as well as leaves of cycads. He thinks the loss has been due 

to the early and increasing development of secondary tissues from the 

cambium. 

Mr. W. H. Lang® has investigated the microsporangia of Stangeria 

The nearly mature sporangium has a wall five or six cell-layers 

thickness, and the spore mother cells are immediately invested by three 
differentiated layers. The inner layer is the tapetum, which is not distinguish- 

able till the sporangium is well grown, and then arises from the sporogenous 

mass. The other two specialized layers are derived from the sporangium 

wall and consist of flattened cells. The archesporium was not traceable to 

asingle cell, but was a plate of four cells derived by a periclinal division of 

four large hypodermal cells.—W. R. SMITH. 

THE RADICAL DIFFERENCE of opinion regarding bacterial structure which 

* present exists among investigators who, like Biitschli and Fischer, are 

rea conversant with the subject-matter, naturally makes all interpretations 

the observed facts appear more or less in the light of odzter dicta, and one 

the latest contributions to this interesting discussion can hardly escape 

Placed in the same category with the others. Meyer, nevertheless, 

Sata problem a far richer contribution of fact than is contained in 

recent polemical deliverances. 

i bacterium (regarded by Meyer as a new species, and named 

cally “gaa ra), wwaich was 
found upon boiled carrot, afforded espe- 

of very high : oaeral for investigation, and the author claims that the use 

greatly tie magnifications, combined with carefully chosen peace niypete 

itions in wi ae study. The spore of Astasia germinates under ae
 

and subdiy; . vA six hours, and gives birth to a motile rod which divides 

ay into new motile forms. After about twelve hours some of 

a. individuals come to rest, secrete a gelatinous envelope, and 

tods in the aay although continuing to divide. Some, but not all, of these 

quiescent stage become sporangia, as Meyer terms them, and each 

"Studies j F 
int sin the development and morphology of cycadean sporangia. Annals 

* 421-438. 18 7 

brings 

Bot 
fy . 

"ART ; : 
der cay Myer. Studien iiber die Morphologie und Entwickelungsgeschichte 

%4: 185-24 — an Astasia asterospora A.M. und B. tumescens Zopf. Flora 

ee 
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sporangium forms one true endospore. The cylindrical Spores present a 
somewhat complicated structure : a two-layered membrane exists, the yellow- 
ish outer layer (exine) being raised into ten ridges which traverse the long 
axis. Viewed from the end the spore is star-shaped. The motile rods that 
come from the spores possess tufts of flagella, the small cells having but 
one tuft and the larger never more than from two to four. The individual 
flagella composing the tufts are exceedingly fine and delicate. These 
bunches of cilia are never found at the pole, but are always on the sideo! 
the cell, and are usually disposed asymmetrically. Meyer would found « 
new subfamily and genus (Astasia) upon this curious one-sided arrangemeat 
of ciliary tufts. 

In nearly all stages of development, structures which Meyer regards as 
nuclei may be revealed by certain methods of staining. A staining solution 
that gave particular satisfaction was employed after fixation with osmic acid 
vapor, and was prepared as follows: 0.02% ruthenium red, 6% water, 70 

95 per cent. alcohol. The coloration obtained with this solution is permanest 
in glycerin and glycerin-gelatin, but does not hold in Canada balsam. ¥ 
this method each cell shows one to two and rarely three to four deeply stained 
granular structures. Other nuclear stains were used with similar results, amt 

Meyer looks upon the granules reacting to these stains as true nuclear sub 

Stances. He rejects the view that bacteria are undifferentiated “ protoplast 
or “‘archiplasts,” as well as Biitschli’s conception that the bacterial cell § 

chiefly nuclear substance surrounded by a mere fringe of cytoplasm. 
A study of B. tumescens convinced Meyer that the process of spore . 

mation occurs in this species in the same fashion as in Astasia ee 
accordance with the statements of earlier workers. He is inlet 
extend his observations upon these two species to a generalization wit 

the whole group of bacteria, and to believe that this method of spor £0. 
tion indicates close relationship of the bacteria to the Ascomycetes. 
JorDan. 

y 

are taken up in detail by geographic regions, viz., the Meee sever 

* Eng. Bot. Jahrb, 24: 395-417. 1897. 13 See Bot. GAZ. 23 
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are the three large centers of development. The author divides the family 

into two groups, one of which includes nearly related forms occurring in 

most salt steppes, and the other including a large number of monotypic 

forms in isolated locations, and sharply distinct from each other, the remnants 

ofa previous development. The character of the first group requires the 

supposition of migration within rather recent times, and the original center 

was probably Australia or the Mediterranean region, the American forms 

having come from Australia. A southern extratropical origin seems most 

likely. The means of dispersal is not clear, since the seeds are not adapted 

for flotation nor for clinging to objects, such as birds. The character of the 

second group leads Mr. Bray to the idea that the isolated forms are relics of 

a far wider distribution in the past, when there were, perhaps, much more 
‘stensive halophytic areas than exist today.—H. C. CowLes. 

Coxtinuine THE WORK of Kny, Mr. C. O. Townsend * has completed a 

toe experiments at Leipzig in the Pfeffer laboratory, whose results throw 

*ew light upon the precise effect of injury upon growth. The study was lim- 

= to seed plants, excepting a number of experiments upon Phycomyces 

my Cuttings and introduction into an atmosphere of ether were the 

‘ynesemployed. The fully tabulated results definitely establish that slight 

1 oapdalaad empty accelerates the rate of growth, while, as the 

Tarying oa injury is increased, the acceleration becomes preceded hy : 

sheers a of retardation. In seed plants the minimum “latent period 

St oa hours, but in Phycomyces injury to the mycelium produced 

mal rate bein - > ota of the growth of the sporangia stalks, the nor- 

found to act ae in from thirty to sixty minutes. Such irritation was 

i rough distances up to 260™™, slight injuries to the root tips 

Stn, ° Sainte in changing the rate in the growing zone of the 

tly the most nge may vary from the normal rate by o to 70 per cent., but 

Of course general resuits could be foretold from 
a specified injury ; largely, 

Cotter. use the influence of turgor could not be eliminated.— J. G. 

. * Saal as recently investigated
 the embryo sac of several Narcissus 

Non were co Nga hybrids. In the hybrids various degrees of reduc- 

*dosperm nucle Sometimes there was a small sac with egg apparatus and 

he ov a often there was no trace of a sac, and in some cases 

In referrin ules were developed. 
ee 

the leas : chromatophily the author quotes Auerbach, who would 

Cyanophilous and erythrophilous almost synonymous with 
os eee 

Trelati 
ai: 

ibaa i of growth under the influence of injuries. Annals of Botany 

& + che: 

5:948-o5. aes, sac embryonnaire de quelque Narcissées. Bulletin L’Herb. 
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male and female ; Strasburger, who makes the erythrophilous or cyanophi- 
ous condition dependupon abundant and impoverished nutrition respectively, 

burger’s, and also quotes Rosen’s researches upon meristem as contradicting : 
the nutrition theory. The author claims that the reactions in Narcissus at q 
also at variance with Strasburger’s views. It seems to us that the usa 
embryo sacs at least afford no contradiction to Strasburger’s theory, and {fom 
the description Narcissus does not appear to be any exception to the me — 
The fusion of polar nuclei is regarded as an act of fertilization and the end 
sperm as a new plant. 

: 
The author killed his inaterial in alcohol, and though he imbedded itinpar 

affin, he preferred the ordinary razor to the microtome.—C. J. CHAMBERLAS — 
WACHTER has been carrying on experimental studies on water plants 

with a view to making clearer our knowledge of the relations existing betwee E 
leaf form and external conditions.© Goebel's work on similar problems sg j 
gested the nature of the experimentation, and the author's results conirs : 
Goebel’s previous conclusions quite fully.” The first part of the paper teas 
of the influence of external agents on various monocotyls, especially Sagittae a 
It is well known that leaves developed in deep water are narrow, while those 

developed in shallow water are much broader and often sagittate in om 
species. Goebel showed that this, like other leaf forms, is pam a 
Wachter conducted all sorts of experiments, producing both types of ‘ 
at will. Plants grown on the land developed broad leaves, while 
leaved land forms developed narrow leaves when placed in water. 
] 

cal study of Weddelinia, and the third part describes the mare 
mental work on Nymphza, which are quite similar in gene those described above for monocotyls.—H. C. COWLES. adi 

IT HAS RECENTLY been shown by Professors Babcock and peg University of Wisconsin that the ripening of cheese is pale is 
the presence of proteolytic enzyms, normally contained in _ duri : ence has not before been recognized. Heretofore the cle —): a ripening Process have been wholly ascribed to the action of bacteria : i“ : 

© Flora’83 : 36 ~ ; : —348. 1897. 
ilderung " 7 See Bot, Pit m4 : ae ; Ai : ‘ 1. 1850; Biologische Schil aft 

%® Flora 80: 96-116. 1895; 82: 1-13. 1896. 
| Centr, f. Bakt. u. Paras. 37: 615-620. 1897. 



NEWS. 

Miss JuLia SNow, Ph.D. (Ziirich) has been appointed Instructor in Botany 

in the University of Michigan. 

Mr. Joun DonNELL SmirTH sailed for Europe about the middle of March, 

expecting to be absent until the middle of October. He will divide his time 

between Spain and England. 

JaMEs BATEMAN, whose monumental work on the orchids of Mexico and 

Guatemala is one of the sights of the great libraries, died November 27, 1897, 

at his home in Springbank, near London, at the age of 86. 

THE NEW Journal of Applied Microscopy has begun a series of articles 
on “Representative American laboratories.” The first ones to be described 

are those of Cornell University, in the February number of the journal. 

Six Joserx HOOKER’s great work on the Flora of British India has at 

last been completed, a work which has been in mind and in hand more or 

” since 1848, when the author made a botanical investigation of the 
Himalayas, 

Dr. Joun M. CoutTeEr, of the University of Chicago, and Dr. Douglas 
Campbell, of Leland Stanford University, have recently been elected 

“sociate fellows in the section of botany of the American Academy of Arts 

om Sciences, Boston. 

H, 

_, NITH THE BEGINNING of the year the Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical 

Clb passe under an entirely new editorial management. The organization 

Editor, Lucien Marcus Underwood ; Associate editors, Carlton 

rence Curtis, Byron David Halsted, Arthur Hollick, Marshall Avery 

as Francis Ernest Lloyd, and Anna Murray Vail. 

“Rene FRICE LISTS of native ornamental plants from the iia 

ha rd Gillett, of Southwick, Mass., and F. H. Horsford, of Chasen: os 

1. fecently come to hand. These dealers, as well as a number of others, 

dle by aly large number of interesting plants, that are often — 

or illustrative material, If teachers knew how cheaply and easily suc 

tte 48 Drosera, Dioncea, Sarracenia, etc., as well as asters, solidagos, pais 

aie obtained, and how little trouble they are to grow !n the gar ie 

Can it ls probable that classes would oftener have the opportun! Ae 

Wing plants. “thy 8 
217 
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Dr. CHARLES R, BARNES has been appointed Professor of Plant Phys. 
ology in the University of Chicago. His laboratories will be equipped during — 
the summer, and his courses will begin with the autumn quarter. Theworkd — 
the Hull Botanical Laboratory has been largely morophological heretofore, and 
itis now proposed to put equal emphasis upon physiology, including ecology. 

A stupy of the ecological plant geography of Kansas has been made by 
Professor A. S. Hitchcock, and was presented before the Academy of Sciente 
of St. Louis at the meeting of February 7. The paper was referred tothe 
council for publication. At the same meeting Professor L. H. Pammel ds 4 
cussed the taxonomic value of the anatomical character of seeds, a study : 
which has engaged his attention for some years past. ‘ 

THE PAPER on “ Bibliographical difficulties in botany,” read by Professt 
Edward L. Greene before the Botanical Society of America at its Toronie 
meeting, has been distributed as a reprint from the Catholic University bi- a 
letin 4:62-75. 1898. The paper was very briefly summarized in BoTANical : 
GAZETTE 24: 183-185, 1897. It should be read in its complete form byal 
those who are engaged in determining the real names of plants. 5 

THE EDIBLE and poisonous mushrooms are being studied in regard 10 4 
their physiological action as food by a commission of the American Physi- a 
logical Society, consisting of Professors Crittenden (Yale), Abel ( Johns Hop > 
kins), Pfaff (Harvard), and Bowditch(Harvard). Their first report wasm®® — 
to the society at its recent meeting in Ithaca, and brought out the we 
that the edible fungi do not contain nearly as much digestible pee 

they are usually credited with, and that their food value in this respect 

Sappin-Trouffy for investigations on the development of the ner Gay (2500 fr.) to Charles Flahault for his study of the geograp’ 
tion of the French Mediterranean flora. 

. ” 4 mp yCue 

THE NUMBER of persons officially designated as “botanists” pe 
gists,” who are at present connected with the agricultural experimen me 

of the United States, is fifty, according toa recent government ego an 
teen of these bear in addition the title of horticulturist, entomologist sh 

ist; while two have executive duties specified. The full list " . ete 

“Organization lists of the agricultural experiment stations and ee a 
courses in agriculture in the United States. Bull. 47. Office of Exper . 

Gov. Printing Office, 1898, pp. 96. ‘ 
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State Name Official title 

Alabama a “sce is D. Bot 
120 J. W. Tou o. Bot., Ent., and acting Dir. 

California W. A. Se hel Phi: Bot 
7 J. B. Dav Asst 

Colorado SYaSF Coasdail, M.S. Bot. Bees Hort. 
Connecticut Wm. C. Sturgis, Ph.D. Myc 

lawar F. D. Chester, M.S. Myc. 
aho L. F. Henderson Bot. 

Illinois T. J. Burrill, Ph.D. Bot. and Hort. 
% G. P. Clinton, M.S. Bot 

Indiana J2C. Asthur;D, Sc Bot. 
. William Stuart, B.S Asst. Bot. 

lowa Pammel, M.S Bot. 
é C. R. Bal, 8:5: Asst. Bot. 

Robt. Combs, B. Asst. Bot. 
Kansas A. S. Hitchcock, M.S. Bot 
K Geo. L. Clothier, B.S. Asst . Bot 

Patetial H. Garman Bot. and ‘Ent. 
rs W. R. Dodson, M..A. Bo 
Mans L. Harvey, Ph.D Bot. and Ent. 

“assachusetts Geo. E. Stone, Ph.D Bot 
Michj Ralph E. Smith, B.S Asst. Bot 
eugan C.F. Wheeler, B.S Consulting Bot. 
oo Otto Lugger, Ph.D Bot. and Ent 

ree G, Herrick, B.S Bot. aed Ent. 

See J. S. Moore, M.S Asst. Bot 
“om C. H. Thompson, B.S Asst. Bot 
Nebraska H. S. Jennings, Ph.D t. 
Nevada C. E. Bessey, Ph.D Bot 
New Jersey 4 H. Hillman, M.S Bot. a eos en 
i . D. Halsted, D.Sc ot. and Hor 

ev Xork (Come!) G. F. Atkinson, Ph.B Bot 
B. M. Duggar, Asst. Crypt. Bot. 

North pee eneva) | F.C. Stewart, M.S Myc. 
North Dak a C.W; yams Asst. Bot. 

. H. L. Bolley, M.S. Bot. 
Ohio Merton Field, B.S. Asst. Bot. 
Oklahom A. elby, B.S. Bot. and Chem 

a = E. Bogue, M.S 2 t. and Ent. 
oses Craig, M.S. ot. 

Son Ot W. A. Backhoe M.S. Bot 
South Dak. o A. P, Anderson, Ph.D. Bot. 

2 Hemet De Alton Saunders, M. A. | Bot. 
Utah S. M. Bain, Bot. 

Vermont U. P. Hedrick, M.S Bot. & Hort 

Vi ; . an pase * S a Bot Irginj . A. Orton, : 3 he 
Washington W. B. Alwood Myc., Hort., Ent. and Vice Di 

Wyomin C. V. Piper, M.S Bot. and Ent. 
8 Aven Nelson, M.S. Bot. 

i Een ey 
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horticulturist, biologist or bacteriologist, when such officers are named. i 

some cases where botany is associated with horticulture or entomology, it i 

either largely neglected, or receives the greater share of attention, for the 

subjects are too large to be successfully combined, so that a few names a 

this list represent but nominal botanists. Yet there are recognized botanists. 

not on the list, like Professor Rolfs of the Florida station, and Dr. Russel of 

the Wisconsin station, who offset such defection. 

A corps of fifty trained botanists, scattered over the breadth of see! 

should accomplish great good both for agricultural practice and for pa 

science. 

THE VERMONT BOTANICAL CLUB held its third annual meeting at 
University of Vermont, February 4 and 5. Among the titles we note the 

following: Recent tendencies to recognize new species, President | 

Brainerd ; Dissemination of plants due to seed structure rather than nus 

ber, Miss B. C. Verder; Among the ferns, Rev. J. A. Bates; Notes fra 
field and herbarium, Mrs. A. J. Grout, Carleton D. Howe, Dr. G. H.P. 

and Professor L. R. Jones,; Common notions of physiological constants 

Jessor F. A. Waugh; On collecting and preparing fleshy fungi for wi 
herbarium, Dr. E. A. Burt; Vermont myxomycetes, Miss F. M. Suttom, 

Miss L. C. Whitney; Vermont hepatics, C/zfton D. Howe. 
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THE SUMMER QUARTER OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO | 

WILL BEGIN JULY 1, 1898 

HIS Quarter is an integral part of the scholastic year, and is ditt 

into two terms of six weeks each. Over 200 courses of study will 

given by more than roo professors and instructors. ‘In the Summer ofily 

there were present 1285 students, who undertook work as follows: 

In Philosophy 118, Pedagogy 276, Political Economy 84 ota 

Science 132, History 269, Sociology 245, Comparative Religions 4, 
itic 149, Biblical Greek 126, New Testament Literature and Histoy | 

Sanskrit and Comparative Philology 8, Greek 127, Latin 135, Romane 
Germanic Languages 210, English 684, Mathematics 202, Astronday 

Physics 137, Chemistry 105, Geology 68, Zodlogy 51, Neurology 7,8" 

and Histology 48, Physiology 43, Botany 95, Public Speaking 67, ° 

atic Theology 62, Church History 69, Homiletics 74, Physical Culture 

and in the Disciples’ Divinity School 13. a 

The first term of the Summer Quarter ends August IT. Get 

tages are offered to teachers who can spend six weeks in - 

University ; they may still have from two to four weeks of vacatl 

the opening of schools. Where a teacher can secure 4 ye 

absence, credit for five Quarters (or 124 years’ work) in the Universit 

be obtained by attendance at the University from July 1; 1898, 
ber 22, 1899. A number of students have already secured Mas : 

by Summer study. Many are working toward degrees who are P 

the University during Summer Quarters only. 

All the libraries, laboratories, and museums will be ae 
number of special lectures, both single and in courses, will 
The expenses for the Quarter of twelve weeks, including ™" 

made less than $100, and for a term of six weeks one-half of : ay 

complete announcements will be ready in March. 

For circulars and other information address 

THE EXAMINER, af 

THE UNIVERSITY OF Chit! 
CHICAY 



No Nursery 
has uke best of everything, but many nurseries excel with a few things. 

I visit the leading nurseries of the world and know their stocks and prices, 

and secure for my customers the best Trees, Shrubs, Plants, and Bulbs in 

America, Europe, and Japan, at prices 25 to 50 per cent. less than those 

usually asked. Stock is shipped direct from grower to planter, as I never 

buy from dealers. The leading amateurs and parks of the country are 

my customers, to whom I refer. If you would know the truth about 

R paodendrons, and whether you can grow this grandest of all hardy 

shrubs in your soil and climate, write tor my special pamphlet on 

Rhododendrons and Azaleas. 

“Bras tat nets, which J. WILKINSON ELLIOTT, gorse Mac 

©2000666066 scien eeeeeee" 

ing area and Their Properties. 
Foamy Tus Purdue University; and j 

A timely book of twels acDougal, Univ peal of Minnesota. 
Ger, growth, aetna independent chapters dealing with 

Pes, etc., from new ee consciousness, s Social senses of 
The language is non. Points of view, with original illustrations. 

om. interesting Caectnical and the treatment s comprehen 

fon edon enainel tee. reader as well as to ~ botanist M UJ 

1m pes, bes Lath marginal sub- files: ¢ illus 
ba Hy Tey nd incloth, © esa eee postpaid. FOR 1898 

t bf New York orris i 

—— Minneapolis, Minn, The Leading — Seed Catalog. 

ILOSOPHY (6) 
The Best Seeds that Gro owest prices pos- 

By Fit F THE HUMANITIES sible. Twenty-one ran New Novelties 

i t:...: itz-H, ret shor for 1898, which cannot be had aston 

Bas Pei Of Texas, ugh, Professor of Latin in This handsome book of 144 pages is mail 
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But the fact is, doctors do wot differ in their opinions 
of Pears’ Soap. Sir Erasmus Wilson, F.RS, hit 
President of the Royal college of Surgeons, England 
the renowned Dermatologist, writes: «Nothing has 
Swered so well, or proved so beneficial to the skin as Pears’ Soap.’ 
and Dr, James Startin in his work upon the “Skin and 
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_ PON POLYEMBRYONY AND ITS MORPHOLOGY IN 

OPUNTIA VULGARIS. 

ras W. F. GANONG. re) 

(WITH PLATE XVI) 

a Many cases of polyembryony are now known, occurring in 

. widely Separated groups. Braun, in his summary of the subject 

_ © 1860, recorded twenty-one cases in twelve families and 
thirteen genera, which number has been added to by others. 

Strasburger was the first to thoroughly investigate its morpho- 

on | basis, and since his paper in 1878 important contribu- 

tens have been made to the subject by several investigators, 

trey ly Dodel (1890), Overton (1891), Tretjakow (1895), Jef- 

lee (1895), and Hegelmaier (1897). The results of these 

ks iso far as they touch this subject, will be found sum- 

“a al In the Cactacez, the only case of polyem? 
ce . itherto known has been that of Opuntia ikea apa 
bes hgelmann, in his Cactacee of Whipple’s expedition 

| (el. 23, fig.4) as having two embryos in one seed. This 
Was cited by Braun (p. 155, pl. 5, figs. 18-20), who also 

i * the four cotyledons which he had himself noticed 

hene  Slaucophylla may indicate a fusion of two embryos and 

e Polyembryony, though he points out that it may also be 

kas. fasciation. While studying the seedling stages 1m 

: a » T have found that Opuntia vulgaris is markedly poly- 

1, and J may here add ‘that although I have worked 

221 
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over the seedlings of some seventy-five species in this family! 

have seen no other case of it. : 

The plants from which my seeds were taken have been grow : 

ing and flowering luxuriantly for at least four years in the 

Botanic Garden of Smith College. They agree with the char 

acters given in books for that species, but the source from which 

they came into the garden is unknown. They set seed every 

year in great abundance. When the seeds are planted, from 

many, perhaps a half, of them more than one seedling comes up, 

and there is the greatest variation in the number, size, and 

degrees of union with one another of these seedlings. This 

variety is best made evident by the figs. 7 to 5, typical cases 

drawn the natural size, and of course there are all sage” 

between. I have not tried to follow them further, but what | 

have noticed seems to show that the larger of a set crowds ot 

the others. It is now important to ascertain the morphol 

origin of this polyembryony. 7 

The ovule of Opuntia vulgaris is at first amphitropous, # 

t, at the same 

niculus makes 

a complete turn around it, so that finally = 

pylotropous condition (fig. 6). Its development If pee? 
cies of this genus, together with the development Of ©" 

species of other genera in this family, has been ies sted 

d’Hubert, and his account fits this species fairly well. e 

the funiculus are the integuments, made up ” ree 

layers of cells, and inside of these is a nucellus, which a 
absorbed, except for a small portion (at 4, AS 6) PY eee 
as the seed ripens. Finally there is the distinct a 5 

which there forms after fertilization an abundant ‘the who! 
which consists of protoplasts without cellulose walls, eas 

of course absorbed by the growing embryo. re 
In ripe seeds 8g ude Geuaill a large embryo neat 

it, with others much smaller and pressed to a = ¥ 

ripe seeds one finds such a condition as is shown ey i 
there is one larger embryo with several smaller oney 
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the larger comes not from the micropylar extremity of the 

embryo sac, but from some point on its wall a little removed. 

In other cases one sees a single embryo springing from the 

micropylar end and one or more from the walls, as in fig. 7. Or 

again, though rarely, there is a single embryo at the micropylar 

end,asin fig.g. There is a close resemblance between these 

figures and those given by Strasburger for Citrus Aurantium 

Vig. 37). If now these be examined in a still younger stage, it 

becomes clear that the embryos come from two different posi- 

tions: first, from a rather irregular mass of tissue which lies at 

~ micropylar end of the embryo sac, and extends thence along 

its wall; and second, directly from the wall itself. Both of 

these conditions are well shown in fig. zo. It is important to 

wotice, however, that some cases seeming to belong to the latter 

ey belong really to the former, as is illustrated by fig. 15, 

i Peet the wall-standing embryos are shown to spring really 

om the Mass at the micropylar end, but this is not the case 

mith all of the wall-standing embryos, for sections show that in 

ey Aes, i. é., fig. 10, these are entirely independent of that 

"oa ‘i 2 probable that the irregular embryos come as a rule 

Walls iv micropylar mass, while the regular ones are from the 

‘forall Ihave seen in that position have regularly two 
- Sotyledons. 

Se . far, in tracing backwards the origin of the polyembryony, 

2 ia is plain, and it is easy to find plenty of cases such as 

aa At this stage, the entire distinctness of the 

and its clo mass from the nucellus beneath (see figs. 70 and 11) 

trey thick maemblance to that described ee figured by a 

one to € traced to its origin ina fertilized egg cell, wen 

the wall-sta Suppose that we have here a similar case ; while in 

nding embryos, which are so sharply distinct from the 

Only % 2) that an origin from nucellus seems excluded, 

le, a ... hee eds endosperm cell would appear possi- 

Show that weg which is yet unknown." But the earlier stages 

, of these suppositions are incorrect. In a great 
'Thi 

IS Was ag 
™Y Own opinion in both cases at the time this paper was read before the 
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abundance of material which shows the ovules in all stages 
before and at the time of fertilization, and also all stages after 

that represented in fig. zo, I was able to find, after prolonged 
and careful search, only three cases which show the origin of 
the embryos, but happily they leave no doubt on the subject. | 

think this stage must be passed through very rapidly, and pe- 
haps at night, when none of my material was collected. 

In stages earlier than fig. ro, the pollen tube can usually be 
seen in the micropylar region of the nucellus, but an egg ctl : 
cannot be detected. Instead there regularly lies in its position 
a crumpled mass of protoplasm (fig. 72, 74, pr.), shrunken 

my material by the weak alcohol used to preserve it. I thik 2 

| the egg cell disappears early in the development of the ovule,2 E 
point which will be cleared up by a complete study of the devel- | 

opment of the embryo sac, now being made by one of abe: 

students. At all events there is certainly no egg cell present # : 
any of my preparations at the period when the embryo building 
begins. The nucellus cells near the pollen tube are rich ek : 
tents, and in one case ( fig. 12) I have found these beginte ig 

to bud out intotheembryo sac. That these represent the er 
ning of the formation of the micropylar mass, I think there es 7 

be no question. It is precisely in this way that the at 
tious embryos originate in Funkia and other cases, 4 des - 

so fully and clearly by Strasburger. In another case te ‘as ; 

there are present not only the richly protoplasmic a mes 
near the pollen tube, here, however, not budding, but ee 

nucellus cells a little removed and separated by wh: aise : 
with cells rather poor in contents; and these cells with al . 

tents are also distinctly budding out (fig. 13; #): pag 
believe there can be no doubt, are the beginning . pie standing embryos ; it is quite probable that at first ~ 08 

tinuous with those near the pollen tube, but are eit 
them by the growth in length of the embryo ee 
time is very rapid. At all events they are nucellus i. 

Society for Plant Morphology and Physiology, Dec. 29, pase : . a 3 the three cases next to be described, which prove the origin to be 
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third case I have found is represented in fig. 1g, which is 
more advanced than fig. 77, and where the differentiation of the 
richly protoplasmic cells of the embryonic mass from the nearly 

empty cells beneath it is fairly sharp, but nevertheless the rela- 
tions of the two kinds are still sufficiently close to show the 
origin of the one from the other. Another section of the same 
specimen shows a similar connection of the other mass of 
embryonic tissue with the nucellus. 

From these cases it is clear that in this species the embryos 
of both positions arise from the nucellus, and in this respect agree 
with Funkia, Nothoscordum, Citrus, and others, the usual method. 

A synopsis of the modes of origin of polyembryony is 

given by Tretjakow, which in synopsis, with the additions made 

by others, and excluding cases due to branching of the nucellus, 
mon of two ovules, presence of two or more embryo sacs in 
me nucellus, etc., are as follows: From cells of nucellus near 

the micropyle, Funkia and others (Strasburger) ; froma second 
“88 cell, Santalum, or from its doubling Sinningia (Strasburger) ; 
from synergids, Mimosa Denhartii (Guign ard) _ Iris Sibirica (Dodel), 

= Pethaps in Lidinm Martagon (Overton) ; from the antipodals 

and sy hergids, Allium odorum (Tretjakow) ; from the branching 

egg of tissue derived from the fertilized egg cell (Jeffrey ) ; 
‘ a egelmaier points out the occurrence in Allium odorum 

cells oS fi from egg cell, synergids, antipodals and nucellus 

* oy the Same species and individuals. There still remain 

eum = °rigins, endosperm and integument. In all known 
oa Celebogyne, the production of the new embryos 

“ear after fertilization, or at all events after the 

A "eh ati ee ; the significance of Biyenbe great interest now arises as to : g§ ee 

recalls a yony. Strasburger, though he mentions tha 

himself ) then recently discovered by Farlow, Pesci 
2 he referring to the extra embryos as usa 

~ that it ig pata Adventivkeime.” Pfeffer’ has suggeste 

ae acase of budding, and that the specific conditions 
“enphysiologie 1# 29. 1897. 
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in the embryo sac determining the form of the sexually pro- 
duced embryo, give the same form to the adventitious embryos. 
Tretjakow suggests that the development from the antipodals 
represents apogamy, the antipodals being homologous with the 
vegetative cells of the prothallus, but this explanation will not 
apply to the origin from nucellus cells. Jeffrey has nothing to 
‘Say on this point, while Hegelmaier concludes his paper thus: 

eren Formen mehr nur ein zufalliges sei. Aber mindestens fiir diese letsent 
ist doch wohl die Annahme unabweisbar, das irgendwelche gemeinschaftliches 
Ursachen vorhanden sein miissen, fiir deren Erkenntniss durch ein Spiel mt 
morphologischen Homologien nichts zu gewinnen sein wiirde. 

In general for a new feature one of three origins may be ; 
Supposed. First, it may be some incidental growth or functional 
condition. Here comes the explanation of budding, and Piet 

ing. But its very different morphological origins ee: : 
this. Here comes its explanation as apogamy, but this does ™ 

explain the origin from the nucellus. Third, it may be 

stages in the development of something new. It & 
yet be of any service to the plants, for many of the emory | 
absorbed before the seeds are ripe, and in other case one 
but one develops, though perhaps one of the smaller may" . by j, Its ong times take the place of the leader if this is destroy : 
in several distinct groups and by several distinct met" to imply that there is some virtue in the develop! aie 
extra embryos, and that their appearance Is nee uence, whatever it may be, which here forms ® than mere morphological inertia, and whiclt elsewhere 
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structures from the most different morphological origins. In its 

independent appearance in distinct groups it is comparable with 

the appearance of heterospory, but whether polyembryony like 

hetetospory will lead to some higher condition remains to be 

seen, though we shall not see it. 

_ Suite CoLLeGE, NORTHAMPTON, Mass. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVI. 

egy all drawn with camera lucida, and the original drawings reduced 

In all of the figures, ¢,s. = embryo sac; #. = nucellus; é#. = the integ- 
as ® collectively ; 2, 7. = inner integument ; #. = micropyle or micro- 

em through the nucellus ; #. = pollen tube ; 7 protoplasm of 

Sac, 
: 

Figs, ; 
aa 

tral size. ‘2, 3,4, 5, each showing the embryos from a single seed, na 

Fig. ‘ : : 
di 6. Median section through an ovule of Opuntia vulgaris, some- 

“grammatized, six times natural size : f = funiculus; 4 = attach- 

hiculus to ovule; x = portion of nucellus not absorbed when 

Bis 
‘S-7. Embryo sac showing three embryos, one from the micropylar end 

F wall. x 18 
1G, 8, wall and several 

the micropylar end. x 18. Not a section, but a half seed laid 
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Fic. 9. Embryo sac showing a single embryo from the mics 
X 35. 

Fig. 10. Embryo sac showing embryos on the wall ; 
ranching mass from the micropylar end. Nucellar cells dee 

exactly ; those of embryos exact on the outside but only appro. mate i 
interior. X go. 

Fig. 11. An embryo on the wall; to show the on 
embryo to those of nucellus ; a microtome section. X 90. 

Fig. 12. Beginning of budding from nucellus cells near the 

go. 

X go. 
FiG. 14. Embryonic mass separating from the nucellus. The 

cut adonaily through the apex of the embryo sac. X go. 

Fig. 15. a, 4, Two sections from one embryo sac to show 
apparently wall-embryos are really from the micropylar mass. x 
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FLOWERS AND INSECTS. XVIII. 

CHARLES ROBERTSON, 

_ Acra&a L.— A. spicata L. is a white pollen-flower with incom- 
plete proterogyny, though Axell regarded it as homogamous. 

Dr. Buddeberg’s observation at Nassau of the visits of Byturus 
fumatus F (Dermestidz) and Forficula auricularia L.(Orthoptera) 
hardly indicates more than partial investigation or unfavorable 
conditions (4). 

Acr#a aLBa Bigel.— This agrees with observations made on 

A. spicata, of which it has been regarded as a mere variety. 
The plant is rather rare, in low rich woods, rising 4-5°" 

and bearing short racemes. The sepals fall when the flower 
opens. The numerous stamens and the stigma are white and 
are the most conspicuous parts, the slender petals being of little 
use. The ovary is surmounted by large two-lobed stigma, 

Which is receptive before the anthers open. The stamens are 
turned to a more or less horizontal position, so that, after the 

anthers open, the insect visitors are likely to touch the stigma 

before being dusted with pollen. The flowers open almost 
Simultaneously. The proterogyny is incomplete, nectar is want- 

ngs and the insects abandon the flowers as soon as the pollen 
'S Zone, 

From their white color, small size and nectarless condition, 

> ein seem depend upon the females of small species 

ing ae by which they are abundantly visited. The bloom- 
: son is from May 3 to 23,a plant found in bloom on pune 

~ eeming quite an exceptional case. On May 8 the following 
“sitors were observed : 

hee Andrenidae ; (1) Andrena sp. 9, ¢. p. 2; @) eT see 

Rob, 9, a ab.; (3) H. zephyrus Sm. 9, c. p.; (4) Augochlora co 

— the pollination of Actza see : 
229 
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(1) Axell, Om anordningarna fér de fanerogama vaxternas befruktning q 
60, 104. 1869.—(2) Ricca, Osservazioni sulla fecondazione incrociata de 
Meonet alpini e subalpini. Atti Soc. Ital. Sci. 13 :254. 1871; 14: 249, 187, 
A. spicata, hy proterogynous, cit. by Delpino.— (3) Delpino, Unies 4 
osservazioni II, 2:178. Atti Soc. Ital. Sci. 16: 326. 1873. A. 
probably a caslic —(4) Miller, Weitere Beobachtungen a 5 q 

(Just 18": 492).—(6) Kerner, Pflanzenleben 2:—. 1891. Oliver translate 

2:183, 310. 1895. A. sficata, attractive stamens, etc. 

LESPEDEZA PROCUMBENS Michx.—The flowers are bright : 

purple, especially the vexillum. There is a white triangular matt 4 
at base of the latter forming a pathfinder. The stamens and 

pistil are protected by the keel, which at first returns to its 
position when depressed. The stigma strikes the visitor ia 

advance of the anthers. The calyx and claw of the banner ate 

short, so that a tongue 2—3™" long can exhaust the nectar. 

The blooming season is Aug. 2—Sept. 21. On Aug. 14 and 
15 the following visitors were obsersee 

Bees — Apidae: (1) Megachile brevis Say 9, s. & ¢. = o Ammebat 

illinoensis Rob. 4 9, s. Calliopsis andreniformis Sm. é 

(4) Halictus shes Oe 2, ee C.: Pos (8) je pees 

Sc 5. 

Diptera — Bombylidae: (6) Systoechus vulgaris Lw., 

Lepidoptera — Rhopalocera: (7) Lycaena comyntas Gat, s. 

LESPEDEZA RETICULATA Pers.— L. Virginica (L.) Britt 

plants grow 3~4%™ high, are very leafy and rather de 

ered with rose-colored flowers. The flower is about 5°" 
pres tube about 2™", and the claw of the banner a 

mm 

22 
The blooming season is July 30-Sept. 14- Of Bue 

29, 31, and Sept. 2, 4, 7 the following visitors were © 

Bees — Apidae: ( 1) Bombus americanorum F. ge : 
Anthophora walshii Cr. 9, s.; (3) Melissodes nivea Rob. 
Megachile optiva Cr. 9, s. ‘ c. pt (5) Me brevis Say é% 

(6) M. latimanus vo 2, 8; (7) Coelioxys totonaca Cr. ee ; 
concavus Cr. 9, s.; (9) E. lunatus Say 8, S-; (10) Cal ee 
Sm. 69, s.; (11) Pics compositarum Rob. 4, $i 
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Halictus ligatus Say ¢, s.; (13) Augochlora confusa Rob. 4, s.; (14) A. similis 

Rob. ¢,s.; (15) Colletes americanus Cr. 4, s. 

Lepidoptera — Rhopalocera: (16) Lycaena comyntas Gdt., freq.; (17) 

Thecla melinus Hbn.; (18) Colias philodice Gdt.; (19) Pamphila cernes 

Edw.—all s. 

LesPeDEzA cAPITATA Michx.— The flowers are white, pink 

streaks on the base of the banner forming pathfinders. The wings 

ad keel are depressed together and return to their position 

covering the stamens and pistil. The claw of the banner is so 

long that a proboscis 3-4 ™™ long is needed to reach the nectar. 

Its infolded edges guide the bee’s tongue to the opening in the 

stamen tube. 

The blooming season is Aug. 14-Sept. 11. On Aug. 14 and 

231 saw the flowers visited by two bees: Megachile brevis Say 

#,S.&c. p., and Calliopsis andreniformis Sm. 4, Ss. 

On the pollination of Lespedeza see: 

(1) Berkeley, Sterility — constitutional and organic. Gardener's Chron- 

ile 1: 36, 1855. Cleistogamy, both kinds of flowers simultaneous. Cit. by 

£ 
She : 1877) 1880.—(5) Foerste, Notes on structures adapted to cross- 

“ation. Bot. Gaz. 13 : 152. 1888. Z. violacea (Just 16* : 533). 

| Cornus L.— The flowers are perfect. According to Gray’s 

Nal ‘some foreign species are dioecious. In the Tyrol 

7% (12) failed to verify the observation of Hausmann that 

~ |S didecious or polygamous. From the condition of 

lee aPles of C. Canadensis after flowering Meehan (14) 

“that this species is monoecious and dioecious. 

: — have four petals, four stamens, a single style 

aus. or capitate stigma, the base of the style being 

“On by an epigynous nectar disk. 

.. group of Cornus consists of species whose flower clus- 

‘rounded by an involucre, which is usually white. In 

‘Ne petals are less conspicuous, and, at least in some cases, 
less €Xpanded Nded, so that they limit access to the nectar. 
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In the other group the conspicuousness of the inflorescence _ 
depends upon the individual flowers, whose petals are white and — 
widely expanded. The nectar is therefore freely exposed. 

The flowers are homogamous. In C. sanguinea Miiller (4, 8) 
observed that insects may effect cross or self-pollination, and is 

their absence that spontaneous self-pollination or geitonogamy 
may occur. 

Sprengel (1) observed that C. sanguinea was visited by® 
variety of insects. Miiller’s list shows fourteen beetles, five 4 
flies and one Pompilus. Delpino (3) includes this species in his 
“Tipo idrangeino,” which he regards as adapted to beetles. 1 

Cornus FLORIDA L,— Kerner (13) supposes that the bracts 
serve as attractive organs and as landing places for insects. But : 
insects visiting the flowers seldom alight on them. He also 
mentions what he calls “arrangements for geitonogamy, vee 
seem to me to be quite imaginary. 

This small tree occurs in only one place in my neighbor 
hood. A dozen or more flowers are collected in a head. bed ; 
four scales of the hibernaculum, which encloses the developing a 

head, greatly elongate and expand at base, at the wes 
assuming a white or pinkish color. Very frequently io 
inner scales remain united, so that by their basal’ expansion ' o 
form an arch over the head. These parts are often i ce 
inwards in the middle, with the result that the piers 

more conspicuous laterally than would be the case if al : 
scales were expanded horizontally. civs tube 

Nectar is secreted by an epigynous disk. ihe ‘i cous 
is about 1™™ deep. This with the four petals and ee 

has the effect of concealing the nectar in a tube abel — 
The petals are greenish yellow, their tips ies ‘strong 

the flower expanding about 4™™". The stamens ae rte 

divergent and are exserted about 4™™, the sty le p roe oe 
more than 1™™, : ae 

The flowers are homogamous. _ Insects crawlin pas wi 
the inflorescence get their heads and undersioe “tn th 
pollen. On sucking they easily effect pollinatio™ Ss 

= 

1 
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absence spontaneous self-pollination or geitonogamy may some- 

times occur by the pollen falling upon the stigmas. In Cornus 

ad Viburnum the elongation and strong divergence of the 

samens is no kind of an ‘arrangement for geitonogamy,” 

though it may result in that, but merely places the anthers in 

position to strike insects which run about irregularly over the 

flowers, 

The flowers were noted in bloom from April 22 to May 8. 

Inthis time very few of the lower aculeate Hymenoptera are 

fying. The following list, observed on April 23, showing a 

strong preponderance of Andrenidae, with flies less abundant, is 

about what might be expected from the structure of the flowers 

and the composition of the insect-fauna at the blooming time : 

Hymenoptera — Apidae : (1) Bombus separatus Cr. 9, S., one; (2) Osmia 

ibiventris Cr. ¢, s. & c. p., one; (3) Nomada sayi Rob. 4, s.; Andrenidae : 

(4) Halictus foxii Rob. 9, s. & c. p.; (5) H. coriaceus Sm. %, S. ; (6) H. fasci- 

Nyl. 9, s. & c. p., freq.; (7) H. pilosus Sm. 2, Ss. & C. P-; (8) H. zephyrus 

et Ems ididae : (21) Empis humilis Coq., freq. ; Bombylidae : (22) 

| 0 Lw.; (23) B. major L.; Syrphidae: (24) ont 

Wi; me hans daa marginata Say; (26) Criorhina umbrati ne 

Lepidopters apes Lonchaea polita Say — alls. 

Coleoptera — C epalocera - (28) Nisoniades juvenalis re a 

erambycidae : (29) Molorchus bimaculatus Say, s. « p 

— PANICULATA L’Her.— C. candidissima Marsh.— a his 

is « — of floral types Delpino (3) places this species 1D 

a idrangeino,” which, as stated above, he regards as 

ea beetles. He considers the scent of the flowers, 

- Mt adapt lls “odore carabico o scarabeo,” as further indicating 

— Nisited 5 S B these insects. He saw the flowers abundantly 

The Y Cetonia aurata and other Coleoptera. 

shrubs are much branched, rise from 1 to 3" high and 
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bear numerous flat or convex cymes of white flowers, Th 
cymes expand from 4 to 5™. 

The four petals are horizontally expanded to the extent of 
about 1. The stigma rises to about the level of the anthes 
Nectar is secreted by a yellow epigynous disk and is completely 

~ exposed. 

The flowers are homogamous. Spontaneous self-pollination 
is usually prevented by the stamens being strongly divergent 
Insects crawl about over the clusters and become thoroughly 
dusted with pollen. Pollination occurs between separate flowers — 
of the same or distinct plants. 

C. paniculata having completely exposed nectar is adapted 
to a more miscellaneous set of insects than C. florida, which has 
nectar more concealed. Nevertheless, the [ist of visitors of the 
former differs from that of the latter mainly in showing mor 
insects of the same kind, it being a larger list. The list of C- 
paniculata shows twenty-one species of lower Aculeata and Tach- : 

inidae, only three of which are flying when C. florida is im oe 

The blooming season is May 12-June 13. The following 
list was observed on May 12, 18, 23, 29, and June 8: 

Hymenoptera— Apidae: (1) Apis mellifica L. %, 8. & © P» pes 
Bombus americanorum F. 9, c. p.; (3) Synhalonia frater Cr. ga gee 
Ceratina dupla Say ¢, s. & c. p.; Andrenidae: (5) Halictus pe oe freq 
8. & c. p.; (6) H. pilosus Sm. ¢, s.; (7) H. confusus Sm. 9s. &% a 
(8) H. tegularis Rob, 9, 8. freq.; (g) H. stultus Cr. 2, s. & ¢ P-+ (10) (13) 
Stemon radiatus Say 9, s. & c. p.; (11) A. viridulus F. ®, s. & mee 

Augochlora confusa Rob. 9, s. & c. p.; (13) A. similis Rob. % 8; yes 4&3 
vicina Sm. 9, s.; (15) A sayi Rob. 9, s. & c. p.; (16) . a : (17) A. platyparia Rob. ¢ 9, s. & c. p., ab.; (18) A. cresson! 
P-; (19) A. rugosa Rob. 9, s. & c. p.; (20) A. forbesii pes Prosops hippotes Rob. 9, s. : (22) A. claytoniae Rob. 2, s. & C. P» pyr 

Pygmaea Cr. 3, s.; (24) P. modesta Say ¢ 9, S; (25) P a ng L: 
Eumenidae: (26) Eumenes fraternus Say; (27) Monobia uf ‘eae : 
Odynerus sp.; (29) O. campestris Sauss.; (30) O. unifasciatus Lep., {1¢9 0. foraminatus Sauss.; Crabronidae: (32) Crabro eve” (35) Pee 
(33) C. errans Fox ; (34) Oxybelus emarginatus Say; Bae” cae 
poeus cementarius Dru. : (36) Chalybion caeruleum Le; on ik Se Ceropales fulvipes Cr.; Chalcididae - (38) Smicra torvina Ce~ © 

= =; 

“(ae 
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Diptera— Empididae: (39) Empis levicula Cogq.; (40) E. clausa Coq. ; 

(4) E. distans Lw.; Conofidae: (42) Oncomyia loraria Lw. ; Syrphidae : 

(43) Pipiza pulchella Will. ; (44) Chrysogaster nitida F., freq. ; (45) Syrphus 

americanus Wd.; (46) Eristalis aeneus F.; (47) E. transversus Wad.; (48) E. 

dimidiatus Wd. ; (49) Mallota cimbiciformis Fll.; Tachinidae : (50) Alophora 

purpurascens Twns. ; (51) Jurinia apicifera WIk., freq.; (52) J. smaragdina 

Mog. ; (53) Belvosia bifasciata F.; (54) Phorocera edwardsii Will., freq. ; (55) 

Acmglossa hesperidarum Will.; (56) Frontina flavicauda Riley ; (57) 

Atrophopoda singularis Twns.; (58) Chaetophleps setosa Coq. ; Sarcopha- 

filae: (59) Sarcophaga sp.; (60) Helicobia helicis Twns.; AJuscédae: (61) 

-lacilia sp.; (62) L. sericata Mg.; (63) Graphomyia americana R. D.; (64) 

Morellia micans Mcq, ; Anthomyidae : (65) Anthomyia marginata WIk. ; (66) 

Phobia acra Wlk.; Ortadidae : (67) Camptoneura picta F.— all s. 

Coleoptera — Lampyridae - (68) Podabrus tomentosus Say, freq. ; (69) 

elephorus flavipes Lec., freq. ; Scarabaeidae: (70) Euphoria fulgida F. ; 

(71) Trichius piger F., freq. ; (72) T. affinis Gory, in cop. ; Cerambycidae : 

(73) Strangalia famelica Newm.; M/ordel/idae : (74) Pentaria trifasciata Melsh. ; 

(75) Mordella marginata Melsh. — all s. or f. p. 
; Lepidoptera hopalocera: (76) Pyrameis atalanta L.; (77) Papilio 
4ax L_—both s, 

On the pollination of ‘Cornus see : 

(1) Sprengel, Das entdeckte Geheimniss 31, 33,85. 1793. mascula, 

i: 

ii 

(2) Axell, Om g g axterna 

2:13, le 1869. C. Suecica.—(3) Delpino, Ulteriori osservazion! Il. 

i873: 9: 46, 52, 215, 237-8, 311. Atti Soc. Ital. Sci. 16: 161, 187, 194, 200. 
I7:—. 1874, C. florida, Suecica, paniculata, sanguinea.—(4) Miiller, 

5 7 ea =| Aci ° i} a} =] eg) 8, & > “ or wn — — — Lal oo to — | 
+ 

8 i ‘ 

Blumen 18. 1886. C. sanguinea.— (11) 

a tion 2:173, 183-4, 200, 231, 296, 289, 326. 1895. C. florida, 
: Swecica.—(14) Meehan, Contributions to the life-histories of 

r A d 
( 
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Centralb. 61: 263).—(15) MacLeod, Bevruchting der bloemen van Viaan- 
deren. Bot. Jaarboek 6: 256, 437. 1894. C. sanguinea, Mas.—(16) Loew, 
Bliitenbiologische Floristik 248. 1894. C. sanguinea, Mas. 

VIBURNUM PUBESCENS Pursh.—The mode of pollination of this 
species, along with a general account of the genus and an index 
to the literature, has been given in Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis 
7:170-2. The list of visitors recorded there, indicating a pre- 
ponderance of beetles, is fragmentary and quite misleading. 
Beetles are more abundant on the old flowers, of which they 
eat all parts. The most frequent and efficient pollinators ate 
the less specialized bees, and flies. The blooming season is May 
2-25. The following list, observed on May 4, 5,7 and 9, includes 
visitors previously mentioned. It shows an interesting asset 
blage of Empididae, a family of flies which reaches its maximua 
in May. 

Bees — Apidae: (1) Bombus americanorum F. 9, s.; (2) B. sepa — 
% 8. ; (3) Synhalonia frater Cr. ¢, s. : (4) Ceratina dupla Say 2, s. & © P-) (5) 
Osmia albiventris Cr. ¢, s. ; Andrenidae: (6) Halictus pectoralis Sm. 3,5 4 

C. p., freq. ; (7) H. foxii Rob. ?, S.& Cc. p. ; (8) H. 4-maculatus Rob. 3, 5; (9) #- 

coriaceus Sm. 9, s.; (10) H.cressonii Rob. 9, s.& Cc. p.; (11) H. confusus S®- 
%, 8. & C. p. ; (12) Augochlora confusa Rob. 9, s. & c. p. ; (13) Andrena vicina 

Sm. % s. & ¢, P-; (14) A. sayi Rob. 9, s. & c. p., freq.; (15) A, robe 
D.T. % 8. & c. p., freq. ; (16) A. mandibularis Rob. 9, 8. & ¢. P» frei 

Rob. 3,5. & c. p., ab. ; (24) Prosopis affinis Sm. 4, s.; (25) P,m 
8.; (26) P. pygmaea Cr. 9, s, 

2) Mer 

ey 
- (49) Siphopey” pipiens L.; Tachinidae : (48) Siphona illinoensis Twns., freq. ’ (49) 5) chloe floridensis Twns.; Muscidae: (50, 51) Lucilia spp. ; Oscinidae : (5 : 

Proxima Say ; (53) Hippelates plebejus Lw.—all s. 1, L. freq: (33) 
Coleoptera — Dermestidae - (54) Anthrenus musaeorum ©" — 
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Cryptorhopalum triste Lec. ; (56) Orphilus glabratus F., ab.; Lampyridae: 

(37) Telephorus dentiger Lec. ; Scarabaeidae - (58) Hoplia trifasciata Say, 

__ freg.; (59) Euphoria fulgida F.; (60) Valgus canaliculatus F., gn.; Ceram- 

hyeidae: (61) Molorchus bimaculatus Say, s., ab. ; (62) Callimoxys sanguini- 

aallis Oliy. ; (63) Euderces picipes F. ; Chrysomelidae : (64) Diabrotica vittata 

f.,8.; (65) Disonycha limbicollis Lec., s. ; (66) Pachybrachys sp., S-; Bru- 

thidae: (67) Bruchus hibisci Oliv., s.; Oedemeridae : (68) Asclera ruficollis 

Say, 8.; Mordellidae : (69) Mordellistena biplagiata Hel., freq.; (70) M 

_ ‘persa Mels., freq. : (71) M. grammica Lec.—all s., f. p., or gn. ‘ 

Lepidoptera — Rhopalocera : (72) Papilio ajax L.; (73) Nisoniades juve- 

nalis F—both s. 

VisukNuM PRUNIFOLIUM L.—This is a small tree bearing 

tumerous flat compound cymes of white flowers. The corolla 

&xpands 8-9™", its base forming a short tube, which is somewhat 

obstructed by the short, thick style. The five stamens are 

‘tongly exserted, while the stigma is included in the tube. 

Nectar is secreted by a ring surrounding the base of the style. 

The flowers are homogamous. Cross-pollination by insects is 

“sured, but self-pollination and geitonogamy may sometimes 

*ccur by the pollen falling upon the stigmas. 

blooming season is April 23-May 16. The following 

Was observed on April 24, 25, and 29: 

rte — Apidae : (1) Apis mellifica L. 8, 8. & C. Ps + (2) Synnale 

§; (5) 0 mn » sh (3) C
eratina dupla Say, 4, s.; (4) Osmia lignaria Say ? 

Soni R, b Iventris Cr. 9, s.; (6) Nomada sayi Rob. 4%, 5+ freq.; N. cres- 

: 6,8. freq. ; (8) N. maculata Cr. 4, s.; (9) N. obliterata Cr. é, 5-5 

Raed Halictus foxii Rob. 9, s. & c. p.; (11) H. pectoralis Sm. 2, 

iia (12) H. lerouxii Lep. ¢ s. & c. p.; (13) H. cressonii Rob. 2 S-+ 

: M. 2, S. & c. p.; (15) H. tegularis Rob. 9, 8. & ¢.P-> 

S.&C.p., ab.; (17) H. stultus Cr. 9,8. &¢. p., ab. ; (18) Agaposte- 

%, S.; (19) Augochlora confusa Rob. , 8. & ¢- P» 

Sg pie Rob. ¢, s.; (21) S. dichrous Sm. % 5. freq. 

PTURI Rob» (23) S. stygius Rob. 9, s.; (24) Andrena vicina S 

»3%S.&C.p., in cop.; (26) A. sayi Rob. 4%. & % p-, freq. (27) 

cas 8, $.; (28) A. cressonii Rob. é % S- & C. p- freq. + 

: aCr. $9,s.&c.p.,ab.; (30) A. personata Rob. 4 9S. ab. (31) 

& Spee % 8. & c. p; (32) A. forbesii Rob. 2, s+ (33) 4+ hippotes Rob. 

oe ay Se A. mariae 
Rob. 9, s.; (35) Colletes inaequalis Say ¢+ Ves- 

Sauss, olistes metricus ay, &: Eumenidae: (37) 

ee ee nore 

ee ee 

4 

‘ a 
q 
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Diptera — Stratiomyidae : (38) Stratiomyia quaternaria Lw., s., 
Empididae: (39) Empis otiosa Coq., s., freq. ; (40) Rhamphomyia priapulus 
Lw., s.; Bombylidae - (41) Bombylius major L., s.; (42) B. pulchellus Lw,s; 
Conopidae : (43) Myopa vesiculosa Say, s., freq., in cop.; Syrphidae: (44) 
Paragus bicolor F.; (45) Psilota buccata Mcq. ; (46) Chrysogaster pictipennis 
Will.; (47) Chilosia sp.; (48) C. capillata, Lw., freq. ; (49) C. versipellis 
Will., freq.; (50) Mesograpta marginata Say; (51) M. geminata Say; (52) _ 
Myiolepta strigillata Lw., freq. ; (53) Brachyopa vacua O. S.; (54) Eristalis 
aeneus F., freq.; (55) E. dimidiatus Wd.; (56) E. transversus Wd.; (57) 
Helophilus latifrons Lw.; (58) Criorhina umbratilis Will. ; (59) C. decom 
Mcq.; (60) Syritta pipiens L.; Tachinidae : (61) Gymnosoma fulginosa R.D.; 
(62) Jurinia apicifera WIk. ; (63) Peleteria robusta Wd., freq.; (64) Gonia 
frontosa Say; Muscidae - (65) Graphomyia americana R. D.; (66) Lucilla 
sp. ; (67) L. caesar L. ; (68) L. cornicina F.; (69) L. latifrons Schin., frej— 
all s. or f, p. 

Lepidoptera — Rhopalocera - (70) Pyrameis huntera F.; (71) Phyciodes 
nycteis Db.-Hew.; (72) Thecla melinus Hbn.; (73) Lycaena pseudargiolus 
Bd.-Lec.; (74) Nysoniades juvenalis F., freq.; (75) N. martialis Scud. 
Sphingidae : (76) Hemaris thysbe F.—all s. 

Lonicera L.—The flowers of honeysuckles present quite 4 
variety of forms and adaptations. In the case of yen 

flowers in general, except those like Heracleum, I have advance? 
the proposition? that the flowers were originally adapted pe 
bees, or principally visited by them. Correlated with this pe 

Proposition that hawk moths and humming birds, from the ee 

that they do not alight upon the flower, do not ee a 
influence in producing irregularity, and that the irregular ge 
which are adapted to them were monopolized by pea 
they had been changed to an irregular form by bees. u bees 
that the flowers have become sternotribe from the fact ee have been in the habit of landing upon the stamens an ak 

While the hawk moths do not tend to produce irregular fowelé 
it does not follow that their influence is to turn such ‘a 
back to a more regular form, for the limitation of the po” 

to the flowers. | suppose then, that the irregular sph ye bee® 
Species were originally bumble-bee flowers whit bumble PE 
usurped and further modified by hawk moths. ak ser 

*Zygomorphy and its causes. Bor. GAZ. 13: 229. 1888. - 
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flowers may have come from the short-tube forms, which were 

adapted to the less specialized bees or to wasps. Or, the wasp- 

flowers may have come from those adapted to bumble-bees by a 

process of retrograde metamorphosis, as in the case of Scrophu- 

laria. If the bird-flower, L. sempervirens, came from an irregular 

form, I do not understand how it has lost it. However, the 
more regular form has the effect of lengthening the tube and of 
excluding the intruders which might remove the pollen. 

The irregular flowers have four lobes above forming a vexil- 

lum—one of the many cases Henslow’s theory will not account 

for—and a single lobe below, which projects forwards and 
assists in supporting the visitor, or is reflexed. 

The flowers of most species are more or less horizontal, and 
this is the typical position, if my theory is correct. Some are 
tearly erect and others pendulous. 

The corolla tube varies in length from 7™ in L. ongiflora 

\Delpino 7) to 3-4™™" in L. xylosteum (Miller 5). The long- 

tubed species are adapted ‘to hawk moths, those of mid-length 

‘0 bumble-bees, while the short-tubed species are adapted to 

: the smaller bees, or even in one case to wasps, as L. alpigena 

- Miller 14). The last case is questioned by Schulz (29). Mac- 

~ others have been so confused by observing the fre- 

° of bees to wasp-flowers that they have been inclined 

: “on that category. But the wasp-flowers always show a 

ole of wasps that is not equaled in any other flowers. 

: inlning a color appears to be yellowish, the old flowers 

es. vole purplish, or white with rosy or purplish ia 

Sg 'ngophilous species are commonly whitish, the ornitho- 

> =: sempervirens red, as in all of our bird-flowers—Zecoma 
. ee ; Canadensis, Lobelia cardinalts, Castilleia evel! 

ih} 7 ~ elpigena is reddish brown, as in Scrophularia. 

Scent at Rag species open at night and emit a ee 

4 Hancock: ime, but the ornithophilous L. sempervirens 3s sal 

a (34) to be scentless. 

en ter has a good deal to say about certain wonderful pollen-holding 

oe thead of 7; rochilus colubris. Unfortunately, they are in the wrong 
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According to Kerner (31), in the twining honeysuckles 
(L. caprifolium, etrusca, grata, implexa, periclymenum, etc.) nectar 
is secreted in the lowest part of the’ tube, while in the non 

twining ones (L. alpigena, nigra, xylosteum, etc.) it is secreted ia 
an expansion above the base. In the sphingophilous species 

the nectar is protected from unbidden guests by the long, narrow 
tube; in the shorter, wider tubed species it is protected by hairs 
upon the filaments and the inner wall of the corolla. Under 
conditions unfavorable for the visits of hawk moths, nectar 
accumulates in the long-tubed species until a part of it becomes 

accessible to some long-tongued intruders. 
Some observers have found in the tubes holes which, they 

imagined, were made by bees. Miller saw L. coerulea perforated 
by Bombus mastrucatus. Schneck (27) saw Megachile brevis (?) 

cutting circular pieces out of the tubes of Z. sempervirens, a he 

says, to obtain the nectar. I have seen this bee cut such ee 
out of the corollas of nothera fruticosa, Cassia Chamaccrista an 
Ruellia ciliosa, but she carried them away to use in her ne 

The anthers are exposed so that the pollen is accessible 
number of intruders, principally Andrenidae and Syrphidae, wh 
may collect it or feed upon it, usually doing harm, though fe : 
may sometimes effect cross- or self-pollination. Meehan ie 
etc.,),who has observed only this kind of insect visits t° pias 
vated exotic species, concludes from it that the presence ° - 
tar is of no significance as an adaptation for insect eee : 

The statements in regard to dichogamy, Or other et lym : 
for cross-pollination, are remarkably conflicting. [.¢ erogy” 
is homogamous according to Miiller (5), slightly a 
nous according to Kirchner (28). L. aylosteum \s ea move’ 
(Miiller) and proterogynous with spontaneous peg 
ments of stamens and style (Kerner). J. coerulea 7” eee 1%): : 
nous (Hildebrand 2, Ricca 4) and homogamous rok | 
Miller calls L. periclymenum homogamous, and suppor of 
cross-pollination is favored by the stigma being 10 7 
Place, for all of our bird-flowers whose ranges approach that of vi lage sion 
the exception of 4. Canadensis, strike the bird on the upper side. 
nary, anyhow. 
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the anthers; Knuth (38) shows that, as a result of the correlated 

movements of the style and stamens, the anthers are exposed 

in the way of the visitor on the first evening and the stigma on 

thesecond. L. alpigena is homogamous ( Miiller) and proterogy- 

nous (Kerner). In one place Meehan says L. Japonica is 

proterogynous (23), in another homogamous (36). L. nigra 

and Tatarica are homogamous (Miler). JL. /berica is slightly 

proterogynous (Kirchner 28). The common woodbine (?) and 

L. sempervirens are proterandrous (Schneck 27). In L. alpigena, 

nigra, etc., according to Kerner, there occurs a change of position 

of the stamens and stigma by which they are placed in the way 

ofthe visitors at different times, probably as in ZL. periclymenum. 
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The preceding table gives the insect visitors of Lonicera a 
observed in different regions. 

LONICERA SULLIVANTII Gray.—This honeysuckle occurs in 
two places in my neighborhood, on creek banks. The flowers 
are in clusters at the ends of the branches and hold a more or 4 
less horizontal position. Newly opened ones are rather pale 
yellow, but later show a purplish tinge. The upper lip consists 
of four lobes which are turned up like a vexillum; the lower 
consists of a single lobe. Bees land upon the stamens and 
style, which are exserted about 7™", The corolla tube measures 
14-18" in length. Nectar is secreted and retained in a slight 
gibbosity near the base of the tube. 

The flowers are homogamous, the stigmas are receptive # 
little before the opening of the anthers, but the proterogyay ® 
too slight to be of much importance. The stigma is somewhat 
in advance of the anthers, but not enough always to prevent 
spontaneous self-pollination. 

I have observed flowers opening as early as 4 shee 7 
the afternoon, the anthers beginning to open at 5:15 o'clock, 

and most of the flowers shedding pollen by 5:30 pe 
flowers were visited by Bombus virginicus Oliv. 9, threes A ¢ 
phora ursina Cr. 2 and the humming bird, Trochilus colubris L 

that there was abundant opportunity for them to be eff a 
pollinated before sundown. The work of pollination may ee 
completed by hawk moths in the evening, or when the 
humming birds return next morning. Thave see 

The blooming season is short; May 15—june 6. e 
the flowers visited in the morning by: es 

Bees : (1) Bombus virginicus Oliv. 9, s., freq.; (2) B. americanye - 
(3) Anthophora ursina Cr. 9, s. & c. p., freq. 

Birds: (4) Trochilus colubris LL; 4; few: 

Flies— Syrphidae : (5) Pipiza femoralis Lw., f. p., one 

On the pollination of Lonicera see: 

(1) Sprengel, Das entdeckte Geheimniss 120. 1793: £ ay pflanze® ye 

folium.—(2) Hildebrand, Geschlechter-vertheilung bei eee tT 
1867. L. coerulea,—(3) Axell, Om anordningarna for de : . 
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temas befruchtning 37, 64-5, 98. 1869. LZ. coerulea.—(4) Ricca, Osserva- 

toni sulla fecondazione incrociata dei vegetali alpini e subalpini. Atti Soc. 

lial. Sci. 14:255-6. 1871. L. nigra, xylosteum, coerulea.—(5) Miiller, 

Befruchtung der Blumen 361-4. 1873. L.periclymenum, caprifolium, tatarica, 

sylosteum.— (6) White, The influence of insect agency on the distribution 

a plants. Am. Nat. 7:271. 1873. L. periclymenum. (Just 1: 377.)—(7) 
Delpino, Ulteriori osservazioni II. 2 44, 114, 179, 276, 336; Atti Soc. Ital. 

Sti. 16: 192, 262, 327. 1873; 17:—. 1874. L. caprifolium, coerulea, xylos- 

 periclymenum, longiflora, sempervirens. (Just 2:893.)—(8) Lubbock, 

British wild flowers in relation to insects 108-10. 1875. L. caprifolium, 

periclymenum, aylosteum.—(g) Gray, Darwin on the effects of cross and self- 

fenilization in the vegetable kingdom. Am. Journ. Sci. & Arts III. 13: 133. 

1877. (Just 5*: 743.)—(10) Bonnier, Les Nectaires. Ann. Sci. Nat. Bot. VI. 

#372, 86, 138-9, 187, 192. 1878. L. fragrantissima, periclymenum, semper- 

‘wens, standeskii,— (11) Errera et Gevaert, Sur la structure et les modes de 

f€condation des fleurs. Bull. Soc. Bot. Belgique 17: 106. 1878. L. capri- 

flium.— (12) Dodel-Port, Die Liebe der Blumen. Illustr. Pflanzenleben 

Lief 4/5:185-240. 1880. L. periclymenum, (Just 8": 183.) —(13) Gray, 

Die F Botany 217. 1880. L. sempervirens, ornithophilous.— (14) Miiller, 

L 8 eng der Blumenthitigkeit der Insekten. Kosmos 9: 272. 1881. 

: Pigena. (Just 8: 148.)—(15) Miiller, Alpenblumen 394-9. Oink 

“a alpigena, coerulea, (Just 7%: 102.)—(16) Dufour, Existence de ten- 

fag certaines fleurs 42-6. Dissertation inaug. Lausanne. 1882. £. 

bias (Just 9°: 500.)—(17) Miiller, Weitere Beobachtungen 3:75. 1882- 

183, 7 um. (Just 9g": 526.) — (18) Miiller, Fertilization of Flowers 293-9- 

* 4. coerulea, periclymenum, caprifolium, tatarica, nigra, xylosteum, 
re Focke, Nageli’s Einwinde gegen die Blumentheorie, erlau- 

‘ : €n Nachtfalterblumen. Kosmos 14:299. 1884. Z. caprifolium, 

. - Freilan alee ee : 668.) — (20) Loew, Blumenbesuch see 

“ad i. rbuch Bot. Gartens Berlin 3:78, 90. 1884; 4:9 9- 

towers, B, olium, periclymenum, alpigena.— (21) Ingen, Bees mutilating 

- 1887 ~ 127229. I L. parviflora, grata, (Just 15°: 413-4 ) 
22) \ ihe 

s = Adaptation in the honeysuckle and insect visitors. Bot G 

oo (ust ie: 555.)—(23) Meehan, Contributions to the life 

(J of plants. II. Proc. Acad, Nat. Sci. Phila. 1888 : 279-83. LZ. japon- 
iisect yigip 23°) —(24) Meehan, Adaptation in the honeysuckle and 

j » Proc. Am. A. A. S. 1888:284. (Just 17°: 548.) —(25) Noll, 

: tmale Stellung zygomorpher Bliithen und ihre Orientirungsbe- 

Wega) Arbeiten Bot. Institut Wiirzburg 3: 189-252. 1888. (Just 

-Perforas: (26) Pammel, On the pollination of Phlomis tuberosa and the 

Pliny, jaa Owers. Trans. St. L. Acad. Sci. 5:254, 275: 1888. L, caprt- 

Mutilation = “eed grata, sempervirens, perforation.— (27) Schneck, 

- Towers by insects. Bot. Gaz. 13:39. 1888. L. sempervirens. 

die ho 
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(Just 16": 538.)—-(28) Kirchner, Beitrage zur Biologie der Bliiten. Progr. 2 

Jahresfeier K. Wiirttemb. landwirtschaftl. Acad. Hohenheim 62. 1890. L 

caprifolium, iberica, (Just 18':495.)—(29) Schultz, Beitrage zur Kenntniss 

der Bestaubungseinrichtungen und Geschlechtsvertheilung bei den Pflanzes 

2:95-6. 1890. L. alpfigena, (Just 18':519,)—(30) Fritsch, Caprifoliacer 

Engler u. Prantl, Die nat. Pflanzenfamilien IV. 4:159. 1891. (Just 19° on 

— (31) Kerner, Pflanzenleben 2:—. 1891; Oliver translation 2:—. 1895. L 

alpigena, caprifolium, etrusca, grata, implexa, nigra, periclymenum, syle 2 

teum. (Just 17°:531; 18': 485.)—(32) Heinsius, Over de “bestuiving van 

bloemen der Nederlandsche flora door insecten. Bot. Jaarboek 4:115-16 
1892. L. periclymenum. (Just 20°: 484.) — (33) Ml Bevruchting der 

bloemen van Vlaanderen. Bot. Jaarboek 5: 390. 1893; 6:373- 1894 L 

caprifolium, periclymenum.—(34) Hancock, Ornithophilous pollination. An. . 
Nat. 28: 679. 1894. L. sempervirens.— (35) Loew, Bliitenbiologische Floristik 

26, 42, 147, 249-50. 1894. L. alpigena, coerulea, caprifolium, iberica, per 

clymenum, xylosteum.—(36) Meehan, Contributions to the life histories of 

plants. XI. Proc. Acad. Sci. Phila. 1894:169-71. Z. japonica. (J — 
22' : 285.)—-(37) Knuth, Blumen und Insekten auf den nordfriesischen Insel 

80, 156, 193. 1894. L. periclymenum.—(38) Knuth, Neha a 

Bliteneinrichtung von Lonicera periclymenum L. Bot entralblatt 60:4!-+ 
(Just 22‘: 278.) Knuth, Weitere Beobachtungen itiber pee und I 

auf den nordfriesischen Inseln. Schr. Nat. Ver. ee fees 10: a 

254, 256. 1895. JZ. periclymenum, tatarica.— (40) Willis and B 
Flowers and insects in Great Britain. Ann. Bot. 9:240- 1895 L 
menum., 

HELIANTHUS DivaRicatus L.—The following visitors ee 

observed on August 8,14, 17, 21, 24, 27, 29, 31,4” ree 
2,4, 7, and 10: 

s.; (2) B. scutellar Bees — Afidae : (1) Bombus americanorum F. 4 a Say %, %, 8. & c. p.; (3) B. separatus Cr. 4, s.; (4) Melissodes = 
ae ©) M. oe Cr. 6%, 8. & C. Py, peek 

9, S. & C. p.; 6) M. citar Rob. 4 oe (6 0) M. aurigenia aa 

Megachile mendica Cr. 4, s.; (12) M. optiva Cr. 2, S.; 0) 
Cr. 9,s.; (14) C. 8-dentata Say 8, .; (15) C. sayi Rob. 4 ee ; cavus Cr. 9, s.; (17) E. lunatus Say ¢, s.; (18) E. donat 
(19) E. conipacths Cr. 4, s., freq.; (20) E. pusillus Cr. 4 S ss labrosiform® 
sis Cr. 3, s.; (22) E. cressonii Rob. 3 2, $5 hee anne art : | Rob. 9, s. & c. p.; (24) P. rugosus Rob. , s. p.; (25) B 
hatus Cr. 39,5. & c, p., freq.; Andrenidae: (26) “Halicts ree coal c. p., freq.; (27) H. ligatus Say ¢ 9, s. & c. p., freq.; an 
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Rob. 6 9, s. & c. p.; (29) Colletes enene s Cr. ¢ 9, s.; (30) Andrena heli- 

authi Rob. 4, s.; (31) A. pulchella Rob. 3, s. 

Diptera— Bombylidae : (32) Exoprosopa ee Lw.; (33) Anthrax. palli- 

ata Lw.; (34) A. halcyon Say; (35) Sparnopolius fulvus Wd., ; (36) 

Systoechus vulgaris Lw.; Comopidae : (37) Zodion fulvifrons Say, see (38) 

i. nanellum Lw.; SyrPhidae: (39) Eristalis transversus Wd.; Anthomytdae - 

(40) Proboscimyia siphonina Bigot —all s 

Lepidoptera— Rhopalocera: (41) Piyciodee nycteis Db.-Hew.; (42) 

Catopsilia eubule L.; (43) Colias philodice Gdt.; (44) Pamphila cernes Edw. 

—all s, 

BLACKBURN COLLEGE, 
Carlinville, Ill. 



PYROLA APHYLLA: A MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY, 

THEO. HOLM. 

(WITH PLATE XVII) 

It would seem very strange if there really existed a trily 
leafless species in a genus like Pyrola, of which all the other 
representatives are not only leafy, but even evergreen. One might 
think at a first glance that the lack of proper leaves would influ- 
ence the species so much in its mode of growth, as a saprophyte 
or parasite, as to warrant its segregation from the genus Pyrola 

Entire genera devoid of proper leaves are not so very scarce is 

the phanerogams, but in no case does there exist a genus which 

contains autophytic, saprophytic, and parasitic species. There 
are several families, on the other hand, in which we meet with 

both leafy and leafless genera; for instance, the apparently leat 
less Epirhizanthes among the Polygalacee; Voyria and Voyti 

ella among the Gentianacez ; Monotropa, Sarcodes, Pterospol™ 

etc., among the Pyrolacee; Neottia, Corallorhiza, etc. among 

the Orchidacee; and, finally, Baillon’s remarkable Oe 

among the Iridacee.t These instances are familiar to nae 
we are unable to cite any genus which has both mee: Ge 

and parasitic species, with the exception, as it has pare : 

of Pyrola. The fact is, however, that, notwithstandi | | 

ments made by such prominent authors as DeCa® ee eg 
Hooker, the plant is not by any means aphyllous, but o 
dently received its name for the same reason that Galax “— 

named aphylla by Linnzus, the original specimens having 4 

imperfectly represented the species. Thus has ispecies 
described our Pyrola as ‘‘foliis veris nullis” and as 4 
absentia foliorum spectabilis et quasi ad Monotro} alle 
while Hooker goes still further in stating ‘‘folia © 

. asticle: : ‘For references consult the bibliography appended to this ~~ [an® 
246 
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The figure in Hooker’s work shows distinctly that his specimen 

was but fragmentary. Nuttall, shortly after Hooker, corrected 

this mistake by stating ‘“‘occasionally it produces, near the root 

and on infertile shoots, a few small, ovate, or lanceolate greenish 

aves.” It is very surprising that Gray in later years should 

sillhave described it as “leafless, doubtless parasitic,’ and as 

“a peculiarly interesting plant on account of its living the para- 
‘itic life of the Monotropez.’’ To Nuttall, therefore, belongs 

the credit of having discovered the leaves of this singular plant 
which Smith at first described as destitute of leaves, and accore 

ingly named it ‘leafless wintergreen.’’ These contradictory 
‘atements, however, have led the writer to investigate the mat 
ter fully, after having secured some excellent living specimens. 

from Amador county, California, which were kindly collected by 

Mr. Geo. Hansen. Besides confirming Nuttall’s observations of 

the presence of proper leaves, I have detected a few peculiarities 
hich will be presented in this paper. 
os accompanying jig. I represents a mature and very care- 

Y collected specimen of our plant, and we notice here several 

‘nderground shoots, of which one bears a rosette of leaves at its 

sea in the same manner as in other species of Pyrola. In 

“ring the leaves by themselves, they are, as described by 

Nuttall, rather small, but provided with a distinct petiole and a 

“ Varying from lanceolate to broadly ovate, obtuse, or 

tly pointed (figs. 2,3). These leaves were green, and the 
phyll became still more conspicuous by immersing the 

i in Strong alcohol, which readily assumed a deep green 

a afterwards turned dark brown from the large con- 

the i. in the cell sap. As regards the minute structure 
Decieg did not observe any peculiarity by which see 

there is F separated from the other species of Pyrola, an 

the suppositi utely no character whatever that might warran 

life, oe ~ that — plant lives a saprophytic or a are 

an wrinkle ermis is perfectly normal and covered by a oi 

veiens Sa common to evergreen leaves ; stomata 
oth faces of the blade, but are most numer~ 
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ous on the lower surface; no hairs or glands were observed 
on either face. The chlorophyll-bearing tissue is differen 
tiated into a palisade tissue of about two layers on the ventral 
face of the blade, and an ordinary pneumatic tissue, the cells of 
which are roundish and loosely connected with each other, lea ] 
ing intercellular spaces of quite considerable width. The 
mestome bundles possess all the elements as found in other 
dicotyledons, and are supported by a collenchymatic tissw 
which makes the nerves very prominent on the lower surfaced 
the leaf. 4 

Besides these completely developed leaves, our plant pos — 
sesses also scale-like ones, which are much more numerous 

covering not only the underground shoots, but also the base of 
the inflorescences (7' and 7? in fig. 7). Very characteristic of 

Pyrola aphylla is the profuse development of axillary buds, which 
are readily observed upon the underground stems and at the 

base of the aerial floral and vegetative shoots. These axilla _ 

buds, however, are restricted to the scale-like leaves, since | 

failed to detect any such in the axils of those provided wit 

petiole and blade. The first two leaves of such axillary bués 
are situated to the right and left of the diminutive bud as 4 
while the third and fourth appear almost in regular alternatio® 4 

with these, those following, on the contrary, forming an ; 
Nary spiral, oe 

Upon examining the stem underground we Oe ae 
figure (jig. 7) two long branches (4* and 6”) with ee 
internodes, which show an ascending curvature from paper 

from which point they creep horizontally underneath : ey 

of the soil, until they finally push up through it, . rope 
nated at once by the inflorescence or first by @ die : 
leaves. It is easily understood that it has been the co" 
just such underground branches, terminated by inflo é 

not preceded by a rosette of leaves, which has misl atomic! 
to consider our plant as aphyllous and parasitic. | se rate 
Structure of these underground branches, which co autophyt™ 

thizome of Pyrola aphylla, is, however, that of aie 

rescences am 
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showing the well-known elements of normally developed tissues. 

There is a wrinkled cuticle covering the thick-walled epidermis, 

inside of which follows a heavy layer of cork parenchyma of 

rather closely packed polyhedric cells, which border on a thin- 

walled endodermis. This endodermis encircles the leptome and 

tadrome, the last of which has distinctly lignified cell walls, 

while an ordinary pith occupies the innermost part of the cen- 

tl cylinder. Tannin was observed in abundance in the cells of 

the bark and epidermis. 
In comparing the structure with that of the aerial flower- 

ing stem, we notice only a few divergencies. The bark 

contains chlorophyll, and a closed ring of stereome is developed 

wound the central cylinder, of which the pith occupies the 

‘ager part. In combining these anatomical features of the 

aves, the aerial and subterranean stem, there is so far no 

indication of our plant being a parasite or saprophyte or in any 

other way differing from the other species of Pyrola. 

_ The last organ of the plant, which is not to be overlooked, 

the toot, the main and the adventitious. Only a part of the 

2 foot Was preserved in our specimens (¥ in jig. 7), and it 

No means certain whether this dark colored and slightly 

; thed root is the main root or merely a branch. It is from 

. 3a however, that the subterranean shoots have developed 

We oe root-shoots, a fact that is readily observed in fig. 7- 

ae only observe that the two long underground branches 

Proceed directly from this root, but also the development of 

oM ag Clusters of shoots with more or less curved apices, all 

stems, are beginning to develop into underground creeping 
» like the two larger ones described above (o* and hol & 

ay then a strongly pronounced vegetative aire 

th a. perhaps has reached a higher development in this 

also y other Species of Pyrola. Adventitious roots were 

“singe 
Nght or left of the axillary buds. 
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Besides the fact that we have not been able to detect any 
haustoria upon the roots, the interior structure is sufficient to show 
the nature of our plant, whether it is an autophyte, a parasite, ora 
saprophyte. The presence of green leaves, however, is sufficient 
to determine the question whether the plant is a saprophyte, 
and a general consideration of the anatomy of the roots will 
suffice to convince any observer that Pyrola aphylla is no para- 
site either. Root-hairs are developed from the epidermis, inside 
of which there is a hypoderm of rather large cells, which sur 
rounds a bark-parenchyma of normal structure and packed with 
starch, but without any trace of fungal mycelia. The endoder- 

mis is perfectly normal and surrounds, together with the peri- 

cambium, the five groups of leptome, alternating with a corfe- 

sponding number of hadrome groups, while the innermost pat 
of the central cylinder is occupied by a few strata of conjunctive 
tissue. 

Pyrola aphylla shows, therefore, a striking ability to aise 
gate by means of axillary buds developed upon the undergro 
stems, and likewise by adventitious buds which push out Vey 
freely from the roots. Propagation by seeds is not pee 

and each capsule contains a large number of very ae 
mature seeds. - By bringing these. facts together yas 
anatomical structure of the vegetative organs, it may be i 
that our plant shows no sign of living a parasitic life < ght 

saprophytic one, but that it is a true autophyte. This per 
the more evident when we compare our species with se wre : 
relatives, of the genus Pyrola itself, of Moneses and Com ‘at : 

From the writings of Irmisch we have learned pie p 
reproduction by root-shoots takes place in Pyrola seus” 

‘cal chat 
@plula umbellata, and C. maculata. The morphologi acters of the vegetative organs of the species of Pyt0l® b 

er leaves, W" especially upon the development of the prop 
they precede or are contemporary with the 
ing to Irmisch, some of the leaves develop in the 54 
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the flowers in Pyrola minor, while in P. secunda and P. rotundifolia 

il the proper leaves have appeared during the year previous to 
the flowering. It is to be noted that a few rudimentary scale- 
like leaves occur also in these species, preceding and succeeding 
the proper ones. While the inflorescence is strictly terminal in 
the above mentioned species of Pyrola, Irmisch observed also 
lateral ones in P. chlorantha, and it is interesting to notice that 
these lateral inflorescences possessed only undeveloped leaves 

 attheir bases, 

In our plant, Pyrola aphylla, we have both terminal and 
lateral inflorescences, the terminal being, perhaps, constantly 
preceded by normal leaves (Z in fig. 1), which appeared during 
the year Previous to the flowering, agreeing in this respect with 
P. secunda, P. chlorantha, and P. rotundifolia. No axillary buds 

: = observed in the axils of the green leaves, a fact that 
a tunishes another illustration of the great resemblance which 
‘ists in the vegetative organs of Pyrola. The most conspicu- 

Sha character of P. aphylla, if we merely compare the vegetative 

: . in the scanty foliage of proper leaves, which, how- 
q cy me peome in part replaced by an unusually large num- 

ale-like ones. 

lf we ‘ompare our plant with Chimaphila, of which we have 

] C. umbellata and C. maculata, we shall find many 

a ls. We have al t we observed root- 
Shoots in bot e already stated that we o 

h of these species, and fig. ¢ shows the base of an 

C. maculata, with a young shoot pushing out from 

lateral roots (R.S.). The species of Chimaphila 

Ey eng horizontally creeping and branching rhizomes, 

thirds vg Specimen of C. umbellata reached a length of two- 

 DoWever meter. The aerial shoots of Chimaphila differ, 

Mentioned iy those of Pyrola aphylla and the other apeus 

kvelop “aah in that the proper leaves support buds, which 
ioe Ting the following year. | 

the in ia to the absence of scale-like leaves at the base of 

Nth seve oe and above the proper leaves, Chimaphila agrees 
. Tal of the species of Pyrola, but not with 7. minor and 

—Cplant of 
ME OF the 
also develop 

ich 
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P. aphylla. \t seems, on the whole, that these members of the 
Pyrolacee, Pyrola, Moneses, and Chimaphila, form a very 

natural group by themselves, if we consider their morphological 
characters, and their floral and vegetative structures. While 
Pyrola secunda, P. aphylla, P. picta, and P. chlorantha are the only 
species which have been observed to produce root-shoots, we 
should not feel surprised if this be the case also with all the 

other species, as in Moneses and Chimaphila. But we doubt 

very much whether any of these genera live as true saprophytes, : 

although the supposed related Monotropez are known tolivess — 

such. 

There is yet another point of interest in the life history of 

_ the Pyrolaceze which we should like to touch upon, even though 

it may seem somewhat foreign to the main subject of this pap 
The germination of the Pyrolacez is almost unknown, and with 
the exception of Pyrola secunda and Monotropa, none have been : 

examined at this early stage of development. In his ape? 

of the germination of P. secunda, Irmisch points out the 

two opposite cotyledons, while a series of about ten sie” leaves, all underground, precede the proper ones. Eastin! 

mentary leaves were pale, and they were situated at gen 

tance from each other upon the underground part of the - , 

Buds were observed in the axils of these leaves, a greet 
them had already pushed out so as to form ascending ak 

Secondary roots were seen in several cases to break none 10 
number of these buds. This manner of germinating, " a 

proper cotyledons, is rather rare among the dicotyledom, chez 

especially characteristic of the parasitic forms, es des the 4 

(excepting Lathrea), Balanophoree, Cuscuta, etc., shat Bm 

saprophytic genus Monotropa. It seems very strang© cect 
secunda should exhibit a similar manner of gr a 
does not otherwise behave as a saprophyte- af aor 4 
surprising, also, in view of the fact that Chimaphila or dicotyle- 
minates in the same way as the majority of the pee of 

dons. We succeeded in finding a number of she ome 
species in the month of July, while we were digging 

Dee i ele e ip te ares S 

SR gee tat) Ses erg ese tet Set ace peo Eee eeir ee 
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mature specimens for the purpose of examining the rhizomes. 

These seedlings, one of which is figured (fig. 5), showed then a 

lng hypocotyl (#7 in the figure), two normal green cotyledons 

Cot.) which were almost sessile, the blade oblong or approxim- 

ately obovate. The first two leaves, succeeding the cotyledons, 
had a distinct petiole and an oblong blade, while the third 
showed the first traces of dentation and represented a tridentate 

leaf. The main root (R) was long, slightly branched, and 
‘overed with root-hairs; one pair of secondary roots (7) were 
developed just above the main one, but in no other place were 
such secondary roots observed upon these minute seedlings. 

Although Chimaphila umbellata is not uncommon in the vicinity 
of Washington, we have not yet been able to detect its seedlings, 
but it is not likely that they differ from those of C. maculata, as 
the manner of growth of these species is exactly the same. The 
‘eeies of Pyrola and Moneses demonstrate, on the contrary, a 

‘mewhat different mode of growth, which perhaps may be 

"sible at the earliest stages of their development during ger- 

Mination, 

WASHINGTON, DD. G, 
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eae EXPLANATION OF PLATE X 
pe.’ 1. A mature specimen of Pyrola aphylla. 

: to be seen at Z; the base of two inflorescences at 
the underground branches, which have developed fron 
with two clusters of small, ascending shoots. Natural ; 

os Files. 2 and 3. Leaves from the rosette, X2. 
a z ‘ Fic. 4. Rhizome of Chimaphila maculata, showing 

stems (s' and s?) with underground lateral shoots ; 
be seen at R. S. x2. 

“FIG. 5. Seedling of Chimaphila maculata. R= = 
and y =the first pair of secondary roots; = - the 
. < Sotytedons. X 3. 
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NOTES ON THE SALT MARSH PLANTS OF 

NORTHERN KANSAS." 

JoHN H. SCHAFFNER. 

All through the central part of Kansas salt marshes and salt 

springs are quite common, and small salt licks are found in 

most parts of the state.. Perhaps the largest of these marshes 

sthe Big marsh, which stretches along Big Marsh creek from 

the northwest part of Cloud county through the southwest 

comer of Republic county, and for several miles into Jewell 

‘ounty. The writer visited this marsh in August 1897 in order 

to study the vegetation of the region. It is about seven miles 

long, and varies from a quarter to a mile in width.. The marsh 

Proper is a malodorous black bog, and large stretches are abso- 

; lately without vegetation. In the lower part of the marsh, in 

Cloud county, where the main observations were made, it is over 

‘mile wide and there are places where one may walk for half a 

nile without finding a shoot of any kind. The salt, at a dis- 

_‘fanee, looks like a light covering of snow. Although the 

“et had been very dry for a long time before my visit, a 

oo of water was flowing through the shallow ‘bee of 

ties sis yand the surface of the marsh was quite moist and 

=! Muddy in places, being springy under foot. A beautiful 

: lig | PPeared in the distance over the marsh, which looked 

: “agg Inviting lake of pure water with green patch of 

dificult ces complete was the resemblance that it was very 

in i lieve that the phantom lake was not real water. 

“= eda the conditions are still quite natural, large 

the sai: § never yet been fenced. However, it 1s said that 

— Oun ‘a area has diminished much since the settlement of the 

the distr; he most striking feature is the utter barrenness of 

e ct when compared with the surrounding country, and the 

from the botanical laboratory of Ohio State University. I. 
i . 

: gy 
Mtbatons 
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absence of belts of trees and shrubs along the banks of the creck 
The only woody plant seen growing on the outside of the mart 
was Amorpha fruticosa L. Along the stream which flows through 
the marsh there are here and there patches of deposits some- 
what raised above the general level and rather free from salt 
These contain some plants which could not otherwise grow in 
the marsh. There are also sedges growing along the stream, 
and its muddy bottom is covered with a brown deposit — 
of diatoms. The greater part of the marsh proper is entirey 
barren, but in some places there are isolated patches of sil ‘ 
marsh plants. On the outer portion beyond the barren — 
there are often well marked zones of vegetation, especially 
where the ground rises gently from the marsh. Here the zones 
are very distinct, while in other places they may be crowded 
close together, and some zones may be omitted entirely. 

The three sedges which grow in and along the sien 
Scirpus pungens Vahl., S. campestris Britton, and S. lacustris L. 

In the higher patches of alluvial deposit along the pe 
the following plants were collected: Daestichlis mantima Rat. 
Panicum Crus-galli L.., Elymus Virginicus L., Spartina cyno — 
Willd., Rumex Britannica L., Polygonum Hydropiper L., P fe : 
caria L.., P. ramosissimum M ichx., Amarantus chlorostachys Wil : 
va ciliata Willd. 

In the barren portion away from the stream, tes 
ground is a little higher and less salty, there were ee 
Polygonum ramosissimum Michx. and Distichlis — ont often both these plants were growing together, the " " is : 
usually occupying the center, and the Distichlis 10 
border around it. : 

On the outer margin of the barren area, ; 
gentle rise of the ground from the marsh outward, t | 
ing seven zones were determined. 4 entirely 

First zone: A few yards wide and compose gs was oF Distichlis maritima Raf. On the inner side the By and #8 
dently having a hard struggle for a meager existenc® © — mostly dead. 

where the ; 

a 
where there 4° 

e follow 
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Seconp zone: A narrow strip a few yards wide composed of 

Distichlis maritima Raf., Polygonum ramosissimum Michx., and 

Sueda diffusa Watson. The Polygonum grows vigorously and 

_ loms the characteristic plant. This zone seems to be just above 

the outer limit of the ordinary inundations of the salt brine. 

: Dstichlis was abundant, but Suzeda was only thinly interspersed, 

td there were many dead and dry specimens. 

_ TuirpD zonE: This is a wide dry zone, with the following 

plants : Distichlis maritima Raf., characteristic and rather stunted 

: inits growth ; Polygonum ramosissimum Michx., quite rare, prob- 

} aly because of dryness; Sweda diffusa Watson, interspersed, 

ftecommon ; /va ciliata Willd., rare. 

FourtH Zone : Usually about as wide as the last, and with 
the following plants: Daéstichlis maritima Raf., characteristic; 

— sonumn ramosissimum Michx., not very common ; Sueda aif- 

fea Watson, occasional ; Jva ciliata Willd., not very common, 

Sporobolus heterolepis Gray, characteristic; S. Zexanus Vasey, 

: *undant in some places; Atriplex expansa Watson, rare; Aster 
4 miltiflorus Ait, occasional. 

prc ZONE: A rather-wide zone in which plants less char- 

7 _. halophyte regions are trying to gain a foothold. 

’ low; Willd. is the prominent plant of this zone. The fol- 

Bl Plants were collected: Distichlis maritima Raf., abundant; 

oy ramosissimum Michx., not common; {va ciliata Willd., 

dT eristic ; Sporobolus heterolepis Gray, common; Sporobolus 

4 in some places; Ariplex expansa Watson, occa 

 Ommon - H, ultiflorus Ait., occasional; Scirpus pungens Vahl., 

- Sometime ‘ordeum jubatum L., occasional ; Panicum virgatum L.. 

les, , m patches; Gaura parviflora Dougl., occasional ; 

. = P0Stachya DC. tare. 

a. gal The outer margin of the salt marsh propets 

th cone Sted by a rise in the ground. Much like the 

AM gives ae that here Ambrosia psilostachya DC. is abundant, 

| ing plant. € character instead of Jva ciliata Willd. The follow- 

- * Were collected: Distichlis maritima Raf., Polygonum 
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ramosissimum Michx., [va ciliata Willd., Sporobolus heterolepi : 
Gray, Hordeum jubatum L.., Scirpus pungens Vahl., Panicum virge- 
tum L., Gaura parviflora Dougl., Ambrosia psilostachya DC. (abe 
dant), Glycyrrhiza lepidota Nutt. 

SEVENTH ZONE: The transition zone on the outer margin of 
the salt marsh proper where, beside occasional representatives — 

of most of the plants found in the inner zones, the following | 
plants are present: /va ciliata Willd., Sporobolus heterolepis Gres, 
Panicum virgatum L., Gaura parviflora Dougl., Ambrosia pail a 
stachya DC., Glycyrrhiza lepidota Nutt., Aster multiflorus Ait, 3 
Helianthus annuus L., Erigeron Canadensis L., Xanthium strumarim 
L., Grindelia squarrosa Dunal, Desmanthus brachylobus Besth. 
Amorpha fruticosa 1., Cnothera biennis ., Physalis lanceolate 
Michx., Euphorbia glyptosperma Engelm., Euphorbia marginait : 
Pursh, Amarantus blitoides Watson, Elymus Virginicus L., Spartint ] 
cynosuroides Willd., Scirpus pungens Vahl. 

THE SEAPO, OR TUTHILL’S MARSH. 

About eighteen miles east, and a little north of Big marshy 
in the southeast part of Republic county, there is a salt saath = 
on Little Marsh creek, which is commonly called pen marsh. This was visited the last of August 1897. 2 pet fered much from the cultivated soil on the high een reget if Ys margin is very irregular, both as to surface an ae 

tion. At present it is fenced and in pasture, and, althoug 7 
are several hundred acres still without vegetation, ghee 
smaller than formerly and natural conditions are aoe i There are many irregular barren spots along the pant 
well marked zones as in the Big marsh. 

In the stream flowing through the marsh di 
abundant, but none of the green alge Fes 
were found. Along the stream Scirpus campestris 
pungens Vahl. were present, but S. dacustris L. pn wis 

On patches of overflow deposit were found Dts | te a Raf., Polygonum ramosissimum Michx., P. Persicar@ 

atoms were 
n to the reget 

Britton and 

not seh. 
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piper L., Amarantus chlorostachys Willd., Panicum Crus-galli L., 

Nonthium strumarium L., and a single small willow, probably 

Salix mgra Marsh. 
In isolated patches along the margin of the barren portion 

Distichlis maritima Raf., Polygonum ramosissimum Michx., and 

Sueda diffusa Watson, are usually the only plants present, but in 

some places Hordeum jubatum L. and Sporobolus Texanus Vasey 
come close to the border of the main barren. A little farther 
out Jva ciliata Willd. and Atriplex expansa Watson are common. 

lmegular patches, more or less inclosed by barren ground, con- 

tain Distichlis maritima Raf., Polygonum ramosissimum Michx., 

Swada diffusa Watson, Atriplex expansa Watson, Polygonum Hydro- 

Myer... Solanum rostratum Dunal, Hordeum jubatum L., and Sporo- 

bolus Texanus Vasey. In the next zone Aster multiflorus Ait. and 
Ambrosia psilostachya DC. are added. 

nthe south end of the marsh, where there seemed to be much 

overflow deposit, although the greater part was still quite salty, 
the following plants were found: Helianthus annuus L., Ambrosia 

psllostachya DC., Exphorbia marginata Pursh., Polygonum ramosts- 
smum Michx., Iva ciliata Willd., Sueda diffusa Watson, Ambrosia 

"ida L., P alygonum Persicaria L., and Datura Stramonium L. 

@ marginata Pursh, Datura Stramonium L., and Cheno- 

im habia L. were found as perfectly isolated plants in the 

€N portion, 

_ oT the outer part of the marsh much the same vegetation is 

| a 3 x Big marsh. Solidago Canadensis L., Iva ciliata 

epansa ethene psilostachya 
DC., Helianthus annuus L., Atriplex 

atson, Hordeum jubatum \.., Sporobolus Texanus Vasey, 
and a 

fa obolus heterolepis Gray are the plants characteristic of the 
transition zone, 

SUMMARY. : 
‘Th 

€ The salt mar shes of northern Kansas are characterized by 
a 

on 

aia absolutely destitute of vegetation; by the paucity of 

Wood Pe their margins; and by the entire absence of all 

7 plants. 
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2. The vegetation of the streams flowing through them con- 
sists of diatoms and the three sedges, Scirpus pungens Vahl., S. 
campestris Britton, and S. lacustris L. 

3. The three characteristic plants in and about the barren por- 
tion are Distichlis maritima Raf., Polygonum ramosissimum Michx. 
and Sueda diffusa Watson, of which the Sueda is by far the least 
abundant. 

4. The plants which may be regarded as successful invaders 
are the following: Jva ciliata Willd., Sporobolus heterolepis Gray, 
Sporobolus Texanus Vasey, Atriplex expansa Watson, Aster mulli- 
florus Ait., Ambrosia pstlostachya DC., and Hordeum jubatum L. 
Sporobolus Texanus Vasey has never been reported, I believe, 
beyond the southern part of Kansas. Its abundance in the 

_forthern tier of counties of Kansas extends its northern limit 
nearly two hundred miles. 

5- Among the less successful invaders which are quite com- 

annuus L., Enothera biennis L., Gaura parviflora Dougl., Elyms 
Virginicus L., and Spartina cynosuroides Willd. 

CoLumbus, Onto, 
: ‘ 



SOME NEW AND OTHER NOTEWORTHY PLANTS OF 

THE NORTHWEST. 

J. M. GREENMAN. 

_ SIRBA DENSIFLORA Nutt. in Torr. and Gray Fl. 1:414. 

S. betulefolia Pall. var. rosea Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. g:381. 1872. 
4 5. lucida Dougl. var. rosea Greene, Pittonia 2: 221, 1892. 

Fi S. arbuscula Greene, Erythea 3:63. 1895. 

oe This showy alpine plant, which has recently attracted con- 

: merble attention, was originally collected and characterized as 

Siren densiflora by Nuttall, whose type specimen is preserved 

: m the Gray Herbarium. The first publication of the above 

: ume, however, appears in Torr. & Gray’s Flora 1: 414, where 

the plant is briefly described as a roseate-flowered form of S. 

alia, and the name S. densiflora Nutt. MSS. cited as a syn- 

3 mvt. In Proc, Am. Acad 8: 381 Dr. Gray established a variety 

o en ? S. betulefolia Pall., based upon Hall’s no. 124, but this 

ay Pactly the same in every regard as Nuttall’s S. densi- 

6 . sh ped Bespect more perfectly characterized. In 1892 

he ne ( Pittonia 2:221) transferred the variety to S. lucida 

ad I at the same time suggesting the probability of its being 

i. Species, and later (Erythea 3:63) published the same 
arbuscula. The examination of a considerable amount of 

Prof. Greene’s view that this plant should have 

Pall, may 4 » and that it is quite distinct from S. betulifolra 

of the a on by a comparison with the excellent illustration 

eee es iin Pall. Fl. Ross, 1:33. pl. 70, Dut ee 

thoug i for discarding Nuttall’s name S. densiflora, which 

Possibilit pocny was intelligibly characterized in 1844. The 

Sug ee 5: py ramidata being the same as S. densifiora a 

Btn, by Prof. Greene in Pittonia 2 :221, bs quite out 0 

Es irae as two plants are very different in inflorescence, 

“ets, and color of the flowers. 
261 
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A very excellent illustration of .S. densiflora Nutt. may be found in Gard. 

& For. 10: fig.53. It may be said, however, that the leaves are somewhat 

variable as to the serration, being crenate-serrate to rather sharply serrate, 

To this species may be referred: CALIFORNIA, ‘Brewer 1777, 1932, 2090; 

Bolander 131; Lemmon, from Sierra Co. (in 1874); Torrey 131; Hansen 235; 

J. D. Hooker and A. Gray, Hermits Valley : OREGON, Hall 125; Cusick 122, in 

part, as to small leaved, purple flowered, densely corymbose form : WASHING 

TON, Henderson 245; E. C. Smith 354; O. D. Allen 57, 290; Piper 1993; 

Wyoming, Nelson 941: BRITISH COLUMBIA, mountain slopes in the Selkirk 
range, Macoun. Probably also extending northward to Alaska. 

In the second century of Mr. O. D. Allen’s distribution of 

Washington plants, no. 125 was distributed as Pyrus sambucifola 
Cham. & Schlecht. It should be referred rather to Pyrus occidlet- 

talis Watson. 

Polemonium bicolor.— A low cespitose perennial : the stems 

covered below by persistent attenuate sheaths, which remait 

behind as the remnants of the earlier leaves : flowering stems nied 

18™ high, glandular pubescent with a few long pilose _ 

intermixed, 1-3-leaved: the basal leaves with somewhat dilated 

or clasping petioles; the leaflets 21 to 31 in number, obovate- 

rotund to oblanceolate, 4 to 6™™ long, 2 to 4™™ broad, glandulat- 

pubescent with a strongly glandular-ciliate margin, more si sa 

crowded or sometimes imbricated: inflorescence Chg 

peduncles 1°™ or less in length, glandular-pubescent: calyx 

to 8™™ long, veiny, glandular-pubescent with long se with 

pilose hairs intermixed ; lobes oblong linear, obtuse, paid ue 

a deep yellow throat and a dark purple to whitish limb, ie 

rowly funnelform, 12 to 16™™ long; tube slightly atts 
above, somewhat exceeding the calyx; the obovate mts is 

7™" long: stamens shorter than the corolla; pe. 

appendaged at their pubescent bases: style slender, 

nearly as long as the corolla: capsule glabrous, eee 

about one-half as long as the more or less persistent 2 a ML 

angular, 1.5 to 2™ long.—Collected by O- D. wf no. 204 

Rainier, Washington, altitude 2460", August 8) 1997) oy. 
To this species may be referred specimens collected by A 1882, 

Adams (Mt. Paddo), Washington, altitude 2150-2460", August ee 

f long, 
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79; Howell, Mt. Adams (in 1882); Henderson 2411, East Mt. Adams; E. C. 

Smith 780, Mt. Rainier, altitude 2770", August 1890; O, D. Allen 62, Mt. 

Rainier; Piper 2129, Mt. Rainier, altitude 2770™, August 1895. 

A species well marked by its cespitose habit and glandular character, 

and especially by the long narrowly funnelform corolla, quite distinct from 

P. humile Willd. var. puichellum Gray, with which it has been confused. The 

most nearly related species is the P. Richardsonit Graham, Bot. Mag. pl. 

“ies A part of the type material of the latter species is in the Gray Her- 

barium, and it is a plant with larger nearly glabrous leaflets and somewhat 

broader calyx-lobes and less tubular corolla. 

: POLEMONIUM viscosum Nutt. var. pilosum.— Stems 640.10 

high ; the entire plant covered with a spreading pilose pubes- 

cence intermixed with short glandular viscid hairs: leaflets 

oy less crowded or imbricated than in the type of the 

sii the calyx-lobes somewhat variable, oblong-ovate to 

distinctly oblong, obtuse or rounded at the apex: corolla white 

shay blue with a yellowish center, 1™ or less long.— Col- 

.. by 0. D. Allen in clefts of rocks on Goat mountain, 

‘shington, altitude 1540", July 6, 1896, no. 261. 

“tg alg between the above variety and the species proper 

1875 (nos 5 rom Lassen’s Peak, California, collected by J. G. Lemmon in 

y. Mr “ale referred by Dr. Gray to P. humile Willd. var. pulchellum 

acter of ‘he scipaigirs Ss specimens have the spreading gave pubescent char- 

is non but to a much less extent, particularly on the calyx. 

in the Gray Herbarium a specimen from Lassen’s Peak, col- 

by Mrs. Austin in 1879, likewise referred to P. Aumile Willd. var. pu/- 

which corresponds very accurately to Nuttall’s type of P. 

Dis Aten ee 
taro Allenii. Perennial: stems,6 to 8™ high, nearly 

Nee 

much 

educed, the 
the lower leaves 

Ww, pubescent above: 

to 1am a upper sessile, thickish, oblong or oblong-ovate, 10 

Scattereg — 4 to 9™ broad, obtuse, glabrous oF with a few 

Mina] Tac airs on the midrib and margin: inflorescence In bes ane 

length Soha glandular-pubescent 
: peduncles 210 5 8 

’ exceeding the herbaceous glandular bracts : calyx 

-ovate, obtuse oF 

face and along 

lla 6 to 7” 

Pounded at “parted ; divisions oblong or oblong 

Marg} oe apex, covered on the outer sur 

8in with long slender glandular hairs: core 
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in diameter, white or white with a slightly purplish puberulent 
throat; the upper lobe sub-rhombic, conspicuously emargin- 
ate, the lateral lobes ovate or ovate-rhombic, somewhat larger 

than the lower lobe: stamens exserted: ovary closely covered 
above with short glandular hairs; style exserted, about 5" in 
length: fruit not seen.— Collected by O. D. Allen along Para- 
dise river on Mt. Rainier, altitude 1700", August 20, 1897, 
no. 95a. 

| | 

A species habitally like V. Custckit Gray, but differing by the somewhat 
smaller flowers, the white corolla, and less exserted stamens and style. 

7 Castilleia oreopola.— Simple or many stemmed from a peret 

nial base: stems erect, 1.5 to 3°" high, somewhat furrowed by 

the inconspicuous decurrence of the leaves, below glabrous o 
nearly so, covered above with a scattered spreading soft pubes 
cence: leaves sessile, oblong-lanceolate, 2 to 4™ long, 5 < a 
broad, with one or two pairs of divaricately spreading linea 
attenuate lobes, 3-nerved, glabrous or the uppermost covered 
with a soft spreading pubescence especially on the nerves 

margins; the lower leaves much reduced, usually entire: ine 
rescence terminating the stem ina short close subcapitate ee later becoming elongated : bracts 3-cleft to the middle, jon 7 

as well as the calyx of a ‘‘deep rose-purple:” calyx 18 ae 
about equally divided anteriorly and posteriorly for pee oo 
entire length; lobes oblong-linear, obtusish: corolla 2 — 
the narrow exserted galea green on the back with thin _ ot 

ather deeply 

Mt. Adams (Mt. Paddo), Washington, altitude tai ia a 
Mt. Rainiets 
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On account of the previous use of the name a/fzua in this genus by Porter 

itseems advisable to publish the species under the above name in order to- 

woid further and unnecessary change. A species readily recognized by the 

deep purple or almost magenta color of the bracts and flowers, and distin- 
gushed from C. parviflora Bong., its nearest ally, by the larger flowers, 

longer calyx, usually 3-cleft leaves, narrower and 3-lobed instead of 5-lobed 
bracts, 

For some time it has been evident that the many forms 
wider Castilleia pallida of American authors have constituted an 

‘xtremely composite group. The recent activity among col- 
lectors of the northwest has brought to hand a considerable 

‘mount of complete material. A study of the group in the 
light of more copious material and recently collected specimens 
has made it possible to separate out as distinct species or vari- 
“ties certain so-called forms hitherto included under C. pallida. 

Castilleia pallida HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. 2: 331. 1817; 
Kunth, Syn. Pl, fEquin. 2: 100. 1823; Gray, Syn. Fl. 2: 297- 

Fortsia pallida \., Spec. 2: 602 (Gmel. Fl. Siber. 3: 201. fl. 42). 

~Ferennial: stems I.5 to 3°" or more high, rather sparingly 

Pubescent below, covered above, especially in the inflorescence, 

mah long somewhat matted hairs: leaves lance-attenuate, 

a entire, the upper usually broader and more or less lobed,. 

pattberulent on either surface: calyx about 2™ long, cleft 

a €qually before and behind, the lateral divisions again 
ah less 2-cleft ; lobes linear-lanceolate, obtusish: corolla 

wa kceeding the calyx; galea about 7™™ long, nearly or 

Dremcyie, exceeding the rather prominently 3-lobed lip— 

nally collected in Siberia. 
ae : in the Gray Herbarium a specimen, from the Herbarium of the 

This a é etersburg, collected by Chamisso on the island of Chamisso.. 

been taken as typical of the species. 
: Cas oe 

: high TILLEIA PALLIDA HBK. var. lutescens.—Stems 3 to 5-5 
8") SOmew : leaves , hat stouter than the species, usually branched above: 

Near-lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, the lower entire, 

al ic fid or sometimes even with a second we 

» Scabrous especially on the upper surface: lip. 
Fe 
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slightly shorter in proportion to the length of the galea than ia 
the species proper.—Suksdorf 424, prairies, Spokane co., Wash- 
ington, June 1884; C. V. Piper 1667, Pullman, Washington, June 

26, 1893; Rev. H. H. Spaulding, Clear Water, Oregon; F. Lam- 

son Scribner 197, near Jefferson City, Montana, June 27, 1883; 

Messrs. Sandberg, MacDougal, and Heller 450, Latah co., Idaho, 

June 20, 1892; Macoun 5, Sproat, B. C., June 24, 1890. 

CASTILLEIA PALLIDA HBK. var. camporum.—Stems usually — 

several rising from a perennial base, 1.5 to 4%" high, more oF 
less covered with a spreading pilose pubescence: leaves mar 

rowly oblong-lanceolate, the lower mostly entire, the upper iregir 

larly laciniately 3~7-lobed with rather narrow ascending lobes, 

pubescent upon either surface: inflorescence greenish yellow 0 

tinged with red, later becoming much elongated: calyx 2 t0 

2.5™ long; lateral divisions again shortly 2-lobed (rarely entire); 

obtuse or even rounded at the apex; lip one-half to two-th 

as long as the galea—Suksdorf 423, low prairies, Spokane es 

Washington, June 1884; Piper 2514, Powder river mountains, 

Oregon, August 1896: Cusick 840, Union co., Oregon, 1879, 
the Gray Herbarium under “ Orthocarpus castilleioides ;" also 

duplicate specimen under ‘C. pallida fere vera.” A specimen 2 

from Henderson, Lincoln co., Washington, 1892, 0- 2266, seem ‘ 
to have its affinity here, as does also an imperfect specimen from ‘ 

ed by A the Herb. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Canada, collected : 

McEvoy, along Meadow creek, B. C., June 24, 1890, 10. ae 

the latter specimen, however, the calyx is unusually long; ae 

fully 3™ in length. J 

The above variety appears to be intermediate between the species POP : 
and the var. occidentalis, having more divided leaves and ere eo 

pubescence than the species, but approaching the var. occidentalis Monta 

by specimens collected by Scribner in the Little Belt een W yoo 

no. 198, and also specimens obtained by Aven Nelson at Dome ne 

mg, no. 2435. ee 

Castilleia pallescens. 

Orthocarpus pallescens Gray, Syn. Fl. 2 : 299- 
O. Parryi Gray, Am. Nat. 8 : 214. 
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The examination of a considerable amount of material shows 

that this species, hitherto somewhat doubtfully referred to Ortho- 

carpus, has its affinity rather with the genus Castilleia. Not- 
withstanding the rather prominent lower lip and the short, broad 

galea, yet the very slight saccate character of the lip, and the 
calyx cut about equally before and behind with the lateral lobes 
shortly 2-cleft at the apex, combined with the perennial habit, 
allindicate its relation to Castilleia, and to the C. pallida group. 
lnaddition to the characters already given the following sup- 

plementary description may be appended. Stems I.5 to a 

high, usually several rising from a woody perennial base, simple 

t sparingly branched above, cinereous-puberulent often with 
‘preading pilose hairs, especially below. 

* reg Specimen from the Rocky mountains ; Parry 218, Northwesters 

yoming Expedition, 1873; Cusick 93, Union, Oregon, 1875; Canby, near 

oot City, Montana, July 11, 1883, no. 261 in part (as to specimens dis- 

ia Cusickii._ Stems several from a procumbent base, 

high, simple or branched above, green or greenish 
h a short spreading or slightly reflexed cin- 

leaves scattered, sessile, 3-nerved, hirtellous- 

ther surface, the lower leaves linear to linear- 

2 to 3™ long, about 3™™ wide, the upper 

ini a larger, 3.5 to 4.5™ long, 3 to 5™ broad, and usually 

a ately lobed with one or two pairs of slender divaricately 

a ee OF cither side, the veins beneath prominent: 

cvred 2 Eo nee, 3 to 10™ Jong, 1.5 or less broad; rhachis 

n 6g B tong flaccid sublanate pubescence: bracts about 

. ety exceeding the flowers, oblong, obtuse, on 

*€ towa PAPER, usually undivided and entire, strongly C1 : 

a. fhe. bace, distinctly 3-nerved, and rather strongly 

ET 23 to 230 long, abcut 7™™ broad: flowers 2 
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to 2.5™ long: calyx pubescent on the outer surface, nearly 
equally divided anteriorly and posteriorly; the lateral divisions 
linear-oblong, 2-dentate or shallowly 2-lobed at the apex, promi- 

nently 2-veined even to the base of the calyx: corolla 2 to 2.5% 
long, slightly exceeding the calyx, but scarcely twice the length 
of the rather prominent but not saccate 3-lobed lip: only the 
two anterior stamens protruding beyond the lip: style some- 
what exceeding the galea, shallowly 2-lobed: capsule oblong, 
about 1™ long, 4™" broad, glabrous.—Collected by William C 
Cusick in Sumter valley, Blue mountains, Oregon, July 6, 189). 
no. 1700. The flowers are said by the collector to be “pale 

yellow rarely tinged with red.” 

A species related to C. pallida HBK., from which it is distinguished by 

the foliar characters, pubescence of the stem and leaves, and the long, slender 
inflorescence. 

Castilleia levisecta.— Many stemmed from a perennial ait 

stems 1.5 to 32" high, usually unbranched above, covered with 

a soft more or less spreading unequal pilose pubescence: leaves 

oblong-lanceolate, 2.5 to 4™ long, 5 to 12™ broad, 3-5-ney™ 

pubescent upon either surface, often bearing rather long ~ 

hairs on the veins beneath: the lower somewhat pean 
often entire; the upper more dilated and shallowly lobed gre 

the apex with one to three pairs of lobes on either side: oe 2 
rescence rather densely spicate or subracemose: bracts y % i 
rather broad, subdigitately lobed at the apex: calyx ee a 

long, nearly equally cut before and behind, pe = oe 
cent; the lateral lobes again rather deeply 2-lobed, ° ‘ 

long; the lip one-third as long as the galea, sh 

3-lobed : capsule glabrous, 8 to 10™ long, usually cov 

the persistent pubescent calyx.— Howell 279; 

ington, 1880, O. D. Allen 83, Roy, Washington, 
F. Binns, in open woods and hills, Pt. Ludlow, 

June 15, 1890; Macoun 715, vicinity of Victoria, 

Island, B. Oe May 16, 1893. 
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Aspecies hitherto confused with C. Jad/ida HBK.., but differing materi- 

aly in the foliage, and in the character of the lip of the corolla. 

Castilleia cervina.— Cinereous-puberulent throughout: stems 

imple, 6°" or more high, somewhat striate above: leaves usu- 

ally deeply 3(-5)-parted, with the lateral divisions linear-at- 
tauate and divaricately spreading : the lower flowers of the 
spicate inflorescence short-pedicellate : bracts laciniately 3-5- 
lobed, lobes ascending, these as well as the calyx and corolla, 

in the dried state, tipped with yellow: calyx 1.5 to 2™ long, 

tore deeply cut before than behind; the lateral lobes again 

shortly and acutely bilobed: corolla 2 to 2.5™ long; galea 
bout 6"™ long; the lip nearly or quite one-half as long as the 

flea, lobes conspicuous and subequal: stamens and stigma 
“xserted— Collected by Dawson on dry ground, Lower Arrow 

& B.C., June 17, 1889 ; and in the same locality by Macoun, 
June §, 1890, no. 11. 

Most M 

tinguish My Felated to C. br; eviflora Gray, from which it is readily dis- 

*d by the taller habit and the pubescence of the inflorescence, 

NEMACLADUS R1GIDUS Curran. This interesting little plant, 

oe only from the type locality, was collected by 

. on the hillsides of the Malheur, Oregon, June 1897, 
. 25. : 

Gray H E RBARIUM OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 
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NOTES ON CAREX. XIX. 

Carex Madrensis, n. sp.— One of the Inpica, and, with C. Schiedeana 

Kunze, making a well-marked section of that group: slender, a foot 

to eighteen inches high, with short and flattish leaves: spikes about 

four, aggregated, or the lowest one or two remote and long-peduncled 

from sheaths, a half inch long, and ovate or nearly globular, the apical 

staminate part very short: perigynium obovoid and slightly excurved, 

distinctly and abruptly beaked, the orifice slightly toothed, the body 

trigonous and strongly few-nerved, somewhat scarious, but not hairy 

or pubescent: scale broad and blunt, with a short cusp, brown, with a 

dorsal nerve, shorter than the light-colored perigynium. 

Differs from C. Schiedeana, its nearest relative, in its much laxer habit 

and softer leaves, the absence of long bracts subtending the uppet spikes, 

the more scattered spikes, the long peduncles of the lower spikes, 

glabrous less-nerved perigynium, and the broader and blunter scales.— Nea! 

the top of the Sierra Madre mountains, State of Durango, Mexico, J. 4. Row 

2357. 1897. 

Carex Seatoniana, n. sp.—Allied to C. spissa Ba 
spikes loosely flowered, perigynia ascending and thi 

hispid: plant five or six feet high, with stiff, rough-ed 

ored leaves: spikes about ten, half of them pistillate, 

staminate tips, the lower ones long-stalked and five or six 

narrow and loosely flowered: perigynium ovate to obovate prac 

turbinate, firm and not inflated, strongly few-nerved, short- ~~ 

with the orifice entire or nearly so, sparsely hispidulose, often neself : 

ticulate: scales awl-like and serrate, or becoming broad and oo 

cuspidate near the apex of the spike. 

A well-marked plant, with scattering perigynia in scales below a 

spikes, and more densely flowered near the apices, all the ‘60 Pringle 

tips very long and prominent.— Moist river bluffs, near Tula, Mexie® 

7452. 1897. Dedicated to the memory of Henry E. Sea 

curator of the Gray Herbarium and student of Mexican Pp 
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Carex galbana, n. sp.— Related to C. ¢riceps Michx.: a weak plant, 

vith slender curving culms a few inches to a foot long, much overtop- 

_ png the short flattish leaves: spikes two or three, small (half inch 

wless long), aggregate, staminate below, the bracts not prominent or 

aly: perigynium trigonous-turbinate, greenish and glabrous, strongly 

_ fernerved, the beak scarcely any, and orifice entire: scale thin and 

townish, blunt, narrower and shorter than the perigynium. 

___ Differs from C. triceps and its varieties in its very different habit, glabrous 

iolage (leaves very sparsely ciliate on the edges near the base), and the 

absence of leafy bracts.— Sierra de las Cruces, 10,000 feet, State of Mexico, 

Pringle 7083. 1896. 

Carex irrasa, n. sp.—(C. Douglasii Boott var.? /axiflora Bailey, 

Men. Torr. Bot. Club 1: 20.) 

Aside from the original specimens collected by Williams near Utica, 

: a I now have the plant from Big Lost river, Idaho (Henderson 36098). 

' — have little in common with C. Douglasii, to which | provisionally 

3 mieed it, being distinguished by its open brown simpler head and looser- 
_ Nae spikes, taller and more slender habit, often rough-angled perigy- 

“am, and shorter styles. 

‘ a et, : sp.—Allied to C. acutina Bailey and c stricta 

. iid Bailey, but distinguished from all members of this 

27 its thin and turgid perigynia and spreading-pointed black 

tet bios and stout, 12 to 18 inches high, the culms overtopping 

; Re the to: Sag leaves : pistillate spikes one to three, approximate 

 Wihg, the - the culm, varying from a half inch to an inchand a half 

4 coi °% one or two very short-stalked and subtended by eathet 

al] and ‘ ay most of them with astaminate apex : perigyune 

Sort “ty . ular or turbinate, very abruptly contracted in @ very 

4 eak, nerveless except on the angles, turgid or inflated, 

: Han the black-brown pointed spreading scale. 

: Gaar* Lake, British Columbia (Macoun); near Portland, Oregon 

s Lake Waha, Nez Perces county, Idaho (/e//er 3400). 

<_ o—! p 
he, ‘ Pringle collected the plant at an altitude of gooo to 1. 
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C. olivacea Liebm. Mex. Halv. 79 (1850), not Boott (1846). 

C. monticola Boeck]. Engler’s Bot. Jahrb. 1: 364 (1881), not Dewey 

1861). 

C. androgyna Bailey, Proc. Amer. Acad. 22: 101 (1886), not Balbis. 

Liebmann reports it from the Peak of Orizaba. 

CaREX oBLATA Bailey, var. luzuliformis, n. var.— Differs from the 

species in being much taller (two feet or more), with broader leaves 

and much larger spikes. 

Idaho, Oregon, California. It is 6210 of the California Geological Survey 

and 1426 of the Department of Agriculture Death Valley Expedition (Coville 

& Funston). In some cases I have confounded this with C. /uzulafolia W. 

Boott, but that species differs in its broader foliage, and particularly in its 

broader, papery, and more turgid perigynia. The perigynia of C. oblata and 

var. /uzuliformis are long and gradually tapering, hard and not at all 

inflated. ie 

L. H. Bairey, Cornell University. 

THE SYSTEMATIC POSITION OF THE GENUS MONOCLEA- 

r ‘ % . + inl 

THE genus Monoclea, according to Schiffner,* contains one he y 

known species, Af. Forsteri Hook., and a second one, M. ae 

Leitgeb, which Schifiner thinks should probably be united with * 
Forsteri. The American form of the latter has been separated as M. 

Gottschet by Lindberg, but is not usually considered to be distinct : 

Monoclea Forsteri is apparently common throughout tropical ne 

ica, and during a visit to Jamaica in the summer of 1897 I met" 

plant repeatedly in the wet mountain ravines, and upon the my 

rocks along the margins of streams. In such situations the 

occurred in large masses and was very conspicuous. cue 

Hooker’s original description? I have not seen, but from gp: 

ence to this in Gottsche’s paper,’ it must be very noo pe 

was an evident confusion of the plant with Anthoceros and ein doubt: 

The locality from which the original plant came seems also to 

ful. i 

The first account of the plant which is at all complete !§ gt 

‘ ENGLER and PRANTL, Die natiirlichen Pflanzenfamilien gI-92: 56. 

* HOOKER, Musci exotici. London, 1820. 

3GoTTscHr, Ueber das Genus Monoclea. Bot. Zeit. 19° 281-289. 1858. 
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ty Gottsche in the paper already referred to. Leitgeb* in his great 

 workupon the Hepaticae made some additions to Gottsche’s descrip- 

tim and corrected his error as to the origin of the archegonia. Both 

ofthese observers studied the female plant only, but in the last part 

itthis work Leitgeb describes the male plant of what he considered 
tdistinet species, to which he gave the name I. dilatata, The speci- 

mens came from New Zealand and were supposed to be a species, of 

Dumortiera, which Monoclea resembles very closely in general habit. 

Finally Ruge* has added materially to our knowledge of the plant, 

‘Specially as regards the development of the reproductive organs. 
While Gottsche and Leitgeb both recognized the obvious resem- 

‘hace of the thallus of Monoclea to that of Dumortiera, they concluded 

that the complete absence of the characteristic lacunae of the marchan- 
‘aceous thallus in the former forbade its being placed in the Mar- 

Cantiaceze, and that its nearest affinity was with the thallose Junger- 

Naniacee like Pellia and Pallavicinia. 
careful examination of the material collected by me last summer, 

sig a a study of the observations made by Leitgeb and Ruge, have 

eed me that the genus should be removed from the Junger- 

miMniaceze to the Marchantiacez with which it much more closely 

- The form of the thallus and the character of the apical cell 

| be omtized by Leitgeb as marchantiaceous, but as the air-cham- 

. ig quite absent he concluded that this resemblance was purely 

oo While admitting the absence of lacunae in some forms of 

Dat a he claimed that these were always formed in the youngest 

ae thallus and were destroyed later. However, a caretul exam- 

by the writer? of D. trichocephala showed that in this species 
“= Were tha, S 

hak 

’ tit, very brief duration. These, however, correspond in origin 

Mon BOF the ordinary types, and simply remain andesiEe 

°elea, unlike any of the Jungermanniacez, has two sorts © 
"Ot-hairs th: | 

ue 'S, thin-walled ones like those of the latter, and thick-walled 
EIT : : 

'R hs Untersuchungen iiber die Lebermoose 3 : 62- 5 Op. cit- 6: 13% 

j . Lebermoose- i *: +. 

lags ue zur Kenntniss der Vegetationsorgane der 
279. 

"Campp : *BELL, D H 
t, D. H., Mosses and Ferns 49. 1895. 
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rhizoids which are doubtless the homologues of the characteristic 
tuberculate ones of the typical Marchantiacee. 

It is the structure and arrangement of the sexual organs, however, 
which prove the close affinity of Monoclea with the Marchantiaces. 
Both Leitgeb and Ruge noticed the extraordinary resemblance of the 
male receptacle to that of such forms as Conocephalus or Fimbriaria, 

and Ruge’s figures show that the development of the antheridium 's 
thoroughly typical of the Marchantiacez, although he makes no men- 
tion of this fact in the text. 

The origin of the archegonia is exactly as in Targionia, and | have 

found that there are six rows of neck-cells, as in the Marchantiace®, 

instead of the five regularly found in the typical Jungermanniacee. 

It seems strange that Ruge did not recognize the obvious marcha 

tiaceous character of the reproductive organs, but he passes over this 

point without comment. Schiffner® places the genus in the ei 
manniacez, near Pallavicinia and Symphyogyna, although admitting 

marked differences in the character of the sporogonium. 
In regard to the exact position ‘of Monoclea, it will not be po 

sible to decide until more is known of the development of te 

embryo. At present it seems to approach Targionia more nearly pit 

any other genus. The resemblance to Dumortiera is probably st 

superficial, and simply indicates a similar adaptation to similar sem! 

aquatic environment. 
We may safely conclude that the affinities of Monoclea 

lower series of Marchantiacee, perhaps the Targioniez, 

archegonia are borne directly upon the unmodified thallus, 
definite receptacle is developed. The absence of lacunae, aa sade 

the simplification of the rhizoids and ventral scales, are oa eo 
question secondary, as they are in Dumortiera, where, nee og: 

are with the 

where the 

and no 

suppose that the two genera are closely related, as Du! 
undoubted relationship with the higher Marchantiee, ial where both antheridia and archegonia are borne upo? sah 
fied receptacles which are compound, representing 4 the lower 
Monoclea may be supposed to bear the same relation is Doves 
Marchantiacee that Dumortiera does to the higher OR" 
Houcuton Camppe.t, Stanford University. = 

8 ENGLER and PRANTL, loc. cit. 
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THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPECIES OF THERMOPSIS. 

(WITH PLATE XVIII) 

Tue difficulty of fitting all my specimens to the accepted descrip- 

tions of the heretofore published species of Thermopsis long since 

led me to suspect that more than two species were represented in this 

gion. Of this I became convinced when perfectly typical material 
ot Thermopsis montana Nutt. was secured in the western part of the 

“atein 1897. The plant, common on the streams near Laramie, 

which T had long supposed to be that, and of which I had not hereto- 

fore secured fruits, turned out, as the fruits show, to be a very different 
one. 

A closer examination of the characters of 7: rhombifolia Rich. 

vals also that some of the specimens that I had unwillingly placed 

“ this name are, instead, a good species. 7: rhombifolia differs from 

Be Bis habitat, mode of branching, its inflorescence, and other 

Characters pointed out in the description. In looking over the recent 

“Seription of 7. rhombifolia in Britton and Brown’s Flora it seemed 

“me probable that the measurements given, especially of the leaves, 
were hardly great enough. 

> *Pécies of this region, as they now appear to be, are T. mon- 

>. . rhombifolia, and the two proposed species. The fruits of these 

four a mttic, a fact shown in the accompanying plate. ee 

Ypical rand . ate all from Wyoming material, are eae 

the size ig ms eg species. They were photographed on one plate, he 

¥, atively correct (about one-third natural size). 

divaricarpa, n. sp.—Erect, 5-8" high: stems several 

nnial root, youngest slightly pubescent especially 

branches nearly simple, bearing only two or three slender yaks 

Ping the as the upper axils, one or two of these generally ica 

lea % ured raceme: leaves large; leaflets ‘sparsely appr . 

heath, rhomboid or narrowly elliptic to oblanceolate, 

* oe oe obtuse, 5—10™ long, 1.5-3-5™ wide, mee ve 

tetile aa ~3™ long ; stipules large, ovate or the uppermost on th 

_Petioles (3- ag Narrower, somewhat inequilateral, lon 

Se ; ale Taceme strictly terminal on the main 

arge, yellow, about twenty; pedicels stout, lon 
1™ long, 

ger j A 

Pp Salt : calyx large, lobes shorter than the tube, the sinus 
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between the two united upper lobes shallow: pods large, linear, 8-10" 

long, about 7"" wide, finely pubescent when young, obscurely so when 
mature, from nearly straight and erect when young to divaricate and 
slightly curved when mature, 10-15-seeded. 

It is found near streams, preferring the moist, rich soil among the open 

underbrush. Type specimens in Herb. Univ. of Wyo., no. 3424 by Elias 

Nelson, Pole creek, July 22, 1897; and no. 3903 by the writer, Johnson's 

ranch, Big Laramie river, August 8, 1897. 

(Thermopsis arenosa, n. sp.— Smaller in every way: stems from the 

persistent branched bases more numerous, branching and habit sim 
ilar, 3-4" high: leaflets proportionately wider, from oblong or oblan- 

ceolate to obovate, 3—4°™ long, 1-2.5°" wide; stipules longer than the 

petioles, broad, from ovate to suborbicular: fruiting racemes shorter : 

pods inclined to be divaricate from the first, shorter, at maturity col 

stricted between the fewer large seeds. 

These two species are very different in seasonal development and habitat. 

This last is very abundant in the Laramie hills in dry, open, sandy, oF S08) 
draws and ravines. Heretofore confused with 7. rhombifolia from which it 

differs in its larger leaflets, longer stipules, its strictly terminal raceme and 

its curved, divergent, loment-like pod. 

Type specimen in Herb. Univ. of Wyo., no. 3182, Laramie ott 
June 16, 1897; fruit from the same locality July 17; 1897. _ 

Nos. 122 and 1240.—-AveN NELson, Zhe University of Wyoming: 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVIII. . 

Fic. 1. Thermopsis montana Nutt. Fie. 2. 7. rhombifolia R 

T. divaricarpa Aven N. Fic. 4. 7. arenosa Aven N. 

ie FS 

9 

STERN NOTES ON THE BOTANY OF THE SOUTHEASTE 
STATES. I. | 

: 
: syndicated region, or of too restricted geographical range 4° — a roposed 

literature on the subject. In the present paper one ee ce 
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snew,one is raised to specific standing, two suppressed species are 
mstored, and the heretofore recorded range of others greatly extended. 

PHILADELPHUS LATIFOLIUS Schrad. DC. Prodr. 3: 206. 1828.—An 

ignored and much confused species closely related to the European ?. 
wroarius\.. Abundant material in fruit collected on the rocky banks 

oi the Cumberland river near Nashville, Tennessee, August 17, 1897, 

% clearly illustrates the validity of the species that I concur with 
Engler® in his statements regarding it, especially as to its frequent 

ceurrence in cultivation and the confusion of American botanists. 

However, I know no other habitat than middle Tennessee. Torrey and 
Gray referred all of Schrader’s species published in the Prodromus” 
0 P. grandiflorus Willd., or to forms of the same, a position not 
vholly sustained by recent writers, and their variety florébundus is truly 
the species at issue. 
: Philadelphus latifolius differs from P. grandifiorus in bearing flowers 
M naked racemes (sometimes a lower pair axillary) 5-9 but mostly 7- 

ered, by the much smaller capsules ; narrower, more pubescent 

aalyx lobes; the 5-nerved leaves, which on young shoots are large 

0g broadly ovate; and by the light colored bark. I have seen a 

lowering specimen of this fine species in the Philadelphus material of 
the National Museum, collected by Dr. Gattinger in 1888 from the 
same locality and distributed by A. H. Curtiss as ?. hirsutus Nutt., 
— ltis associated with fruit of the last named species. it is very 

a ve the limestone bluffs of the Cumberland river in me 

og a and its distribution will doubtless be found to cover a muc 

when the species is better known. 
v 

‘ Arpaecxta PINNATILOBA (Torrey & Gray). 
‘Wiloba pinnatiloba Torr. & Gray, Fl. 2:309. 1841-1843. 

as iore known only from the state of Florida, where it was col- 

_- 4nd distributed by Dr. Chapman. On August 2, 1897, quan- 

: ag same distinct plants were found on the dry slopes of 

2 the . Mountain, Buncombe county, North Carolina, that eats 

ai € se piletial as represented by the Chapman specimens @ 

Se according to Dr. Small, similar material at Columbia 

p fom a study of the material, which embraces 4 large 

fRE 

"Die nati: 
_, Saas Pflanzenfamilien III. 2a: 71. 1891. 

; Sor. P Pam. 1595. 1838-1840. 

odr. 3: 205-206. 1828. 
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range of specimens, I am persuaded the plants should be regarded in 
full standing. The only other name that has been applied to the 
species, it seems, is #. dzennts Chapm. in MSS., as cited by Torrey & 
Gray. Rudbeckia pinnatiloba not only differs from 2, Miloba in the 
form of the leaves, but by its lesser size, more pubescent stem, smaller 
heads and earlier time of flowering. 

Juncus rriripus L. Spec. Pl. 326. 1753.—From the published 
statements regarding the range of this species it would seem that ne 
authentic stations south of New York have been recorded. On July 

8, 1897, and several days later, Juncus trifidus was found in abun 

dance growing from the crevices of the rocks on the summit 

Craggy mountain (2000™ elevation), Buncombe county, North Caro- 

na. 

Polymnia levigata, n. sp.—Perennial herb, 0.5 to 1” high, _ 
branching: leaves thin-membranaceous, the upper deltoid-ovate wit 
edges irregularly lacinate-dentate and the apex long acuminate 
lower broadly oval in outline, pinnately 5—7-lobed, the reba 
nate; the upper surface along the veins puberulent, eerie line 
resinous atomiferous ; upper surface of the petioles and ee 
along the stem and branches more or less purple and p sor roe ve 
cially at the nodes: heads loosely paniculate, nodding, light y ee 
Tays 3-5: ligule 3-lobed and almost white: achenes sparingly eee 
lent to glabrous, 5-costate and with an elevated epigynovs “* ast 
summit: disk flowers campanulate, abruptly contracted into sea 
row tube, the lobes fimbriate and acute: the outer scales reer 
inner oblanceolate, more or less fringed. 

A most remarkable and distinct species collected at sare radials 
August 21, 1897, and finding its nearest relative in P. 
Gray, from which it may be separated by the long acum 
leaves, the 5-costate achenes, smaller size and almost § 
eaves, 

Jabrous stems 

had ae 
VIOLA TENELLA Muhl. Cat. 26. 1813.—I cannot feel eos 2 

any doubt about this species being truly indigenovs: - 
shallow soil, on the rocky summit of Cedar Cliff serge o ; 

elevation), Buncombe county, North Carolina, his 

found in flower, April 9, and again May 11, 1897; 

situation, where there is but the remotest possibility oe teresting: 

the flora, the species is most abundantly represented. roe 
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note in this connection is preserved in the Chapman Herbarium, where 

it is associated with material collected in the cedar barrens of Ten- 

nessee, and written by Dr. Gattinger, as follows: “ Can impossibly. be 

wm introduced plant! Is one of the characteristic spring plants of the 

cedar barrens.” 

AMORPHA GLABRA Desf. Cat. h. Par. 192. 1804.—Much uncertainty 

regarding the genus Amorpha as represented in the south Atlantic 

sates is plainly displayed by writers, and with a view to clearing away 

some of this uncertainty I propose the restoration of a neglected 

species. Torrey & Gray” give a description of A. Caroliniana Croom. 

(A. cynostachya Curtis), a name they replace on page 690 of the same 

vork by 4. glabra Desf., and it is remarkable that this plant should in 

later times be associated with A. fruticosa L.8 I have not at hand the 

original description of Desfontaines, and that in the Prodromus “is at 

best poorly applicable to Croom’s A. Caroliniana, but on the evidence 

% Torrey & Gray, as above cited, I adopt the name and append a 
more tenable description. 

A suffrutescent perennial, 1-1.5"™ high, nearly glabrous. Stems. 

“eral, slender, erect or ascending and leafy throughout, purplish and 
= or less verrucose : leaves 1. 5—2™ long, 3-4™ wide : leaflets 12-20 

Pits, oblong or elliptical, petiolulate, stipellate, punctate and apiculate 

the excurrent midrib : spikes 1.5-2°" long, panicled, densely 

ed: calyx glandular, more or less villous on the margins of the 

mequal or dissimilar teeth, short pedicelled and the tube furrowed : 

*eulllum violet blue : style hairy: pod one-seeded, 4-5" long, 2" 
ad, glandular roughened, the dorsal suture straight.—Low, sandy 

the Biltiny, from North Carolina to Florida as shown by specimens 1m 

.* aire . hich it 
i very closel may be distinguished from A. herbacea Walt., pels ara 

“e y related, by its smoothness, more slender habit, and brig 

, OWers; from A. virgata Small by the diminutive legumes, 
sight j sag as numerous leaflets; and from 4. fruticosa Mae 

a ities suture of the small, one-seeded pods. J have © ge 

ee — forms that would warrant the consideration - 

Variety of 4. herbacea. 

STYLOSANTHES RIPARIA Kearney, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 24: 565- 1897- 

a that agree substantially with the characters assigned to 

TaN. Am. 1: : +256. 1825. 
*Seaexo ally ?305. 1838-1840. 4DC. Prodr. 2: 256. 1825 

SON, Bibliog. Index 188. 1878. 
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this species have been collected in Florida by Dr. Chapman, in Dele 
ware by Mr. Canby, and in eastern North Carolina by the Biltmore 
Herbarium. All of the material, except possibly that from Delaware, 
compares favorably with Mr. Kearney’s specimens collected in Cocke 
county, Tennessee, in habit, lobing of the vexillum and peculiarities 
of loment. In the plants from Delaware the vexillum is not con 
stantly lobed, differing in this respect, indeed, on the same individual. 
—C.D. BeabLe, Biltmore Herbarium. 

THE GUM OF CANNA. 

WHEN a freshly cut tuber of Canna is exposed to the ait, ee 
may be observed upon the cut surface, after some hours, the formation 
of small colorless or pale yellow drops, which stiffen rapidly in el oi 
From these there finally develop spherical masses of no mean sit 

Their color varies from very pale yellow to brown or bottle-greet. . 
fractured they show a glistening and conchoidal appearance. aed 
substance has the character of a gum. Itis insoluble in yore 

after long boiling, and it swells up in precisely the same way as do 
gums of the cherry and apple. 

When heated upon a platinum knife this gum of Canna sw 
chars, and then burns with a smoky flame, leaving considerable ti 
white and light ash. This ash contains calcium carbonate, magne 
iron, potassium, and phosphoric and hydrochloric acids. oo 

For the study of the method of the formation of this eee : — 7 
found convenient to use rootstocks which had first been eae : strong alcohol. Sections were examined, either at in ai ced DF 
made, or after having been subjected to a double stain pr strat of Successive immersions in a hydro-alcoholic solution of red : s The 
Cassella, and a similar solution of acid green JEEE (Poirrier). 

washings were made in water containing alcohol, and the 
mounted in carefully prepared neutral glycerine. bly on account 

Staining with haematoxylin gave poor results, probal y fthe gua : of the resistance offered to its diffusion by the insolubility : to assig? 
Upon first examination of the preparations one 1s aie 

SI prepared these solutions according to the following formule: : i ae 
gm 9 er) % Rouge de Cassella 0.25 Acid green JEEE (Poirr! ) no 

Alcohol at 90% 20.008" Alcohol at 90% 7.00 

Distilled water 30.008™ Distilled water 
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othe gum-bearing tissue of Canna a schizogenous origin. It cer- 

uinly presents an aspect very suggestive of gum secreting cavities. 

The fact is, however, that very little of the gum makes its first 

ippearance upon the cell walls. It forms in thick layers in the cell 

interior, and, gradually condensing, forces the cytoplasm and its con- 

nts into the center. Little by little this alteration extends into 

wighboring cells. The condensation of the protoplasm is constantly 

increased in the central cells, whose walls seem to thicken as the 

membrane increases in volume. At a certain point the protoplasm 

ad the thickened membrane surrounding it blend into a mucilagi- 

‘ousmass. This transformation may appear at first either in a single 

ell, or in a little group of cells always placed near the center of the 

In no case did I notice any such intercellular space sur: 

roanding the secreting cells as occurs in the ordinary method of for- 

"ation of secreting canals. The gum of Canna is formed in a lysigen- 

ws Way, just as are those of the acacias, of fruit trees, and especially 

of the aralias. As gelatinization continues the gum-bearing region 

spreads, and tends to form pockets of varying form and dimension. 

Formations of the same kind may occur in the fibrovascular bun- 

Gelatinization is produced first in the wood and woody paren- 

the i he then penetrates into the vessels, probably by —— 

bende i n ’ vessels become gelatinized in their turn, and the whole 

There ae into a gum bearing cavity. ae 

‘tereighbori, also be noted the extreme diminution of amidon i 

"kg ood, which immediately succeeds the mucilaginous mod! 

Thave studied the same point ina large number of stems of other 

taken from dried specimens in the Museum d'Histony 

* and from the Ecole supérieur de Pharmacie de Paris. ip 

Lutz, Parts, Aone 
% ie found an analogous formation.— M. L. 
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BOOK REVIEWS. a 

An elementary botany. 

THE TASK of writing an elementary text-book that shall be satisfactory 

from the pedagogical as well as the scientific point of view is notaneasy 
one, and the result is at best but a compromise in which the instructional 
necessities should predominate in the selection of material for presentation. 

With these facts at hand it must be acknowledged that itis well-nigh 

hopeless to attempt to produce a manual which shall meet the conditions 

existing in any great number of schools. The last few years have seen 

appearance of many such books in America, which met with no favor outside 
of the sphere of the personal influence of the author. : 

The recent effort by Mr. Groom" deserves attention. The book is ane 

for students not furnished with compound microscopes and attendant facilities 

which are both needless and harmful to young beginners. The author's 

€xaminer in botany to Oxford University, and has presumably selected the 4 
material for his book with reference to the requirements of English schools. a 

The contents include general morphology, classification of the angiospem™ — 

and physiology. 

About one hundred pages are devoted to the segmentation and -— 7 

ment of the root and shoot, together with the mechanism of mwecee™ 

large proportion of this space is devoted to definitions of morphological ae 

in which it is scarcely necessary to say that accuracy and conciseness are oot 
shown. The subjects of pollination, fertilization, and seed dispersal are 
sensibly treated here than in any elementary text which has yet ake ot 
Omission of consideration of lower forms is, of course, t be an 

granted. 

Under classification, descriptions of thirty important oF common fai 
are orn given. en so written tit that 

has be mock 

wil tee Ree eee 

Preparation of more advanced manuals. The principles of | 

: 
figs. 250+ Lo aie : 

*GROoM, Percy,—Elements of Botany. 16mo. pP- x + 252. Aes 50 oo 

New York: George Bell & Sons, 1898. 35. 6d. . are 

282 ey, 
| 
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yeated with a simple directness of statement that is much to be commended. 

ill further illumination is obtained by the outlines of easy demonstrations 

ind experiments to accompany the context. The illustrations are clear and 

vell selected throughout, and many of the best are original. The book will 

_ te found very useful in American as well as in English schools.—D. T. 

MacDouGaL. 

Cultivated plants of Asia Minor.’ 

IN A BOOK of 278 pages devoted to the natural resources of Asia Minor, 

_ Kannenberg has given something over one hundred pages to the cultivated 

plants of the region. The account is a contribution to agriculture and cur- 

rent history rather than to botany, but the student of cultivated plants will 

ind it useful nevertheless, since it attempts to make an annotated inventory 

of all the leading plants cultivated or used for food, used in the industries, 

‘or omament and the like, and also an account of forests and timbers. The 

‘otanical names of the various species are not given, and this detracts from 

the value of the book for specific reference, particularly in such confused 

Soups as the rose and the cucurbits. Very full references are given to the 

iterature of the various entries, and the reader will find much of interest in 

oem of local and geographical names for species and varieties. 

pig 'S essentially a compilation, the work of Hehn and others being 

under heavy tribute. There are many striking half tones. The book 

_— to be a distinctly good contribution to the popular knowledge of the 

“mediately useful natural history of the region.— L. H, BAILEY. 

Dr The ferns of the earth. 

a. -Christ3 has published a general systematic account of ferns which 

€d for popular rather than for technical use. This group has always 

ever since the Synopsts 

on was the Sysopsts 
» 40 attractive one for general presentation, 

Filtcum : “hat in 1806. 
The last general presentati 

Bet ooker and Baker, edition of 1883. 

‘0 bulky ee "chit himself in various ways, so that the 

ines himsele still may be a good general presentation of ferns. 

It to the homosporous Filicinez, with their leptospor@ 

oe dour groups. 
Moreover, he does not include doubtful papel: 

"hich are yin attempting to present only those genera and panne 

established and rep
resentative. Of course his work is inten 

Kany 

und Mineralschitze. Berlin: Gebriider Borntraeger- 1897 
gs. 292. Jena: . $Chris 

: Gestay Fp: T, H.— Die Farnkrauter der Erde. 8vo- pp- xi + 388. fi 

oe 1897. 2. 12. 

work may not be 

He con- 

ngiate and 

- eis : 1- 
ENBERG, Kart.— Kleinasiens Naturschatze, seine dee ete Kul 

ye 
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merely for those interested in determining ferns, and it stops precisely at the 
point where interest for the specialist begins. 

Another principle in the selection of species has been to include those 
which are remarkable in structure, phylogenetic character, or biological 
peculiarity. Those genera which, as he says, “are weakly expressed, show- 
ing only one or a few disappearing species,” he omits in favor of those which 
are rich in species and uniform in character. He also omits peculiar island 

types, such as those of the Sandwich islands, Madagascar, etc.; nor does he 

include the rich fern flora of the Andes. His contention is that a compre 

hensive monograph, with a critical catalogue of all species, would be a work 

of several volumes, and would not serve the general purpose he has in view. 

With all these restrictions he presents 99 genera and 1154 species. 

No analytic keys are provided, but simple descriptions of genera, set 

tions, and species are depended upon to guide sufficiently. The author 

claims that a safe key is only possible for a limited flora and small genera, 

and that the more inclusive the key the more unsafe does it become. The 

descriptions are exceedingly simple, technical terminology being avoided $0 

far as possible. : 
An excellent feature of the book is to be found in the numerous illustra- 

tions in the text accompanying the descriptions. These illustrations show : 

a glance the characters described by the text. It would bea useful pe 

American students of ferns had a translation of this handy and simple 

ume.—J. M. C 

Text-book of lichenology.* 
IT Is so long since any work on lichens has been 

American author that we take up Dr. Schneider's book with 

In the preface we find this statement: ‘This work is primaril 

text-book for the use of students in colleges and universities, but ee oi 

_ found useful to the specialist.” Our secretly cherished hope pre in 
of lichens is to be popularized begins to fade away when we pe subjects 
ment. As we glance over the technical treatment outlined for re whom it 
the hope entirely disappears. The book will be useful ate e for 

add greatly 

published by ® 
especial interest. 

schematic. The subject-matter is divided into two ash : 
the history, general morphology and physiology of lichens; ae 

classification and special morphology of lichens. This is stated Se The first subject treated is the history of lichenology- a a 

‘SCHNEIDER, ALBERT.—A_ text-book of general lichen 1807+ 
PP. 230, 76 plates. Binghamton, N. Y.: Willard N. Clute & Company 

y intended 84 

a 

ag 
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be ia the main ‘a condensed retrospect of Krempelhuber’s Geschichte der 

Lihenologie,” Krempelhuber’s book bearing the date of March 1886. Dr. 
Scineider adds two periods to bring the history up to date: one from 

Schwendener (1886) to Reinke (1894), the other from Reinke (1894) to the 

of 1896. Dr. Schneider admits that Reinke’s propositions have not 

generally been accepted as correct, but maintains that they “are based upon 

‘ound argument and should, therefore, mark the beginning of the period in 

— lichens are recognized as a distinct class of plants ; such recognition 

Heng based upon physiological considerations.” 

oleae chapter is devoted to symbiosis. The subject is divided 

“er a : myobiosis (parasitism), nutricism, and mutualistic symbiosis. 

Resicd i Saga and individualism are distinguished, the forther 

tach other for Ng sola that the symbionts are not wholly dependent upon 

Ymbionts is absol erm naga ise sana — ee pints 

phenomenon of 35 ed dependent upon the symbiotic association. The 

Be Stisies 51 ivi ES is typically met with in lichens, according to 

be considered'a . ly forms the basis for Reinke’s claim that they should 

mn ofthe thallus class of plants. Then follows an interesting discus- 

tit parts, their as apothecium, the structure and function of their differ- 

In the consider. 2 of growth, mechanical adaptations, etc. 

Schneider ica. 3. of the reproduction and propagation of lichens, Dr. 

Y only an insi ifi sag eee are unreliable aids to reproduction, and 

Pore upon ha a part in the maintenance of species, because the 

"cause in some s ation may not find the proper symbiont alga and also 

this view of the a the spores are only rarely developed. It is doubtful 

ie : vert will find full acceptance. 

families of Sings a ote devoted to the polyphylogeny of lichens. Deby 

h the “lit Allg as probable ancestral groups of fungal symbionts, 

types at prese ag made that it is impossible to study out the ancestral 

Ris erent oe N ine genera of alge are given which are known 

The system 7 5 Ic relationship to form lichens. 

by the (cn my 
di . Dr. Schneider» 

ial system” .. that “there is at present no satisfactory natural or 

Sera, and Steck then proposes an arrangement into orders, families, 

te Hchens ann 

or b 
o wing fro road that all the varietal forms may be easily accommodat 

COrrect one 

es — orders recognized are the Ascolichenes, Basidiol 

ms family €s, based on the method of spore formation. 
Characters the 

: probable fungal ancestors, the 
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development of the apothecium and thallus are suggested, with some reference 

to the spores and algze. In view of the earlier statement that it is impos 

ble “to study out the ancestral fungal types at present,” the use of those 

fungal types as a basis of classification must be difficult. As generic char 

acters the spore characters are given as of primary importance; then the 

development of the thallus, the apothecium, the exciple, the color of the 

apothecial disk, the alga, and the color of the thallus. A number of genera 

are based upon algal differences. As to specific characters our author sy _ 

‘‘in general it may be stated that in the establishment of species all know 

characters must be considered more or less.” Chemical reaction 1s a 

sidered of no importance in distinguishing species. : 

‘One turns with considerable interest to Dr. Schneider's application of ” : 

principles of classification, and it is inevitable that one should compare bis 

work with the classic work of Professor Tuckerman in the same - 

Thirty-four years élapsed between the publication of Professor Tuckermas* 

Synopsis of the Lichens of New England, the other northern states at 

British America, and his publication of his Synopsis of the North A i 
or less exclusively val 

i 

i 

mature judgment. His Syofsis covers the whole of 

Susy 7: ext-book, eaten United States. We find seven] 

genera in Professor Tuckerman’s Synopsis, while Dr. Schneider ge ‘. 

seventy-seven genera. If we deduct the thirteen genera see in te 
Professor Tuckerman of which no species are recorded as yeni . 

region covered by Dr. Schneider, and the eleven genera por Schneider - 
Professor Tuckerman as occurring in that region but of which Dr. -_ 4 

makes no mention, we can better appreciate how the Tuckerman 

have been divided up. : art 
But what of ar weniyied new genera thus established ? aaah 

recognized by Professor Tuckerman as sections under hi ae a vey 
distinct genera by other lichenologists, but many are establ ider says * 

slight basis, as for instance Ma//otium, of which Dr. Schneider $47" 

essential character which distinguishes this genus from se hich exe 

presence of numerous long, comparatively rigid, gray a e great 

in clusters from the lower surface of the thallus.” be ia 

bility in the development of rhizoids is considered, one !S a than Profes** 

made the basis of a genus. Is this so much more ie ed a 

Tuckerman’s work, of which our author says “ie ae ansatisfacr 

genera of lichens and their relationships, which is, hower aa 
r conception of a

e 

s 
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A notable host index. 

Waat DeCandolle's Prodromus did for the systematic study of sperma- 
tephytes, Saccardo’s Sy//oge has done for the study of fungi. In the eleven 
heavy volumes of this work all species of fungi described before 1895, over 

_ fty-two thousand, have been displayed, with synonyms and geographical 
_ Ssmbution. In 1897 an index to genera and species, prepared by Dr. 
q Sydow, was issued, forming volume twelve of the work. And now we have 

: the first part of volume thirteen,’ compiled by the same bibliographer, index- 

a Mg the work by hosts. The typographical features of the volume are of the 

_ Ms. The name of the host is printed in bold-faced type, and the names 

the attendant fungi are given beneath in a single column. The clear- 
os the simplicity of the arrangement leave nothing to be desired. 

‘ th the issuing of this volume the mycologists of the world are placed 
_ ‘Mider a further debt of gratitude to the promoter of the work.— J. C. A. 

Fundamental problems of science.° 

T i 
* . . 

ae = OK Is an attack upon the theory of so-called scientific material- 
— S@, written b 

of these two Propositions Dr. Wagner is at one, not merely with prac- 
oe ent of philosophy, but also with many, perhaps the majority 

lists of today. Even the drudge, whose ideas never rise above 

on hig “Pasting, has had the problem of the real nature of matter forced 

; ass Source of knowledge, and that therefore the only direct infor- 
on nf hature of the constituents of the external world is given by 

Main forces “coming and going of these sensations reveal the existence of 

Ril wy, * Fr perhaps a single force, to whose activity they are due, but 
© can jum d : f 

CS as P out of our own skins we can have no idea of the nature 0 
they are in themselves, Annihilate the conscious subject, and 

loge fungorum omnium hucusque cognitorum. bb ae 
"i P, Sydow. 

* PP. I-624.] Berolini: Fratres Borntraeger. 1696. ; : 

eed, Mites. LF.—Grundprobleme der Naturwissenschaft. Briefe oe 

le Orschers, 8 ses : Berlin: Gebriider tiger iy. iy ‘ vo. pp. viii 255. [No index. ] 
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extension and impenetrability — the qualities of touch— disappear along with 

color and odor, gone perhaps to look for the hole in the cookie after the 

cookie has been eaten. 

From these premises Dr. Wagner considers himself entitled to conclude 

that the atom and the ether are pure mythological entities. But here he cer 

tainly moves too fast. That the atom does not exist in the sense in which 

materialism supposes it does may well be conceded, but, though essentially 

intangible and invisible, the question whether it may not exist in the same 

sense in which the flower that is “born to blush unseen” may be said to bea 

reality, is another problem — one to be decided by a study of evidence which 

lies entirely outside of the province of the metaphysician as such to discuss. 

As well might he have dogmatized about the formation of crystals from soli: 

tions before Leuwenhoek turned his microscope upon them, or about = 

cause of tuberculosis while Koch was still experimenting with staining fluids. 

In our use of the word “cause” we have laid ourselves open to another 

criticism which our author directs against the atomic theory. The only 

efficient causes, he tells us, are the forces that lie behind phenomena, and, 

therefore, to talk of the atom or the ether as active agents in the production 

of change is an absurdity. In one sense this is true enough, but _ 3 = 

cism upon the use of these terms by a scientist who knows his bonne’ fe 

irrelevant. The invisible water in the form of steam, in the cylinder of 

engine, is j ing work as is the visible wattt gine, is just as truly an agent capable of doing erie 

that turns a mill wheel. Perhaps in all strictness we ought to speak ae 

the unknown forces that lie behind the steam, as the true agent, ¥ pene 
revise in a corresponding manner our everyday language about a - as it bas 

It will be seen that Dr. Wagner's book, clearly and convincingly per 

stated some fundamental truths, is a horrible example of the pas oe 
scientific and the metaphysical problems raised by the world of we ora 

he is not the first. His immediate predecessor in this ss ve a a weap 4 

Professor Ostwald, who seems to think he has found in ce a4 
with which to destroy a theory which he himself has probably Mistaking a 

other grounds. And then there are the “scientific materialists. 

the atom for a metaphysical entity they suppose themselves 
the clue to the nature of ultimate reality. Revilin 
themselves have swallowed whole one of the shallowest 

metaphysical systems —a spectacle which would certainly vi 

amusing in the history of thought, if it were not at the same 

most mournful.—F RANK CHAPMAN SHARP. 

Lessons with plants. “ 8 

| wee 
ANOTHER BOOK comes to us from the pen of pee * which it ® 

which is likely to be highly acceptable to the constitu 
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sddressed. It is not “a botany,” as announcements had led us to expect, 

tut, as its title page informs us, a book of ‘suggestions for seeing and inter- 

preting some of the common forms of vegetation.”’? Those who have seen 

the teachers’ leaflets for nature study, which are being issued under Professor 

: hhiley's direction by Cornell University, have already a fair sample of what 

this book is in its spirit; indeed, some of these leaflets reappear in the book 

rihonly slight adaptation, Perhaps it will not be too much to say that this 

tuk is part of Professor Bailey’s crusade against the formal dry-as-dust 

teaching of botany, in which every live teacher wishes him God-speed. 

The methods which are suggested to teacher and pupil herein are the 

_ Sper ones, beyond question ; there are no others which can be called teach- 

_ ™ The preface at least we would have every teacher read and ponder; it 

“neh in pedagogical suggestions, not so new, perhaps, as forceful. The 

mogram there laid down is executed in the following pages in most admi- 

Ral where, by suggestive questions and hints, the user is led to 

‘git interpretations of many familiar objects in the plant world. Accom- 

Syedhagagg interpretations are paragraphs in smaller type containing 

omg upon the more formal aspects of the subjects studied ; whic 

~ the author into the statement that, as a last resort, “the pupil may 

. the book, for enough of formal statement and definition may have 

: a = aide to enable it to be used as a simple text-book.” But its 

naa is to suggest methods of nature study, “and since the author 

Dest * plants with him he brings good pictures, which are the sin 

With a an d These are indeed admirable ; fresh, accurate, and ae 

talked oe ait of artistic feeling. Professor Holdsworth may we : 

prague and Faxon as a botanical artist of hacer first quality. 

aie as we see in this book, has he failed to interpret 1m lines 

s aah figure 321 is quite inaccurate. ee : 

- bok in which ost captious to say anything in unfavorable critic 

: 2Ry les lessons are devoted to the cryptogams. But will youngste 

. terested in the green scums, the gray lichens, the 
'S puffballs, than in diclinous flowers, to which three lessons are 

te, L. H— Lessons with plants ; suggestions for seeing and interpreting 

th 

ak forms of vegetation; with delineations from 7 Ce yes of assistant 
i gande e Gs 

im. 12 professor of drawing in the Macmillan Co. 1898: 
MO. pp. xxxii+t qor. figs. 440. New York: The 
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flower is the important organ, that seed plants are the rea/ plants, and fems, 
mosses, and toadstools very much of a side issue ? 

And then we do wish that the pernicious comparison of spores and seeds 
had not been perpetuated. If Professor Bailey had been condemned for tes 
years to eradicate from elementary pupils’ minds the idea that a seed when it 
germinates produces a new plant, and to inculcate a true idea of the relation 
between seed and spore, he would thoroughly appreciate this desire—C. RB 

An organography of the higher plants. 

A WELCOME BOOK is the recently published treatise on the general orgat- 
ography of plants by Professor Dr. Goebel of Munich. No one who has 
given attention to the shifting of the point of view of progressive morpholo- 
gists can fail te observe that the problems in this field are now seen ms 
entirely new light. No longer is there presented to the student the concept 
of an ideal leaf or flower, from which, as from a “ pattern,” those he observes 
Show “deviations” more or less marked, for which no conceivable 1a? 
assigned except the production of “variety in nature.” On the oe 
Set to study the forms of organs as they exist and to seek in external | 
internal conditions as they influence hereditary “tendencies ”’ (alas, singesie 
tance!) the efficient causes for the forms he observes. The old prea 

theory of metamorphosis is giving ground to more realistic views of ened 

ment as we become able to get closer to the plant. It is plain that 
morphology must base itself upon physiology and ecology. i 

But these exacter views are as yet in their formative stage, and gate 
are not specialists are scarcely aware of the departure in eile 7 a 
from the older standpoint. To these, and to the specialist as ge of get 

. ering together of these newer ideas into a compact discussion gn 

service. The present volume is only the first, or general part, pee 
a work which a 
haracter of He 

part we hee 
translate the principal headings : . morphology ae Section I. The general segmentation of the plant body: tion of organs organography, classification of the organs of seed plants, forma’ mane Pa 

and division of labor among lower plants (thallophytes), sae Verwackswns) organs at the growing point and regeneration, coalescence radial x and dwarfing. Section [T, Symmetry : positions of wou and i dorsiventral shoots, symmetry of leaves, symmetry of flow t different #8 
cences. Section I7, Differences in the formation of organs 4 a 

on der Archegoniate? dere nett 42. fis 

on 

GoeBEL, K.— Organographie der Pflanzen, insbeson sane 
Samenpflanzen. Erster Teil : Allgemeine Organographie. 
Jena: Gustav Fischer. 1898. AZ. 6. 
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development; young forms. Sectéon IV. Malformations and their signifi- 

cance for organography: how malformations arise, significance of malforma- 

tions for the theory of formation of organs. Section V. Influence of corre- 

lations and external stimuli upon form. 

These topics are treated in a clear and concise manner, in German which 

itisa pleasure to read. If any parts be selected as instructive above others, 

they would be, in our judgment, the fourth and fifth sections, in which the 

uthor discusses the relation of teratology to organography and the formative 

influence of external stimuli. 

In the former, after pointing out the impossibility of an exact definition of 

amormalities as distinguished from variations, he shows that monstrosities 

uenot lawless, since the fundament (Az/age) of a shoot is never misdevel- 

ped into a leaf or root, nor a sporangial fundament into a vegetative organ. 

For when stamens or carpels are malformed, it is always the nut 

Which are developed, while the sporangia are dwarfed. Such structures 

Mt reversionary in the least, but are due to pathological disturbances, 

‘amot lead to any correct phylogenetic conclusions. Malformations in gen- 

tral, Goebel holds, are either inherited (of which he cites numerous exam- 

amples), their development at any particular time, however, being often 

wupled with the action of external conditions, in whose absence they persist 

‘latent fundaments; or the: external factors are the causal impetus of mal- 

formations, especially in the lower plants, though examples among sees 

. are hot wanting. The study of monstrosities leads to the conclusion 

that Sachs’ theory of “Stoff und Form”’ is the most satisfactory one, ?. he 

_. in the forms of organs are due to differences in the plastic 

and 

in discussing correlations the author points out two general categories: 

%€, which he 

— pe form of organs such as thorns, sporophylls, 

eects of 5 discussing the influence of external stimu 

Moitine woul, light, me
dium, and mechanical stimuli are ©) 

i... ould convey an idea. 
| _ 

: teed 1s. attempt to get out of a rut, the very effort Is likely to carry © 

. i. ee of the road. To this we must ascribe Goebel’s pees
 

| te dea . term “
leaf fundament”’ 

(Blattanlage) on the ground 3 

ae taf” is a mere abstraction, there can be no such thing as 4 

: sth only fundamen
ts of foliage leaves, scale leaves, ete: In sup- 

OR angles position he argues that if the theory of meane
r 

been led ‘a the examination of roots instead of leaves, It would not hav 

“othing Such vagaries, or have generalized the concept 

“emained but an abstraction. Botanists would have more 

ted, of whic 

clearly 
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recognized that function determines form. But however clearly we recognize 
now this fact, and however improved become our views of morphology in con- 
sequence, it is improbable that categories of homologous organs will cease t 
demand recognition in our thought and in our terminology. 

In a somewhat similar way the author constructs men of straw out of the 
categories caulome, trichome, etc., and charges them so impetuously that his 
momentum carries him beyond safe middle ground to untenable positions. 
So completely has he taken the physiological point of view, that he prefers to 
base terminology upon analogy, even when he acknowledges that it obscures 
homologies. This may do for popular speech, but it ought not to continue 
and cannot long persist in scientific language. 

Though every reader may not be able to go the full length with Professor 
Goebel, it is manifest that he has produced a most useful and stimulating 
treatise on the organography of plants, which no one who cares to keep abreast 
of modern views can neglect.—C. R. B . 

MINOR NOTICES. 

Dr. CHARLES F. MILLSPAUGH? has published a third wipers 

knowledge of the flora of Yucatan. The Schott herbarium recently obtain of the Witmer Stone collection of 1890 under the auspices of maberere 
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, the E. P. Johnson collection 0 ; 
(examined at the herbarium of Columbia University), and the con 
collections of Dr. Geo. F. Gaumer, have furnished much matetial not — 
heretofore. Sixteen new species are described.—J. M. C. 

* 
h ‘ i : : 

of poisoning some prominent persons at Washington lately throug® ©" 
amanitas. The list contains 306 titles. botany in the The other bibliography is a list of periodicals pases alsoa 
New York public library and the library of Columbia Univ ee ries 
list of those relating to horticulture and gardening in the ien M. ; of Lucie | 
This 11-page pamphlet reaches us ‘(with the compliments mpilet 

: . ; who its ; ey - 
Underwood,” but bears neither imprint nor indication enn ne 

may be. This, however, will not interfere with its usefuln : 

Yucatan. Field Columbie® *Contribution III to the coastal and plain flora of Yu oo 
Museum Publication 25. Botanical Series 1 : 345-410- 1898. 
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THE BOOKLET, Flowers thatnever fade,” contains an account of the Ware 

ollection of Blaschka glass models in the Harvard University museum. 

Thisdescription was originally prepared by Mr. F. B. Wiley, the author of 

the Harvard Guide Book, for the Boston 7ranscrifi, in response to requests 

for information concerning this unique collection. Revised and considerably 

_ tttended, it is now reprinted, with a poetic (?) introduction. Fulsome praise 

: - with the description of the inception and execution of the work, 

of 

“The home at Hosterwitz, 

Where a lonely artist sits.” 

The author warmly congratulates Harvard University on being “the fortunate 

mssessor of the only collection of these exquisite creations now in exist- 

sce, and about them he sings: 

“The varying seasons bring 

No change to this blossoming : 

The spring never ends for these 

Enduring anemones ; 

The summer’s reign never closes 

For these perennial roses: 

The autumn’s horn never holds 

Even one of these marigolds ; 

And the winter never comes 

To these bright chrysanthemums.” : 

Mum’s the word.—C. R. B 

4 Serta SET of directions for experiments in plant physiology bas 

tl 1 published by Dr. J. C. Arthur, in pamphlet form.” The series 

thirty-five experiments, and are those which he has found service- 

o * are intended only as a guide to manipulation; n : 

Chosen : % experiment or the deductions from it. The experiment 

2 llustrative of the fundamental processes of plant life, and the 

| Rettary will be particularly valuable to teachers who are conducting ele- 

: College courses.—_C, R. B 

< 
i 

. 
. 

Rs INTEREST in native edible mushrooms, and fer contra native poison- 

dition to the literature been increasing for sometime. Every ad : i plication by inh a Subject j 
€ct is likely to find an expectant public. The recent pu 

Wi 

Ware mad FRANKLIN BALDWIN.—Flowers that never fade: 

Ra, Bostin, of Blaschka glass models in the Harvard University museum. 

*Anrny * Bradlee Whidden. 1897. 35 cents. 

Aes, Ga J. C.—Laboratory exercises in vegetable ph 

: Yette, Ind.: Kimmel & Herbert. 1897. 35 cents- 

an account of the 

16mo. 

ysiology. 8v0. PP. 3% 
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Dr. Thomas Taylor” of a work on mushrooms, with colored plates of reason- 
ably good quality, will doubtless meet with an appreciative response. Dr, 
Taylor was for many years the microscopist of the United States Department 
of Agriculture, and the readers of this journal do not need to be told the 
character of his work. In this official capacity he issued a number of reports 
on mushrooms, which have furnished some of the material for the present 
series. 

Although the subject is not treated in a sufficiently systematic way prop- 

erly to entitle the work to the name of “handbook,” and in spite of some 

irrelevant matter, the mycophagist will yet find much in these pages to help 

him.— J. C. A. 

NOTES FOR STUDENTS. 

A NEW Rumex from Colorado has been described by Geo. E. Osterhout.® 
—Further notes on the southern species of Asarum have been published by 
W. W. Ashe.“ — Professor E. L. Greene ® has published another fascicle : 

“ New or noteworthy species,” in which the following genera are geste 
by new species: Delphinium, Myosurus, Viola, Mertensia, age 

Lithospermum, and Eriogonum. In “Studies in Composite” some pa 
genera are taken up. The name Actinella, as employed by phase is Gray, isa homonym, and Rafinesque’s Ptilepida (used in ~ pea se 
precluded as a s$nonym of Persoon’s Actinella and not of Nuttall's. hich he 
ingly Professor Greene publishes the name TZefraneuris, under W : 

places eighteen species. Hooker's Picradenia is kept separate from" 
a new genus, Rydbergia, is founded on Actinella grandifiora 7. : a 
wishing to keep pace with the synonymy of the species of ae 
not fail to note the recent brief paper by James Britten ey 
Baker, who introduce the new name A. Shuttleworth. —). M. €. 

? nado of 1896 HERMANN VON SCHRENK’S” study of the influence ie pos subject 
upon the trees of St. Louis is an important contribution to pe ge Schreak’s 
of the effect of extraordinary conditions upon plant ie. 

“TAYLOR THOMAS.— Student’s handbook of mushrooms 0 poe” five poisonous. Washington, A. R. Taylor (238 Mass. Ave. N. E.). Ovo 
S of twenty-four pages, and five or six partly colored Pp 

cents per number. 
3 Erythea 6:13. 1898. 
‘sJour. of the Elisha Mitchell Soc. 14: 31-36. 1897- . 
5 Pittonia 3:257-272. 1898. 

oo 6 Jour. Bot. 36: 96-99. 1808. Trans st. Let ” The trees of St. Louis as influenced by the tornado of 1896. 
Acad. Sci. 7:25-41. 1897. 

lates each. 
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dservations of the striking phenomena he describes are extensive and valu- 

ile. Finding the immense destruction of leaves to have been the most 

erous damage done by the storm, he points out the disastrous results of the 

Soppage of the transpiration current and of the manufacture of nutritive 

products at a time when the uninjured roots were at a period of their greatest 

ibsorbingactivity. Where the deficiency in leaf exposure was partially made 

. either by adventitious budding or by premature growth from the leaf axils 

3 the undestroyed twigs of 1896, careful observations were made of the 

smatural “growth ring” thus established. This ring, very evident in the 

_ ‘Savviving twigs, easily traceable in the larger branches of several years for- 

_ Sation, was not to be observed in the main trunk. In very many cases, even 

where the normal functions seemed to have been restored, trees have since 

Ged on account of injuries received by the bark, either by violent wrenching 

wy later intensified insolation. In the latter case, when the temperature 

n wood and bark must have risen to a height which destroyed the 

7a cambium, the bark has since peeled off before the vegetative parts 

te tree have shown signs of withering. Such bark-scorching was almost 

“versal, and Mr. von Schrenk predicts that many of the finest trees for 

ts reason will be unable to stand the strain of another summer. Six plates 

‘mply illustrate the text.—J. G. CouLTER. 

tans * has made an interesting contribution to the subject of 

alyembryony, In Allium odorum he finds embryos developing not only in 

but also from synergids, antipodals, and from the wall 

ml integument. One embryo sac contained five embryos, one nor- 

| a... Hom a synergid, two from antipodal cells, and still another 

nner integument. Many irregularities were noted both in the 

Wa, inthe embryo proper. The stock from which the material 

Cian d been cultivated in gardens for over twenty years.— Cuas. J. 

RLAIN, 

the Rev. Gen. Bot. of June 1897. The contributions reviewed range 

ee t 54 of Chauveaud”® upon polyembryony amon 

a lajeff’s well known study of the phenomena of 
“6 ar 

_-Pstms,* and Guignard’s Nouvelles études sur la fécondation. 

up : 

bet Zeit HEGEL Mater, — Zur Kenntniss der Polyembryonie von Allium odorum- 

Mhnge Sis 1897, 
a f 

in, Py en ndation dans les cas de polyembryonie. 

® “Sahay Soc. d’edit, sci., 1892. 

Seely : t€ von dem Pollenschlauche der Gymnospermen. 
< * 196-201, 1893 b 

n 

Reproduction chez le Tomp- 

Ber. der de utsch
. bot- 

nh, sty 
des Sci, Nat, VII. 14: —. 1891. 
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too incomplete to be taken for a bibliography of even the most critical of 
recent contributions in this field, but does offer an easy way of getting at the 
gist of several valuable but verbose contributions. In the issue of October 
15 M. Prunet gives a clear presentation of the embryological investigations of 
Jaccard * on Ephedra and of Karsten23 on Gnetum.—J. G. CouLTER. 

By PLACING etiolated leaves, from which the carbohydrate substances 
have been as completely removed as possible, in contact with various solw- 
tions, M. W. Palladine*t has demonstrated the beneficent influences of 
certain substances upon the formation of chlorophyll and the retarding effect 
of others. He lists among substances favorable to chlorophyll formation 

saccharose, raffinose, glucose, fructose, maltose, glycerin, galactose, lactose, 
and dextrin. Inuline and tyrosine have no perceptible effect under the 

conditions employed, while contact with mannite, dulcite, asparagin, ure 
alchohol, chloride of ammonia, and quinic acid either checks or abso- 

lutely prevents its formation. He also demonstrates by a very simple and 
efficient experiment that respiration proceeds freely in an atmos) 

impoverished of oxygen, in which chlorophyll appears in etiolated leaves not 

at all or only very slowly.—J. G. CouLTER. 

RECENT ANNUAL REPORTS from the experiment stations containes 
botanical information are as follows: The Rhode Island report for aghiiat 
of carnation diseases (pp. 203-210) by L. F. Kinney, especially of ait 
rust, and “ petrified”’ buds. The two first mentioned were effectively ch 
with Bordeaux mixture and removal of diseased leaves; the last is sup 
to be due to forcing growth beyond healthful limits, as the buds never ee 

One-third of the report (pp. 242-318) is devoted to an illustrated ier rt 

the extended studies of H. J. Wheeler and G. M. Tucker on ine gv ae 
as a fertilizer for field crops. Beneficial results were obtained pee afte kinds of plants and at different localities in the state. It es ras : making pot observations, to the corrective action upon soil acidity. . upon 4 

The report of the Vermont station for 1896-7 contains esa te. inter es pollination of the plum (pp. 87-98) by F. A. Waugh, embracing hastening esting details ; and also some account of the action of enzyms ™ ist of the germination (pp. 106-111), by the same investigator. The ye? iodine 
Station, L. R. Jones, writes (pp. 44-74) upon early, blight of Oe ectants (cor 
a full bibliography of A/ternaria Solani, upon the effect . ndoise 

. Va * Rechersches embryologiques sur l’Ephedra helvetica. Bal Oe 
des Sc. nat. 30: —. 1894. 

Bot. *3 Beitrag zur Entwickelungsgeschichte einiger Gnetum-Arten. 
2 

Rey. ge we 
s les plantes- 

Zeit. 50°" 

** Recherches sur la formation de la chlorophylle dan 
ot. 9: 385—394. 1897. 
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esve sublimate and formalin) on early growth of potatoes, upon apple scald, 

st smut, and onion mildew, and upon the orange hawkweed (Hieracium 

| erantiacum L.), for which salt applied dry at the rate of about 3000 pounds 

wracreis found to be an effective exterminator. All the topics include 

may new and important observations. 

The report of the botanist of the New Jersey station, Byron D. Halsted, 

iusbeen distributed as a separate in advance of the full report for the year 

ily. It is probably the largest report (pp. 261-394) made by any of the 

- tation botanists, and records a great number of observations, mostly relat- 

tm to plant diseases and fungicides. The turnip, cabbage, potato, pep- 

je, tomato, bean, onion, spinach, egg plant, clover, cucumber, pea, Carrot, 

ceery, beet, sweet potato, asparagus, pear, violet, hollyhock, and many other 

: nltvated plants have received attention. Beside pathological studies, 

‘periments were made in shading plants with lath screens, advantageously 

meme et lettuce, spinach, Swiss chard, celery, and bush beans, and injuri- 

wasly in other cases. The report is illustrated with thirty-two cuts, all half- 

‘ones from photographs, and nearly all most wretchedly printed. It seems as 

Swetsonable to print illustrations so badly that nothing can be made out of 

a4 itwould be to print the text in a blurred and unreadable condition.— 



NEWS. 
Dr. EpuARD ZACHARIAS has been called to the directorate of the botan- 

ical garden at Hamburg. 

THE KNIGHT'S CROss of the Austrian Order of Leopold has been con- 
ferred upon Professor Dr. Julius Wiesner. 

Mr. J. G. LucHMAN has been appointed Government Botanist of Vic- 
oria, the post so ably filled for many years by the late Baron Ferdinand von 
Mueller, 

PROFEssoR L. H. BAILEY, of Cornell University, sailed foe Eumops - month. The length of his stay remains uncertain. He is stopping at pres ent in Munich. 

FROM Science we learn that Messrs. A. & C. Black will publish the lec- 
tures given by Dr. D. H. Scott at University College, London, last year under the title of “ Studies in fossil botany.” 

PROFESSOR ALFRED J. MCCLATCHIE, formerly of the Throop gee 
nic Institute, Pasadena, Cal., has been appointed professor of Agn and Horticulture in the University of Arizona, at Phoenix. 

: Nati Dr. Rupotr A. Puriippt, for many years director of ieee this Museum of Santiago, Chili, has been obliged to retire from the duties 0 
post by reason of advancing years. He is now in his ninetieth year. 

: “rlichen Pi THE CURRENT NUMBERS (169 and 170) of Die pater and the Samilien are devoted to a continuation of the Musci, by Carl - a 
Dacryomycetinez, Exobasidiinez, and Hymenomycetinee, by F. 

Dr. D. S. Jonson, Instructor at Johns Hopkins pees charge of the botany at Cold Spring Harbor during — ee pele offered in « cryptogamic botany,” “ phzenogamic botany,’ and acne of 
PROFESSOR JOHN MAcoUN has published in the ew Ottawa” a (11 : 193-204. 1898) the third part of his “ Cryptogamic ah numbers, and It contains a continuation of the mosses, which cover some 22 also the liverworts, 30 in number. 

will have 

ork is 

-tnoy,” Wy 
AN ADDRESs on “The province and problems of plant peer See Professor D. T. MacDougal, is published in Science (7: ein ently mi 

is a clear and pungent statement concerning a field of work pe 
understood, even by teachers of botany. eat 

298 : : 
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De. J.C. ARTHUR'S paper on “ The movement of protoplasm in coenocytic 

typhe,” read before the Botanical Society of America at its Toronto meet- 

ing, and briefly outlined in this journal (11 : 181. 1897), has been published 

inthe Annals of Botany (24: 491-507. 1897). 

Purpue University is publishing a series of leaflets on Nature Study. 

The botanical subjects thus far presented are ‘the foliage leaf,” “the 

fower,” “trees,” and “‘a country school garden,” by Professor Stanley Coul- 

nett H. Bailey’s ‘a children’s garden’ is also reprinted as one of the 

Mr. JAMES BRITTEN has published ( Jour. Bot. 36:90-94. 1898) an 

Meresting discussion upon the fifty years’ limit in nomenclature, proposed 

the so-called Berlin rules. There seems to be no question that the rule, 

ten if deemed desirable, would be impossible of application, involans =) 
des such indefinite requirements as “ general use,” “‘ monograph,” etc. 

Me. Curton D, Howe, of Burlington, Vt., very much desires to know 
te location of C. C. Frost's collection of liverworts. In connection with 

tL. R. Jones he is making a study of the Vermont Hepatica, and 

“pected to be aided by the Frost collection. Not a single specimen has 

*een found in the Frost herbarium, or those of Amherst, Harvard, or Colum- 
bia, and no one as yet has been able to give any clue as to i 

uts of Frost’s specimens. 
A 
MEMORIAL SHEET has been issued in honor of the late Baron Sir Fer- 

Flora 4 

Director of the Botanical Garden, comprising a biography and a complete 

the phy. The executors are now making an effort to erect Ov 
- Suitable monument, and are asking subscriptions for this purpose. 
he | 

; .. OUNCEMENT from the Herbarium of the Field Columbian Museum : 

information that during the last two years over 50,000 sheets have 

,ooo of which are 

orth America, A detailed list indicates the states and collectors 

Boch 

ed soy ENGLAND BoTANICAL CLUB has published its constitution and 

ident. = and members. The officers are George Lincoln : , 

& “sae Richmond Churchill, vice president, Edward seni 

ote and . secretary; Emile Francis Williams, recording ae 

‘Surer; Walter Deane, phenogamic curator; George Golding _ 
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Kennedy, cryptogamic curator. The club meets the first Friday of each 
month, excepting the summer months ; and the herbarium is kept in the 
Harvard University Museum. The address of the secretary, Mr. Rand, is 
740 Exchange Building, Boston. 

WITH THE FIRST number of the fourth volume Zhe Forester passes into 
the ownership of the American Forestry Association, which will publish itas 
the organ of the association. The only information as to its editorial mat 
agement is the following from the proceedings of the association: “The @ 
new journal is to be Zhe Forester, being the paper heretofore published by 
Mr, John Gifford, of Princeton, N. J., which he has conveyed to the associa- a 
tion. A newspaper correspondent has been secured as managing bre. 
assisted by a committee of the association, with Dr. Fernow as chairman 
This number (of 24 pages) is devoted to the white pine situation. 

THE Annals of Botany has published as a sort of preface to Volume XI, 
completed with the number for December 1897, a biographical sketch - 
portrait of Professor M. J. Berkeley. ‘The sketch is prepared by Dr. Thee 
ton-Dyer. Berkeley is said to have been the virtual founder of British mycol- 
ogy, his work in this field having begun in 1836, when he undertook wt 

William Hooker the description of the British species. It is stated age 
has probably published descriptions of some 6000 species, with a skill 

Precision which has made this enormous work durable. In 1846 he ine his study of diseases of plants, and is said to have been the first to gi 

subject in a systematic manner. In 1857 he published his well Sa aiel 
duction to C; ryptogamic Botany, which was the first comprehensive Kee 
this kind in any language. 

ome to our table. THE FIRST NUMBER of Pharmaceutical Archives has € Daturé 
eaves of It contains a paper on the “Comparative structure of the | 0, Schlot 

Stramonium, Atropa Belladonna, and Hyoscyamus niger,” bd : Fraxivat terbeck and A. Van Zwaluwenburg ; “Structure of the twigs : continu Americana, by R. H. Denniston, each illustrated by two P _ ne and ation of Peckolt’s “ Folk-names of Brazilian plants and their produ 1896" 4 Continuation of Brown’s “ Chemical bibliography of paLee ak at from the Pharmaceutical Review. The new journal p desiens . rt. Some much material of value to botanists and bespeaks their mepheane details of style and typography have escaped the control a rinted 0 
number which will be corrected in the next issue. The haat 3 both sides, are to be reprinted in proper form. The ee Kremers, of the University of Wisconsin. 

: a 
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THE SUMMER QUARTER OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

WILL BEGIN JULY 1, 1898 

Quarter is an integral part of the scholastic year, and is 
into two terms of six weeks each. Over 200 courses of study 

given by more than roo professors and instructors. In the Summer 
there were present 1285 students, who undertook work as follows: 

In Philosophy 118, Pedagogy 276, Political Economy 84, 
Science 132, History 269, Sociology 245, Comparative Religions . 

itic 149, Biblical Greek 126, New Testament Literature and His 
Sanskrit and Comparative Philology 8, Greek 127, Latin 135, Romance 
Germanic Languages 210, English 684, Mathematics 202, Astronomy 

Physics 137, Chemistry 105, Geology 68, Zodlogy 51, Neurology 7; 4 
and Histology 48, Physiology 43, Botany 95, Public Speaking 61, 
atic Theology 62, Church History 69, Homiletics 74, Physical Cult 
and in the Disciples’ Divinity School 13. 

The first term of the Summer Quarter ends August IT. 

tages are offered to teachers who can spend six weeks in study a : 

University ; they may still have from two to four weeks of — a | 
the opening of schools. Where a teacher can secure 4 year’s a 

absence, credit for five Quarters (or 134 years’ work) in the Univer 7 
be obtained by attendance at the University from July 1, 1898, | : 
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the University during Summer Quarters only. 

All the libraries, laboratories, and museums will ane 
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The expenses for the Quarter of twelve weeks, including tuitt a ud 

made less than $100, and for a term of six weeks one- -half of this 

complete announcements will be ready in March. 
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WHEN Doctors DirreR WHO SHALL Decne? 
But the fact is, doctors do zo¢ differ in their opinions | 
of Pears’ Soap. Sir Erasmus Wilson, F.RS, late | 
President of the Royal college of Surgeons, England, 
the renowned Dermatologist, writes: «Nothing has a. 
swered so well, or proved so beneficial to the skin as Pears’ Soap." 4 
and Dr. James Startin in his work upon the “Skin and 
Complexion,” writes: «There is however, one soap, which bas 
met with such warm commendation from writers that it should be 

mentioned here, as / can endorse all that has been written and said by 
the late Mr. Startin, Sir Erasmus Wilson and Dr. Tilbury Fox con 
cerning it. It was through ¢heir instrumentality that, on account 
of its purity Pears’ Soap was introduced into hospitals. It has 
obtained a world-wide reputation, and deservedly so.” 

Dr. Redwood, Ph. D., F.L.C., F.C.S., late Professor of 
Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Soe 
ety of Great Britain, SayS; “I have never come across . 
other toilet soap which so closely realizes my ideal of perfection. 

POP PLL ALND AL aa 

BEAUTY IS ONLY SKIN DEEP. 

All the more necessary then to attend to the skin, and 

keep it clear from impurities. Pears’ Soap eu 
a proper performance of the functions of the skit, 4? 
keeps the complexion in its natural bloom. 
There thorongi” 

reare SO many dangerous and even poisonous soaps in the market that @ for 88 
— reliable article like PEARS’ SOAP, that accomplishes all that it is claimed “se 
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FOREIGN AGENTS: 
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Elements of Geometry. By ANDREW W. 
PHILLIPS, Ph.D., and 

8vo, Half Leather, $1 75; by mail, $1 9 

Elements of Geometry, Abridged. Crown 
8vo, Half Leather, $1 25; by mail, $1 go. 

Plane Geometry. Crown 8vo, Cloth, 
aie a mail, 90 cents. 

criptive circulars mailed on request 
Key to gr Hae and Fisher's Geometry, including 

the Abridged Edition. (For teachers’ use only.) 

LITERARY CRITICISM 

Elements of Literary Criticism B 
CHARLES F. JOHNSON, Professor sf Eng- 

Author of ‘‘ English Words.’ 16mo, Cloth, 
80 cents ; by mail, 88 cents 

IRVING FISHER, 
Ph.D., Professors in Yale University. Crown | 

80 | 

lish Literature in Trinity College, Hartford, | 
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EXPERIMENTS IN PHYSIC 
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IDOTANICAL (GAZETTE 

MAY 1898 

THE ORIENTATION OF THE PLANT EGG AND ITS 

ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE. 

Conway MACMILLAN. 

AS a convenient series of forms in which the embryogeny 

kes been carefully investigated one may select the Archegoniate. 

- Atumber of groups in which genuine eggs are developed thus 

All outside the limits of discussion. Among these are the 

otophy cea with such genera as Sphzroplea and Coleochete ; 

heophy ce, particularly Fucus and its allies; and the 

elie as for example Peronospora and Achlya. The 

3 — mc types of segmentation will be found to be derived 

_ “«tlain archegoniate types and will receive incidental atten- 

te » but it will be quite unnecessary to enter into an examina- 

77 the modified and often degenerate processes that succeed 

F physiological equivalent of fecundation in Rhodophycee- 

 Payco 

oo of certain important types of egg segmentation known 

al among the plants classified by Engler as Embryophyta, 

ama, 

ome 8 bryophytes the egg manifests in the Hepatice all the 

... “*gmentation that are retained in the higher order. 

i. ett will be unnecessary to give any special account for 

nec. Essentially all Musci present segmentations that are 

301 
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ecologically equivalent, with the possible exception of Archidium 

which seems to be a degenerate type rather than rudimentary. 

The basal type among Musci seems to be that of Sphagnum, 

which connects closely with the type of Anthoceros among Hepat- 

ice. In mosses the most important improvement over Hepatica, 

in the embryogeny, is the early differentiation of at least the 

distal cell of the embryo as an apical cell, while in some cases 

the proximal cell also accepts this character and organizes the 

foot by apical segmentations. In Hepatice the distal apical 

cell is the only apical cell developed, and this does not undergo 

improvement beyond the hemispherical type, so that apical 

growth in the hepatic embryo is limited. 

Embryogeny of Riccia.— Early researches upon the embryogeny 

of Riccia glauca were conducted by Hofmeister,’ whose account 

however, was quite imperfect. His figure (/. ¢. pl. 10 fi: 9) 
shows a rather abnormally inclined basal wall. Our exact know! 

edge of the early stages in this embryog 

eny are due to Kienitz-Gerloff,’ who cor 

rected the errors in the original account 
of Hofmeister and figured the early stages 

B B (2. c. pl. 3) from the primitive ag instal 

tion to the specialization of ano 

and endothecium. Leitgeb* or 
the embryogeny of this plant and Bk 

Fic. 1.—Embryo of Riccia. CZ. Co Pl. Bi Jig: 8) 6 early ie aly : embryogeny with the normal slig' : : 

inclined basal wall. The accompanying figure (78: Z - 
resents diagrammatically the early stages of the Riccia em 5 
eny as determined by Hofmeister and Kienitz-Gerlof rche- 
first wall is approximately transverse to the axis ” Bo ual 
gone. Succeeding walls divide the embryo into mel 

"Vergleich. Unters. 47. 1851, 

* Vergleich. Unters. iiber die Entwickelungsgesch. 
Bot. Zeit. 32: 166. 18 

3Unters. iiber Lebermoos. 4:22. 1879. 

: 
jum. 

des Lebermoos-Sporoso™ 
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stants. Alone among Bryophyta the embryo of Riccia 

including here also the closely allied genera Ricciocarpus 

ad Ricciella) shows very slight distal-proximal specializa- 

tion, if any. The archegone stands perpendicularly upon the 

thallus, invaginated for protection, and the originally distal 

temisphere develops in essentially the same manner as the prox- 

imal. The mature sporophyte, a globular body less than a mil- 

limeter in diameter, consists merely of a one-layered wall of 
sterile cells surrounding a homogeneous mass of spores, elaters 

being absent. The spores are released by disruption of the wall 

and disorganization of the surrounding tissues of the invaginated 

thallus and the calyptra. 

Embryogeny of Spherocarpus.— This interesting little plant was 

Mt carefully investigated until 1867, when Petounnikow made 

*ut some of the principal points in the embryogeny‘ after the 

‘arly stages which apparently he did not see. In 1875 Kienitz- 
Gcrloffs took in hand the investigation of this plant and practi- 

a completed it. He showed that while a considerable irreg- 

tarity existed in young stages, the first wall was approximately 

Metre. This was succeeded by one or two other transverse 

dn rencipally in the hypobasal hemisphere, and finally peri- 

“and anticlines in the epibasal hemisphere served to delimit 

“eamphithecium and endothecium of the capsule. Leitgeb® 

ON @ series of figures of the young embryo which together 

i. the excellent series of Kienitz-Gerloff in the paper cited 

ag regarded as complete. Leitgeb suggests that its embry- 

: 8a “strongly resembles that of Fossombronia,”’ but its resem- 

the seein Strongest with the Marchantiacee, and probably 

ae the plant is not with the Jungermanniacee as asia 

dana Ty have thought, but with the simpler relatives of ee 

oe ; he mature sporophyte is a spherical capsule provide 

' aay aes ees du Spherocarpus terrestris Mich. Bull. Soc. Bot. 

. 1867, 143137. 1 eas 
Neue Beitr, zur E a * i + Zeit. 

é 795, 1875, ntwickelungsgesch. des Lebermoos-Sporogoniums. Bot 

6 > Op. cit, 4:69. p/. 9. 18709, 
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with a short foot with bulbous base. Elaters are not present 
but nutritive cells are found among the functional spore mother 

cells. In fig. 2 a diagram of the egg 
orientation and first segmentation is 

shown. The black epibasal segment is 

the ultimately sporogenous area, while 

the white hypobasal segment does not 

B B produce spore mother cells but is steril- 

ized. The distal-proximal specialization 

which arises in the sporophyte is thus 

seen to be connected with the first seg- 

Ve 2 Kanbeys of mentation plane of the egg. As ie be 

Spheerocarpus. noted in the next plant but one cecal 

ined, such distal-proximal specialization 

need not necessarily be foreshadowed by the first segmentation 

plane. 

Embryogeny of Marchantia.— This genus was studied by Hof- 
meister,” who investigated the embryo of Marchantia polymorpha. 
In the work cited: his pl. 1, fig. 16 shows an octant stage, 
Jig. 30, of the related plant Conocephalus conicus, shows less e 

rectly an early stage in the embryogeny provided with an apica 

cell which does not then exist. As in the case of the ae 
previously mentioned, the important researches on the cag 

of Marchantia were made by Kienitz-Gerloff® whose pl. 3 0 a 
memoir cited gives eleven figures of young embryos from = 

quadrant stage up to the differentiation of foot and capsule ie I 
the development of wall and archesporium. In was ee % 
particulars this embryogeny resembles that of pamee ; 
except that secondary transverse walls parallel to the baa ve 

are not formed in advance of anticlines and periclines a ots 
capsular region. The mature sporophyte is an ort ye 
ical capsule upon a short cylindrical foot which eT ae 
the last stages of maturation and projects the capsule 

7Op. cit. 56. 1851. 

* Vergleich. Unters. u. s. w. Bot. Zeit. 32: 167. 1874. 
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thecalyptra. In one particular, however, there is pretty gener- 

ily in the Marchantiaceze of higher rank than Sphzrocarpus a 
modification of the primitive position of the sporophyte with 
tlerence to the horizon. Instead of being erect it is inverted 
more or less completely. This is due to the inversion of the 
uchegone which, although developed dorsally on the thallus, is 
airied into a ventral position by displacements of growth, so 
that the neck of the archegone points towards the substratum. 

As the archegone is carried to an inverted position the egg must 
ako be unless it rotates in the venter, a process which does not 
lake place in ontogeny although apparently it does in phylogeny. 
fig. 3 shows in diagrammatic fashion the 
is segmentation stage of the March- 
ma egg with the epibasal hemisphere 
stown black as before and now directed B B 
‘ownward instead of upward. In either 
= however, whether the embryo of 

otal or Marchantia be consid- 
ia be noted that the epibasal 
re ae is pesentially the distal nee: 
ea while the hypobasal is 
a ¥ va proximal. In Bryo- 
“strong distinction arises between these differently situated 

oe i pteridophytic types of embryogeny where the 

. 2 frequently rotated to one side or even inverted in thre 

_ sone under ecological stress, it is always possible to dis- 

fom hag segment which is the homologue of the originally 

trith the that and this, whatever its position in the re 
i. = lus or the horizon, is termed the epibasal sigh 

te seen e 1on of an epibasal and hypobasal segment Is there 

© be one of phylogeny rather than of embryogeny- 

Fic. 3.— Embryo of 

Marchantia. 

E 
"ryogeny of Anthoceros.—While important work on the 

*Poro MPhyte of Anthoceros was accomplished by Schacht? in 
> Be: 

itr, a ‘ 
Ue. Zeit Bggy atickelungsgesch. der Frucht und Spore von Anthoceros laevis. 

"497. 1850, 
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1849, it was not until Hofmeister showed the independence of 

the rudimentary spore-producing organism from the thallus that 

a clear idea was possible of the early stages. Schacht’s fi. 6, 

jig. 2, of the work cited, shows a young sporophyte of about 

twenty cells, but drawn as if a branch of the thallus. The 

position of the walls, however, is correctly indicated. Hofmeis- 

ter, in 1851, cleared up the embryogeny of this plant so far as 

concerned the first segmentations. His i. z, fig. 36 of the work 

cited is practically correct, although not so much can be said for 

fig.39. It is to Leitgeb and Waldner that we owe the modern 

knowledge of the Anthoceros embryogeny. Leitgeb” first dis- 

cussed it fully in a special paper, and later Leitgeb and Wald- 

ner,” in their joint part of Leitgeb’s classic work on the Hepat- 

icze, described and figured with accuracy the young plants from 

the first segmentation on to maturity. In Leitgeb and Wald- 

ner’s memoir, f/. z, fig. z shows most clearly a young eight- 

celled stage, while earlier phases are de- 

scribed in the text. The originally formed 

wall is in this plant not the basal wall, 
but the median or transverse wall, run- 

ning parallel with the axis of - 08 
gone and dividing the egg into a 

halves, either anterior-posterior Of rig t 

and left, since the archegone pel 
Fic. 4.— Embryo of a perpendicular position bee ri 

Anthoceros. upper layers of the thallus. 1987 
the ovoid shape of the egg; sais ne 

plane of the first segmentation, and the later formed pee 

basal wall which divides the egg into capsular area and .@ imal 

quite as in the Marchantiacee. In this egg the ses ia in 
specialization is strongly marked. Not only does ae yee in 
the position of the basal wall below the middle of the ©88 " 

columnat 
the ovoid shape of the egg itself. The slender, 

Op. cit. 5. 1851. 

™ Entwickelung der Kapsel von Anthoceros. Sitz. der K. 

* Unters. iiber der Lebermoose 5:21. 

Acad. Wiss: 73 
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of the Anthoceros capsule capable of evolutional modification 
into the capsule of Sphagnum on the one hand, or the strobilus 

of Phylloglossum on the other, is prefigured to a degree in the 
egg. That the basal wall should not be the first wall formed is 
apparently a peculiarity not confined to this genus of plants, 
for in fern embryogeny the same irregularity has been noted. 
From the further development of the segments it is quite clear 
that the vertical wall first formed is by no means basal, as it is 
in Pilularia, and the only explanation at all satisfactory is the 
one given here, that it is in reality median or transverse. 

Embryogeny of the Jungermanniacee.—In this important family 

of Hepatice there is no new type developed. Strong distal- 

proximal specialization is universal, and the base of the cap- 
‘ular tract is converted into a sterilized stalk, so that the eleva- 

tion of the sporogenous area is brought abovt by an organ 
derived from the epibasal hemisphere, rather than from the 
hypobasal, as in Spherocarpus. In Marchantiacee, as is well 

known, the elevation of the sporogenous area is a function not 

of any sporophytic organ, but principally of the archegoniophore 

stalk which elongates, carrying up into the air the circle of 

attached Sporogonia. In Fossombronia, Pellia, Frullania, Lejeu- 

Ma, and the other Jungermanniaceez the embryogeny is of essen- 

ry the type described for Spherocarpus. An additional 

‘longation of the sporophyte is provided for in the manner 

“scribed, but in general the diagram of the Spharocarpus 
ye would suffice for that of any of the others, as for any 
OSs, 

‘ Comparison of bryophytic types of orientation and segmentation.— 

on at the figures will show that there is really but one 

thes . “$8 Orientation represented in this group. In Riccia 

e120 shar p differentiation between the epibasal and hypo- 

Ih hemispheres so far as concerns their further ee. 

lized, higher genera the hypobasal segment 1s invariably s @ 

dey \ while the epibasal hemisphere is wholly des we 

> fet into a capsular body, maturing spores with or wit 
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out accessory cells in the form of nutritive cells, elaters, or 
columella cells. In all cases the hypobasal hemisphere is prox- 
imal, while the epibasal is distal. The archegone may be erect, 
horizontal or inverted, but the orientation is always normal and 

primitive; that is to say, the epibasal hemisphere, originating 

as the distal half of the egg, retains constantly the distal posi- 
tion. This distal-proximal arrangement of the first egg seg- 
ments is not disturbed in any important sense by the retarda- 
tion of the basal plane in such an embryo as that of Antho- 
ceros. Without further discussion at this point, it may be well 
to pass at once to the consideration of pteridophytic embry- 
ogenies, in order that their new developments may be brought 
before the attention. 

PTERIDOPHYTIC ORIENTATION AND SEGMENTATION TYPES 

Among certain genera of pteridophytes it is probable that 

the primitive bryophytic orientation of the egg is retained. 
Among others it is profoundly altered, so that the inverted 
embryogeny of the Lycopodine and of the leptosporangiate 
ferns presents itself for consideration. It will be shown later 
that the inverted embryo of the club-mosses and ihe 
inverted embryos of Polypodium and Alsophila are not directly 
comparable, the inversion having originated under probably dif- 

ferent stimuli in the ancestral types; that is, in a word, these 

is not one type of inverted orientation to be set over against 

the one primitive type of normal orientation. On the ae 

trary, inversion, semi-inversion, or rotation of the egg ™@y 
shown to have arisen in different phyla under different con 
ditions. 

Embryogeny of Equisetum.—This plant wa t early 
studied by Hofmeister, who gives some correct figures : f i 
Stages in f/. 77 of the work cited. His fig. 76 is pan excellent. The very early two-celled stage of the a a shown, but the horizontal first division plane is duly sales ; 

3 Ueber die Keimung der Equisetaceen. Abh. K. S. Gesellsch. d. WIS 4° c 

s among thore 
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hdebeck** gave a full account of the Equisetum embryogeny 

1878, and his figures serve to illuminate all the important , 

sages. The basal wall divides the egg into a distal half as 

istinguished from a proximal. The distal or epibasal hemi- 

“at develops into the shoot tract, while the proximal retains 

-isancestral character of a foot from which, however, the root 

springs endogenously (fig. 5). It may be regarded, I think, 

that the type of embryogeny shown by 

‘quisetum is the most primitive among 

fietidophytes, and indicates the probable 

phylogenetic significance of the root as 
embryonic organ of Pteridophyta. The : 

Toot is developed as an emergence from 

Bee tion- path of the nursing foot. 

i se the vegetable kingdom it “moconueec 
sees e = 

sce universally arises from internal Fic. 5.—Embryo of 

of the and may be regarded asa branch gs ar 

the h stele. The precise behavior of 

gage hemisphere of Equisetum, which enlarges by 

8 2nd growth into a bulbous body and then devel- 

aut from an apical cell, not superficial, may be taken fora 

f the s pyon of the original evolution of the root as an organ 

em ee Ptyte. In this sense root is not homologous with 

| thegoni % indeed, a new structure. It seems to be, for the 

] tive tract = hg of plants, essentially first of all an glee 

Sttoundin Nd it comes into existence through adaptation ee : 

- latger . of the sporophyte endowed with a imcigaihe* 

: distinction Osynthetic area. This conception 1s 1n direct - ra 

Baerel to an older view, that root as a morphologica — 

y the proximal end of the axis, and that its primitive 
Action 

i Was support rather than absorption. 

e of the early E 

mbryogeny of Angiopteris —Our knowledg 
hyte is due 

po the development of the Angiopteris sporop 

hg, Mwickelung des Keimes der Schachtelhalme. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 11 #575: 
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to Farmers who has carefully investigated the first segmenta- 
tions. The archegones are situated upon the lower side of the 
rather thick and massive prothallium. The eggs segment bya 
transverse basal wall followed by a median. Unlike the egg of 
Marchantia this egg of Angiopteris retains its original orientation 

with reference to the horizon, although the archegone is dis- 

placed, for protection, to the lower surface of the prothallium. 

The epibasal hemisphere is directed upward, hence away from 

the neck of the archegone, and the egg must be conceived to 

have rotated in the reverse direction to the archegone as it 

passed from the original dorsal position, as in Anthoceros, to the 

ventral position generally characteristic of the ferns. Fig. 6 

shows the position of the egg and its 

segments in the inverted archegone, and 

should be compared with fig. 3, that of 

Marchantia, where the inversion ae 

place during ontogeny and the egg 's not 

rotated. In Angiopteris and the other 

Marattiace which have been studied, this 

inversion does not take place ag io March- 

Fic. 6.—Embryo of antia, during oe ni af were 8 
Angiopteris. thallium, but has evidently resulte 12 

a slow adaptation. Opportunity is . 
been given for the egg to change its position from = 

time as the slight inclination of the archegone made — 

if it was to retain its normal position with reference to ee 

face of the substratum. Consequently the Angiopteris cnet 
and cotyledon bore through the prothallium, and ous 

to independent illumination and the plant develops Jett ym 
a sufficient distance above the substratum to insure spore 

tribution, 

-; plant has 
Embryogeny of Isoetes-——The embryogeny . OL ia of 

been studied by a number of observers of differen d the prope! 

ability, but, it seems to the writer, has never recelve = 

: 265. 189 
*5On the embryogeny of Angiopteris evecta. Ann. of Bot. 6: 265 
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iterpretation. Hofmeister’s™® classic memoir is the first paper 

importance that deals with the embryogeny. In pl. 2, fig. 20 

ithe work cited he figures the first segmentation stage, and in 

ig. 27 shows an octant stage. Other less correct intermediate 

sages are figured in p/. 3, but the fig. 73, which gives a view of 

am embryo with developed cotyledon, is excellent. Nearly 

thirty years later Kienitz-Gerloff*? undertook an examination of 

this plant, and concluded a research characterized by accurate 

_ servation of the earlier stages, coupled with erroneous con- 

_ eption of the later. His series of figures in the work cited 

ary the embryo from the stage just succeeding the octant 

sage up to ligular development. Farmer*® in 1890 incidentally 

considered the embryogeny and came to the conclusion that the 

list root was adventitious. 

The segmentation of the Isoetes egg is briefly as follows : 

The egg is cleft by a wall nearly perpendicular to the axis of 

—achegone. From the hemisphere next the archegone neck, 

fet quadrant and octant walls have appeared, are developed 

tte cotyledon, the root, and, later, probably from the cotyledon 

itadrant (not the root quadrant as has been suggested), the 

Sem. “The hemisphere away from the neck develops only a 

— ™S of cells, which has been generally considered as the foot, 

atl so described. Now the development of a primary root 

a the epibasal hemisphere is so difficult an hypoticsis + 

— that Farmer’s solution of the dilemma by considering 

‘ P a an adventitious organ would necessarily be eae 

let explanation were not at hand. It can properly . 

ag however, whether the first transverse wall oe 

Wine basal wall. This has been the current miners 

um : ak embryogeny has been compared ft ee 
: . Plant which manifests, as has been indice : 

o mal bryophyte type of orientation of its egg: If, how 

: “Lor Entw; : : K.S. Gesellsch. 

Vig, ‘ BL nClungsgeschichte der Jsoetes lacustris. Abh. 

Ueber 

lca Bot. On Isoeres latusiy 

Wachsthum und Zelltheilung und die Entwickelung des Embryos von 

eit. 39: 761. 1881. 

is. Ann. of Bot. 5: 37- 1890. 
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ever, it be supposed that, as is certainly the case in Anthoceros, 

the first wall formed in the Isoetes embryo is not the basal wall, 
but the transverse, there is much less difficulty. It is then 
possible to see how the root and foot may develop from the 

hypobasal hemisphere, not shaded in fig. 

7, while from the epibasal develops the 
strong cotyledon and a group of irregular 
cells which are generally regarded as 

constituting a portion of the foot, but 

should more probably be considered to be 

a poorly developed leaf-structure. Only 

half of what has been considered foot 

Wes Reb ris 'os in the Isoetes embryo is here retained in 

_Isoetes. that morphological category. The tt 

mainder is considered to be aborted leat 
functioning as foot. The true epibasal area gives rise to the 

shoot while the true hypobasal area gives rise to the root 

Thus the difficulty of supposing root to originate from » 

epibasal hemisphere is readily avoided, and by analogy with 
Anthoceros no violence is done to accepted ideas of embryology: 

In brief an Isoetes egg may be regarded as an Angiopteris ee 

turned through an angle of go° in the archegone cavity, an 

cut by the transverse wall before the epibasal wall appears: 

Embryogeny of Pteris—The leptosporangiate fern embryo has 

been studied by a large number of observers, the first — 

work being that of Hofmeister,” who made out correctly 
first divisions. As in the case of many of the lower ll 

complete study was accomplished later by other observ 

Goebel 2* contributed some important observations 10 a we 

Primarily devoted to prothallial structure, and Kienitz-Ger 

. der Fart » Ueber Entwickelungsgeschichte und Bau der Vegetationsorgané 

krauter. Abh. K. S, Gesellsch. Wiss. 5: 6 . oD " s 5 OI 5. Leptophylla- 

*Entwickelungsgeschichte des Prothalliums von Gymnogrammé 
Bot. Zeit. 35: 689 1877 1 und 

ee : .Kapse 
* Untersuchungen iiber die Entwickelungsgeschichte der Laubmoos 

‘ ; i 1878. 
die Embryo-Entwickelung einigen Polypodiaceen. Bot. Zeit. g0: 4%" * 
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mestigated the embryos of Pteris, Aspidium, Adiantum, and 

fymnogramme, giving in his f/. 3 the figures of Pteris embry- 

gay which have become classic. The first wall in the Pteris 

abryo runs almost parallel with the archegonial axis, trans- 

mse to the prothallium, and divides il aes 

te egg into a smaller anterior epibasal 

mia larger posterior hypobasal hemis- 

tere. The normal position of the arche- 

®eis ventral, so that at first the root 
mi foot octants are directed obliquely 
spward, If, however, the archegone is 

*normally produced upon the upper side 
* (sometimes normally) upon the mar- 
® of the prothallium the orientation is 
wtessentially modified with reference to 

“atchegone. This is the reverse of the condition observed 

* Marchantia, but, as in the liverwort, there is no revolving 

the egg in its archegone venter. Fig. § shows the normal 

“sition of the egg, the epibasal hemisphere being directed 

. = the morphological apex of the prothallium and obliquely 

| Ward the substratum. 

Fic. 8. Embryo of 

Pteris. 

*niryegeny of Marsilia.—The 
Hydropteridee have received 

their share of investigation during the 

last fifty years. Hofmeister’ in 1851 

B examined the embryo of Pilularia, and 

later Hanstein’* made a very complete 

study of the Marsilia embryogeny, offer- 

ing in p/. rr of the work cited numerous 

B satisfactory figures of the early see 

ae As in other leptosporangiate and, indeed, 

*.9-—Embryo of as in all heterosporous ferns, the basal 

Marsilia, wall is parallel with the axis of the arche- 

gone. Here, however, unlike Isoetes, the 

F 

ee 
— Unters, 106. 1851, oe 

M4: 197, ne und Entwickelung der Gattung Marsilia. Jahrb. wis>- 
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first wall to form is the basal wall, separating, as in Pteris, a 

smaller laterally-placed epibasal hemisphere from a larger hypo- 
basal. In fig. 9 the orientation is indicated as described, and the 

further development of the hemispheres, as in the case of Pteris, 

is too well known to need any extended description. 

Embryogeny of Lycopodium.— For many years the sole investi- 

gated lycopodineous embryo was that of Selaginella so ably 

studied by Pfeffer, 75 but in 1884 Treub” presented the first fig- 

ure of an embryonic Lycopodium plant, something which had 
been diligently looked for during many previous years. In this 

first paper the account was incomplete, but two years _ 
Treub?? was able to announce most of the stages in the embry: 

ogeny of Lycopodium phlegmaria. Confirmation of Treubs 

researches was given within a year by Goebel,” who, sage 

does not figure any young stages of the embryos studied " 
him, his sketch of the young plant of Lycopodium inandaten 
being about as far along in development as was Treub’s 7 

dium cernuum embryo of his 1884 contribution. From the bri 
liant investigations of Treub and Pfeffer in particular the ee 
ogeny of the Lycopodine may now be said to Me — 
known, although as for so many other groups the — 

here was really laid by Hofmeister, 7? who figured as i Sa 
1851 a two-celled embryo of Selaginella denticulata, and s : ‘ 
the peculiar suspensor in its proper relation to n A ak 
embryo. In Lycopodium, more instructive than inet 

because its prothallium is less vestigial, the archegones ae 

regarded as dorsal, and the egg within the archegone ; is, 
perpendicularly to the archegone axis, as in ES oe 
however, the hemisphere towards the base of the ar o 

** Die Entwickelungs. des Keimes der Gattung Selaginella. i 
4232. 1671. 

. 129. 1884+ 
* Etudes sur les Lycopodiacees. Ann. Jard. Buitenzorg 4° ae 886. : 
77 Etudes sur les Lycopodiacees. Ann. Jard. Buitenzorg 5: ae Bot. Ze 
7° Ueber Prothallium und Keimpflanzen von Lycopodium vase 

45:14. 1887. 

* Vergleich. Unters. 
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which has the power of principal development, and it is there- 

fore this hemisphere which must be regarded as epibasal. The 

hemisphere toward the archegone neck 

forms the well-known suspensor-cell, and 

s clearly the homologue of the foot in 

mosses, liverworts, equisetums, and ferns. 

The first root in Lycopodium and Selag- B 
nella together with a nursing organ, mis- 

tamed the ‘‘foot,’’ arise adventitiously 
from the epibasal hemisphere. As com- 

jared, then, with Equisetum the egg of 
——— 

Fic. 10.—Embryo of 

Lycopodium must be regarded as having Lycopodium. 
wdergone rotation through an angle of 

i$", bringing the primitive hemispheres into a position just the 

reverse of their original one. 

al proximally. 

on the ventral 
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faces the base of the archegone instead of the neck. If it be 

accepted that the new position of the Angiopteris archegone as 

compared with the position of the same organ in the arche- 

typal Anthoceros is an adaptation for protection it is apparent 

that class A above is easily divided into two subclasses as fol- 

lows: 

A. Primitive orientation. 

1. Archegone in original position, ¢. g., Equisetum. 

2. Archegone in adaptive position, @.%., Angiopteris. 

To interpret the semi-inverted orientation of Pteris from the 

conditions in Angiopteris is possible if we regard it as a further 

adaptive modification. It may be conceived to be of advantage 

to the young embryo to grow through the least resistant tissues 

of the prothallium upon the ventral side of which it had origi- 

nated. Any tipping of the egg so that the epibasal hemisphere 

should incline towards the growing point of the prothallium 

would subserve this end, and at the same time would more 

definitely place the absorptive hypobasal area in the most advan- 

tageous position with reference to the older, nutriment-contai 

ing portion of the gametophyte. Such an adaptive ile 

forward of the epibasal hemisphere would be perpetuated, ow 

at the same time might be accentuated until the change 1" aan 

tion exceeded go° as is the case if one compares bee a 

Angiopteris. The position, then, of the epibasal hemispher - 

the Pteris embryo has an interesting suggestion eee oe 
phylogenetic history of the prothallium. Clearly the alight 

almost unilamellar prothallium of the Polypodiacee offers SiS 

resistance even if an embryo were to penetrate it 

its cotyledon or stem-apex. Therefore it seems ae 

regard the semi-inverted embryo as suggesting ae ue ng for- 

prothallia were much thicker, and that the habit o pier 
ward dates from the time of thick prothallia. This 1s P ‘ 

in accord with many other bits of evidence tne gf te 

toward the same conclusion. And, part pass, . 
embryo in Trichomanes, suggesting as it does its a : 

acter of the filamentous prothallium, renders it di 

; 
a 

' 

] 
: 

directly with 
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sect the Hymenophyllacez directly with the bryophytes, as was 

the custom of the older pteridologists. 

There is naturally no difficulty presented by the embryogeny 

of Marsilia, nor by that of the closely related Pilularia or of the 

wot distant Salviniaceze. In all of the Hydropteridez the semi- 

inverted leptosporangiate fern embryogeny persists, except that 

the angle of variation from the original position is here quite 

sactly go°. This perpendicular position of the basal wall may 

‘ein some way an adaptation to heterosporous conditions, and 

may be connected with the positions of the nursing foot and of 

the emergent cotyledon and stem-apex. At any rate, it charac- 

terizes Isoetes, as explained above, and may be said to be the 

mark of all heterosporous pteridophytes of which the embryo is 

fot provided with a suspensor. Two subclasses, therefore, may 

% defined under class B above: 

B. Semi-inverted orientation. 

I. Sequence of segmentation planes normal, ¢. g., Pteris. 

2. Sequence of segmentation planes abnormal, ¢. %: 

Isoetes. 

In the case of a plant so strongly isolated as is Iscetes specu 

8 ition is Scarcely profitable in an attempt to explain the origin 

me Perpendicular basal wall. It may have been derived 

fon either an Equisetum-like or Angiopteris-like, or even 

‘like ancestral form. Certainly it is of all pteridophytic 

| [Pes the most disconnected, as it is in some respects the most 

7 a Whether the original tip-to-one-side began to charac- 

: aa embryo because a resistant prothallial mass lay between 

| se embryo and the outer world, or because homosporous con- 

EB Were gradually changed to heterosporous, and the nutri- 

t ey and the megaspore wall exerted an influence upon 
7 : — of the young hemispheres, in any case the position 

: ition “garded as one of adaptation. Just how the adaptive 

itsted, ‘tose in this plant will possibly never be certainly sug 

The j : % verted egg of the Lycopodine is very easily —* “Tas the nature of the adaptation is concerned. Plainly 
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enough the use of the suspensor or foot-homologue is to push 
the epibasal hemisphere into the center of the prothallium 

where the food-supply will most abundantly and symmetrically 
surround the developing segment. But to explain in any reason- 

able way how this remarkable inversion of the egg originated is 

quite another matter. The archegone in Lycopodium may be 

regarded as occupying a dorsal position on the thallus as in the 

case of Anthoceros, The Lycopodium prothallium, as seen ina 

primitive type like that of Lycopodium cernuum, not modified by 

adaptation to saprophytic nutrition, is comparable with an 

Anthoceros thallus, not only in the origin of the sexual organs 
but in the vegetative tract also. Yet it is inconceivable, | think, 

-how an egg developing after the manner of an Anthoceros 3g 

should invert itself in the archegone, convert its foot into a sus- 

pensor, and develop from its abnormally oriented epibasal 

cell the stem-axis and an adventitious nursing and absorptive 

tract. The inverted position of the Lycopodium egg cannot then 
be regarded as a primitive modification of the Anthoceros com 

ditions. Rather would it appear that between the Antes 

embryogeny and the Lycopodium embryogeny some eT 
had intervened. 

It is possible, though no doubt extremely sp 
refer the inversion of the Lycopodium egg to a doul 

ment, under adaptive conditions, of the archegone 1 ues oe 

tral forms. While the archegone was situated on a vi as 
side of the prothallium the tipping of the embryo _ : ak 
in the ancestors of the Polypodiacez ; following this : a ja 
gone worked back to the upper surface of the pee 

ing the egg in its derived position. As the archegon® . dor 
in successive generations, more and more to the ee ee posi- 
position, the embryo adapted itself to the a ee n hetet- 
tion for nutrition and subsequent development, at abryasie 
ospory originated, the Selaginella type, in which the < 
epibasal tract is immediately thrust into the cen ame into 
spore by the elongation of the primitive foot aan if placed 
existence. Such an epibasal area of the embry® * 

eculative, t© 

ble displace 

nces- 
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must have early begun the development of an adventitious 

“foot” and root. 

PHANEROGAMIC ORIENTATION AND SEGMENTATION TYPES. 

All segmentation types among flowering plants, with the 

wssible exception of that manifested by the extraordinary plant 

Ginkgo biloba, are referable to class C.. Various secondary 

_ tologic modifications have arisen, the most remarkable being 

he meroblastic segmentation in Conifer, the free-nuclear seg- 

mentation in the Gnetales—a phenomenon ecologically compar- 

ible to the free-nuclear origin of female prothallial tissues in 

Selaginella or to endosperm origin in most seed-plants — and the 

eduction of the suspensor, as in Pistia, Listera, Cypripedium, 

the Mimoseze and Hedysaree among others. It is not possible, 

towever, to name any suspensorless flowering plant embryo 

“cept that of Ginkgo biloba, in which the absence of suspensor 

pot plainly and unmistakably a secondary adaptation. In 

Ginkgo alone is there a suggestion that the embryogeny belongs 

the general fern type rather than to the lycopodineous. 

Other well-known old and new facts about Ginkgo should be 

“tsidered in this connection but will here be passed over with- 

‘ut further notice. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

wa tive phenomena in reproductive warts Ung 2 

aaa organs of the plant, those concerned with rep 

_ “t€ more or less exactly adapted to their environmes™ 

es me they are less plastic than the organs of the vegetative 

‘and hence do not show the epharmonic characters so vari- 

a stem, root, and leaf structures may. For this reason they 

my : — universally, by modern as by ancient taxonomists, 

: "ployed as the landmarks of phylogeny, not easily shifted by 

' ad outward influence. Yet form and structure “ a 
e Y connected with their special functions may be cca on then are assigned 

and developed inthem. Special positions 
ti i z j i: 

—  *nder outward stimulus, and their structure, shape, 512°, 
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attitude, and behavior may all come to have some definite 

relation to the melange of forces and substances that surround 
them. Compare, by way of illustration, the almost globular 

form of the spermary in Anthoceros or Dendroceros, growing 

under a pressure exerted by the cellular roof of the schizo- 

genetic cavity in which the organ develops, with the elongated 

cylindrical spermary of Polytrichum situated upon its short 

pedicel in the axil of a bract of its “inflorescence.” The 

shape of the one differs from that of the other not on account of 

different reproductive specialization but purely because molded 

by lateral pressures while the other is subjected to vertical. 

Again a similar reaction to outward conditions is to be observed 

in the convexity anteriorly of the so-called ‘‘neck” of the Poly- 

podium archegone. Evidently enough this curved cylinder, 

differing morphologically as well as ecologically from the 

straight true neck of a moss archegone, is a response in form to 

its acquired ventral position upon the prothallium and to oe 

forward growth of the prostrate sexual plant. The convexity 

may be regarded as a purely adaptational phenomenon a 
mined by a group of conditions among which are the grow! 

habits of the prothallium, the ventral position of the eine 

the extension of the “neck,” and the resistance and friction 9 

the substratum. inti- 
The primitive position of the sexual organs seems gape 

mately reproductive in its significance, than adaptation - + eg: 
is, the position upon the plant-body of the pauseraE! sions 

maturing or sperm-maturing cell is determined YT aul 

organs are evolved do the purely adaptive 
important. The well-known and closely relat 

gonium and Bulbochete, from their simplicity poh the egs 

In Gédogonium, which consists of unbranched geese 
cells are intercalated between vegetative cells. is “i eciali2a- 

however, where branching is common, distal -p Aire fone 
tion makesitself felt,andthe oogonia and antheridia st sut- 
terminally upon the branches, bringing them te the 8' 
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_ fe of the thallus where interference of closely packed branches 

wilnot hinder the egg-seeking, locomotive movements of the 

ems. Together with this definite peripheral location of the 

swual cells arises the need for protection of them from injurious 

_ impacts of all sorts and sharp bristling chet are developed. 

In many Hepaticze by invagination, and in Musci by envelop- 

mat with bracts, the sexual organs are protected, and the 

siposure due to their morphologically peripheral position is modi- 
fed or almost completely negatived. In Anthoceros the pro- 

| lective instinct results in the habit of developing the spermaries 
_ ‘Mactually closed cavities, not to be opened until the sperms 

‘equite mature. Such derived positions while adaptational in 

- tietruest sense must be admitted to have important effects upon 

the reproductive rank of the organs or organisms in question. 

Primitive reactions of segmenting eggs to their environment.—The 

st necessity that confronts a plant egg is that its position be 
““lastoinsure fecundation. That this may take place it is 

“essary that the egg should be protected against harmful 

~ itluences, but should be exposed to the ingress of the sperm. 

After fecundation it is necessary that the embryo should be pro- 
ted and nourished and that it should, with the least waste of 

oly . energy, develop into a functional sporophyte. The 

Share . a sporophyte may be briefly defined as the awe 

+ Under ag many end as certainly germinable spores as possib ‘ 

“ith such povrasities the eggs are at first peripherally dispose 

S Protective layers about them as may have been 

ig snd maintain this general position until spermatozoid- 

wc 'on is abandoned, passing over through the Ginkgoales 

E Yeadales to pollen-tube fecundation. 

..* Pfimitive segmentation-types as seen in Riccia may have 

: a under direct stimulus by the force of gravity, as a 

aie but very early the direction of the basal wa 

Ong a with reference to the archegone axis and age 

ee anly in course of extended wiaeeaistss : i 

 Ugints aay specialization of the archetypal embryos, Dring ' 

oe €nce an epibasal as distinguished from a hypobasa 
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hemisphere, was an immediate consequence of the two condi- 

tions already mentioned, viz., transverse segmentation and periph- 

eral position of the archegones. The persistence of the function 

of sporogeny in the epibasal hemisphere cell-descendants, and 

the disappearance of this function from the hypobasal tract is 

a most natural division of labor, and in each area improvements 

for reproduction and for absorption have been steadily evolved. 

By the relations of the young embryo to the parent prothallium 

and by the ancestral relations, orientation is determined. This 

is an adaptive phenomenon. 

Kienitz-Gerloff%° in a general article suggests, without having 

considered, however, a very full series of forms, that torsions 

(Drehung) may explain the oblique position of the Pteris epi 

basal segment as compared with that of the mosses, seeming to 

propose a spontaneous shifting of the plane of segmentation. 

This explanation I am unable to accept for the whole group of 

positions seems to be clearly adaptive. In the paper cited, 

Kienitz-Gerloff gives four diagrammatic longitudinal optical sec: 

tions of embryos illustrating his idea of lateral torsion. This 

paper is of interest also from its ingenious though faulty deter- 

minations of homologies between Bryophyta and Spermatophy' 

in quite the manner of the older school of embryologists. 

SUMMARY. 

1. The orientation of the plant-egg is at bottom a phenoit 
enon of adaptation. facts of 

2. The conception of a basal wall is founded ral 
phylogeny so profound that it is necessary to ee n log- 
as basal which separates morphologically distal from morP cous 
ically proximal regions. The first wall formed O8y * 
not be the basal wall. 

3. Three principal types of egg-orientatio ‘cet 
the primitive or bryophytic, characteristic also of Equis : 

Angiopteris ; the semi-inverted, characteristic of Isoetes @ 
sskryptosam™ 

n are recognized: 
m an 

: f 
® Ueber den genetischen Zusammenhang der Moose mit den Ge 

und Phanerogamen. Bot. Zeit. 34: 705. 1876. 
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- eptosporangiate ferns; and the zzverted, characteristic of Lyco- 

- podinee and Spermatophyta. 

4, The origin of the primitive type is in adaptation to the 

- geripheral position of the archegones and to the plane of the sub- 

‘stratum; the origin of the semi-inverted type is in adaptation to 

trived archegonial positions and resistance of prothallial areas, 

interfering with the direct normal growth of the embryo; the 

omgin of the inverted type is in adaptation to repeated arche- 

gonial displacements and nutritive qualities of prothallial areas 

jacent. 

_ §. The phylogenetic sequences derived from such an ecolog- 

- ‘al investigation of embryos do not materially differ from those 

- tttived by a study of pure morphology. 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA. 



A CONTRIBUTION TO THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE 

PONTEDERIACE#.* 

.WILSON R, SMITH. TW 

(WITH PLATES XIX—XX) 

Tue following investigation of Pontederia cordata was begun 

in the winter of 1897 as supplemental to a course in the special 

morphology of monocotyledons, unde¢ the direction of Dr. John 

M. Coulter. In the following summer, for purposes of compati- 

son, I collected and studied material of Zichhornia crassipes. 

This is, so far as I know, the first examination of the gameto- 

phyte generation of any of the Pontederiacee. While ie 

results, as might be expected, do not show any wide deviation 

from the usual series of events in monocotyledons, they have @ 

value as indicating the extent of variation within a given order, 

and, in the case of Eichhornia, within a given species. 

I wish here to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. C 

for criticisms and valuable suggestions: 

oulter 

EICHHORNIA CRASSIPES. 

MICROSPORES. 

: soungest 
fig. 30 represents a cross section of one of the young 

anthers I obtained. The tapetum is a distinct layer of small 

closely adherent to the spore mother cells, and often wedge . 

among them. Outside the tapetum are usually five 7 ee te 
wall cells, the innermost of which appears always to eeu 
before the tapetum gives any clear signs of collapse. [t's ne 

known that in their later stages the tapetal cells of anthers 

likely to become binucleate. Such a condition I have ne = 

found in a single case either in Eichhornia or in apes e 

the ripe anther there are, as usual, two layers sodas tO 

* Contributions from the Hull Botanical Laboratory. IX. [ma¥ 

324 
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mer of which has the characteristic reticulate thickenings of 

- mendothecium. 

The mother cells are very large in comparison with the sur- 

-unding cells. About the time they break apart and become 

tunded, there is a very considerable increase in size, The 

thromatin assumes a beaded structure and the nucleus enters 

itt the synapsis stage, which has been frequently described in 

nother cells, The chromosomes, when first distinguishable, are 

: thick and irregular, and lie scattered about in the nuclear space. 

i When arranged in the equatorial plate they have become more 

regular in outline and can be counted readily. The number is 

| maven ( fig. 32), and the same number appears in the second 

- division ( fig. 35). This is the reduction number. Although I 

eve not been able to count with certainty the chromosomes in 

~ the ordinary vegetative nuclei, I have ascertained the number 

; tobe not far from thirty. 
: : Successive stages in the two divisions which end in the forma- 

- Tonof the microspores are shown in figs. 3 1-364. The divisions, 

8 common in monocotyledons, are successive, each daughter 

‘ forming a wall about itself before the second division. 50 

%S observed, the nuclei resulting from the first division do 

i. fier into aresting condition. Very frequently they, have 

2 nucleoli, and in such cases there are numerous bodies in the 

: {9 which stain like nucleoli (fig.34)- These bodies 
—. be sSe a the cytoplasm even when a distinct nucle: 

Sate within the nuclear membrane. . 

se ual arrangement of the tetrads is shown in fig. 36 (cf. 

eof such a grouping as 36a is quite common. : 

 Microspores continue to enlarge they assume an ellip- 

shape. The generative and tube nuclei, very unequal in 
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cytoplasm at the same time becomes highly granular (jigs. 

40, 41). 

Another peculiarity of the microspores is the frequent occur- 

rence of a division of the tube nucleus ( figs. gz, 47a). Itis 

impossible to regard either of the large nuclei of fig. 47 as 

a sister of the generative nucleus. The latter is set apart 

within a separate cell quite early in the history of the micro- 

spore, and keeps a constant outline and appearance whether or 

not the third nucleus is present. Furthermore, the two free 

nuclei are too large to be so explained, and are alike in every 

particular, having all the characters by which the tube nucleus is 

usually distinguishable. Each has a prominent nucleolus, and 

shows an erythrophilous reaction in staining with haematoxylin 

and erythrosin, while the generative nucleus has no nucleolus, 

very abundant chromatin, and cyanophilous staining. 

So far as I know, a division of the tube nucleus has been 

recorded only by Dr. Chamberlain? of this laboratory in the case 

of Lilum Philadelphicum, where its occurrence is rare. In 

Eichhornia, however, fully half of the mature pollen grains aa. 

ined exhibit this peculiarity. The fate of these tube nuclei, and 

whether or not there is a division of the generative cell in the 

pollen tube, I did not succeed in determining. In longitudinal 

sections through the style pollen tubes were easily seen ee 

three central canals, but almost always they showed marks of ee 

integration. Since Eichhornia does not set seed in our latitu . 
and there are apparently no abnormal structures in the a 

sac, it is probable that the division of the tube nucleus exe to 
pathological conditions in the pollen grains, and the failure 

produce seed should be ascribed to the same cause 

MEGASPORES. 
dy fused 

The youngest flowers obtained had the mia two 
in such a way as to contain three loculi, and in eac These ridges 
longitudinal ridges run along the central axis. ie time 
are the six placente. The only sign of the ovules 

: + 423-430 1897 
* Life history of Lilium Philadelphicum. Bor. Gaz. 23 2423-430 189 
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 erceptible is the undulated outline of the placenta as seen in 

ngitudinal section (fg. 7). In older flowers the placentz 

lave become distinctly papillate. The dome-shaped promi- 

sences shown in fig. g are the young ovules. They are not 

wanged in regular rows, but are scattered so that every cross 

- ection runs through two, three, or four to each placenta. 

At this time, or a little later, the archesporial cell is first appa- 

rat. Its nucleus is larger and less deeply stained than those of 

the surrounding tissue, while its cytoplasm is more dense and 

: ‘tains more deeply, especially with erythrosin (fig. 5)- As the 

ovule enlarges the archesporial cell divides unequally by a peri- 

chinal wall into an outer primary tapetal cell, and a larger pri- 

Mary Sporogenous cell (fig. 6). The primary tapetal cell may 

main undivided, but usually it divides into two by an anticlinal 

wall. The plane of division is either parallel to the axis of the 

lower, asin fig. 7, or at right angles to this axis, as in fig.g. The 

 Mapetal cells at once begin to lose their characteristic staining, 

: ad before their final disappearance are distinguishable from the 

ther cells of the hypodermal layer only by their position. If, 

| towever, the primary tapetal cell does not divide, it retains its 

“aining reaction more or less persistently to the last. The axial 

 'W of which the archesporium is the terminus also divides 

|r tows (fig. 7). 7 
i la further course of development of the primary ope 

; bite cell may be along two entirely different lines, which lead 

oe ver to the same result, viz., the formation of a row of four 

- ™Raspore mother cells, of which only the lowest one is fertile. 

She aa series may be compared with those figured in Stras- 

: BE “ Angiospermen und Gymnospermen for 77 yitomia aurea and 

: Spor m ramosum respectively. In the one case the primary 

: _ cell gives rise at once by successive divisions to a 

- i four cells, of which the lowest is always much the largest 

-" 9). In the other case, most common in | 

“the py: gation of the ovule is accompanied by an elongation © 

a Primary Sporogenous cell without division of the latter (jigs. 

Mand é T 
‘ : 

2). The nucleus also enlarges and invariably remains at 
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the apex. Some idea of the relative length of time during which 

this state of things continues may be gained by comparing the 

integuments of figs. 7 and § with zo and 77. 

The subsequent divisions in the elongated sporogenous cell 

take place in quick succession. I have obtained a very large 

number of karyokinetic figures of these divisions, for since 

Eichhornia is peculiar in having all the flowers of a spike in 

pretty nearly the same stage of advancement, a single spike may 

yield upwards of two thousand ovules all of nearly the same age 

The first spindle is in the apex of the cell and the division is 

very unequal (fig. 72). There is no uniformity in the order in 

which the succeeding divisions occur. Sometimes the upper 

cell divides first, sometimes the lower; more rarely, as in fig. 

73, they divide simultaneously. The spindle in the upper cell 

is almost always obliquely placed (it may even be transverse), 

and it is doubtful if cell division is ever completed or even ® 

cell plate formed. The division in the lower cell is also unequal, 

so that the lowest cell of the four, the fertile mother cell, 1s 

from the very first quite as large as the three sterile ones 

together (fig. 73). From a study of a large number of a 

similar to figs. rg and 15, I have been led to believe scant 

four mother cells when formed in this way are seldom, if ever, 

separated by walls. = 

All shades of transition between the two lines of eT i 

development described above may easily be found wee 

the same flower. Thus figs. 77, 12, 73; 76,17 and rate a ‘sion 

the same ovary. “ig. 77 shows a case in which the first heal 

of the primary sporogenous cell has taken place when it pe 

half grown. In fig. 76 it will be seen that after the oe # age 

only the lower cell has lengthened and divided, and, the 3 by 
division of the.upper cell has begun, this has been stoppe? *- 

the encroachment of the two cells below. the tapetal 

The three sterile mother cells, and after them . capidly 

the nucellus, 

e, which soon sg 0 
cells and other cells in the apex of 
absorbed by the growing megaspor 

abut directly against the epidermis. 

oe ee eee eae ered pe oe ae PT eed 

Ah — 
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hese cells there is no appearance of crowding; their walls break 

in and their protoplasm becomes continuous with that of 

te megaspore ( fig. 24). Before the complete absorption of 

te tapetal cells the nucleus of the megaspore, situated about 

tiemiddle of the cell, divides into two (jig. 24). The lower 

nif of the megaspore at this time ceases to grow, while the 

per half widens out and assumes the shape shown in jigs. 

5-27. 
Thedivision into micropylar and antipodal groups of four nuclei 

-bllows in the usual way without any regular time order. Fig. 25 

Sows an embryo sac with four nuclei, fig. 26 with eight nuclei, 

i. 27 fusion of the polar nuclei. The position of the definitive 
ucleus is always near the place where the embryo sac con- 

‘nets into the narrow basal portion. This nucleus is large, has 

_*very large, clear nucleolus, and is connected with the wall of 

te sac by strands of protoplasm. The fusion of the polar 

wuclei certainly occurs before pollination, for I have found the 

, fsion accomplished in a flower whose perianth was not yet 

| Mcosed. That this act is not dependent upon the entrance of 

| aN tube is proved very conclusively in Caltha palustris, 
€ | ave observed sterile ovules through whose thickened 

3 cae Pollen tube can pierce, yet whose embryo sacs always 
| = © seven-nuclear stage. In Eichhornia, also, the embryo 

Ways reaches the mature condition, in which, as we have 

ce t of the pollen tubes break down without penetrating 
: Micropyle. 

, fog a tibodals of Eichhornia are evanescent, staining feebly 

et di . frst, and rarely with definite walls. Their nuclei do 
CS of either directly or by mitosis. , 
ei “pparatus has the usual arrangement. The oat 

Provided with striated “ filiform” tips and a prominent 
>... he egg is relatively small and appears to be stung 

- bat om aga a pollen tube reaching to the embryo = " 
“Nelens . and that is represented in fig. 29- The see 
e € tip of the tube is probably one of the male nuciel, 
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or possibly it is the generative nucleus itself, with which it 
agrees in size and staining. Its deep blue color is in strong 

contrast to the red of the synergids -and oosphere, and of the 

tube nuclei of the microspores. 

Since no embryos are formed the contents of the embryo 

sac sooner or later disorganize, always in this order : antipodals, 

synergids, oosphere, definitive nucleus. The definitive nucleus 

persists long after the other constituents of the embryo sac 

have disappeared. In a few instances a small number of free 

endosperm nuclei were found, and in one case these had 

arranged themselves into an incomplete parietal layer, but ne 

cell formation of the endosperm was observed. Whether fertil- 

ization had been effected in these cases I could not make out, 

but the egg which was still intact had made no progress 

toward the development of an embryo. -The coincidence 

of the usual failure of the pollen tube to penetrate ta: He 

oosphere with the infrequency of a division of the definitive 

nucleus lends weight to the generally accepted view - “ 
stimulus which induces this division is the act of fertilization 

INTEGUMENTS OF THE OVULE. 

The beginnings of the integuments may be seen in fig a 
About the same time there begins a bending of the aay . 
checks the growth of the outer integument where - See a 
contact with the funiculus. By the time such a pipes 

reached as that shown in jig. 72 the ovule is comple: oss 

tropous. The integuments are each two cell layers 9 ne oe 
with the cells above the micropyle much the largest. — = re- 
portion of the outer integument next to the funiculas 8 4°8 
sented by a thin layer of empty cells. 

CYTOLOGY. 4 
have 

Only a few additional remarks need be made. ! tolog- 
found Ejichhornia a favorable subject for the study ouaeel 
ical phenomena. Oil cells and glandular cavities ge interferes 
and a mucilaginous secretion pervades the cells an 
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with the transparency of the stains. Delafield’s haematoxylin 

ad erythrosin, and, in ovaries isolated from the perianth, anilin- 

siranin and gentian-violet gave the best results. Numerous 

other combinations were tried, but all were more or less unsatis- 

factory. 

_ Atypical spindle of the first karyokinesis of the elongated 

_ tegaspore mother cell is represented in fig. 20. The large fibers 

' tfached to the chromosomes are plainly seen to be composed 

olmany delicate threads. On the other hand the fibrillar struc- 

_ ie of the central spindle is less clearly perceptible. 

Cytoplasmic radiations about the poles occur in all good prep- 

_ Nations and frequently the individual rays appear to terminate 

“ternally in large granules which stain like nucleoli. The 

chromosomes, 14 to 16 in number, were never seen to assume a 

‘shaped outline at any stage of the nuclear division. This state- 

— Ment holds good also for Pontederia, where by the use of iron- 

dum-haematoxy lin a sharper definition of the chromosomes was 

— Secured, 

All the preceding description of the spindle will apply equally. 

_ Wthe divisions of the pollen mother cell. 
The nucleus of the elongated sporogenous cell passes through 

_-*Ynapsis Phase. If such a phase precedes the first division 

| — that occurs early (as in fig. 72) I found no evidence of it. 

| Sesto Special significance can be assigned to the case shown 

MG. 18 (see also figs. 22 and 23), in which the two sporog- 

: oh Whose nuclei are in synapsis have arisen apparently 

© early division of the primary sporogenous cell. But 

daa been suggested by some cytologists, synapsis occurs 

» 49 those cells in which a reduction of the number of chro- 

aa iS going on, it would follow that when the primary 

8€ous cell divides early without elongating, the chromo- 

| ae takes place in each of the paren ee 

- tty, the sat Ep eniary sporogenous cell elongates be 

= Uction is completed in the first nucleus. 
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PONTEDERIA CORDATA. 

Longitudinal sections of very young spikes furnished a com- 

plete series for the study of the organogeny of the flower. The 

order of succession of the floral organs is acropetal (fig. 42) and 

need not be dwelt upon. Both in stamens and carpels traces of 

zygomorphy are very early recognizable. 

The first indication of the ovule is a slight swelling on the 

inner wall of the lowermost carpel which is always the smallest 

(figs. 43, 432). Normally but one ovule makes its appearance. 

I had expected to find the beginnings of ovules in each of the 

three loculi, but the facts are otherwise; out of the hundreds of 

ovaries. sectioned I found but seven cases of a second ovule 

beginning, and no case of a second ovule reaching maturity. 

The various stages from the differentiation of an archesporial 

cell to the completion of the embryo sac can be followed easily 

in the plate (figs. 4¢-53). A few comments only will be neces- 

sary here. The dividing wall of the primary tapetal cell runs 

always, so far as I observed, in the same plane with reference to 

the axis of the flower. There is reason to believe that a 

often but three megaspore mother cells are formed. 3 

lengthening of the ovule is effected in part by an mare 

the epidermal and tapetal cells and the other cells of the ee 

apex (figs. 45-47, 48-52). Later, however, those cells i? the 
nucellus which have escaped destruction by the growth me 

megaspore divide transversely (cf figs. 48 and 53). The ae 

ing of the ovule is at first in a plane passing through the et = 
the flower. Afterwards the funiculus twists through oF us in 

ninety degrees so that the ovule comes to ie ee 

IE. 45. tral 
The embryo sac is very poor in protoplasm. . a a 

vacuole is formed and the cytoplasm is pushed = - markably 
very thin layer ( figs. 50-52). The egg apparatus 8 Ae defini- 

small and is crowded against the micropylar end. ded by the 

tive nucleus lies low down in the sac, and is oor ene (¢- 
strings of protoplasm trailed together by the polar 
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fp. 52 and 53). The antipodals here also are ephemeral, 

becoming very indistinct at the time of fertilization and soon 

iter vanishing altogether. 

The development of the microsporangia and microspores 

presents no unusual phenomena. As in Eichhornia the layer of 

alls outside the tapetum disintegrates before the latter and the 

tayetal cells are always uninucleate. Figs. 57-65 represent 

_ ‘Mages in the division of the mother cells and, growth of the 

microspores. Neither the generative nor the tube nucleus 

txhibits any of the abnormalities observed in Eichhornia. 

_ The pollen tubes in their growth through the style are 

_‘onducted along three canals which are each lined with a 

single layer of glandular cells (fig. 55). This layer is con- 
tinued to the micropyle (fig. 56). The pollen tube entering 

‘the embryo sac was seen in several cases always passing between 

} thesynergids, one of which it destroys. Vestiges of the remaining 

_ Sergid are still in view when the embryo has grown to such a 

: we as in figs. 67 and 68. Apparently the pollen tube brings in 

Wo nuclei and its swollen end reaches almost, or quite, to the 

“phere nucleus before these are set free (fig. 54). 

‘ A few Stages of the young embryo are shown in figs. 66-71. 

2 Statement made in text-books that the roots of Pontederia 

: " dermatogen and hence no true epidermis applies only 

ty roots. In the young embryo (see jigs. 7, 71) 

: atts atogen is regularly cut off, and this in older embryos 1s 

om “ous with the calyptrogen. 

, attempt was made to study the cytology of Pontederia 

Sy T than to determine the number of chromosomes, which is 

bi. the pollen mother cell, and fifteen or sixteen in the 

> of the Sporophyte tissue. 

at er ke ines i ies a) ce eee 

HETERANTHERA GRAMINIS. 

- few tipe flowers of this species were sectioned and 

Rents and In: general appearance the ovule, with its . 

aad lh sac, bears a striking resemblance to those o 

. '@and Eichhornia. The synergids are longer and more 
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prominent, however, and the embryo sac while smaller is more 

densely filled with protoplasm (jig. 72). 

CONCLUSIONS. 

I had hoped by a comparative study of closely related 
monocotyledons, and also of related dicotyledons, to be able in 

some degree at least to show how far the characters of the 

gametophyte generation could serve the purpose of indicat- 

ing relationships among the larger groups of angiosperms. In 

this hope I have been disappointed. Those characters of the 

gametophyte generation in which, for example, Pontederia and 

Eichhornia agree, are characters which are common to hundreds 

of species of widely separated orders. The origin of the 

sporogenous tissue from the hypodermal cell terminating aa 

axial row, the well-nigh universal occurrence of four megaspore 

mother cells of which but one matures, the usual cutting-off of 

a tapetal region which is finally absorbed by the growing mega 

spore, the division of the megaspore nucleus into eight ue 

nuclei which are arranged in two groups of four each, the fusion 

of the polar nuclei to form a definitive nucleus which is the mother 

nucleus of the endosperm —these are the gametophytic characters 

of angiosperms in general. As soon asthe comparison is pushed 

further we see that the differences between the two knee ” 

respect of the gametophyte are quite as great as often in other 

cases between unrelated plants, and the most striking 
ee 

such as the shape of the ovule, embryo sac, and inte ee 

really sporophyte characters. If we were to draw up atabu 

statement of the points in question in whic i 

Pontederia agree, it would consist of two items: ie 

nature of the antipodals, which, however, is a chara pa 

most monocotyledons; and the structure of the ve been 90 

Probably the female gametophyte of angiosperms of features 

long parasitic upon the sporophyte that its only constat : 

are those of overwhelming phylogenetic ad a ee specific 

minor characters are readily variable in adaptation to the 

or generic differences of the sporophyte, oF per 

od ats ie FA ea i 
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- “aay 5. Longitudinal section of young ovule with archesporial cell. 
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changes of environment. It seems, therefore, that the gameto- 

phyte characters cannot be of much value in assisting us to 

trace phylogenetic relationships among the angiosperms. 

The irregularities which have been pointed cut in Eichhornia 

may be correlated with its enormous power of vegetative repro- 

duction. It has been propagated for years, without apparent 

loss of vitality, in the greenhouses and parks of Chicago, solely 

by this method; and no doubt this is its chief means of increase 

in the rivers of Florida and South America, where it has become 

aserious hindrance to navigation. The variations in the mega- 

Spore series are interesting, since they suggest how the megaspore 

of Lilium may have arisen from a type which had normally a 

fapetum and four megaspore mother cells. Let the change in 

Eichhornia go but a step further, let the nuclei which fail to 

form cells about themselves cease altogether to appear, and we 

should have a primary sporogenous cell passing without division 

ag anembryo sac. Loss of the tapetum, as apparently occurs 

in Hemerocallis fulva by the same process (see the figures in 

Angiospermen una Gymnospermen) , would result in the well-known 

habit of Lilium, where the archesporial cell develops directly 

mto the embryo sac. 

THE University oF CHICAGO. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES XIX AND XX. 

The plates have been reduced to ten twenty-sevenths of their original size. 

magnifications given are those of the original drawings. 

PLATE XIX. 

Eichhornia crassipes. 

Fic. 1. Longitudinal section of young ovary showing placenta. * she 

Fig. 2, Cross section of an ovary of the same age as fig. I. X 125+ 

ss 3. One of the placente of fig. 2. X 1300. eS 

* 4. Cross section of an older ovary. The cross indicates t 

°vule which is shown in fig. 5. X 125. 

he position 

x 
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Fic. 6. An older ovule showing the primary tapetal cell (7) and primary 

sporogenous cell. X 1300. 

7, Ovule with primary sporogenous cell and two tapetal cells. x 

1300. 

Fic. 8. Ovule with two tapetal cells and two cells derived from division 

of the primary sporogenous cell. X 1300. 

Fic. 9. Apex of nucellus with four mother cells. X 1300. 

Fic. 10. Ovule showing primary sporogenous cell elongating. X ! 

Fic. 11. Ovule with elongated primary sporogenous cell still mndivded 

Mm 825. 

Fic 12. First division of the primary sporogenous cell. X a 

Fic. 13. Second division in the megaspore series. X I 

Figs. 14 and 15. Apex of nucellus with four seas mother cells. 

25. 
Figs. 16-19. Irregular deltnosmeeie of the megaspore mother cells 

X 825. 

Fic. 20. Mitotic figure of first division of ac primary sporogenots 

cell; cytoplasmic radiations about one pole. 200 

IG. 21. Synapsis phase of the nucleus of the elongated poe. 
enous cell. X 2000. 

Figs. 22 and 23. The ad and the lower nucleus, 

78, both in synapsis. x 2 

Fig. 24. Apex of the oy with embryo sac after com 

nuclear division. 1300 : 825 
Fic. 25. The same ‘ee completion of second nuclear division. X 7 
Fic. 26. The same after completion of third nuclear division. siete oe 

Fic. 27. Lower end of an embryo-sac showing the three sien wi 
fusion of the polar nuclei. X 1300. 

Fig. 28. Embryo sac ready for fertilization. X 825- 
Fic. 29: Apex of the embryo sac with pollen ihe 

and oosphere. X 1300. 

Fic. 30. Part of cross section of anther; ¢, the tapetum. ae 
tapetum a layer of disorganized cells may be seen. X se in the pro 

FiG. 31. A single rounded pollen mother cell with its nucleus ! 
phase'stage. x 1300. ig. 3? 

Figs. 32-36. Stages in the divisions of the pollen san 2 an 

respectively, of fig: 

pletion of first 

striated synergids, 

ide the 

shows the chromosomes in the equatorial plate of the first igo: the 

_ the equatorial plate of the second mitosis. /7gs. 774 and 35% 

others X 1300. 

PLATE XX. 
on of sone = (g ‘ Fic. 38. A microspore ‘showing first organizati Zt 

In this and the following figures the tube nucleus is denote by 
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Fic. 39. Longitudinal section of an older microspore with generative 

telland tube nucleus. X 1300. 

Fig. 39a. Cross section of microspore of same age as fig. 39. X 1300. 

Fig. 40. Ripe microspore. X 1300. 

Fig. 41. Longitudinal section of ripe microspore, with generative cell 
mid two tube nuclei. X 1300 

Fig. 41a, Cross section of a similar microspore. X 1300. 

Pontederia cordata. 

Fi. 42. Longitudinal section of young. flower; 2, perianth, s, stamen, 

&,carpel. X 125, 
Fig. 43. Ovule before the differentiation of the archesporial cell. X 1300. 

fiG. 43a. Longitudinal section of ovary to show the relation of the ovule 

tothe carpels, 

Fic. 44. Young ovule with archesporial cell. X 1300. 
MiG. 44a. Longitudinal section of ovary to explain fig. 44. 
FIG. 45. Cross section of ovary, semi-diagrammatic; /, vascular bun- 

dles, g, glandular cavities, 

: fig. 46. Young ovule with tapetal cell (¢) and primary sporogenous cel}, 
1300, 

1G, 46. Young ovule. The primary tapetal cell has divided into two. 

*% 1300, 

Fig, 48, Apex of nucellus with four megaspore mother cells. X 825. 

FIGS. 49 and 50. Encroachment of megaspore upon the sterile mother 
aya At this time both integuments have grown beyond the apex of the 
Meellus, x 825. 

FIG. 51, Embryo sac with two nuclei. X 825. 
Fie. 52, Embryo sac with eight nuclei. X 825. 

Pe 53, Embryo sac ready for fertilization. X 825. 

“a 54. Apex of embryo sac with pollen tube. X 1390 : 
“16. 55. Longitudinal section of part of style, showing pollen tube trav 

» @ Cavity lined with glandular cells. X 825. 

_* 56. Longitudinal section of ovary showing ovule, conducting tissue, 
eg tube (A. #.). x 126. 

: — 37-62. Stages in division of microspore mother cell. X 1300- 
2% Chromosomes in equatorial plate of first mitosis of microspore 

cell. x 1300 

Figs, 6 
4 and 65. Matur i 1300 Fy € microspores. X 1300. : 

oom 6-71. Stages in the early growth of the embryo; 4 dermatogen 

Heteranthera graminis. 
— x Fig, 

a Embryo Sac ready for fertilization. X 1300. 



THE GROUPS OF ANGIOSPERMS.' 

A. ENGLER. 

[IN the form of a supplement? to Parts II, III, and IV of Die Natir- 

liche Pflanzenfamilien, Dr. Engler has presented a comprehensive review of 

the taxonomic divisions of spermatophytes. In it he has made important 

alterations in the sequence and structure of the series as arranged and 

elimited in the original work. In the light of results obtained since the 

publication of the earlier parts of the Pflanzenfamilien, a rearrangement - 

been made of which the following abstract from the author’s “ Erlauterungen 

serves to give a general idea. Even the more important details have been 

rigidly omitted, and for a comprehensive grasp of the reasons for the changes 

the reader must be referred to the “key” which forms the skeleton of the 

supplement, and to the context.—Eps: ] 

The sequence of series and families is treated with special 

reference to the progressive steps which are manifested in floral 

structure, fruit and seed development, and differentiation of 

tissue. 

Certain difficulties present themselves in the practical carry- 

ing out of such a-scheme. It often occurs that within one 

circle of relationship a certain tribe has advanced in sone goed 

ticular direction, remaining latent in other directions, while the 

reverse may be true of other related tribes. In other cases it 1S 

doubtful whether certain lower stages are primitive, or whether 

they have arisen through reduction. Haat 

Eichler has recognized the so-called apetalous families 

dicotyledons as haplochlamydeous, or naked-blooming, inst" 

of abortive, and has placed them at. the beginning of oe 

dons. To these I have added Piperales, Proteales, Santalales, 

and Aristolochiales. 

* Abstract of translation prepared by Dr. Edwin B. Uline. einen, Unter 

*ENGLER, A.: Ubersicht iiber die —— eeig: Wilhelm Engel- 
reihen und Familien der Embryophyta siphonogama. ep 
mann. 1897 [may 

338 
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Before entering upon a discussion of the sequence of series 

athe monocotyledons and dicotyledons, I wish to speak of the 

lagnostic importance which is being laid upon the development 

ithe pollen-tube in the ovule, and the structure of the ovule 

nthrespect to the development of the integuments. Inthe first ~ 

lew series of Archichlamy deze (2. é., the Piperales, Verticillate, 

Fagales, Juglandales, Myricales, Salicales, Urticales, Proteales, 

Satalales, and Aristolochiales) the pollen-tube and the ovules 
Sow relations which never occur elsewhere in angiosperms. 
‘Sforthe chalazogamy of Treub, the investigations of Nawa- 

“tinand others have greatly depreciated its importance from 
‘he standpoint of classification, and of late more importance has 

een laid upon the peculiar conditions which occur in the Santa- 

. and Loranthacee in the development of ovules and 

fabryo sacs, as set forth by Van Tieghem, who distinguishes a 

Manerogamous division ‘‘ Inovulées” to which the Loranthacee 
"i Balanophorace belong, and another division “ Innucellées,”’ 

‘hich about corresponds to our Santalacee. 

Por my part, I do not see sufficient importance in either of 
tse sets of characters to justify the establishment of subdivi- 

‘Sof the first rank. Nor in the fact that in the Loranthacee 

“embryo sac is developed within the tissues of the carpel do 

™ peculiarities which justify setting these plants apart as 

ty the remaining dicotyledons and monocotyledons. 

Sd regard them as dicotyledons which, like all other 

: thi are Opposed in many respects to monocotyledons, 

. . the development of the ovules show certain depar- 

.. lf own. We can no more found a higher systematic 

: More or less complete development of the ovule 

‘ | © Presence of endosperm and perisperm, or on the 

“ther. €ss advanced development of the embryo of the 

Pa Pent. -Indeed. if the gymnosperms stand in close rela- 

pee ‘0 the teridoph . a : d ovules with ak ophytes, since normally develope ae 

sume th integument occur in the gymnosperms, it 1s eset 

des ig a a the peculiar development of ovules in the Santa- 

: “'Y @ phenomenon of reduction. 
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But it isa striking fact that these departures occur in several 
of those families which were formerly known as apetalous. This 
seems the more reason why all these families should occupy a 
lower place in the system of dicotyledons. The manner of fer- 
tilization and the development of the embryo sac is here not so 
fixed as in the other dicotyledons. The Proteacez, also, which 
I have placed much lower than Eichler, show a striking departure 

from other dicotyledons in that the number of cotyledons may 

reach even eight. 

MONOCOTYLEDONS. 

Among the nonocotyledons those series in which typical 

achlamydeous flowers occur represent the earliest stages of 

development. These are the Pandanales, Helobia, and Glumi- 

flore. Of these the Pandanales are most primitive, because of 

indefiniteness of floral parts, and the spiral arrangement of se 

mens. Whether the Helobie or the Glumiflore stand next i 

order is difficult to decide. Owing to the great instability pre 

vailing in the Helobiz, I have preferred to let them precede the 

Glumiflore, and have left the Gramineze and Cyperacee together 

in Glumiflore. 

Common to the three series Principes, Synanthes and Spathi- 

floras is the appearance of a floral envelope, which in some ae 

is suppressed by the more vigorous development of the spat P 

Several subseries under the Farinose must be set ra 
notably the Flagellariineee, which do not affiliate closely ae 
any other family. The subseries Enantioblasta is sams ne 
by its orthotropous ovules, while the remaining Farinos® "4 
anatropous ovules. : 

Most of the Liliiflore belong to the subseries Li a 
have regarded: the Juncacez as a separate subseries, ge ; 

being intermediate in the structure of their albumen iia the 
the Farinose and the Lilliiflore. Likewise I have ee 
Iridaceze as subseries Iridinez, basing it upon the leafy . n the 

liner. | 

. . . 

iy 
ment and division of the style branches, as wellias 
position of the leaves. 
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] believe it a misconception to regard the Scitaminee as 

direct descendants of the Liliacee or of the: Amaryllidacee. 

- Though the Scitaminee do resemble Dracena and: Cordyline, 

stronger:characters argue against deriving them from the Lilii- 

fore, viz, the. formation of endosperm and perisperm, the 

smooth exine and thick intine of the pollen grains, the presence 

of simple:and coraplex starch grains in the albumen.. 

The Microspermz comprise the Burmanniacee and Orchida- 

tet, whose relationship to each other is based solely upon the 

tumerous small ovules and the parietal placentation. The Bur- 

manniacee are like the Orchidacez in that they attain a degree 

of zygomorphism which is found in few monocotyledons, and a 

careful review of characters shows no possible connecting link 

| between Orchidacee and the Liliiflore. The Microsperme may 

fal, therefore, into the. two subseries, Burmanniinee and 

ynandre, 

DICOTYLEDONS. 

The dicotyledons as here presented show many departures 

Eichler’s system. One of the most essential changes is 

ie breaking up of the series of Amentacee and. the interpola- 

: ~ ~ various places of the miscellaneous families designated 

| Eichler as Hysterophyta. That the Amentacee of Eichler 

: hot represent one circle of relationship has become apparent 

: ea investigation of the ovules and the processes of fer- 

' a tion. That the establishment of the Hysterophyta was 

~ Provisional is evident from their long-known variability as 

€s; the Passiflorine are brought under the 

tire} the series. Terebinthine and Tricocce have been 

‘he Ger broken up and their separate families referred partly to 

aes, partly to the Sapindales or to the Esculine, the 
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limitation of these latter two series being governed by the ori- 

entation of the ovules, a scheme used also by Bentham and 

Hooker ; the series Frangulinz or Rhamnales has been restricted 

to the families Rhamnacez and Vitacez, while the Aquifoliacee, 

Celastracee and Hippocrateacez are put in Sapindales. | 

follow Pax and Baillon in placing the Pittosporacee near the 

Saxifragacee. I have united the series Saxifragine, Rosi- 

flore, and Leguminose into one series, 7. ¢., the Rosales, since 

the natural affinity of these groups is beyond all doubt. The 

Proteacez have been excluded from the Thymelzales and placed 

more toward the beginning of the system near the Santalales, the 

remaining families being added to the Myrtiflore or Myrtales. 

Of the Sympetale the two series Tubiflore and Labiati- 

flore are united ; the Aggregate on the other hand are broken 

up, and the Valerianacez together with the Dipsacacee placed 

in the Rubiales, and the Composite in the Campanulate. 

Both subclasses of dicotyledons, Archichlamydee and Sym- 

petale, are retained, although sharp distinctions between them 

do not exist. The guiding characters for the disposition of the 

series under the Archichlamydez are chiefly the development 

of the perianth, the floral axis, and the arrangement 0 

parts, but consideration has been given also to the make 
istin- the ovules in so far as the Casuarinacez are concerned, dis 

ch alone the 
he beginning 

f floral 

-up of 

guished by numerous megaspores, and for whi 
series Verticillatee has been made, and is placed att 
of the Archichlamydez. ; 

Of the remaining series, those which have no perl@ 
take the lowest place, namely, first the Piperales, 
Salicales, then the Myricales, in which several bracts near ee 
flowers often take the place of a perianth. The Ke - 
tain only the Myricacee, which with the Juglandace# 
placed formerly under the Juglandales. : . 

The Balanopsidales with ee family Balanopere mee 

sent an isolated series which occupies a Very low ae ze 

reason of the rudimentary perianth of the staminate flower 

the bracteate envelope of the pistillate ones. 

then the 
the 
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The series of Leitneriales with the Leitneriacee is doubtful, 

sce we may have to do here with a reduced type. If such 

ree once shown, then this family would come next to the 

famamelidaceze, near the Rosales. 
The Juglandales occupy a higher position, nearly always 

msessing a perianth, which in the pistillate flowers is coalescent 

mihthe carpels, giving rise to apparent epigyny. The Juglan- 
alesare further distinguished from the Myricales by chalazo- 

my, but whether this character is constant must yet be deter- 
mined. 

The Fagales show the same stage of progress as the Juglan- 

Ss. Coordinate with the Fagales are the Urticales in which 
the Ulmaceze precede the Moracee and Ursticacee because of 

‘Se occurrence of hermaphrodite flowers. 
Ih the Proteales the perianth is-sometimes green, but in the 

“ority of cases it is petaloid, but a differentiation of calyx 

Hes not appear. This series is easily distinguished from the 

Satalales by its single free carpel with ventral placentation. 

The Santalales, comprising the Loranthacee, Myzoden- 
traceze, Santalacez, Grubbiacez, Opiliacez and Balanophoracee, 

“re their Syneceum made up of three (more rarely one or two) 

pels, and for each carpel but one embryo sac is developed. 

, In the Aristolochiales the petaloid segments of the perianth 

a more or less coalescent, and the carpels are provided 

| indefinite number of ovules and an inferior ovary. 

‘tage Polygonales form, in certain respects, the frantic? 

ge the Centrosperme, though the latter is characterized by 
Presence of perisperm. 

‘thol though itis mentioned above that certain series are mor- 

- further advanced than others, and that on the other 

“ttain series as the Fagales and Urticales occupy the 

ei “orphological stage of advancement, yet each of nese 

thik is be regarded as an independent plant-group, which 

‘i €nse be derived from any of the others. Nor is there 

Wien to suppose that any of these series constitute a point 

| & te for the following series. 
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In the Centrosperme heterochlamydy occurs. frequently, 

though it does not yet dominate. The Chenopodiacee and 

Amaranthacez form one branch of the series, while the Nycta- 

ginaceze, Cynocrambacez, Batidacez, and Aizoacez. together 

with the Phytolaccace, in certain respects the center of deyel- 

opment, form another branch. Of these the Nyctaginacee haye 

reached a higher stage than the Chenopodiacee and Amaran- 

thacee in that the simple corolla is made of petaloid coales- 

cent segments. The Cynocrambacee and Batidacee form 

isolated types which, in common with Phytolaccacea, still 

retain one-ovuled carpels. The Phytolaccacee, having free or 

slightly united carpels, would occupy a low position, save for 

the appearance of heterochlamydy and cyclic flowers. Still a 

third subseries is formed by the Basellacez and Portulaccace®; @ 

fourth by the Caryophyllacez. 

Of the numerous heterochlamydeous series the first 1s 

Ranales, characterized by predominating apocarpy and hypogy"): 

It has preserved a strong tendency to the spiral arrangement 

of floral parts, but heterochlamydy is much more frequen’ 

than in the Centrosperme, and zy gomorphism occasionally 

occurs. At least four subseries are to be distinguished. the 

Nymphzacee and Ceratophyllacee form the first; the rather 

isolated Trochodendracee the second; the Ranunculace®, 

Lardizabalacee, Berberidacee, and Menispermacc®, the third. 

This third subseries has a probable common origin very eat 

the Nympheacee. The fourth comprises the 

Lactoridacee, Anonacee, Myristicacee, Gomortegace®, he 

imiacee, Lauracee, and Hernandiacez, all characterized by 

presence of oil cells. I have named these subseries al 

tively the Nymphacinee, Trochodendrinez, aaasaee 3 

Magnoliinez. In the three larger, which are further a a to 

than Trochodendrinezx, there occurs the change from 5p 
cyclical flowers. oe 

Since in the Ranales the spiral arrangement, pe scet : 

bers of parts in androeceum and gyneceum, and apocatp ies 

tae other set 
appear as dominating characters, it is clear that the 
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diverge from the Ranales in various ways, some following one 
- direction of development, some another. 

The Rheeadales have long been recognized to be closely 
lated to the Ranales, for the Papaveracee show analogies with 
the Nympheacez in their mostly numerous stamens, and in the 
weasional occurrence of several (though united) carpels in the 
gyneceum. 

The Sarraceniales furnish a parallel series to the Rhceadales. 
| This series shows much in common in the arrangement of floral 

parts with the Nymphezaceze and Papaveracee. The placenta 
- tion in the Sarraceniacez is the principal character distinguish- 
ig the series from the Rhceadales. 

I have considerably extended the Rosales, which very often 
have apocarpy and hypogyny or perigyny in common with the 

tales, but more often show syncarpy and epigyny. The 
= comprises the Saxifraginez, the Rosiflore, and the Legu- 
Mose of Eichler. We have never been able to discover a 

“prehensive distinction between the Rosacea and Saxifrag- 
«te; nor is there any dividing line between the Rosaceae and 

the Leguminosae sufficient to warrant putting them in separate 
oe It May seem strange that the Podostemonacee stand at 

ihe beginning of Rosales, but Warming has shown their connec- 

‘ion with the Saxifragacee on the basis of floral structure. The 

uminosae and the Connaracee are to be regarded sister- 

s of the Rosacez, since the families of Rosales are, as a 
© 80 nearly related that it is difficult to conceive of them 

Be ttions, The Saxifraginee, however,. form a center 

‘ig: °pment, from which the Podostemoninee branch in one 
10n, the 

In 
Men 

‘a 
on 
& Oxalidaceas are followed by the zygomorphous and oligom- “ting 
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laceze, which occupy mostly the same plane as the Geraniacez, 

but in the other direction they approach very near to the 

Cneoracee, Rutacee and Simarubacee. Since the Rutacez are 

intimately connected with the Simarubacee, Burseracez and 

Meliacez, it is possible to conceive of these families all together 

as Geraniinee. Morphological advance in another direction is 

seen in the Malpighiinee. It is expedient also to distinguish 

the Polygalinew, Dichapetalineae and Tricocce as subseries, 

which possess scarcely any surviving common features. 

In the Sapindales, considering the entire organization, foliar 

arrangement and anatomy, we are forced to establish a large 

number of subseries. At the first are the Buxinee, provided that 

the simple perianth is primitive rather than reduced. The 

Empetracee, Coriariacee, and Limnanthacee# occupy similar 

rank in the character of perianth and the number of ovules, but 

are withal so distinct that each family must be regarded as the 

representative of a subseries. The resinous Anacardiacet may 

be regarded as an independent subseries coordinate with and 

opposed to the Celastrinee and Icacinex. The pee 

comprise the closely related Aceracea, Hippocastanaces’ s 
Sapindacez, and the Sabiineze, Melianthinex and Balsamminine®- 

- The setting apart of so many subseries shows there 2.50 ; 
cient ground for the derivation of the more complex families ° 

the series from the simpler. 

The Rhamnales are now confined to t 

chlamydez with opposite stamens. 

As in the Geraniales and Sapindales, 

he tetracyclic 
Archi- 

latter case complete syncarpy prevails. 

Malvales follow the Geraniales, Sapindales, 

the close relationship of the Elaocarpace® and 

to the Parietales, within which the floral evolutl les cleatly 
reached very complicated floral types. The Ma is considera 
show how a family may reach in certain directions ape behind. 
ble stage of development, while in others it see? families 
Conditions are present which show that the near rela 

. 
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of the series are coordinate and not serial; that they stand side 

by side, but have not proceeded one from another. The Scyto- 

petalacee have a very uncertain position in the series. 

As already indicated, the Parietales reach back in their affini- 

ties through their simpler families to the region of the Ranales. 

The Dilleniaceze were also formerly reckoned with the Ranales, 

but they show affinities for the tropical families Eucryphiacee, 

Ochnacez, Caryocaracez, Marcgraviacee, Quiinacee, Theacez, 

Guttifere, and Dipterocarpacez, and I have brought them all 

together as a subseries, Theinew. Another subseries, the 

Tamaricinee, is made up of the Elatinacee, Tamaricacez, and 

Frankeniacez, which mostly inhabit temperate zones. The 

Fouquieriacez, which in the Pflanzenfamilien were reckoned with 

the Tamaricacez, are better separated as an independent family 

and subseries, on account of their gamopetalous corolla and oily 

albumen. The changes which have been made in this series are 

based chiefly upon the results obtained by Dr. Pritzel in his late 

studies of the seeds of Parietales. His data have great value in 

the determination of the genetic relationships. Such a series as 

the Parietales is not to be regarded asa single monophyletic circle 

* relationship, but as a complex of such circles, which, proceed- 

ing from various starting points, have either arrived in their 

*volution at the same morphological stage of advancement, Or, 

Tike the subseries Flacourtiinez, still show various stages of 
4 ; development. : 

The Opuntiales, with their spiral floral arrangement and 

. ag Ee pracle which encloses the syncarpous cine ne 

little eg a primitive floral type, essentially departing ai 

a ae that of many Nymphezacez. The only reasons 

Pacing this series next the Parietales is that free carpels never 

) itin the Cactacez, that the placentz are parietal, and the 

Styles are united. 

a i. the series Myrtiflore and Umbelliflore the tie 

|. alae within the receptacle has become : zs 2a 

aco st to the preceding series, the arrangemen ee 

oe nstantly cyclic. In the Myrtiflore perigynous an epigy 

ment 

and, 
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nous insertions prevail; in the Umbelliflore only the epigynous 

occurs. The series Thymelzales, which formerly, following 

Eichler, I placed next to the Myrtiflore, I now believe to be 

only a subseries of the latter. In those families formerly 

regarded as Thymelzales perigyny, tetramery, a tendency to 

apetaly, and a small number of ovules in the carpels prevail, but 

every one of these characters also occurs in the Myrtiflore. The 

Halorrhagidacee and the Cynomoriacez I regard as representa- 

tives of an independent subseries, whose flowers show a most 

remarkable agreement with Hippuris. That the Umbelliflore 

belong at the end of the Archichlamydee is certain by reason 

of their one-ovuled carpels and mostly reduced sepals. The 

close interrelationship of the three families belonging here !s 

without question. . 

The opinion has often found expression that the Sympetale 

may be only monopetalous. This cannot be the case, and it 1s 

equally certain that the various series of the Sympetale ssh 

to be regarded as a continuation of the Archichlamydee. Whea 

sympetaly arose in prevailingly archichlamydeal series, wie 

sympetalous genera were naturally placed in archichlamy dea 

families. The subclass Metachlamydee or Sympetalz thus com 

prises those families in which connate petals have become oe 

rule. Just as the series indicates the stage at which ai 

genetic subseries have arrived, so the subclass Sympetalee wry 

be looked upon as a stage for morphologically further advan 

series. : 

The Ericales and Primulales belong at the begin ie 

Sympetalz, for here distinct petals still occur, and sad eae 

whorls are typical, whereas in the remaining series, wit ot 

ception of the Ebenales, only one staminal whorl is ges? 

The Ebenales are distinct from the aes : triplo- 
flowers are not obdiplostemonous, but diplostemonow” - differ 

stemonous, or they may contain numerous stamens. d se the 

from the Primulales in the septation of the ovary, ane” anil 

remaining series in the possession ‘of more shane 

whorl. 

ning of oe 
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The Contortae are by no means to be sharply distinguished 

from the next comprehensive series, Tubiflore. It is simply a 

question of differing tendencies of development. One sub- 

_ sties, the Oleineze, with the families Oleaceze and Salvadoracee, 

sometimes still possesses distinct petals. In the second sub- 

vries, the Gentianineze, belong the Loganiacea, Gentianacee, 

Apocynacee, and Asclepiadacee, the first of which comprises 

genera which show characters common also to the three other 

_ families, but also contains genera which lean more toward the 

Tubiflore and Rubiales. The Loganicee may thus represent an 

older type, from which the other families of Gentianinee, and 

_ perhaps the Rubiales, have branched off. 
The largest and most difficult series is the Tubiflorz, within 

_ Which numerous families are separated from one another only 

by very poorly defined characters. Advancement takes place 

_ ftom those families with actinomorphous flowers and several- 

_ wuled carpels to those with zygomorphous flowers and few- 

/ wuled carpels. But ina part of the Tubiflore the tendency to 

“aw-formation especially prevails, and in these the carpels con- 

—-Sinonly a few, often only two ovules. In close connection with 

' these Tubiflore are the Hydrophyllacee and Convolvulacee. 

Therefore, I distinguish first the subseries Convolvulinez, with 

the Convolvulacese and the Polemoniacee. The Borragininee 
: ‘oMstitute the second subseries, of which the Hydrophyllacex 

4 “a capsules and may be regarded as the starting point for 

iy Borraginacewe which possess claw-fruit. The subseries 

_Stbenine joins on to the Convolvulacee by having in the 

: ie esacece and the Labiate the ovule with the micropyle 

“ted downward. Then come the numerous fami 

: x themselves about the Solanacee and Scrophulariacee in 

Mich placente with numerous ovules mostly occur. These | 

Between 
p "* gtouped together under the subseries Solaninee. 

“thin and the Convolvulinee are the Nolanacee. The om 

ce belong near the Solaninex, yet owing to the great num 

oe of peculiarities of the Acanthacee, and in spite a 

“have i common with the Bignoniacee and Scrophulariace
x, I 

ntured to separate them as a subsection. 
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Some botanists might prefer to put the Plantaginales under 

the Tubiflore, but in that case, on account of the upturned 

micropyle, they would form a special subsection near the Bor- 

ragininee. Ihave placed them next the Tubiflore as an inde- 

pendent series. 

The epigynous Rubiales and Campanulata form naturally 

the close of the Sympetale. ‘In both series we find actinomor- 

phy and capsules with numerous ovules; in both series the fur- 

ther stages of zygomorphy and reduction are reached. 

In the series Rubiales, to which, following Fritsch and Hoeck, 

I have added the Valerianacee and Dipsacacee, I do not regard 

division into subseries as necessary. Both the families just 

named join quite closely to the Caprifoliacee. We can only 

venture to offer a special subseries for the peculiar Adoxace®. 

In the Campanulate, on the contrary, the Cucurbitacee 

occupy a special place, and form the subseries Cucurbitinee. 

The Campanulacez must be regarded as the remnant of a trunk 

from which the others have branched out. That the Compo> 

ita occupy the last place in the system can scarcely any longer 

be doubted. 

It is evident that the several series are independent form- 

groups which have developed mostly side by side, but not ones 

one another. In only a few cases do the series stand so a 

together that a common origin must be supposed. The — 

true also of the subseries and of the families within the su 

series. Even within the families themselves it is mostly oe 
possible to determine a common starting point for the eee 

lies. In spite of all the uncertainty that prevails credit 

origin of series, it is absolutely certain that parallel x 2 

opment has very often taken place, and the view that . 

development of the siphonogams from the ocsaitaet oe 

great number of parallel series came into existence If dico- 
beginning seems tenable. The oldest monocot 

tyledons, like the living conifers and other gymno 

sessed no floral envelope, but an indefinite numbe ‘hin 

and carpels, which were either spiral oF whorled W! 
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ame tribe. Then from the bracts preceding these sexual phyl- 

mes, or from the lowest stamens, the perianth was developed. 

lna few scattered tribes of monocotyledons and dicotyledons 

these lower stages are still to be found, but in others, where 

yelical arrangement and definite numbers prevail, they have 

disappeared. We cannot know whether or not the latter pos- 

sssed spiral arrangement of members originally ; indeed, it is 

tot necessary that this should have been the case, for it is pos- 

‘ble that at the very first formation of series, forms with spiral 

tadalso with cyclical arrangement should have arisen. Thus 

‘ration of number could have appeared early in the one and 

ae in the other. 

| Nageli believed that every tribe has proceeded from early 

pes with spirally arranged floral phyllomes. If this were 

‘ue, then the Orchidacez, for instance, would be the oldest of 

“onocotyledon types, and the Umbellifere and Composite very 

| iid types of dicotyledons, for they would have gone through 

the most modifications. However, in my opinion, there is 

- whhing against the view that cyclical arrangement arose in 

“tain tribes from the very beginning. In the most of these 

and series fixation of number probably appeared very 

ay, and of these many afterward suffered modifications by 

| ‘eduction of particular members or multiplication of others. In 

Gh ‘Series in which wind-pollination prevailed, Pandanales, 

: miflorae, Principes, Fagales, a highly developed corolla, 

+ "8 No Particular value, stood no chance of transmission to 

.* snerations following. Modifications could only take place 

gaa directions, particularly in the reduction of the number 

_ which in certain Glumiflore, Piperacee, Salicacee, 

EP mid Chenopodiacew has reached its ey 

ee may also occur in the form of complex ee : 

et Where the perianth is petaloid and insect-po as 

oe become established, finally zygomorphy follows, ii 
: bail, reduction, which attains considerable ini pore in ome 

tee ‘Oy the Pontederiacee, Leguminose, Philydracee, 

ag Although in the reduction of petaloid and hetero 
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chlamydeal flowers I have ascribed much influence to insect- 
pollination, yet I must contend against the opinion that the 
formation of petaloid structures has been induced by insect- 
pollination. The appearance of these structures in various 

and widely separate series can at first only have been condi- 

tioned upon external influences. In countless culture plants we 

see that by supplying richer nutrient materials and more light 

the formation of petaloid structures notably increases, and that 

sepals and stamens become petaloid. But it is to be conceded 

that insect visits may contribute to the fixation of such charac- 

ters when once acquired, but they alone could not accomplish 

this were the physiological causes of color supply not perma- 

nently furnished to the succeeding generations. The develop- 

ment of color material in the floral phyllomes may also be 

retarded by its transference to the subtending bracts or to genes 

more favored flowers in the inflorescence. In the Spathiflore 

the development of the flowers remains in the background, 

owing to the manifold capabilities of the spathe, while the a 

loid bracts of Dalechampia in the Euphorbiacee produce the 

same result. The inner flowers in the inflorescence of sn 

gea are retarded by the strong petaloid development “ rd 
periphery. On the other hand, insect-pollination ‘a deci c “i 
instrumental in the reduction of flowers, more than in the =p 
petaloid development of particular perianth-whorls. F = he 

quite clear that when the insects continually prefer in sr a ni 

those stamens or carpels most conveniently situated, gg . 

used must gradually become functionless. Here it ia ve 

question of production of certain materials, as 1n the et already 

petaloid perianth, but only of restriction or suppression © : 

existing structures at the expense of other more 

Among the monocotyledons the Scitamine pene goral 

sperme surpass all others in the prod . 

parts, in the prevalence of zygomorphy, 

‘the andreeceum. In the dicotyledons these co 

in a great number of series. 

nditions appe** 

BERLIN. 



BeliEFER ARTICLES 

THE WILD FLOWERS OF CUSHING’S ISLAND, MAINE. 

Tae popular summer resort known as Cushing’s island is a small 

_ Sand in Casco bay, a few miles from the city of Portland. Its great- 

Stlength isa mile and a quarter, and its shore line about five miles. 

in shape it is roughly triangular ; the base of the triangle, or the back 
if the island, is towards the open ocean, while the front looks towards 
the mainland and Portland city. 

Atocky ridge runs through the island close to its seaward side, 

mojecting as “ The Point” at one extremity, and forming White Head 

dlifs at the other. This ridge, covered with a stiff growth of spruce 

and fir trees, forms a very efficient protection to the rest of the island 

fom the storms and cold winds from the ocean. The large hotel known 

*s the Ottawa House is situated on one of the highest parts of this 

Tidge, and looks over the landward half of the island, which is low and 

‘ather level, with grassy meadows and sandy shores. 

: On account of this conformation of the ground, there is an unusual 

“sity of natural conditions. Hence, in spite of the small size of 

é ‘land, there is an astonishing variety of wild flowers to be found ; 

2 the writer was able to gather in the course of a short summers 

aig more than three hundred distinct species, and there are doubt- 

“gd others which escaped his attention. 

his : first Place to which a visitor to the hotel would naturally sus 

“tention is the woods which lie immediately behind it. As inti- 

before, these woods are formed almost entirely of spruce and fir 

it hig _ this fact alone will enable any botanist to ae 2% 

— Such woods are always cool and shady, even ont : # 

. day, with dark foliage overhead and the pleasant odor 

inthe air. Little underbrush is formed owing to the dense 

he wag the thick branches, but the ground is covered with a el 

Sig and fir needles. Everywhere are to be seen the de 

1g] | fronds of the wood-ferns, the dark leaves of the wintergree 

| 353 
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( Gaultheria procumbens), or the bunch-berry (Cornus Canadensis) with its 
red berries. There are other forms more difficult to find, but which 

will amply repay a search for them. Few of our native flowers can be 
compared with the twin-flower (Zzzn@a borealis), whose slender creep- 

ing vines and tiny pink bells sometimes completely cover the ground 
and scent the woods for yards around. In certain nooks may be found 
clusters of lady’s slippers (Cypripedium acaule), one of the most beauti- 
ful of our orchids, or the white waxy flowers of the shin-leaf (Pyrola 

rotundifolta),or the delicate enchanter’s nightshade (Circaa alpina). 
In certain parts of the woods there are low places, where the ground 

becomes swampy. Here the undergrowth becoines more profuse. The 
magnificent flowering ferns or osmundas, growing to a height of four 

or five feet, often form dense brakes. The curious Jack-in-the-pulpit 

(Arisema triphyllum) abounds, and rarer forms such as the rein-orchis 

(Habenaria bracteata) and the ragged fringed orchis (Hadenaria lacera) 
are found; while in the soft moist swamp-moss are growing more deli- 

cate plants, such as the sweet white violet (Vio/a b/anda), the small bed- 

straw (Galium trifidum),and many others. 
Some years ago a fire occurred on the island, and burned off a large 

tract of woodland along the White Head ‘road, between the hotel and 

the Ross cottage. Light and sunshine having been let in on the ground 
plants of all kinds seem to have invaded the place and to be struggling 

for its possession. A new growth of poplar and white birch ts spring: 

ing up and promises to take the place of the former dark conifers: - 

present, however, another group of plants is in the ascendancy, for this 
clearing is the home of the berries for which Cushing’s island is eee 

Every summer numerous parties of berry pickers visit the oa - 

return laden with fruit, but their depredations seem to have little a 

in exhausting the supply. Raspberries and blue berries are en ie 
abundant, but there is no lack of blackberries, gooseberries, and pee 

berries. The plants also are very varied, each week during the be 

mer showing a newassortment. Bushes of elder (Sambucus Cana fis 

and viburnum (Vidurnum cassinoides), covered with wee ae 

perhaps the most showy. The great willow-herb (Epilobium hoe 
4ium) is common, as is usual on all burnt ground. Other plants t arilla 

particularly noticeable are golden ragwort (Senecto aureus), a alee 

(Aralia hispida), hawkweed (Hieractum scabrum), cow-wheat 

pyum Americanum), and ladies’ tresses (Spiranthes $7 acilis). 
; ocean, 

Leaving the wooded ridge that shelters the island from the 
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' wecome next to the landward side. This part of the island is more 
_ level and is occupied by meadows, with the cultivated fields belonging 

tothe farm in the center of the island. It is here that the greatest 
abundance of summer flowers is to be found. Inthe spring violets and 

Wild strawberries abound ; later on, the meadows are a blaze of yellow 
adwhite from the buttercups and daisies which fairly cover the ground; 

still later, when the hay has been gathered in, and the fields have been 
_‘eitbare by the mowing machine, every stony place, hedge or thicket 
_ adorned with masses of goldenrods and purple asters. Besides these 

~ Plants, which are in such abundance as to form prominent features in 
the landscape, there are scores of old friends to be found by every road- 

- side, along the fences, and among the hay. Here are clovers, ever- 
: lastings, wild rose, sweetbriar, silkweed, thistles, mustard, evening 

ftimrose, and a host of others too numerous to be enumerated here. 
«One point of interest might be mentioned in connection with these 

meadow plants. A botanist looking at the list of the species that 
_ Scur would probably be struck by the fact that very few of them are 

lative American plants. Cushing’s island has been inhabited for two 
tundred and fifty years, and during this time many plants have been 
nroduced, either intentionally or accidentally, through their seed 

~ teing mixed with that planted on the farm. Other seeds have proba- 
_ 4y blown or floated across from the mainland. These foreigners have 
Tourished and driven out of the fertile places most of the native plants ; 
ie “0 that if one wishes to study true American plants, he must go to the 
: ‘ean Tocks, marshes, and out-of-the-way places. As an illustration 
Ot this it may be remarked that no less than fifty-eight different kinds 
English, European, and tropical plants are to be found growing in 

Ids on Cushing’s island. 
_, ilthough the woods and meadows furnish the greater part of the 

flowers of the island, a visiting botanist would probably be more 
‘Tested in the plants of a less promising locality, namely, those 

i, 0 the rocky shores and sandy beaches. While the flowers 
Site, Mentioned may be seen anywhere in the northern states, those 
> ggg are peculiar and only to be found along the, AUAOYE sea- 

det hey grow in the most unlikely localities, flourishing in the 
of th 
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teristic forms are the spiny saltwort (Sa/so/a Kad/t), or the cactus-like 

samphire (Sadicornia herbacea). Most of them have fleshy succulent 

stems and leaves, enabling them to store up the scanty moisture for a 

time of drought. This is well seen in the case of the sea blite (Sueda 

Zinearis), the sea rocket (Cakile Americana), and the seaside plantain 

(Plantago maritima). Other interesting plants found in these sections 

are the seaside crowfoot (Ranunculus Cymbalaria), goldenrod ( Solidago 

sempervirens), sea lavender (Statice Limonium, var. Caroliniana), spurge 

(Euphorbia polygonifolia), rush saltgrass (Spartina juncea), and sea sand- 

reed (Ammophila arundinacea). 
Besides the localities already mentioned, there are several natural 

features of Cushing’s island which are especially interesting from a 

botanical standpoint. At the front of the island are two small marshes, 

separated from the sea only by narrow sandy beaches. These marshes 

are partly covered with dense thickets of hazel and alder, but the open 

parts furnish many interesting forms. As is usual in marshy places, 

reeds and sedges abound, with bulrushes, bur reeds, and irises. Get 
tain parts of the marshes are carpeted with the delicate trailing vin® 

of the cranberry (Vaccinium macrocarpon). Another plant of great 

interest found here is the sundew or flycatcher (Drosera rotundifolta), 

whose small leaves may be seen with all their glistening bristles spread 

out, ready to entrap any unwary insect. 
Another characteristic feature of the island is the part called ‘ 

berry ridge. This is a low ridge or rather a rise in the ground, - 
presents a rather peculiar appearance owing to islands of bushes soa 

are scattered over it. These little islands are formed mainly of ie 
berry, sweet fern, and juniper bushes, but mingled with them ae other 

flowering shrubs, such as blackberry bushes, wild roses, and a. 

The island terminates towards the north in a precipitous ‘ 
known as White Head. Here the rocks rise perpendicularly from t 

sea to a height of over a hundred feet. Even on the face a but 
frowning rock, exposed to all the winds and storms, with wages 

tiny crevices for their support, are seen some of the most ie 

plants. Prominent among these is the wild columbine (Aguileg! neh 

adensis), whose red and yellow blossoms are a familiar sight ‘e's ill 
localities. An equally pretty but less showy flower is a6 ETN and 
(Geranium Robertianum). The lion’s foot (Prenanthes epee y cliff 

some slender ferns and grasses complete this little group — 
dwellers. 

d Bay- 
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Lastly, no account of the flora of the island would be complete with- 
 oitsome mention being made of the famous willow grove, a group of 

fifty or sixty magnificent trees growing in a slight hollow above the bath- 
ingbeach. These trees are probably a hundred and fifty years old, many 

of them have trunks eighteen or twenty feet in circumference, and 
- tone of them show any signs of decay. Taken as a whole, it is prob- 

ably the finest willow grove in the New England states. 
This too brief and imperfect account may serve to give some idea 

ot the fora of Cushing’s island. A botanist could wish for no better 
place in which to study the flora of the northern New England coast. 

_ —Harotp B. Cusuinc, Montreal, Canada. 

NOTES ON THE BOTANY OF THE SOUTHEASTERN 

STATES. tk 

DIERVILLA RIVULARIS Gattinger, Bot. Gaz. 13: 191. 1888.— Fruit- 

_ ™§specimens of this interesting Diervilla were collected August 24 

Md again October 5, 1897, on the rocky bluffs of Lookout mountain, 

Tennessee. Dr. Gattinger originally found the species in a similar 

- Vocation at Lula falls, on the Georgia side of Lookout mountain, and 

“me six miles from the station of the material at hand. 

Crarecus CoLLINA Chapm. Flora S. U.S. ed. 2. second suppl. 

_ + 1892.—A species very distinct, but confounded with C. punctata 

Jey, C. colina, as it grows at Biltmore, N. C., is a small tree 4-5" 
“height, and with a trunk diameter of 1 under favorable conditions, 
With gray spreading branches that are freely armed with rather stout 

“Ssstnut-brown to gray spines. The flowers, which appear before any 

pe the genus, are about 2 in diameter, white and of a dis- 

Rteeable odor : calyx divisions lanceolate, glandular, the tube pubes- 

ea shoots, foliage, and corymbs appressed pubescent, becoming 

i. with age: fruit globose, about 1 in diameter, dull sagt 

obovate to nearly oval, 3-7™ long, including the petiole, 2-5 

— a Tifie larger on vigorous shoots, acute, finely but obtusely 

vate and incisely lobed, the base narrowed into a short petiole. 
i though imperfectly known, is evidently from northern 

‘Suri, ™ Fennessee, and North Carolina to West Virginia and Mis- 
— “tom C. punctata the species may be separated by the ye 
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(4 or 5 pairs) and less prominent veins of the leaves, shorter petioles, 
and more abruptly attenuate base of the blades, earlier time of blos- 
soming, glandular calyx lobes, and smaller fruit. 

( Fraxinus Biltmoreana, n. sp.—A tree 1o-18™ in height, the trunk 

not often over 3 in diameter; branches large and spreading ; branch- 

lets stout, the growth of the season softly and densely pubescent: 

leaves 2 to 3" long, oblong to oval in outline; leaflets 7 to 9, ovate 

to oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, sometimes falcate, rounded, atten- 

uate or inequilateral at the base, entire or obscurely denticulate, dark 

green and slightly lustrous above, below whitened and from sparsely 

to copiously pubescent, especially along the veins ; petioles and petio- 

lules finely and densely pubescent to puberulent: samaras, which are 

_borne in open pubescent to nearly glabrous panicles, large, 3.5 '© S: 

long, the wing about 6™” wide and from two and a half to three times 

longer than the elliptical, unmargined, many-nerved body. Flowers 

not collected. 

The species evidently bears about the relation to F. Americana L. 

that /. Pennsylvanica Marsh. exhibits to /. lanceolata Borck. From 

. Americana the Biltmore ash may be distinguished by the velvety 

twigs and petioles, the clove brown buds and usually stouter branches 

and branchlets, and by the elliptical bodies of the large samaras. 

The limits of the distribution of Fraxinus Biltmoreana, 2% a 

shown by specimens preserved in the herbarium, extend nae 
mountains of North Carolina (Biltmore herbarium, no. 4°49; 2 

more, N. C., type locality), to northern Georgia (Dr. J. K. Small, ee 

Toccoa, Habersham county, Ga.). It is very probable that the spec 

will be found to occupy a much larger area when better known. 

DisPoRUM MACULATUM (Buckley) Britton, Bull. Torr. Club 15: a 

1888.— Splendid examples of this rare species were ent k ril 
slopes of Busbee mountain, Buncombe county, North eee an 
22, 1896, the blossoms just opening; and again, agape rings, 
specimens with flowers fully expanded were gathered oe i; as in 
Madison county, North Carolina. In these specimens, as = ei 

a mere fragment preserved in the Chapman herbarium from ge 
locality and gathered in 1887, the stamens are longer than aie 

ments of the perianth, the divisions of which are liberally : os ly. 
with small purplish dots, and the ovary is conspicuously cca ate 

The pubescence of the stems and leaves is coarse, and not * 
SI eee ee eae ee ee ee Te RE eT Te ere ee ie eT! 

Bs ia eis 

SOS eens nee ee 
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sson D. lanuginosum (Michx.) Nicholson, with which it not infrequently 

associates. : 

AMORPHA VIRGATA Small, Bull. Torr. Club 21:17. 1894.—In the 

mountains of western North Carolina Amorpha virgata is frequently 

represented, and, so far as I am aware, is the only species of the genus 

inthe upland section of the state. It is found in considerable patches 

a elevations of 700-1000", instances of which are located near Round 

knob, McDowell county, and Busbee mountain, Buncombe county, 

forming coarse but attractive shrubs 1-3" high. The flowers appear 

_ itthe stations given about the first of June, the fruit hanging until 

_ after the leaves have fallen. 

" Brauneria Tennesseensis, n. sp.—A _ hispid, perennial herb from a 

_ long and fusiform blackened root, 2—3°" high, bearing showy heads of 

_ purplish lowers in late summer: stems 1-several from the top of the 

_ fot, simple or with one or two primary branches, papillose-hispid : 

_ ltaves linear to linear-lanceolate, o.5—1.75" long including the petiole, 

aa broad, attenuate at the base, the apex usually acute, 3-nerved, 

- pillose-hispid, especially along the margins: peduncle thickened 

ipwards, sulcate angled, like the stem or more sparingly hispid, 

: poly bearing one or two leaf-like bracts: heads 1. 5-2 high, con- 

‘al, nearly as broad as high: involucre composed of lanceolate ciliate 

7 “ales, thickened at the base : rays 2—3™ long, purplish, hispid on the 

30 Surface, 2-cleft at the apex, the divisions mucronate: chaff 

: "eid, carinate, pointed, longer than the disk flowers: achenes 4-sided, 

: mig-angled on the longest side: pappus a narrow-toothed border 

lg Prominent points corresponding with the angles of the 

gravelly hill near 

‘Tergne, Tenn., and associated with Grindedia lanceolata Nutt. 

| i gs be known by its smaller size, | 

On the ea and narrower achenes (which are abies 

- ing hgest angle), by the later season of flowering, 0 

- ely drooping rays. 

aa ULIGINOSA Nutt. Jour. Acad. Philad. 7: 

. a. out that Nuttall :probably had more t 

"Aen he described the above, and that there can 

Proc. Am. Acad. 

d the spread- 

ro1. 1834.— Dr. 

han one plant in 

be no doubt as 

17 :193. 1882, 
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to the one upon which the species was founded. As qualified in the 
Synoptical Flora, S. uliginosa finds its southern limits in the mountains 

of Pennsylvania, but specimens that match northern material passing 
under this name were collected September 15, 1897, in the mountains 
of Macon county, North Carolina, at an elevation of about 1500". In 
this situation the plants were found close to the sides of the water- 

ways that under ordinary conditions are kept moist by the liberal and 

usually evenly distributed precipitations. I am indebted to Dr. Small, 

of Columbia University, for much help and information regarding 

this material. 

CRATA&GUS TOMENTOSA Chapmani, nom. nov.— Crategus tomentosa 
microcarpa Chapm. Flora, ed. 3. 139. 1897. Not C. microcarpa 
Lindl.— So far I have not seen the typical C. somentosa in the south, 

and I agree with Dr. Chapman in recognizing the form with very 

small fruit as a well marked variety. Near Biltmore, N: Cat. tomes 

tosa Chapmani forms a small tree 4-6" high, growing usually in _ 
soil and attaining a trunk diameter of 1°" or less. The branches are 

gray, and armed with slender spines: leaves 5-12™ long (occasionally 

larger), broadly ovate, prominently veined, sharply serrate and incisely 

lobed, and from sparingly to densely pubescent beneath: corymbs 

many-flowered, leafy, bearing glandular, caducous bracts, and covered 
when young with fine, pale tomentum, which finally disappears : — 
small, 1.5°" wide, ill-scented: calyx pubescent, the divisions sass 

late, serrate, acute: fruit sub-globose, 5—7"™ in diameter at maturity, 

bright red, long persistent. : 
Originally discovered on the banks of Silver creek, Floyd FOUN y: 

Georgia, by Dr. Chapman, whose name | have used in ote an . 
nomial. The distribution is probably confined to the region of t 

southern Allegheny mountains. 

806.— On CaREX OLIGOcARPA Schk. Riedg. Nachtr. 58. f- 779 ? ne 
r at Bilt 

May 26, 1896, in sandy soil bordering the Swannanoa Tive from 
more, N. C., material that matches specimens of C. oligocarpa uf 

Vermont and Delaware was found in frequent patches. ' er of 
admitted the species to the range of his work on the anne its 
M. A. Curtis, but I cannot at this time find any further notice ° 
distribution in the south. 

*Syn. Flora 17: 151. 1884. 
Flora S. U.S. ed. 2. suppl. 661. 1889. 

‘ 
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CarEX JUNCEA Willd. Enum. Pl. Hort. Berol. Suppl. 63. 1809.— 

Specimens from Roan mountain, Mitchell county, North Carolina, are 

frequently displayed in herbaria and the handbooks treating on the 

fora record no other stations, although Boott* extends the range to 

the mountains of North Carolina and Georgia. At the summit of 

Craggy mountain ( 2000” elevation), Buncombe county, North Caro- 

lina, Carex juncea was found in abundance July 13, 1897, growing in 
dense tufts from the black, fertile soil characteristic of the high eleva- 

tions of the region.— C. D. Brapie, Biltmore, N. C. 

‘Ill. Gen. Carex 189. 1867. 



OPEN LETTERS. 

A MEXICAN TROPICAL BOTANIC STATION. 

THE BoTANICAL GAZETTE during the past three years has agitated in its 

editorial columns and by the publication of open letters the establishment of 

a tropical botanical laboratory. The consensus of opinion seems to be that 

such a laboratory should be situated in Jamaica, which would be easily acces- 

sible both to English and American botanists. Jamaica has, without a doubt, 

many advantages over other localities in the western tropics. The late Pro- 

fessor J. E. Humphrey in a letter to the GAZETTE refers to the peculiar con- 

ditions which make Jamaica a suitable place for such a laboratory : 

s compared with many other parts of the tropics, the climate ot Jamaica is 

exceptionally healthful, and it is remarkably free from poisonous animals. Its conti- 

nental character makes possible a rich and varied flora, and within a few miles one 

may pass from the sea level to the summit of the Blue mountains, 7360 feet high. The 

island is a British colony, which means that life and property are secure, the roads 

fine, the language English. It is accessible by steamer at least once a week from 

either Boston, New York, Philadelphia, or Baltimore, and the principal points are 
ic gardens 

at Castleton and Gordon Town under the direction of Mr. Wm. Fawcett, © : 

. Public Gardens and Plantations, who would doubtless give such an enterprise every 

encouragement and much valuable aid. 
: i lace 

All these advantages seem to point to Jamaica as the most suitable p 
e much nee for the establishment of such a tropical laboratory, wher gee 

botanical research can be prosecuted. Professor Goebel is quote ° 
GAZETTE" as saying : 

d near 
It appears to me particularly desirable that the laboratory should be place 

a besides 
a botanical garden, because of the greater number of plant forms ae ee 
ik : : ities for experimen € herbarium and library, as well as the opportunities for nae of the lab- afforded. Furthermore, another important condition would be the 

oratory as near as possible to the primitive forest. ; 

; y of trop: 
However great the advantages of Jamaica may be for the study 

. Pe 2 
. e westem 

ical vegetation, it is advisable not to overlook other regions of eae? ch 

hemisphere which are especially suitable for the botanical investiga axe ape 
alone can be carried on ina tropical country. The writer wishes : ae sk 

for Mexico, not because he does not recognize the suitability 0 J 

*23:208. 1897. : [MAY 
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ecause he desires to call the attention of American and English botanists to 

sveral Mexican localities with which he is personally familiar, having visited 

them inthe summer of 1896. 

Orizaba.—Orizaba is a town of 15,000 inhabitants in the state of Vera 

Cruz, on the line of the Mexican railway, 82 miles from Vera Cruz, 181 miles 

from the City of Mexico, at an elevation of 4000 feet above the level of the 

va, The town lies in a little valley surrounded by very fine mountains. 

The peak of Orizaba (17,356*), however, cannot be seen from the town, 

ahough within a half day’s journey. The town is composed for the most 

jart of low houses with red tiled roofs; it is crossed by two small streams 

_fadby the little river Orizaba (through a rocky ravine filled with tropical 

plants) allof which unite near by in the river Blanco. The region is espe- 

‘ally rich in tropical orchids and epiphytes. The city is in close proximity 

othe tierra caliente, the tierra templada, and, on the sides of Mount Orizaba, 

the terra fria. A tramway extends from the station into the town, pass- 

ag the doors of the hotels - another line extends to the pretty suburb Yngenio, 

aid thence a little’ beyond to the Nogales station on the Mexican railroad. 
Of superb beauty and grandeur, affording fine botanizing ground, is the 

(in of the Rincon Grande about three miles out of the town. Orizaba and 

, * neighboring town of Cordoba (2000*) are easily reached by the Mexican 

cranes Vera Cruz after three hours’ ride through grand and inspiring 

Untain scenery. Botanists from the central and eastern United States can 
| i Vera Cruz by steamer direct from New York, New Orleans, and Gal- 

oes M Botanists from the Pacific coast and from the Rocky -capesianeiae 
) i can take the overland route from El Paso to the City of Mexico, and 

Pe cto Orizaba, passing across the interesting Mexican deserts and descend- 

| ag by Step from the elevated Mexican tableland in the “e774 templada 

a ordoba in the “erra caliente. 

is @.— Jalapa, reached from Vera Cruz and from the City of Mexico, 

4 ay exceptional advantages for tropical botanical — ee 

- pecial Owever, to neither of these places that the writer wishe se 

Y. Itis to the little known and interesting reg!om tributary to ™ 

aport of Tampico on the Gulf coast. Tampico is too — 

tote ablishment of a station there, although the region are - 
interest with the river Panuco and the Lago de Tamiahua giving acc . 

to the luxuriant tropical forest of the Gulf coast. If such 4 . 
established, it must be at sufficient elevation to have a cemeiaes 

Such a place is found at a station on the Mexican Central railroa 

Canoas, 144 miles distant from Tampico. 

as.— Las Canoasis situated in the beautiful basin-Sh@P 

(3500 abo level). The soil is a red clayey loam, ve sea level) "fords an abundant supply of 

E 

“alled Las 

fe ano 
ed valley 

thay Name 
and a 

m i j + z 
. . 

om having its rise in a perennial spring, 
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clear and limpid water. Good water is a very important item to strangers 
in a tropical country, especially in Mexico, where the streams are polluted by 
the frequent washing of clothes along their courses. The Valley of Las Canoas 
is shut in from the surrounding country by high hills, and is especially well sit- 
uated for the establishment of a tropical laboratory. The air is clear and brac- 

ing, and food is easily obtained. Easy of access to the deserts on the table land 

above by the daily trains which run on the Mexican Central railroad to San Luis 

Potosi and thence to Aguas Calientes, the locality is especially well situated 

for botanizing. From Las Canoas by means of the railroad toboggan, or by 

train, one can descend through the grand and impressive Tamasopo cafon 

into the tropics. Mr. Pringle? has described the characters of the region in 

such an interesting pen picture, that the writer cannot refrain from quoting 

him at this point : 

Gliding beside the stream of purest water issuing from the hillside cave, the train 

advances cautiously to the gate of the cafion cut out by the river formed by the stream 

which issues from the perennial spring uniting with another stream which rushes os 

enters above plunging, boiling waters. Then for eight or nine miles the roadbed has 

been cut in the rock of the steep mountain side, or has been laid on wa 
spring from far below. On such dizzy heights the train hangs and sways and winds 
through constantly occurring curves. Where mountain buttresses interpose, tunnels 
open a way, till eight are passed. Within the cafion long vistas of the wildest moun- 

tain scenery open before us. The opposite mountain side is precipitous in places, '» : re others cut by gorges. It is everywhere covered with a variety of trees, except “8 
built his hut 

we are looking down upon a fertile hacienda, on broad open valleys strete 
low hills, which are covered with heavy tropical forests, on meadows with § : 
herds, and on broad fields of corn and cane. In making the descent nr med tain side to Tamasopo siding, the road turns back upon itself in mnie = be At the foot of the mountain it passes through a heavy forest in whose s - 7 oper 
plantation. The region is in the one of heaviest rainfall. The winds, ' os 

laden with moisture which arises from the Gulf, are repelled from the —— os to precipitate on these mountains torrents of rain, as their temperature is caper 

their ascending into cuoler regions of air. Yet the temperature of ate HE of so 
a little lower than that of the coast, is still a tropical heat ; and from conditio } . forests, com 
great heat and moisture results a vegetation of great luxuriance. rates aaa 
posed of numerous ‘species, are thick, the undergrowth beneath the jmost 

to f an 4 and trees and shrubs are bound together by clambering vines and leaning 

apace. The most abundant tree of these tropical forests is i 

Segoviae, with smooth gray bark, and often of vast size, espe¢! 

? Garden and Forest 6: 182, 203. 1893. 
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leside streams. It is upon the fruit of this and other wild figs that pigs, peccaries, 

ami monkeys, largely subsist. The most common oak here is Quercus Germana, 

which bears acorns twoinches long. Dendropanax arboreus, symmetrical in form, and 

tearing attractive foliage and fruits, is one of the most interesting trees here; and 

Benar } i i m 

_ fapsof the thickets covering the river banks, and here we first see clumps of a giant 

, in each clump five to ten stalks, every stalk four to six inches thick, a grace- 

- filly spreading plume twenty to forty feet high. Scattered palm trees soon appear, 

aSwe near Rascon we are running through a forest of palms, straight, slender 

- shafts, thirty feet high, bearing heads of broad leaves. Beyond Rascon, as far as 

Micos, are more palm forests and bamboos, and rivers and swamps and jungles, alter- 

tating with open meadows, which lead back between hills whose sides are covere 

_ Mthoaks. Meadows and glades and mountain tops—all are deer parks; and the 

Metican tiger, the puma, prowls through the less frequented wilds of ail this region. 

e On every hand is rich and inviting botanizing ground in an unbroken 
virgin forest, 

__ lasCanoas is reached from Tampico on the Gulf coast. Tampico is 

: ached by line of steamers from Galveston, New Orleans, New York, and 

pean ports. Leaving Tampico at 6:00 A.M., Rascon (116 miles dis- 

ant) is reached at 11:20 A.M.; Las Canoas, 144 miles distant from Tampico, 

41:35 P.M; and Cardenas, where the mountain engines are taken off, at 

i “elevation of 4500 feet, 158 miles distant, at 2:20 P.M. From Rascon to 
ky 8 (42 miles) an ascent is made of 3500 feet. The Tampico branch of 

se ‘xiean Central railroad, passing through San Luis Potosi, makes con: 

ction with the main line at Chicalote. The region tributary to cima 
: ie to San Luis Potosi has been visited by Mr. C. G. Pringle, so 

~erican and European herbaria are well supplied with the representa- 

Plants of the region, : 

4 More inviting district is within easy access of the American botant 

‘tad, ne, tributary to the Tampico branch of the Mexican Central rai 

egg temporary station could be established here at very little expense 
“irgin forest would supply enough botanical material for years to 

Joun W, HARSHBERGER, University of Pennsylvania. 

st 
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CURRENT LITERATURE. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

Cyanophycez and bacteria. 

Dr. ALFRED FISCHER has made further investigations into the structure 

of the Cyanophycez and bacteria." He admits that Biitschli’s central body 

cannot be explained as contracted cell contents, but insists that there is ~ 

such sharp line between central body and ‘ Rindenschicht” as Biitschli 

figures. The analytical value of staining is thoroughly discussed. The 

author stained substances of known chemical composition, and came to the 

conclusion that the coloring does not depend upon a chemical union between 

the stain and the tissue elements, but is rather a physical phenomenon and 

does not determine the relationships of albuminoid bodies or the morpholog- 

ical values of cell elements. Fischer claims that Biitschli was mistaken 

the assumption that digestion experiments support the theory that the central 

body is a nucleus, The green rind of the cyanophyceous cell is a genuine 

chromatophore and can be isolated by reagents. He was not able to demon- 
Strate a layer of protoplasm between the chromatophore and cell wall, — 

believes that plasmolytic phenomena and the collecting of granules along ; : 
cross walls indicate such a layer. The ground mass of the central acon 

nothing but the principal part of the protoplast which is surrounded byt 
: n 

chromatophore. Very often the ground mass stains only slightly deeper - 
twork. The 

dependent 

les play 

any characteristic part during division. In short, i ral body 
Organ which resembles a nucleus in the Cyanophycee, 
a phylogenetic forerunner of the nucleus of higher forms. parschli’s 

In treating of the sulfur bacteria it is found that, contrary soe Chro- 
description, there is no colored rind and colorless central body '® uently 
matium, but the coloring material is uniformly distributed. Bee ees 
there can be no comparison with the Cyanophycez in ~~ a 5 hich are 
the sulfur bacteria the central body is found only in individuals w cere 

free from sulfur, and in sulfur-free Chromatium a central body can 
en u. Bak- 

* FISCHER, ALFRED.—Untersuchungen iiber den Bau der Cyanophyce 

terien. 8yvo. pp. —. Jena: G. Fischer. 1897. 7. 7- [may 
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demonstrated. There are granules in Chromatium and in Beggiatoa which 

sain red with haematoxylin, but they cannot be called chromatin on such 

eidence. There are no genuine nuclei in the sulfur bacteria. 

In dealing with the genuine bacteria, the theory that«bacteria are nuclei 

vithout cytoplasm is regarded as unfounded. After the best fixing agents 

either Spirillum nor other bacteria show clear, less deeply staining ends. 

biitschli’s central body is nothing but the entire protoplast contracted by the 

pasmolysis of preparation. The contents of the bacterium cell consist of a 

lining of protoplasm along the wall and a central cavity which in elongated 

ms is chambered by protoplasmic septa. Present methods fail to dem- 

mstrate a nucleus. The more deeply staining granules are not nuclei, or 

tromatin granules. The relationship of the sulfur bacteria and all other 

bacteria to the Cyanophycez is merely one of loose, superficial morphology. 

They stand in closer relation to the Flagellatae. 

Microtome sections from paraffine material were stained i 

‘proved manner, and the technique throughout was thoroughly up to date. 

The plates are exceptionally elegant, aud doubtless show what there is to be 

Sen.—Cuas. J. CHAMBERLAIN. 

n the most 

A laboratory manual.’ 

“a isthe name given to a little book by Principal Charles H. Clark, of 

_ Hall School. It seems to be the author’s idea to furnish a large 

* Suggestive material, from which work may be obtained either for 

: a or more advanced courses; and he follows, as he states, “the 

we sgested in the Report of the Committee of
 Ten.” As the reviewer 

#epared the botanical part of that report, it was a matter of interest to him, 

” Surprise, to see it take this expression. It has never fallen to ips 

Bt its 80 puzzled by a schoolb
ook dealing with botany. - It is a puzzle t 

| botany and as to its pedagogy. It claims to be adapted for use in 

hike? Courses, but there 
is no adequate explanation of the terms used or 

terminology is utterly 
: tie 

3 
] thread whatsoever 

—MOphytes, wh fn » where the morphologically important structures 

“Sate entirely dropped, and the work is confined to the histology of the 

“LARK, CHAR : ctical botany. Small 8vo. 
LES H.—A laboratory manual in practice Book Company. 96 

cts, &. 197. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago: American 
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sporophyte, and a little of its physiology. Such guidance may teach labora- 

tory methods, may collect a mass of unrelated facts without any reference to 

their importance; but it never can result in a clear conception of plants. 

A good teacher can manage to get along with a lot of poorly digested 

material, although it is an unnecessary burden, but misrepresentation is 

unpardonable. We do not have space to quote the many remarkable state- 

ments noted in a casual reading of this book, but we must justify our strictures 

by presenting a few. 

The form of the plant (thallophyte) which bears simple spores is known as the 

sporophyte (p. 9). 
e male gamete (in spermatophytes) is either the original nucleated protoplasm 

of the pollen grain, or is one of the nucleated cells formed by the division of that 
protoplasm in the formation of the Lib prothallium in a tube which grows out ae 
pollen grains (p. 11). 

Seeds, in the higher plants, result from the fertilization of ovules by pollen grains. 

Seeds grow directly into aes cies plants when the conditions are favorable. Spores 

result from cell divisio They contain no embryo and do not grow into —-. 

Plaats (p36) 
n the cells of nea modified leaves of this cluster (in en minute anther- 

= are sia (p. 

ospore is sca up above the top of the female plant by a very slender 

stalk, the pe8 and develops there into the sporophyte form of the plant (p. 38). 

The enlarged top that develops on the female plant (in mosses) is a sporan 

(p. 38). There is 
No sexual reproduction is known to occur in this class (schizophytes). ‘The 

consequently no alternation of generations from sporophyte to gnc 
plant is the sporophyte (p. 59). 

A zygospore is thus produced (in Spirogyra) tha 
the bottom of the water, where, imbedded i in the mud, it preserves the 
until the next season. On thereturnof s , the ple grows 
into a new filament... This is gonidial iso street (p. 9 : ’ 

Male gametes (in lichens), _— conjugate with eine gametes, trichogyn® 

inside the tissues of the hyphe (p. 
A spore fruit results in i and the spores develop by fission of 5 into 

small and simple growths called profoneme, from which new plants walk nil 
Mosses are reproduced asexually by different modes of budding, but no 

is known, by asexual spores (p. 176). F thet 
The capsules (in mosses) siunanati the egg cells become econ 

closely resemble the asexual spores of some other plants (p- ! 177). the 
rom this fact that their structure is pega cellular, the plants of 

subdivisions are called cellular cryptogam 83). 
When the spores germinate (in pride tes), there is ae ne 

which develops into a small thalloid leaf called prothallium \p ip 1056 ed under the 
If the under side of one of these heart-shaped prothallia be —_— 

microscope, special differentiations of the cells will be found near ps 

heart ; these are the archegonia or pistillidia; they are T ounded aggrcé® 

gium 

t becomes ency “sted and falls to 

life of the plant 

he asexual way 

so far 45 

preceding 

protonema 
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with alarge centrally situated cell that divides into two. Of these two cells, the lower 

develops into the egg cell, or oosphere; the upper develops into a tube which becomes 

fled with a mucilaginous substance that is afterwards discharged, leaving the passage 

tothe oosphere open. 

More distant from the sinus of the prothallium are the an¢heridia, situated among 

tie root hairs. In these spirally coiled antherozoids are developed, being finally dis- 

_ tharged by the rupture of the cell wall. Accompanying each antherozoid is a small 

will, the use of which is not understood. Each antherozoid is provided with cilia, by 

neans of which it swims about when the prothallium is wet. It may in this way pass 

other prothallia, where, by fertilizing the oosphere, a hybrid variety is produced 

Two groups of plants included here are Aeferosporous, 7. é., they have two kinds 

if spores, female macrospores and male microspores (p. 186 
_ The plant is the sporophyte (the spermatophytes). There are two kinds of 

‘pres, microspores or pollen grains, and macrospores borne in embryo sacs (p. 205). 

The feature that especially distinguishes the spermaphytes from the plants of 

the seven preceding subdivisions is the production of true seeds, which are the result 

of the fertilization of the embryo cell by the receipt of the contents of the pollen cell. 

Theembryo cell is borne in a pistil (p. 206). 
The ovules are borne in closed cavities, the ovaries, at the base of prstils, which 

_ modified leaves; the pollen cells are borne in anth aised on stamens; which are 

- a modified leaves (p. 218 

The contents of the pollen grain now mingle with those of the embryo sac, and 
the life of the seed commences (p. 219). 

Some plants develop their leaves alternately; others develop them in pairs. From 

by have arisen a division of the an giosperms (into monocotyls and dicotyls) 

bg above quotations need no comment, and could some of the illustra- 

Well be reproduced the same remark would be appropriate, although some 

: mktown and classic illustrations help the general average.—]. M. C. 

Essays on plant life. 

: a NLAR books about plants are few. Accurate and interesting books 

: % Hants are rare indeed. We justly welcome, therefore, a book, embody- 

: we an Malities, which has lately been issued by Dr. cf Ce. Arthu
r His aa 

“Heong. 2? 284 Dr. D. T. McDougal of the University of Minn 

ers by the two authors 
pts of twelve : b 

essays, selected in equal num 

; : last few years. 

hppa addresses and articles presented within the ape 

— been more or less modified to adapt them to each Seccade 7 

Saye botanical knowledge. 
It will not be amiss to quote the titles of t 

indicate in a measure the compass of the book. 
*AR 

llega J. C., and MacDovaat, D. T.—Living plants @ 

*ioneapol - €ssays. Small 8vo., pp. x + 234. /igs- 28: New Yo 
8: Morris & Wilson. 1898. 

nd their properties ; 

rk; Baker & Taylor. 
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The six by Dr. Arthur are: The special senses of plants ; Wild lettuce 

as weed and: compass plant; Universality of consciousness and pain; Two 

opposing factors of increase; The right to live; Distinction between plants 

and animals ; 
The six by Dr. McDougal are: The development of irritability ; Mimosa, 

a typical sensitive plant ; How cold affects plants; Chlorophyll and growth ; 

Leaves in spring, summer, and autumn; The significance of color. 

Into a detailed examination of the essays we cannot go. All are well 

written and interesting. Dr. McDougal’s deal chiefly with important facts of 

plant activity, while Dr. Arthur’s are inclined to be more speculative and 

philosophical. The latter, therefore, offer the greatest opportunity for criti- 

cism. Few will be able to concede the correctness of the author's definitions 

and premises in the essay on the Universality of consciousness and pain, 

wherein he seeks to maintain the thesis that “all living organisms, whether 

animal or plant, are capable of conscious pain to a degree commensurate 

with the requirements of their nature.’’ Indeed, he seems to destroy his own 

argument by concessions. For at the outset he excludes from consciousness, 

as he uses it, all idea of self-consciousness, which, he adds, “is necessary 

that the individual may, for instance, be aware of its own identity” (p- 65). 

Later he says: “... when the organism is aware of a feeling of plows 

or pain, or of any other sensation, knowing that the same is located within 

its own organs, it is possessed of consciousness ”’ (p. 71). 

Nor can we believe that Dr. Arthur has really found in the “ carbohydrous 

investment” of plants, and the “nitrogenous investment e of acimals 4 

“crucial test” for distinguishing them. Who can accept 4 criterion apie 

the author says, excludes the Olpidiacee and the Synchytriacee ron ; h 

rest of the Chytridineze? Does not the argument “it is known with pit 

certainty that they have no cellulose envelope ; they are, therefore, not plants, 

and must, in consequence, be animals,” beg the whole question ! nak 

It is a pity that the book should be so poorly manufactured. Bad p' 

reading and a “countrified ” binding, spoiling the artistic The 

the novice hand of the Minneapolis firm which did the mechanical part 

work of the authors deserves a better setting. The book may well agen 

place in public and school libraries, and is commended for popular rea me: 

The phytogeography of Nebraska.’ 

cological Pp 

of a series 

hytogeostaphy © 
Nebraska: Jaco 

es tne lant ge08" 
THIS is a distinct and noteworthy addition to the e a stall- 

raphy of this country. It is a general survey, the first 

4PounpD, RoscorE and CLEMENTS, FREDERIC E: a P 

Nebraska. I. General Survey. 8vo., pp. xxi sae ents 
North & Co. 1898. 
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nents dealing with the floral covering of Nebraska from the phytogeographic 

gandpoint. The authors follow very largely the methods of Drude, especially 

ssoutlined in his Phanzengeographie von Deutschland. 

The introduction discusses the relation between phytogeography and biol- 

wy, and gives an interesting history of the investigation of the Nebraska 

fora. The first chapter is introductory, dealing with the physiognomy and 

dimatology of the state. The second chapter is entitled “ Statistic and 

regional limitation,” and after the enunciation of certain general principles 

there is to be found a characterization of the four regions into which the 

authors subdivide the state: the wooded bluff and meadow land, prairie, 

snd-hill and foothill regions. Then follow lists of species in which these 

mgions agree and differ. The third chapter, the “Vegetation forms of the 

fora,” is of great interest. The authors at this point depart somewhat from 

Dmde’s classification, but such departure seems almost inevitable in view of 

the great difference between the life conditions in Germany and Nebraska. 

The main subdivisions are into woody plants, half-shrubs, pleiocyclic herbs, 

tapaxanthous herbs, water plants, hysterophytes, thallophytes. These 

soups are quite intimately subdivided, especially the pleiocyclic herbs and 

thallophytes, The next chapter has to do with the ‘“ Ecological and biolog- 

W@l relations of the natural groups.” The pteridophytes and spermato- 

- are discussed in successive groups with regard to habitat, or 

Warming would say, they are referred to their respective plant societies. 

~The fifth and last chapter treats of the “ Plant formations of the state.” 

These are quite fully treated and are, of course, full of interest to plant 

: sographers. Perhaps the most distinctive formations are those of the sand 

: _ vay their bunch grasses, blow outs, and sand draws; and of the foot- 

ils, with their undershrubs, mats, and rosettes. 

_ Inasmuch as this is the pioneer work of its kind in America, the task of 

8 authors was peculiarly difficult. Questions of terminology in ecological 
j ry new, 

fo 88 to be, for example, a strong tendency to use 
Wh : : i the simpler and more expressive 

| the a. but because there is a radical ecological i cae 

a Gell allus and the moss gametophyte. The rejec®™ 

Sever “ophyte is very questionable, since it invol 

new terms and destroys the unity of the classificat 
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of the mesophytes into forest, grass, and waste societies would serve the 

authors’ purpose fully as well. 

It may be too early as yet to predict whether the direction to future work 

in plant geography will be given by Warming or by Drude; and so whether 

we shall speak of ecology or phytogeography, of life forms or of vegetation 

forms, of plant societies or formations, is yet to be decided. Perhaps the 

solution will be by a division of labor, phytogeography including the larger 

problems of distribution and dealing with extensive formations, while ecology 

will have to do more with local and habitat relations, including anatomical 

as well as field investigation. In any event, the Phytogeography of Nebraska 

will be an indispensable work to all American students along either line. — 

HENRY C, COWLES. 

MINOR NOTICES. 

If IS A PLEASURE to record the publication of an English translation of 

the admirable Lehrbuch der Botanik> by Strasburger, Noll, Schenck and 

Schimper, of the University of Bonn. This translation has been made by 

Dr. H. C. Porter, of the University of Pennsylvania, from the second German 

edition, which was noticed in this journal in August 1896. The publication 

has been long delayed (it was announced for last March), but this delay has 

doubtless been unavoidable, and it has certainly whetted desire. The trans 

lator has succeeded better than was to be expected in preserving the flavor 

of the original and at the same time putting it into idiomatic English. He 

has avoided introducing new terms, in rendering technical German ones, by 

adhering to the usage of previous translators. There may be some question 
of the wisdom of too slavish conformity, but it is at least an error on the side 

of safety. We are pleased also to announce that the publis 
decided to issue the book in two parts, the first containing the — 

and physiology, and the second the special morphology of cryptoga™s sai 

phanerogams. When we add that the manufacture of the book eaves noth- 

ing to be desired (the imperfections of the color printing being entirely el 

portant, as the figures themselves are) there is nothing more to be sal ‘ 

n know how to g° GARDEN-MAKING is attractive to many more people tha aa 

at it, and garden-making would be undertaken by many mor 
had a proper mental picture of what a garden should be and 

about realizing it. The last volume of the Garden-craft series, sae 

L. H. Bailey,° endeavors first to create the proper conception and then 
how the picture can be painted in plants and soil. 

SSTRAS , NOLL, SCHENCK and SCHIMPER.— A text-book of 

lated from the German by H. C. Porter. 8vo. pp, x +632 Ags 59 
New York: The Macmillan Co. 1898. $4.50. In two volumes, each $2.50 
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“This book understands the garden to be that part of the premises which 

sdevoted to ornament, and to the growing of vegetables and fruits either 

ithe home consumption or for market. The garden is, therefore, an ill- 

ieined demesne; but the reader must not make the mistake of defining it by 

dimensions, for one may have a garden ina flower pot or on a thousand acres. 

nother words, this book believes that every bit of land which is not used for 

uildings, walks, drives, and fences, should be planted. What we shall 

plant—whether sward, lilacs, thistles, cabbages, pears, chrysanthemums, or 

polatoes— we shall talk about as we proceed.” 

And talk about it the author does, in the most interesting and attractive 

syle, bringing forth out of the treasures of his experience and observation 

things newand old. In a hundred pages and more of general advice he tells 

ie things which the novice most needs to know, and, if we mistake not, 

tany things which the professional gardener would be profited by knowing. 

Then follows a discussion of the principles of landscape art as they apply to 

-flanting city yards, suburban grounds or rural estates. A third section is 

devoted to suggestions in regard to ornamental planting; a fourth to the fruit 

plantation, and another to the vegetable garden. In fact there is no one who 

ms the land on which he lives who would not find in this book something 

~ ofprofit and miterest.—_C. R. B. 

eitvernment Among the points of scientific intere 

2 Atis noted that Bermuda lilies grown in Jamaica s 

he with no resting period of any sort. 

e 81 no systematic survey is in progress, S 

as, and forty-four species of mosses were co 

oe us members of the staff.—D. T. McDouGAat- 

even new species of 

llected during the i 

NOTES FOR STUDENTS: 

Hitcucock AND CLOTHIER have made a report upow ue aa 

Propagation of the perennial weeds of Kansas.’ In it is containe 
_ Messrs, 

are 
i : 

| 

aa ott Garden-making : suggestions for the utilizing of home ag 

laa Taft, F. A. Waugh, 
and Ernest Walker. 12mo0., PP: viii 417,785 

ork: The Macmillan Co., 1898. OR 
$1. = 

ull. 76, Feb, 1898, Experiment Station of the Kansas State Agricultural College 
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exhaustive list of the common weeds, grouping them as follows: those 

which propagate by creeping roots, by creeping stems, or by forming 

“crowns.” A summary is made of a number of experiments upon weeds 

with exceptional powers of vegetative reproduction. One of the most striking 

results was in the case of Evs/enia alba, the climbing milkweed. Ten one- 

inch pieces of the root stock were planted ten inches below the surface, and 

seven of these sprouted. The immediately practical value of the report is 

found in the methods suggested for killing perennial weeds, and in illustrated 

descriptions of the underground parts of forty-eight of the commonest vege- 

table pests.—J. G. COULTER. 

Dr. Doueias H. CAMPBELL,’ in continuing his studies among the lower 

the plerome origin of the sporogenous tissue of the stamen. This departure 

from the ordinary hypodermal origin of this tissue is noteworthy. The usual 

indefiniteness of the tapetum was also observed, one or two layers of wall 

cells and certain sterile sporogenous cells functioning as such. Just what the 

“tapetum proper” is it would be difficult to say. 

The development of the megaspore presented no unusual ¢ 

the meager preparations did not permit a clear statement. Th 

variation in these structures to demand multiplied preparations hele <r 
clusions can be regarded as safe. The antipodal cells are not of the Jeane 

cent type, but organize into vigorous cells. A remarkable = 

condition was the occurrence of a mass of tissue in the micropylar end a 

embryo sac, replacing the egg-apparatus. Just what this signifies itis e 

to say. Of course, we should be pleased to discover some certain me i 

the occurrence of nutritive tissue in the embryo sac of angiosperms a 

fertilization, and especially in the micropylar region, and every such 0 

vation as the above stimulates our expectation. : he primary 

Perhaps the most unexpected result is the peculiar relation of f de a 

root apex to the axis of the embryo. Instead of lying in the wot a cot 
minal cotyledon towards the suspensor, it is directed to one side, almo: ant 

tinuing the axis of the lateral stem apex. The author regards this as ae ke 

origin of the root, and remarks that it is suggestive of the root of Isoe ons 

basal segments of the embryo and the suspensor being possibly the ¢4 
lents of the “ foot’’ of pteridophytes. 

The author again finds that the primary suspensor © 

and that the embryo is derived entirely from the termina 

haracters, but 

ere is enough 

ell does not divide, 

1 cell resulting f
rom 

* Annals of Botany 12: 1-28. 1898. 
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the first divisi ee . : 

and does a iid a ep
ee ood eae most dicotyledons studied, 

tem Scttive ee eo 
be quite a constant feature among 

tisa sati i : 

tive forms.—J. M. C. : e so-called “reduced” forms are rather primi- 

BY ISOLAT 
dull Ward® ee 

from the river Thames, Professor H. Mar- 

the form is somewhat poly a ee ne of violet-pigment bacteria. 

iacterium appear a sh
ige When in favorable culture media, the 

SMG fecitlus. When in of a filament 50-6ou in length, though it 

wleced to. the Bonen of in adverse cultural environment it may be 

ase of the bacilli of ce It is motile; Pee actively so in the 

mierococcus forms be con Me length. No spores are formed, unless the 

tttsof true spores. The ered such, and they do not show the charac- 

ae acterium is not pathogenic for guinea pigs. 

Ongelatin plates — 
‘ ure media the bacillus develops abundant grow 

iphosus, but as they ced of the colonies is very similar to that of Bacillus 

a Scone older those near the surface break through as 

At about ten va Mae different from the typhoid colonies. 

. ‘tial colonies be s’ growth liquefaction begins, and at this time the super- 

-latkens slowly te i? show a sligh
t formation of the violet pigment which 

- Solution of Seta e posh days becomes as dark in color “as a strong 

that the Beene Sag 
; By means of several culture media it was shown 

bacilli beneath the ay ue tie ad zooglea 
mass, and not mixed with the active 

| ‘be existence of the pi ak Microscopical examination failed to demonstrate 

tists external to ce ent within the bacterial cells, but indicates that it 

Pigment ig slightly etal 
which compose the zooglea matrix. 

OPite have been at < anh! and readily so in alcohol. 

a dozen other descriptions of violet- pigment 

‘teria, and | ’ the eae 
‘ 

life opinion has prevailed among bacteriologists that when the 

all of the forms 

ths. 

historie Ss; . are carefully worked out, several or perhaps 

The bacillus here described, 
; d ma 
lowever, y be reduced to a single type. 

distinctly different from 
s 

.,... to have characters which make it 

usly described.— OT1s W. CALDWELL. 

5: A. A Rate has described 

and with partial 

. Suksdorf * has 

the former with nine 

lTeMs 

* ew ee. pe interest are as follow 

M, as well ore from Washington, being trilobed 

ie lished a age e smallest American species. 

Annals - e species of Plectritis and Aligera, 

Fem atid 12: 59. 1898. 

Erythea 6 : ae : aoe 
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species, the latter with ten, one of which is new. George V. Nash” has pub- 

lished a new genus of grasses, Blepharoneuron, a monotypic genus based 

upon Vilfa tricholepis Torr. G. N. Best™ has described a new genus of 

_mosses, Fabroleskea, based upon Leskea Austini Sulliv. Edward L. Greene* 

has described several new species of Composite from a collection made by 

E. O. Wooton in southeastern New Mexico, among which is a new genus, 

Wootonia, “ about equally allied to Bidens and Cosmos.” L, M. Underwood” 

has published a discussion of Se/aginella rupestris and its allies, in the course 

of which he describes six new species. John K. Small,’ in continuing his 

descriptions of numerous new species from the southern United States, pro- 

poses a new genus of Paronychiacee, Forcifel/a, based upon Siphonychia 

Rugelii Chapm. E.O. Wooton” has described an interesting new rose from 

New Mexico, 2. ste//ata, which is the second member of a hitherto mono- 

typic section (MINUTIFOLI#) of the genus. Edward L. Greene,® in recent 
folios of Pittonia, has published as follows: Results of a study of the 

Macoun Canadian collection of the species of Antennaria, fifteen new species 

being described, to which are appended three other new species of the genus 

from the southwest ; a new genus of the Senecionide, Razmiera, based 28 

Prenanthes stricta Greene (Luina Pipferi Robinson, Psacalium strictum 

Greene); seven new species of Erigeron; the establishment of the aa 

Microsteris, based upon Coldlomia gracilis Dougl., from which six additional 

species are segregated ; and the establishment of the genus Gymmnosterts, 

upon Collomia nudicaulis Hook. & Arn.— J. M. C. 

based 

Epwarb L. GREENE” calls attention to the occurrence of “ at 

genesis" in Antennaria plantaginifolia, as well as in some of the epee 

cleistogamous flowers of Viola. Of course he only means the setting of § ; 

without pollination, but the observation suggests a profitable ee 
investigation for the morphologist. It is hardly likely that it 1s a ome 

parthenogenesis, for this has been disproved for all such claims mene 

higher plants, but it is always interesting to know the origin of ae 

tively developed embryos.— J. 

of plant life 

CONSIDERABLE INFORMATION about the natural conditions ‘ 

ent report and the extent of the vegetation in Alaska is embodied in a rec 

* Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 25 : 88. 1898. 
3 Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 25: 108. 1898. 
™ Bull. Torr. Bot. Club ag: 117-124. pl. 330-335- 1898. 
*5 Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 25: 125-133. 1898. 
6 Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 25:134-151. 1898. 
7 Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 25:152-154. 1898. 

8 Pittonia 3 : 273-311. 1898. 

*? The Plant World 1:102. 1898. 

y 
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(mgress” regarding the desirability of establishing experiment stations in that 

region. In many places the soil is remarkably rich, and native grasses and 

sociated plants attain uncommon stature. A list is given of over one hun- 

red species of economic plants collected by Mr. Evans.—J. C. A. 

ARECENT PAPER by W. West and G. S. West* presents many interest- 

ing facts concerning the habits, methods of reproduction and structure of the 

 Conjugatae, together with an interesting diagram of possible phylogeny. 

One is not apt to realize the extent of parthenogenesis and other means of 

toi-sexual propagation that are present in this group of plants. Filaments 

may fragment, and resting cells or cysts may carry the species through 

infayorable conditions, but the most interesting structures are the partheno- 

ti : ae 

en another distinct system of branches. The Desmidiacee are regarded 

hoot and somewhat degenerate group from this second main branch, 

\ “te not connected directly with the unknown ancestral types.— BRADLEY 

SORE Davis, : 

ARTHUR 

fda (Grey, 

% that 

H. Cuurcn™ has investigated the polymorphy of Cutleria multt- 

: ) This plant unfortunately is not found on our temperate coast, 

dotanis  eresting peculiarities cannot be very well known to peor 

‘Onia “a here are two plants, described as the genera Cutleria Re mit 

and tig thave long been suspected to be phases of a complicated 
life cycte, 

Paper largely deals with this problem. 

ee A. C.—A report to Congress on agriculture in ee Oke 
Esper Walter H. Evans, Benton Killin, and Sheldon Jackson. Bullet 

nz i tations, no, 48, pp. 36, A/. 27. 1898. 

ay nals of Botany 12: 29-58. pls. g and 5. 1898. 
nals of Botany 12: 75-109. pls, 7-9. 1898. 
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Cutleria is a delicate little plant of the Phzozoosporee, that commonly 

grows in quiet water at a depth of at least two fathoms below tide mark, and 

vegetates at a mean temperature of 16°. It is widely distributed along the 

coast of Europe and in the Mediterranean, but is a seasonal form, being quite 

sensitive to changes of temperature. Thus at Plymouth, England, it is a 

summer annual which disappears in October. Cutleria bears sexual organs 

that discharge biciliated gametes of two sizes which have been observed to 

conjugate, the smaller with the larger. But the sexuality apparently depends 

upon a narrow range of physical conditions, and when these conditions are 

not present the plant is parthenogenetic. Thus, although the process of fer- 

tilization has been observed at Naples by two investigators, Reinke and 

Falkenberg, parthenogenesis is known to be extensively present among these 

plants in the English Channel at the end of the summer. Perhaps the par- 

thenogenesis is associated with a fall in temperature. Extensive experiments 

by various observers have proved that the oospheres of Cutleria, whether 

fertilized or developing parthenogenetically, produce young plants with 

undoubted Aglaozonia characters. 

Aglaozonia is a perennial on the English coast, much coarser in histology 

and stronger constitutionally than Cutleria, for it can stand a range of tem- 

perature from less than 3° to more than 20°. It also grows in far more 

exposed situations than the latter plant. Church has been able to raise young 

plants from the zoospores of Aglaozonia, and these developed protonema-like 

creeping filaments that finally matured Cutleria antheridia. These may be 

regarded as “ precociously developed”? male plants. Thus experiment has 

connected back and forth into one life history the forms formerly known as 

Cutleria and Aglaozonia. 

It is well to bear in mind how unsettled are the data in respect to sexual- 

ity among the Phaozoosporee at the present time. ctocarpus siliculoses ® 
one of the classical forms in which sexuality among these alg@ ws 
announced. But Kuckuck believes that this species is constantly partheno- 

genetic at Kiel, and Reinhart has observed both the conjugation and direct 

germination of gametes. And again, extensive studies by Sauvageat a 

several species of Ectocarpus indicate that motile cells usually consider 
gametes germinate without difficulty --BRADLEY MOORE Davis. 



NEWS. 

M.J. IstvaNFFY has been appointed Professor of Botany at the Univer- 

sty of Koloszvar. 

PROFESSOR E. ZACHARIAS has been appointed director of the botanical 

garden at Hamburg. ; 

_ Dr. Epvarp STRASBURGER has been elected a foreign member of the 
‘Maional Academy of Sciences. 

M. 0, MATTIROLO, of Bologne, has been appointed Professor of Botany 

ad Director of the botanical gardens at Florence. 

DR. R. A, HARPER, of Lake Forest University, has been appointed 

hrofessor of Botany at the University of Wisconsin, to succeed Dr. Charles 

-R Barnes, 

Dr. Tomas W. Kirk, late chief conservator of the forests in nae 

“aland, and long a most indefatigable investigator of the flora of that 

Sand, is dead. 

5 ARICH MERCHANT of Stockholm, M. F. Kempe, has given to the gia 

‘“Yabout $40,000 to found a chair of “biological botany,” to be occupied by 

da. Lundstrém, 

. the 
MOFESsoR D. W. PENHALLOW has published as a reprint a 

n - 

Roy. Soc. Can. an interesting “Review of Canadian Botany,” ext 
from 1800 to 1895. The bibliography contains 47° titles. 

Og GINTL, of Prag, Bohemia, intends establishing a botanical exchange 
‘ : f », "the autumn. Lichens, Hepatic, Musci, and Pteridophyta © 

= Pe, and Spermatophyta of central Europe, will be offered. 
gland, who has under- 

RT, 33 Berkeley st., Liverpool, En s to send — J. Ewa 
keto translate Pfeffer’s Physiologie into English, desires author 

[ey Of their works that the literature may be cited to et P 
‘ Evcene AUTRAN has published (Bul Herb. Botss. 6 : 81-84. ta 

testing sketch of the botanical career of Nicolas Alboff, who 

| * his recent death was botanist for the Museum de la Plata, 

. Alboff was practically the only botanist who had . wee 

fe with the trans-Caucasian region of his native im iain 

romus florae Colchicae was the fruit of extended travel and co 

379 
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in Central Asia. He went from the Boissier Herbarium to South America in 

1895, bound then upon a year of botanical exploration of Tierra del Fuego. 

PROFESSOR W. W. BAILEY has succeeded in raising among his friends 

the sum of $1029 for the use of his department, with much more promised. 

The money was accompanied by messages appreciative of his long and faith- 

ful service. 

Dr. Fritz Nout, of the University of Bonn, on April 1 was appointed 

etats-mdssigen Professor of Botany at the Royal Academy of Agriculture at 

Popplesdorf, to succeed Professor Dr. F. Kérnicke, who has been nominated 

as privy councillor and retires from active service, but retains the direction 

of the economic section of the garden of the Academy. Dr. Noll retains his 

position in the University of Bonn. 

THE COMING MEETING of the A. A. A. S. at Boston promises to be one of 

the most notable in the history of the association. It is the fiftieth anniver- 

sary, and special efforts are being made to arrange a worthy celebration. 

The local committees have been appointed, and the week selected is August 

22 to 27. The local secretary is Professor H. W. Tyler, of the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology. The usual number of affiliated societies will meet 

at the same time, among them the Botanical Society of America. The meet- 

ings will be held in the rooms of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

and of the Boston Society of Natural History, in three closely adjoining 

buildings. 
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NUMBER 6 

BOTANICAL (GAZETTE 

¥UNE 1898 

THE VEGETATION REGIONS OF THE PRAIRIE 

PROVINCE. 

Roscor Pounp and FREDERIC E, CLEMENTS. 

(WITH PLATE XX1) 

THE vegetative covering of the North American continent 

‘als naturally into two great areas, forest and plain. At first 

ought it would seem that these were primary phytogeo- 

"arctic region of Engler. Three great belt 

Ward from this northern mass, each undergoing profound 
8esin type, and becoming differentiated into well-character- 

~ fegions. The floristic separation of these regions -_ ges 

ay forest-region is so great that the relationship 1s rahe ha 

ey less close than that existing between the floral cones 

_-vtish America and that of northern Eurasia, and seed ee 
, Ses it practically disappears. The forests of Mexico and 

l America are tropical, or subtropical, and are both 

381 
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floristically and for 

So different are certain portions of the plains with respect to 
vegetative covering that they may be regarded as scarcely more 
than topographically similar. If North America were to be 
considered alone, a primary division of the vegetative covering 
into forest and plain would be useful in certain respects. But 
these areas are merely the North American representatives of 

certain zones or realms among those into which the vegetation 

of the entire earth is divided. In consequence they are not to 

be distinguished as phytogeographical divisions at all, but as 

aggregates of divisions, which are characterized by a common 

type of vegetation-form, or by a group of such types. 

Grisebach, having in mind apparently only the gross features 

of the continental floral covering, distinguished but four divi- 

sions, forest domain, prairie domain, Californian littoral domain, 

and Mexican domain. In the prairie domain he includes not 

only the prairies proper and the great plains, but the great 

basin, and the high plateaux of Arizona and New Mexico as 

well, styling them eastern, northern, and southern prairies 

respectively. Grisebach practically disregards the true, or east- 

ern prairies, characterizing only the northern and southern ones, 

which are by no means prairies in a phytogeographical sense, 

and scarcely more in a physiographical one. Asa result at OFF 

careful analytical study of the floristic features of the coutiner 

Engler has separated the floral covering into seven provinces: 
(1) North American lake province, (2) Appalachian province, 
(3) Prairie province, (4) Californian coast province, (5) Oregon 
province, (6) Rocky mountain province, (7) Colorado peat 
the last comprising the vast unforested region between the 

Rocky mountains and the Sierra Nevada. - In 1887, in the Adas 
der Phlanzenverbreitung, disregarding division into a. 
Drude outlines a number of vegetation regions upon a hoe 

map of North America, which correspond to the regions 2s 

posed in his Handbuch der Pflanzengeographie. These gt ae 
teen in number: (1) Glacial forest and thicket region of A sie 
(2) Canadian forest region, (3) forest region he aad 

lly distinct from the northern forests. 
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American lake country, (4) Columbian littoral forest region, 

(;) forest and alpine region of the northern Rocky mountains, 

(6) northern forest-prairie region, (7) Missouri prairie region, 

(8) steppe and salt-waste region of the Rocky mountains, (9) 

Californian lowland, subalpine and alpine region, (10) decid- 

uous forest region of the Mississippi basin, (11) evergreen region 

af the South Atlantic states, (12) steppe and desert region of 

Ationa, (13) chaparral region of Texas and northern Mexico, 

(4) North Mexican subalpine and alpine region. Many of 

these regions are well defined, while others manifest too great 

reliance upon inaccurate data. This is especially evident in the 

ase of the Missouri prairie region, which is erroneous both as 

to boundary and as to characterization. Drude makes the 

fastern boundary of this region follow the west bank of the 

Mississippi to the confluence of the Ohio, where it bends to the 

fast to include the greater portion of Illinois, then turns west- 

| «Ward along the southern border of Wisconsin to the Minnesota 

talley, whence, passing into the northern forest-prairie region, 

ittuns northwest to Beaver river in Saskatchewan, and then 

| Southwest to the head waters of the Saskatchewan in the foot- 

: hills of the Rocky mountains. Taking the western border of 

| the 20 per cent. wooded area as the line of demarcation 

| _ between the forests of the Alleghany province and the prairie 

 Movince, the eastern third of Texas, most of the Indian territory, 

_ "arly the whole of Missouri, and the southern portion of Iowa, 

long to the forested province. Even if a much higher pet 

7 “tt. of woodland be thought necessary to characterize an area 

- Storested, the dense woods of Louisiana, Arkansas and Missouri 

ig indubitable evidence that these states are an integral part of 

’ it Alleghany province. To the north of the prairies of se 

a apd Drude distinguishes the prairies and ee sara 

1 i Mtchewan, Alberta, and Athabasca as the : 

> _ Prairie region. As will be demonstrated later, these ar 

Ely identical with Missouri prairies, and are in no — 

y distinguished from them. Along the Rocky move 

Drude refers a broad strip of plain and foothill, comprising 4 
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large portion of Montana, western Dakota, eastern Wyoming 

and Colorado and western Nebraska, to a transition-region, con- 

necting the prairies proper with the elevated plains of the Great 

Basin country. The eastern foothills of New Mexico are 

included by him in the steppe and desert region of Arizona. 

Topographically and phytogeographically, the foothills along 

the eastern border of the Rocky mountains are an intrinsic 

portion of the great plains, and, as such, are to be included in 

the prairie province. On the south, while extending the domain 

of the prairies to the Gulf of Mexico, Drude distinguishes the 

prairies beyond the Canadian river as southern prairies. It is 

doubtful whether he would have us consider this a region; at 

any rate he does not expressly term it such, as is the case with 

the Saskatchewan prairies. However, a glance at the flora of 

the geographical extremes of the prairie province will demon- 

strate that neither the northern nor the southern prairies are 

regionally distinct from the central mass, but that they merely 

manifest such “shading-out’”’ as is always present toward the 

confines of large vegetation-regions. 
Turf-builders are the most important vegetation-form for the 

characterization of the prairies, and in determining the floral 

contrast between regions, and the degree of such contrast, they 

are first to be considered. Of the thirty-three species of grasses 

which comprise the facies and the principal species of the prairie 

province formations, the prairies of Nebraska, Kansas, and the 

Dakotas possess the entire number; those of Saskatchewan, 

Manitoba, etc., possess thirty species; and those of the Red 

river country, twenty-nine species. From this it is seen cus the 

fundament of the floral covering of the prairie province 1s essen- 

tially homogeneous from the northern extreme to the southern 

extreme. Of the thirty-six species which constitute the ee 

tional facies of the prairies, the central prairies (central eed 

purely geographical sense) possess the full number ; the southern 

prairies thirty-one species; and the northern thirty-two it 

Of one hundred and forty species most important with respee 

to frequence, abundance, or characteristic, eighty-three .. 
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common to the entire province, while one hundred and twenty- 

nine are found throughout the central and southern portions, 

and ninety-one throughout the central and northern portions. 

The vegetation-center of the prairies is found in Nebraska, 

lowa, Kansas, and the Dakotas. From this center the typical 

plains flora slowly shades out toward both north and south; 

naturally enough over a country so little diversified with about 

equal rapidity. The effect of higher altitudes and greater 

distance from the vegetation-center accounts for the greater 

ultimate reduction in number of species to the northward. 

The fact that species of distinctly northern range are found 

only in one extreme of the prairie province, or those of southern 

origin only in the other, is of trifling importance. All vegeta- 

tion regions, and none more readily than a plains region, where 

dissemination is so easily effected, borrow floral elements from 

adjacent regions, and it is only when this invasion has resulted 

toa pronounced degree that the original floral covering changes 

aspect. As has been stated above, the facies and principal 

Species of the province are essentially the same throughout, and 

i the comparatively small number of strictly southern, or northern 

- Species are of purely secondary importance in the consideration 

of the floral covering. 
In the characterization of the Missouri prairie region, Drude 

Utes Bouteloua oligostachya and Bulbilis dactyloides as the most 

: mmon prairie grasses. Both of these grasses, in fact, are 

- “qualed in abundance and in importance by several species, such 

Andropogon scoparius, Aristida purpurea, Stipa comata, Agropy 

p Beudorepens, and Koeleria cristata, all of which are of the widest 

» “stribution, Bulbilis, on the other hand, is entirely lacking 

er the vast prairies of the Saskatchewan. It may be remarked 

| » Passing that the supposed disappearance of buffalo-grass, 

1S dactyloides, connected more or less poetically with the 

is a popular myth. The buffalo-grass 
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due to artificial factors, such as the “ breaking ’”’ and the cultiva- 

tion of the prairies. The mistaken idea concerning the distribu- 
tion of Bulbilis has arisen from the statements of trappers, 
scouts, and frontiersmen, who invariably confused, and still con- 

fuse, Bulbilis and Bouteloua, thus assigning to the former not 
only its proper’ geographical area and abundance, but, in addi- 
tion, that of Bouteloua oligostachya and B. hirsuta. Another 
popular fallacy is that the blue stems, Andropogon provincialis 
and A. scoparius, are slowly advancing westward across the 
plains, an advance often connected with the supposed disap- 
pearance of Bulbilis. In fact, both species are as truly endemic 

in the sand hills and foothills as they are on the eastern prairies. 

In addition to Bouteloua and Bulbilis, Drude enumerates Agvo- 

pyron pseudorepens, Oryzopsis cuspidata, Stipa viridula, S. setigera, 
Andropogon Virginicus and A. glomeratus as characteristic species. 

The last two are not found within the prairie province proper, 

Stipa setigera is common only south of the Arkansas, and s 

viridula is abundant only along the foothills, and on the prairies 

of the extreme north. 

That it is impossible for a phytogeographer to treat accu- 

rately the floristic and the distribution of a distant flora which 

he has not seen, is well exemplified in Drude’s Florenkarte si 

Amerika. Quercus rubra, which on his map has a western distri- 

bution running from the southwest corner of Nebraska to the 

mouth of the L’eau-qui-court in the northeast, occurs in the 

state only in the southeast corner in the red oak-hickory forma- 

tion of the Missouri woodlands. On the other hand, the western 

limit of Quercus macrocarpa does not run north and south through 

the sand hills, but bends to the westward, passing beyond the 

Nebraskan border into Wyoming and the Black hills of South 

Dakota. Juglans cinerea and J. nigra, which, according to Drude, 

scarcely cross the Mississippi, likewise occur in N ebraska. The 

former is found in the southeast corner of the state; the latter, 

as a facies of the bur oak-elm-walnut formation, extends halfway 

across the state along the L’eau-qui-court and the cos gaan 

The main features of the regional limitation and character 
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ation, and the formations, briefly discussed in this article, are 

based upon a treatise entitled Zhe Phytogeography of Nebraska, 

recently published by the authors of the present paper. The data 

have been extended, however, to cover the entire prairie prov- 

ince, while in the work referred to only the territory embraced 

inthe political limits of Nebraska is considered. 

Considering Nebraska alone, the floral covering of the state 

falls into four vegetation-regions: I. Wooded bluff and meadow- 

land region; IJ. Prairie region; III. Sand hill region; IV. Foot- 

hill region. Region I consists of a narrow strip along the 

Missouri. It is an arm of the extreme western edge of the 

Alleghany forests, which projects northward into the prairie 

jtovince as far as the Great Bend of the Missouri. Although 

almost surrounded by prairies, it is in no sense a portion of the 

Pfaitie province. It is a portion of the Mississippi-basin region. 

On the central plains, especially those of Nebraska and Kansas, 

, regions II, III, and IV are well-differentiated, both topograph- 
ally and phytogeographically. As physiographic features, the 

Prairies proper (including those of Iowa and Illinois), extend- 

ng from the forest to the g8th meridian, are easily distinguished 

fom the sand hills, and the latter, finding 4 general western 

: boundary between 102-103° W., are very distinct from the 

foothills. To the south, in the Indian territory, the prairies 

per are crowded out by the sandy plains, and the prairie 

Bion disappears, leaving regions III and IV. On the Saskatch- 

obs Plains, the forests close in on the east, and the sandy 

tans drop out, resulting in a similar reduction, though here it 

tegion IIT which disappears. Isolated areas of sandy coteau 
= *oulée occur more or less frequently, however, S° that most 
of the sand hill xerophytes are represented. The more Ds pical 

les, such as are characteristic of sandy fastnesses, like the 

—"P district in Nebraska, are necessarily lacking. jac: 

a of the stronger development of region ii ts ae van 

_ ©“ and of region III to the southward, the division 0 
: Prairie Province gives to it a peculiar dovetailed pare a 

& Prairie region tapers gradually to the south, finally ¢! 
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appearing in the Indian territory. The sand hill region likewise 

narrows toward the north, but much more rapidly, vanishing in 

the Dakotas, and attaining only occasional expression to the 

northward. The submontane region IV skirts the base of the 

Rocky mountains from Athabasca to New Mexico. 

It is unnecessary to speak at length of the physiography of 

the three regions. The most noticeable topographic feature 

that gives character to the floral covering is soil composition. 

This, with altitude and precipitation, comprises the great factors 

which have brought about the differentiation of the prairies into 

three regions. Thus, while the prairies proper differ in the 

character of their gently undulating surface from the ridged and 

broken sand hills, and from the elevated tablelands of the foot- 

hills with their precipitous cafions, the important fact for the 

floral covering is that the soil of the prairie is a close loam 

instead of a loose sand, as in the sand hills, or an argillaceous 

marl, as in the foothills. Secondary to this only, is the 

decrease in precipitation, and the increase in altitude from the 

eastern boundary of the province to the western. Of equal if 

not greater importance for the flora is the question of environ- 

ment, i. ¢., the derivation of the floral elements. The vegeta- 

tive covering of the foothills is derived primarily from the 

mountains, with the exception of the fundament which it has in 

common with the other regions. That of the prairies proper 

has come in part from the wooded region to the east. The flora 

of regions II and IV is a derived one, and the regions may be 

termed open. The sand hills, while they have drawn somewhat 

from II and IV, are at no point in direct contact with the flora 

of another province. The flora is to a large degree endemic, and 

the region is more or less closed. 
The characteristic formations of the prairie pro 

xerophytic, occasionally poophytic. These are meadow, prairie, 

sand hill and foothill formations. Not infrequently, cer®® 
ruderal formations of xerophytic character acquire great — 

nence, as in the Niobrara district of the sand hill region 

Meadow formations are never xerophytic, but always mesophytic 

vince are 

- 
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orpoophytic. Naturally, they occur throughout the three regions, 

The central portion of the prairie province possesses but a single 

type of meadow formation, the long-stemmed grass meadow, in 

which the facies are Elymus Canadensis, Stipa spartea, Agropyron 

pseudorepens, Panicum virgatum, Andropogon provincialis, and Spar- 

tina cynosuroides. This meadow formation exhibits a number of 

aspects in different stations. It is frequently reduced to a sin- 

gle facies. In sloughs and low meadows, this facies is Spartina 

yynosuroides; over certain upland meadows, it is Stipa spartea: 

The most common association of facies is that of Elymus Cana- 

densis, Panicum virgatum, Agropyron pseudorepens, and Andropogon 

provinciahs, which occur in meadows throughout, especially in 

the sand hills. The prairie and sand hill formations attain their 

fullest expression in their respective regions, but are not neces- 

sarily confined to them. Both prairie formations occur in the 

tty valleys of the sand hill region, and the bunch grass forma- 

tion of region III is found upon the sub-sand hills of the prairie 

fegion. Foothill formations, on the contrary, are restricted to 

their proper region. 
Prairie formations are of two types, the prairie grass, and 

the buffalo grass formation. The former covers the eastern 

Portion of the prairie region, Illinois, lowa, eastern Dakota, 

Nebraska and Kansas. The facies are species of Sporobolus, 

- Kecleria cristata, Eatonia obtusata, and Panicum Scribnerianum. 

- Frequently the facies of the meadow formations enumerated 

fbove assume sufficient abundance on the prairies to warrant 

Ranking them as facies of the prairie grass formation. Like 

Most formations of regions possessing a long growing period, 

- the prairie grass formation manifests two different temporal 

‘pects, a vernal and an estival-serotinal aspect. During the 

former, the ground-tone of the formation ‘5 due to the uniform 

2 Steen of its facies, which is slightly variegated by Dr aba ait 

@, Antennaria campestris, Anemone Caroliniana, Baptisia vet 

ree crassicarpus, etc. The << ewe ee 

a al aspect might well be separated, if the 0 ae <0 

_ Pass so gradually and completely into the other. 
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groups, the one earlier, the other somewhat later, may be dis- 

tinguished, however. The former comprises Amorpha canescens, 

Kuhnistera candida, Psoralea floribunda, Solidago rupestris, S. rigida, 

Verbena stricta, V. hastata, etc.; the latter, Lacimtaria squarrosa 

intermedia, L. scariosa, L. punctata, Vernonia gigantea, Aster sericeus, 

and the aianthous bloomer, Aster multiflorus. 

The buffalo grass formation is characterized by two types, 

the Bulbilis type and the Bouteloua type. The geographical 

area of the former is large, but greatly interrupted, and, while 

the facies manifests great abundance, its frequence is not com- 

parable to that of Bouteloua oligostachya or Andropogon scoparius. 

The dense mats of buffalo grass render this formation fairly 

exclusive, except where it is interrupted. The number of sec- 

ondary species is small. They are for the most part reduced 

facies of adjacent formations, Aristida purpurea, Agropyron pseudo- 

repens, Distichlis spicata stricta, Koeleria cristata, and the ubiqui- 

tous Boutelouas. The ground-tone of the formation is com- 

municated to it by the buffalo grass. Asclepias pumila and Ver- 

bena bipinnatifida, though characteristic of this formation, have 

little effect upon it. Amorpha canescens, Kuhnistera candida, and 

Solidago Missouriensis are common in this as in the prairie grass 

formation. The fullest development of this formation is found 

in the Dakotas, and eastern Montana, from which it extends 

southward through Nebraska and Kansas. The Bulbilis type 

prevails, for the most part upon argillaceous table lands. On the 

other hand, the Bouteloua type is found over sandy stretches, 

and hence is characteristic of the transition area between the 

prairies and the sand hills.’ 

The sand hill formations are three, the bunch grass, the blow 

out and the sand draw formations. The first covers by far the 

larger portion of the sand hills, and sandy plains of region IIT; 

the other two are restricted to the topographic features from 

The facies is Boutelona oligostachya, replaced on the bottoms of long see 

by B. curtipendula. The former is scarcely less exclusive than Bulbilis in ssn 

situations, where it composes from 92 to 98 per cent. of the vegetation. In . 

sition area between regions II and III it admits a number of secondary species: 

as Solidago mollis, Lygodesmia juncea, Plantago Purshii, etc. 

such 
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which they are named. The bunch grass formation exhibits two 

types, the blue-stem formation, which reaches its chief develop- 

ment inthe sand hills proper, and the beard grass formation, 

which is characteristic of sandy plains and sub-sand hills. Both 

are open formations of a pronounced type ; in the first, the indi- 

viduals are 1-3 meters apart. Owing to the xerophytic nature 

ofthese formations, not only are the grasses bunched, but 

nearly all principal and secondary species assume the tufted 

abit. An additional characteristic directly traceable to the 

“same conditions is the exceedingly long tap root developed by 

most sand hill inhabitants. The facies of the blue-stem forma- 

tion are Andropogon scoparius, Stipa comata, Calamovilfa longifolia, 

and Andropogon Hallii. The first is the most characteristic on 

‘count of the striking bunches which it forms. Stipa comaia is 

‘specially frequent and abundant. In certain situations, both 

ae toa considerable extent replaced by Calamovilfa longifolia, 

Andropogon Hallit, and even at times A. provincialis, all of 

Which except the last occur throughout the formation. The 

Scondary species are Eragrostis trichodes, Oryzopsis cuspidata, 

Mullenbergia pungens, Bouteloua hirsuta, B. oligostachya, Sporobolus 

| Yplandrus, and Cyperus Schweinitzit. Important modifications of 

his formation are imparted to it by the sand-cherry, Prunus 

Bisseyi, prairie rose, Rosa Arkansana, Amorpha canescens. Ceanothus 

watus and Yucca glauca. The number of secondary apeear ie 

great that only the most conspicuous can be mentioned : 

Sich are Cycloloma atriplicifolium, Froelichia Floridana, Erioghti™ 

amr, Chrysopsis villosa, Eriocarpum spinulosum, Opuntia hum ey 

tus viviparus, Psoralea lanceolata, etc. 
Aristida purpurea, 

e rarely Stipa 

h formations: Era- 

Aristida oligantha, 

more abundant 

es, in addition 

© pectinacea, Panicum Scribnerianum, 

Koelerig cristata and Eatonia obtusata are usually 

a beardgrass type. Of other secondary spec! 
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to those enumerated in the blue-stem formation, are Helianthus 

petiolaris, Potentilla arguta, Argemone alba, Plantago Purshii, Linum 
rigidum, etc. 

The blowout formation is restricted to peculiar crateriform 
hollows formed by the action of the wind, and termed “blow- 
outs.” In its young and typical condition, it is the most open 
of all plains formations. It occurs, of course, only in the sand 
hills proper, since it is here only that blowouts are formed. The 
facies of the formation are Redfieldia flexuosa, Muhlenbergia 
pungens, Eragrostis trichodes, Oryzopsis cuspidata, and Calamovilfa 
longifolia. The colonization of a recently formed blowout is 
brought about by means of Redfieldia flexuosa, which is uniformly 
the first grass to make its appearance in these hollows of shift- 
ing sand. The slight stability imparted to the sand by it 
enables Muhlenbergia pungens and Eragrostis trichodes to secure a 

foothold. These are followed by other grasses, and then by such 
secondary species as Tradescantia Virginica, Eriogonum annuum, 

Meriolix serrulata, Lathyrus ornatus flavescens, Phaca longifolia, and 
Euphorbia petaloidea. By this time the sand of the blowout has 
ceased to shift, and a host of ordinary sand hill inhabitants 

appear, resulting in the complete reclamation of the blowout and 
the decadence of the formation which characterized it. The 
process of reclaiming a blowout is very gradual, and the period 

between the incipience and the decadence of sucha formation 1s 

often as much as ten years. 
The sand draw formation has much in common with the 

- blowout formation. It is less frequent, however, and is not so 

well characterized. Oddly, the grasses are not the control- 

ling species. Their place is taken by Cristatella Jamesi, and 
Polanisia trachysperma. In a typical sand draw, the grasses 

are represented only by scattered tufts of Munroa pi henlte 
Eragrostis major, Sieglingia purpurea, and Paspalum setaceum. ? 

most frequent secondary species are Euphorbia petaloidea, L- 
hexagona and E. montana. 

The foothill formations are three, (1) the undershrub 

formation of table lands and bad lands, (2) the mat and rosette 
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formation of buttes and hills, (3) the grass formation of high 

prairies and sandy plains. The undershrub formation is not 

peculiar to the foothills of the prairie province ; it here covers 

but a small area in comparison with the vast stretches occupied 

by itin the Great Basin province. In the foothills, this forma- 

tion exhibits two types, the one confined to high, somewhat 

grassy table lands, the other found solely on alkaline lands, or 

bad lands. The former may be termed the sagebrush type, the 

latter the greasewood-white-sage type. The facies of the sage- 

brush formation are Artemisia tridentata, A. frigida, A. filifolia, A. 

canadensis, and A. cana, Chondrophora Howardit, C. nauseosa, and 

—C. Douglasii, and Gutierrezia Sarothra. The grasses are species 

of Bouteloua, Agropyron, and Koeleria cristata. The facies of the 

greasewood-white-sage formation are Sarcobatus vermiculatus, 

Ewrotia lanata and Atriplex confertifolia. Grasses are practically 

, absent. Other secondary species are few.  Ptiloria tenuifolia, 

Aster multiflorus, Cryptanthe Fendleri, and Chrysopsis villosa are the 

Most important. 

Inthe foothills of the central portion of the prairie pro- 

vince, the mat and rosette formations are the most widely dis- 

tributed. Mats and rosettes have almost exclusive control of 

buttes, cliffs, rocky ridges, and sandy hillsides. Two types may 

be distinguished, the mat formation of buttes and cliffs, and the 

_ -Tsette formation of sandy hillsides. No well-marked group 

Of facies is regularly present. The ground-tone of the rast 

formation is derived from a large number of mat-forming species, 

— Arenaria Hookeri, Gilia spicata, Orophaca caespitosa, Eriogonum 

comawum, E. flavum, Gilia iberidifolia, Pllox Hoodii, and Homaletis 

_*Montanus, The secondary species are for the most part invaders 

‘tom the sand hills, such as Mertolix serrulata, Malvastrum coc 

— ineum, Rumex venosus, Psoralea lanceolata, Aristida purpurea, 

sillenberg 1a pungens, etc. The rosette formation peg 

_ “tacter from Polygala alba, Paronychia James, Pentstemon 6s 

: ang faeruleus, Phlox Douglasi, and Oreocarya coun "and ae 

ation is, in reality, transitional between the mat a 

_ 888s formations of the foothills, and its secondary species ar© 

_tived chiefly from them. 
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The grass formations are more or less intermediate between 
the sand hill and the foothill formations, and serve to connect 
the two regions. The facies are two, Stipa comata and Agropyron 
pseudorepens each giving character to a more or less distinct type. 
The Stipa formation predominates over high prairies, the Agro- 

pyron formation upon level, sandy plains. The first exhibits a 

striking group of secondary species, which, from their constant 

association, and the uniformly blue color of their flowers, lend a 

distinctive character to the formation. These are Lupinus plat- 

tensis, Astragalus mollissimus, A. adsurgens, Spiesia Lamberti and 

Psoralea argophylla. The Agropyron. formation is much more 

open than the preceding, and is of a more indefinite type. 

Halophytic and ruderal formations play a more or less 
prominent part in the constitution of the floral covering of the 

prairie province, but they are rarely characteristic, and hence 

scarcely within the scope of a short paper. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXI. 

Sketch map of the “Prairie Province:” I, the prairie region; II, the 
sand hill region; III, the foothill region, 
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE NUTATION OF HELIAN- 

THUS ANNUUS." 

JOHN H. SCHAFFNER. 

In the year 1890 Kellerman? reported some observations on 
the nutation of the sunflower, in which he concluded that, con- 

trary to an almost universal popular belief, the heads of 

Helianthus annuus do not turn with the sun, facing toward the 
‘a in the morning and gradually moving westward until even- 

mg. He considered the belief mainly traditional, although he 

found some movement through a very small space, but rarely if 

‘Yer through a space approaching a half circle. He suggested, 

However, that nutation might be more marked in the head pre- 

“lous to anthesis. 
Having been a firm believer in the supposed nutation, and 

"calling numerous instances which seemed to support the 
delief, the writer desired to ascertain for himself the true facts 

Mthe case and also the conditions which may have given rise 

"S the traditional belief. Accordingly a long series of observa- 

: tions were made in Clay county, Kansas, during the summers of 

896 and 1897, extending in both years from June to Septem- 
ie os The summer of 1896 was especially favorable for the 

pidy » there being a more abundant and luxuriant crop of this 

thatacteristic western weed than usual. The western variety of 

Me lanthus annuus differs considerably in many anatomical 

‘haracters from the common cultivated variety which was not 
‘iteluded : i 
“Mcluded in the study. The observations of the second seaso 

a entirely a confirmation of those recorded during ie oer 

— *Contributi 
, j me a 

oy ons from the Botanical Laboratory, Ohio State meee 14: 190- 

18 vanetvations Oa the nutation of sunflowers. Trans. Kae. Ave =r 

Too 90, 
18) 

395 
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NUTATION OF THE GROWING PLANT. 

The observations were commenced on plants from three to 

five feet high, with stems varying from a half inch to an inch 

and a half in diameter. Observations were taken on a large 

number of individual plants, as well as on large patches of 

plants in general. In the morning, at sunrise, when the weather 

is clear, the plants all nutate toward the east or northeast at an 

angle of 45° to 75° from the vertical. The leaves stand out 

with rigid petioles so that their upper surfaces face the morning 

sun. When one stands looking toward the west, all the termi- 

nal buds and upper leaf surfaces face him. As the sun rises 

from the horizon, the plants gradually become erect and the 

leaves move at the same time so as to present their upper sur- 

faces directly at right angles toward the rays of light. At noon 

the stems and terminal buds are vertical. During the afternoon 

the tops gradually nutate towards the west at an angle of 60° to 

ng 90° from the vertical. Usually the nutation is 90°. The upper 

Surfaces of all the upper leaves have changed their positions so 

that they face due west and all those near the terminal bud have 

thus a more or less vertical position. The bending of the stem 

usually takes place about four or five inches from the tip and 

the curve represents merely the quadrant of the circumference 

of a circle, although sometimes it is more abrupt and angular 

(Jig. 1). 
By about 10 o’clock p.m. most of the stems have reg 

the vertical position, but at this time some may still be curved 

toward the west from 20° to 40°. The leaves now are turned 

downwards, drooping in such a manner that the apices all pom 

vertically toward the earth. The curving is mainly in the petiole. 

This “sleeping” position contrasts quite strikingly with the oy 

position, and it is taken both on cloudy and on starry nights. 

About 2 o’clock a.m., and usually much earlier, the leaves begin 

to be raised, and the tops of the stems turn toward the ae 

gradually until sunrise, when they are again nutating from 45 to 

75° toward the east. 

ained 
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a : ee 

Me a 

? 
. ; , tation at sunset ; 

ph FIG. 1.— Two small plants of Helianthus showing westward nu 
0 rature. 
staphed from pressed specimens with the natural curvatur 
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The following is a typical table of the nutation during 

twenty-four hours. July 11-12, 1897; two days after rain; sun- 

shine and full moonlight throughout the period of observation ; 

moderate wind from the northeast. 

Time Temperature Angle of nutation Direction \ Remarks 

ig |e Peer ees Ce 35° West Sunshine 

6 p.m. 27 60 West Sunshine 

7 p.m. 24 75 West Sunshine 
Sunset 

8 p. m. 21 - go West Full moon 

9 p.m 19 70 West . Full moon 

Io p.m 19 40 West Full moon 

12m. 19 ° Vertical Full moon 

as 19 30 East Full moon 
Sunrise eA 

5 a.m. ‘16 55 East Sunshine 
6 a.m. 17 70 East Sunshine 

7 a.m. 18 70 East Sunshine 

19 40 East Sunshine 
IO a.m 21 20 East unshine 

12m. 22 fC) Vertical Fleeting clouds 

rl aes 23 15 West Fleeting clouds 

aes 23 20 West Fleeting clouds 

= Pm 22 40 West Fleeting clouds 
CO et 

There are thus four distinct periods in the daily nutation of 

the plant. 

1. From shortly after sunrise, when the plant is nutating 

about 60° east, until sunset there is a gradual movement west- 

ward until the terminal bud faces west and the upper part of the 

stem nutates go?. 

2. From sunset until about 10 o’clock p.M., durin 

time the plant regains its vertical position and the leaves drop 

downward so that their apices point vertically toward the earth. 

3. From 10 o’clock p.m. to I o’clock A.M., the period of 

repose. 

4. From 1 o’clock a.m. until sunrise, a gradual turning east 

ward, accompanied by a rising of the leaves by which they are 

g which 
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again brought with their upper surfaces at right angles to the 
light. 

Of course there is considerable difference to be observed in 
different individuals. Some regain the vertical position after 

sunset much sooner than others, and some begin to turn east- 

ward long before I o’clock A.M. The nutations described here 

are not exceptional, but under ordinary conditions they occur in 

nearly all individuals, some nutating more prominently, how- 

ever, than others. As soon as side branches are developed 

they partake of the movements to nearly as great an extent as 

the main axis. 

If the bending of the stem and the diaheliotropism of the 

leaves is due to the direct stimulus produced by sunlight, then 

itis easy to see why the nutation should be considerably less in 

the morning than in the evening, since the light has much less 

time to produce the stimulus. But it may be that other causes 

have an influence on nutation. Thus at 11 o’clock P.m., while 
the leaves are all drooping, the crowns can frequently be seen 

turning toward the east which just two hours before were nutat- 

ing 90° west. At 1 o’clock a.M., when it is evident no direct 
light can come from the sun, the tops of the stems are fre- 

quently seen nutating toward the east 30° or more, and the 

: leaves are beginning to rise and stand up rigidly. Nor does it 

- Seem that the period of repose is brought on entirely by the 

falling of the temperature. From sunset until midnight there is 

_ *tapid fall in temperature, and during this period the “sleep” 
‘Position is assumed. But there is also a rapid fall from 1 o'clock 

_ 4M. until sunrise, when the plant responds exactly in the ss et 

Site way. The drooping of the leaves then is not to be expisites 

; ‘ntirely as a means of protection against excessive radiation, for 

When the temperature is the lowest the leaves are already stand- 

Mg up tigidly and turning toward the east. Whether fluctua- 

tions in the humidity of the atmosphere had anything to do 
ith this action, I did not attempt to investigate. I believe that 

this action is largely due to the fatigue of the protop 
- Must have expended an enormous amount of energy to keep up 

lasm which 
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the turgidity of the cells in the petiole during the day, and it 

resumes its work, after a period of rest, long before there seems 

to be any direct stimulus from the light. 

EFFECT OF WIND, CLOUDS, DRYNESS, AND MOISTURE. 

A moderate wind has little or no effect on nutation, no dif- 

ference from what direction it comes. In Kansas the wind is 

very variable, but no important effect could be detected. How- 

ever, when the wind blows very strongly it interferes somewhat 

with nutation. On some days when there was a very strong 

southwest wind the plants still turned west from 70° to gO’. 

Cloudy weather has little effect on nutation. However, on 

some days it seems to check it a little. On some days, as for 

instance on July 27, 1897, it was cloudy nearly all the afternoon, 

but there was a strong nutation of 90° to the west. 

Continued drought has a marked effect on nutation. When 

the ground is dry and the weather clear and hot the plants wilt, 

the leaves droop, and there is little or no nutation of the stem. 

During rainy weather on cloudy days the nutation in the 

evening was scarcely noticeable. Also ona rainy day with sun- 

shine in the latter part of the afternoon little or no nutation was 

discovered. When the ground was saturated with moisture and 

the atmosphere was very humid, although clear, very little nuta- 

tion was observed. Thus in rainy weather, nutation is checke 

when it cannot be ascribed to a lack of sunshine. This was 

especially noticeable in the evening, but it was also very marked 

on mornings when the ground and atmosphere were saturated. 

When the ground is moderately moist and the air clear and dry 

with a light breeze, the conditions for nutation are at the opti- 

mum. At such times it is simply astonishing to notice a sun- 

flower patch just at the setting of the sun. It thus appears we 

excessive moisture interferes greatly with the normal nutation © 

Helianthus annuus. This agrees with the observations of — 

ningham,} who finds that plants react least readily to stimuli 10 

a saturated atmosphere. : 

3 The causes of fluctuations in turgescence in the motor organs of leaves. Ann- 

Roy. Bot. Gar. Calcutta 6 [Part 1, qto. pp. 161]. 1895. 
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EFFECTS OF DECAPITATION, DEFOLIATION AND WOUNDING. 

In order to determine through what organs the stimulus was 

received which caused the stems to bend, the terminal buds of a 
large number of plants were removed, and it was found that this 
treatment had no effect whatever, at least no noticeable effect, 

on the daily nutation. The decapitated plants acted in the same 

way as others not thus treated, nutating from 40° to 60° in the 

morning and from 60° to go° in the evening. When conditions 

were favorable the decapitated plants nutated 90° west in the 

evening both on the day on which the operation was performed 

and for any number of days afterward. 

Plants were also wounded by cutting slices from the side of 

the stem midway between the terminal bud and the central point 

of curvature, both on the east side and on the west. But this 

seemed to have no more effect on the nutation than would fol- 

low from the mechanical interference caused by the wound. 

Plants were next treated by cutting off the leaves. In some 

the leaves were cut close to the stem, while in others the lamine 

Were cut off, the petiole being left. Plants thus treated immedi- 

ately lost their power of nutation. They would stand perfectly 

Upright, while their neighbors not so treated would nutate 90°. 

Some delaminated in the evening were found to be still inclining 

toward the west in the morning, while others had regained the 

upright position. When the leaves were cut in the morning the 

Plants were found to be perfectly upright in the evening, while 

the natural ones and some decapitated the same morning nutated 

90° west, 

Thus it appears that decapitation has no € 

Wounding the side of the stem affects nutation only to phe 

*xtent that it produces mechanical interference. Delamination, 

Whether of the blade or of the entire leaf, stops nutation entirely. 

It was Observed in some plants which had been delaminated 

that after the leaves and stems of the terminal bud had grown 

Slt again nutation was coritinued in the new parts, but nae 
bending was confined to those parts and did not extend below. 

ffect on nutation. 
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From the above it is demonstrated that the irritability which is 
responsible for the bending of the stem is not inherent in the 
stem -itself, but the stimulus is received by the lamina of the 
leaf, and the impulse transmitted through the petiole to the stem 

produces a response from both these parts. 

NUTATION OF THE HEADS BEFORE ANTHESIS. 

About July 15 the behavior of the young heads began to be 
observed. It was found that both the terminal heads and those 
on side branches nutated to the same extent as the leaf buds. 
Young heads on long, naked stems coming from the axils of 
leaves nutated also, the bracts of the involucre acting no doubt 
the same as the ordinary leaves. When the leaves were removed 
from the stems bearing heads, the nutation did not cease. Thus, 
on August 2 the leaves were removed from plants having young 
heads, and the next day these nutated 50° east in the morning, 
and go° west in the evening. This experiment was repeated 
many times with both terminal and lateral heads, always with 
the same results. After the leaves have been removed from a 
plant having forty or fifty heads the effect of the nutation 
becomes quite striking. 

THE DISK DURING ANTHESIS. 

The nutation of the heads continues until anthesis begins. 
At this time the stem below the head hardens, which makes 
further nutation impossible. During anthesis the head is tipped 

sidewise until it stands with its face almost vertical, and this 
nodding is nearly always toward the northeast, although it 

may be east or north also. During favorable weather, at least 

90 per cent. of the open disks will be found facing the northeast, 
both in the morning and in the evening. The heads are not dis- 

turbed by light wind, but a strong wind twists the stems and 

thus greatly disturbs the normal position of the heads. Whole 

acres of plants were observed in regard to these points. ne 

eastward position of the disks readily deceives one into thinking 
that the face moves with the sun, especially when observations 
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are taken only in the morning. The nodding of the heads takes 

place about the time when the ligulate florets have all expanded ; 

sometimes, however, it begins earlier. When the disk nods 

toward the northeast, the bracts of the head are brought with 

their outer surfaces into the most advantageous position for the 

process of photosyntax, and can thus continue to manufacture 

_ food which can no longer be transferred so readily through the 

elongated and hardening stem. This is of great advantage to 

the developing seeds of the large disk. There is also another 

advantage. The disk is turned away from direct sunlight, bring- 

ing the conditions to an optimum for the processes of pollination 
and fertilization. 

Meehan‘ has observed an eastward turning of the heads of 

Helianthus mollis. He states that it has a southeasterly face on 

opening, and that it turns not with the sun but eastwardly as the 

head progresses toward maturity. 

HELIANTHUS RIGIDUS. 

During the summer of 1897, observations were also made on 

the nutation of Helianthus rigidus. Nutation in this plant is even 

More marked than in H. annuus. Young leafy stems and some 

With young heads were observed to nutate from 70° to 80° east 

in the morning and go® west in the evening. The point of bend- 

mg is quite low, usually about eight inches from the tip. 

Because of the naked and slender stems which bear the heads 

aid the Vigor with which they nutate, this plant should be an 

*xceedingly favorable object for the study of curvature in stems, 

since it could be manipulated almost as readily as can the roots 
of seedlings, 

CoLumnus, Onto. 

*Bor, Gaz, 9: 49-50. 1884. 



ON THE MODE OF DISSEMINATION AND ON THE 
RETICULATIONS OF RAMALINA RETICULATA. 

GEORGE JAMES PEIRCE. 

SEVERAL years ago, Professor W. G. Farlow, of Harvard Uni- 
versity, suggested my examining the thallus of Ramalina reticulata 
Krplhbr., with a view to determining the origin and mode of 
growth of the holes which give to this plant its characteristic 
appearance and its name. He generously allowed me to use all 
the material which was in the herbarium, but for various reasons 
I failed to obtain any results. 

On coming here, I was surprised to find the white and blue 
oaks (Quercus alba L. and Q. Douglasii Hook. & Arn.) festooned 
with this lichen to such a degree that many even young and 
small trees are as hoary in appearance as old New England pines 
overgrown by Usnea barbata Fr.t_ The live oaks (Q. chrysolepis 

Liebm.) of this vicinity are seldom the resting place of other 
than fragments of nets torn by storm and wind from other trees 

and blown to them. As a rule, the evergreens, whatever the 

shape of their leaves, have fewer fragments or whole plants of 

Ramalina growing upon them than deciduous-leaved plants. It 

would be a long and useless task to determine the species of 

shrubs and small trees which, forming the thickets on-the borders 

of the creeks, and composing the ‘ chapparal”’ covering parts of 

the foothills, are draped more or less by large or small fragments 
of Ramalina which have been caught in winter by their leafless 

branches, or on which the younger nets have grown from the 

spore. The reasons why Ramalina reticulata is found hereabouts | 

on deciduous-leaved trees and shrubs almost exclusively eb 

obvious: namely, that there is less chance of fragments catching 

The accompanying figure shows a white oak overgrown by Ramalina sigan 

The photograph of which this is a reproduction was very generously taken venlepitsd 
one of my students, ia [JUNE 

1 
I 
: 

4 
: 
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on Benches covered by leaves than on bare and rough ones; 

and if any fragments should catch on leafy branches ‘be saul 

receive less light during the winter rains than thbac es ing 

from unshaded branches, and hence, as the elaboration of ey 

less, so also the growth 
oO food by the gonidia would be 

€ association of hyphe and gonidia would be proportionally 

hward, there is not 

and shrubs of all 

dry and leafy 

e and growth | 

ompetition 

“ hele npseeaane the coas
t and sout 

a, .. a ion, for this fiche grows on trees 

season fre at milder region, where during the 

‘ven then a. fogs make some food manufactur 

and aaa 
‘About here it grows with littl

e c 

Cladonia i a startling BiZe, but there it 1s crowded by Usne
a, 

much th ane Sepia er so far as my own observations go, 

here, which dl i ad naae I have a fragment, collected very near 

is twenty-six inches long, measured dry. There is 

h longer the whole plant 

pecies of Ramalina 
is 

h of the fragments 
is 

it may come near 

n 

a... ae 
of guessing how much 

the best een. So far as I know, this s 

Never very ichen however, 
and as the breadt 

bein y small in proportion to their length 

§ the broadest also. 
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MODE OF DISSEMINATION. 

By all means the commonest and most effective means by 

which Ramalina reticulata is reproduced and distributed is by 

larger or smaller pieces being torn by the wind from plants firmly 

attached, and carried to trees or shrubs, on the bare, rough 

branches of which the fragments catch and stay (fig. p. 405). As 

will be shown later on, this lichen softens to a remarkable degree 

when wet, it absorbs much water and greatly increases in weight, 

and its netted structure and branching habit cause it to be easily 

torn as it hangs down like a soft, delicate piece of gray-green 

lace, always longer than it is broad. When dry, it is hard, stiff, 

tenacious, and elastic, not readily broken by the wind. When 

wet, it is soft, pliant, not especially tenacious or elastic, and it is 

much heavier. As a rough index of the increase in weight dur- 

ing a hard and protracted rain the following figures will serve. 

Fragment air dry weighed - ener 0.499 8T- 

“ soaked 15 min. in cold? water and surface dried 

by filter paper, weighed - s 

Weight wet: weight dry = 2.04:1. 

This increase in weight is less than that which would occur in 

nature, for more water would there adhere to the surface of the 

lichen than was left by the filter-paper. The increase in weight 

is furthermore unaccompanied by any immediate increase 17 

strength,3 for it is impossible that growth should occur 5° 

promptly or so rapidly as to keep pace with the increase ! 

weight, although the wetting and consequent increase in weight 

take place more slowly in nature, even in a hard rain, than 

when the lichen is immersed in water in the laboratory. 

The rains come only in winter, when the branches of many 

trees and shrubs are bare of leaves, and roughened by buds and 

barky excrescences. The rains are usually accompanied by wind, 

often high wind. It is therefore easy to see that the tearing 

away by the wind of fragments from the soft, heavy, pendant 

1.020 gr. 

*Cold water to avoid possible solution of gelatinous matter. 

3 For the actual decrease in strength see p. 415. 
- s 
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masses of li is inevi 
. ee is inevitable, that the catching of these, often 

... bla which fastens them securely on cues h 

,is very likely to occur ; and when the rain ceases a 

hich have grown from spores 

the right hand one is I 
e 
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4 small fe young thalli of Ramalina reticulata W 
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next raincomes. It may be dislodged again, for such fragments 

do not form even the small weak holdfasts developing on speci- 

mens which have grown from the spore (fig. p. 407). The 

dislodgement is, however, less common than one would at first 

imagine ; first, because of the ‘‘ double turn” which is so com- 

mon, and second, because the part thrown around the branch 

remains more or less fixed in shape, conforming to the branch 

somewhat as a tendril does to its support. That there is any- 

thing more than a mechanical reason for this I doubt, although 

there may be contact or chemical irritation at this point; tor 

even when thoroughly wet, the part of the lichen bent or coiled 

around a branch does not uncoil or become very loose. Whether 

this is simply the fixing of a certain form by the growth, com- 

pleted under mechanical stress, of the part of the lichen bent 

around the branch, or whether the growth is modified, directed, 

prolonged and finally terminated by the irritation set up by con- 

tact with the branch, I am not now able to say. Experiment 

only can settle this point, and experimentation with lichens is 

peculiarly difficult because of their slow growth. Against the 

idea that there may be irritation (contact or chemical), and a 

response thereto on the part of the hyphe, is the fact that these 

hyphz do not grow out from the lichen and attach themselves 

to the bark, there is no formation of anything like a new foot or 

holdfast such as the young lichen forms when growing from the 

spore. It is necessary, however, to consider the effect of con- 

tact with a branch not only upon the hyphe which touch it, but 

also upon the the gonidia and hyphz which may receive more or 

less nutritious solutions from the dead and decaying bark-cells. 

Observation leads to the belief that the fragment is simply 

caught by arough branch, twisted about this by the wind, and 

remains there indefinitely, or until, during some subsequent rain, 

it becomes detached, falls to the ground, or is blown away to 

another branch. 

The growth of any part of the lichen seems not 

impaired by detaching it from any other part. The fragments 

torn and carried away by the wind grow and fruit perfectly well; 

to be 
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indeed it is a difficult matter (if possible at all) to find a whole 

fruiting specimen of Ramalina reticulata, | have not done so, 

The only specimens showing the holdfasts which I have been 

able to find, are small, the largest only seven inches long, 

(measured dry). Judging by the size of these holdfasts, it is 

hard to believe that they would grow strong enough to hoid plants 

much longer ; and of course the rest of the thallus is as weak 

asthe holdfast, and that it breaks readily has just been shown. 

Plainly then the usual and most effective mode of reproduc- 

tion and distribution of Ramalina reticulata is a vegetative one, 

therain softening the thallus and making it possible for the wind 

todetach pieces, even of considerable size, which are then car- 

tied (a large proportion of those detached) and fastened more 

or less securely by the wind upon branches of trees and shrubs, 

where the fragments thrive as if always undisturbed. 

THE RETICULATED THALLUS. 

: The characteristic feature in the habit of Ramalina reticulata 

-i8,as the name implies, its netted structure. From the youngest 

and smallest to the oldest and largest, these Ramalinas are all of 

them nets. The youngest (and the young branches reproduce 

ts) are shaped something like a narrow spatula ( figs. I, 2). 

Just behind the backwardly rolled and somewhat narrower tip, the 

Dh thallus begins to be perforate, these perforations increasing 

Msize to near the base of the thallus. There they are decidedly 

Smaller, finally disappear, and the thallus contracts into a single 

thickened strand, which enlarges at the base. The stalk of a 

branch is very short and is confluent with the thallus (fg. 7, 

0 figs. 3 and 4 where branching is taking place). In the young 

Ramalinas which have grown from the spore, on the branches of 

es, etc., the stalk may be somewhat longer and slightly broad- 

Ned at the base into a small flattened, discoid holdfast ( fig. Ff). 

Nce neither the stalk nor the holdfast keeps pace with the 

wth of the net-like part of the thallus, it is easy to see that 

creasing weight of the last will sooner or later result in 

‘chen being broken or torn into two pieces. 
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This lichen does not form soredia. Other than the strictly 
vegetative mode of reproduction, which has been described in 
the foregoing, the only mode is by spores. The apothecia in 
which these are produced form on all older, though not necessarily 
oldest, parts. Either a very few comparatively large ones are 
produced on the flat, narrow strands forming the coarser nets, or 
a few still larger ones are scattered over the broad, usually short, 
plates, from which many branches spring, or finally a great num- 
ber of small ones arise on similar, but older, broad expanses. 

The apothecia usually form on the flat surface rather than on 
the edge of the thallus, thus exhibiting a tendency directly oppo- 
site to that of the branches ; but there are exceptions to both 

parts of this rule (fig. 7 ap. \F 
The origin of the holes in the thallus of this lichen has been 

discussed in several papers already. Of these I have been able 
to see only three, namely, Agardh’s original papers,‘ in which he 
first describes the plant as an alga, and Lutz’s.5 In the last,various 
papers are cited. After summarizing and criticising the views 
of his predecessors, Lutz proceeds to describe his own experi- 
ments and conclusions. He-worked only with dried herbarium 
material, and had never seen the plants in nature. His observa- 
tions were, therefore, necessarily limited, and his results are 
naturally incomplete. Indeed, the obscurity and uncertainty 
regarding this lichen are due to the unnatural conditions under 
which small quantities of it have been examined, from the time 

when Agardh acquired some of it, supposed it to be an — 
and named it “ Chlorodictyon foliosum (J. Ag. mscr.) Hab. 
in Hb. -J, E, Gray. (sine ulla de origine et loco OT 
until now, 

Lutz calls attention to the gelatinous material in which the 
outer hyphe are imbedded, and to the fact that, because of this, 

the outer parts at least will swell when moistened. He cut tet 
*(a) Chlorodictyon. Ofvers. af K. Vetensk. Akad. Férhandl. no. 5, 18793 - (4) Lund’s Univ. Arskr. 95 23. 1873, 
5Ueber die sogenannte Netzbildung bei Ramalina reticulata Krplhbr. 

Deutsch. Bot. Gesellsch. £22 7. 1804, 
5 Tid. a 34. 

16 

Ber. d. 
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minal portions from dry herbarium material, and measured the 

expansion which took place when water was brought into contact 

withthem. He found that the expansion was from 20 to 43 per 

cent, and the more rapid the thinner the pieces. All parts, old 

aswell as young, expand on wetting ; all parts expand unequally 

ifthe water is unequally distributed over them ; and if water is 

applied to only one side or edge of the thallus, or thallus frag- 

ment, that side will expand first and most, the transfer of water 

from part to part being comparatively slow. Such unequal 

expansions also occur in nature, because raindrops fall first on 

eS parts, then on others, though during a rain-storm of longer 

duration all parts become uniformly moistened. The unequal 

Wetting and consequent unequal expansions develop strains which 

lend to pull apart the thallus, the moist, soft parts pulling 

gah and away from the dry, stiff parts in all directions. The 

aed of the hyphe run longitudinally, the outer ones more 

gularly than those within; and the thallus is thin. 

a of wetting is that the thallus increases somewhat 

.. ness, more in length, and most (proportionally ) in 

- For example, a thallus branch, which I measured, was 

oe | 35 Te 
Oe ode 

1} inches long ; 
Inch broad when air dry, - - 

137 inches long 
42.8™™ 

i inch broad when soaked for 3 minutes In cold water, - 10.3" 

#, inch=increase in length=7.1""=20 Pe cent. 

34 inch=increase in breath=3.2""=44 per cent.’ 

meet evident reason for this greater proportional eat 

Water. ; € breadth is that the gelatinous material, on absorbing 

verse} . ee by less resistance to swelling outward 

hadi against
 the air, than longitudinally 

against other 3 a 

the matter and the hyphe towards the tip and the base trom 

Wetted part. 

have ae the unequal expansions, 

€ roughly measured and indicat 

of which I 
the proportions 

4 table, Lutz 
ed in the above 

7 

see : 

The metric figures in this table are calculated from the figures 10 inches, which 

Were obt ai , ned by measurement. 
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concludes that the perforations may readily arise by simple 
pulling apart of the generally longitudinally running hyphae, 
adding that the breaks appear in the weakest parts of the 
thallus, namely in the thinnest parts, where the “bark” layer is 
virtually absent and where the spherical gonidia are most 
abundant (they are nowhere uniformly distributed), for in such 
places the hyphe cannot bind them tightly together. This is 
true, but it is not all the truth. Microscopical examination of 
living material shows that the hyphe are not merely in contact 
with the gonidial cells but are attached to them by haustoria 
which penetrate the cells,® and that the hyphe bind the gonidia 
together in fairly coherent masses except when the gonidia have 
divided so rapidly that the young cells are not yet held fast by 
haustoria, though the mass and even individual cells may be 
enmeshed by hyphe. The region of most frequent and most 
rapid multiplication of gonidia is that near, though not neces- 
sarily next to, the tip, and even in fairly old parts, such divi- 
sions of gonidial cells occur, and necessarily occur, if in these 

parts the hyphz are to be adequately supplied with food-furnish- 
ing cells. .To some degree in all parts of the lichen thallus, 
therefore, and most in the younger parts near the tips, there will 
be masses of young and small gonidial cells not yet held firmly 
by investing and penetrating hyphe, and these masses will form 
the less coherent parts of the thallus, which can be more readily 
torn through by the unequal and mainly transverse expansions 
produced by unequal wettings. 

But Lutz, though he mentions the peculiar tips of the 
branches of the thallus of Ramalina reticulata, overlooks the part 
they play in the formation of holes. The tips (figs. 2, 3, 4,5) are 
narrower than the thallus just behind, and are rolled over. A 
section of the tip is crozier shaped (fig. 6). Ifa short branch, 
a few millimeters long, is put convex side down (that is, with 

the apex pointing upward) on a horizontally placed slide, anda 

drop of water put on the upper surface of the branch near the 

apex, the apex will be pushed forward by the longitudinal 
*I shall discuss this in detail in a subsequent paper. 
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expansion of the thallus, but the youngest part will expand 
More, the apex itself will swell like the rest of the thallus in all 

_ thtee directions (in length, breadth, and thickness) and will 

_ bend upward slightly and then curve backwards somewhat over 

the thallus, thus straining the flat young part of the thallus just 

behind. But if the experiment be modified by placing a similar 

branch convex side down on a drop of water already on the 
de, the apex will curl much more and much more rapidly, and 

s the strain on the young parts just behind will be much 

Because the apex is always narrower than the flat part 

the thallus, and because it is always circinately curved, it 
‘famnot expand so much as the part behind. The young flat 

‘jattis furthermore less coherent than either the closely rolled 

apex or the older flat parts farther back, because of the rapid 

tiplication of the gonidial cells and the consequently feeble 

hment (if any) of the hyphe to them. The apex then, in 

ng over, pulls the young flat part on the convex side, thus 

und the apex, for the narrower circinate, and, therefore, 

“er apex Opposes transverse expansion in the flat thin part 

tlosest to it. Precisely where the longitudinal strain is greatest, 

2 ing transverse ruptures in the looser gonidial areas, there 

transverse strain is also greatest, inducing longitudinal 

in the same gonidial areas. 

Us we see that it is not simply the expansion, or the 

“qual expansion, in three directions which produces the holes 
Me thallus of Ramalina reticulata, although this is the main 

“rin the older parts (where the formation of new holes is 

— 

™ hear the tip, by the folding over of the apex, and the 

fation, owing to the narrowness and circinate curvature 

ex, of the greatest transverse strain in that zone where 

*ngitudinal strain is also greatest. 
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Such experiments as those just described can be performed 
on intact thalli or larger fragments, either in the laboratory 
or in nature, quite as well as upon small pieces on the stage of 
the microscope. The dry thallus may not be able to retain the 
whole of a drop of water, but some of it will be held by the 

gelatinous outer part; there expansion will take place, and, if 
enough water has been held, curvature also. The nearer the tip 
the point is upon which the drop falls, the thinner it will be, the 
more prompt and the greater will be the expansion, the more 
pronounced the curvature, the greater the strain, the less cohe- 
rent the structure of the thallus, the greater the likelihood of 
ruptures occurring in the weakest areas. Except when rain falls 
unaccompanied by any wind, and except in fog, the thallus is 
not likely to be uniformly wetted and in the former case uni- 
form wetting would not be accomplished immediately. So in 
nature the conditions of expansion and curvature, as demon- 
strated by experiment, are normally realized. 

Lutz says that drying after wetting brings about a change in 
the shape of the thallus, the length being greater, the breadth 
less, but the area the same as before the water was supplied ; 

and that these contractions and changes in shape produce new 

and enlarge already existing holes. If such changes normally 
took place on drying, holes would result; but they do not take 
place. Lutz’s method of experimentation is probably to blame ek 
his conclusion. He used such small pieces of lichen that his 

experiments were conducted on the slide, under a magnification 

of thirty diameters. The moistened gelatinous matter on the 
surface of the lichen would naturally adhere to the glass some- 

what, enough at least to prevent perfect contraction to the 
original form, and, as his fragments were several times longer 

than broad, there would be most adherence and least contraction 

longitudinally, which was what he found. I allowed the frag- 

ment which I had used for determining the expansion on wet- 

ting, in the experiment above reported, to dry quite wee of 
such adherences by hanging it up. It contracted within five 

hours to 

Es ee ee 
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142 inches in length = 35.7™ 
and 49 of an inch in breadth=7.9™. 

that is, to the same length exactly and to within ,', of an inch 

of the original breadth. 

| Two more points should be noted in connection with the 

| the formation and enlargement of holes; namely, the relative 

| tensile strength of the lichen when dry and when wet, and the 

_ part played by growth. I have made tests of which the follow- 

ing may be taken as the average. A piece of thallus with large 

7 

, 

_ holes bounded by stout filaments and bands was hung, tip down- 

_ ward, from a hook of small iron wire (not so fine as to cut the 

lichen quickly. This hook passed through a hole in the mesh 

i and the part above appeared to be of average strength. From 

- asimilar hook similarly placed below were suspended weights. 

The breaking strength of the two strands which held the hooks 

Was 150 grams when dry. The lichen was then soaked for fif- 

_ teen minutes in cold water and hung up again, after the surface 

_ Water had been removed. I tried to select for the support of the 

_ Wite hooks two strands of size and position as nearly as possible 

the same as before. The strands broke with a weight of 30 

 §fams, 20 per cent. only of the weight carried when dry. The 

_ xperiment is rude and has evident faults (for instance, the 
- Strands are not of uniform strength under like conditions, hence 

_‘Mtesting dry the strongest strands may be used, thus leaving 

‘solutely, as well as relatively, weaker ones for testing wet; 

and the whole thallus had probably been weakened by weight- 

ing dry, hence it was weaker when wet than it ordinarily would 

“lave been); but it has some value in indicating the quality if 
jf Pot the quantity of difference in tensile strength under the two 

 Onditions, 

F | this experiment indicates the longitudinal tensile strength. 

The transverse tensile strength must be less. Microscopic 

Xamination of sections, and unsectioned but cleared fragments 

i the thallus, shows, as before stated, that the hyphe run 

_ Mainly longitudinally in strands, fewer obliquely, almost none 

pactly transversely, Evidently the transverse tensile strength, 
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both dry and wet, would be less than the longitudinal. But I 
have shown that the length of a piece of thallus increases 
about 20 per cent. on wetting, whereas the breadth increases at 
least twice as much. _ From these figures we must infer that the 
transverse tensile strength must be much less when the thallus 
is wet than when it is dry. What the proportions are is not 
important. 

These experiments and considerations show that, when the 
lichen thallus is being most strained by expanding and bending, 
it is also becoming weakest, namely when it is wet. 

Growth, whether equal or unequal in different parts, would 
tend to enlarge those holes already formed. The growth of the 
longitudinally-running hyphz, which form the strands bounding 
or between the holes, would lengthen these strands and cause 
them to bound larger holes. Unequal growth in young parts 
where holes had been formed either not all or only in small 
numbers, would produce strains favoring, if not wholly causing, 
the formation of holes at the points of greatest weakness. 
Growth takes place only when and where the lichen is wet and 

therefore mechanically weak. Growth would be unequal if the 
distribution of water in the thallus were unequal. That growth 
is unequal is evident from the fact that only very limited parts 
of the thallus are flat. The water-supply of different parts of 

the lichen will frequently be unequal, growth will therefore nec- 

essarily be unequal, growth strains will be unequal, the thallus 

will be most strained in weakest parts, these weakest parts will 
therefore be made still weaker. The growth of the new gonid- 
ial cells formed by the division of old ones will weaken and 
strain the part of the thallus where they are. If the growth of 

hyphe and gonidia. does not accomplish the formation of 

holes in the weakest parts, it at least facilitates it, and the 

strains produced afterwards by wetting, expanding, and curv- 

ing, will do so. But growth is notoriously slow in lichens, and 
hence it cannot be an important factor in the formation of 

the holes as compared with the purely mechanical effects of 

wetting. 

a a a a a 
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This explanation of the mechanics of hole formation pre- 
supposes ,the peculiar structure and composition of the thallus 
asa whole and the peculiar structure and mode of growth of 
the apex. Why the apex is consistently narrower and circin- 

ately inrolled, why the gonidia are distributed as they are, 
these are questions not answered by this mechanical explana- 
tion. They remain for further physical and physiological 
examination. 

LELAND STANFORD JUNIOR UNIVERSITY. 



A CONTRIBUTION TO THE LIFE HISTORY OF 

EUPHORBIA COROLLATA.* 

FLORENCE May LYON. 

(WITH PLATES XXII—XXIV) 

INFLORESCENCE. 

Tue inflorescence of Euphorbia corollata is of the complicated 

form known as a cymose_ umbel. From the axils of bracts on 

the main stem of the inflorescence there arise three to five 

branches, each terminating in a smaller inflorescence called a 

cyathium, still occasionally referred to as ‘‘a flower’’’ ( figs. 12, 

13, 14). ! 
These branches in turn produce bracts with axillary branches 

and terminal cyathia, and so on through four, five, or rarely six 

generations of branches ( fig. rg). As the secondary and ter- 

tiary branches of the inflorescence develop, there is a tendency 

to diminish the lateral members, so that the ultimate branching 

may become dichasial. Again, all the terminal cyathia on the 

branches preceding the penultimate may be lacking. 

THE CYATHIUM. 

The cyathium has every external appearance of a perfect, 

complete flower ( fig. z2). The involucre of five white bracts 

looks like a gamopetalous perianth. At the entrance to the 

tubular portion are developed five glands, which, together with 

five delicate outgrowths of the involucre, nearly block the 

passage. Within this involucre and opposite its component 

bracts are five groups of staminate flowers. A group com- 

monly consists of three members, and each staminate flower is a 

single stamen terminal on a pedicel, and distinguishable exter 

"Contributions from Hull Botanical Laboratory. X. 
* BAILLON: Histoire des plantes 5 ; 109. 1874. E is [JUN 
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nally from a stamen only by a slight joint which marks the 
insertion of filament upon pedicel. In the center of the inflor- 
escence arises the pistillate flower, distinguished also from a pistil 

by a joint in its axis. It is made up of three carpels forming a 

trilocular ovary with a single suspended anatropous ovule in 
each chamber, and a style with three deeply bifid branches. 
Masses of glandular hairs envelop the base of. the pistillate 

flower, forming a dense screen between it and the staminate 

flowers. After fertilization the pedicel of the pistillate flower 

grows with great rapidity, carrying it far out of the involucre 

(fig. 12). 

ORGANOGENY. 

The first trace of the cyathium is a papilla-like outgrowth 
between two bracts which are themselves in the axil of a larger 

bract ( fig. z, and the bud shown in fig. 12). Near the base of 

this papilla there soon appear five protuberances (jig. 2) , the fore- 

tunners of the involucre. In their axils arise the oldest staminate 

flowers (fig. 3 5 t). Simultaneously with these, and shortly before 

the appearance of the carpels, the three ovules are distinguishable 
on the outer rim of the papilla (fg. 30). The three carpels 

develop independently from the main axis above the oldest 
‘Staminate flowers, which, at the same time, give off near their 

bases branches which are the second generation of staminate 

flowers (fig. 4). The carpels grow rapidly, their adjacent edges 

Soalescing and turning inward as they develop, in such a way as 
to enclose each of the three ovules in a separate compartment 

(Ag. 7). Athird set of staminate branches spring from the 

‘Pedicels of the second, and occasionally a fourth from these ( fig: 

The notch marking the boundary between filament and 

Pedice] appears when the stamen is nearly mature (jig. 5$*): 
A tegular perfect flower does not develop thus. Stamens 

‘Allse acropetally from the flower axis, and not as_ branches 

mM stamens of a preceding generation, as is evident aca 

from the course of the bundles. The resemblance of a single 

‘yathium to a reduced inflorescence of exactly the same type as 
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the whole cluster (fig. 74) is very marked, as may be seen by 

comparing the fibro-vascular bundles in the dichasial group of 

_ staminate flowers in fig. 5, with the diagram of the main inflor- 

escence in fig. rg. If in the latter, the terminal flowers after 

the first be suppressed, and the second, third, and fourth branches 

produce but one branch each, the resulting arrangement would 

be strictly comparable to that which obtains in the cyathium of 

E. corollata. The tendency of the terminal flower of the cyathium 

(2. e., the pistillate) to disappear is marked, about one in ten 

having either a very rudimentary flower as in fig. 75, or no trace 

of one at all. The cyathium of &. corollata may be interpreted 

then as a much reduced inflorescence, made up of certain ulti- 

mate branches of a more complex inflorescence, possibly of sim- 

ple flowers, which is still undergoing reduction. 

MEGASPORANGIUM AND MEGASPORES. 

The very young ovule stands nearly erect in the lower part 

of the loculus (fig. 6). It develops in such a manner as to 

become recurved, the loculus becoming more roomy by an 

intercalary growth of the base of the carpel and the funiculus. 

The stalk of the ovule, too, becomes elongated, until finally the 

ovule is suspended and anatropous, with the micropyle close to 

the funiculus and the raphe running along the inner edge { figs. 
6-11). The development of the two integuments may be 

traced by the figures; the inner one appears first on the outer 

surface of the ovule, and is closely followed by the second, 

which soon surpasses it (figs. 7-77). 
The embryo sac develops by the usual stages. A single 

hypodermal cell is differentiated from its neighbors and cuts off 

a primary wall cell (tapetum) (figs. 78-20). This is followed 

by a division of the primary sporogenous cell into an axial row 

of four mother cells, the lowermost of which develops into the 

sac (figs. 21-24). The cells of the nucellus, and possibly of 

the epidermis near the upper end of the sac, divide with great 

rapidity, producing a long, slender neck and leaving the sac 

deeply situated (figs. 22, 23, 25, 26). 
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A mass of active, glandular hairs develops on the placenta 
above the funiculus. Some of these apply themselves to the 

" inner face of the nucellar neck, which bends toward them as it 
continues to lengthen ( figs. rz, 26, 52). By the time the embryo 
Sac is in the eight-celled stage, the tip of the neck has reached 
the narrow apex of the loculus and is closely appressed to the 

placental tissue (fig. 52). The integuments envelop it, and the 
“outer one becomes attached to the placental tissue in sucha 

_ tanner as to enclose the neck completely. An axial row of 
tells, larger and of looser structure than the surrounding tissue, 

_ Sdeveloped through the entire length of the neck (figs. 26, 
52). These connect with a line of glandular cells that leads 

through the placental tissue to the stigmatic surface of the style 
4 (eg. 52). The pollen tube thus has a definite and direct pas- 
Sage to the modified cells in the neck, which break down as it 
approaches, 

The extremely long synergids hang from the upper end of 
the sac with the oosphere suspended between their free tips 

(figs. 27-29) in the direct path of the pollen tube which passes 
_ between them (fig. 30). The fusion of the polar nuclei takes 

Place Near the egg in either the Icngitudinal or the tranverse 

— *Is of the sac (jigs. 27, 28). The antipodals are very ephem- 

: having been seen but once in several hundred slides. The 

perm nucleus does not divide before the egg is fertilized 

WS: 30 end. m.). Immediately after the entrance of the pollen 

be, the neck of the nucellus and the glandular hairs disappear, 

he outer integument closes the mouth of the micropyle with 

~s© Cap that develops from its inneredge. At the time of fer- 

"ation, when the embryo sac has encroached on the nucellus 

Me base of the ovule, the tissue in this region divides into a 
MSs of small but comparatively thick-walled cells, forming a 

_“Tupon which the sac rests (fig. 11). 

MICROSPORANGIUM. 

When the stamen is but a small swelling (fig. 3 5") there 

Fin four distinct regions, approximately equidistant from 
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one another, plates of hypodermal archesporial cells ( figs. 30, 

31,32). All of these divide once to form axial rows ( fig. 32). 

These rows are radially placed, forming a mass of cells shaped 

like a truncated cone with its apex inward. Of the cells form- 

ing the inner layer, only a limited number, and, as a general 

thing, but one becomes the ancestor of the spore mother cells 

(fig. 33). The outer layer divides at once into two layers, 

thrusting the primary potential sporogenous cells down where 

there is even less room to divide (fig. 33). Among these one 

cell soon may be distinguished by superior size and different 

stain as the forerunner of the spore mother cells referred to 

above. The hypodermal layer of cells divides by periclinal 

walls into two layers (fig. 34). The tapetum is developed from 

the wall, and is frequently differentiated some time before the 

mother-cell stage (fig. 34). The development of the spore 

mother cells (fig. 36) and a clearly defined synapsis stage (fig. 

37), with the usual division into tetrads, follow (jigs. 35-40), 

In one preparation the mother celis had divided into fives and 

sixes instead of tetrads (figs. 2-46.) Nothing was observed to 

suggest how they were formed. It may be noted from the 

figures, however, that unlike the cases of Hemerocallis described 

by Juel,3 the spores are of the same size. 

The ordinary sequence of events leads to the development 

of the pollen grain, which is a spherical body with three deep 

grooves running from pole to pole. A large vegetative and a 

smaller lenticular generative nucleus were seen in the pollen 

grain and in the tube, but no trace of a division of the generative 

cell preceding tube formation (figs. 48-51). The pollen tube, 

with one generative cell and the vegetative nucleus, were fre- 

quently seen in cross sections of the peculiar nucellar neck, 

which led to the inference that either the generative cell may 

not divide at all, or if it does, one of the male cells disappears 

before the pollen tube enters the micropyle. The actual fusion 

of the gametes was not observed. 

3Cytologische Studien aus dem Bonner Botanischen Institut. 51-72. 1897. 
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SUMMARY. 

The “flower” of Exphorbia corollata is an inflorescence of 

the same type as the general inflorescence or cluster of which it 

- isaunit. This is shown not only by the rudimentary develop- 

ment of perianths about the “pistil” and “ stamens,’ but more 

emphatically by the fact that the order in which the organs 

develop is not that of a flower, but of an inflorescence. 

2. This inflorescence, or cyathium, shows a marked tendency 

_ to become reduced still further by the disappearance of its car- 

. : pellate flower in the approximate ratio of one to ten. 

| ; _ 3. The development of the ovule is marked by an elaborate 

outgrowth of the nucellus into a long neck whose direction of 

| " $towth is guided by placental hairs which exert an attractive 

_ influence, causing it to bend toward them and in this way 

| Making a complete connection between the stigmatic cells and 

4 

; 

the embryo sac for the passage of the pollen tube. e 

_ 4. Ovules appear before there is any trace of carpel, being 

| Clearly of cauline origin. 

_ 5. The synergids are remarkably long, and the antipodals so 

| hemeral that only once were they discovered in several hundred 

_ Pfeparations. This suggests the possibility of their having been 

®erlooked in certain instances where they have been reported 

absent, 

6. Asarule but a single cell becomes the ancestor of all _ 

the spore mother cells in a single pollen sac. 

7. The tapetum may be clearly differentiated, at least one 

2 . preceding the pollen mother cells. It is developed from 

€ wall, 

_ 8. Abnormal cases of five and six spores instead of tetrads 

Were observed. 

_ 9 The sy napsis stage was found with perfect regularity. | 

_ 10. Evidence was obtained suggesting that the generative 

“ll may not divide. 
‘Tre UNIVERSITY oF CHICAGO. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

PLATE XXII, 

The figures, with the exception of figs. 75, 76, 77, are diagrams. In all 

others, unless otherwise indicated, the optical combination was Reichert ocular 

4 and Bausch and Lomb +}; oil immersion. The drawings have been reduced 

to three-eighths of their original size as drawn with the Zeiss camera. 

Fic. 1. Young bud of a cyathium of £. coro//ata with no differentiation 

of flowers. 

Fig. 2. Same older, showing developing involucre (7) in axils of bracts 

(6). Vascular bundles in this and succeeding figures indicated by dotted 

lines. 

Fic. 3. Still more advanced stage, in which five staminate flowers (s*) 

have developed in the axils of the involucral leaves; the free margin of the 

papilla is slightly elevated into three ovules. Two cyathia of a younger 

generation are shown in the axils of the bracts (4). 

F1G. 4. Ovules more advanced (0). Carpels have appeared at the bases 

of the ovules (c). A second group of staminate flowers, each of which isa 

branch from the staminate flower just above it (s*). Involucre enclosing all 

flowers. 

Fic. 5. Carpels about to unite with axis of flower. A mature staminate 

flower (st) with a notch marking the insertion of the filament upon the 

pedicel. Staminate flowers of the second, third, and fourth generations 

showing the dichasial arrangement. The gland (g) and ingrowing flap are 

developing on the inner margin of the involucre, while the five free petal- 

like parts are turning outward. In this, as in the preceding figures, 4 indi- 

cates the two green leaves which envelop the cyathium. 

F1Gs. 6—10 show the shifting position of the ovule from nearly erect to an 

anatropous suspended position. The two integuments are shown in each 

figure, the inner appearing the earlier. 

Fic. 11. The nearly mature ovule with the nucellar neck bent toward the 

glandular hairs on the placenta. The shape of the embryo sac and the pad 

of thick walled small cells at the base of the nucellus are shown diagram- 

matically. 

Fic. 12. Habit sketch of a cyathium after fertilization of ovules. A 

younger cyathium is developing in the axil of one of the green bracts that 

enveloped the older cyathium during its growth. 

FiG. 13. Ground plan of cyathium. 

Fic. 14. Diagram of main inflorescence, a cymose umbel. 

Fig. 15. Portion of an abnormal cyathium in which no pistillate flower has 

developed. 

| 
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Figs. 16, 17. Abnormal staminate flowers; one with accessory anthers 

developed at the notch (fg. 76), the other with a cup-like perianth in the 
" same situation (fig. 77). 

PLATE XXIII. 

Figs. 18-20. Young megasporangia, showing first division of primary 

_ archesporial cell into tapetal and primary sporogenous cells, In fig. zo the 
_ primary tapetal has in turn divided, as has also the adjacent epidermal cell. 

_ Fig.21. Next stage in mother cell row. 

Figs, 22-24. One-celled embryo sac with remnant of mother cell row 

_ above and marked development of nucellar tissue in this region. 

_ Fig. 25. Two-celled embryo sac; nucellus dividing further, and epi- 

_ dermis forming two layers of cells. 
Fig. 26. Four-celled embryo sac; several glandular hairs with their con- 

_ Spicuous nuclei applying themselves to “neck ;” differentiation of axial row 

Fé of cells into so-called “channel cells ;”’ portions of the two integuments shown 

‘in outline, 

Fig. 27. Eight-celled embryo sac; the elongated synergids with the egg 
_ between their free tips lie in the upper part of the narrow sac; the polar 

_-fuclei fusing ; the ephemeral antipodals. 

_ Fig. 28. Polar nuclei fusing in transverse axis. 
__ Fig. 29. The upper end of the sac in the eight-celled stage showing the 
pete positions of the synergids, the egg, and the endosperm nucleus to the 
_ “channel.” 

) _ Fic. 30. Fertilization stage; pollen tube with male gamete passing 

tween the disintegrating synergids toward egg lying beneath; the endo- 

perm nucleus has not divided. 

a PLATE XXIV. 

_ Fic. 304, Young microsporangium showing one cell of archesporial plate 
differentiated, 
“Aig, 31. More advanced stage. 
: Fig. 32, Microsporangium showing two of the four plates of archesporial 

7 one undergoing division. 

Fig, 33. Still later stage, where the hypodermal layer seen at the right 

32 has divided, thrusting the layer under it down toward the center of 

anther ; Only one cell in each of the conelike masses gives evidence of 

ns ing the ancestor of the spore mother cells. 

MiG. 34. A stage in which the tapetum is differentiated ; about twelve : 

_ 8£Nous cells, ten of which show in the section. 

Fig, 35. Later stage; tapetum not yet differentiated. 
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Fic. 36. Spore mother cell stage; tapetum developed. 

F1G. 37. Synapsis stage. 

Fic. 38. Stages following synapsis. 

F1G. 39. Division into tetrads. 

Fics. 40, 41. Formation of microspores. 

Fics. 42-46. Irregular division into five and six spores instead of tetrads. 

Figs. 47-50. Development of pollen grains and division of nucleus into a 

larger vegetative and a smaller lenticular generative nucleus. 

Fic. 52. Diagram of pistil showing relation of stigmatic surface, path of 

pollen through placenta, and connection with channel in neck of nucellus 

leading to embryo sac. 
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A BIOLOGICAL NOTE ON THE SIZE OF EVERGREEN 
NEEDLES. 

EDWIN BINGHAM COPELAND. 

THE profound influence which a prevalence of favorable or 
unfavorable weather in any season exerts upon the growth of 
stems is a matter of universal observation. Inadequate nutrition 
of the plant may be expected, and in general will be found to 
find expression in a more or less stunted development of both 
internodes and leaves; though in individual cases this parallel 
influence may be concealed by the different response of the 
two members to variations in light or moisture, acting as 

stimuli, 

The best specific instance, with which I am acquainted in 
literature, of the effect of imperfect nutrition upon the growth 
of leaves, is in a brief note by Reinke,’ who measured, on young 

trees of a number of species of Pinus and Abies, the length of 
needles formed (a) the year before the trees were transplanted, 
(4) the year when they were transplanted, and (c) the second 
year thereafter. In consequence of injury to the roots during 
transplanting, the needles formed during that year were mate- 
tially shorter than those of preceding or following seasons. 

Gregor Kraus? observed that the length of the needles 
Varies from year to year} under the influence of “Boden und 
Klima,” and mentions several instances: as one, in which the 
size of the leaves of deciduous trees is affected by the different 
illumination of different parts of the tree; and another in which, 

"Berichte d. d. bot. Gesells. 2: 376. 
*Abhandl. d. naturf. Gesells. zu Halle 16: 363. 1886. 
‘bid. 365. “Die absolute Linge der Nadeln eines Triebes hangt mit der 

Kraftigkeit des Jahrestriebes iiberhaupt zusammen. In giinstigen Jahren werden ekanntlich sehr lange und kriftige, in ungiinstigen viel kleinere und schwachere 

Triebe Sebildet, und die Kriftigkeit ocer Schwachlichkeit gilt nicht bloss fiir die 
Achsen, sondern auch fiir die Blatter.” 
1898] 427 
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the strength of the tree going largely to the fruit, fruiting apple 
trees bore smaller leaves than sterile ones. From a prevalent 
occurrence of shorter needles on the youngest year’s growth, 
and from direct measurements, Kraus advanced the doctrine of 

a further growth in length of the needles of Pinus after the first 
year; which Meissner* and S. Honda,5 from a mass of negative 
results deny. From his numerous measurements Meissner 
recognized the variations from year to year, and seems to 
regard this observation as one of his most important results.° 
But though he mentions in one place (eb/d. 217, 1897) the 
effect of a dry summer in the growth of short needles, he intro- 
duces without explanation the fact that the variations on the 
main stem and on its branches are parallel, and expressly con- 
tradicts Kraus’ statement that there is a relation between the 
length of the stem and that of the needle. As illustrating and 
emphasizing the influence of the conditions of vegetation on the 
development of leaves, the following notes may be of interest, 
although their most conspicuous feature is that already chron- 
icled by Reinke. 

In the spring of 1896 a considerable number of evergreens 
were transplanted to the campus of Indiana University. The 
most of these are still living, and except in the case of Pinus 

Strobus still bear leaves three, four, or more years old. I have 
measured needles from two or more plants of each species and 
in the appended tables present a fair average case of each. In 
every instance the needles formed during 1896 are conspicu- 
ously shorter than those of 1895 or 1897, giving the young trees 
a very odd appearance. The per cent. of shortening varies of 

course in the different plants, according to the injury they sus- 
tained in being moved.?7. The greatest decrease present in the 

tables is 74.6 per cent. on Pinus Austriaca. A still greater effect 

* Bot. Zeit. 52': 55. 1894, and 557: 203. 1897. 
5 Not seen. Ref. Bot. Centralb. 67 : 25. 

* Loe. cit. 217. 1897. “Die Nadeln nehmen von Jahr zu Jahr an Lange zu, dann 
ab, dann wieder zu, etc.” 

7 REINKE, loc. cit. Adies oo transplanted without injury to the roots, 
showed no change in the needles 
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was observed in many instances; in fact it not infrequently 

occurred that zo leaves were formed during 1896, the apical bud 

having remained almost dormant through that year, and grown 

again normally in 1897. Since it was the weakness of the trees 

as a whole that found expression in the stunted needles, it was 

bound a priori to show itself alike on all stems and branches, of 

whatever order, and I have thought it worth while to show this 

only in table IV. It was equally to be expected that such pro- 

found variations in the strength of the plants would affect the 

stems and the leaves alike, and as all the tables show, this was 

found to be true. In some cases the effect was most marked 

in the leaves, in others, notably Taxus, in the stems. 

The growth of the stem in thickness was likewise uniformly 

checked. Thus inall cases the annual ring formed in 1896 was 

appreciably thinner than that of other years; which indeed was 

to be expected, as merely an unusually dry season is able to 

leave its record in a thinner ring. The leaves formed in 1896 

Were not only shorter but less in diameter as well, as is shown 

by the area of their cross sections. The leaves measured were 

among the largest of each year’s growth. The measurements 

Were made by drawing the outlines with a camera lucida on 

paper of uniform thickness and cutting out and weighing the 

sketches. 

On trees set out in 1897 (table VII) it was of course that 

_ Year in which the needles were dwarfed in length and diameter, 

4 and the annual ring remained thin. 

While the shorter stem-segments of the season following 

transplanting bore also- shorter. leaves, they were much more 
densely beset by them; so that in most of the tables the total 

humber of needles forrned is found to have been greatest in that 

year.’ I forbear to offer any hypothetical explanation of this 

interesting phenomenon. The number of needles compensates 

the plant for their lack of size, sometimes furnishing an even 

*MEIssNER sometimes confuses the internode with the year’s growth in stighhe 
“a internodes are much more conspicuously shortened after transplanting than is even 

© year’s growth, since their number is commonly increased. 
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greater surface of leaf than is borne on the normal year’s growth 

of stem. 

As clearly noted by Kraus, and emphasized almost humor- 

ously by Meissner, the length of the needles formed during dif- 

ferent years on uninjured trees varies considerably with the 

prevailing climatic conditions. This appears undisturbed only 

in table VIII, which is introduced rather to show what might 

have been expected during these years, of the smaller trees, if 

their development had not been interrupted. There is abso- 

lutely no reason for suspecting an automatic periodicity in the 

length of the needles. These constant yearly fluctuations can 

only be regarded as less conspicuous symptoms of the same gen- 

eral state of matters which when exaggerated finds expression 

in the various phases of dwarfing of transplanted trees. In the 

latter case, that of transplanted trees, if we seek’ to apply the 

old “law of the minimums” it is probably safe to say (overlook- 

ing the possibility that this is in part an instance of “ correla- 

tion") that the inability to get a proper supply of water is the 

factor which places the limit on growth. This must often be 

true, too, when the variations depend on the “Klima;” and the 

summer of 1897 (see table VIII) was indeed a destructively dry 

one in Bloomington. But the early part of the same season was 

unusually cold, and what part of the failure of the needles to 

reach their average length was due to the drought, and what to 

the late spring, cannot be said. To analyze the complex of con- 

ditions comprehended under a season’s ‘‘weather”’ is not imme- 

diately practicable. 

Even in the relatively simple case of transplanted trees 

Reinke probably went astray when he attempted any further 

analysis of the cause of dwarfing. He satisfied himself, in some 

way, that enough water was absorbed through the periderm of 

the old roots to cover the loss by transpiration, and concluded 

therefore that the normal development of the leaves is in part 

dependent upon the root pressure. Very probably it does 

depend upon the amount of water present within the plant; but 

before one ascribes a share in it to actual root pressure, it should 
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be shown that there is some pressure under normal conditions, 

present throughout the season of active growth; or that the 

length of the needles varies—as the root pressure probably 

does, if present at all—with the distance from the ground. 

Since the variation from year to year, like the disturbances 

following transplanting, depends upon the general condition of 

the tree, it is self-evident that they will be the same on the main 

axis and on all its branches. 

The most casual observation shows that in this climate the 

needles or leaves formed during any year are at first very short, 

afterward longer, and at the end of the season again short. In 

measuring the needles to find the average length for each year, 

it was immediately apparent that the progression in the length 

of the needles was surprisingly uniform. The first lines of 

figures in the individual tables show this almost as forcibly as 

plotting the curves would do. Each measurement is the average 

of ten successive needles, except in the instance of Pinus Aus- 

iriaca, in which ten pairs of needles were taken. The figures at 

the beginning of each line represent the lowest needles on the 

year’s growth of stem. Ten leaves taken each time is too many 

to show the curve in any detail when the year’s growth bears as 

few leaves altogether as in the instances of Tsuga and Taxus; 

but on branches so conspicuously dorsiventral the leaves borne 

on the under side are so much longer than those above that 

taking a smaller number each time yields too broken a curve. 

The series of needles still clinging to stems more than three 

Years old is usually quite incomplete, but except in one or two 

cases I have been unable to see that the shorter needles were 

cast off before the longer.? 

The numbers representing the needle lengths advance each 

year from the spring minimum to a maximum, usually near the 

middle of the yearly growth in length, and then decrease to the 

fall minimum, which is usually lower than the first one. In 

Many of the tables there is no break in the rise or fall, and what 

°S. Honpa, loc. cit: On species of Pinus he found the smallest leaves formed 

latest each year, and seldom clinging more than one year to the stem. 
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irregularities do appear in others are insignificant. The curves 

plotted from these data are at least as regular as can be obtained 

from actual measurement during the season. And while the 

causal connection of the two curves is not actually demonstrated, 
I do not doubt that both represent the same thing, the different 
vital activity at different seasons, as the plant gradually arouses 
from its winter rest in spring and sinks into it in late summer and 
fall: The tree keeps its own record of its annual period of 
activity in the length of its needles; and we do very well if the 

record we construct from continuous measurement of the 7 
ity of growth is equally legible. 

The cause of this regular annual variation is the same com- 

plex, constituting its environment, which in some years stimu- 

lates the growth of longer, in others, of shorter leaves all sum- 
mer; with perhaps a larger part played by the temperature, and 
less by the moisture, in the production of the rhythmic than of 
the irregular variations. How little the regular annual period 
depends upon present conditions, and how largely it is heredi- 
tary, in response to the climatic conditions of the plant’s ances- 

tors, cannot now be said, but it probably depends very much upon 
the species. No conclusions can be drawn from the Arauca- 
rias*° in a local greenhouse, which show occasional, zones of 
short leaves, corresponding possibly to periods of rest, for the 
greenhouse is only an attempt to Pe their natural 

climate. 

TABLES. 

Except where otherwise specified, the measurements are 
made from lateral branches of the first order. In each table 
the average needle-length in successive zones, of ten needles 
each, from below upward, illustrating the regular yearly rise and 
fall in needle-length, is given first. Then follow the average 
needle-length of each year, the area of the cross section of a large 
needle, the length of the year’s growth of stem (the same on 

DE Bary: tl Anat. 513. Annual rings are not always regularly present 
in the wood of Araucari 
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which the measured needles grew), and the thickness of the 

annual vzngs. The needles are measured in millimeters. 

I. Pinus Austriaca Hors. 

1895. 104.0, 106.4, 106.2, 104.2, 101.0 (II pairs). 

a 25.0, 27:7, 29.1,° 29.6, 29.4, 28.5, 29.0, 29.1, 28.5, 28.3, 27.1, 25.2, 

24.0, 23.9, 23-3, 23.1, 22.7, 22.2 (12 pairs). 

1897. 107.1, 113.9, 112.8, 114.0, 114.0, 105.6 (12 pairs). 

Needle-length Cross-section Stem Rings 

1895. 104.36™™ 0.864™™ 54 PJ aed 35 tracheides. 

1896. 26.51 0.523 7.8 . 

1897. II1.23 1.188 8.2 75 e 

Though the response of the plant to its injury was more 

marked in this tree during 1896 than in any of the other trees 

tepresented by tables, its recovery by the next year was unusu- 

ally complete, only the stem’s growth in length seeming still to 

Suffer. 

II. Pinus Strobus L. 

There were too few needles for their sequence to be instruc- 

tive. Inthe growth of 1897 they were borne uniformly in fives ; 

in that of 1896, often in threes or fours. Those of 1895 were 

all fallen, 
Needle-length Cross section Stem Ring 

1896. 66.59" g.239% 0.189™™ 

1897. 83.39 0.296 0.307 

I. Picea alba Link. (P. Canadensis (Mill.) B.S. PL). Seven« 

year old tree. 

2 1895. 9.0, 11.7, 13.9, 14.0, 14.8, 15.4, 15.5, 15-5, 15-4, 15.5, 15.1, 15.0, 14.4, 

a 13.3, 12.3 (6 needles). 

~ 1896. 4.3, 5.1, 5.7, 6.2, 6.6, 7-1, 74s 7-8) 8:0, 8.0, 8.1, 8.4, 8.3, 8.3, 8.3, 8.2, 
a 8.2, 8.0, 7.9, 7.75 7-5) 7o4y 71) 6.8, 6.3, 5-7 (12 needles). 

10.7, 13.5, 16.6, 17.6, 18.4, 19.5, 19-7, 20.2, 20.2, 20.4, 20.4, 20.3, 19.8, 

19.6, 19.5, 19.1, 18.2, 17.8, 16.8, 14.9, 14-4, 12.6, 7.8. 

Needle-length Cross section Stem Ring 

1895. 14.05™™ 0.418™™ sq ‘Le we 0.430™™ 

1896, 7.25 0.262 6.7 0.185 

1897. 17.30 0.600 14.0 0.298 
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1896. 
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IV. Picea pungens Engelm. About six years old. 

13.9, 15.5, 15.6, 15.6, 15.8, 15.9, 15.4, 15.0, 14.8, 14.6, 14. 3 (12 needles). 

Pas, §G.5, 80.0, 17.0, 17.4,17.5, 17.7, 17045 17.2, 17.1; 16.8, 16.5, 160, 

15.6, 14.4, 12.9 (11 needles). 

Boy ty Gat, 05, 0.35 OF. O:9)10,0, 1011; 10:2, 10.1 428053; FO.3, 10:4, 80085 

10.5, 10.5, 10.0, 8.1 (7 needles). 

59-7) 190, 19.6; 14:7; 1$20;51 5.07 14:9; 14.8; 14.7, 14,4,) £38; 13:1, 12.4, 

Needle-length Cross section Stem Ring 

1894. “gua Fe 

1895. 16.16 Oost 8.2 o.262"" 

1896. 9.45 O.477. 6.3 0.148 

1897. 13.69 0.688 6.5 0.536 

Branch of second order. 

Ti, 12.0, 13,6, 14.0, 14.0, 14.3, 14.2, 14.1,.14.1, 13.6, 13.3, 13.0; 15.0 

(14 needles). 

4.7, 6.8, 7.9, 8.6, 8.5, 8.4, 7.6, 6.5, 4.9. 
11.3, 12.6, 13.3, 13.8, 13.8, 13.7, 13-4,.13-1, 12.7; 11.9, 9.5 (8 needles). 

Needle-length Stem 

1895. 30"" We ages 

1896. = a7 

1897. 12.65 4.4 

One year is not always sufficient for recovery from the injury 
of transplanting. Trees as young as these, if left to themselves, 
produce every year longer leaves than the year before. So the 
length in 1897 would naturally exceed that in 1895. 

1895. 

1896. 

1897. 

V. Picea nigra Link (P. Mariana (Mill.) B.S. P.). 

7-7; 8.5, 9.6, 10.2, 10.7, 11.0, 11.4, 11.7, 1.9, 11.8, 11.8, 11.8, 11.8, 11.7, 
11.5, 11.4, 11.1, 10.6, 10.4, 10.0. 
3-4, 5.1, 6.3, 6.5, 6.8, 6.9, 7.0, 7.0, 7.0, 7.0, 7.1, 7.0, 7.1, 7-2) 7-0, 7.0. 
7-6, 10.4, 11.5, 12.8, 13.3, 13.6, 13.6, 13.8, 13.7, 13.8, 13.8, 13.7, 13-7 
13.4, 13.2, 12.9, 12.8, 12.6, 12.3, 12.2, 11.8, 8.4. 

Needle-length Cross section Stem 

1895. 10,83™™ O45 9.7 
1896. 6.59 0.222 4.3 

1897. 12.50 0.409 8.1 
The annual ring of 1896 was thinner than the others. 
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I]. Picea excelsa Link. Six-year old tree, transplanted in 1896. 

14,4,.15.5, 16.1, 16.1;:16,5;) 18.9) 10:4; B50, 258, 150,160; 24,7, 1453; 

13.4, 13.2, 12.8 (12 needles). 

1896. 8.2, 9.9, 10.9, 11.1, 11.3, 11.5, 11.6, 11.4, 11.3, 11.3, 11.2, 11.1, 11,0, 10.9, 

i 10.7, 10.5, 10.5, 10.4, 10.0, 9.8 (11 needles). 

1897. 15.8, 17.7, 19.3, 19.5, 19.7, 20.1, 20.1, 19.6, 19.7, 19.4, 18.8, 18.6, 15.8, 

12.0, 10.6 (7 needles). 

Needle-length Cross section Stem Ring 

1895. I5.09™™ 0.483™™ 84 oe a 0.3326" 

1896. 10.73 0.307 6.4 0.127 

1897. 17.78 0.543 9:9 0.245 

VII. Picea excelsa Link. Seven-year old tree, transplanted in 

1897. 

1895. 16.9, 19.1, 20.4, 21.5, 21.5, 21.2, 21.4, 21.4, 20.7, 19.1, 14.2 (5 needles). 

1896. 12.8, 14.5, 15.8, 16.8, 16.9, 16.8, 16.8, 16.2, 15.6, 15.2, 14.6, 12.2 (14 

needles). 

1897. 6.2, 8.3, 9.0, 9.3, 9.6, 9-8, 9.8, 9-8, 9-6, 9-8, 9-6, 9.519-5» 9-6, 9-1, 9-2, 8.9, 

8.9, 8.7, 8.3, 8.0, 8.0, 7.8, 7-4, 6.7 (6 needles). 

Needle-length Cross section Stem Ring 

1895. 1927" 0.494™™ 4 153° 0.300" 

1896. 15.35 0.419 12.8 0.240 

1897. 8.82 0.1gI 4.6 0.144 

VII. Picea excelsa Link. Tree about twenty-five years old. 

Lateral branch of second order. 

—-<1894. 16.5, 18.4, 19.6, 20.0, 20.3, 19.9, 20.4, 20.6, 21.0, 21.1, 20.8, 20.6, 19.6, 

Oe: 19.9, 18.5, 18°3, 17.9 (7 needles). 

1895. 18.2, 21.8, 22.8, 22.4, 23.1) 24.0, 23-1, 23-1, 23.0, 21.7, 21-2, 19.7 (12 

ue needles), 

1896. 19.0, 20.1, 20.7, 21.1, 22,1, 22.3, 22. 8, 22.3, 22.6, 22.2, 21.8, 21.8, 21.8, 

21.1, 16.7 (13 needles). 
1897, 15.5, 17.7, 18.6, 18.7, 18.6, 18.0, 18.2, 18.2, 18.0, 17.3, 17.6, 168, 16.0, 

15.2, 15.2, 16.0, 12.9. 
Needle-length Stem 

1894. 19.61™ 9.8 

1895. 22.01 10.0 

1896. 21.23 10.2 

1897. 16,07... 11.0 
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IX. Abies balsamea (Linn.) Mill. 

1895. 10.5, 13.1, 14.6, 16.2, 16.5, 15.9,.14.6, 13.9, 13.6, 12.3, 10.4. 

1896. 6.5,7.6, 5.5, 8.7,9,0,9.1, 9.2; 9.2; 8,9, 8.7, 8.9, 8.4, 8.1, 8.1, 7.5, 7.3, 6.8, 

6.2, 5.7, 4.4 (8 leaves). 

1897. 13.2, 15.6, 16.8, 17.2, 17.6, 16.8, 16.4, 15.7, 14.6, 14.0, 13.1, 9.5 (8 leaves). 

Needle-length Cross section Stem Ring 

1895. Ia.70. G.4077" 94 10.9 0.206™™ 

1896. 7.84 0.354 4.4 0.07 

1897. 15.04 0.477 6.3 0.115 

X. Tsuga Canadensis (Linn.) Carr. 

QO. 7:5, 6.1, 7.6, 7.4. 

1897. 8.1, 9.2, 8.3, 8.1, 6.9, 5.9 (13 leaves). 

Leaf length Stem 

1895 10,00"™™ aon 

1896 7.62 ya 

1897 7-75 4.1 

Many of the small dorsal leaves do not cling to the stem 
more than one year; hence the figures for 1895 and 1896 are 
too large in proportion to those for 1897. 

XI. Taxus baccata L. 

1895. 13.0, 16.9, 16.3, 12.7, 11.0, 9.9. 

1896. 7.9,8.4, 5.7 (6 leaves). 

1897. 13.9, 17.2, 17.3, 14.9, 7.5 (4 leaves). 

Leaf length Cross-section Stem . Ring 

1895. ia ee: coed a 39 tracheids 
1896. 7.58 0.773 2.1 6 4 
1897. 15.07 1.045 8.2 20 se 

INDIANA UNIVERSITY, 
Bloomington, Ind. 



SOME REASONS WHY THE ROCHESTER NOMENCLA- 

TURE CANNOT BE REGARDED AS A CONSISTENT 

OR STABLE SYSTEM. 

' B. L. ROBINSON. 

_ SINCE the vivacious discussions of 1890 to 1895 comparatively 

tle has been published in America upon botanical nomencla- 

While this lull in the conflict between opposing and often 

sharply expressed opinions is grateful to all concerned, the 

ficult and intricate nomenclature question is as far from 

ttlement as ever. The subject may seem trite and tiresome, 

he successful advance of classification. The gravity of the 

le issue is, therefore, so great as to justify every renewed 

Some years ago a number of our American colleagues, with 

oMscientious efforts and praiseworthy intentions, devised and 

ted to the world a nomenclature reform, hoping that it 

ould gain ground and soon meet with general approval and 

option. This, however, has not been the case, nor has its 

Success been due to prejudice. While among its opponents 

437 
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this has been done in disregard of the opinions and expressed 

wishes of a very large number of their colleagues does not con- 

cern us here, except as showing an unfortunate over-confidence 

on the part of the reformers. What they should realize, how- 

ever, is that no number of monographs or floras, published in 

accordance with the Rochester code, will establish a single 

principle or a single name, which does not appeal to future 

botanists as reasonable. Surely those who have themselves 

discarded hundreds of names which had stood unchallenged for 

nearly a century should not feel that they are establishing their 

system merely by putting it into use. The only way it can be 

established is by making it so reasonable and consistent that it 

will command general respect and approbation. 

Readily accepting the now generally admitted fact that 1753 

is the most desirable date of departure, the writer can see only 

two logical methods of codifying botanical nomenclature. 

According to the first of these modes, priority both of time and 

place must be unrestricted from the date of starting. Each 

plant must bear its earliest designation, and each name must be 

used only in its earliest signification. Such a system would 

involve a hitherto unprecedented change but is both conceivable 

and logical. The other method, while also recognizing the 

great value of priority in determining the proper names of 

plants, would seek to limit this principle by such qualifications 

as would be necessary to retain as great a part as possible of 

the current nomenclature. Inthe first or absolute system no 

exceptions can be permitted, usage may not be taken into 

account, and in fact nomenclature must be torn down to the 

point where it can be rebuilt with regularity and symmetry. The 

language of systematic botany must, in such a system, start 
almost afresh and follow unswervingly certain theoretical 

principles. In the other system, principles must also be sought 

out and followed, but here, like the rules of grammar, they 

should be based upon usage and derive their guiding power by 

stating, generalizing, and correlating usage and not by defying 

it. Either system to be effective requires a fairly general 
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agreement of botanists. Itis not my purpose here to discuss the 

ative merits of the absolute and usage systems, for that has 

already been done ad nauseam. I merely wish to show that the 

Rochester nomenclature corresponds to neither of these sys- 

tems; that it falls between them; and that while claiming to 

fest upon a firm basis of priority, it derives many of its principal 

Within the last few years two kinds of priority have been 

ognized, that of time of publication and that of relative 

definite and almost as necessary to an absolute system of reform 

as the more generally recognized priority of time. Both have 

been acknowledged principles in the Rochester reform, but the 

teformers in their application of the “priority of place’’ have 

en neither thorough nor consistent. While they have felt it 

necessary to discard many well-established names on account of 

$ principle, they have failed to apply it when determining 

ich of several species is to be regarded as the type of a 

By way of illustration we may consider the Linnzan 

enus Erysimum, which, according to the theory of the Roches- 

ter code, dates from its treatment in the first edition of the 

ut strangely enough our reformers, while professing to follow 

ority as the ‘fundamental principle” of nomenclature, 

lected not the first but the last species of the Linnean genus 

fetain the name Erysimum. In other words, they have here 

abandoned the much-extolled principle of priority and have 

adopted one of usage. They have taken Erysimum cheiranthowdes 

the true type of the genus, not because it was the first 

‘Species to bear that name, but because it was the species which 

had been so treated by subsequent usage. Nor is Erysimum an 
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isolated instance of this kind. The same departure from a 
strict priority has been made in the case of Sisymbrium, 
Erigeron, Poa, Senecio, Brassica, and in fact many other impor- 

tant genera. 

Now I would not be taken as saying that usage is not a very 
excellent guide in such matters, but would merely emphasize 
the fact that if the Rochester nomenclature, in last analysis, 
really rests upon usage and not upon priority, it loses at once 
that absolute and decisive character which has been represented 
as its chief advantage. If we are not to have a consistent appli- 
cation ot priority, why overthrow hundreds of established names 

to accomplish a reform? If priority is to be modified at all, why 
not restrain it effectively by some such excellent provision as 
the fifty-year limit of the Berlin botanists? Let us have either 
a nomenclature of consistent principles or one of maximum 
immediate convenience. As I have said, the Rochester nomen- 
clature appears to be neither. It overthrows too much and 
fails to establish its new structure upon a logical basis. 

I am quite aware that the American ornithologists have stop- 
ped in their application of priority at essentially the same point 
as the Rochester and Madison reformers. The ornithologists’ 
nomenclature, however, possesses the advantage that their code 

clearly recognizes and defines this departure from its usual prin- 
ciples. The botanical code, on the other hand, wholly neglects 
to state any such exceptions, and accordingly the usage of the 
Rochester reformers is to this extent inconsistent with their own 
code. The exception in the case of the ornithologists has been 
accomplished merely by general agreement. Of course, if such 
agreement can be obtained, any system of nomenclature what- 
ever, whether consistent or inconsistent, can be made serviceable. 
But no system which is not in itself logical is likely to stand the 
test of time. 

It cannot be denied that to take any species other than the 
first as the type of a genus involves a grave inconsistency with 
the other principles of the reform. 

The much advocated principle of ‘once a synonym always 
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| 4 Place, this should stand as the type of a genus 

_ Which must embrace all our present species of Nas 

. first on the page in Adanson’s Famiilles. That is priority, 

- fact that Dumortier named some species under Budah as, 

do with the case. 

_ Many other important genera o 

_ interpreted by the reformers with similar disregard of their own 
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a synonym, ’, for instance, states that a name once applied in one 

sense may not be used subsequently in any other, and this 

directly affects the case in hand; for to return to the example 

of Erysimum, the first species of this genus was a Sisymbrium, 

In other words Erysimum was first employed to designate what 

we now call Sisymbrium. As we read down the 660th page of the 

Species Plantarum and arrive at the last line in the description of 

E. officinale, we have reached a point where the genus Erysimum 

has already been published. The needful generic name has 

been coupled with a definitely characterized and well-known 

‘species. If it is not a published genus when we have reached 

this point, why is any monotypic genus in the Species Plantarum 

to be so regarded? But Erysimum, thus established by the 

publication of its first species, applies only to what we now call 

Sisymbrium, and any transfer of the generic name to another 

genus, is not only opposed to ‘‘priority of place” but contrary — 

to the principle of ‘once a synonym always a synonym,” which 

expressly forbids such a change in the use ofaname. The fact 

that Linnzeus himself, further down the same page, published 

certain other species, which he considered congeneric, or that 

Erysimum was by later authors differently applied, should have 

to the mind of the consistent advocate of priority no weight 

whatever. In this connection I recall the words of Professor 

- Britton 
son that it stands 

Iam sure, The 

to me, nothing to 

I accepted Tissa rather than Buda for the simple rea 

In the Species Plantarum, as I have above implied, there are 

f like composite character, and 

Principles. Thus the first Sisymbrium was a Nasturtium, and for 

those who would follow consistently the principle of priority of 

Sisymbrium , 

turtium, and 

* Jour, of Bot. 19: 265. 
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not be made, as by the reformers, the type of a subsequently 

published genus, Roripa. 

It is needless to multiply such examples. Cases in point are 
many, sO numerous, in fact, that the reformers, having gone 

thus far in the quest of priority, have suddenly been appalled by 

the amount of change necessary for further advance, and have, 

accordingly, with no word of explanation, abandoned the pur- 

suit of the principle. But this is stopping the reform not at the 
goal to which its accepted principles lead, but arbitrarily, and 
just where it happens to be convenient, surely a disappointing 
outcome for such an ambitious and widely heralded revision. 

This question regarding the type species of a composite genus 
is not new. It was well discussed by Mr. O. F. Cook? in 1895, 
when he urged, upon the basis of his studies in the Myxomycetes, 
that the only satisfactory solution was the uniform acceptance of 
the first species as the generic type. A subject so important to 
the Rochester reform should certainly have received the prompt 
attention of the Nomenclature Committee, but far from taking 
any definite or satisfactory action which could be a guide to 
others, the members themselves, as their divergent practices 
clearly show, have been quite unable to agree upon this point. 
The majority, it is true, still use Erysimum, Sisymbrium, Erig- 
eron, etc., in their conventional meaning, but one member has 
boldly faced the issue and refuses longer to accept Erysimum 
in its old sense, since it is clear that its first species was a 
Sisymbrium. All our American species of Erysimum are 
accordingly transferred by him to Cheiranthus. This change is 
carried one step further ina recent American flora,} where we find 
that not only our Erysimums have gone to Cheiranthus,but Sisym- 
brium is called Erysimum. As each generic change of this sort 
implies the ultimate formation of many new binomial combina- 
tions, the end of this felicitous settlement of our nomenclature 
question is not yet in sight. 

When questioned as to the uniform acceptance of the first 
species of a genus as to its type, advocates of the Rochester 

* Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 22: 433. 3 HowELL, Fl. N. W. Am. 1: 38-56. 
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reform have replied that such a course, while logical, would 
"require foo great change. It would appear then that the Roches- 

ter code is a clever device to bring us stability by causing a - 
great deal of change, but not foo much change. In his recent 
comments upon the Berlin rules,t Professor Britton propounds 

_ the momentous question: Who is to say whether Elvasia elva- 
sioides involves tautology ? It does not occur to him to ask : 
Who, in the American reform, is to make the refined distinction 

between much change and more change? Yet the two questions 
in their relative importance forcibly suggest a Berlin mote and 

a Rochester beam. 
Besides this matter of the selection of the generic type, 

_ Various other questions, relative to their nomenclature, seem as 
e yet unsettled by the reformers. What, it may be asked, is the 

Status of a generic synonym in the first edition of the Species 

Plantarum? Can it be neglected as a ‘“ pre-Linnzan”’ name ? 
_ Certainly not, for it appears in print subsequently to the begin- 

‘fing of 1753, the date from which priority is reckoned. These 

_ generic synonyms, it may be argued, are not properly described, 
_ but for that matter the accepted genera of the same work are 
| not described at all. Both, however, are clearly defined by the 

Species. Now under Psoralea Dalea L., the name Dalea is used 
_ hot solely as a specific name, but, a line or so below, as a generic 

_ Synonym. In other words, even in “ Linnean” times, the first 

_ generic name applied to a Dalea was Dalea. Why then do our 
_ teformers feel it necessary to change fifty or more species of 
- Dalea to the subsequently published genus Parosela of Cava- 
ples? Nor is this by any means the only instance in which 
e generic synonyms in the Species Plantarum are likely to cause 

'ttouble. The name Pedicularis, for example, as it first appears 

2 on page 602, does not represent the genus to which it is = 

_ *pplied, but is a clear synonym of Bartsia coccinea, or as it 1s 
‘Pew called Castilleia coccinea. But, having once been applied to 
4 Castilleia, how, without violence to the principle of “once a 

Synonym always a synonym,” can it be later used for a subse- 

*Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 24: 419. 
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quently published plant or group of plants? Such cases are far 

too numerous to be disregarded, and a consistent or scholarly 

code, starting from the Speczes Plantarum, should certainly con- 

tain a definite statement as to the Linnzan synonyms. The sub- 

ject cannot be wholly neglected, for both radical and more 

conservative botanists have, on certain occasions, taken up 

names which had first appeared as synonyms, and used them to 

displace others of subsequent but more regular publication. Is 

such a practice justifiable in some cases and not in others ? 

While the object of the present article has been to deal 

rather with the principles than the details of the Rochester 

nomenclature, a specific instance may be cited to show that 

even where their principles may be perfectly clear, the reformers 

do not always live up to them. Of all the changes suggested 

by the Rochester reform, none has been more unfortunate than 

the transfer of Stellaria to Alsine. It involves not merely much 

specific change but leads to exceptional confusion from the cir- 

cumstance that there is another large and nearly related genus 

Alsine, which the European botanists generally recognize and 

show no tendency to abandon. However, from the standpoint — 

of the reformer, this is due to no fault of the Rochester move- 

ment, but merely to the perversity of those benighted individ- 

uals who as yet fail to accept the light it sheds. So, waiving 

for the moment all points relative to the justice and expediency 

of adopting Alsine for the greater part of Stellaria, I wish 

merely to defend certain residual rights of the latter genus. It 

is a long established fact in the common law of nomenclature 

that if a part of a genus is taken away, the rest must still bear 

the same name. Now the Stellaria of Linnzus contained two 

distinct generic elements, Stellaria and Cerastium, for the latter 

element is represented by Stellaria cerastioides L. (Cerastium 

trigynum Vill.; C. cerastioides Britton, Mem. Torr. Club §: 150, 

Britton & Brown, Ill. Fl. 2:28). The only reason why the 

reformers transfer our Stellarias to the Linnzan Alsine (a mis- 

erable generic failure, made up of Stellaria media and a Spergu- 

laria) is that Alsine appears on an earlier page of the Species 

Plantarum than Stellaria. But Stellaria has exactly the same 
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sort of priority over Cerastium, and if only a part of Stellaria 

goes to Alsine, the rest (its other generic element), namely 

Stellaria cerastioides L., must in all justice be retained to stand 

for Stellaria. Its arbitrary transference, as in the ///ustrated Flora, 

_ in conclusion, that the questions here raised regarding E 

to the subsequently published genus Cerastium, is out of the 

question in any system where “ priority of publication is the 

fundamental principle of nomenclature.’ But if Stelaria ceras- 

tides, according to priority of place, represents the valid part of 

Stellaria, all the numerous Cerastiums must be rechristened under 

Stellaria, unless the reformers find it possible to reexamine Séellaria 

cerastioides and decide that it is, after all, an Alsine, a course of 

procedure which would not greatly strengthen any system. 

The facts here enumerated seem fully to justify the conclu- 

sion that the Rochester reform, notwithstanding the conscien- 

tious endeavors of its advocates, fails to offer a definite or final 

solution of the nomenclature question. It is perfectly evident 

that its application of priority, far from being consistent and 

- Universal, is subject to certain indefinite and unwritten restric- 

tions, upon which even the reformers themselves cannot agree. 

The theory of an unrestricted priority from 1753 is most seduc- 

tive, but it is now clear to many of its former advocates that, 

_ while causing much needless change, it secures in the end no 

§reater definiteness nor finality than a priority limited, let us 

Say by the fifty-year clause. Uniformity of practice can only be 

_ Secured by agreement in any case, and while the fifty-year limit 

_ May well give an excellent basis for such agreement, unrestricted 

_ Priority cannot yet be consistently interpreted by its most zeal- 

_ Ous advocates. 

As former efforts to present in a clear light certain defects 

inthe Rochester nomenclature have called forth prompt and in 

some cases wholly irrelevant criticism, it seems necessary to say, 

rysimum, 

Sisymbrium, Nasturtium, Erigeron, Stellaria, Cerastium, etc., are 
definite difficulties, and as such cannot be satisfactorily answered, 

to an intelligent public by an unwarrantable accu sation of per- 

i : ioritV i al. 
Sonality nor by vague panegyrics upon priority in gener 

Gray HERBARIUM. 



BRIEFER ARLICLE 5. 

NOTES ON THE BOTANY OF THE SOUTHEASTERN 

STATES. III. 

CRATAGUS MACRACANTHA Lodd., Loudon, Arb. Brit. 2: 819. 1854. 

ed. 2.]|—In the valley of the Swannanoa river, near Biltmore, North 

Carolina, this species has been located recently. The finding of this 

thorn in the mountains of western North Carolina reveals the existence 

of not less than thirteen distinct varieties of the genus in this part of 

the state. While it has been considered that “the headquarters of the 

genus Crategus”’ are in eastern Texas and western Louisiana,’ the 

state of North Carolina has at least sixteen species within its borders. 

Crategus macracantha in North Carolina is usually a much- 

branched shrub, but occasionally attains arborescent proportions. It 

blossoms two or three weeks later than C. coccinea L. and a few days 

before the small-fruited form of C. zomentosa L., referred to in my 

second paper, and to which variety it is evidently more closely related 
than to the scarlet thorn. The flowers are produced in broad, leafy 

cymes, and are much smaller and more numerous than in C. coccinea ; 
the leaves, which are borne on stouter and shorter petioles, are nar- 

rowed or cuneate at the base, prominently veined and of rather firmer 
substance, and the fruit at maturity is succulent and smaller than in 
the last named species. I have aimed to draw direct comparisons 
between the long-spined and scarlet thorns to point out the great dis- 
similarity between the two species, and because the disparity in the 
descriptions of the former in several text-books of botany is most 
bewildering. I take pleasure in acknowledging material assistance 

and many notes concerning this confused genus from my associate, 
Mr. F. E. Boynton, who has been my almost constant companion for 
several years in botanical pursuits. 

CRATAGUS ROTUNDIFOLIA (Ehrh.) Borck. in Roem. Arch. 13: 87. 
1798.—The recognition of this species removes another stumbling 

*C. S. SARGENT, Silva 4: 83. 1892. 
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block from our consideration of this puzzling, yet intensely interest- 

ing, genus. It seems that specimens of the above in herbaria have 

~ been generally placed with or referred to C. coccinea L., and while it 

has an aspect similar to that species it may be readily recognized. a 

rotundifolia is abundantly represented in western North Carolina, 

growing along the banks of streams and even in the shallow, dry soil 

 ofold fields and upland woods. It frequently attains the size of a 

_ small tree, some 4—6" high, and blossoms perceptibly later than C. 

‘ coccinea, from which it may be distinguished by the very glandular char- 

' acter of the young shoots, thicker leaves, fewer stamens with usually 

- lighter colored anthers, and the greenish or dull russet-red fruits. 

CRATAGUS ELLIPTICA Ait. Hort. Kew. 2: 168. 1789.—A few miles 

_ west of Biltmore, North Carolina, this excellent species is abundantly 

_ Tepresented in abandoned fields and in open woodlands standing in 

company with pine and oak timber. In such situations C. edliptica 

Often attains the proportions of a small tree, and the spreading, 

_ Slightly pendulous or recurved, zig-zag branches and branchlets give 

_ Astrikingly distinct aspect that serves to distinguish the species readily 

even in winter. In the time of flowering C. ed/iptica is from ten days 

to three weeks earlier than C. flava Ait., which is not uncommon in 

the region, and, besides, differs from that species by its smaller flowers, 

larger fruit, broader, thicker, and more glossy leaves, and the pubes- 

cence covering the young shoots and foliage. 

PoPULUS BALSAMIFERA CANDICANS (Ait.) A. Gray, Man. ed. 2. 4109. 

_ 1856.— Much uncertainty yet surrounds the natural limits of distribu- 

tion of this fine tree. Professor L. H. Bailey* points out its existence 

in Michigan ; but I fail to find further information of a definite char- 

acter, 

The pistillate, possibly the only known form, 

a pied and sparingly spontaneous 
at Biltmore, N. C., a 

points. 

is commonly culti- 

nd other southern 

ong many water-courses 

re in the south P. alba 

m, but rapid 

ams and by 

__ Poputus axpa L. Sp. Pl. 1034- 1753-—Al 

a the vicinity of Biltmore, N. C., and elsewhe 

_ ‘Sspontaneous. I have observed only the staminate for 

_ Propagation is effected by broken branches carried by stre 

_ €Xcessive sprouting from the stoloniferous roots. 

*Bor. Gaz.'5:77 and gt. 1880; and Bull. Cornell Univ. 68: 220- oe 
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CoREOPSIS LONGIFOLIA Small, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 22: 47. 1895. 

— Material that closely matches specimens of this species gathered 

near Jacksonville, Florida, has been collected in Bladen county, North 

Carolina, June 9, 1896. The plants from North Carolina are plainly 

of perennial duration and continue to blossom from lateral shoots and 

possibly by seedlings until autumn. 

Y Coreopsis helianthoides, n. sp.—An herb 5-12°" high from a per- 

ennial base, growing in the moist, sandy pine barrens of west Florida: 

stout furrowed stems glabrous and terete, very leafy to near the 

_ middle, but almost naked at the divergently-branched summit: radical 

and lowest cauline leaves 5—12™ long, 2—6™ broad, ovate to ovate- 

lanceolate, acute, scarious-edged, contracted at the base into long 

margined petioles and sparingly and inconspicuously hirsute on both 

surfaces with many-jointed weak hairs ; upper cauline few and remote, 

linear-lanceolate, much reduced in size and passing into mere bracts; 

petioles dilated and clasping at the insertion by a short sheath: inter- 

nodes from base to near the middle very short, 1-5™ long: heads 3-18 

in number, many-flowered, 3-4™ wide including the rays, 1-1.5™ high: 

outer involucral scales lanceolate, 5-9" long, 2-4"" wide; the inner 

ovate, 8-12™ long, 4-7" wide, many-nerved; floral scales linear, 

5-7"" long, acute: disk flowers dark purple; rays 8, orange-yellow, 
3-cleft, the middle segment large and notched at the obtuse apex: 
achenes oblong, bordered by strong pectinate wings and surmounted 
by two short hispid awns. 

C. helianthoides in general aspect is strikingly like Helianthus 

Dowellianus Curtis, and is related to C. gladiata Walt., from which 

species it differs in its smaller and more numerous heads, very leafy 

stem, remarkably short internodes, greater length of the outer involu- 

cral bracts, larger and acute leaves and much stouter habit. 

The type specimens were gathered at Aspalaga, Florida, October, 

1897, by Dr. A. W. Chapman, who recognized the form as probably 

new to science. 

GERANIUM MOLLE L. Sp. Pl. 682. 1753.—This interesting fugitive 
is thoroughly established in waste grounds at Biltmore, N. C., forming 

on the surface of the soil mats that are very conspicuous and in fertile 

situations sufficiently large to cover an area 5°" square. The first 
seeds ripen in this locality in May, and under favorable conditions 4 

second crop of plants is produced which mature seeds in autumn. 
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GERANIUM DISSECTUM L. Ameen: Acad. 4: 282. 1760.—This and 
the preceding species are not mentioned in text-books at my command 

as occurring in the southern states. Geranium dissectum blossoms at 

the same time or a little later than G. Carolinianum L., when the two 

species occupy the same area, and matures its first fruit as early as 

May. Not uncommonly a second crop of plants is produced that 

blossoms in autumn or late summer. The species is plentiful in waste 

places and cultivated grounds at Biltmore, North Carolina. 

VioLa TRiparTiITa Ell. Bot. S. C. & Ga. 1: 320. 1817.—Dr. 

Small? has left little that may profitably be added to strengthen his 

most just attempt to restore to full standing this much confused and 

valid species. The affinities of V. ¢ripartita are truly with V. pudescens 

Ait. and not with V. Aastata Michx. Even in simple-leaved forms it 

is abundantly distinct from the last named species, and not only in 

the characters set forth in the article above referred to, but by the 

rootstocks, roots, and as it occurs in the south, by marked differences 

of environment. The short rootstock and long, coarse roots of V. 

tripartita are conspicuously different from the long horizontal and 

nearly white, fleshy rootstock and fine, short roots of V. hastata, and 

as found along the mountains and at Biltmore, N. C., /. iripartiia 

gtows in rather dry and fertile soil on the slopes of the hills or in 

shallow dales, while V. hastata selects a very moist or wet situation in 

woods and boggy or springy places on the sides of the mountains. 

ACHYRANTHES ASPERA OBTUSIFOLIA (Lam.) Griseb. Fl. Brit. W. 

Ind. 62. 1864.—I have a specimen of this collected by Mr. A. H. 

Curtiss at Key West, Florida, and recently Dr. Chapman sent to the 

Herbarium specimens gathered in the streets of Apalachicola, Florida. 

It is evidently spontaneous at these stations and will doubtless be 

found at other southern ports. 

149. 1824.— Material 
Panicum LoNncirotium Torr. Fl. U 

and recently 
oo 

gathered near Wilmington, N. C., October 11, 1897, rec 

verified by Mr. F. Lamson-Scribner, extends the range of this ee 

esting grass many miles beyond the heretofore recognized pgs . : 

this locality the species inhabits moist savannahs and margins of shal- 

low ponds, growing in scattered tufts over a considerable area. 

Fruct. 2:.456. pf. 774. 1791- 
SYNEDRELLA NODIFLORA (L.) Gertn. 

um flowering specimens 0 
—Dr. Chapman has sent to the Herbari 

3 Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 24: 494. 1897- 
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this species gathered during the summer of 1897 at Apalachicola, 
Florida. 

HYDROCOTYLE BONARIENSIS Lam. Encycl. 3: 153. 1788.— Another 

station in the United States for this fugitive may be added, the species 
being abundantly and thoroughly established in the vicinity of the 
ballast dumps at Wilmington, N. C., where it was collected in fruit 
and flower, July 2, 1897. 

CAREX LAXICULMIS Schwein. Ann. Lyc. N. Y. 1: 70. 1824.—On 
May 13, 1898, in Henderson county, North Carolina, C. laxiculmis 

was found with nearly mature perigynia. I believe ‘this is the first 
record of the species as belonging to the southern flora.—C. D. 
BEADLE, Biltmore Herbarium. 

A NEW SPECIES OF APIOS FROM KENTUCKY. 

Tue plant here characterized was discovered some years ago in open 

woods and thickets near Bowling Green, Kentucky, by Miss Sadie F. 
Price. After noticing for several seasons its occurrence and peculiar 
characters, Miss Price, who recognized its genus and believed it a 

new species, sent it to Professor Charles F. Wheeler of Michigan Agri- 
cultural College for further examination. Professor Wheeler, after 
making dissections and comparisons, concurred in the view that it rep- 
resented an undescribed Apios, but with undue modesty has declined 
to characterize it, and Miss Price has recently referred flowering and 

fruiting specimens, together with careful drawings, to the writer. The 
species for several reasons possesses more than ordinary interest. It is 
a second American member of a small but well-known genus. Like 

its congeners it has farinaceous tuberiform roots, but these attain much 
more considerable proportions and suggest a possible utility in culti- 
vation. Furthermore, the corolla has a somewhat peculiar form, the 

standard being provided at the apex with a thick, spongy, knot-like 
prolongation. Any homologue of this appendage which may exist in 
the other known species is so rudimentary, if present at all, that its 
occurrence here seems to warrant the separation of this species as 4 

subgenus. The genus may thus be divided into two subgenera as 
follows : 

Evapios. Standard suborbicular, rounded or retuse at the unthick- 
ened summit. Roots (as far as known) fibrous or moniliform-tuberous. 
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—Including A. ¢uberosa Moench of Atlantic North America, and 4. 

macrantha Oliv., A. carnea Benth., and A Fortunet Maxim. of Asia. 

TYLOsEMiuM. Standard produced at the apex into a thickened 

spongy appendage. Root apparently single, irregularly spheroidal, 

and of great size.—Name from TvAos, lump, and onpeiov, vexillum.— A 

single species, described below, which, notwithstanding the differences 

indicated, is obviously congeneric with the other species just enumer- 

ated under Evapios. 

A. Priceana, n. sp.—Vigorous herbaceous twiner: stem terete, 

slightly striate, at first covered with a fine reflexed pubescence, but 

1 root (18™ 

em Jong, the 
nt upon 

sing from a large oblate spheroida 

those of the main stem 24 

leaflets sparingly pubesce 

Soon nearly glabrate, ari 
In diameter): leaves 3—9-foliolate ; 

Ovate or ovate-lanceolate acuminate 
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both surfaces, green and scarcely paler beneath, thin and rather veiny, 
obtuse or rounded at the base, 4 to 10™ long, half as broad; petiolules 
hirsutulous; leaves and leaflets of the branches considerably smaller ; 
stipules subulate, pubescent, 6™" long: racemes dense, borne mostly by 
twos and threes in the axils, those of the main stem often 12 to tas 
long, 50-70-flowered and mostly bearing a single short branch; rameal 
inflorescences smaller and simple; floral axes thickish ; pedicels slen- 
der, 5™™" long, commonly borne by twos and threes in the axils of 
ovate caudate-acuminate bracts of somewhat greater length: calyx 
hemispherical, roseate; the limb obliquely sub-truncate except for the 
linear-attenuate anterior tooth : petals greenish white tinged especially 
toward the end with rose-purple or magenta; the vexillum suborbicu- 
lar, 25™" long, bi-auriculate at the base and bluntly cornute at the 
apex ; wings somewhat shorter, narrowly oblong, a little broadened 
and rounded at the apex: essential organs of the genus: pods clus- 
tered, 12 to 15™ long, 1™ broad, acuminate at the apex, attenuate at 
the base, about 10-seeded ; seeds oblong, olive green, 8™ long, separa- 
ted in the pod by bi-concave sections of the silvery white pithy endo- 
carp.—Collected in flower and fruit by Miss Sadie F. Price, in rocky 
woods, Bowling Green, Warren county, southern Kentucky. The type 
specimens are in the Gray Herbarium. 

Miss Price reports that the Species often fails to set fruit. She has 
observed that the flowers are visited by the butterfly Eudamus tityrus 
and by both honey bees and bumble bees, the latter appearing to find 
the nectaries very difficult of access. The accompanying illustration 
was drawn from life by Miss Price. It isa pleasure to commemorate 
in the specific name of this noteworthy plant the work of such a care- 
ful observer of the Kentucky flora. 

The genus Apios furnishes still another instance of discrepancy between the theory and practice of the Rochester reformers. The 
generic name Apios, occasionally employed in prelinnzan times, was 
not used by Linnzus himself, but was revived late in the 18th cen- 
tury. In the meantime, however, Adanson founded his genus Bradlea 
(Familles des Plantes 2 : 324. 1763), which, as he himself states (p- 527), included the first two species of the Linnzean Glycine, namely G. Apios 
(now of the genus Apios) and G. Srutescens (referred by the reformers 
to Kraunhia). The former species, cited first by Adanson and resting 
on a plate of Cornuti, duly mentioned in Adanson’s brief description, 
must be taken as the type of Bradlea. But whether Bradlea stands for 
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its Apios element, or its Wistaria element, it is equally evident that the 

genus long antedates both Apios Moench. and Kraunhia Raf., which 

the reformers keep up for these two elements respectively. Bradlea is 

not obscure enough to be overlooked, since it is published in Adan- 

son’s well-known work from which the reformers have derived so many 

of their names. It is also duly cited as a synonym of Apios by such 

works as Pfeiffer’s omenclator and Hooker and Jackson’s /ndex 

Kewensis. It does not appear to be antedated by any homonym, and 

it is truly puzzling to see why it has been rejected by those who, as 

they claim, admit no exception to the law of priority. However, its 

revival at present would be worse than useless, until the value of the 

fifty-year limit, suggested by the leading German botanists, can be sub- 

jected to a careful test. Mention of Bradlea is here made merely to 

show how little finality the advocates of the Rochester nomenclature 

have been able to obtain even when dealing with such a well-known 

genus as Apios.— B. L. Rosinson, Gray Herbarium. 

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE FLORA 

OF TUSCOLA COUNTY, MICHIGAN.* 

DurinG the summer of 1897, while engaged in field work for the 

Michigan Geological Survey, in that part of Tuscola county which 

lies adjacent to the eastern shore of Saginaw bay, the writer found 

what proved from the botanical standpoint an extremely interesting 

tract of country. This was a narrow, irregular strip of land somewhat 

back from the bay shore, known locally as the “prairie,” which was 

rarely more than two or three miles in width, frequently much less, 

and at no very distant time had been a part of the bottom of the bay. 

As the geological history of this tract has a clearly defined bearing 

upon the distribution of the plants which grow upon it, and as it ug 

plainly set forth in easily read records, I will briefly trace it. 

The bay off this shore is, and apparently always has been, very 

Shallow. There are areas of the bottom also in which there are broad 

sand bars. These bars are often of considerable extent, but are still 

beneath the surface, and are only a few feet higher than the rest of the 

bottom. After a time one of these bars, in a part of the bay more 

exposed to the action of waves, is built up until its top is raised above 

Read before the Michigan Academy of Science, March 31, 1898. 
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the surface of the water, and the island thus formed being added to 
by the action of winds, waves and currents, soon builds itself inward 

at one end nearly or quite to the mainland, forming a spit, and shut- 
ting off more or less completely a shallow bay or lagoon, which may 
be of small or of large extent. After the barrier is raised in front, the 
inclosed body of water, sooner or later, is surely filled up, and becomes 
solid land. If the portion of the bay bottom cut off by the “spit” 
was already filled with sand reefs and bars, with deeper places between 
them, the process of filling is hastened, for the bars are rapidly added 
to under the protection of the outer barrier, until their tops are near 
enough to the surface of the water to get sufficient light to enable 
seeds of water-plants, which may germinate upon them, to make suc- 
cessful growth. Such plants, once established, become very important 
factors in hastening the deposit of sediment. The growth of plants 
undoubtedly is also fostered by the shelter which the spit gives, as in 
the quiet water behind it the sand and other sedimentary deposits are 
practically stationary, while in front of it there is constant shifting 
under wave and current action, so that plants are unable to gain a 
foothold, where conditions are otherwise favorable. 

Such a spit-formed inlet, under ordinary conditions and with no 
fluctuations in the level of the bay, in the course of no very great 
interval of time would become partly filled with a series of islands, 
more or less sandy, and this phase would give place in due time to a 
marsh, in which would be strips of sandy or gravelly soil. In the 
meantime the spit would extend itself in breadth and length, and 
would form a new boundary for the waters of the bay, upon which the 
wind would heap sand and débris until a dune-line was formed. 

Actually one can read this story over and over again in the region 
under consideration, its variations being practically limitless and its 
editions of all sizes. 

There are easily found, also, evidences of periods of subsidence of 
the waters of the bay, of greater or less extent and duration. The 
past ten or twelve years have witnessed such a period, during which 
the water-level fell four feet, and even now, when the water is rising 
again, it is easy to see that the bay will never again occupy all the 
ground it did before its subsidence, for in bodies of water so shallow 
as Saginaw bay, a change of level of even a foot makes a very marked 
change in the shore-line, and competition for place is so keen among 
plants that every available inch of ground exposed by such a change 

it pr sre Lagoa iat 
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is soon occupied by them. At least some of this is never given back 

to the dominion of the waters. 

With these facts in mind, let us look over the “prairie’’ region 

again, and consider its aspect. The whole section is, as nearly as pos- 

sible, perfectly flat, the slope to the bay being only four feet to the 

mile, and treeless, except for thin and straggling lines of trees which 

are to be seen here and there. ‘The bay is not visible, for there is a 

line of low tree-covered sand dunes which shuts it off from view, and 

which has an exaggerated importance seen across the flat expanse of 

the “prairie.” At times this line of dunes looks almost like a line of 

hills when seen from a distance, yet by actual measurement the highest 

parts are hardly ten feet above the water level. Besides the lines of 

trees mentioned there are visible small groves and scattered groups of 

trees and shrubs, the “islands” in the “ prairie.” In short, the whole 

character of the view suggests that about the southern end of Lake 

Michigan, only here all the surface features are on a much smaller 

scale. 

An inspection of the character of the soil s 

types distributed in the following manner: (1) sandy ridges, often 

continuous for considerable distances, varying from a few inches to 

three or four feet in height above the general level, and rarely more 

than a few rods in width; (2) broader, more or less extensive tracts of 

sandy loam; (3) black, vegetable mold which constitutes the greater 

pat of the prairie soil. 

The sandy strips are the tree-covered portions, the groves and 

islands, and, in the light of the history just discussed, they evidently 

represent dune and sand-spit lines of former days of bay occupation, 

when the sandy loam tracts were shallows and submerged bars; and 

the black mold represents the deeper places which have been filled in 

by the growth and decay of generations of plants under such con- 

ditions that their remains were preserved in part. The Horns of these 

three classes of soil are quite distinct and are all interesting, but that 

of the sandy loam is by far the most peculiar, an¢ is worthy more 

exhaustive study than the writer was able to give it. ine 

Before discussing it, however, I wish to call attention, brie : : 

the plants which characterize the other two classes of soil. The b ea 

Soil is so largely under cultivation that I was unable to ion 

of the higher portions, but in undrained and low places the Ae 
ets 

as would be expécted, was distinctly limnetic, sedges (especially 

hows three well-defined 
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fusca, various species of Scirpus, and Eleocharis) and marsh-loving 

grasses predominating. The sandy ridges were covered with oaks, 

which with poplars and the species of plants which usually grow with 

them were to be expected from the character of the soil. 

My interest was chiefly centered in the plants of the sandy loam 

tracts on which there were found growing in greatest profusion the 

following species, which here are found much to the north and in most 

cases east of their recorded range in the state, which is quoted from 

Beal and Wheeler’s Michigan Flora (1892). 
Crategus Crus-galliL. Found on the border of a tract of sandy 

loam near the bay. Recorded from Lansing and southward. 
Lythrum alatum Pursh, reported from near Detroit and from Kalama- 

zoo, is here very abundant in damp places all over the district. 
Ludwigia polycarpa Short & Peter, from near Flint and in St. Clair 

county, is here common in marshy places. 
Silphium terebinthaceum Jacq. lonia, Macomb county and southward, 

this plant was exceedingly abundant in places covering large tracts of the 
poorer soil and grows as far north as Sebewaing, Huron county. 

Lacinaria spicata (L.) Kuntze grew with the Silphium and rightly 
earned its name of blazing star by making the country side brilliant in 
the middle of August. This plant has been found before as far north 
as Ionia county and from various other parts of the state to the south- 
ward and westward. 

Cacalia tuberosa Nutt., reported from the southwestern part of the 

state, Kalamazoo, etc., was also common here. 

Steironema quadriflorum (Sims) A. S. Hitch. was conspicuous and 
common. This plant has a southern range and seems not to be reported 
from so far north in the state. 

The Asclepiadaceze were generously represented by the following 

species : : 
Asclepias purpurascens L., reported from Ionia and Clinton counties 

and south. 
Asclepias Sullivantii Engim. Not reported in the “ Michigan Flora,” 

but found by C. K. Dodge on an island in the St. Clair river, and hav- 

ing a range from Ohio to Kansas and Minnesota. This plant was very 

abundant on the prairie soil in Akron township, Tuscola county, and 
probably extends northward into adjacent townships in Huron county. 

Acerates floridana (Lam.) A. S. Hitchc. Recorded from but one 
other station in Michigan, namely South Haven on the Lake Michigan 
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shore, where it was found by Professor L. H. Bailey. It was very 
abundant in the region under discussion, growing by roadsides, in 
uncultivated lands and even in some cases encroaching on cultivated 
ground and becoming a weed. 

This list might be extended, but enough species have been 
enumerated to show that here is a northward and eastward extension 
of plants, of generally southwestern range, in an entirely unexpected 
part of the state and separated by considerable distances from the near- 
est other known stations. 

The soil conditions are practically those of the prairie region of 
the southwestern corner of the state and of the adjacent region of 
Indiana and Illinois. Climatic conditions are also favorable for the 
existence of a colony of southern plants here, as the summer isotherms 
are the same as those of the lower end of Lake Michigan, and even the 

annual isotherms are but a few degrees lower than those of the southern 
border of Michigan, and a slightly later spring is practically all the 

difference in climatic condition of this locality as compared with those 

to the south. 
Hence, since climate and soil are both favorable we have only to 

account for the introduction of these species into the region to explain 

the presence of the colony, and to do this satisfactorily, a more careful 

study of the region to the southwest will have to be made. One nota- 

ble fact of the occurrence of this colony at this place is that it is 

entirely to the north of the Saginaw lobe of the great terminal moraine 

of the ice-sheet. The most northerly ridges of this moraine are at 

least a dozen miles to the south, and they extend northward ine the 

middle of Huron county well to the east of this region, and while the 

course of the morainal ridge is such that plants might follow up the 

shore of Lake Huron and come around the bend in the moraine into 
the bay region, there are no traces of such a migration in Huron county; 

where the flora at critical points is entirely different. If the moraine 

is insurmountable to plants from the south, as has been greater 
then these species must have been carried across s by wines from the 

southwest, as is possible in case of some of them, since their seeds have 

4 Copious pappus or long coma. : : 

eats sheer an of transportation is that of ocd 

animals, which might easily carry the seeds over the higher . es pe 

but this seems unlikely in this case, as birds are usually moving to ‘Ga 
southward at the season when seeds of plants are most likely to 
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carried, and the migrations of other animals in the state are too irregular 
and insignificant to be considered as a factor in the question. 

On the other hand, it is also possible that the moraine is not too 
high to be passed by southern plants, and that stations have been 
established upon it during favorable periods which were occupied long 
enough to permit the plants to gain a foothold on the other side, and 
then the intermediate stations, because of a series of successive unfavor- 

able years, have been destroyed. 

In whatever way the matter is finally decided, the fact which is 
worthy of record at this time is that these plants occur at this point 
and that they thrive there and are thoroughly at home. 

It is probable that similar tracts of land in Bay and Saginaw count- 
ies will yield the same species, thus extending their range still farther 
northward.— Cuarves A. Davis, Alma College, Alma, Mich. 



OPEN LETTERS. 

AERIAL TUBERS OF SOLANUM. 

Editors Botanical Gazette: —W. R. Dodson, in the GAZETTE for January, 

refers to aerial tubers of Solanum tuberosum. It is well known that our 

varieties of potatoes in cultivation are obtained from selecting seedlings such 

as suit the cultivator best. From a thousand or two he may get only one, 

possibly two, three, or more, that he selects for further trial; the rest he 

abandons. Some eighteen years ago I grew 800 seedling potatoes from ber- 

ries of several varieties. Among them were several which bore their tubers 

entirely on the stems above ground, and some produced tubers above and 

below also. One plant I remember in particular produced about 200 

tubers, all at the surface of the ground and a little way above, none covered 

with the soil. These tubers were mostly the size of the ends of the thumb 

and fingers of a lady’s hand. Of course, the plant was allowed to perish, as 

of no value. By selecting seedlings of this variable plant we can secure 

within certain limits anything we dare look for or expect.—W. J. BEAL, 

Michigan Agricultural College. 



CURRENT LITERATURE. 
MINOR NOTICES. 

MEssRs. SEYMOUR AND EARLE‘ have issued a supplement to their series 
of economic fungi. It consists of forty packets of dried specimens, ten being 
species of Peronospora and Synchytrium marked 4, and thirty of various 
Uredinee marked B. The system of numbering is not explained, and, in 
fact, the printed matter accompanying the distribution consists only of a 
folded leaf bearing the title page and contents. N early a score of botanists 
have contributed to this first fascicle. The specimens are excellent, and the 
publication will doubtless meet with favor.—J. C. A. 

NOTES FOR STUDENTS. 

BULLETINS ON WEEDS are issued by the experiment stations from time to 
time and add greatly to a knowledge of the habits and distribution of this 
class of plants. A recent paper by H. Garman (Ky. no. 70, pp. 99-107, Aes. 
2) on “Woolly mullein (Verbascum Philomoides) in Kentucky” brings into 
notice a new roadside and riverside weed. At present it has invaded an area 
of about fifty square miles in the vicinity of Green river. It is a weed of 
waste ground rather than of cultivated fields. : 

“A first Ohio weed manual,” by A. D. Selby (Ohio no. 83, pp. 247-400, 
Jigs. 1-71), forms a thick bulletin and gives information regarding 279 spe- 
cies of plants that should be subdued by the cultivator. Although the species 
are arranged in the usual systematic sequence, technical diagnoses are not 
employed, In their stead the striking features that would appeal to the 
untrained observer are clearly and simply set forth. Besides giving char- 
acters which assist in identifying the plant, the seeds are described so that 
they may be recognized when found in commercial seeds, and what is known 
regarding the noxious habits of the plants as well as practical methods of 
subduing them, form an important part of the presentation. The work closes 
with a tabulation of the distribution of roadside weeds in Ohio, from data 
furnished by 357 Correspondents. The bulletin is an admirable and service- 
able contribution to the literature of weeds. 

*SEYMouR, A. B., and EARLE, F. S.— Economic fungi supplement, including 
species of scientific, rather than of economic interest. Nos. 4 I-10, B I-30. Cam- 
bridge, Mass. 1898. 
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The ‘‘ Fifth report of Kansas weeds,” by A. S. Hitchcock and Geo. L. 
Clothier (Kans. no. 76, pp. 1-23, f/s. 72), deals with the vegetative propa- 
gation of forty-eight perennials. A dozen plates with well-drawn figures 

illustrate the subterranean parts and habits of each sort of plant. Tests were 

made to determine the length of cuttings of roots or rhizomes that would 

throw out adventitious buds and become established as independent plants. 

The station is doing good work in issuing its series of weed studies.— 

ELENCHUS FUNGORUM NOVORUM for the year 1897 appears in the April 

number of Hedwigia. It is prepared by G, Lindau and P. Sydow, and forms 

a third similarly published supplement to Saccardo’s great Sy/loge Fungorum. 

It is interesting to note that the enumeration of species published during 1895 

reached the grand total of 1252, for 1896 of 1313, and for 1897 of 1476. This 

indicates increasing activity in the study of this class of plants. The enumer- 

ation does not include lichens and bacteria, but does include the myxomycetes 

and the myxobacteria,—J, C. A. 

THE SPREAD of plant diseases was presented in a lecture before the Mas- 

sachusetts Horticultural Society by Dr. Erwin F. Smith more than a year 

ago, but has only recently been printed and distributed. Much stress is laid 

upon the agency of insects, as they are’ especially prominent in the spread of 

pear blight, bacterial wilt of cucurbits, and bacterial brown rot of solan- 

aceous plants, if not exclusively responsible for it. Slugs are known to dis- 

tribute a number of diseases, including the bacterial brown rot of cabbage. 

Other methods of distribution are discussed, such as manure, soil, seeds, tubers, 

etc. A brief statement of preventive measures closes the lecture.—J. C. A. 

RECENT BULLETINS from the experiment stations pertaining to — 

pathology are as follows : “A bacterial disease of sweet corn,” by F. C. Stew- 

art (N. Y., no, 130, pp. 423-439, BZ. ¢), deals with a disease heretofore unrecog- 

nized. It is a bacterial disease attacking the plant at any stage of its growth, 

but more often at flowering time, causing the plant to wilt by clogging the 

fibrovascular bundles of the stem. The germ has been separated and inocula- 

tion experiments tried. It does not grow in field corn or pop corn. A review 

of the “cornstalk diséase” of cattle, by A. T. Peters (Neb., no. 52, pp. 51-63), 

confirms the conclusion of some previous investigators that it Is due to a germ 

entirely distinct from that causing the Burrill disease of corn, which in ge is 

distinct from the corn disease mentioned above. “A bacterial rot of cab adi 

and allied plants,” by H. L. Russell (Wis., no. 65, pp- 1-3 Ags. oe ; 
already received notice in this journal (25 : 67). : The olive knot, y 2 : 

Bioletti (Calif., no. 120, pp. I-11, £4. 3, Ags. 2 0 text), is an pats Sate 

disease which is more generally known under the name of tubercu: val 

olive. It was first seen in California in 1893, and is yet known in only 
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locality. The disease is well described and illustrated. The germ causing it, 
Bacillus Olee Arch., was but little studied. Part of a bulletin (Ky., no. 72, 
pp. 9-23) is given to a report on the prevention of potato scab, by H. Gar- 
man. A detailed record of the work in 1896 and 1897 with use of corrosive 
sublimate shows very favorable results, In 1896 flowers of sulfur was also 
used, being placed in the drill with the seed tubers, but gave no benefit. 
‘Blight and other plant diseases,” by C. S. Crandall (Colo., no. 41, pp. 1-21), 
includes a good general account of pear blight, both historical and descrip- 
tive. Less extended descriptions are given of sun-scald and frost-cracks in 
fruit trees, leaf blight of strawberry, orange rust and anthracnose of raspberry 
and blackberry. A finely illustrated and well written bulletin on “Some 
important pear diseases,” by B. M. Duggar (Cornell, no. 145, pp. 592-627, 
figs. 15) describes at length a leaf spot (Sepioria piricola Desm.) that has 
heretofore received little attention. It is especially injurious to budded stock 
of two years or older, and is also prevalent in orchards, attacking only the 
foliage. Sprayings of Bordeaux mixture were found effective. It was 
studied microscopicaily, and also cultivated by the bacteriological method. 
A less extended account is given of leaf blight (Extomosporium maculatum 
Lev.), which has been confounded with the preceding, scab (Fustcladium piri- 
num Fckl.) and blight (Bacillus amylovorus Bur.), with original observations 
in each case and a brief bibliography, Notable results were obtained in 
imbedding and sectioning dense stromal tissues. “Rust and leopard spot, 
two dangerous diseases of asparagus,” are described by W. G. Johnson (Md., 
no. 50, pp. 163-168, figs. 2), and their treatment indicated. The second- 

growth and prevent rust, have no rational basis, It is further shown that potato stem-blight (cause unknown) is not contagious, and that spraying cucumbers 
with Bordeaux mixture is especially serviceable against mildew (Plasmopara 
Cubensis). Interesting notes are given on the last named fungus, including a first record of its occurrence on Cucumis Moschata Duch. “ Prevalent dis- 
eases of cucumbers, melons, and tomatoes,’ by A. D. Selby (Ohio, no. 89, pp- 

ee ees ae en 
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99-122, 3 pl.), is an account of Plasmopara Cubensis, Colletotrichum lagena- 

rium, and Septoria Lycopersict in Ohio, and efficient means to check them. 

Brief notes on corn diseases, by L. H. Pammel, and alfalfa leaf spot, by R. 

Combs (lowa, no. 36, pp. 854-855, 853— ska eg are given as abstracts from the 

annual report of the lowa Station for 1897.— 

” 

AN EXCELLENT illustrated paper on the ‘ Fungous foes of the farmer 

has been prepared by Dr. Byron D. Halsted for the Pennsylvania Department 

of Agriculture, and has been issued as bulletin no. 28 (1897). It is printed and 

distributed by the state at Harrisburg, Pa. 



NEWS. 

PROFESSOR L, M. UNDERWOOD, of Columbia University, sailed for Europe 
the first part of June. 

PROFESSOR D. T. MacDouGat, of the University of Minnesota, will 
spend June, July and August in studying the vegetation of the arid regions 
of Arizona, 

PROFESSOR STANLEY COULTER, of Purdue University, is spending his 
summer vacation abroad. He will devote some time to study in the laboratory 
of Professor Dr. Strasburger at Bonn. 

THE IMPORTANT RESULTS of a vacation trip to Mexico in 1896, by which 
forty-five new species of Uredinee and much other valuable mycologic mate- 
rial was secured, has decided Mr. E. W. D. Holway, of Decorah, Ia., to undertake 
another similar trip beyond our southern borders during the present summer. 

LiLoyp’s Photogravures of American fungi give two views of Polyporus 
Berkeleyi Fr. for numbers 23 and 24. The specimen grew at the base of a 
large tree, and was two and a fourth feet across. The photographs and their 
reproductions are skillfully made, and bring out the characteristic features with 
great clearness, 

THE ALABAMA Biological Survey has sent out a long and interesting list of 
plants for exchange, including not only flowering plants, but ferns, mosses, 

by the chief herbaria of this country, and by many foreign herbaria. Particu- 
lar classes of plants, or forms illustrating ecological features, will be furnished 
at the same rates as for full sets. Inquiries and orders may be sent to C. F. 
Baker, Auburn, Ala. 
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DOMINION LINE 
MAIL STEAMSHIPS 

WEEKLY SAILINGS 

MONTREAL AND QUEBEC | 
TO LIVERPOOL 

FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS 

BOSTON TO LIVERPOOL | 
VIA QUEENSTOWN 

Large, fast, 
peperior shoes for all classes of passen 
gers. 

becoming more popular—the three days of smooth- 
water sailing after leaving Montreal, before the 
Atlantic is reached, being much enjoyed. 

The sea passage is a short one of 1656 miles. 
Boston as a port of departure for Europe is | 

very convenient, 

For all information as to rates, etc., apply to any 

local agent of the company, or 

GUS BROBERG, 609 Dearborn St., Chicago. 

Richards, [lills & Co. 

103St 
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ate St., Roaken; Tass. Gen. A 
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Via Niagara Falls and Buffalo. 
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should dena their address to L. R. MorRROw. Pass’r and 

Chicago, IIl., and ask for particulars re- 
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ficaka ona ee gees athe White Moun- 
and the of the Coast of Maine, 
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apply 

L. R. MORROW, crv Pass’r & Tk 

103 CLARK ST., B ahbatd oc, “ILL 
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SOUTH ] art POINTS 

CHICAGO TICKET OFFICE, 232 CLARK STREET 
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KENOSHA 

WISCONSIN On Lake Michigan 

50 miles from Chicago 
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The Ideal Resting Place 
Established Forty Years 

Combines in most perfect form the QUIET 

and Isolation of Country Life with the Lux- 

uries of High-class Hotels, and the Safety 

of the best Medical Skill and Nursing 2 

Elegantly illustrated descriptive pamphlet 

on application to 

Pore? es * 

THE PENNOYER SANITARIUM CO. 
KENOSHA, WISCONSIN. 
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Extra Quality 

HEALTH! REST! COMFORT 

2 Eee ees: he sgh 

The Jackson Sanatorium 
Dansville, Livingston County, as 5 

SS UE in 1858. Most oy and commodious Fire Proof 

in the world us a Health Institution. pe forms 

: erapeutics, massage, rest cure ici 

Ci 

Superior cuisine np by Emma P. Ewing, teacher of cooking 

at Chautau Do not fail to write for illustrated baer 

J if king health or rest. Address 

J. Arthur Jackoon. M.D., Secretary, Box 2003. 

Mounting Paper 

enus Covers 
In quantity f 

at very low prices. 

Bausch & Lomb 

Optical Co.....- 
State and Washington Streets 

Chicago 

One Dollar a Year 

The Fournal of Applicd Microscopy 

or the Herbaria of Educational Institutions 

ee gant Oe REIN OM eM en ee oe 

Please write . 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Fulton and Nassau Streets 

New Yo 
nn 

Publication Department 



Whiting’s | 
Standard | 

Papers ot Specially adapted for 

Co: mmercial and Fine 

Correspondence pur- SRW 

POSES wet ee be és | ve $ In proportion as society refines, new books 
; ‘ asi must ever become more necessary. 

Pure Fibre B| om, Goldsmith 
Delicate Surface | As society refines, so also 
Perfect Writing Quality Para] does it become more 

For sale by all dealers | 5 ctitical, 

Whiting rs mi 
P aper Es ompa ny ‘ - ® Papermaking is an art 

not learned in a day. 

ESTABLISHED 1844, 

Lovers of Literature 

ate Admirers of Art, 

NEW YORK | 

CHICAGO 

PHILADELPHIA 

Mills: HOLYOKE, MASS, 

: Me much where Clean A Piers ud esto aly ‘casts sare desired. 
Not only. aoae it feed the ink perfectly to the pen, but it prevents Soiled 

Fingers. It is scientifically correct and has made the 

Geo. S. Parker Fountain Pen. 
rei Spang PARKER Bygone eno PENS because bright people want 

Bright Dealers * Bo . Alittle talk w courteous, up-to- date dealer will 
nvitice you 9 Off hig] sc 5, 4, ‘ a 

2.0 2,50 3.00 re upward, according to size an 
Standard Parker Von DOr s. xe as. Next best, SPECIAL, $1.50. 

If your dealer keeps the old kind and won’t furnish you with a Parker, sendtous. Interesting booklet free. 
GEO. S. blah PEN CO., = - 34 Mill Street, Janesville, Wis. 

Safe Storage 
of Documents 

AND OTHER VALUABLE phone 
ae Use of faultless material, most perfec 
“and advanced methods of conn oeaee canis the 

All are lavited to inspect them. No obligation 
need be felt transact any ome ya We will feel 

d in the New Building of the pitt 2 repaid tS Aish ran examinat here y 
ILLINOIS: TRUST & pcb BANK, Popular prices preva 

er Jackson und La Salle Sts., ROBER’ Tr BOYD. 
CHICAGO. 

Secretary and Manager. 



ALLAN LINE. 

Royal Mail Steamship C50. 
TART POTEET IN 1854. 

The Company’s Fleet consists of Thirty-four Steamers aggregating 134,937 tons. 
Tunisian, 10,000 tons—building. Bavarian, 10,000 tons—building. Castilian, 8,800 tons—building. 

band Book of 
Graduate 
Courses 

Edited and published sd pat — 

Federation of Gradua 

SIXTH ANNUAL 
EDITION 

Contains: 
1) hip Claspified and Pp gree Statement of the 

and Colleges in the United State 

2) A Brief Description of the Different Leiden 

3) A List dom ipansies it 

held, arranged by institutions, wad sub- classified by 

dearimens, 

4) AL Doctor’s Theses in preparati 
5) A List of senda for Higher Parnes for the 

Previous Year, nH the titles of their theses, also the 

positions secure 
6) The Pr la f the Fed 

siting with Address of Prof. James H. Tufts, of the 

edi 1, F fs 

This book ai be in the hands of every student and 
educator. 

220 closely printed pages. Price ri Cents. 

Steamers Lageiged <— Jrom Montreal to 
Liverpool iter g the season of navigation, 
ibs siparuasicrors fron ug ew York to Glasgow 

The St. Lawrence route is 1000 miles 
less ocean sailing than from New York 

Three ee sailing on smooth water. 

The steamers are fitted with — 
provement re the Seay of the pas exger 

all classes, rpg: ng bilge keels, making 
the vessels steady in all weather, clectriclight 
eo agee =e spacious foe decks, 
mu moking r etc. 

erat a ar psec on ee en paid to ree 
ventilation and sanitary seca ments 
eb ee Patio is carried on all cence 

ger 
a ee passage lower than by most 

first- tig lines. Circular Dh iadiee rates and 
sailings, on application to 

ALLAN & CO., 
174 Jackson St., 

H. & A. ALLAN, Montreal, 

RUNTON’S Beautiful Hardy Flow- 
ering PERENNIALS and Rock 
Plants, 

Chicago ; or, 
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rhisig eri fir’ Shira 
e collection 

vias Perennial and ps Plants. Rare 
Choice Species of Roses, also a 

of Ty brid Perpetial Rie Japanese 
Bamboos, Tree 

te) 
endrons, Azaleas, ra 

sanite and other climbing | aie. Naie ia Biotié 
Or “ht 

d for catalogue and prospectus of Brunton’s 
Hardy rises Club and International Exchange. We 
collect from ail parts of Europe, India, and Africa. 

136 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 

LICHENS 
FOR SALE.—About 250 species, elegantly 

mounted, and named. so 800 species, 

in 22 bound volumes ; all elegant and correct. 

Both cheap; Address, W. W. CALKINS, 147 

California Avenue, Chicago. 
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~ STRANGE 
“SUITS, $15.00 TO $50.00.” | 

UITS | 
Mean Eels materials, linings and trimmings | 

ee normous quantities for our stores 
ina ithe: prinetpal ae thoroug thly organ- 
a o workmanshi system eliminating 

ery unnecessary expense without sacrific- 
ty. aie quali 

$50. 00 a2 

throug hout, s 
pense which will contribute in the slightest 
ete toa shed result. 
Between ae extremes we suit everybody. 
Baacies mailed f. 

ey > 

Se ae 
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Cor. Adams and Clark Sts., 
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Globe Card 
Index File. 
A SIMPLIFYING, systematic card 

arrangement of necessary informa- 
tion—anything—on any subject. & wt 

eS 
perfect index to anything y 

will ever need a second time, ed a 

Send fora EE ar He “shoes Card 
Index File and Globe Business FPurn 

THE GLOBE 
226-228 Wabash Ave., 

CHICAGO 
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Spruce 
Bark 

Bed Sheets ana 
_ Comfortables 

A Luxury for the Healthy 

A Tonic for the Convalescent 

A Remedy for the Sick 

ui 

oth gee Bark Bed Comfortables and * doe are a positive 
ee o Travelers aed a! san rists a 

n boa 
o sleep in strange 

beds oa berths in hote Is_ 
Spruce Bark 

tender i rages bark or the Caeairen Beli 
early in the 7 when the sap is rising a oadieg 
special Sitnan e bark is made into thin shee 
and pliable as ans and i in bali ha 

d Sheets are made of the 
m Spruce Tree, ieee 

B 

New ousness, 
alle aye wit a a ‘ 

Spruce Bark Bed Clothes: and ore constant use is recommended 
by P hysicia olute t g 

ce between the ontenaere and Sheets is 
in weight.  Chantierabics weigh about 1 the S} 
are eciily flectat light weight and aici less than 12 oz 

Spruce Bark Bed Comfortables and Sheet ize 64x72 in., 
are packed in curious wooden bags, silk lined and trimmed with 
silk, and, if your d ye cannot supply them, we will ship any- 
where in the U. S. or Canada, carriage and duty free, on receipt 
of price, $2 each, “ie either "Comfo rtables or Sheets. Money 
refunded if not satis fied. 

©0OOOOOO00000 | COMPANY Y; 
1224-1248 W. Eighth St., Fulton & Pearl Sts., © 

CINCINNATI. NEW YORK. 



JAR. 1. Donnelley & ons Co. 
The Lakeside Press 

PRINTERS AND BINDERS 

THE PRINTING OF BOOKS DEMANDING TASTE AND CAREFUL EXECU- 

pod dos OTeOaUEUOOOOOOOIOOSS VaQHOHOHOVOHOHO
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KRrench, Special 30 day Offer 
German, | prs 250 

in 10 weeks at your own home, Regular Price, $5.00. 
S BY E ROSENTHAL METHOD, the most simple, natural and practical system of language study 

A , ih ot shed. In san in every countryin Europe, and enpnuseetionl ag tad iby the leading edu- 

Sp 26 world, Thirty nine a day for ten weeks will enable you to read, eak . 

ECIAL OFFER. TS IRTY: DAYS ONLY, upon receipt of iP a we oritl Boke id 1 plete set of 

includin M c Boo es of the Rosenthal Method for Language Study at home (French, German or Spanish) 

S. Ee embership in Correspondence School, which entitles you to the privilege of consulting the eminent linguist, Dr. 

“a Rowenta fate Prof, Uni. of prvohs a author of the Rosenthal Method, ee & tose correction of exercises. Regular price $5. 

rem — rete gvhen or compet set ah books with membership, and if upon gee are i x ' we Wi 

© a refund your mo State language desired. Booklet. “A Rev olut thes tudy of Foreign Languages,” free. 

DR. ROsmNTIAS LANGUAGE COLLEGE, 433 pertains Park West, New York. 

Tha falta e ofl os Py sn 

[Chicago | i h 3 

The Schoo! of Medicine of the saci of Illinois. 
au) 

Chicago 

Law School 

Mow : term beging September se eetAes Hons 
jie’ Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL. 

MEDICAL ae 
DENTS STUDY LAW AT HOME , 

. prepared for successful careers by a course com- ruction by mail, adapted to bes . 

ng actual practice with Scapanors. and lin ical work. 

other advanced ideas are featur 

gl year’ grade ede First two years largely labora- 
paratery Course, Under. 

vent ast two years largely ‘linical work. pncererg td 
graduate Course of three years leads 

inical facilities unsurpassed. Persons a i Sag er anf semen a 
f LL. M — D. - L. Fall 

inform: 
ation apply to Dr, Wm. Allen Pusey, Sansetan ry, 

State Street, Ch Chicago, Tlis. 

Y MEDICAL COLLEGE, C CHIC CAGO. 

Any interested ~ the study of medicine can obtain further 

information 

FRANCES DICKINSON, M. D., 167-171 Clark Street, Chicago. | 

STUDY ‘ILLINOIS 
| Medical College 

9 © $ School 
Medicine ns eee A regula lar Med- 

we College, noleee session 

m March to September. 

Four years’ gra course. 

* 

durin clinics. Well-equipped Labor- 

atories. Abundant dissecting 

material. ing costs o1 

thi i N 

8 years 0 of su i AS 

lars free. foraaes Corresponde! 

Sehvo! sigicaant ts: 227 Tel. Bldg., Detroit, Michigan. 

SIMEON W. 1, KING 
Attorney at Law, 

| United States Commissioner 

Commissioner of Deeds 
For ALL the States and Territori 

Commissioner for U. 8. Co urt 

of Claims at Washington, B.C 

rae vate wrclig. 8 
Government Passport Agen nt 

d less than in Winter. 
v ; y. 

other great city has a climate 
: vig oe Pb ne 

e allowing study all Summer, | vits Depositions taken Ad 

fogeing ional. ecognized | 1 dress all corresp nee to or 

byt aad Illinois State Board of | — deall at 541 Monadn adnock Block, 

Apply to 
oo Chicago, Lil. 

a sents h,A.M.,M.D.,
 Dean 

Sab ice SR 

Summer. or H. H. y Sa wn, M, D., Sey, Whe n wr yriting in ing in regard to advertisements 
please 

cata 4 the “ Botanical Gazette. 
103 State St., Chicago. 
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THE SUMMER QUARTER 
$9) 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
L BEGIN 

FRIDAY, JULY 1,°1898. 

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY 
COURSES oF INSTRUCTION 
OFFERED BY ONE HUNDRED 
nny FEN FEACHERS | 

CIRCULARS OF INFORMATION 
MAY BE OBTAINED FROM ... 

THE EXAMINER 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 



WHAT IS 

POND’S=——= 
EXTRAGT? 

A Family Remedy which, for over 
50 years, has stood the test of time. 

INVALUABLE FOR ALL AQHES, PAINS, INFLAMMATIONS, 
CATARRHAL TROUBLE AND PILES, 

GET THE GENUINE. AVOID IMITATIONS. 
POND’S EXTRACT CO., New York and London. 

Springs 

No. 1 and 2 

LITHIA WATER 
In Bright’s Disease, the Gouty Diathesis, etc, A Veritable Antidote 

to Albuminuria in all of its Forms, 
Dr. ALFRED L. LOOMIS, aga of Pathology and Practical Medicine in the Medical 

Department of the University of Ne bd k, wrote: “For the past four years I have used 
he treatment of Chronic Bright’s Disease.of the 

BUFFAL O LITHIA WATER cideass. occurring in Gouty and Rheumatic subjects, 
with FALO benefit.’’ 

ros WILLIAM H. DRUIIMOND, Professor of Medical Jurisprudence, Bishop's University, Montreal, 
“Tn the Acute and Chronic Nephritis Sa Disease of the Kidneys) of Gouty and 

“oneal Origin, as well as in the gra ver Alb uria of Pregnancy, I have found’ 

to act as a veritable antidote, and I know of no other natural 
BUFFALO LITHIA WATER agent netotiredy this important quality.” 

Dr. GRAEME M. HAIIFMOND, of New York, Professor of Diseases of the Min nd and Nervous 
System tn the New York Post- penis Medical School and Hospita: “In all cases of Bright’s s Disease 
of the Kidn neve, I have foun rvice in 
pia the quantity of urine, and in eliminating 

e@ alb 

BUFFALO L WATE is for ro Bes Grocers and Druggists generally. Pamphlets on 

ITHIA R applicati 
PROPRIETOR, spose LITHIA SPRINGS, VA. 

Springs Open for Guests from Jume 15 to October 1. 
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5 ** Contains as much flesh-forming 2 
2 matter as beef.” ¢ 
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$ Walter Baker & Co,’s: sWalter Baker & Co.'s; (SZ 
M > Gh B kt t A Delightful Dentifrice 
— 7 r ca as Always the Same 
2 S YY) 5 1859-1897 

$ y : Single price 
SH OCOd?> Double quantity 
$ F} ; é (liquid and pow 

$i 4 Triple Valine 
5 AL “Has stood the test of m = é eee 
€ Gas me ear ot aes tert yas moms > = a wholesome and fragrant. 
> = honest worth is unequalled.” » Phy :$°4 
¢ TRADE-MARK. —Medical and Surgical Journal. > dations: 

2 4 A SAMPLE Ste fs CENTS. ¢ Costs Less Than ONE CENT a Cu $ 
ur Trade-Mark on wesig Package. 

: : ? > Walter Baker & Co. Ltd. ¢ 4 2 
é DORCHESTER, MASS. $ 

Always use the best. 2 aatviaes 
The Best Pens are 
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